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Abstract
The ‘Cerbalus project: landscape archaeology in the Cervaro river valley’ was
conceived as a landscape archaeology research project, for the investigation of
the Cervaro river valley, located at the borders of Apulia and Campania, in
Southern Italy. The ultimate objective was to reconstruct and narrate the
‘biography’ of this inner, hilly, sub-Apennine landscape, grasping the persistent
elements of identity, the long-lasting territorial marks, and the deep
transformations that arose in specific moments during its historic evolution.
Thus, through the application of a holistic approach based on the integration of
different sources, in a diachronic and global perspective, both the “histoire
événementielle” and the ‘micro-histories’ of the rural human communities settled
in the area throughout the centuries, with their economic and settlement
strategies, were emphasized. Field surveys data, ancient sources, epigraphs,
Medieval chartae, archival charters, ancient and modern cartography, remote
sensing and paleoenvironmental data were all taken into consideration for the
reconstruction of this landscape’s evolution, from Prehistory to Norman era.
The main results of the research refer to an increase of the dataset of the historic
and archaeological data; to the methodology and sources used; and to the
archaeological and historical discussions in a previously uncharted territory.
Indeed, not only the archaeological records of the Cervaro valley was enriched,
from a quantitative and qualitative point of view, but also the combined use of
field, archival, and desktop-based data allowed for the acquisition of a wide set
of information, that will also serve as tools for future developments of the
research. In this work, several historical and archaeological issues are debated,
with a particular attention towards specific turning points: the absence of a
strong and hegemonic Daunian center in the valley and the prevalent Samnite
cultural component, in the archaic period; the inscription of the community of
Vibinum in the Galeria Tribe — mainly attested in Irpinia rather than in Apulia —
; the foundation of the Roman colony probably during Sulla Age as a military
stronghold; the archaeological absence of the Byzantine power in town and in
the countryside, and the prevalence of Lombard’s authority. Moreover, an
analysis of settlement patterns, field-system morphologies, administrative
control, resource production, and infrastructural activity over time was
conducted, outlining the main development trends, between persistence and
discontinuity.
The analysis of the evolution of landscape and settlement patterns of this inner
and boundary area allowed also to reconsider the concept of marginality which
burdened the entire sub-Apennine area in the recent past, as a consequence of
depopulation and social and economic recession. In this respect, this research
may serve also public utility, for cultural landscape preservation, future
landscape planning and the development of cultural tourism.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION

1.

THE CERBALUS PROJECT

1.1 Project genesis and aims
The ‘Cerbalus project: landscape archaeology in the Cervaro valley’ was conceived in
the frame of twenty-five years of archaeological research carried out in Daunia
by the Department of Humanities at the University of Foggia. Thanks to field
surveys, excavations, geological and geoarchaeological analyses, aerial and
geophysical surveys, as well as the dialogue between different disciplines –
hence applying the methods of the modern ‘archeologia globale dei paesaggi” – the
northern portion of the Apulia region experienced an exponential growth in
available archaeological data during the last two decades (see chapter 3.3).
1

Surveys in the river valleys of the Celone , Ofanto , Fortore and Carapelle , in the
territory of ancient Salapia (Trinitapoli, San Ferdinando, Margherita di Savoia,
Cerignola) , the ager Lucerinus
(Lucera, Pietramontecorvino, Volturino,
Casalnuovo, Monterotaro, Castelnuovo della Daunia) and in ager Ausculinus
(Ascoli Satriano), together with several years of archaeological excavations in the
sites of San Giusto , Herdonia , Faragola , Canosa di Puglia , Montecorvino ,
Salapia-Salpi produced a significant record of information and enhanced the
comprehension of historic landscapes, urban spaces, and their relationship over
the eras. In all the above-mentioned cases, landscape studies followed excavation
campaigns in towns and in rural areas. For example, in 1998 after the first
excavations of the ecclesiae and the villa of San Giusto the first archaeological field
survey started; the Ofanto valley was detected between 2001 and 2006, which
was followed by the dig of the paleo-Christian complex of Saint Peter of Canosa;
likewise, the research in the Carapelle valley followed the excavation of Faragola.
More recently, field surveys in the territory of Salapia aimed at understanding
2
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Volpe 2008; Volpe, Goffredo 2014; Brogiolo 2007; Cambi 2009; Cambi 2011, 235-236;
Cambi, Terrenato 1994.
Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b; Romano, Recchia 2006; Romano, Volpe 2005; Volpe,
Romano, Goffredo 2004; Volpe 2001; Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003; Goffredo, Volpe 2007.
Goffredo, Volpe 2007; Goffredo, Volpe 2005; Goffredo 2011.
Goffredo, Ficco 2009; Ficco 2013.
Goffredo, Volpe 2019; Goffredo, Totten, Volpe 2018; Goffredo, De Venuto, Totten, Volpe
2018; Goffredo, Mazzini et alii 2018.
Marchi et alii 2018; Marchi, Forte, Castellaneta 2014; Marchi, Buffo 2010; Marchi 2010a;
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Ordona X; Ordona XI; Favia 2019.
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the environment and settlement dynamics around the main centers of SalapiaSalpi.
On the other side, in the Cervaro river valley, the archaeological field surveys
had been set with the objective of detecting and understanding this portion of
the landscape where no former extensive scientific research programs had ever
been carried out. Moreover, while the majority of the research carried out in
Daunia thus far had explored the territories of the Tavoliere plain, this project
intends to investigate an inner portion of Daunia on the sub-Apennine chain in
order to enhance our understanding of the evolution of these historic landscapes,
even in areas that have long been considered marginal, and to enrich the dataset
of historic and archaeological data from a quantitative and qualitative point of
view, aiming for a more comprehensive study of the entire region. Indeed, as
argued by N. Terrenato ‘sample size matters!” . Interestingly, the Cervaro valley
is characterized by a higher state of conservation of the archaeological layers
with respect to the Tavoliere, as a consequence of the minor impact of modern
agriculture and infrastructure, and especially as the area was not entailed in the
system of Locazioni, after the foundation in 1447 of the Dogana della Mena delle
Pecore . While this moment created an abrupt interruption between the ancient
and modern landscapes for the entirety of Apulia with the transformation of large
surfaces of land into pastures, in the Cervaro area such transformations only
impacted the lower portion of the valley, better preserving the archaeological
sites and the historic landscape of the upper valley.
13

14

For these reasons, studying ‘marginal’ contexts not only may result in a more
consistent set of acquired data, but also contribute to overcoming the stereotypes
of economic and cultural marginality of inner areas . Indeed, as argued by E.
Farinetti in her study of the Cicolano valley, referring to marginality is simply
scientifically inaccurate, as the concept is not static but rather a historical
outcome that should only be historically judged: “marginalities, that involve
environmental, economic, socio-political or cultural issues, occur in a dynamic network
of relationships between people and environment, and are embedded in cultural and
physical processes” . Moreover, P. Horden and N. Purcell underlined the role of
the “diversity, extreme mutability, and pervasive interdependence of Mediterranean
microecologies” .
15

16

17

The outcomes of this research, if compared to the other archaeological research
carried out in northern Apulia, clearly show from one side how misleading the
concept of marginality may be if considered as the synonym of economic and
social backwardness, mere subsistence, and cultural and technical poverty; and,
from the other, the interdependence and interconnections that existed among
different but complementary environmental and ecological milieus, as well as
the mutability – within the same context – of these relationships throughout the
centuries, and the ability to adapt and exploit different resources though time in
compliance with environmental, climatic, geomorphological peculiarities.
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Terrenato 2006.
Marino 1988; Violante 2009; Russo 2016.
Traina 1990; more recent contributions are in: Cambi, De Venuto, Goffredo 2015.
Farinetti 2015, 147.
Horden, Purcell 2000, 83.

3

One of the objective is to detect, through historic and archaeological analyses of
‘bioregions’, the ‘invarianti strutturali’, as defined by the landscape planner A.
Magnaghi . However, these landscape structures are not to be considered static
features, but rather as identitarian peculiarities that are adjusted throughout the
historic evolution to respond to different needs and technical knowledge.
18

In this research, historic landscape is intended as the complex set of land use
patterns based upon connective infrastructures and physical structures within a
characteristic geomorphological environment , that the human communities
created overtime with a of progressive processes of “appropriazione” and
“territorializzazione” . Through the analyses of settlement strategies and rural
exploitation of resources, this research aims to overcome the processualism and
post-processualism diatribe by espousing a new, more complex, and less
deterministic way of studying the rural landscapes, in line with the lesson by G.
Brogiolo on the ‘archeologia della complessità’ .
19

20

21

The Cervaro river valley appeared at the beginning of this research as a mostly
uncharted territory. In the area of examination, despite the historical and
archaeological research undertaken in the favorable season of studies in the years
between the 18 and 19 century, thanks to the commitment of an erudite scholar,
Carlo Gaetano Nicastro (1868-1938) , it was only during the 90’s, and especially
thanks to Marina Mazzei, that Bovino entered the academic debate, with the
publication of the museum collection catalogue . Nevertheless, no systematic
and extensive archaeological research have been planned since, and new
perspectives have only been opened by recent commercial archaeology field
surveys and excavations , which exponentially enlarged the number of areas of
archaeological interest reported to the Superintendence. With this respect, the
need for a more precise georeferentiation and positioning of these sites into a
consistent GIS system seemed impelling, for both research and preservation
issues.
th

th
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Nevertheless, both inside the small village of Bovino and in the surrounding
countryside, traces of its past are well preserved. In Bovino, located on a hill on
top of the Cervaro valley, traces of the Roman colony of Vibinum and of the
medieval village are nestled as ruins in the modern urban tissue. Five portions
of the Roman urban walls are still recognizable near the so-called Buco di San
Marco, in Via Castello, in Chiavicella, in Via Mentana, and in Via Lastene, where
one of the round medieval towers alongside the urban walls was also excavated.
Moreover, many houses located in the city center, especially in the area around
the Cathedral, exploit Roman cisterns as modern basements, proving the
existence of a complex system of collection and storage of water during the
18
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Magnaghi, Fanfani 2010; for a general overview: Magnaghi 2010.
Chavarrìa Arnau 2015, 7-18.
Magnaghi 2010.
Brogiolo, Colecchia 2017.
Nicastro 1893; Nicastro 1916; Nicastro 1984.

Bovino 1994.
Eneolithic village of Tegole (BOV30); the Eneolithic and archaic necropolis of Giardinetto
(ORS14); the archaic necropolis of Monte Calvello (TR08); the villa of Casalene (BOV20);
and the rural settlement of Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo (BOV59).
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Roman period. Also, in the Cathedral many Roman spolia are still preserved,
reused in various ways: capitals and columns, a millstone is re-used as a holy
water font, and paleo-Christian pieces of the former church are hung on the inner
walls. Lastly, the local museum exhibits a rich collection of archaeological
artifacts from the urban and rural spaces, which attests the vitality of the Cervaro
valley during all eras, from Neolithic to modern times. For the richness of its
cultural heritage and for the quality of the hospitality industry, the municipality
of Bovino was awarded the orange flag of the Touring Club every year since 2013
for its high-level of tourist offerings, while in 2014 and in 2019 Bovino was
appointed the ‘Borgo piú bello di Puglia’ by the Associazione Nazionale Comuni
Italiani.
Thus, at the beginning of the project, we could rely on a significant amount of
favorable circumstances: from one side, the richness of archaeological,
epigraphical and documentary evidence in the urban and rural milieu, and from
the other, the awareness of the local administration of cultural heritage and the
generosity of the Archeoclub d’Italia-Sede di Bovino, both willing to provide
logistical support. In this respect, during the fieldwork, the project was set up as
a public archaeology activity , through collaboration with local scholars, cultural
associations, and private citizens.
25

This was therefore the frame for setting up the project, conceived in strict
collaboration between the Department of Human Science of the University of
Foggia, the Superintendence of Puglia and the Municipality of Bovino.
In the frame of a three-year agreement (2014-2016) renewed for the following
three years (2017-2019), the research program was structured in four macrofields of intervention:
26

1.

Acquisition, reorganization, conformance of the archaeological archive,
formerly acquired through un-systematic inquiries, commercial
archaeology interventions, and Superintendence reports;

2.

Extensive archaeological field surveys in sample areas;

3.

Archival research for ancient literary and figurative sources;

4.

In town census of archaeological remains.

In the following chapters, these steps will be extensively outlined, and this work
is composed of three main sections: the first section serves as an introduction and
presents the geo-morphological asset of the valley and the state of the art. The
Skeates, McDavid, Carman 2012; Moshenska 2017; Tully 2019; Dragoni, Cerquetti 2019;
Nucciotti, Bonacchi, Molducci 2019; Volpe 2020. Best practices for the Italian landscape
archaeology based on public archaeology and community participation are the Ancient
Appia Landscapes (Santoriello 2017) and Aithale in the Isola d’Elba (Pagliantini 2019).
First results in Volpe 2015; Romano, Volpe 2015. The department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia obtained the concession for research and excavation of Casalene and
its territory by Mibact (note n° 2989 of 10/04/2014), in collaboration with Soprintendenza
per i Beni Archeologici della Puglia. The appointed official is dott.ssa Marisa Corrente;
scientific directors of the researches are: prof. Mariuccia Turchiano, prof. Danilo Leone and
dott. Angelo Valentino Romano.
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second section is devoted to the sources and methodologies applied, with the
catalogues of literary, epigraphical, figurative, documentary, and archival
sources used. The archaeological methodologies applied during field survey and
the management of data in a GIS database are also discussed.
In the third section, archaeological and historic data are merged for the
reconstruction of the evolutions of the historic landscape of the valley, from the
Neolithic to the Norman era.
Lastly, the catalogues of sites and non-sites detected through past studies, and
enriched by the results of the three archaeological field survey campaigns and
commercial archaeology interventions carried out in the valley are inserted in
the Appendices, as well as a complete list of all occurrences of the Cervaro valley
in the archival cartographic collection of the Archivio di Stato di Foggia.
The main objectives of the Cerbalus project refer both to research and to public
utility. It aims, indeed, to draw a comprehensive picture of the complex
palimpsest of the historic landscapes of the Cervaro valley. This would result in
a ‘biography’ of the valley in a diachronic and global perspective, considering
the interrelationships between the social and natural dimensions of landscapes .
27

In particular it aims to:
o gather the data coming from the growing number of commercial
archaeology interventions as a result of the expansion of the building
industry and the diffusion of green energy plants, in view of a more
consistent and accessible database of sites;
o build an archeological archive of sites and non-sites by carrying out fieldworks and desktop-based research;
o collect and analyze all literary, epigraphical, figurative and archival
sources that contain information on past landscape use in the area;
o examine the environmental features and natural resources exploited over
time, stressing the relevance of human activities for landscape evolution
and the strict relationship between artifacts and eco-facts;
o analyze the changes and processes of the landscape use and the
settlement strategies that characterized the upper Cervaro valley between
Prehistory and Middle Ages through the blending of different
methodologies and competencies;
o recognize the peculiarities of the area that can be read as key features for
understanding the settlement and economic strategies performed by the
communities over time, in accordance with the environmental features
and the available natural resources;
o provide the local community and authorities in charge of territorial
planning with archaeological data for building a ‘Map of the Archaeological

27

Tosco 2006; Tosco 2009; Tosco 2014; Carandini 2017.

6

Potential’ in accordance with the new Piano Paesaggistico Territoriale
Regionale (PPTR) e la Carta dei Beni Culturali della Puglia ;
28

29

o contribute to defining a methodology for the archaeological research of
Apulian sub-regions by assessing and exploiting different sources and
tools available for future developments;
o bring attention back to this area which — although characterized by a
high archaeological potential — has been rather marginal in the scientific
research of the last 25 years;
o offer a contribution for the development of cultural tourism in areas
subjected to depopulation, also to foster landscape heritage awareness.
The research presented is the result of many years of field work, laboratorial
studies and desktop-based research. Nevertheless, many issues remain open and
many fields are yet unexplored, and there is room for possible future
developments. New field surveys could further enlarge the dataset, as Late
Medieval and Modern Age landscapes are yet to be explored in order to gain the
complete picture and to detect the moments of de-structuration of ancient
landscapes. Also, paleoenvironmental, paleoclimate, geo-archaeological and
bioarcheological research are not only desirable, they are essential for fully
investigating and questioning past landscape assets and gaining objective data
that can enhance our comprehension and arise new questions. Moreover, this
inner and inertial landscape is experiencing severe issues of rural and urban
depopulation, with the increase in the number of abandoned fields and rural
houses . These circumstances together with the deforestation processes and the
installment of solar panels in the countryside contribute to the degradation of the
historic landscape and to the loss of cultural values. How can landscape
archaeology help in slowing or, better, turning this process around? (Table 1.1).
30

Indeed, researches of landscape archaeology aim at building knowledge on
landscapes, which is necessary also for urban planning, landscape design, and
public participation in local and regional development. As long as archaeology
is funded with public money, the final goal of such historic and archaeological
investigation on authorship and agency of landscape processes and dynamics
should be to build up a set of knowledge for the local communities and for all
the so-called ‘stakeholder’.
But how do we communicate landscape archaeology research? Can the
traditional ways of museum communication be adapted for landscape studies?
This point is rather problematic. How can we ‘musify’ a landscape, if
museification is traditionally associated with the idea of a change in function and
a removal from the stream of life and from the economical circuit of the
collections, while landscape is per se a concept in progress, and ever changing?
Neither the site nor specific artifacts are the focus of the research, but rather the
complex set of ecofacts and artifacts that shaped the contemporary landscape,
http://www.sit.puglia.it/portal/portale_pianificazione_regionale/Piano%20Paesaggisti
co%20Territoriale; Mininni 2011; Magnaghi 2014.
Carta dei Beni Culturali della Regione Puglia: Home; cfr. Volpe 2011a; Volpe et alii 2008.
http://community-pon.dps.gov.it/areeinterne/progetto-aree-interne/la-strategianazionale-per-le-aree-interne/.
28
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and at the same time the landscape subjectively perceived , so how can the
results be conveyed? And how can landscape study be useful for
contemporaneity? Many actions at many levels can be embraced: creating
consciousness of the past; creating attractions to stimulate cultural tourism;
rediscovering resources and potentiality of a territory, hence, fostering the socioeconomic processes in the field of cultural tourism, agriculture, food and wine
production by linking cultural values to contemporary productions and places.
31

This process is fraught with risks: misrepresentation through the creation of
landscape and communities’ cultural, social and identitarian values that do not
correspond to present or past practices ; binding territories by stopping
economic and social development and creating tensions among stakeholders;
status quo preservation and creation of beautiful, lifeless postcards.
32

However, the opportunities at stake are enormous:
o from a scientific point of view, this would result into a common space for
all disciplines that study landscape to be united, sharing a common
ground for the planning of new research projects as well as for
communicating results;
o from an economic point of view, it could create chances of economic
development in inner areas, fostering local and sustainable tourism, local
enterprise, and ensuring qualified jobs;
o from a social point of view, it could foster the creation of a space for
democratic participation and co-creation of values.
Among the large number of different approaches and definitions that have been
adopted for regulating areas that have cultural, natural and landscape values ,
eco-museums seem to be the best formula, as they are based on a holistic and
interdisciplinary approach to the community landscape, despite the lack of
national recognition and the definition of minimum standards . The actions shall
include:
33

34

o networking of museums and territories, archaeological sites and parks,
institution and local administration, small entrepreneurs, restaurants,
private citizens, associations;

ELC 2000: Art. 1 Convention. "Landscape" means an area, as perceived by people, whose
character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors.
Settis 2012, 2017.
Among the others: area of archaeological interest; archaeological area; Area of
archaeological interest under landscape protection; archaeological parks; eco-museums;
underwater protected area of naturalistic and archeological interest; naturalistic park with
archaeological evidences; naturalistic park/reserve/protected area; land art installation;
site specific artworks; thematic park; ethnographic museums.
For instance, the Rete Ecomusei del Piemonte, or the Archaeological park of Baratti and
Populonia in Tuscany. For a general overview on ecomuseums: Baratti 2012; Baratti 2014.
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o improvement of accessibility with track planning, cycle and walking
trails, for preserving the ‘diritto al paesaggio’ (art. 9 Costituzione), as well
as for ensuring access and subjective perception ;
35

o communication of cultural values of landscape forms and productions;
o engagement of communities in the planning process;
o foster creativity and co-creation of values.
In this respect, the Cerbalus project shall therefore be intended as the starting
point for setting up a more complex and engaging program of further research
and applied outcomes, whose final aim is the return to local community and
visitors of the information acquired.
STRUCTURAL
FEATURES

THREAT

GOOD PRACTICES

The
mountainous
systems of the
Apennine chain
and of the minor
ridges
which
gently slope in
direction
W-E
toward
the
Tavoliere. They
represent
the
main
visual
element and the
privileged
observation
points
from
where to perceive
the
Tavoliere
landscape.

- Modifications and threats by
territorial transformations: as i.e. pits
and plant;

- The safeguarding of
the
morphological
ridges and of landscape
assets.

The
hydrographic
system
constituted by the
Cervaro and its
dense network of
tributaries. The
narrow
river
valleys strongly
influenced
and
structured
the
settlement

- Anthropization processes alongside
the river banks which worsened the
natural conditions and increased the
risk of floods;

- Eolic plant and photovoltaic systems
which have strong impact on landscape
assets;
- Precariousness of edges and ridges,
with frequent landslides, due in part to
mechanized
agriculture
and
deforestation.

- Hydraulic works such as dams,
infrastructure,
artificial
channels,
modified profiles, hydraulic and
ecological dynamics of water streams
as much as the landscape appearance
and perception.

- A communitarian
safeguard
of
the
integrity of hydraulic,
ecological
and
landscape characters of
Cervaro and Carapelle
and their valorization
as
multifaceted
ecological corridors for
the
enjoyment
of
natural and cultural

For instance, following the model of the cycling path of VenTo: Pileri, Giacomelli, Giudici
2015; on the relation between archaeology, landscape and ‘mobilità lenta’: Volpe 2019;
Volpe 2020, in press.
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strategies
over
the
centuries,
also serving as
ecological
corridors of high
natural
value
between
the
Apennine and the
coast.

heritage alongside their
flow.

The agricultural
and
environmental
system of Monti
Dauni
is
characterized by
a
dense
agricultural
mosaic with vast
arable
area,
together with its
surrounding
pastures
and
woodlands.
Wood represents
a prominent and
fundamental
feature of the
Monti
Dauni
landscape,
throughout
its
history.

- Urban enlargement;

Settlement
system organized
on small villages
castled on the
hilltops. The road
system
developed on the
valley floor and
intercepts
the
secondary road
linking the urban
centers.

- Depopulation and degradation of
mountainous centers;

Thinness of rural
settlement.

- Changes in morphology and property
features
of
masserie
through
parcellation and new blocks;

- Progressive erosion of the natural
landscape in the valley for agricultural
activities and the following reduction
of the ecological value of agricultural
mosaic near the rivers;
- Deforestation and introduction of
invasive species contributing to
hydrogeological
instability
and
threaten the natural and landscape
value of wood;

- The safeguarding of
wooded heritage and
local species;
-The
valorization,
promotion and support
of
farming
and
agricultural activities
and
all
rural
economies, also in
association
with
touristic policies.

- Crisis of agricultural, farming and
woodland economy.

- Despite the increase of depopulation
rate, the urbanization increased
exponentially.

- The safeguarding of
rural settlements and
their relationships with
the landscape;
- The valorization and
promotion of rural
economies;
- The safeguarding and
valorization of cultural
heritage
and
archaeological
sites
with an integrated
perspective.

- Abandonment and progressive
degradation of rural buildings and
adjacent lots.
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- The safeguarding and
recovery
of
the
morphological
character
of
rural
buildings, and their
valorization for public
enjoyment.

Cultural osmosis
and connection
between
Campania
and
Apulia.

- Loss of the complexity and of the
peculiar
features
expressed
by
integration/conflict/mixture dynamics
typical of the boundary areas.

- The valorization of the
long-lasting
features
that had characterized
the valley as an area of
connection with the
neighboring
Irpinia
through the recovery of
ancient
traditions,
cultural features, food
productions
and
consumptions.
- The creation of an
infrastructural network
between Daunia and
Campania.

Table 1.1: Structural features, threats and good practices to be implemented in the
Monti Dauni (modified from PPTR, Monti Dauni, table A.3).
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1.2 The sample area
The Cervaro valley is a narrow river valley located at the western borders of the
Apulia region. For the purpose of this research, an area of 335 km was delimited,
corresponding to the upper and middle portion of the river basin. The landscape
serves as the object of this research, analyzed both in its environmental and
archaeological components as well as in its diachronic evolution. The sample
area does not correspond to any modern or ancient administrative sub-region
but rather to a landscape system which was and still is organized around its main
geographical feature: the Cervaro river. For the area in examination, the Cervaro
represents not only the major environmental element and point of reference for
the human settlement, road system, from Prehistory to modern day (Figg. 1.11.2).
2

Figure 1.1: The upper Cervaro valley in western Apulia.
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Figure. 1.2: The Cervaro valley, with the area in exam, the main hydrographic network,
and the modern center of Bovino.

1.2.1 The geographical context
When defining the extent of the sample area, natural features, such as secondary
river courses and hilly ridges, have been chosen as boundaries where possible.
The area extends in SW-NE direction following the riverbed of the Cervaro, and
includes the mountainous sector of the Monti Dauni, the hilly slopes alongside
the upper river valley, and the first portion of the Tavoliere plain. Therefore, the
three different morphologies have been considered, in order to detect
specificities and differences of development in the whole region.
The Lavella river bed and the Acquara stream define the western and north-west
borders; northern, and the Sannoro encloses the area, corresponding also to the
modern administrative border between the municipalities of Bovino and Orsara.
Embracing Monte Calvello, the area comprises a small portion of the territory of
Troia and extends toward Foggia, up to the railway Foggia-Melfi that delimits
the eastern border. The latter represents the only artificial boundary of the area,
which still allows us to include the first portion of the Cervaro plain watercourse,
and at the same time exclude its flowing through the Tavoliere, which responds
to geographic, environmental and anthropic characteristics which differ from the
peculiarities of the Monti Dauni area. Lastly, the southern boundaries run
alongside the hilly ridges between Bovino and Deliceto and follow secondary
watercourses (Fosso delle Differenze, Fosso Pozzo Vitolo and Canale Muro
Rotto) up to the railway line.
13

1.2.2 The chronological span
This research covers a wide chronological span, between the Ancient Neolithic
and the Norman era. The chronological division used is coherent and consistent
with the ones used for similar landscape research in order to ease comparisons
and to consider the available archaeological evidence and previous tradition of
study, with the full awareness that every chronological and geographical choice
is never objective, but rather a subjective outcome. In every section, particular
elements for the landscape and settlement evolutions are stressed and outlined:
o the Neolithic agricultural revolution and the spreading of the ditched
villages;
o the introduction of the first metal objects and the spread of the
megalithism during Copper Age, an elsewhere evanescent moment that
in this portion of Daunia is instead widely attested;
o the turning point in the nature-anthropic balance and the remarkable
complexity of the productive and settlement sites of Bronze Age
communities;
o the problematic relationship between Samnite and Daunian communities
during the Early Iron age, and especially during the Archaic period at the
dawn of the Romanization process;
o the effects of the Second Punic War on landscape assets and the
affirmation of the ‘Roman way’ of agricultural exploitation through the
network of farms;
o the full integration of the valley within the Roman system between
Augustan age and the Tetrarchy, with villae and the development of
wheat and olive oil production;
o the ‘sistema agrario tardoantico’ and the economic development of Apulia et
Calabria between Costantine and the Gothic war, with the contextual rise
of new powers;
o the collapse of the Late Antique assets, the ruralization processes, and the
reuse of the Roman structures with new purposes; churches, villages, and
curtes became the centers of the rural settlement in a moment of
continuous conflicts between Lombards and Byzantines;
o the new Norman asset, and the geography of the casalia.
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2. BOVINO AND THE CERVARO VALLEY: GEOGRAPHICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL NOTES
2.1 Geological, geomorphological and environmental frame
Bovino is located 647 m a.s.l, 34 km south west of Foggia, and 66 km away from
the Adriatic Sea. It occupies a strategic geographical position, testified by its
long-lasting settlement tradition which dates back to the archaic period. Indeed,
the small village, nowadays inhabited by approximately 3600 residents, sits upon
the eastern offshoots of the Monti Dauni, the pre-Apennine chain which, edging
along the west and south-west of the Tavoliere plain, corresponds to the natural
and administrative borders between Apulia and Campania. Bovino overlooks
the Cervaro Valley, which is crossed in a WSW-ENE direction by the eponymous
river, flowing 350 m lower with respect to Bovino hilltop. Nevertheless, the
Cervaro river valley does not belong exclusively to Bovino municipality, as it
also part of the territories of Panni, Troia, Orsara, Foggia, Ascoli Satriano,
Ordona and Castelluccio dei Sauri, to whom belong communal territories of
different widths.
The Cervaro river valley’s landscape is a highly varied environment, in which
different habitats, different geologies and different uses of soil coexist. The valley
is naturally open toward the Adriatic Sea: following its riverbed, one can not only
cross highly diverse habitats from a geological point of view, but also encounter
a long-lasting and stratified historic and archaeological landscape, stretching
from the peaks of the Subappennino Daunio to the Adriatic coastline, passing
through the Tavoliere plain, which has been populated since the Neolithic era
(Fig. 2.1).

a.
b.
Figure 2.1: a: The Cervaro Valley and the ancient centers of Northern Apulia. b: Bovino
and the upper Cervaro valley.
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The Subappennino Daunio formed during the Miocene, with the lifting of
sediments, and is characterized by few very tall mountains, reaching the highest
peak on the top of Monte Cornacchia (1.115 m). The smooth reliefs, covered by
oaks, holms, and turkey oak groves, gently slope towards the east and a large
number of U-shaped, narrow and deep valleys, molded by the continuous
wearing-away of water streams, open up toward the Tavoliere. Indeed, in the
whole area, river streams shaped the local orography, over the course of
millennia. The point where the Cervaro overpasses the sub-Apennine is named
Vallo di Bovino and it is the result of the long-lasting erosion of geological
sediments, today, it is a narrow, flat passage with well-defined slopes. Because
the Vallo is the main feature of the inner portion of the valley — the portion that
precedes its opening toward the Tavoliere plain — it has been, ever since
prehistory, not only a prominent geographic feature but also a cultural one, being
the foremost and easiest passage from the Tyrrhenian to the Adriatic Sea,
connecting different cultural areas and actually shaping ‘in-between’ cultures.
Bovino rises up on the left side of the valley, on sedimentary soils of mixed
geological compositions and of relatively recent origin: the Vibinate hill is made
of polygenic pudding stones more or less hardened with the sandy levels,
together with unstratified sediments of varied color, ranging from rusty to dark
brown and yellowish. This formation is surrounded by sands and sandstones
mixed with pudding stones and sandy clays inserted into the so-called
‘Formazione della Daunia’, consisting of breccias, debris, calcarenite with marl,
clays and silts, organogenic limestones, microgranular whitish and yellowish
limestones, yellow sandstones, polygenic pudding stones and macro and
macrofaunal dating back to Miocene era
1

A large number of medium heights peaks stand out against the upper river
valley, mainly on the left side of the riverbed, enlivening the landscape and
creating the perfect habitat for protected settlements facing the plain. Indeed,
Monte Sellaro (Mons Ilaris-Montellare), Montecastro (BOV09), Monte Fedele,
Monte Nero, Monte Calvello (TR08), Monte Cimato (ORS05), Monte Maggiore
(ORS06), Monte Verditolo (ORS08), Monte Cerchio di Magliano, and Monte
Squarcello (ORS03), are not only reliefs’ summits which enhance and enrich the
perception of landscape in this region, becoming reference and perspective
points and shaping the idea of landscape, but were also the context for
multifaceted settlement dynamics, especially during prehistory and medieval
time.
The very nature and the recentness of sediments of the sub-Apennine area made
them very easily malleable under the action of atmospheric and water agents.
Furthermore, many N-S orientated faults cross the whole territory: these
occurrences, together with the presence of rather recent and unstable sediments,
Di Carolo, Marin 1986; Manuppelli 1971b; Pennacchioni 1994, 13-14; Pennacchioni 2002,
10-22. For the concept of ‘Formazione della Daunia’: Bruno et alii 2008. For a more general
picture of subappeninic geology: Gallicchio et alii 2003, 28; Dazzaro, Rapisardi 1983;
Dazzaro, Rapisardi 1984; Dazzaro, Rapisardi 1996.
1
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make the soil disposed to earthquakes and landslides. Also, the deforestation
process and the more recent impact of mechanized agriculture are the main
reasons for frequent mudslides and collapses which characterize this highly
unstable territory. We register the presence of sediments at the base of the hills
and in the watersheds. This, together with the erosion phenomena, determined
the growth of solid debris in watercourses, causing risky floods, and very likely
wiping out the archaeological sites in these areas . Indeed, in those portions, the
accumulation and erosion phenomena can easily be a threat for sites’ recognition,
so that alleged absences are not always meaningful and reliable .
2

3

The middle river basin of the Cervaro, in the area between the Vallo di Bovino
and the train station of Troia, is composed of alluvial soils of recent formation
characterized by their grayish and yellowish color and by the widespread
presence of smooth pebbles, sandy and yellow clays, sandy and conglomeratic
river debris which sometimes take the form of terraces up to 7 m over the level
of the river stream (Fig. 2.2). This is the proof of the frequent changes in the
course and in the flow rate of the Cervaro (see ch. 2.2). A gradual limit that
corresponds to the last hilly soils of Apennine sediment layers divides the inner
mountainous area from the plain of the Tavoliere, smoothly and gently sloping
toward the Sea.

For geoarchaeological and pedological concepts: Cremaschi 2000; Trombino 2000; Baroni
2000.
Cambi, Terrenato 1994, 154.

2

3
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Figure 2.2: Geolithological map of northern Apulia.

The Tavoliere plain is the major plain of the Italian peninsula (3000 km2),
extending from the Subappennino to the coastline, from the Fortore river to the
Ofanto river. Once submerged by the Pliocene sea, and therefore the product of
the long sedimentation process of continental and marine organisms, the
Tavioliere is a fertile plain with an ancient, variegated and flourishing
agricultural landscape, suitable for wheat and grape farming. Marine agents left
relevant signs not only in the composition but also in the geology and in the
terraced profile of the plain, due to the periodic advancements of sea level . On
the other hand, in this area, landscapes’ shapes are uniform, due to weaker
orogenetic transformations, simpler geology, stronger atmospheric erosion
processes as well as anthropogenic practices (Fig. 2.3).
4

A synthesis on climate evolution in Apulia from Neolithic onwards is in: Mangiatordi
2011, 24-25. For the reconstruction of paleoclimate and sea level variations: Delano Smith
1978, 16-17; on paleoclimate and cost-line variation see also: Caldara, Pennetta 1991;
Caldara, Pennetta 1993a; Caldara, Pennetta 1993b; Caldara, Pennetta, Simone 2002.
4
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a.

b.
Figure 2.3: a: The Capitanata in a map by G.Magini (1620). The Cervaro river ends in a
small lake, a few kilometers far from the coastline. b: The Capitanata in a map by
Pacichelli (1641-1695). The Bosco dell’Incoronata is clearly visible and represented as a
main feature of the Tavoliere landscape.
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As previously mentioned, landslides, earthquakes, deforestation, agricultural
mechanization and the uninterrupted and badly planned anthropization process
are the main reasons for landscape transformation during past centuries. The
need for new spaces to be devoted to farming and pasturing activities and the
craving for wood have caused the decrease of forests since antiquity: Sidonius
Apollinaries attests the deforestation process ongoing in the sub-Apennine area,
the harvesting of woods for boat buildings and the opening of spaces for planting
olive and fruit trees .
5

This uncontrolled deforestation perpetuated from antiquity onwards
contributed to making Apulia the Italian region with the lowest percentage of
wood covering. As attested by the ancient sources, as well as by the
archaeobotanical analyses carried out using samples from Giarnera GrandeLongo and Faragola , woods covered larger areas during roman times and the
Middle Ages. The institution of the Dogana della Mena delle Pecore completely
reshaped the Tavoliere plain, and nowadays the wooded areas, especially the
ones in the flat plain, are rare and limited. Among them, and crossed by the
Cervaro, is the Bosco dell’Incoronata, recently acknowledged as a Site of
Community importance. Indeed, in 2006, the Regione Puglia established the
“Valle del Cervaro - Bosco dell’Incoronata” regional park, a vast protected area
of 1800 ha, running from the point where the Sannoro flows into the Cervaro to
the bridge of the road SS16, and preserving samples of fauna and flora and few
strips of the primitive plain forest (Fig. 2.4).
6

7

Figure 2.4: The ‘ecological corridor’ of the Incoronata Forest.

5
6

7

Sid. Apoll. Epist. 1, 10, 2.
Accorsi et alii 2005; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1995.
Fiorentino, Caracuta 2009.
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Nevertheless, the area of Bovino and Deliceto is among the more densely
forested areas of southern Italy: limited but thick wooded areas still exists in
Fenna, Mulino del Duca, Iazzano, Tremoleto, Macchione e Valle in Vincolis with
broadleaved trees, consisting mainly of oaks, Quercus pubescens and Quercus
cerris. In 2009, the Regione Puglia enclosed the communal territories of Accadia
and Deliceto in the project ‘Siti Natura 2000’ , recognizing the presence of natural
forests, with deciduous trees, Quercus cerris, Quercus pubescens, and different
species of Carpinus betulus, Carpinus and Acer Campestre. Moreover, between
Accadia and Deliceto stands the 155-hectare Bosco Difesa, preserving samples of
Acer campestris, Ostrya carpinifolia e Fraxinus ornus.
8

With respect to the paleoenvironmental aspect, the research can rely mainly on
three tools: the archival research, the ancient cartography and the toponomy,
which may help in identifying past landscape assets and features of farming and
pastoral activities once prevailing in certain portions of the valley, and nowadays
non-existent or reduced in size.
Wooded area appears in many of the ancient maps preserved in the Archivio di
Stato di Foggia (from now onwards ASFG), where they are represented mainly
in reference to bills of sales and for disputes.
9

During the fief’s era, wooded areas were used as Reali Cacce for hunting seasons
of the Duke of Bovino and his court: Tremoleto appears as a wide forest, crossed
by roads, and a home for deer, boars, and game. On many occasions, the presence
of these animals created major problems for cultivated fields and became
therefore one of the main sources of complaint by local community to the Lord
but also the context for abuses, as the grievance by the Duke of Bovino shows
with respect to illicit hunting of deer on his estates, in 1774 (Fig. 2.5) .
10

11

DGR n. 494 del 31/03/2009.
ASFG, Fondo Intendenza-Governo-Prefettura, Ramo Forestale 2: there is a map of all
wooded area of the Capitanata.
ASFG, Dog., I, 368, 12854, 15 (1764).
ASFG, Dog., I, 373, 12890, 13-14 (1774).

8
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Figure 2.5: Pianta della confinazione delle reali cacce di Torreguevara, Cervellino e
Tremoleto, 1768, by Pietro delli Santi (ASFG, Dog., I, 125, n. 5882).
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Not only Tremoleto, but also the woods of Macchione and Valle in Vinculis were
part of the large domain of the Duke, and they are all well represented in many
documents, which make it possible to easily define size and shape of these
forests . By the mid-19 century, Valle in Vincolis and Macchione were still
crowded with trees: 7400 oaks and Turkey oaks are attested in Valle in Vincolis,
while 4027 Turkey oaks are recorded in Macchione, prior to the systematic and
rapid deforestation, launched in 1865.
12

th
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IGM cartography and archival documents also record and preserve many
phytotoponyms and toponyms referring to geological and topographical
features i.e.:
o

Mezzana: indicates the uncultivated area, free for communal uses and
especially for breeding of working animals and sheep;

o

Acquaviva: the area following the riverbed, more exposed to variation
of river course and more unstable;

o

Ischia: referring either to a fluvial island, or, in this case more likely, to
a swampy area, nearby the riverbed and highly unstable;

o

Boschettuolo and Boscariello: both refer to the presence of wooded
areas; they are attested in different ways in the case-study area;

o

Nocelletto: meaning field covered with walnut trees, located SW from
Bovino.

o

Sterparo: a huge area, named after an oak wood.

o

Creta Rossa: refers to the presence of red clays, nearby the river
Cerbalus;

o

Carsogni: karsik areas.

Hence, as already mentioned, a variegated set of proofs allows the landscape of
the Cervaro Valley to be reconsidered as a region largely covered with forests
and areas of uncultivated fields: far from being ‘hostile’ areas, they provide
communities with a varied and complementary economy, to be integrated with
agriculture, pasture, artisanal activities, and wood and stone harvesting. All this
‘communal heritage’ of natural resources, grouped during roman times into the
categories of ‘res communes’, ‘res publicae’, and ‘res nullius,’ underwent, during the
Middle Ages, and especially under the Normans, a strict regimentation for
14

ASFG, Tavoliere di Puglia, 377, 338/2, 40-41-42-43; 377, 338/3, 46; 377, 338/6, 30.
ASFG, Intendenza e Governo di Capitanata, Ramo Forestale, 42, 690.
Wooded areas are attested in the modern cartography in: Tremoleto (ASFG, Dogana
delle Pecore, I, 368; 370); Valle in Vincolis (ASFG, Intendenza e Governo, Forestale, 42,
690); Selvamala (ASFG, Fondo Affari demaniali, 18); Incoronata (ASFG, Piante
Topografiche, 12, 7), Cervellino (ASFG, Dogana delle Pecore, I, 370); Montecalvello
(ASFG, Dogana delle Pecore, I, 125, 5882); Torre Guevara (ASFG, Dogana delle Pecore, I,
370; 373; ); Macchione di Deliceto (ASFG, Tavoliere di Puglia, 377, 338/2, 40-41-42-43-46.
12
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usage, which was formalized with the introduction of tributes, i.e. glandaticum,
herbaticum, affidatura, etc.
Recently, communities have carried out systematic reforestation in certain areas:
this occurrence is easy to spot from aerial photography, where the presence of
unnatural parallel lines of trees gives a strong hint (Fig. 2.6). Also, depopulation
caused the abandonment of fields and the progressive growth of wild vegetation
(Fig. 2.7).

Figure 2.6: Reforestation process in Monte Nero, north of Bovino.

Figure 2.7: Reforestation process over once cultivated fields, north of Bovino.

The wood heritage previously described, together with the riparian and
spontaneous vegetation alongside the Cervaro and the secondary water streams
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in the temporarily uncultivated area mainly characterized by rushes and shrubs,
is only a minor portion of the vegetation coverage.
All the valley, especially in the middle and lower parts, underwent major
transformation due to the anthropization process for cultivation of wheat, olive
trees, vines, vegetable gardens, etc. and it appears now as a complex agricultural
mosaic. Small parcels and small lots of land prevail in the upper and middle
valley, whereas in the Tavoliere, the monoculture latifundium of wheat is
prevalent. Nevertheless, though the great majority of the landscape is used for
agricultural practices, few portions of the territory are still devoted to sheep,
goats, horses, and bovine pasture.
Farming activities as such comply with the local climate. The complex
morphology and the wind exposure cause strong variations of climate assets and
a variety of microclimates, depending on the exposure to airstreams, sun, and
springs. Generally, in this portion of Apulia, winters are cold but short, while
summers are long, hot and dry. The average annual temperature is 13 degrees
Celsius, reaching 40 during summer and 1-3 degrees during winter.
Precipitations are attested between 750 and 800 mm per year. The increase of
precipitation in the last 5 years caused a higher frequency of flooding, which
besides causing major damages to the fields, inevitably decreased the visibility
of archaeological artifacts, likely burying archaeological artifacts underneath a
tough layer of loam.
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Concerning today’s human presence, centralized settlements are predominant,
while scattered settlements are very rare. The towns are located along the hilltops
and the major towns are: Accadia, Deliceto, Panni, Orsara, Troia, Sant’Agata.
This is a linear settlement system where urban centers are placed alongside the
roads that climb up from the river valley of the Cervaro and Carapelle to the subApennine areas. Valleys have become the base-feature for settlement
organization, which is mainly made of castled centers on the inner summit,
typically pointing the ridges of Monti Dauni rather than the Tavoliere plain, as
an indicative hint of the historic stronger influence of the inner and mountainous
area of the Beneventano, rather than the Apulian districts. Unfortunately, all the
sub-Apennine area is experiencing, since the end of the 90’s, a depopulation
trend which has also provoked the abandonment of fields, and the concentration
of agricultural work in the more productive areas, causing the growth of
uncultivated fields and spontaneous vegetation, deteriorating the landscape’s
assets.
On the basis of what it has been described so far, three different habitats with
particular features and different productions were identified:
Habitat 1 – It corresponds to the western mountainous portion of this landscape,
extended from the borders between Apulia and Campania to the Ponte di
Bovino. This area is covered by a dense wood, inaccessible and depopulated.
Bissanti 1991, 29-35; Pennacchioni 2002, 10-22; more recent data are available on the
website of the Protezione Civile Puglia, showing a steep with 2013: 1185,2 mm.
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Although during the 19 century it was progressively impoverished and reduced
in size, this forest coverage is the last portion of ‘naturalness’, as also recognized
by the PPTR (Piano Paesaggistico e Territoriale Regionale of Apulia region).
Possibly exploited during roman and medieval times for wood carving, its major
heights were settled from the 9 century AD up until the 13 century.
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Habitat 2 – Hilly and highly anthropized, this habitat corresponds to the largest
part of the case study area, extending from the Ponte di Bovino to Castelluccio
dei Sauri, W-E, and from Torrente Lavella to Carapellotto, N-S. Covered by
wheat, olive trees and vines, it is a fragile environment that often experiences
landslides due to the deforestation process and mechanization of agriculture,
which transformed an area with a high potential for animal breeding and
pastoralism into an intensely exploited agricultural one. The water system
characterizes this habitat, shaping the orography and ensuring water supply.
This portion of the valley also corresponds to the most studied area from an
archaeological point of view, both for the large number of known sites and for
the ease of movement and accessibility that facilitated field-surveying activities.
Habitat 3 – It corresponds to the flat plain of Tavoliere, where the Cervaro turns
into a meandering river, benefitting from ampler and flatter spaces. It is extended
from Castelluccio dei Sauri to the coastline, whereas its northern and southern
limits are more difficult to determine. Crossed by the Cervaro and hosting the
Bosco dell’Incoronata, it is a highly productive area for wheat, and olive trees.
Since roman times, this area was included in the tenimentum of Herdonia, Aecae,
and possibly of a still not archaeologically identified colony of Collatia. Flat and
productive, large sectors of the area were centuriated and occupied by farms and
villae.

2.2 Hydrography: the Cervaro river and the secondary hydrographic network
Within the siticulusa Apulia evoked by Horatius, the Tavoliere plain is crossed by
the majority of streams flowing in the Apulia region, though they are mainly
intermittent with highly variable flow rates determined by seasons and unstable
precipitation trends.
Capitanata’s hydrography is therefore mainly composed of torrential streams
which give rise to a rather complex water grid and have acquired a key role in
the configuration and construction of landscape: the Cervaro, Carapelle, Celone
and Salsola subdivide the Monti Dauni in minor territorial subsystem, each of
them having a peculiar and differentiated historic evolution. Romanization was
the turning point of this process, as in each area appeared an urban center to
direct the organization of the rural landscape. The archaeological research
carried out for the last 25 years in Capitanata followed this perspective,
recognizing the geographical subdivision and investigating each context, with
the objective of understanding and characterizing the peculiarity of these welldefined areas.
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The Aufidus river is the only permanent river on the entire plain, with its stream
running for 170 km, a basin of 2780 km and an annual average flow rate of 13.000
l/s. The Carapelle, Cervaro, Candelaro are instead brooks, the latter marking the
limit between Tavoliere and Gargano. At the boundaries between Puglia and
Molise flows the river Fortore, the roman Fertor, whose mouth shape has
changed over the eras and which was navigable up to Teanum Apulum, during
roman times. On the highest peak of the Monti Dauni the rich secondary
hydrology is made of channels, brooks, creeks flowing from the reliefs to the
river valleys, into the main water streams. The widespread karsism strongly
influences the superficial hydrography since sinkholes, caves, and the geological
composition of limestones absorb great part of rains, also creating a complex set
of underground hydrography.
2
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The more ancient reference that we have about the Cerbalus is in Plinius who
refers to the Cervaro as the ‘amnis Cerbalus Dauniorum finis’, while Procopius
calls it Kerbario’. The Cerbalus flows north of the Carapelle, and south of the
Celone, running WSW to ESE for 105 km from its spring, between the provinces
of Avellino and Foggia, denoting a short boundary between Campania and
Apulia and, nowadays, flowing into the gulf of Manfredonia. The headwaters of
the Cervaro are a spring seeping from the slopes of Monte Pietrosa, in Campania,
running from an altitude of 980 m a.s.l through the municipalities of Ariano
Irpino, Greci, Montaguto, Savignano Irpino e Zungoli within the province of
Avellino and through Monteleone di Puglia, Orsara di Puglia, Panni, and Bovino
within the province of Foggia. Curving into a narrow valley created by the
continuous erosion of sediments, at an altitude of 275 m a.s.l., it then gently runs
into the Tavoliere plain and ends its journey in the Adriatic Sea through artificial
channels, constructed during the last decades of the XIX century. Therefore,
while the upper stream flows down the Monti Dauni in the sub-Apennine area,
within a narrow and sloped valley, the middle and lower stream enters the
floodplain of the Tavoliere losing the characteristic of the enclosed and welldefined river valley (Fig. 2.8).
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Str. 6, 3, 9.
Plin. Nat. 3, 11, 103.
Procop, Goth. 7, 18, 29.
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Figure 2.8: The upper Cervaro river valley from NE (oblique aerial photo by A.V.
Romano).

Its upper flow is enriched by many aquifers and tributaries: the main sub-basins
on its left are the Acquara, Lamiozza, Lavella and Sannoro; while the Avella,
Iazzano, Biletra feed it from its right side. These creeks shaped the orography,
created minor valleys, and were used especially for water supply and, during
medieval times, for the installation of watermills. From the point where the
Lavella flows into the Cervaro, its stream continues its journey in a regular and
straight way, west to east; it crosses the Parco dell’Incoronata in a meandering
profile, toward the coast, mostly running in an artificial channel. Its unstable and
intermittent hydrological regime (the average flow rate is attested at 2,90 m3/s)
frequently causes floods (most recently in 2003, 2009, 2013, 2014) during the cold
season, also because of human activities and geological features contributing to
the alteration of flow rate and to changes in its meandering, especially in the
plain. This is not only a recent problem, as many references in documentary
sources recall the issues of overflowing and frequent changes in the flow (Fig.
2.9) .
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ASFG, Dogana delle Pecore, I, 127, 2032, 5 (1651): the Cervaro flooded the Regio
Tratturo.
ASFG, Piante Topografiche, 12, 7: after an overflow, the Cervaro changed its riverbed
near Incoronata. In the map are represented the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ riverbeds.
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Figure 2.9: The Cervaro river, with its meandric river bed nearby Incoronata (ASF,
Fondo Piante Topografiche, Atti, 12, 7).

While the upper and middle portion of the valley is a rather stable environment,
since the morphology and orography never left much space for changes in the
flow, the lower and flatter sector of the valley experienced major changes.
During the Würm Glaciation, the Apulian rivers, including the Cervaro, flowed
directly into the Sea, converging into a communal delta; due to the accumulation
of debris the coastal lagoon, created by coastal dunes, subdivided into coastal
lakes (Fig. 2.10). While in the 17th century it flowed into the Sea reaching Torre
di Rivoli, in the 19th century, prior to the major intervention of reclamation set
up by the Serpieri-Iandolo law of 1933, the Cervaro flowed into the Lago Salso
and into the Versentino Lake .
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Delano Smith 1978, 51.
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a.

b.
Figure 2.10: a.: the Manfredonia Gulf during Würm Glaciation. The coast was 75 km far
from the actual coastline, while rivers crossing the northern Tavoliere (Candelaro,
Carapelle, Cervaro) flowed into a common delta (from Caldara, Pennetta, Simone 2003,
fig. 118). b: The Manfredonia Gulf during Later Neolithic (from Caldara, Pennetta,
Simone 2003, fig. 119).

Indeed, systematic intervention for hydraulic works started already during the
17 century, but have likely always been performed by communities, as recorded
in the archival sources. For instance, in a map dating to 1628 in which records a
channel “fatto a forza di vanga” (made with spade), built in order to regularize the
stream of the Cervaro near to its mouth. The French regime, in 1813, set up a
land-reclamation intervention which allowed the Cervaro freshwater to enter the
th
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ASFG, Dogana delle Pecore, I, 301, 10794, 7; II, 527, 11148.
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marsh of the Lago Salso oasis only during wintertime. Once they near the
Manfredonia gulf, secondary streams are divided into different arms, both
artificial and natural, and canalized to the sea.
Representing a chronological turning point and attesting the changes of the
middle stream course is the presence of ruins of the roman bridge, which served
the Via Appia Traiana for overpassing the Cerbalus, nowadays standing 500 m
south of the current riverbed, nearby Masseria Ponte Rotto (CDS06). A similar
occurrence is attested for the Torrente Sannoro, which was crossed by an ancient
bridge, quoted in the ancient cartography but invisible in the modern landscape.
Modification in the streams of the upper course and tributaries is rarer, due to
the narrower morphology, but some changes are still visible thanks to
paleochannels. Through the analysis of IGM pictures and satellite pictures,
paleochannels were detected in the western area of the compartment, showing
the movement that riverbeds underwent across time, with the most visible
feature being the Cervaro basin which was larger than nowadays, with wider
riverfronts, uncultivated and complying with morphology and seasonal changes
(Fig. 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Paleochannels (in orange) detected through IGM pictures and Satellites
Pictures.

For its constituting features, Cervaro has always represented a load-bearing axis
of the ecological corridor that connects the Apennine to the swampy areas of the
Adriatic coast. Its water shaped the morphology and characterized both the
environmental and cultural evolution of the area, being the most prominent
31

geographic feature, ensuring resources to communities, providing a pathway for
people and animals, influencing the settlement choices, subdividing the Monti
Dauni into a well-defined sub-region and, finally, being a ‘living membrane’, a
space of connection, interaction, and exchange between territories. For all these
reasons, the Cerbalus should be considered the first and strongest “invariante
strutturale” of the area, core feature of the territorialization processes, of the
relations of control, of the economic features, and of the interest of local
communities over time.
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3. STATE OF THE ART: FROM ANTIQUARIAN TO HISTORICALARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH
3.1 Travelers and erudite scholars
Not only outside the main pilgrim routes, which crossed Troia and then headed
toward the Gargano, and outside the Grand Tour itineraries, which rather
preferred the coast, this sub-Apennine area was also, in some moments of
history, very risky because of banditry . This caused a lack of modern erudite
travelers’ accounts, and as a consequence, the area suffered from longstanding
marginalization in study until very recently.
1

Indeed, notwithstanding the archaeological richness of the Bovino area, scientific
research only started here in the 90’s: in 1989, Marina Mazzei, director
archaeologist of the Superintendence for the Archaeology of Puglia, stated that
‘the research is still completely to be undertaken’ . Before the beginning of this new
season of study, first archaeological discoveries were fortuitous and accidental,
occurred during building and infrastructural activities, as often is the case. In
1607, for instance, during the foundation of the house of Gesuiti in the city center
of Bovino, fragments of statues, reliefs, columns, pedestals, capitals and other
marble pieces were brought to light; in 1821 during excavations fragments of
statuettes were found; or at the begging of the 20 century, when Nicastro
witnessed the revealing of incineration tombs in the area of the municipal park .
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Few travelers and scholars between 17 and 19 century crossed the area,
providing us with a meagre, superficial and often imaginative literature of
erudite style, which nevertheless represents a useful tool for detecting and
understanding the condition of this portion of Mezzogiorno during the modern
era .
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Pacichelli (1640-1702) in his posthumous work devoted to the description of the
Kingdom of Naples, in the entry ‘Bovino’ recalled the city as “picciola ne nuova.
Fu peró nei secoli scorsi piú gloriosa, e piú grande, percioché ne dimostrano le vecchie
ruine, i marmi con le incise memorie, e le medaglie, tolte anche hora dalle sue viscere”.
He also sketched its history and provided us with two views of the city and its
well-ordered countryside, with the system of secondary roads heading from the
fields to the village (Figg. 3.1-3.2).
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Barra 1990, 54-55.
Mazzei 1989, 33.
Nicastro 1916, 6; Nicastro 1984, 53-54; Mazzei 1989, 47-50.
For a synthesis on ‘travellers in Capitanata’: Dabbicco 2000.
Pacichelli 1703, 104-105.
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Figures 3.1-3.2: Bovino and its countryside in two prints by Pacichelli (from Pacichelli
1703, 104-106).
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Following the account by Von Riedesel who, in the second half of the 18
century, described the countryside between Bovino and Deliceto as a space
mainly devoted to pasture and agriculture, Vibinum’s ruins were mentioned
again in 1797, by Lorenzo Giustiniani, the official geographer of the king of two
Sicilies Ferdinando IV, who published his ‘Dizionario Geografico regionato del regno
di Napoli’ and in 1793, by Michele Arcangelo Lupoli who visited Bovino. The first
inserted, in volume 2, a reference to Bovino, recalling the origin of its name and
that many ‘medals’ — most likely coins — had been found there, together with
bronze statuettes, and portions of the urban wall and the aqueduct. Furthermore,
he reported five inscriptions and recounted the history of the sub-Apennine
center, while some notes about the river Cervaro were inserted in the ancillary
book . The latter recalled that, in the modern cityscape, ruins, marble fragments
and epigraphs were still visible and regretted that Cellario and Cluverio did not
insert Bovino in their description and cartography of southern Italy. Cluverios’
omission is nevertheless easy to explain if we consider that the traveler had
followed the main Roman route, which runs some kilometers away from the city
center.
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Images of the countryside also come from A.L. Castellan, who, in 1819, described
the landscape between Ordona and Bovino, recounting the beauty of the aligned
olive trees, the mountainous background covered with forests, flourishing
vegetation and small villages and rural houses castled up. He also stated: “Cette
ville doit avoir été importante, si l’on juge par les ruines qui l’entourent, les marbres
travaillés qu’on trouve en remuant le terrain”, but considered it very difficult to
reach from the valley floor . In a similar way, R.K. Craven, when passing by to
Naples, judged the road to Bovino as impassable and risky, due to banditries .
Indeed, in all chronicles of the early 19 century, the fear for the brigandage in
Capitanata represents a sort of leit-motif, as the European travelers venturing the
passage from Campania to Apulia, were afraid of riding it by themselves and
generally asked to be escorted by militaries, as William Hugh Williams also
recalls .
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Lastly, the Cerbalus valley was remarkably quoted by Alexandre Dumas in his
‘Emma Lyonna’, with a very evocative image, the Vallo di Bovino is considered
the ‘Thermophyles à la Calabre’ , stressing its role as the main opening from
Campania to the Apuliae.
13

Beyond these few travelers accounts, erudite studies on Bovino were mostly
carried out by local scholars and were generally focused toward Roman
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Riedesel Von 1771, 264-265; Pedio 1979.
Lupoli 1793, 153-154.
Giustiniani 1797, 132-133.
Clüver 1624.
Castellain 1819, 206-208.
Craven 1838, 364.
Williams 1993, 222-223.
Dumas 1876, 13.
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inscriptions: Domenico Pietropaolo , in his volume devoted to the life of San
Marco, patron of Bovino, transcribed the texts of two inscriptions already known
to the Giustiniani and later inserted in the CIL by Mommsen, numbered 964 and
966; Francesco Consiglio, and his volume ‘Vibinatis Historia’, written in 1834 but
left unpublished, summed up all information about Bovino, quoting sources,
inscriptions and past discoveries, but without adding new data.
14

Eventually, it was thanks to the commitment of Carlo Gaetano Nicastro (18681938) that the first ‘archaeological’ research on the city center and its territory
started in the late 19th century. Nicastro was a physician from Bovino and often
supervised excavations for building activities, collecting and studying the local
antiquities, and in 1925, he promoted the opening of the local Museo Civico,
which is now named after him .
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On June, the 10 , 1912, Nicastro had been appointed inspector of monuments,
artistic objects and arts by the Superintendence, and some of his notes are still
preserved in the archive of the Superintendence of Foggia and Taranto . In order
to formally establish the civic museum, he donated all his private collection to
the city and on December 10 , 1925, he became its first director. During his life,
he worked for the preservation and for the study of the cultural heritage of
Bovino, writing papers and monographs, some of them still unpublished . For
these reasons, his research, despite being often supported by little historical and
archaeological data, still represent an essential starting point for those seeking to
study the history of Bovino, since the information collected is useful for detecting
and identifying sites in the area, for acquiring an overview on local knowledge
before the modernization process, and for the reconstruction of ancient urban
landscape and archaeological findings.
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3.2 Historical, epigraphical and topographical studies
After Carlo Gaetano Nicastro’s death, studies suffered from a setback. Apart
from few publications on social and ecclesiastic issues , and some others devoted
to epigraphy and Daunian pottery , it was not until the end of the 80’s that, also
due to renovation works in the museum and to the enlargement of the museum
collection, scholarly attention was drawn toward Vibinum and its countryside.
Two events signed this renovated interest for the Daunian center.
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First of all, the organization of a conference, in 1989, entitled ‘Bovino dal Paleolitico
all’altomedioevo’, which gave the chance for a resumption of studies, with the

Pietropaoli 1831.
Bovino 1994, 5.
Bovino 1994, 6; Mazzei 1989, 33-34.
Nicastro 1893; Nicastro 1916; Nicastro 1984.
Durante 1952; Consiglio 1970; Manuppelli 1971a; Manuppelli 1971b; Salvati 1973; Durante
1978; Consilglio 1993.
Torelli 1969; Pani 1977; Gaeta 1978.
Giovanni Carlo Dicarolo in 1986 defended a thesis, under the supervision of prof. Meluta
Miroslav Marin, on the ancient city, focusing on Daunian pottery: Dicarolo, Marin 1986.
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publication of the conference proceedings and new following contributions
from scholars, local authors and officials of the Superintendence , also with
respect to the recently discovered prehistoric stele of Sterparo, which soon
became the symbol of pre-Roman Vibinum .
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The second step is signed by the publication, some years later, in 1994, of the
catalogue of the civic museum . Indeed, the favorable wave was not interrupted
and, thanks to the initiative of Marina Mazzei , the edition of essays and of some
of the archaeological evidence of the civic museum collection was the occasion
for merging together the knowledge so far acquired, and was a turning point for
studies on Bovino, whose history and archaeology finally entered the academic
debate. The volume ‘Bovino. Studi per la storia della città antica. La collezione
museale’ is, so far, the most complete volume published on the city, spanning
from prehistory to the middle ages, and became a milestone source of
information, especially for cardinal essays like the ones by Mario Pani , Joseph
Mertens , Marina Silvestrini and Francesco Grelle , respectively on the statute
of the Colonia vibina and on the epigraphy. In this circumstance, Giuliano Volpe
listed all known sites, building a base-reference work for following studies .
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The edition of the catalogue gave further impulse to other works by major
scholars: Langella studied and published the lithic industry of the Neolithic
settlement of Radogna ; Joseph Mertens edited the first topographic survey of
the hydric structures and published a reconstruction of the general map of the
ancient city ; Grelle, Silvestrini and De Fino continued their epigraphical
studies ; Bertelli completed the corpus of medieval sculpture . It is significant to
remark that the civic museum has been, and still is, ever since its foundation, the
driving force and catalyst of the historic and archaeological research on Bovino
and its countryside, as all the works so far listed had been given stimuli and
motivation by the archaeological material preserved in Palazzo Pisani.
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Bovino dal Paleolitico all’altomedioevo.
Tunzi Sisto 1989b; Bertelli 1990; Laganara Fabiano 1990; Pani 1991; Paulicelli 1992; Mazzei,
Grelle 1992; Silvestrini 1992; Consiglio 1993; Totaro 1993.
Tunzi Sisto 1989a; Tunzi Sisto 1989b; Tunzi Sisto 1992; Tunzi Sisto 1999.
Bovino 1994.
Marina Mazzei is also the author of major studies on pre-Roman Daunia: i.e. Mazzei 1984;
Mazzei 2010.
Cassano, Manfredini 1994; Tunzi Sisto 1994.
Lavermiccola 1994; Mola 1994.
Pani 1994.
Mertens 1994.
Silvestrini 1994.
Grelle 1994b.
Volpe 1994.
Langella 1997.
Mertens 1999.
De Fino 1999a; De Fino 1999b; Silvestrini 2001; Silvestrini 2005, 49-51, 182-190; Silvestrini
2008, 389-394; Silvestrini 2010, 65-67.
Bertelli (ed.) 2002; Bertelli 2002.
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At the beginning of the 20 century, research was addressed towards two main
fields of study: from one side, the archival investigation of the chartae preserved
in the archives of the chapter of the dioceses of Bovino and in the Archivio
Nazionale di Foggia; from the other, the epigraphic studies flourished, also
thanks to new discoveries of instrumenta and inscriptions.
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In 2000, Paolo Corsi edited the volume ‘Conoscere la cittá’, in which he summed
up his and his students’ works for the study of the medieval parchments of the
Dioceses archive , in 2007, Vincenzo Maulucci and Paolo Lombardi published
their demanding effort ‘Bovino nel catasto onciario’ editing the complete
manuscript of the Catasto Onciario of Bovino, realized for the will of Carlo III
Borbone in 1743, which provides us with a fervid image of the sociological frame
of Bovino in the second half of the 18 century.
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As above mentioned, the epigraphical studies could benefit from findings
occurred during the archaeological field survey of the Celone river valley,
directed by Angelo Valentino Romano. Indeed, during field activities, an
epigraph and a bronze sigillum were found, shedding light both on the role of a
vast roman site, most likely a praetorium, in Torre Guevara initially owned by a
private wealthy owner and then absorbed into the imperial property , but also
on the borders of the ager Aecanus whose southern limits correspond to the
northern ones of the ager Vibinas. Thus, the archaeological and historic research
on the Cervaro area could benefit from the more solid tradition of study on the
adjacent territory of the Roman Aecae and medieval Troia. In addition to
archaeological surveys, our understanding of Middle Age landscapes relies over
the archival analysis by J-M. Martin and the historical synthesis by Martin and
Noyé who collected information about the landscape assets and the ownerships
of public and private estates in the vicinity of the Cervaro during the middle
ages, thanks to the documental analysis of medieval monastic archives.
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In the last decade, the gap for archaeological investigations in the area has been
partially filled thanks to the development of commercial archaeology, which
gave a new and fresh impulse to a field that, until that moment, relied only upon
occasional findings and on reports by the local community. Indeed, if in the
recent past, the academic tradition of studies has suffered from a deep crisis due
mainly to shortage of public funding and decrease of resources, on the other side,
commercial and preventive archaeological intervention increased for the
frequent setting up of wind farms, methane pipelines installations, roads, and
railroads buildings (Fig. 3.3).
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Anzivino, Russo 2000; Cordasco 2000.
Maulucci, Lombardi 2007.
De Fino, Romano 2001; De Fino 2007.
CDP XXI; Martin 1990; Martin 1993.
Martin, Noyé 1991.
Battiante et alii 2008. Commercial archaeology is intended to be the field of archaeology
that tries to reconcile the need to safeguard and document cultural heritage with the
infrastructural works that involve excavations of the ground. From a legislative point of
view, in the Codice dei beni culturali e del aesaggio, article 28 had envisaged that for
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Figure 3.3: Wind farms in the sub-Apennine area (photo by A.V. Romano).

The area in examination was often interested by such interventions, and
therefore field surveys and excavations have been frequently carried out in the
area by the Superintendence. In the lack of a systematic and methodical system
that gathers together all of the data coming from this kind of intervention, we
can rely upon publications for major excavations: i.e. in the Neolithic settlement
of Monte Calvello , in the Copper Age site of Tegole , in the rural house of
43
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building activities in areas of archaeological interest, the Superintendent might ask for the
setting of archaeological trenches. With the 1.109/2005, then implemented into the articles
95-96 of the d. lgs. 12 apr. 2006 n. 163 (Codice dei contratti pubblici relativi a lavori, servizi
e forniture in attuazione delle direttive 2004/17/CE e 2004/18/CE), the obligation was
further established of preliminary verification of the archaeological interest by the
contracting company, defining the procedures and the guidelines to be followed: archival
and bibliographical survey, field surveys, geomorphological surveys, and aerial photo
interpretation. In case of archaeological evidence, the Superintendence can request the
opening of archaeological trenches under the surveillance of archaeologists. On this topic:
2016/01. Disciplina del procedimento di cui all’articolo 28, comma 4, del Decreto
Legislativo 22 gennaio 2004, n. 42, ed agli articoli 95 e 96 del Decreto Legislativo 14 aprile
2006, n. 163, per la verifica preventiva dell’interesse archeologico, available here:
http://www.archeologia.beniculturali.it/index.php?it/222/circolari-e-lineeguida/34/201601disciplina-del-procedimento-di-cui-allarticolo-28-comma-4-del-decretolegislativo-22-gennaio-2004-n-42-ed-agli-articoli-95-e-96-del-decreto-legislativo-14-aprile2006-n-163-per-la-verifica-preventiva-dellinteresse-archeologico. See also: D’Andrea,
Guermandi 2008.
Tunzi Sisto, Monaco, Simonetti 2008.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi, Martino et alii 2013; Muntoni, Zerboni 2017.
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Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo , and in the Eneolithic and archaic necropolis of
Giardinetto . Also, three areas were field surveyed prior to the installation of
windmill blades by Archeologica s.r.l., in Contrada Serrone, near locality
Cisterna and in Tegole-Carsogni, enriching the number of sites known in the
area.
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Archaeological excavations interested the Villa di Casalene, which was partially
investigated by the Superintendence of Puglia, in 2012, bringing back to light the
structures of this rural Roman villa provided with productive and residential
areas, with well-preserved walls, thermae and a huge torcularium .
47

Commercial archaeology and studies by Superintendence officers formed a rich
corpus of knowledge, especially thanks to the commitment of Marisa Corrente
and Anna Maria Tunzi Sisto in the area of Monti Dauni, constituting a unique
opportunity to enlarge the archaeological investigation and provide new data.
With this respect, the creation of a shared Geoinformatic system and the
systematization of data from such interventions should be considered as a
priority, to be built in close collaboration between the universities and research
centers, the local administration and the Superintendence, in order to give value
and make these data accessible.
48
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Hence, although at the current stage of research a large contribution was given
by specialists from different fields of cultural heritage, and few archaeological
excavations and commercial archaeological field surveys had been carried out,
it was still missing a systematic research project and an up-to-dated and wider
framework, which gathers all recent findings, studies and issues contextualizing
them in a broadened horizon, in countertrend with other areas of Daunia.

3.3 25 years of systematic archaeological research in Daunia
Indeed, the archaeological research on other portions of Daunia, and especially
on the Tavoliere plain, has had more favorable seasons of study than the one on
the sub-Apennine areas, experiencing a continuous development, starting from
the archaeological research directed by John Bradford in the years after the
second world war. These pioneering and innovative studies deeply marked the
history of research in northern Apulia, since the early aerial photography
interpretation project was further sustained initially by scholars like G.D.B.
50

Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014.
Corrente 2012, 171-172.
Corrente 2012; Bubba et alii 2009.
Corrente, Albanesi et alii 2008; Corrente, Cairoli et alii 2008; Corrente et alii 2009; Corrente
et alii 2010; Corrente, Di Stasi, Liseno 2014; Corrente 2016.
Tunzi, Sanseverino 2010; Tunzi 2015, 81-84; 202-218. Recently, an exhibition entitled
‘Venti del Neolitico’ was organized in the Museo Nazionale di Manfredonia to highlight
the impact of eolic farm setting also on the archaeological landscape: Tunzi 2015.
Bradford, Hunt 1946; Bradford 1949; Bradford 1950; Bradford 1957a; Bradford 1957b;
Franchin Radcliffe 2006.
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Jones , D. Riley , G. Schmiedt , G. Alvisi , and more recently by A.V. Romano
and R. Goffredo , M. Guaitoli ; G. Ceraudo . Aerial photography and aerial
photo interpretation produce amazing results in a flat area mostly devoted to
agriculture like the Tavoliere, due to the favorable condition and use of soils.
Research in this field have been flourishing, with the publication of manuals, the
launch of a dedicated journal, the setting up of an exhibition and summer schools
organized by the University of Siena (1992, 2001, 2005) and the University of
Foggia (2003, 2007) which contributed to the spread and the enhancement of
detection techniques and methodologies as well as to the increase of data for
northern Apulia.
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From an archaeological point of view, in the last 25 years, analyses in Daunia
increased also with the wave of new archaeological schools, which were keener
on systematic investigations. The excavation campaigns in San Giusto with the
survey of the Celone valley ; the Valle del Carapelle survey and the excavation
in Faragola ; the urban dig in Canosa and the field survey of the Ofanto valley ,
the ager Lucerinus project , the excavation of Herdonia and nearby surveys ,
Motta Monte Corvino and San Lorenzo in Carminiano excavations, and more
recently the investigation on Roman and Medieval Salapia-Salpi with the
simultaneous survey of the coastal territory , represent the main steps of this
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Jones 1980; Jones 1987; Jones 2000.
Riley 1989; Riley 1992.
Schmiedt 1964; Schmiedt 1965; Schmiedt 1965-1967; Schmiedt 1970; Schmiedt 1974;
Schmiedt 1985; Schmiedt 1987; Schmiedt 1989.
Alvisi 1962; Alvisi 1970; Alvisi 1989.
Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b; Goffredo 2006b; Goffredo 2006c; Goffredo, Volpe 2006.
Guaitoli 2003.
Ceraudo 1999; Ceraudo 2004; Ceraudo 2008.
Volpe 1998a; Volpe 1998b.
Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b; Romano, Recchia 2006; Romano, Volpe 2005; Volpe 2001;
Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2004.
Goffredo, Ficco 2009; Ficco 2013.
Faragola 1; De Felice, De Stefano, Pierno 2008; De Felice; Sibilano, Volpe 2008; Volpe,
Turchiano 2013; Turchiano, Volpe 2016; De Venuto et alii 2018; Turchiano, Volpe 2018.
Giuliani, Leone 2005; De Stefano, Giuliani, Leone, Volpe 2008; Giuliani, Leone 2011;
Giuliani, Leone, Volpe 2012; Giuliani, Leone, Volpe 2013, 1217-1240.
Goffredo, Volpe 2007; Goffredo, Volpe 2005; Goffredo 2011.
Marchi, Forte, Castellaneta 2014; Marchi, Buffo 2010; Marchi 2010a; Marchi 2010b.
Ordona X; Ordona XI; Favia 2019.
Thanks to the surveys carried out in the area of Posta Crusta and Ponte Rotto, five sites
were identified and one was investigated through excavation: the late Republican and late
Antique farm of Posta Crusta (ORD14): De Boe 1975, 516-530; Leone 2000.
Favia, Giuliani, De Venuto 2011; Favia, Valenzano 2011; Favia, Giuliani, Mangialardi,
Stoico 2009; Giuliani et alii 2009.
Favia et alii 2006.
Goffredo et alii 2018; De Venuto et alii 2017; De Venuto et alii 2016; De Venuto et alii 2015;
De Venuto et alii 2015.
Goffredo, De Ventuo et alii 2018; Goffredo, Mazzini et alii 2018.
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successful season of studies, whose results have been published as papers,
conference proceedings, and collective works (Fig. 3.4).
71

Figure 3.4: Field surveyed areas in the last 25 years in northern Apulia.

Carried out following the principles of global archaeology and archaeology of
complexity , this large number of systematic researches contributed to the
increase of the historic and archaeological knowledge of northern Apulia, a subregion that should therefore be considered one of the most intensively
investigated areas in the last twenty-five years, through large-scale projects and
different topics, all sharing the idea of landscape and context as the privileged
point of view . Indeed, archaeological excavations and field surveys were
integrated with paleobotanic and paleoenvironmental analyses , archeo-faunal
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STAIM 1; STAIM 2; Volpe 2015; Cambi, De Venuto, Goffredo 2015; Grelle et alii 2017;
Goffredo, Volpe 2018.
Manacorda 2008, 230-232; Cambi 2009.
Brogiolo, Colecchia 2018.
Carandini 2017.
Mallory 1987; Heim 1995; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1995; Accorsi et alii 2005; Caracuta et alii
2012; Caracuta 2018; Goffredo, Mazzini et alii 2018. At present, the paleoenvironmental
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analyses and bioarcheological studies , which allowed scientists to reconstruct
the preeminent features of the ancient landscape and to identify the major
economic activities, from prehistory to the Middle Ages, also thanks to samples
from commercial archaeology interventions in the area of examination .
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Moreover, the agreement between the Dipartimento di Scienze Umane
dell’Universitá di Foggia and the Province of Foggia for the realization of the
Archaeological Map of the Province of Foggia, provided the scientific
community and local administration with a powerful supporting tool of
knowledge, a map of potential archaeological risk, which further enriched the
Carta dei Beni Culturali of Apulia Region . The latter consists of an informative
system that gathers in a thematic way, all sites, culture, knowledge, traditions,
tastes and places of Apulia region, serving as a useful tool for all stakeholders
interested in landscape analyses and providing us with a vast set of known sites
used for the purposes of this research as a point of reference and starting point
for the investigations.
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Research on the Cervaro river valley therefore relied over a solid tradition of
study in history and archaeology , benefitting from many reference contexts and
deeply-rooted methodologies, a large number of known sites, although only
rarely had archaeological interventions been carried out in this area. These were
the basis for setting up the archaeological research project on the Cerbalus river
valley, whose methodologies and sources used for the detection and
reconstruction of the archaeological and historical landscape will be debated in
the following chapters.
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aspect is still lacking systematic analyses and interpretation, apart from the contribution
by Delano Smith (Delano Smith 1978), the only larger-scale project.
De Venuto 2018; Buglione et alii 2015; De Venuto 2009; De Venuto 2004.
Sublimi Saponetti et alii 2005; Rubini et alii 2012.
D’Oronzo 2008 for Monte Calvello.
Volpe et alii 2009; Barbanente et alii 2010; Volpe, Di Zanni, Laurenza 2008.
Recent publications of synthesis are: Martin 1993; Volpe, Strazzulla, Leone 2008; Grelle et
alii 2017; Grelle, Silvestrini 2013.
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Part 2
METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES

4. SOURCES

4.1 Bovino and the Cervaro valley in Greek and Latin literary sources
This paragraph is devoted to the catalogue of ancient literary sources that refer
to the Cervaro river valley and to Vibinum. The following texts are different for
their genre and chronological time span, but they all provide interesting
information on various aspects of ager Vibinas’s history and ancient geography.
They are listed following thematic criteria.
Geography and hydrology
STRABO, Geographica, 6.3.9
Μεταξὺ δὲ τῆς Σαλα-ίας καὶ τοῦ Between Salapia and Sipus is a navigable
Σι-οῦντος -οτα5ός τε -λωτὸς καὶ river, and also a large lake that opens
στο5αλί5νη 5εγάλη : δι᾽ ἀ5φοῖν δὲ τὰ into the sea; and the merchandise from
ἐκ Σι-οῦντος κατάγεται καὶ 5άλιστα ὁ Sipus, particularly grain, is brought down
σῖτος.
on both.
To demonstrate that the Cervaro used to be navigable in ancient times, Gaetano
Nicastro recalls this passage, in which Strabo refers to a navigable river flowing
between Salapia and Sipus, then inflowing into a giant lagoon. Both the river and the
lagoon are said to be used to transport goods, especially wheat from Sipontum. The same
ancient source is reported by Cluverio . The modern scholarship is not unanimous on
the identification of the river: while Meluta Marin thought that Strabo was referring to
the Cervaro , N. Biffi, in their commentary to the 6 book of Strabo’s Geography, was
torn between the Cerbalus or the Candelaro . However, it is also possible that Strabo
was instead referring to the Carapelle, which also flowed into the coastal lagoon during
ancient times. In this respect, the ongoing research in the Roman city of Salapia and its
surrounding territories is indeed proving that the ancient center of Salpia Vetus stood
alongside a freshwater river, which flowed into the coastal lagoon. Since Salpia Vetus
is also considered by Strabo the ‘epineion’ of Arpi, the two sources should be interpreted
in relationship to one other.
Strabo, Geography, Volume III: Books 6-7, translated by Jones H.L., Loeb Classical Library
182, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1924, 128-131.
1

2

3
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4

5

Administrative geography
PTOLEMAEUS, Geographia, 3. 1.72
Οὐίβαρνον
Vibarno 42*00 41°00
The city of Vibinum is listed among the towns of the Apuli Dauni in the inner part of
the region. Radke thought that this variant is due to an error by Ptolemeaeus in
reading his ancient sources .
6

Nicastro 1984, 24, n. 2.
Sequitur hinc proxime Cerbalus amnis, vulgo nunc dictus Cervaro. Is ille est quem Strabo is inter
Salapiam et Sipuntem tradit esse navigabilem (Clüver 1624, 698).
Marin 1970, 20.
Biffi 1988, 365, n. 393.
Goffredo, Volpe 2019; Goffredo, Totten, Volpe 2018; Goffredo et alii 2018.
Radke 1958.
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Ptolemy, La geografia di Clavdio Ptolemeo, edited and translated by Münster S., Gestalde
J., Pederzano G.B., Buckingham G. T., Venetia: Per Gioan Baptista Pedrezano, 1548, 175.
LIVIUS, Ab Urbe Condita, IX.31.4.1-3
Exitu huius anni cum de agris veterum
militum relatum esset qui ductu atque
auspicio P. Scipionis in Africa bellum
perfecissent, decreverunt patres ut M. Iunius
praetor urbanus, si ei videtur, decemviros agro
Samniti Apuloque, quod eius publicum populi
Romani esset, metiendo dividendoque crearet.

At the end of this year the question was
brought up in the senate of land grants
for the veterans who had finished off the
war in Africa under the leadership and
auspices of Publius Scipio. The senators
decided that the urban praetor Marcus
Iunius should, if he agreed, hold an
election to appoint decemvirs for
surveying and apportioning Samnite and
Apulian land that was public property of
the Roman people.
Starting from 201 B.C., a decemviral commission was entrusted to assign lands to the
veterans of the Second Punic War under the lead of Publius Scipio, in accordance with
their military service. Senators had entrusted M. Iunius to nominate decemviri to
measure and divide lands of the Sannitic and Apulian territories, and it is very likely
that those portions of land were at the borders between Hirpinia and Apulia, in the
territories of Aecae and Vibinum .
Livy, History of Rome, Volume IX: Books 31–34, edited and translated by Yardley J.
C., introduction by Hoyos D., Loeb Classical Library 295, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2017, 10-11.
7

PLINIUS MAIOR, Naturalis Historia, 3.11.103
Hic Apulia Dauniorum cognomine a duce Here begins Apulia, called Apulia of the
Diomedis socero, in qua oppidum Salapia Daunii, who were named after their chief,
Hannibalis meretricio amore inclutum, the father-in-law of Diomede; in Apulia is
Sipuntum, Uria, amnis Cerbalus, Dauniorum the town of Salpi, famous as the scene of
finis, portus Aggasus, promunturium montis Hannibal’s amour with a courtezan,
Gargani, a Sallentino sive Iapygio Sipontum, Uria, the river Cervaro marking
CCXXXIIII ambitu gargani, portus Garnae, the boundary of the Daunii, the harbor of
lacus Pantanus, flumen portuosum Fertor Porto Greco, the promontory of Monte
Teanum Apulorum itemque Larinum, Gargano (the distance round Gargano
Cliternia, Tifernus amnis. Inde regio from the promontory of Sallentinum or
Frentana.
Iapygia being 234 miles), the port of
Varano, the lake of Lesina, the river Frento
which forms a harbor, Teanum of the Apuli
and Larinum of the Apuli, Cliternia, and
the river Biferno, at which begins the
district of the Frentani.
In his description of the Regio Secunda, Pliny the Elder defines the river Cerbalus as the
border of the Daunian lands.
Pliny, Natural History, Volume II: Books 3-7, translated by H. Rackham, Loeb Classical
Library 352, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1942, 74-77.
PLINIUS MAIOR, Naturalis Historia, 3.11.105
Cetera intus in secunda regione Hirpinorum Besides these there are in the interior of
colonia una Beneventum auspicatius mutato the second region one colony of the
nomine,
quae
quondam
appellata Hirpini formerly called Maleventum and
Maleventum, Aeculani, Aquiloni, Abellinates now more auspiciously, by a change of
cognomine Protropi, Compsani, Caudini, name, Beneventum, the Ausculani, Aquiloni,

7

Grelle 2009, 317-440.
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Ligures qui cognominantur Corneliani et qui
Baebiani, Vescellani, Aeclanii, Aletrini,
Abellinates cognominati Marsi, Atrani,
Aecani, Alfellani, Atinates, Arpani, Borcani,
Collatini, Corinenses et nobiles clade Romana
Cannenses, Dirini, Forentani, Genusini,
Herdonienses, Irini, Larinates cognomine
Frentani, Merinates ex Gargano, Mateolani,
Neretini,
Natini,
Robustini,
Silvini,
Strapellini, Turnantini, Vibinates, Venusini,
Ulurtini.

Abellinates surnamed Protropi, Compsani,
Caudini, Ligurians with the surnames of
Corneliani and Baebiani, Vescellani, Aeclani,
Aletrini, Abellinates surnamed Marsi,
Atrani, Aecani, Alfellani, Atinates,
Arpani, Borcani, Collatini, Corinenses,
Cannae celebrated for the Roman
defeat, Dirini,
Forentani, Genusini,
Herdonienses, Irini, Larinates surnamed
Frentani, the Merinates from Monte
Gargano, Mateolani, Neretini, Natini,
Rubustini, Silvini, Strapellini, Turnantini,
Vibinates, Venusini, Ulurtini.
In this passage, Pliny refers to the people of Vibinum as part of the Regio Secunda Apulia
et Calabria. Indeed, after listing the roman colonies in Apulia (Luceria, Venosa, Canosa)
and the Irpinian Beneventum, he lists the other Apulian communities, among which are
the people from Vibinum. Plinian lists come from Augustan statistic documents and
registers, with data collected in the colonies, the municipia and the prefecturae .
Pliny, Natural History, Volume II: Books 3-7. Translated by H. Rackham, Loeb Classical
Library 352, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1942, 76-77.
8

Liber Coloniarum 1. 210.8-9.
Vibinas Aecanus Canusium. Iter populo non
debetur. In iugera n. CC.

The territories of Vibinum, Aecae,
Canusium. A right of way is not due to the
people. (they were divided into units) of
200 iugera.
Received through the Arceriano-Palatino and Gaudianus codex, the Libri Coloniarum both
refer to distribution of land ex lege Iulia et Sempronia and to limitibus graccani. This
passage informs us that land divisions were also carried out in the agri of Vibinum,
Aecae, Canusium, by 20 actus. It is interesting to note that ‘iter populo non debetur’, which
could imply that roads were not considered during the division of land. After the
Second Punic War, Romans had acquired the lands of the municipia that had defected
to Hannibal and inserted them into the ager publicus. The more productive areas were
progressively organized into centuriae: between the Punic War and the Triumvirate, the
Roman authorities carried out systematic divisions and distribution of lands alloquated
to the Roman populus. The first attempts date to the end of the Punic Wars, when
veterans of Spanish and African battles were given lands on the basis of their military
service time period, as defined by the decemviral commission which, starting from 201
B.C., surveyed all lands and divided them into lots and parcels. Among them were also
portions of lands located in the Ager Aecanus and Vibinus. The Libri coloniarum as well
as other epigraphic sources testify that Gracchian reforms were applied also in the
Apulian region: the first often mention ‘limitibus graccanis’, while the latter, like for
instance a boundary stone recently found in the territory of Celenza Val Fortore, dating
back to the 130s B.C., suggest the extensiveness of rural reforms which affected also the
innermost sub-Apennine areas .
As for Vibinum, the imprecise chronological span, the inaccuracy of the expression ‘lege
Iulia et Sempronia’, and the absence of local epigraphic sources do not allow any
hypothesis on the chronology and authorship of the rural reforms.
Archaeologically, scholars have interpreted the traces of a second system, located on
the left side of the Carapelle, as the Vibinum division, probably dating back to the
Graccan or Syllan age — the moment in which Vibinum became a colony ; but another
9
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8

9
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Grelle 1995, 248-250.
Grelle 1992b.
Volpe 1994, 116-117; Mazzei, Grelle 1992.
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‘chessboard’ is possibly to be found in locality Mezzana, as further discussed in ch.
6.5.4.2.
Lachmann C. 1848; an English translation is available in: Fronda 2010, 85.

Hannibalic war:
POLYBIUS, Historiae, 3.88.1-6
Ἀννίβας δὲ κατὰ βραχὺ 5εταθεὶς τὴν
Hannibal now shifting his camp from
-αρε5βολὴν ἐνδιέτριβε τῇ -αρὰ τὸν
time to time continued to remain in the
Ἀδρίαν χώρᾳ καὶ τοὺς 5ὲν ἵ--ους
country near the Adriatic, and by bathing
ἐκλούων τοῖς -αλαιοῖς οἴνοις διὰ τὸ
his horses with old wine, of which there
-λῆθος ἐξεθερά-ευσε τὴν καχεξίαν
was abundance, he thoroughly set right
αὐτῶν καὶ τὴν ψώραν, -αρα-λησίως δὲ
their mangy condition. In like manner he
καὶ τῶν ἀνδρῶν τοὺς 5ὲν τραυ5ατίας
completely cured his wounded, and made
ἐξυγίασε, τοὺς δὲ λοι-οὺς εὐέκτας
the rest of his men sound in body and
-αρεσκεύασε καὶ -ροθύ5ους εἰς τὰς
ready to perform cheerfully the services
ἐ-ιφερο5ένας χρείας. διελθὼν δὲ καὶ
that would be required of them. After
καταφθείρας τήν τε Πραιτεττιανὴν καὶ
passing through and devastating the
τὴν Ἀδριανὴν ἔτι δὲ τὴν Μαρρουκίνην
territories
of
Praetutia,
Hadriana,
καὶ Φρεντανὴν χώραν ὥρ5ησε
Marrucina, and Frentana he marched on
-οιού5ενος τὴν -ορείαν εἰς τὴν
towards Iapygia. This province is divided
Ἰα-υγίαν. ἧς διῃρη5ένης εἰς τρεῖς
among three peoples, the Daunii, Peucetii
ὀνο5ασίας, καὶ τῶν 5ὲν
and Messapii, and it was the territory of
-ροσαγορευο5ένων ∆αυνίων, τῶν δὲ
the Daunii that Hannibal first invaded.
Πευκετίων, τῶν δὲ Μεσσα-ίων, εἰς
Starting from Luceria, a Roman colony in
-ρώτην ἐνέβαλε τὴν ∆αυνίαν.
this district, he laid waste the surrounding
ἀρξά5ενος δὲ ταύτης ἀ-ὸ Λουκαρίας,
country. He next encamped near Vibinum
οὔσης ἀ-οικίας Ῥω5αίων, ἐ-όρθει τὴν
and overran the territory of Argyripa and
χώραν. 5ετὰ δὲ ταῦτα
plundered all Daunia unopposed.
καταστρατο-εδεύσας -ερὶ τὸ
καλού5ενον Οἰβώνιον ἐ-έτρεχε τὴν
Ἀργυρι--ανὴν καὶ -ᾶσαν ἀδεῶς
ἐλεηλάτει τὴν ∆αυνίαν.
This is the first mention of Vibinum in the Greek historiography. The oppidum was
involved in the Second Punic War, as Hannibal had set his headquarters near Vibinum.
From here, he could easily assault Arpi and its territories. The toponyms Montecastro
and Castrannibale, located 1 km West of Bovino and 3 km North of Bovino respectively,
near Monte Calvello, may preserve the memory of this historic event .
Polybius, The Histories, Volume II: Books 3-4, translated by Paton W. R.. Revised
by Walbank F. W., Habicht C., Loeb Classical Library 137, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2010, 236-239.
11

LIVIUS, Ab Urbe condita, 25.21.1-10
Circa Herdoneam Romanae legiones et praetor
Fulvius erat. Quo ubi allatum est hostis
adventare, prope est factum, ut iniussi
praetoris signis convulsis in aciem exirent.
Nec res magis ulla tenuit quam spes haud
dubia suo id arbitrio, ubi vellent, facturos.
Nocte insequenti Hannibal cum tumultuam
in castris et plerosque ferociter, signum ut
daret, institisse duci ad arma vocanis sciret,
haud dubius prosperae pugnae occasionem

11

Near Herdonea were Roman legions and
the praetor Fulvius. When the news
reached them there that the enemy were
approaching, they barely refrained from
catching up their standards and going out
into battle-line without orders from the
praetor. And nothing restrained them
more than the hope, now beyond
question, that they would do so at their
own discretion whenever they pleased.

Alvisi 1970, 118; Pani 1991, 127.
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dari, tria milia expeditorum militum in villis
circa vepribusque et silvis disponit, qui signo
dato simul omnes e latebris existerent, et
Magone, ac duo ferme milia equitu. Qua
fugam inclinaturam credebat, omnia itinera
insidere iubet.

The following night Hannibal, knowing
that there had been an uproar in the camp
and that many, calling to arms, had overconfidently pressed the commander to
give the signal, had no doubt that an
opportunity for a victory was offered. He
accordingly posted three thousand lightly
equipped soldiers in farmhouses nearby
and in the thickets and the woods, to come
out of their hiding-places all at once, when
the signal was given. And he ordered
Mago and about two thousand horsemen
to lie in wait along all the roads in the
direction which he believed the flight
would take.
While recounting the Apulian conquest by Hannibal and the defeat of the Roman army
near Herdonia, Livius tells us that Hannibal had set 3000 soldiers in villis circa vepribusque
et silvis. This information gives us some information about the presence of scattered
rural settlement, as well as woods and bushes widely attested in the Cerbalus river
valley until very recent time.
Livy, History of Rome, Volume VI: Books 23-25. Translated by Moore F.G., Loeb Classical
Library 355, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1940, 420-424.

Road system:
STRABO, Geographica, 6.3.7
Ἔτι δὲ τοῖς ἀ*ὸ τῆς Ἑλλάδος καὶ τῆς
Ἀσίας διαίρουσιν εὐθύ*λοια =ᾶλλόν
ἐστιν ἐ*ὶ τὸ Βρεντέσιον, καὶ δὴ καὶ δεῦρο
*άντες καταίρουσιν οἷς εἰς τὴν Ῥώ=ην
*ρόκειται ὁδός. δύο δέ εἰσι, =ία =ὲν
ἡ=ιονικὴ διὰ Πευκετίων, οὓς Ποιδίκλους
καλοῦσι, καὶ ∆αυνίων καὶ Σαυνιτῶν
=έχρι Βενεουεντοῦ, ἐφ᾽ ἧι ὁδῶι Ἐγνατία
*όλις, εἶτα Καιλία καὶ Νήτιον καὶ
Κανύσιον καὶ Ἑρδωνία· ἡ δὲ διὰ Τάραντος
=ικρὸν ἐν ἀριστερᾶι ὅσον δὴ =ιᾶς ἡ=έρας
*ερίοδον
κυκλεύσαντι,
ἡ
Ἀ**ία
λεγο=ένη, ἁ=αξήλατος =ᾶλλον· ἐν
ταύτηι δὲ *όλις Οὐρία τε καὶ Ὀυενουσία,
ἡ =ὲν =εταξὺ Τάραντος καὶ Βρεντεσίου, ἡ
δ᾽ ἐν =εθορίοις Σαυνιτῶν καὶ Λευκανῶν.
συ=βάλλουσι δὲ ἄ=φω κατὰ Βενεουεντὸν
καὶ τὴν Κα=*ανίαν ἐκ τοῦ Βρεντεσίου.

In the case of those who sail across from
Greece or Asia, the more direct route is to
Brentesium, and, in fact, all who propose to
go to Rome by land put into port here.
There are two roads from here: one, a
mule-road through the countries of the
Peucetii (who are called Poedicli), the
Daunii, and the Samnitae as far as
Beneventum; on this road is the city of
Egnatia, and then, Celia, Netium, Canusium,
and Herdonia. But the road by way of
Taras, lying slightly to the left of the other,
though as much as one day’s journey out
of the way when one has made the circuit,
what is called the Appian Way, is better
for carriages. On this road are the cities of
Uria and Venusia, the former between
Taras and Brentesium and the latter on the
confines of the Samnitae and the Leucani.
Both the roads from Brentesium meet near
Beneventum and Campania.
This passage describes the two available choices that a traveler from the East could take
to reach Rome. He could choose to travel along the Via Appia, more suitable for carts,
or along a mule-road, slightly shorter, but less comfortable. The interpretation of =ία
ἡ=ιονικὴ (mule-road) is a hypothesis, as the codex report η=ινοικη. Radke read it as the
Via Minucia , built by the consul M. Minucius between 207 and 191 B.C. Nevetherless,
12

12

Radke 1981, 170-171.
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it is not sure whether Strabo is referring to the same road: according to Kirsten, Strabo
used Posidonius as his source , hence he might be referring to an even older road.
Strabo, Geography, Volume III: Books 6-7, translated by Jones H.L., Loeb Classical
Library 182, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1924, 122-125.
13

HORATIUS, Saturae 1.5
Quottruor hinc rapimur viginti et milia
raedis,
mansuri oppidulo, quod versu dicere non est,
signis perfacile est: venit vilissima rerum
hi aqua, sed panis longe pulcherrimus, ultra
callidus ut soleat umeris portate viator.
Nam Canusi lapidosus, aquae non ditior urna,
qui locus a forti Diomede est conditus olim.

From here we are whirled in carriages
four and twenty miles, to spend the night
in a little town I cannot name in verse,
though ’tis quite easy to define it by
tokens. Here water, nature’s cheapest
product, is sold, but the bread is far the
best to be had, so that the knowing
traveller is wont to shoulder a load for
stages beyond; for at Canusium, a place
founded long ago by brave Diomede, it is
gritty, and as to water, the town is no
better off by a jugful. Here Varius leaves
us, to the grief of his weeping friends.
In this satire by Horace, he refers to a small village located between Trevicum and Canosa
that he visited during his trip from Rome to Brindisi, in 37 B.C. This village, whose
name is unknown, ‘quod versu dicere non est’, might be interpreted as Ausculum, Vibinum
or Herdonia .
Horace, Satires. Epistles. The Art of Poetry, translated by Rushton Fairclough H., Loeb
Classical Library 194, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1926, 70-73.
14

RAVENNATIS ANONYMUS, Cosmographia, 4.34.8-9
Egotanticon-Erdonias
Aequum Tuticum-Ordona
The reference to a direct road that connects Aequum Tuticum and Herdonia might be
interpreted as part of the ancient track of the Via Minucia, which crossed the flat river
valley of the Cervaro, towards Herdonia. This conjecture implies that during the early
Middle Ages the road was still in use.
Anonymus Ravennas, Ravennatis anonymi Cosmographia et Guidonis Geographica, edited
by Pinder M. Parthey G., Berolini : in aedibvs Friderici Nicolai, Berlin, 1860, 281.
GUIDONIS, Geographica, 47
Item urbs Arpos quam Diomedes post Troiae condidit excidium iuxta sinum Adriaticum. In qua
Luceria nobilis opulenta, Ecana quae nunc Troia vocatur, Pandesia quae nunc Bibina.
In his itinerary of Daunian urban centers, Guidonis mentions Bovino, calling it
Pandesia. Unfortunately, no other information about this ancient toponym is available.
Anonymus Ravennas, Ravennatis anonymi Cosmographia et Guidonis Geographica, edited
by Pinder M. Parthey G., Berolini: in aedibvs Friderici Nicolai, Berlin, 1860, 485.

Gothic War:
PROCOPIUS, Bellum gothicum, 7.18.29
Ἰωάννης =ὲν ταῦτα δια*ε*ραγ=ένος
αὐτοῦ ἔ=ενε, Βελισάριος δὲ Ἰωάννην ἐς
ἀεὶ καραδοκῶν ἡσυχῆ ἔ=ενεν. ἐ=έ=φετό
τε ὅτι δὴ οὐ διακινδυνεύσας τε καὶ τοῖς ἐν
Κα*ύῃ φυλάσσουσι τριακοσίοις οὖσιν ἐς
χεῖρας
ἥκων
*οιεῖσθαι
τὴν

13

14

After accomplishing this feat, John still
continued to remain where he was, while
Belisarius, constantly expecting John,
remained inactive. And Belisarius kept
reproaching him because he would not
take the risk of meeting in battle the force

Kirsten 1962, 49; Biffi 1988, 351, n. 371.
Volpe 1990, 88-89; Bonora Mazzoli, Rezzonico 1990, 121-124; Russi 1994, 38-4.
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δίοδον ἐνεχείρησε, καί*ερ βαρβάρους
ἀριστίνδην ξυνειλεγ=ένους ξὺν αὑτῷ
ἔχων. Ἰωάννης δὲ τὴν δίοδον ἀ*ογνοὺς
ἐ*ὶ Ἀ*ουλίαςἐχώρησεν, ἔν τε χωρίῳ
Κερβαρίῳ καλου=ένῳ ἡσύχαζε.

on guard at Capua, only three hundred in
number, and endeavor to make his way
through, in spite of the fact that he had
barbarians under his command who were
men selected for their valour. But John
abandoned that plan, and proceeded to a
place in Apulia, called Cervarium, where
he remained in idleness.
While recounting the Gothic War, Procopius tells us that the Iohannis, after gaining the
control over the Calabria, Brutio and Lucania, stopped at the Cervaro. From his
headquarters, he gave orders to Anta to attack the Gothic army. The passage of
Montecalvello is thought to have been where the army had set camp and the narrow
Vallo di Bovino as the area of the attack, but Lavermicocca states that no proof can
support this hypothesis .
Procopius, History of the Wars, (Gothic War), Volume IV: Books 6.16-7.35, translated
by Dewing H.B., Loeb Classical Library 173, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1924, 310-313.
1

15

15

Lavermicocca 1994, 192.
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4.2 Epigraphic documents
In the 9 volume of the CIL by Mommsen, seven out of ten inscriptions attributed
to Vibinum were inserted in the verae and three in the falsae , more recent studies
published new inscriptions recovered in the urban center of Bovino and in its
territory: M. Torelli, in 1969, edited a commemorative epigraph recovered in the
city center and mentioning the building of a public structure by two brothers ; R.
Gaeta in 1976-78 published ten previously unknown epigraphs from Vibinum ;
M.Pani edited the first inscription referring to the ‘Colonia Vibina’ in 1991 , while
F. Grelle’s and M. Silvestrini’s works of 1992 respectively dealt with another
document from Sant’Agata di Puglia and a votive slab from Valle Bottino, in the
modern territory of Deliceto. In the same year, F. Paulicelli edited six previously
unpublished epigraphs, preserved in the Museo Civico. Lastly, in 1994, as a
contribution to the museum catalogue, M. Silvestrini republished all previous
epigraphs, enriching the collection with 19 documents recovered in Bovino and
within its alleged ancient territory, including therefore the modern
municipalities of Deliceto and Sant’agata di Puglia .
th
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The corpus of inscriptions was further enlarged thanks to the edition, in 1999 by
M. De Fino, of an epigraph from Magliano, acts as an important document for
the ownership of land estate of the Imperial house in Apulia . More recently, the
same author, thanks to new field researches carried out in the Celone valley,
studied and questioned a bronze sigillum discovered in Torre Guevara, shading
light on the ownership of lands in the same area before the transmission of
properties to the Empire .
8

9

Not only does epigraphy allow us to trace 32 nomina and gentilicia, but it can also
determine the inclusion of the Gens Vibinia in the Galeria tribe as many
documents refer to this social connotation (CIL IX, 964; AE 1969/70, 165; AE
1980, 273; CIL IX 967; AE 1992, 308) . This fact further confirms that Bovino was
more centered around the Irpinian area than the Apulian one, as the Galeria tribe
is attested in the centers of Abellinum, Compsa, Abella, Aquilonia. Furthermore,
thanks to the epigraph recovered in 1991, the colonial condition of Vibinum
becomes clear, despite certain uncertainties still persisting today in regards to
10

Out of the ten inscriptions inserted in the CIL by Mommsen, only three are still preserved
(CIL IX, 964, 965, 152*), while the other are lost (CIL IX, 962, 963, 966, 967, 6252, 150*, 151*).
Torelli 1969.
Gaeta 1978.
Pani 1991.
Grelle 1992c.
Silvestrini 1992.
Silvestrini 1994a then in Silvestrini 2005, 40-42.
De Fino 1999a; De Fino 1999b.
De Fino 2007. A previous reference to the sigillum was in Romano, Volpe 2005.
Pani 1976; Silvestrini 2001.
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the chronology of its foundation . This element also provides the chance to
clarify the meaning of the reference in respect to the duoviral magistrates attested
in CIL IX 964 and 965 and initially interpreted as a persistence, in a municium, of
the local Oscan office of the meddices .
11

12

In the following catalogue all epigraphic documents that were recovered in the
area in exam are listed, both those from the city center of Vibinum and in the
territory of the Valle del Cervaro, which provide us with information on the
socio-economic assets of this area during the Roman period and give us valuable
data for the narration of the urban and rural landscapes of the Cervaro valley.
Among them, there are also engraved roof tiles from Casalene, which record the
Punic presence in the Cervaro valley, and four epigraphic documents discovered
during the field survey campaigns, not yet studied nor published. Also, very
recently, a new epigraph was discovered in the territory of Deliceto, edited by
Marina Silvestrini, and not yet published. For this reason, it was not included in
this catalogue. This document refers to a magister Cerealor(um), named L. Giganius
Atimetus, who had built at his own expense a fencing wall (maceriam a solo) most
likely around a worship area . No previous attestation of a collegium of the
Ceriales is available in Apulia, and this collegium was probably devoted to the
worship of Ceres. Hence, this epigraph may refer to the presence in this area of
the Ager Vibinas of a rural worship area, in a geographical zone which was most
likely entirely devoted to the cultivation of wheat.
13

The hypothesis of a Syllan colony is envisioned in Pani 1991 and Pani 1994, and then
recalled in Gabba 1996; on the other side Camodeca (Camodeca 1991, 31) and Silvestrini
(Silvestrini 1994a, 138-139) do not exclude a triumviral foundation.
Pani 1991, 126.
Personal communication M. Silvestrini.
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a. Epigraphs recovered in the municipal territory of Bovino
Inscription n. 1
Place of discovery: city center; walled in the basement of Bartolomeo Pisano’s house.
Text:
German(ico Caesari)
Ti Aug(usti f. diui aug. n.)
COS II (imp. ii)
This lost epigraph, whose existence is preserved in a 18th erudite edition by Giovanni
Vignoli, dates to 18-19 A.D. and honors Germanicus. Vignoli says that underneath the
name of Germanicus appeared a reference to his mother Giulia Mamea. This is the only
know sample of an epigraph to Germanicus in Apulia, while two samples from Irpinia
are attested .
Chronology: 18-19 A.D.
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: lost
References: CIL, IX, 962.
14

Inscription n. 2
Place of discovery: Cathedral of Bovino
Text:
Dis Man
G. Haer eni
Ce Moden
Vibbina
V ne m lli
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: lost
References: CIL, IX, 966.
Inscription n. 3
Place of discovery: city center
Text:
P. Paculeio Q.F
Rom Rufo
Ex testamento
Arbitratu C Cluseni
C. F. Gal
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: lost
References: CIL, IX, 967
Inscription n. 4
Place of discovery: city center; walled
in the Ducal palace
Text:
[---] Q(uinti) f(iulius) Pollio iterum
[---] f(iulius) Severus IIvir
[--- ex s(enatus)] c(onsulto) ?
fac(iendum) cur(averunt)
Description: The duoviri Pollio and
Severus in the year of their second
14

AE 1988, 389: Germanico / Caesari /Ti. Augusti f./divi Augusti n.
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shift as duoviri oversaw the building
of the building of public works
(urban walls, towers, aqueduct), so
far unknown, and were probably
mentioned in the last row of the text.
Chronology: 1 c. B.C.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: CIL, IX, 965; Silvestrini
1994a, 144.
st

Photo by the Author.
Inscription n. 5
Place of discovery: Ducal Palace
Text:
P(ublius) L(ucius) Postumii, Luci filii,
Gal(eria,
/ Albinus et Niger/
Marsuam d(e) s(uo) fe(cerunt)
Description:
Two
brothers,
P.
Postumius Albinus and L. Postumius
Niger, erected at their expenses a
statue in honor of Marsyas. The nomen
Postimius is attested in Aeclanum,
Beneventum, Monte San’Anzo. This is
the base of a statue in bronze, whose
feet we can still see the trace. The
statue was probably erected in the
forum and this could represent an
attempt to align to Rome, as a statue of
Marsyas had been erected in the
Roman forum. The presence of statues
of Marsyas in fora is limited: it is
attested in Rome, in the Roman
Forum; in Paestum. During the
Imperial Age, statues of Silenus
became
the
symbol
of
the
independence of the cities and their
homologation to the Urbe (Silvestrini
1994a, 234).
Chronology: Caesarian era – 1 c. B.C.
Material: stone
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976-1978, 152, n. 1;
st

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 6
Place of discovery: Contrada Catenazzo
---]agi[---] /
[---] f(ilio) Gal(eria), patri /
[---P]ollae matri[i/
[---]tiae uxori
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Description:
This is a funerary inscription, by a man
to his father, mother (most likely a
Polla) and wife. Only the inscription to
the Galeria tribe is preserved, but the
onomastics refers to a wealthy family.
Chronology: late Republican Age or
Augustan Age-first decades of the 1 c.
A.D
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976-1978, 154, n. 8;
Bovino 1994, 294.
st

Bovino 1994, 295.
Inscription n. 7
Place of discovery: Casale
Text:
Vibia P(ublii) l(iberta)
Agatha
Description:
Funerary
inscription
reporting the name Bibius, which is
common in the Regio II, especially in
the northern portion. Agatha is instead
the Latin form of Agathe, which is a
nomen of Greek origin.
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino

Chronology: 1 c. B.C. – 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
References: Paulicelli 1992, 154-155;
Bovino 1994, 280
st

st

Bovino 1994, 282.
Inscription n. 8
Place of discovery: In front of the
Cathedral of Bovino, in a private palace
(Consiglio 1640, 112-113).
Vibinates po[suerunt] /
honoris caus[sa] publica

Description:
This inscription publicly honors an
unknown benefactor of the colony,
whose name was likely inscribed on
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another slab. The form ‘Vibinates’ was
likely forerun by ‘coloni’.
Chronology: before Augustan age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976-1978, 154, n. 9;
CIL IX, 152*; Bovino 1994, 238.

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 9
Place of discovery: city center; walled in
the urban walls, in the northern tower
(Pietropaoli 1631, 64).
Text:
P(ublius) Paccius P(ublii) f(iulius)
Gal(eria) Laetus /
IIvir/
M(arco) Gavio L(ucii) f(iulio) Gal(eria)
Ex testamento
Loc(us dec(reto) dec(urionum)
Description: The nomen Gavius is of
Oscan origin and is also attested in
other centers of Daunia and Irpinia,
and in Aecae. The epitaph was placed
by Publio Paccius Laetus for M. Gavius ex
testamento. The patronymic and the
tribe are evoked as well as the duoviral
magistrature and the local senatus of
decuriones. In the modern era, the
inscription ‘Vetusti Vibini Rudera’ was
added.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: CIL, IX, 964; Silvestrini
1994a,142.
st

Photo by the Author
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Inscription n. 10
Place of discovery: walled in the Ducale Castle
Text:
[---] N + + S[---]
II[vir]
C(aio) Nun[ni]o C(ai] f(ilio) [---]
Aeflanae C(ai) f(iliae) Ru[fae?---]
Selene matri [---]
Description: The two nomina gentilicia are not attested elsewhere in Vibinum or in Apulia.
Selene is a rare nomen of Greek origin.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: walled in the Ducale Castle
References: Bovino 1994, 144.
st

Inscription n. 11
Place of discovery: city center
Text:
C(aio) Rullio Maximo /
duovir(o) q(uinquennali) /
Rullii Maximus et /
Priscus et Maximilla /
fili optimo patri fec(erunt)
Description:
It is a funerary inscription by Rullius
Maximus, Rullius Priscus and Rullia
Maximilla to their father C. Rullius
Maximus. He is remembered among
the Duumviri quinquennales, as a
censor, the highest office in the colony.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976, 152, n. 2; Bovino
1994, 238.
st

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 12
Place of discovery: city center, walled in
Rione San Procopio.
Text:
[---]rius Nicephor
[Aug]ustalis sibi et [---]/
[---]iae Primae [---] /
[Vi]binae et Libadi l[ibertis]

Description: It is a funerary inscription
by Nicephor for himself, Prima and his
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colliberti. M. Silvestrini thinks he is a
libertus, as the office of Augustales is
attested among the liberti.
Material: marble
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Preserved in: walled in the courtyard of
the primary school of Bovino.
References: Gaeta 1976, 152, n. 3; Bovino
1994, 240.
st

Bovino 1994, 239.

Inscription n. 13
Place of discovery: Radogna
Text:
[---Philarg]yrog[?] L(uci) l(ibertus) /
[---]is Vibinae /
[---](?) [lib]erta

Description: In the first line, there is the
name of the person to whom the
inscription is offered. His name ends in
-yrus. In the second line we could think
of a name ending in -is. The word
Vibinae could be interpreted as the
indication of status of the liberta.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976, 153, n. 5; Bovino
1994, 316.
st

Inscription n. 14
Place of discovery: center of Vibinum
Text:
---]/
cum filis /
Provincia /
et Castin[a] /
bene /
merenti
Description: Most likely it is an
inscription for the tomb of a man,
dedicated by his wife, his sons and
Provincia and Castiana. The cognomen
Provincia is attested in Benevento (CIL
IX, 1832).
Chronology: second half of the 1 c. A.D.2 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976, 153, n. 7; Bovino
1994, 240.
st

nd

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 15
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Place of discovery: city center, nearby the
Chiesa della Pietà
Date of finding: 1850
A(ulus) Allienus A(uli) f(ilius)] Ga[l(eria)
Laetus]Praef(ectus) fa[br(um)]
Aulus) Allienus Pr[imus augustalis]
Iter(um) quinq(uennalis) podium s(ua)
p(ecunia) f(aciendum) c(uraverunt)
Description: This inscription refers to
the building of a podium, erected at the
expense of two brothers Auli Allieni.
This is a copy of inscription n. 16.
The same men are also recalled in
another inscription found in the
countryside of Deliceto, in locality
Valle Bottino.
Chronology: early Imperial Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Nicastro 1984, 55, n.1; Torelli
1969; Gaeta 1976-1978, 154, n. 10;
Silvestrini 1994a, 142.
Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 16
Place of discovery: city center, nearby the
Chiesa della Pietà, together with an ara
(Nicastro 1984, 55).
Text:
[A(ulus) Allienus A(uli) f(ilius) Gal(eria)
Laetus
praef(ectus) fa[abr(um)]
A(ulus) Allienus Pr[imus Aug(ustalis)]
iter(um) quinq(eìuennalis) [podium s(ua)
P(ecunia) f(aciendum) c(uraverunt)]
Description: This inscription refers to
the building of a podium, erected at the
expense of two brothers Auli Allieni. It
is the original of the inscription n. 15.
The podium to which it refers should
be located in the theatre or in the
amphitheater, probably outside the city
center.
Chronology: early Imperial Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976-1978, 155, n. 10;
Silvestrini 1992, 92-94; Bovino 1994, 246.

Photo by the Author

Inscription n. 17
Place of discovery: city center, near the
Cathedral
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Description: It is an inscription in honor
of a patronus coloniae after his death.
This is further proof of the status of
Vibinum as a colonia and not more as a
municipium.
Text:
--- patrono col]oniae /
[---duo]vir(o) /
[---post[morte(m)]

Chronology: Imperial Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976, 153, n. 5; Bovino
1994, 236.

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 18
Place of discovery: walled in the
cathedral, then walled in the primary
school of Bovino.
Text:
P(ublius) Lici[nius?]

Description: This inscription might have
been part of a more monumental
inscription, located in the city center.
Chronology: Imperial Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Gaeta 1976, 153, n. 6; Bovino
1994, 240.
Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 19
Place of discovery: Casalene
Text:
Dis M(anibus)
Caprioli
Vixit anis sic
XXX
Description: Funerary inscription for
Capriolus, a slave.
Chronology: second half of the 2 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
nd
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References: Bovino 1994, 292.

Bovino 1994, 292.
Inscription n. 20
Place of discovery: Pizzo dell’Angelo
Text:
[---]eris A(uli) l(iberta)? [---?]
[---] Donat[a vel -us]
Description: Funerary inscription. The
first letters could be interpreted as the
final part of a name ending in -eris.
Chronology: second half of the 2 c. A.D.
nd

Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Bovino 1994, 310; Paulicelli
1992, 158-159.
Bovino 1994, 311.
Inscription n. 21
Place of discovery: Via Alfieri
Text:
M. Aurelio
Antonino
Caesari
Imp(eratori) Caes(aris) L(ucii) Septi
mi Severi Pii Per
tinacis Aug(usti) Arabi
ci Adiabenici p(atris) p(atriae) filio
colonia Vibina
Description: This inscription is located on
the base of a statue dedicated to
Caracalla, not yet emperor, by the
Colonia Vibina. He is mentioned with the
nomen Caesaris, which he had in the first
half of 195 but without the title of
Imperator destinatus that he gained in 197.
Therefore, the chronology is very
specific and reliable.
Chronology: 195-197 A.D.
Material: stone
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Pani 1991; Bovino 1994, 236.
Photo by the Author
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Inscription n. 22
Place of discovery: Mezzana
Text:
[---] an[n]is
VII m(enses) + + II
D(ies) XXIII S[---]
+ d(is) M(anibus) s(acrum)
Description: Funerary inscription recovered in Mezzana. The text seems to have been
inscribed over previous epigraphy and it is therefore very hard to read.
Chronology: second half of the 2 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Bovino 1994, 304.
nd

Inscription n. 23
Place of discovery: city center; walled in the basement of Bartolomeo Pisano’s house.
Text:
Iuliae
Mame(ae)
Aug
Matri Aug
Description: This epigraph, now lost, dates to the Severan age, and is devoted to the
mother of Severus Alexander, Iulia Mamea Augusta, mater Augusti. This epigraph is
one of many inscriptions devoted to the Severan dynasty of the Apulia region.
Chronology: 222-235 A.D.
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: lost
References: CIL, IX, 963.
Inscription n. 24
Place of discovery: N/A
Text:
[--- c]olegio p(osuit)
N(umini) s(anctissimo), l(ibens) a(nimo) p(ecunia) s(ua).
[--- Su]cces(us) (?)
Description: This inscription, on a mensa, is only partially preserved and is addressed to
a colegium. It is not possible to determine to which deity the collegium was devoted to.
Chronology: end of the 2 -3 c. A.D.
References: AE 2009, 250.
nd

rd

Inscription n. 25
Place of discovery: Casale
Text:
[---] + HALLUS [---]
[---Ap]hrodisia filio [---]
Description:
Funerary
inscription,
reporting the nomen Aphrodisia, of Greek
origin.
Chronology: Roman Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
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References: Bovino 1994, 280.

Bovino 1994, 282.
Inscription n. 26
Place of discovery: Casale
Text:
TBD
Description:
The inscription was recovered during the
2018 field survey campaign. It is placed
near the modern rural house of Casale. It
is not possible to read the text, yet it is
organized on 4 lines and inscribed within
a frame.
Chronology:
TBD
Material: marble
Preserved in: Casale

Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 27
Place of discovery:
(BOV31)

Torre

Guevara
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Text:
Callisto
Q(uinti) Valeri Veg
eti
Description: This bronze sigillum, dating
to the 2 c. A.D., was found during an
archaeological field survey in the site of
Torre Guevara. It allows to add some
information to the imperial properties in
Apulia. The bronze signaculum, indeed,
preserves the names of Callistus, and
Quintus Valerius Vegetus. Callistus was
Vegetus’ slave, and Vegetus was the
owner of the land. V. Romano
recognized Quintus Valerius Vegetus as
L. Mummius Niger Quintus Valerius
Vegetus Severinus Cucidius Tertullus: a
landowner from Baetica who lived under
the Empire of either Antoninus Pius or
Marcus Aurelius, and who owned the
Kalendarium Vetetianum: lands in Spain
that were added to the properties of the
Empire under Marcus Aurelius. It is
therefore likely that his properties in
Apulia, and among them, the lands in
this area, were also then transferred to
the Emperor.
Chronology: 2 c. A.D.
Material: bronze
Preserved in: Deposito Università degli
Studi di Foggia – Dipartimento Studi
Umanistici
References: Romano 2006, Volpe,
Romano 2005, 246; De Fino, Romano
2001.
nd

nd

Photo by A.V. Romano
Inscription n. 28
Place of discovery: Casale (BOV15)
Text:
[I]n clien[telam]
S
Vs (cuore)
Description: This copper lamina was
recovered during a field survey in the
field west of the modern masseria of
Casale.
Prof.
Marina
Silvestrini
interpreted it as part of a tabula
patronatus. Unfortunately, the missing
portions of the metal foil do not allow us
to understand the name of the patronus
or to obtain the name of the urban center
of which the man had become patronus.
We can regardless hypothesize that the
tabula was owned by the owner of the
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villa of Casale and that Vibinum was the
city.
Chronology: Roman Age
Material: copper
Preserved in: Deposito Università degli
Studi di Foggia – Dipartimento Studi
Umanistici

Photo by A.V. Romano
Inscription n. 29
Place of discovery: Casalene
Description:
This piece is a roof tile from the area of
the villa of Casalene, recovered in 1996
and now preserved in the Museo Civico
of Bovino. This roof tile is unique for the
engraved grid, whose cells have been
inscribed with letters in Messapic, Punic
and Greek alphabets. This artifact is
dated to the 3 c. B.C., and attests to the
presence of the Punic people in the
Cervaro valley and attempts of either a
learning experiment between Punic and
Messapic individuals or the transmission
of a religious/magic ritual.
Chronology: 3 c. B.C.
Material: brick
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Marchesini 2004.
rd

rd

Marchesini 2004, 8.
Inscription n. 30
Place of discovery: Torre Guevara (BOV31)
Text:
VEGDescription: This stamped brick was
recovered during the 2015 campaign on
the site of Torre Guevara. It reports the
first three letter of Vegetus, which could
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be interpreted as Quintus Valerius Vegetus
as L. Mummius Niger Quintus Valerius
Vegetus Severinus Cucidius Tertullus,
thanks to the finding of another artifact in
the same site (Inscription n. 27). Vegetus
must have been the owner of the lands of
Torre Guevara, where a giant site is
attested and interpreted as a praetorium.
Chronology: 2 c. A.D.
Material: brick
Preserved in: Deposito Università degli Studi
di Foggia – Dipartimento Studi Umanistici
nd

Photo by A.V. Romano
Inscription n. 31
Place of discovery: Casalene
[C]atil[ia e]
[S]evera[e]
Description: Stamped brick. Initially
interpreted as Miniatia, more recently
was read by Chelotti as Catiliae, that we
can be associated with a Catiliae Severae
N(ostrae) attested in Teanum. This
woman is a member of the senator family
of the Catilii, from Bitinia. It is possible
that Catilia owned land in the territory.
Chronology: TBD
Material: brick
Preserved in: Museo Civico di Bovino
References: Paulicelli 1992, 157-158; Bovino
1994, 292; Chelotti 2000, 118-123.
Bovino 1994, 295.

b. Epigraphs recovered in the municipal territory of Troia
Inscription n. 32
Place of discovery: Troia, in the house of Trincucci
Text:
Iovi Dolicheno
Exvperantissimo
L. Mummius Niger
Quintus Valerius
Vegetvs Severinus
C. AVCIDVS Tertulinus
COS. V. S.
Description:
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This inscription is lost and it is only known through transcriptions. It is a dedication to
Iuppiter Diolichenus by L. Mummius Niger. The dedicant is to be recognized as the
owner of the Kalendarium Vegetianum, the register of the credit of a large estate in Baetica.
Chronology: Antonius Pius Age
Material: stone
Preserved in: lost
References: CIL, IX, 948; De Fino 2007, 222-223.

c. Epigraphs recovered in the municipal territory of Deliceto
Inscription n. 33
Place of discovery: Valle Bottino
Text:
[Laribus]
Augustiis
Sacrum
Q(units) Rasti[c]anus Varus
C(aius) Pontidius Amerimnus
A(ulus) Allienus Primus
M(arcus) Vibius Achoristus
[Au]g(ustales)
quin(quennales)
pri(mi)
s(ua)pecunia f(ecerunt)
Description:
This inscription was placed on a monument
devoted to a deity. It testifies to the worship
of Lari Augusti. In the text is reported the
dedication by a college of four members,
that
define
themselves
Augustales
quinquennales primi. The use of ‘primi’ has a
chronological value: they are the first
Augustales quinquennalis of the Roman
colony of Vibinum. The monument was
probably placed in an aedicula, maybe at the
crossing point of the axis of a Roman
centuriation.
Chronology: Augustan Age – first years of
the 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Castello di Deliceto
References: Silvestrini 1992, 145-157; Bovino
1994, 144-146.
st

Silvestrini 1992, fig. 2.

c. Epigraphs recovered in the municipal territory of Sant’Agata di Puglia
Inscription n. 34
Place of discovery: Località Le Fosse
Text:
[--G]al(eria) II vir [---]
[---] (Sestertiis) [---]
murum et turrim f(aciundam) coe(ravit)
Description:
This inscription attests to the construction or the renovation of urban walls and towers
in an urban center (Ausculum, Vibinum, Aquilonia, Firmum Apulum). It also refers to the
Galeria tribe, which is the tribe of Vibinum. The chronological coincidence between the
inscription and the construction of the urban wall of Vibinum (1 c. A.D.) may link the
inscription to this center. Nevertheless, Grelle noticed that Vibinum is far from the place
of discovery of the piece and that there was no direct road connecting the two points.
st
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Another hypothesis is that the inscription was placed in Aquilonia, another close center
in the Galeria tribe.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble/stone
Preserved in: Castello di Sant’Agata di Puglia
References: Grelle 1992, 169-175; Grelle 1994, 161-166.
st

d. Epigraphs recovered in the municipal territory of Orsara
Inscription n. 35
Place of discovery: Near the Verghineto
creek
Text:
L(ucius) Servilius Cn(aei) f(ilius)
situs
Description:
Funerary stone discovered in 1989. This
could be the architrave of the entrance to a
funerary monument of a L. Servilius
Cnaei Filius. This nomen is attested in
Brindisium and Beneventum, and two
representatives of this gens are in the
register of the decurioni of Canosa.
Chronology: before the Augustan Age
Material: marble
Preserved in: Orsara, Foresteria
dell’Abbazia dell’Angelo
References: De Fino 1999a, 442.
Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 36
Place of discovery: Cervellino-Paccarella
Text:
C. Octavius C. l. Hermerot[i]
Octavia Plecusa
Conliberto fecit
Description:
This is an epitaph erected by an Octabia Plecusa to his collibertus C. Octavius Hermeros,
both liberti of a C. Octavius. The inscription, discovered in Cervellino, is in an area with
Roman Age sherds pertaining to a farm. In the same area, an acephalous statue of a
togated man was also found, dating to between the end of the Republican Age and the
first Imperial Age, as well as a bronze statuette of Herakles. De Fino thinks this villa
was owned by the Octavii, with a pars dominica adorned with statue and mosaics (also
attested and preserved in the Antiquarium of Orsara). De Fino connects it to the
attestation of a senator Octavius C.F. Stellatina Fronto, governor of Galizia between 29
and 33 A.D., attested in Larino, due to the proximity and the similar use of the resources
of Irpinia and Subappennino Daunio.
Chronology: First Imperial Age
Material: stone/marble
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium, Via Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
References: CIL, IX, 6252; De Fino 1999b, 37-38.
Inscription n. 37
Place
of
discovery:
Belladonna/Magliano

Contrada
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Text:
D(is) M(anibus)
Octaviae +[---]
[P]hoebus[s---]
[---] + [---]

Description:
This is an inscription by a Phoebus to a woman,
of whom only the nomen Octavia is preserved.
De Fino connects this inscription to the CIL,
6252 for the recurrence of the nomen Octavius.
It is possible that the Ottavii had interests and
lands in the area of Magliano-Cervellino.
Chronology: 2 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium,
Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
nd

Via

References: De fino 1999a, 440; Volpe 1990, 138,
n.218; Volpe 1994, 129, n. 17.
Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 38
Place of discovery: Ripalonga, Orsara
Text:
[---] a via [---]
Description: Big marble slab discovered in 1998 nearby Casale Terrizzi. On this stone it
is possible to read ‘a via’. De Fino connects it to the presence of the Via Traiana in the
proximities. This slab may have been removed and transferred there when the
Castellum Novum was built, gifted by Roberto il Guiscardo to S. Sofia (CBM, 515-516).
Chronology: after the 2 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium, Via Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
References: De Fino 1999b, 45-48.
nd

Inscription n. 39
Place
of
discovery:
Contrada
Belladonna/Magliano
Text:
D(is) M(anibus) S(acrum)
Euphrosyne v(ixit) a(nnis)
II, mensibus VI Nicephoris
Alumne dulcissimae fecit s(uis) et l(ibertis).
Description:
Funerary
inscription
in
marble,
discovered in the 1950s. This is an epitaph
by
Nichephoris
to
her
alumna,
Euphrosuyne, who died at 2.5 years old.
Chronology: end of 2 -3 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in:
Orsara, Antiquarium, Via Umberto I, Ente
Diocesi Lucera-Troia
nd

rd
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References: De Fino 1999a, 441; Volpe 1990,
138, n.218; Volpe 1994, 129, n. 17.
Photo by the Author
Inscription n. 40
Place of discovery: Contrada Belladonna/Magliano
Text:
[---] fili(iae)/
[---]sae q(uae)
[v(ixit) an(nis) tot], m(ensibus) III
Description:
Only a few letters are preserved; this is a funerary inscription by one or two parents to
their daughter, who died at 4 years old.
Chronology: 2 -3 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium, Via Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
References: De fino 1999a, 442.
nd

rd

Inscription n. 41
Place of discovery: Contrada Magliano
Text:
[---]
[---] ου το [---]
[---?] ε%ορια [---?]
Description:
This inscription in Greek is incomplete.
Only three words are legible, difficult to
interpret. The inscription was found near
the place where in the 9 c. A.D the Greek
monastery of S. Nazario was built. The last
word is difficult to be interpreted, but it
might be integrated with the Latin word
memoria, as ‘memory’ or maybe in the sense
of monumentum, sepulcrum (De Fino 1997,
444).
Chronology: 4 -5 c. A.D.
Material: stone
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium, Via
Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
References: De fino 1999a, 444.
th

th

th

Inscription n. 42
Place of discovery: Torre Guevara-Forcelle
Text:
Apoll[ini] san
Cto v[ico?...]li
Ano L(ucius) A[--C]hi
on Aug(usti) n(ostri) co
lonus fecit

Description:
This monument is a votive ara in honor of
Apollo, erected by a colonus named Lucius
and with a cognomen ending in -on, of Greek
origin. The inscription was erected in a vicus
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De Fino 1997, 452.

Mallianus or Iulianus in the territory of Aecae,
which could be recognized as the site of Torre
Guevara or as the site of Magliano, where a
large Roman site was also detected.
Chronology: 4 -5 c. A.D.
Material: stone
Preserved in: Orsara, Antiquarium, Via
Umberto I, Ente Diocesi Lucera-Troia
References: De fino 1999b, 687-695.
th

th

De Fino 1999, 695.
e. Epigraphs recovered elsewhere
Inscription n. 43
Place of discovery: Forum of Brindisium
Text:
Circum sedit Vi[binum bello Punico secondo praesi]
diumque Hannibalis et pare[fectum eius cepit]
Description:
The document is known as the ‘Elogio di Brindisi’. It refers to the military siege of
Bovino in 214 B.C., in the same year as Aecae’s conquest, or 213 B.C., the year of the
defection of Arpi. The magistratus would have conquered the praesidium of Hannibal in
town. The subject of the elogium might be Q.Fabius Maximus or Ap. Claudius Caecus.
Chronology: 1 c. A.D.
Material: marble
Preserved in: lost
References: Vitucci 1953; Gabba 1958; Mazzei 1994, 89; Fronda 2010, 86.
st
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4.3 Diplomatic documents
This research aims at reviewing edited diplomatic sources from monasteries and
institutions that had economic interests and owned properties in the northern
portion of Apulia, between the early Middle Ages and the Norman-Swabian
period. For this purpose, all references to Vibinum and its territory were
reviewed in the following codices: Chronicon Sanctae Sophie (CSS), Codex of Troia
(CDP, XX1), Chronicon Vulturnense (CV), Codex Cavensis (CDC), Codex of the
Montecassino Abbey (CDM), Codice Diplomatico Barese (CDB) , Codice
Diplomatico Barlettano, Codex of Trinità di Monte Sacro , and in the Codex of
Monte Vergine (CDV). Lastly, a few charters were preserved in the Archivio
Capitolare di Bovino (ACB) , which, despite some of them being falsifications,
give us information on Medieval settlements and the use of lands in the
countryside of Bovino. Hence are listed in the following pages all references
meaningful for the purposes of this research, contained in the abovementioned
codices: not all researches were successful as references to the Cervaro valley are
only attested in the CSS, the CDV, the CDP XXI, and the ACB.
1

2

3

a. Chronicon Sanctae Sophiae
The Chronicon Sanctae Sophiae collects the charters and diplomas of the monastery
of S. Sofia of Benevento, a monasterium founded in 737 by the duke Gisulfo the
2 , and then completed and sanctified by Arechi the 1 . The latter had also gifted
the monastery with ‘amplissima predia et varie opes’ and transformed it into a nun
cloister in devotion to S. Benedetto of Montecassino. The CSS offers a large set of
precious information in respect to the assets of properties in the early Middle
Age Mezzogiorno, since new acquisitions in the properties of S. Sofia are often
attested in the charters, as well as legal reports that help us shed light on
landscape assets and on the main environmental features that S. Sofia was
interested in. In the following chart all references in the CSS are listed with
respect to Vibinum and its territory, along the Cervaro valley.
nd

Codex
CSS,
II, 15

1

2

3

st

Year
762

Title
Iudicatum
Arigis
de
condoma qui
habitare
videtur in Prata
Mauricio
abbati
xenodochii
Sancti
Benedicti

Description
Arechi II, "in curte nostra que vocatur Montella"
(Montellari), judges the report of Mauricius, abbot
of the Monastry of S. Benedict of Benevento and of
his xenodochium Mauricius had reported that the
condome (houses) in Prata (now Prata Sannita,
provincia di Caserta), offered to the monastery by
the duchess Teoderanda and her son, the duke
Gisulfo I, had been seized by Zacharias. The
document also attests that during August of 762,
Arechi II was in Montellari.

Among all the volumes of the CDP were reviewed: CDB I, II, VI, VIII, X, XIV.
Fulloni 2006.
Salvati 1973; Cordasco 2000.
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CSS,
I, 7

774

Arechis
de
Sanctis
Nicandto
et
Felice in actu
Sipontino
Radelchis
Wilerone
abbatisse
de
terra
que
dicitur Bibata

CSS,
I, 34

841

CSS,
VI, 1

928

CSS,
IV, 1

972

CSS,
IV, 2

981

CSS,
IV, 3

999

Otto imperatur
de
rebus
Sanctae Sophie
cenobii

CSS,
IV, 4

1022

Heinricus
inperator
de
rebus
Sancte
Sophie

CSS,
IV, 5

1038

CSS,
VI, 10

1065

Chuonradus
imperator de
cunctis rebus
cenobio
Sanctae Sophie
pertinentibus
Robbertus dux
de
Castello
Novo
quod
dicitur
Ripe
Longe

CSS,
V, 3

1084

Praeceptum
libertationis
ecclesiae
Ottoni
imperatris de
omnibus rebu
cenobio sancre
Sophie
pertinentibus
Otto Imperator
de
rebus
Sanctae Sofie

Gregorius papa
qui
et
Ildeprandus
Madelmo

The princeps Arechi offers to S. Sofia the churches
of S. Nicandri and S. Felici of Bubata, located in the
actus of Sipontum, with the lands of the Palace,
bordering with the Cervaro and the lands of the
Casale Boccellati.
The princeps Radelchis the 1 , upon request of the
abbot Iohannis, offers to S. Sophia, and to the
abbess Vilerona, the lands of the Palace named
Bibata on the Cervaro, near the road of S. Palumba,
the church of S.Petri and the road of the Casale
Buccellati, in the actus of Sipontum.
Iohannis, bishop of Beneventum and Sipontum,
frees the church of S. Martini of Bovino, built by the
priest Petrus f. Radelfrid of Bovino.
The emperor Ottone, upon the request of
Hubbertus, bishop of Parma and archchancellor,
and of Diedericus, bishop of Mets, confirms to S.
Sofia its goods and rights. Among these are also
mentioned the lands 'in Bivino in Beletra flubio'.
st

The Emperor Ottone II, upon the request of the
bishop Deodericus, confirms to S. Sofia its goods
and all properties. Among these are also
mentioned the lands 'in Bivino in Beletro fluvio'
The Emperor Ottone II, upon the request of
Gregorio, abbot of S. Sofia, confirms to the same
church the ownerships of goods and rights.
Among these are also mentioned the lands 'in
Bivino in Beletro fluvio'.
The emperor Henri II, upon the request of the
bishop of Parma, confirms to S. Sofia its
ownerships and rights. Among these are
mentioned not only the lands ‘in Bivine in Beletro
flumine’, but also the chapel ‘in civitate in honore
Sancti Martini’.
The emperor Conrad II confirms to S. Sofia its
ownerships and rights. Among these are
mentioned the lands ‘in Bivine in Beletro flumine’,
and the chapel ‘in civitate in honore Sancti Martini’.
Roberto il Guiscardo, count and duke, offers to S.
Sofia, and to the abbot Amico, the Castellum
Novum built by Niello in the forest of Ripa Longa,
founded by Niello and located near the Sannoro.
The Castel Nuovo owns lands from Monte S. Vito
(SSE of Faeto) to Greci, Montaguto and to Monte
Calvello and the Sannor creek. On the Fiume
Sannoro, a vivarium, a reserve of fish and games is
also attested.
Pope Gregorius VII confirms to Madlmus, abbot of
S. Sofia, the ownership of the monastry. In the lists
appears: 'in Bibino ecclesiam Sancti Martini, in Beletro
flumine'.
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abbati orto de
Benevento
Paschalis papa
qui et raynerius
Madelmo
abbati
Beneventano

CSS,
V, 5

1101

CSS,
VI, 34

1118

Cartula
Concessionis

CSS,
VI, 36

1120

Prilivilegium
Papae

CSS,
V, 11

1131

Privilegium
Papae

Pope Pasquale II confirms to the abbot Madelmus
the dependence of the S. Sofia church to the Roman
Church, together with the rights and ownerships.
Among the goods is listed 'apud Bivinum, sancti
Martini', indicating therefore that the lands near
the Biletra have been lost.
Raimundus, son of the count Rodolfis of Loritiello,
upon request of Bernardo, abbot of S. Sofia, and in
the presence of Giso, bishop of Bovino, and of its
barons, frees the church of Sant'Efrem in Deliceto,
but reserves the rights to two corvée during the
seeding and one during the harvesting of his lands
in Deliceto. He gives the right of pasture and other
rights of use (concede pascua et aquas et ligna). If men
from Sant'Efrem were to be caught in the private
forest, they would have been judged as men of
Deliceto; if they were to be caught on the road, they
would have been judged by Sant'Efrem. The place
signature is the castle of Montis Ylarii.
Pope Callisto II confirms to the abbot Giovanni the
ownership and the rights of S. Sofia. Among them
'apud Bivinum sancti Martini'.
Pope Anacleto II confirms to the abbot Franco the
ownership and the rights of S. Sofia. Among them
'apud Bivinum sancti Martini'.

Table 4.3.1: Charters of the Chronicon Sanctae Sophiae mentioning Bovino and its
territory.

b. ‘Les Chartes de Troia’
The collection of documents ‘Les chartes de Trioia’ is a volume published by J-M.
Martin in 1991 in which all charters preserved in the Archivio Capitolare of
Troia, dated between 1024 and 1266 A.D., are included and edited. It therefore
represents a fundamental source for the study of the social and economic history
of northern Apulia in the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries.
4

4

CDP XXI.
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Codex

Year

Title

Description

CDP
XXI, 1

1024

Privilegium
Baiulorim
Imperialium

CDP
XXI,
43

1120

Memoratorium
Judicii

CDP
XXI,
45

1122

Cartula
concessionis
domini ducus

This description, signed in the presence of the
katapan Basilio Boiohannes, delimits the
territories under the jurisdiction of the bishop of
Troia. The southern joins the Cervaro up to its
confluence with the Lavella stream. Then the
limit passes between the Lavella and Sannoro,
reaching the top of Monte Cerchio di Magliano
(Caput Malliani), Monte Maggiore (Cap Montis
Maioris), the cave of St. Michel d'Orsara., and
then descending south, to the sources of the
Cervaro, which, according to Martin, seems too
far. He believes that to define the western
boundary one of Cervaro’s smaller tributaries
was probably used.
The count Robertus of Loritello recalls the
judgment given in Troia in the presence of
Callisto II on the ownership of lands in the
territory of Bovino. These lands had been gifted
by Robertus to the monastery of San Nicola of
Troia and had then been occupied by Guglielmo
d'Hauteville. Following the report of the abbot
Iohannis, the judges ruled in the favor of the
monastery. Therefore, the monastery of San
Nicola of Troia owns lands in the territory of
Bovino, alongside the Cervaro. It is also
mentioned that in that year (1120) Guisone was
the bishop of Bovino.
The duke William gifts the cathedral of Troia
with the churches of St. Felix and St. Nicolas and
all their lands, together with a wide territory
located near San Lorenzo in Carmignano where
the villa of the episcopus is also located, cum
acquis et silvis et pascuis.

CDP
XXI,
46

1123

Memoratorium
donationis
et
concessionis pro
anima

William of Hauteville (Guglielmo d’Altavilla)
offers to the monastery of San Nicola,
represented by the bishop Iohannes, one bank of
the Cerbalus, to build a mill and an acqueduct.
(Dono ac concedo tantum de ripa fluminis Cervarii
quantum michi proprio iure pertinet, ubi caput
molendini bene et ample possit edificari cum suo
acquaductili et cum omnibus que sibi oportuna
fuerint).
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CDP
XXI,
74

1156

Privilegium
Papae

CDP
XXI,
99

1182

Cartula
concessionis et
confirmationis
episcopi

CDP
XXI,
102

1184

Memoratorium
Iudici

Adrian IV announces to William bishop of Troia
that its church is now under the protection of the
Pope, and he enlists the rights and the ownership
of the cathedral. Among them are mentioned:
Monte Aratro, villam que dicitur Sancti Laurentii,
the city of Troia with the churches of San Nicola,
the monastery and all 'pertinentiis', Santa Croce
de Portula, San Felice, Castiglione, Castellum
Novum, Biccari with the abbey of San Pietro in
Burgo and the churches of Biccari, San Vito,
Fabrica, Santa Maria de Focis, San Pietro de
Mortella, San Giusto, the Monastero di Santa
Maria Coronata.
William IV, bishop of Troia, confirms to the
cathedral the concessions of his predecessors. He
also adds tithes on the oil for some oil mills,
watermills, gardens, and lands in San Leonardo
and in Separone, as well as four suppers per year.
The text recalls the trial taken before the court by
Segualis, abbot of the Monastry of San Nicola,
against some inhabitants of Ascoli Satriano who
occupied the lands owned by the Monastery in
the territory of Bovino. The court reinstates the
ownership of the Monastery.

Table 4.3.2: Charters of the Les Chartes de Troia mentioning Bovino and its territory.

c. Codice Diplomatico Vergininiano
The monastry of Montevergine is located in Mercogliano, in province of
Avellino, and was founded at the beginning of the XII century. Placido Tropeano
edited and published 13 volumes of the Codice Diplomatico Verginiano between
1977 and 2000. In the editions 6500 documents are enclosed, written between 947
A.D. and the 20th century, a few of them pertaining to properties in the Cervaro
river valley.
Codex

Year

Decription

CDV,
1296

1210 (09) – gennaio, ind.
XIII,
Sant’Agata
di
Puglia

The judge Girardo of Rocca Sant’Agata, his
wife Trotta and their son Marco, decided to
take the vows in the Church of Santa Maria di
Montevergine. They offered to the monastery
some of their properties in the city of Bovino,
and in Rocca Sant'Agata. In Bovino, they
owned a building with an olive-press near the
episcopal palace, a vegetable garden near the
church of Santa Lucia and a garden outside the
city, near the church of San Simone.
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CDV,
1461

1221, febbraio, ind. IX Federico imper.

Fra Giovanni, a person in charge of
Montevergine, rents a house owned by M.V. to
Palermo Venatore, citizen of Bovino («civis
Bibini»), under the payment and obligation of
hosting the monks passing through Bovino.

CDV,
1803

1235,
maggio
31,
giovedi, ind. VIII Federico imper. a. 15,
Enrico re a. 23

CDV,
2131.

1264, gennaio 13, ind.
VII - Urbano Pp. IV a. 3

Pietro, bishop of Bovino, gifts M.V. with the
church of S. Quirico, in the territory of Iliceto,
and three other churches: S. Giovanni in
Castelluccio, S. Martino and S. Nicola, located
in the territory of Iiceto and all their incomes
and properties.
Urbano IV confirms the ownership of goods
and properties to M.V. Among these are also
mentioned: in the territory of «Esculi» (Ascoli
Satriano) the church of S. Pietro with houses,
properties, incomes, windmill; in the diocese of
Bovino but in the territory of Rocca S. Agata
(Sant'Agata di Puglia), the church of S. Pietro
with houses, properties, incomes, windmill; in
the territory of Castelluccio dei Sauri, the
church of S. Giovanni with houses, properties,
incomes; 48. in Deliceto (pr. Foggia), the
churches of S. Chirico, S. Martino and S. Nicola
with houses, properties, incomes, windmill; the
houses, properties, incomes, mill in the city of
Troia.

Table 4.3.3: Charters of the Codice Diplomatico Vergininiano mentioning Bovino and its
territory.

d. Archivio Capitolare di Bovino
The Archivio Capitolare of Bovino (from now onwards referred as ACB) has only
been marginally studied and new research on the charters are highly desirable,
indeed, as a complete and unitary edition of all documents is still missing and
the Liber archivorum cathedralis ecclesiae episcopatus Bibini, a platea of 1411 A.D., has
only been so far superficially examined, despite containing the transcripts of acts
no longer preserved as originals in the Archive . In the Archivio Capitolare, 49
charters are currently preserved, from 1100 A.D. to the end of the 19th c., some
of them edited by the Ughelli, four of them studied by C. Salvati and others more
recently published by P.Corsi, in the form of register as a preliminary study .
5

6

7

8

Despite some rather complex and uncertain diplomatic issues still persisting,
such as having the ancient charters being judged as falsifications which
produced in order to backdate privileges and ownerships of the Church of
Corsi 1989; Anzivino G., Russo L.M. 2000. Nicastro refers to the documents, without
entering diplomatic issues, with respect to the casalia of Bovino (Nicastro 1984, 115-129).
Corsi 1989.
Salvati 1973.
Corsi 1989.

5

6

7

8
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Bovino, all charters contain interesting details about the settlements and agrarian
assets of the Cervaro valley during the Middle Ages and the Modern Era. This is
true not only for the most ancient charters but also for the most recent ones, like
the 1694 platea which lists all goods and properties owned by the Mensa
Vescovile of Bovino . This provide us with an insight on the arboreal and
agrarian production of the whole countryside, and in particular of the Feudo of
San Lorenzo, which in 1694, still appeared to be in the possession of the church
of Bovino .
9

10

Codex
ACB, 01

11

Year

Decription

1100, Bovino

This charter is a scriptum donationis, authored
by Roberto I (1061-1107), count of Loretello, son
of Goffredo di Capitanata and nephew of
Robert Guiscard. Roberto I owned lands from
Larino to Bovino and Ascoli Satriano and with
this document, he responds to the reprimands
of Urso, bishop of Banzi, for the nuisances
caused by the Baiuli of San Lorenzo in Valle.
This church had already been offered to the
Monastry of Banzi with a previous document
which is no longer available in the Archive and
it confirmed the ownership of the Church of
San Lorenzo in Valle “in territorio Montellaris,
cum tenimento suo, cum casali et omnibus infra se
habitis et contentis” to Banzi. With this charter,
Roberto also reminds that one quarter of all
incomes are entitled to the Church of Bovino
and if the Monastery does not comply with its
obligations for the celebration in honor of the
Loretello, the remaining three-quarters of all
incomes from San Lorenzo in Valle would have
also been given to the church of Bovino.
Boundaries of the tenimentum of Bovino are
outlined: San Lorenzo in Valle consists of a
tenimentum and a casale, owning lands in the
area of Monte Fedele, the Lavella and the road
to Foggia, and the space between the Silva
Comitisse and the Monte Scarcellum. In the
documents, it is also stated that Roberto I of
Loretello was in Bovino, ‘cum multis militibus et
fidelibus nostris’.

Corsi 1989.
Gesualdi 1988-1993, 202-203. In the charter, there is also a reference to the casalia ‘da lungo
tempo diruti’ that the Church of Bovino still owned in the countryside: casale di San Pietro
in Drogazano, Casa Alleva ( or Don Leone), Bagno, Castello degli Schiavi, Santa Maria in
Nebula and Limiti dell’Arena (Sambuceto) and S. Alluceto.
The first edition is in I.S., 250, and then in Salvati 1973, 198. More recently, P. Cordasco
expressed doubts on the authenticity of this charter (Cordasco 2000, 52-53).
9

10

11
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ACB, 02*
- 03*
12

12

Dragonara, 1118 *

The charters 2 and 3 are from the same
manuscript but edited in two versions. Both are
considered to be falsifications from a later
charter of 1179 (ACB, 08), used in order to
backdate some privileges of the Church of
Bovino.
Indeed, in these chraters, Roberto offers to the
church of S. Maria di Bovino a number of
casalia: the casale of S. Pietro, the ‘casale quo
dicitur dompni Leonis’, Bagnoli, Castelluccio, S.
Maria and Sabuceto.
For all those casalia, the limits of their
corresponding territories are also outlined,
which makes these documents very interesting
to us.
San Pietro is located in the territory of Bovino
and it is offered cum pertinentisis suis. Its lands
embrace all the area from Biletra to the valley
toward Deliceto, from the valley Santi Arunti
and Capo Novilis, until the road towards Ascoli
and the creek Putei.
Casale Balnei is located in the lands of Bovino
and its lands are in the area of Colonia, from the
public road that leads to Puteum and
Sant’Angelo de Fratte to the Cervaro, and
follows the river until Montanarasiume and the
lands owned by Raimondo di Torricella.
Casale Castellutii de Sclavis is in the territory
of Bovino. The boundaries of its territories
correspond to the Cervaro, until the vallo
Ferularum and Monte Fedele, then the road ad
Puteum and the other road that goes toward
Troia. From here, the boundary runs until a
locality named Criptas veteres and Rabiano, and
up to the Lavella until Mancarelli and reaches
the Cervaro again.
The limit of the Casale Sancte Marie in Nebula
territory is the river that flows from Monte
Pescaria toward Cornetim, Nucelleto and
Arcum, and that from there arrives im Lacus
Nigrum towards Imbreticum and viam Serre.
Casale Sabuceti’s boundaries correspond to
the Cervaro until the valley towards Ilicinorum
and Serre, and from there to the via Sancti Angeli
de Ursara vallonis and Monte Actum.
Lastly, the Casale quo dicitur dompni Leonis is
located in the territory of Bovino, and covers
the lands in the area of Sancti Aurunti and the
Biletra.
All inhabitants of the casalia would have
benefitted from the rights of the civitates vibini
(legnaticum, herbaticum, etc.).

I.S., VIII, 256-257 (dated to the 1180); Salvati 1973, 207-209.
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ACB, 05*

1126

ACB, 08

14

1179 Castel Fiorentino

ACB, 09

15

1184

ACB, 10

16

1190

ACB, 11

17

1208

Roberto of Loretello offers to the Church of
Bovino the casale San Vito and the lands of San
Pietro de Matrice. This charter is also
considered to be a falsification .
With this charter, Roberto II, count of
Conversano and III of Loretello, offers to the
church of Bovino a number of casalia: casale di
doni Leonis, Casale Sabuceto, S. Vito, S. Maria and
Campo.
Unlike the previous documents (doc. 2-3), the
casale S. Vito and the casale Campo are also
offered. Thanks to previous documents, we
know
that
the
boundaries
of
the
aforementioned casalia, and the limits of the
properties of S. Vito and Campo are also
outlined here. The first is located in the territory
of Bovino and borders the Serra Montis
Celebranti, the road toward Fontana Ursala
and Monte Rotondo and the valley of Corneto,
toward the Biletra and Cervaro.
Casale Campo is located near the city center, in
the area of Montecastro with lands up to Sancti
Petri de Martire.
To the church is ensured also agium lignis,
pascuis, aquis in territorio nostro Bivini et eius
pertitentiis more civium Bovini nostrorum fidelium
dilectorum.
Guglielmo II confirms to Gisone the previous
donations by Roberto of casalia and fiscal
privileges.
Tancred, king of Sicily, upon request of
Robertus, bishop of Bovino, confirms all
ownerships of that church, adding also the
entire decima payed by the city of Bovino and 30
moggi of lands in the locality of Tegula.
13

13

14

15

16

17

Pope Innocenzo III upon the request of canons
of the Church of Bovino, confirms all donations
of Roberto and Guglielmo II.

Corsi 1989, 72-73.
I.S., VIII, 253-255; Salvati 1973, 207-209.
I.S., VIII, 257-258.
I.S., VIII, 258-259.
I.S., VIII, 259-260.
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ACB, 12

18

1223

ACB, 13

19

1226

With this charter, Frederik 2 confirms to the
Church of Bovino, in the person of its bishop
Pietro, the donations contained in the privilege
authored by Ruggero II (Church of San Pietro
in Sannoro), and by Roberto of Loretello (doc.
ACB, 02-03) (the casalia of San Pietro in
Drugazzano, Balneo, Castelluccio degli
Schiavoni, Don Leone, S. Maria in Nebula and
Sabuceto with all its fiscal and juridical rights),
and by Guglielmo II (ACB 09).
Raone di Balbano, count of Conza and lord of
Montellare recognizes the rights of the
properties of lands in the tenimentum of San
Pietro in Sannore to Pietro, bishop of Bovino.
nd

Table 4.3.4: Charters of the Archivio Capitolare di Bovino mentioning Bovino and its
territory.

18

19

I.S., VIII, 260-261.
I.S., VIII, 2561-263.
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4.4 Ancient cartographic sources
Figurative sources offer us symbolic representations of past landscapes and are
useful resources for the study of historic landscape assets for different reasons:
they allow us to identify and analyze toponyms that may have been lost in
modern cartography, to understand and recover ancient road systems, to detect
ancient landscape features, changes in the water courses, and archaeological
traces that might be no longer visible in contemporary landscapes, and to
visualize urban and rural settlements and their organization of the surrounding
countryside . Thus, the survey of modern era figurative sources helps to enrich
the documentation, and to open windows onto features that we might not
acquire otherwise and perceive if only resting upon literary and archaeological
sources, and onto landscapes that prior to the agricultural revolution and to the
introduction of mechanical agriculture techniques were modified in a slower
way than today.
1

If in other contexts — as for instance in some regions of northern Italy — the
research can rely upon geographic Napoleonian and Hapsburg cadasters of the
18th and 19th century, which have been edited in detail, and geographical
systems that allow to geo-reference ancient cartographic documents to modern
GIS systems and to pursue a comprehensive study of the agrarian field system ,
that is not the case in Apulia , for the first geographic cadaster was not edited
before the Unification of Italy . This lack, on one hand, creates the impossibility
of benefitting from a homogenous cartographic documentation, but on the other,
it provides us with a richer production of cartographic documentations over
time, as every urban and agrarian procedures required specific cartographies
edited by the periti, who were entitled to measure the lands and to create the
maps. For this reason, the cartography produced in the long period between the
16 and the end of the 19 century is very different in scale and technique, in their
purpose, and in the level of detail: while sometimes the parcels of land are
represented as sketches with few measures, making it difficult even to localize
the position of fields, in others, the agrimensori drew more complete and complex
2

3

4

th

th

For the use of iconographic sources for tracing the history of ancient rural landscape, E.
Sereni (Sereni 1961) is still considered the main reference. For the use of these sources in
the frame of landscape archaeology and landscape studies: Cambi 2001, 68-76; Tosco 2009,
58-75.
For a methodological overview of the use of these sources in northern provinces of Italy:
Dai Prà 2013; Brogiolo 2013. The archaeological research groups of the Universities of
Padova and Siena have carried out many studies on different geographical contexts of the
Veneto and Trentino regions as i.e. Sommolago gardesiano (Cunial 2013, 67-88; Brogiolo
2015, 372-375); Este (Citter, Patacchini 2017); Padova and Monselice (Cardone, Giacomello
2018, 125-131); Rudena in Padova (Giacomello 2018, 165-188).
Collections of ancient cartography for the history of rural and urban landscapes are in
Angelini, Carlone 1981; Angelini, Carlone (eds.) 1986; De Troia 1988.
In the second half of the 18th century, descriptive cadastral surveys (Catasto Onciario) in
Bovino were carried out for which no cartography was edited: Maulucci, Lombardi 2007.
1

2

3

4
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maps representing wider territories, with attention to details and some artistic
competence.
The Archivio di Stato di Foggia preserves documents from different archival
collections whose figurative and attached descriptive documents were surveyed
for this research using toponyms’ catalogues as the starting point. For the
purposes of this research, the documents included in the following archival
collections were consulted :
5

o

Dogana delle Pecore (1536-1806);

o

Tavoliere di Puglia (1806-1870);

o

Piante topografiche e progetti (1810-1875);

o

Consiglio di Intendenza (1809-1866);

o

Intendenza di Capitanata: Affari Demaniali (1593-1937);

o

Intendenza di Capitanata: Affari Comunali (1806-1860);

o

Intendenza, Governo e Prefettura di Capitanata (1809-1866)

o

Atti privati registrati (1817-1874);

o

Catasti antichi e provvisori – Bovino (1813);

o

Photographic documents

All references were then logged into tables, divided by “Fondo archivistico”, that
are attached to this work (see Appendix C), and are intended also as tools for
future developments of this research.
4.4.1 Ancient landscapes in Modern Age cartography
The “Fondo Dogana della Mena delle Pecore” is the archival collection of the
Archivio di Stato di Foggia which preserves the oldest documents composed by
the Regia Dogana delle Pecore, an institution founded in 1447 by the will of
Alfonso V of Aragon for controlling and managing the pastoral economy, who
soon also assumed jurisdiction on more general matters linked to the ownership
of lands, farming and rural production . The Dogana was active until 1805, when
the French Regime (1806-1815) abolished it and replaced it with the the
Amministrazione del Tavoliere di Puglia . The institution of the Dogana deeply
modified the Apulian agrarian landscape, reducing the spaces formerly devoted
to agriculture and woods thanks to a firm policy of deforestation with the
6

7

For the study of the Valle dell’Ofanto and Valle del Carapelle, the cartographic documents
contained in the Fondo della Dogana delle Pecore were consulted. See respectively:
Goffredo 2011, 29-44; Ficco 2013, 14-29; Ficco 2015, 43-54.
Iazzetti 1987; Iazzetti 2015.
Musto 1964; Marino 1988; Angelini 1992, 25; Nardella 2008.

5

6

7
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purpose of enlarging fields for pasture. The Locazioni — big territorial
departments — were divided in “terre di portata” (lands for agriculture) and “terre
salde” (lands devoted only to pasture), and provided with “poste” (structures for
sheep recovery), masserie, rural churches, and functional structures (windmills,
taverns, bakeries). Also, to ease the process of transhumance, the main and
secondary road networks were enlarged with sheep tracks, paths and link-roads,
that allowed the flocks of sheep to move in the landscape from Apulia to
Abruzzo during winter, and the other way around during summer time.
The Archive of the Dogana is divided into 9 series and consists of a rich archival
collection which contains both figurative and descriptive documents (fiscal,
administrative, and accounting correspondence), mainly drawn up to solve
disputes among owners, for the ownership and rights of use on private and
common lands, in case of land usurpations, blockings of the “servitù di passaggio”
(right of way), for definitions of fields and estates’ boundaries, and for the
representation of sheep tracks . The reprimands were addressed to the
governatore doganale who often asked the compassatori (agrarian expert
measurers) to measure lands and to attach cartographic documentations to the
records. More complete representations of the entire Tavoliere were
commissioned in the second half of the 17 century to Antonio and Nunzio
Michele di Rovere and between 1735 and 1760 to Agatangiolo della Croce . Their
atlas represented the Locazioni in a more artistic, albeit not geo-referenceable,
but full of details, way. The firsts used a more precise way, in a scale of
approximately 1:44000, but the latter was poor in details with respect to
toponyms, road systems and waterscape.
8

th

9

10

The system of Locazioni was only partially interested in the area of Bovino,
preferring the plains of the Tavoliere: the eastern portion of the valley fell under
the Locazione del Feudo d’Ascoli e Fabrica (Fig. 4.1), Locazione di Ponte Albanito (Fig.
4.2), Locazione di Castiglione (Fig. 4.3), while the final part of the river bed, until it
flowed into the sea, was encompassed in the Locazione di Tressanti (Fig. 4.4). Also,
whereas generally the urban centers are represented in a schematic or realistic
way, helping the identification of urban and rural feature, this is not the case for
Bovino, not being the center inscribed in the Locazioni . Nevertheless, features
of the lower part of the plain are represented both in the Atlas of the Michele
Brothers and of Agatangiolo della Croce, as well as in a large number of other
maps now part of the Dogana as well as of other archival collections. In the
representation of the Locazione del Feudo d’Ascoli e Fabrica we are given a
picturesque image of the Incoronata wood, around the Monastero of S. Maria
11

Iazzetti 2015, 55-59.
Dog., I, vol. 20. For the archaeological sites detected in the cartography by the Michele
brothers: Volpe 2015.
Iazzetti 1987; Iazzetti 2015; the representation of the Locazioni is in ASFG, Dog. I., vol. 21.
The only closer representation of the city of Bovino is a very badly preserved map dating
to the 1820: ASFG, Atti, Intendenza e Governo di Capitanata, 913, 1, 88 (Fig. 4.9).
8

9

10
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Incoronata, alongside the Cervaro, east of the three-arched bridge with which
the Tratturo to Foggia overpassed the river, while the Cervaro river entirely
intersects all the Locazione di Pont’Albanito, allowing for a wider glaze on the
segment enclosed between the Tratturo and the bridge over the Sannoro (Ponte
Zannone). Similarly, Agantangiolo della Croce represents the same eastern
portion of the valley, but despite the larger number of maps that refer to this
area, his cartography is less detailed .
12

Figure 4.1: Locazione del Feudo di Ascoli
e Fabrica (ASFG, Dog. I, vol. 20, c. 21.0 1686).

Figure 4.2: Locazione di Pontealbanito
(ASFG, Dog. I, vol. 20, c. 23.0 - 1686).

Figure 4.3: Locazione di Castiglione
(ASFG, Dog. I, vol. 20, c. 18.0 - 1686).

Figure 4.4: Locazione di Tresanti (ASFG,
Dog. I, vol. 20, c. 19.0 - 1686).

Whereas in the Atlas by the Michele Brothers and Agantangiolo della Croce we
can only observe the eastern marginal portions of the area under examination,
three maps also preserved in the Fondo della Dogana provide us with wider
representations of the entire valley. Two of them date to the 1768 (Figg. 2.5-4.7)
13

The valley of the Cervaro is partially represented within the Locazioni of Castiglione,
Farano, Santo Lorenzo. Pezza di Santo Nicola, Castelluccio, Ponte Albanito, Feudo
d'Ascoli: ASFG, Dog. I., vol. 21.
ASFG, Dog. I, 125, 5882 (1768); ASFG, Dog. I, 125, 5882, 17 (1768),
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and are both copies of an original from 1755, while the third dates to 1774 (Fig.
4.8). The first two only differ in graphic design, but they are both representations
of the boundaries of the Reali Cacce of Torreguevara, Cervellino and Tremoleto,
owned by the Duke of Bovino and encompassing all the area from Deliceto to
Troia, providing a lot of details with respect to communal boundaries, rural
settlements, landscape assets, and road system. First of all, we can notice that the
boundaries between the territories of Bovino and the ones of Troia ran along the
Sannoro, while the limits between Bovino and Orsara passed near the locality
Grotta di Pernolla. In these maps, there is the first representation of the Bovino
bridge in the modern locality of Ponte di Bovino, and of the Taverna di Bovino.
We can also observe the organization of the Feudo di San Lorenzo, where a
Cappella of San Lorenzo (still existing) is represented together with Casa della
Vigna, the Masseria di San Lorenzo and a shared fountain. Moreover, there is a
representation of Torre Guevara, mentioned as Torre Sveva, and represented
with many small houses around it, probably denoting the existence of a small
village born around the main architecture. Similarly, in the latter document,
signed by Ciriaco Parrone, Palazzo della Torre (= Torre Guevara) is also
represented as a small village from which roads depart toward Bovino, Troia
and the Lavella. In this map, it is interesting to note that a lot of the surface is still
covered by woods owned by the Duke, showing the longevity of the privileges
of the fiefs, dating back at least to the beginning of the Norman era.
14

In all maps, the countryside is dotted with poste and mezzane — respectively
structures for accommodating animals and lands for the pasture of animals used
in agricultural works — and rural houses and chapels, signs of a lively
countryside crossed with roads to and from the main settlements. Indeed, the
road system not only is one of the most represented features in these maps, but
it appears to be one of the most resilient features in the landscape, as often ‘new’
roads retraces past segments of pre-existing roads. This is the case for instance
of the sheep track Cerignola-Ponte di Bovino which is currently retraced by the
SS 161 Ortanova, and it is named in the map of the Locazione del Feudo d’Ascoli
by the Michele Brothers as ‘via de Napoli’, and to the ‘via nova’ in different maps
of the 18th c. This track would probably follow the ancient path of the Via
Minucia between Castelluccio dei Sauri and Ordona as well as part of the via
Traiana from Herdonia toward Canusium, in the segment between Ordona and
Stornara. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the ‘via nova’ runs along the
left bank of the Cervaro and not on its right, as it is now, therefore allowing us
to hypothesize that this circumstance could have occurred also during the
Roman era.
Another sheep track started from the Ponte di Cervaro near Incoronata, towards
the Murge: it is the Tratturo dal Ponte di Cervaro sino alle Murge di Montegrosso
entirely represented in the Reintegra dei Tratturi by E. Capeceladro (1651-1652).
15

ASFG, Dog, I, 373, 12890, 13-14 (1774).
ASFG, Dog., I, vol. 18. (Fig 4.5).
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Besides the main routes, the more detailed maps contained in the Catasto antichi
e provvisorio provide us with a large number of other roads that crossed the
countryside allowing for connections between Bovino, the valley, and the main
rural settlements: via di Novola che da Deliceto conduce verso la via nuova di Napoli e
Marino ; via che dalla Lamia conduceva in Bovino; via che da Panni conduce in Bovino;
via che conduce a Cologna; Tratturo regio che conduce in Ascoli; via che dal Ponte
conduce in Candela; via che va al Molinello; via che da Iliceto va al Ponte di Bovino; via
che va alle Differenze; via del Sanganello che da Deliceto conduce in Bovino; via che da
Mezzalingua conduce in Bovino; via che da Radogna va alla Fontana di Iancoppo; via
che dal Ponte conduce in San Lorenzo; via che dal Ponte conduce nella città di Foggia;
via che dal Ponte conduce in Troia; via che dal Ponte porta in Lucera; via che da Bovino
conduce nella masseria di S. Lorenzo in Valle; via che da Bovino conduce alla Taverna
del Ponte; via che porta al Cervaro.
16

Moreover, the memory of the ancient Via Appia Traiana is recalled in a map of
1850 signed by Giovanni Fujella, where we can see the indication of ‘avanzi
dell’antica via Appia’ on a sketched road crossing the one from Castelluccio to
Foggia near locality Posta di sotto la Torre, near Torre Guevara (Fig. 4.6). On the
other hand, despite maps never representing the ruins of the Roman bridges
over the Cervaro and the Carapelle which allowed the Via Traiana to overpass
the two rivers in the area between Aecae and Herdonia, the memory of these
infrastructures persisted in the two localities named respectively Ponte Rotto di
Pont’Albanito and Ponte Rotto d’Ordona.
17

Note that Novola is a lost toponym in the contemporary cartography which refers to a
middle age casale attested in the area starting from the 1108, in a document of the Archivio
Capitolare di Bovino. See chapter 6.9.
ASFG, Tav., 205, 342, 25 (1850).
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Figure 4.5: Details of the bridge over the
Cervaro, represented as a four-arched
bridge located east of the Incoronata
Monastry, and near a Taverna and
Masseria di Cervaro. The trees represent
the wood around the Incoronata, which
is now the “Parco naturale regionale
Bosco Incoronata” (ASFG, Dog., I, 18,
465.)

Figure 4.6: A road crossing the Cervaro
river is named ‘avanzi dell’Antica Via Appia’
(ASFG, Tav., 205, 342, 25 - 1850).

Nevertheless, some ancient sites must have been still visible in the modern
landscape. This is the case not only for the renowned site of San Lorenzo in
Carmignano, which is wonderfully represented in the shape of a large building
in ruins in the Locazione di San Lorenzo by the Michele brothers , but also of at
least three other sites, represented on maps included in the Catasti antichi e
provvisori of Bovino. Here, they are identified as ‘Serro incolto’ (uncultivated
field) with the indication also of ‘Grotte’ (caves) in locality I Valli (Fig. 4.10), of a
‘Serro incolto petroso e luogo delle Grotte’ in Iazzano (Fig. 4.11), and another ‘Serro
petroso incolto’ in località Iazzano (Fig. 4.12): all these locations are most likely
referring to ancient, probably Roman, structures which were partially visible in
the landscape, as ruins and scatters of stones, and some openings acknowledged
as ‘Grotte’. It is interesting to note that in two cases, thanks to field surveys, sites
18

18

ASFG, Dog. I, 20, 23.
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were detected, which are most likely the ones represented in the documents: a
Roman villa (BOV13) with still standing walls in locality Valleverde – I Valli, 200
m east of the Santuario di Valleverde, and a Roman farm located in Masseria
Iazzano, near the Iazzano creek (BOV97). In the same documents, the indication
of the ‘Canale degli acquedotti’, referring to the Roman aqueduct running in
Località Mura D’Acqua (Fig. 4.13) .
19

Lastly, many documents give information both on river course variation and on
the extents and main characteristics of the woods in the area. The Cervaro splits
into two branches after the bridge in Incoronata, in locality Farano , but another
fork is attested in Giardinetto where the two brenches are named ‘Cervaro
vecchio’ and ‘Cervaro nuovo’ . Moreover, as it also appears in the Locazione di
Tresanti, where the river flows into the coastal lagoon northern of Torre di Rivoli,
the river bed is meandering and far more irregular then the other main rivers of
the plain. Also, as attested by one of the oldest maps available, which dates to
1628, the coastal lands near the river appear as an area of marshes and swamps,
with a branch “fatto a forza di vanga” suggesting that at the beginning of the 17th
century measures for the reclamation of lands were already performed in this
coastal and swampy area.
20
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The wooden areas of Tremoleto, Macchione and Valle in Vincolis, located in the
southern slope of the Cervaro, nowadays in the territory of Deliceto, were once
owned by the fief of Bovino and were inhabited by different types of wild game
(deer, boars, wolves and foxes) for the pleasures of the hunting feudatories,
often causing troubles to adjacent cultivated fields and covered by a wood of
turkey oaks and oaks . But woods are also attested in Acquaviva and in the area
which still nowadays is known as Boscariello, alongside the Cervaro. Large
extents of the wooden areas were divided and assigned to the citizens of Deliceto
and Bovino during the 19th century, with processes of deforestation and division
that we can follow thanks to documents preserved in the Fondo Affari
Demaniali . In particular, some of them allow us to follow the long-lasting
diatribe in regards to the division and assignation of fields in the Municipality
of Bovino, lasting from 1810 to 1882, which concerns also the discussion on
Roman division of lands, as further discussed in ch. 6.5.4.3.
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See ch. 6.5.
ASFG Dog. I, vol. 20, c. 18.0 (1686); ASFG, Dog. I, vol. 21, 41 (1760).
ASFG, Dog. I, 345, 12362 (1763).
ASFG, Dog. I, 301, 10794, 7 (1628).
ASFG, Dog. I, 365,12826; Dog. I, 365, 12816; Dog. I, 365, 12827; Dog. I, 270, 12865.
ASFG, Dog. I, 368, 12854, 15 (1764).
ASFG, Intendenza e Governo di Capitanata, Ramo Forestale, 42, 690.
For Tremoleto: ASFG, Aff. Dem., 153, 5. For Tagliata: ASFG, Aff. Dem., 153, 8.
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Figure 4.7: The Cervaro valley (ASFG, Dog. I, 125, 5882, 17 - 1768).
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Figure 4.8: The Cervaro valley (ASFG, Dog, I, 373, 12890, 13-14 - 1774).
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Figure 4.9: Bovino (ASFG, Atti, Intendenza e Governo di Capitanata, 913, 1, 88 - 1820).
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Figure 4.10: Località I Valli (ASFG, Atti Demaniali).

Figure 4.11: Località Iazzano (ASFG., Atti Demaniali).

Figure 4.12: Località Iazzano (ASFG., Atti Demaniali).
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5. AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACH
5.1 The archaeological field surveys
The archaeological data this research is grounded on were mainly collected
through campaigns of extensive, intensive, and systematic field walking surveys,
carried out during the falls of 2014, 2015 and 2017.
This procedure – whose methods have been shaping and evolving starting from
the ‘50s of last century – consists in the autoptic investigation of sample areas, by
teams of experienced surveyors trained to detect artifacts and archaeological
evidence on surface, who systematically cover each field in lines. An extensive
literature deals with the methodologies as well as the state of the art of the
archaeological field surveys, and S. Campana recently and accurately reviewed
the main steps of the journey, identifying three main waves that contributed to
the development of this field methodology in the whole Mediterranean area.
1

Initially used as a tool for contextualizing the urban centers in their surrounding
countryside, fieldwalking surveys were at the same time fostered by the rapid
and intense transformations that the after-WWII landscape was undergoing in
terms of exploitation of soils: new cultivated lands and infrastructures were
created on previously uncultivated and wood lands, bringing to lights
archaeological artifacts and structures that were previously unknown.
Moreover, the pioneering aerial photo interpretation on the I.G.M. and R.A.F.
photographs allowed for the recovery of a large number of buried settlements
waiting to be tested with fieldwalking surveys. In this first wave (1950-1970),
several large projects and expeditions were led in the entire Mediterranean area,
as for instance the Messenia Expedition of the University of Minnesota , the
Southern Etruria project of the British School of Rome , the Carta Archeological
d’Italia project then renamed Formae Italia in Italy , as well as many others in
France , Spain , and North Africa .
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

When the focus of this type of researches shifted from the need to contextualize
urban centers and their developments to the willingness to understand the
countryside patterns from a more diachronic and interdisciplinary perspective,
Campana 2018, 1-29.
In the Tavoliere, Bradford and William-Hunts were pioneers in the aerial photo
interpretation. Their work allowed for the identification of thousands of buried sites:
Bradford, Hunt 1946; Bradford 1949; Bradford 1950; Bradford 1957a; Bradford 1957b;
Franchin Radcliffe 2006. See also ch. 3.3.
McDonald 1942; McDonald, Rapp 1972.
Ward-Perkins 1961; Potter 1979.
Castagnoli 1978.
Chevallier 1974
Dyson 1982
Baradez 1949.
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5
6

7
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several methodological issues were raised . In what can be identified as a ‘second
waive’ (1970-2000), the mapping and the surface collection processes were
perfected, for instance by preferring areas to dots for locating sites, and by
defining and questioning the density of scatters. More in general, the field work
was from now on intended not just as a way to map the archaeological features
of a certain territory, but to answer specific archaeological and historical
questions, by paying more attention also to the ‘empty’ spaces in between sites.
9

From the 90s, the increasing role of information technologies and ‘nondestructive’ techniques further pushed the researchers to carry out field work
together with other methods and tools in order to decrease the occurrence of
interpretative errors: remote sensing, geophysical prospection, geochemical
studies, GPS and GIS mapping, archaeobotanical and geoarchaeological data
integrated the fieldwork and at the same time contributed to the understanding
of landscape as a ‘whole’ rather than the juxtaposition of sites .
10

However, it was at the turn of the new century that these ‘non-destructive’ and
remote technologies offered more trustworthy opportunities for landscape
studies : geophysics allowed for a deeper understanding of urbanism ; historic
aerial photographs and oblique aerial photographs unveiled new features of
buried rural landscapes; GIS applications were used to more consistently map
the archaeological data and for quantitative researches ; and geoarchaeological
and bioarcheological data were more frequently implemented also in landscape
studies . Although geophysics have – for obvious reasons – only extensively
been used in urban centers and not in the open countryside, the advent and
recent developments of Lidar and Radar data provided tools for landscape
exploration, with extraordinary results especially in woodlands and
mountainous areas.
11

12

13

14

Local-scale fieldwalking – although always integrated with a wide set of other
sources and methodologies – still represent a valuable source for new
archaeological data. When considering pros and cons of field survey, one should
in fact consider that such a methodology is a relatively cheap, quick and nondestructive technique, efficient for detecting evidence from prehistoric to late
antiquity. However, drawbacks must as well be considered, also to avoid the
erroneous idea of dealing with a completely efficient and reliable method: postdepositional factors, pedological features, material culture fragility may indeed

Bintliff 2000.
Snodgrass 1982; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985 documented also off-sites in the CambridgeBradford Boeotian Expedition.
See the works of Simon Keay, G.J. Burgers, Martin Millett; Frank Vermeulen (Vermeulen
2016; Vermeulen et alii 2012; Millet 2016). Also, the researches carried out by Simon Keay
in the area of Portus served also as methodological reflections (Keay et alii 2005).
Vermeulen et al. 2012.
Campana, Francovich 2007.
Arnoldus, Citter 2007.
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result in a loss of the archaeological artefacts and a less reliable understanding
of historic landscape .
15

In northern Apulia, the years 1998-2013 are to be considered the cornerstone for
such field campaigns and landscape studies: in ch. 1.1 and in 3.3 we have
extensively discussed the relevance of field walking surveys led in the Ofanto,
the Celone, and the Carapelle valleys for the understanding of the Capitanata
river valleys evolution from Prehistory to Late Middle age. This research relies
on the legacy of those researches, using and perfecting the same methodologies
of data collection and processing.
5.1.1 Extensive systematic field surveys: methodology and sampled areas
(2014, 2015 & 2017)
Extensive and systematic field surveys, intended as the autoptic investigation of
sampled areas, were carried out in the well-defined morphological context of the
Cervaro valley.
The objectives were:
o
o
o

to perform a comprehensive survey of sample areas;
to understand settlement patterns in different micromorphological
environment of the valley;
to detect landscape transformation and post-depositional factors in the
area.

To seize these objectives, four peculiar sub-areas were selected to curate a
representative and significant sample of the study area, in accordance both with
the different geomorphological, geological and pedological features, as well as
the scheduling and resources of the research.
The team of field surveyors was generally composed of eight-ten students
accompanied by archaeologists , fieldwalking in parallel lines every field,
separated by a distance of 5 to 7 m from each other, in compliance with the
plowing lines and fields’ boundaries (Fig. 5.1). Similarly, when walking fields
covered with olive trees and vines, the field walkers were placed respectively
either in each row or every second row of trees. At the finding of archaeological
materials and the recognition of an area with surface scatters or a concentration
of pottery, the grids were stretched up to 2 m. Also, the fieldwalking temporary
stopped to collect all the materials on the surface, to define the boundaries of the
area, to evaluate the density and, lastly, to draw up the documentation of the
16

Campana 2018, 44-45.
Fieldwork served both research and educational purposes; students from different Italian
and European universities (Università di Foggia; Roma Tre; Roma 2 Tor Vergata;
Università di Bologna, Universidad de La Rioja, Universidad de Granada) participated in
the fieldwork and made this investigation possible. I therefore would like to thank all those
who participated, without them this work would have not been possible.
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Topographical Units . The cartographic support, both I.G.M. maps and
orthophoto prints at a scale of 1:5000, was used on the field to orient the work
and to detect peculiar toponyms and geomorphological features. The
cartographic support was also used to locate previously known sites, aerial
photographic irregularities and to report all information collected on the various
fields.
17

During sixteen weeks of fieldwork, an area of 20 km was covered, within 4
sampled areas, carefully chosen after preliminary analyses on the agricultural
landscape of Bovino. These sample areas were selected to answer specific
archaeological and historical questions. These questions mainly refer to the
typology of settlements and the use of soil alongside the riverbed and in the
interior areas to assess the possibility of peculiar features uncovered in different
micromorphological environments (Fig. 5.2). Indeed, the four sample areas cover
four different topographical and morphological sectors of the valley, allowing to
detect analogies and differences in the use of this landscape, throughout the
centuries.
2

Figure 5.1: Field surveyors walking in lines in different morphological and topological
environments.
The documentation record was made of the archaeological and morphological features,
the visibility level, the pedological conditions, as well as providing photographic and
cartographic documentation.

17
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Figure 5.2: The field surveyed areas during the 2014, 2015 & 2017 campaigns, and
during infrastructural works for wind farm setting.

Area A (2014):
Area A corresponds to a territory of 8,5 km , located south-east of the center of
Bovino. The area is surrounded to the north by the riverbed of the Cervaro, and
south and east by the winding Torrente Biletra. At the same time, the western
boundary resembles the Taverna Pagliarone’s forested area. The area is known
for many archaeological discoveries during the past decades, and particularly
the archaeological excavation carried out in the rural Roman villa of Casalene.
This landscape presents two different morphologies:
2

• The narrow valley floor at an altitude of 250 m a.s.l. is crossed by the Cervaro,
with fields mainly devoted to the constant cultivation of olive trees, and that
open to the Tavoliere and are mostly flat;
• The hilly slopes, that from the level of the Cervaro riverbed, gently reach 500
m a.s.l., with fields used mainly for wheat production. This area is recognized as
a high-quality landscape with renowned panoramic views of both the Bovino
Valley and the Tavoliere plain.
Area B (2015):
Almost symmetrical with Area A, Area B is located on the left side of the river
Cervaro, and it is 7,8 km wide, delimited by the Torrente Lavella, on its northern
side, and by the Cervaro, on the southern side. This landscape is characterized
by its gentle slopes which open towards the municipal territories of Orsara and
2
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Troia. In this area, many sites had already been reported in the literature,
especially by commercial archaeology field surveys conducted in Località
Contrada S. Lorenzo and Serrone. Similar to Area A, Area B also presents two
different morphologies:
• the fields alongside the Cervaro riverbed are characterized by olive trees, and
generally low visibility due to the presence of alluvial deposits;
• the slopes that reach 350 m a.s.l. and are mainly devoted to arable land;
however, a large percentage of the field is currently uncultivated.
Area C (2017):
This area (2,6 km ) was chosen to integrate the data from previous field surveys
with data from a different morphological context. Area C located east of the city
center, with its hilly profiles and wooded areas, the area extends from the
confluence of the Biletra and Sant’Oronzo to the heights of Serra del Torro. Its
eastern portion overlooks the lower Cervaro river valley and the Tavoliere plain,
while the western part naturally opens towards Bovino.
2

Area D (2017):
This area (Località Masseria Iazzano) was chosen to acquire greater knowledge
on this type of landscape, which is located in an inner mountainous context. Area
D has a width of about 1 km and consists of hard and tortuous fields and slopes.
This area is fascinating from a historical perspective since it represents the
innermost area of Bovino.
2

5.1.2 Purposive and commercial archaeology field surveys
The extensive and systematic fieldwork was integrated with purposive field
surveys carried out to verify sites known through: aerial photography, reports
by locals, fortuitous findings, and areas that were previously investigated and
identified as having general archaeological findings (without providing a precise
localization).
For these reasons, the team researched, and field surveyed the following sites,
collecting archaeological material and producing the usual cartographic,
descriptive and photographic documentation:
o

Villa di Casale (BOV16): published and visible in oblique pictures ;

o

Località Creta Rossa (BOV13): this site – interpreted as a Roman villa was reported by Mr. Sabato Antonio Marseglia, member of the local
Archeoclub di Italia, which is located nearby the Sanctuary of
Valleverde, 2 km NE of Bovino;

18

Aerial oblique photos were taken during specific aerial surveys, carried out by the
Landscape Archaeology Lab of the Department of Human Science of the University of
Foggia. Photo were shot by Dr. Angelo Valentino Romano.

18
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o

Monte Cimato (ORS07): located south of Casina Narduscello, in this
area anomalies found in aerial photography suggested the presence of
a medieval site;

o

Torre Guevara (BOV31): the site, known through aerial photography,
was field surveyed on several occasions, to verify the anomalies found
north of the Torrente Lavella, which corresponds to structures from the
Roman and the late antiquity eras. Also, traces of a small rural church
were detected (BOV123). This site was interpreted as a praetorium based
on the significance of the findings, the extent of the area with
archaeological material and the integration of data from other sources.

o

Grotta Francescone (BOV121): in aerial photographs, anomalies were
clearly visible; they correspond, on the ground, to a scattered presence
of materials from the Roman and late antiquity era.

o

Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo (BOV59; BOV60): this area was excavated
by the Soprintendenza Archeologia per le Province di Foggia-Barletta-AndriaTrani in 2015, during the placement of a methane pipeline , and
interpreted as a rural late-antiquity farm. Beyond the surveyed area,
east of the house and nearby the road, another area with a high
concentration of republican and imperial pottery was detected, as well
as an area with tiles and bricks, probably pertaining to a necropolis.
19

o

Masseriole (BOV08): In the literature, località Masseriole was known for
the presence of a Roman site located inside an abandoned vineyard .
During the field survey, the area was found to be of non-archaeological
interest, probably due to the changes in the use of soil in an area very
close to the city center.
20
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o

Montecastro (BOV09): On the western slope of the Montecastro hill,
partially interested by the urban expansion, 1 km SO from the center,
was discovered four tombs with pre-Roman and Roman material. No
material was identified on the ground during the field survey.

o

Masseria de Paulis (BOV98): Aerial photographic anomalies revealed
the presence of complex structures pertaining to a Roman villa, whose
scattering was identified in correspondence with the traces.

o

Monte Calvello (Troia) (TR08): aerial photographic anomalies were
interpreted as concentric medieval ramparts, which corresponds to a
dispersion of medieval pottery, with protomaiolic pottery and
medieval bricks.

Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014, 386-387.
Volpe 1994, 130.
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o

Belladonna (Orsara di Puglia) (ORS09): In the territory of Orsara di
Puglia, Belladonna was located using G.P.S. and is a site from which a
lot of archaeological material currently preserved in the Museo
Diocesano di Orsara, was found.

o

Magliano (Orsara di Puglia) (ORS10): In this area, a big villa with dolia,
water pipes and pottery sherds were found.

o

Masserie di Magliano (ORS17): Not far from the methane pipe and the
Sannoro, another area with pottery from the Roman era pertaining to a
farm was found.

Also, commercial archaeology interventions using field surveys and excavations
were conducted in the areas for the development of wind farms, methane
pipeline installations, roads and railroads. Due to the lack of a systematic and
consistent methodology for the drawing of documentation, and above all, for the
publishing of the results , few excavation and field survey reports are available.
21

Within the geographical context being researched, there are three areas surveyed
in view of wind farm buildings. Preliminary studies with aerial photo
interpretation and field surveyed were carried out by the company
‘ArcheoLogica s.r.l.’, on behalf of the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici di
Puglia and described in reports.
o

Contrada Serrone (2,7 km ): Carried out in September 2011, this field
survey was commissioned for the planning of the wind farms. This area
is part of Area B, and within it, a Roman villa was identified, thanks to
aerial photo-reconnaissance (BOV27), and other sites, through field
walking (BOV27; BOV40; BOV41; BOV119; ORS16; ORS18).

o

Cisterna (1,9 km ): in the municipality of Castelluccio dei Sauri and
Deliceto, this field survey was carried out during August 2012 and
confirmed the archaeological richness of this area, with the detection of
five new sites: three Neolithic villages and (ASC14; CDS07; CDS11) and
two Roman villas (Pozzo Pascucci; CDS12), in addition to sites already
known in the literature (CDS04; CDS07; CDS08; CDS10).

o

Tegole-Carsogni (1,3 km ): a field survey in May 2019 was carried out
preceding the installation of the wind farms in Tegole-Carsogni. The
area is well-known for a broad archaeological settlement dating to the
Eneolithic period, partially excavated by the superintendence during
assessments for wind farm developments.

2

2

2

Every year the Superintences of Italian regions direct more than 7000 archaeological digs
for commercial and preventive archaeology as well as an even larger number of field
surveys and monitoring for building activities ( such as wind farms ,photovoltaic power
stations and public infrastructure). On this topic: Brogiolo 2012.
21
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5.1.3 The archaeological evidence
On-field research was carried out with the objective of identifying and
documenting all archaeological evidence preserved in the sampled areas.
However, one must acknowledge the dynamism that archaeological layers and
material on the surface generally undergo, together with the changing level of
visibility, may not comply with the desire for an utter recognition of traces and
with the claim for a full understanding of findings. A through and
comprehensive literature exists on the issues of visibility/invisibility, sites/offsites, emptyspaces/archaeological continuum, and in the following pages such
issues will be only marginally tackled, addressing the reader to specific
literature .
22

The scatters recognized during field surveys were recorded as Topographical
Units (T.U.). The Topographical Unit used in archaeological landscape studies is
similar to the Stratigraphic Unit used in excavation. It consists of the “unità
minima (di interesse archeologico) documentabile in una ricognizione archeologica di
superficie” , so to say the base-unit of data recognizable through archaeological
field survey. More precisely, we could define the T.U. as the outcome of a
destruction of an archaeological deposit, visible on the surface and definable,
which includes both one single artifact and an area of scatter and monumental
evidence, visible as ruins. Hence, the T.U. does not imply an interpretative
evaluation (typological or chronological), but it represents the first step of
documentation, before any interpretative evaluation of the deposit.
23

The ability to recognize this base-unit on the field site is not an innate talent of
the surveyors, but rather a trainable skill, that involves a constant process of
comparison between the archaeological evidence on the surface and the
interpretative models that the surveyors experienced . This implies the need to
render explicit the criteria adopted for identifying a T.U. on the ground.
24

For this research, the following diagnostic criteria were adopted when defining
T.Us.:
o

empirical evaluation of the scatter’s density on the surface;

o

empirical evaluation of the localization and boundaries’ definition of
the archaeological evidence;

o

presence of anthropic soils, different from the agricultural soil;

o

presence of structures or building materials and indicators of
productive activities.

Campana 2018 for a complete and extensive overview on these topics and more
generally on the methodological discussion and imlications.
Cambi 2011, 172 with previous bibliography.
Goffredo 2011, 61; see also Francovich, Patterson 2000.
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Hence, the archaeological field surveys carried out in 2014, 2015 and 2017 in the
Cervaro river valley led to the identification of 186 Topographical Units. On-field
and during interpretation, the T.Us. were numbered with sequential Arab
numbers preceded with the acronym T.U. (Topographical Units). During the
fieldwalking, in every T.U., a significant sample of the surface material was
collected from the ground, in order to quantify and qualify the different classes
of materials and to understand the chronology as well as other features. For
instance, the level of luxury, the use of rooms and structures, can propose a likely
reconstruction of the socio-economic framework, thanks to the analytic study of
pottery and other materials. In the T.Us. with a higher density of materials,
diagnostic sherds were selected, whereas in T.Us. with a lower density of
pottery, all material was collected. Bricks, tiles, millstones pieces, etc., were
generally not gathered, unless they could provide information on their
production process, i.e. samples of poorly cooked bricks, kiln wastes, decorated
bricks, etc.
During the interpretative analysis, we tried to catalogue T.Us. as sites or nonsites. The discussion about the relationship between T.Us, sites, and non-sites (or
off-sites) is an issue that as invigorate the archaeological debate for a long time,
becoming “un punto ancora particolarmente controverso nel dibattito metodologico
globale” . The main difference between Topographical Unit and Topographical
Site may lie in the two different moments of the study they belong to: while the
first is rather used as a more ‘neutral’ definition for the sake of fieldwork and
documentation, the second implies an effort for interpretation .
25

26

The site is defined, according to Cambi and Terrenato as “a unit of landscape
characterized by a concentration of artifacts that stands out in the landscape, with respect
to a background noise,” and as the “the portion of space settled by man for intentionally
carrying out one or more activities”’, as stated by Butzer . It has been highly debated
how prone to subjectivity this concept of the site might be and how the
subjectivity of the surveyors may influence the interpretation of what is a site
and what, on the other hand, should be considered an off-site. The attempts
made by Post-processual archaeology, which are allegedly based on more
neutral and objective quantitative analyses, did not lead to a resolution . Indeed,
as Goffredo states: “abbandonare il concetto di sito sarebbe impensabile: significherebbe
condannarsi al silenzio, rinunciare all’interpretazione, quindi rinunciare ad ogni
possibile ricostruzione storica” . This impasse may only be overcome firstly by
acknowledging the complexity of the archaeological records on the surface (as
the result of long post-depositional processes that in many cases not only
27
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30

Terrenato 2000a, 280, specifically on the concepts of site and off-sites archaeology:
Manacorda 2007; Bintliff 2000; Fentress 2000.
Cambi 2011, 171.
Cambi, Terrenato 1994, 163.
Butzer 1982, 230.
On the debate: Gallant 1986; Terrenato 2006.
Goffredo 2011, 63. See also: Attema, Schorner 2012; Plog et al. 1978; Wilkinson 1982.
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destroyed the buried structures but also caused the traces to be fleeting), and
secondly by acknowledging the inevitable subjectivity of surveyors, and, more
importantly, by making explicit the criteria of interpretation and producing
accurate documentation of data.
T.Us. that fulfilled certain criteria, e.g. a) stand out, for density and concentration
of pottery sherds, glasses, metals, organic materials, etc., from the so-called
‘background noise’ ; b) revealed a well-recognizable and delimited area; c)
preserved in situ structures and/or architectonical fragments, for instance,
portions of walls, floorings, upholstery; d) presented anthropic soils with rubbles
and building debris, were afterwards interpreted as sites.
31

Alternatively, the definition of what a site is, of course, implies the need for a
definition of what a non-site is. The concept of non-site was originally conceived
in order to dignify all archaeological traces, notwithstanding the impossibility of
relating it to buried structures , and to emphasize all past activities carried out
in the landscape , going “beyond the dots on the map and looking at the features that
form the texture of landscape” . Indeed, this new approach, developed within the
Cambridge-Bradford Boeotian Expedition , arose the awareness on the
“connective tissue” of ancient landscapes, overcoming the prevalent and
widespread site-centered perspective and the landscapes representations with
sites as “dots within a sea of emptiness” .
32
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In this research, also off-sites were therefore documented and their position is
reported in the GIS database and in the Appendix B. This allowed us to look at
the landscape not only from a site-oriented point of view but also to consider the
vast set of activities that could have been carried out in a settled environment.
Therefore, recording traces of other ways of using landscapes, besides longlasting settlements, funerary, productive or worship places.
These non-site areas may be interpreted in different ways, and they represent the
so-called ‘spatial continuity’ of the archaeological records, which implies that –
as one could easily prove – human communities did not, and still do not, only
live within their settlements . For example, areas of seasonal frequentation, areas
used for farming or pastoral activities, manuring scatters scattering of other
37
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Terrenato 2000a, 280; Manacorda 2007, 8-11.
Manacorda 2007.
Witcher 2012, 17; Foley 1981.
Hass 2012, 55.
Snodgrass 1982; Bintliff, Snodgrass 1985.
Campana 2018, 5.
Campana 2018, 33-34 reviewed the wide-ranging interpretations of the ‘off-sites’ and
‘non-sites’.
‘The manuring hypothesis’ is the interpretative model introduced by Bintliff and Snodgrass
to explain a pattern of high density off-sites around cities and many rural sites in Boetia
(Bintliff, Snodgrass 1988, 506-513). The authors explained the presence of sherds around
main settlements as the result of manuring, that is the spreading of refuse over fields (see
also Haas 2012, 61; Given 2003, 13-21).
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sites, rubbish disposals alongside rivers or roads , as well as the result of postdepositional factors as landfills for reclamation works, landslides, slope erosions,
etc. .
39

40

Moreover, it is not unlikely that areas originally interpreted as non-sites may
instead refer to sites, provided that, at the moment of the field survey, the
circumstances (low visibility, use of soils) prevented the reliable recognition of
all features. For these reasons, on-field, sites were identified and documented as
T.Us. that, afterwards, during the autoptic analysis or interpretation, were not
recognized as ‘sites,’ because: a) no building material was present; b) they were
wide areas of low-density scattering without a real concentration or c) areas
exposed to mudslides for the action of creeks or slopes. Finally, seasonal sites
and, most of all, the evidence of the more evanescent forms of past living might
be misinterpreted as non-sites due to the scarcity of archaeological artifacts.
In conclusion, out of the 186 T.Us. recognized on the field, 112 were then
interpreted as sites (some of the T.Us. were grouped as being part of the same
site), and 57 as off-sites.
5.1.4 Visibility and effectiveness
The levels of visibility on-field and the experience of the field walkers are the
two major factors that influence the quality and effectiveness of the inspection.
Recording the level of visibility on the field is a common way to build an
empirical scale of reliability for the archaeological records, evaluating and
considering the pedological coverage as well as other factors (i.e. alluvial
deposits).
Although the field surveys were carried out during September and October – the
period in which the agricultural activities usually allow optimal visibility since
the fields are recently plowed – there are many other reasons for which the
visibility level can considerably decrease:
o anthropic factors, as, for instance, the actual stage of agricultural works;
long-term land use with intensive agrarian activities; building activity;
o eco-pedological factors, as erosion and accumulation. In the fields
alongside the course of the Cervaro river, no archaeological evidence was
recognized. This occurrence, empirically visible on the ground thanks to
the presence of greyish soils and loam, could also be explained with the
accumulation of alluvial soils and debris after floods and changes in the
riverbed. Conversely, landslides could move soil from upper scarps and
valley sides to floor valleys, as it may be the case in the northern part of
Area A.
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Fentress 2000, 46-47.
Alcock, Cherry, Davis 1994, 137-170; Cherry 2003.
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o ground covering: as obscuring vegetation, uncultivated fields;
o post-depositional factors;
o human resources: field walkers’ skills, attention, and experience
profoundly influence their capacity to recognize material culture. The
more experience they have in identifying the vast set of organic and
inorganic fragments on the ground, the higher the chance to detect T.U.
and sites .
41

As for the firsts two points: overall, the Cervaro river valley is mostly devoted to
cereal production with a low percentage of soils dedicated to olives, vines (8%),
while wheat is grown in almost 50% of fields. At the time of the field surveys,
fields were generally plowed after the harvesting season, and hence 40% of fields
did not contain vegetation. Nevertheless, a widespread abandonment of fields is
also present since 20% of fields were clearly uncultivated and had grass or
bushes growing. Notwithstanding, the recorded level of visibility generally
reached good standards (52% of high visibility; 19% of good visibility; 12% of
poor visibility; 17% of inaccessibility), with 86% of the entire sampled area
thoroughly investigated by archaeologists. The remaining 14% of the fields were
inaccessible mainly due to overgrown vegetation, fences and rural buildings
(Table 5.4).
On the other hand, a more critical source of error seems to be with respect to the
‘human resources’ : the more the field surveyor is experienced, the more the
chances that he/she detects artifacts of different typologies on the surface. In the
literature, there exists certain parameters that have been used to analyze and
question the results and the accuracy of archaeological fieldwalking. Robert
Witcher introduced the concept of “recovery rate” to define the number of sites
missed by the field surveyors as a consequence of a) “post-depositional processes
such as floods and intensive agriculture, which have ‘degraded’ settlement patterns”, or
b) “the inadequacies of sampling procedures”. For example, issues of surface
visibility and the variability in a field walker's efficiency ; while other parameters
have been used to measure the detectably of archaeological artifacts (e.g. the
effective sweep width ). Nevertheless, from a more empirical point of view, what
seems essential is always to try to assemble a team of field surveyors composed
of more or less experienced students/archaeologists, and most of all, to give clear
preliminary instructions accompanied by hands-on lectures on pottery
recognition and classifications of archaeological artifacts. Lastly, to document in
42
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On this point S. Campana states: “Our eyes and minds are conditioned to recognize and
interpret things that we have already seen in the past; we do not always realize immediately the
potential significance of things that we are seeing for the first time” (Campana 2018, 17.).
Banning et alii 2006; Banning et alii 2011; Hawkins et alii 2003.
Witcher 2011, 36-38.
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Banning et alii 2011, 3448.
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the most accurate way as possible, all archaeological features retrieved on the
surface.
Issues of visibility may affect not only our understanding of sites/off-sites but
also of chronology, as it was widely discussed how ‘visibility’ and ‘invisibility’
of the archaeological artifacts may lead to “emptyphases” – so to say chronological
periods which are less represented in the archaeological archive. This is the case,
for instance, for early medieval sites, whose visibility on field is still an issue.
“stone or brick walls, concrete or tessellated floors, tiled roofs or other structural elements
made of durable material” argues Campana are more likely to be more evident on
soil, for the durability of their material. On the other side, perishable artifacts
and structural elements, and negative features (ditches, pits, postholes) are
generally less evident or invisible to surveyors.
45

5.2 Documentation
5.2.1 On field documentation
Similar to excavation, field survey is also a destructive activity, that in a way
‘impoverishes’ the archaeological landscape. Although this is, a ‘necessary loss’
for increasing and deepening the knowledge of the historic landscape, this is
something that can be fixed, if well documented. Therefore, to collect and record
all information of the field, and to leave a record of the work done for future
analyses, a vast set of different documentation was produced throughout the
entire research process. To have at their disposal all data collected, during the
processing and interpretation of the materials, the archaeologists built a
standardized method for recording all the evidence, both regarding the
archaeological deposits and the geomorphological features.
As previously stated, orthophoto maps were used to orient work on the field site
and record information about the work. For instance, the date of the activities;
every field covered was assigned a visibility level, in a scale from 0 (no visibility)
to 5 (optimal visibility), on the base of an empiric evaluation of perceptibility.
Furthermore, after the identification and delimitation of a Topographic Unit, the
latter was described in a field site journal with references to location, orientation,
ground cover, visibility, quantity and typology of collected pottery, also
recording fragments and material left on site. Photographic documentation
implements and finalizes written documentation, as it helps in recalling
topological features of the landscape and in documenting the architectonic
pieces recovered.
The use of portable G.N.N.S, specifically the GARMIN 60CSx, allowed the
georeferentiation recording of the perimeter of T.U., and the recording of areas
with a high concentration of finds. The G.P.S. points tracked on the field were
then imported into a dedicated G.I.S. project and processed (see 5.2.2).
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Campana 2018, 18.
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Lastly, all archaeological materials collected on the ground underwent specific
laboratory activities such as the washing, sorting in classes, counting and
weighting of sherds, drafting of a database of all findings and the editing of
tables.
5.2.2 Data management: G.I.S. and Database
The use of I.T. and, above all, the use of G.I.S. software is an essential resource
for those working on a large-scale environment, to organize, summarize, and
visually display geographic and typological data, within a multi-scalar dataset.
This topic has been widely analyzed in major publications entirely devoted to
the relationship between G.I.S. and landscape archeology , as well as in the
description of the local and regional research, becoming a standard tool for any
archaeological field surveys.
46

Beyond the positioning of points on a map, these tools allow the creation of
diachronic and synchronic maps that can be observed and, above all, questioned,
to analyze the relationships between major sites and the secondary settlements,
the road networks and their proximity to natural resources, etc. Their usefulness
is generally linked to this latter aspect: G.I.S. becomes a tool for building
interpretative models used to question the data. Therefore, by displaying data,
the G.I.S. allows one to ‘take pictures’ of ancient landscapes, or more precisely,
of the known ancient landscapes, helping to question and to detect ‘settlement
rules’ throughout the various eras. Moreover, integrating geographical maps
with different features and from different disciplines can also help the researcher
in visually displaying the complexity of the landscape by overlapping historical
and archaeological data over geographic and morphological features.
Lastly, these maps can be used not only as research tools but also for creating
‘maps of the archaeological risks,’ which can be useful for the local institutions
accountable for urban and landscape development planning, as well as for
commercial and preventive archaeology—thus becoming a tool for the
superintendence responsible for the protection of cultural heritage and
archaeological sites, and for the entrepreneurs planning wind parks, roads, etc.
For this research project, both QGIS 3.0 and ArcGIS 9.2 by ESRI were used, taking
full advantage of each software.
In the G.I.S., projects were added and merged raster layers, which became the
base maps for this study (I.G.M. maps, satellite pictures and thematic maps, i.e.
geological and use of soil), also using the W.M.S. services of the S.I.T. Regione
Puglia and the Geoportale Nazionale. Vector shapefiles for the needs of
documentation (parcels, T.U., known sites, non-sites etc.), were created and
Forte 2002; Gillings, Wheatley 2002; Van Leusen 2002. The reference for the application in
archaeology of GIS is the Italian Periodic ‘Archeologia e calcolatori’. More recently, the
book edited by Chavarria Arnau and Reynolds (Chavarria Arnau, Reynolds 2015) gathers
interesting contributions on the topic on a European scale.
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given a pertinent attribute table that contains all the information on typology,
chronology, location, coordinates, etc. This allowed us to get different
visualizations in the creation of maps (Table 5.1). Therefore, the catalogue for
this research is embedded in the G.I.S. and then expressed as charts with
descriptions in the appendices.
BASE MAPS OPEN SOURCE
Google Satellite
Google Terrain
ESRI National Geographic
ESRI National Geographic

WMS
SIT Regione Puglia
http://www.sit.puglia.it/p
ortal/portale_cartografie_te
cniche_tematiche/WMS

W.M.S.
Geoportale Nazionale
http://www.pcn.minambie
nte.it/mattm/serviziowms/

WMS SERVICES
I.G.M. Maps 1:25000
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/raster/IGM_25000.map
Carta Tecnica Regionale
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/Backgro
und/CTR2008/MapServer/WMSServer
Municipalities Boarders
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/Backgro
und/TNOInquadramento/MapServer/WMSServer
Orthophoto 2013
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/Ortofoto2013/ImageServer/WMSServer
Orthophoto 2015
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/Ortofoto2015/ImageServer/WMSServer
Orthophoto 2016
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/Ortofoto2016/ImageServer/WMSServer
DTM (digital elevation model)
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/DTMColori/ImageServer/WMSServer
Viewshed Map
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/CartaOmbreggiature/ImageServer/WMSServer
Slope Map
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/arcgis/services/BaseMa
ps/CartaPendenze/ImageServer/WMSServer
Ecopedological Map of Italy
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/Vettoriali/Carta_ecopedologica.map
Geologic Map of Italy
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/Vettoriali/Carta_geologica.map
D.E.M. Puglia
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/serviziLiDAR/AMP_LiDAR_Multibeam_Puglia.map
LiDAR PUGLIA
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/servizi-LiDAR/LIDAR_PUGLIA.map
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Toponym of Italy
http://wms.pcn.minambiente.it/ogc?map=/ms_ogc/
WMS_v1.3/Vettoriali/Toponimi_2011.map
RASTER SHAPEFILES
TIN.tiff
Tavole Alvisi georeferenced
Georeferenced archival Maps
Known sites
Non-Sites

VECTOR SHAPEFILES
Polygon_sites
Point_sites
Polygon_NonSites
Point_NonSites

Area of study
Field survey 2014
Field survey 2015
Field survey 2017

Fieldsurveyed area

Roads
Hydrography

Centuriations

Parcels
T.Us.
Parcels
T.Us.
Parcels
T.Us.
Area_2014
Area_2015
Area_2017
WindFarm_Bovino_Serrone
WindFarm_CDS
Survey_Martino
Main roads
Secondary roads
Bridges
Hypothetic roads
Principal
Secondary
Ascoli 1
Ascoli 2
Luceria
Luceria - Schmiedt
Luceria - Guaitoli
Herdonia
Herdonia West
Herdonia Est
Ager Aecanus
Foggia Est
Arpi Schmiedt
Arpi Guaitoli
Arpi (hypothesis)
Vibinum (hypothesis)

Municipal limits
Ancient centers
Table 5.1: Base maps, raster and vector shapefiles inserted in the G.I.S. project.
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5.2.3 Typologies of archaeological evidence
Defining typologies of the archaeological evidence represents a fundamental
step for many reasons: first of all, for the interpretation of data; secondly, for the
reporting and the publishing of results; lastly, for comparing them with similar
contexts.
To draft a catalogue of typologies, based on the archaeological evidence on the
surface, means to try to detect the relationship between the evidence on the
surface and the buried structures. While remaining aware that post-depositional
processes, current and past use of soils and vegetation coverage might have
compromised the evidence and prevent a full and clear understanding of the
remains . Quantity, typology, chronology, and density of sherds, dimensions of
the scatter, and the distribution of artifacts inside the T.U. are the commonly
used criteria for the taxonomy . Nevertheless, typologies of sites do not have a
fixed value for all geographical areas and periods. For this reason, the typological
taxonomy should generally be considered valuable from a local perspective, in
compliance with the historical-archaeological developments, as well as with the
state for the art.
47
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As for this work, the long-lasting research in northern Apulia represented a
significant and useful standard: the advancements of knowledge of material
culture, the excavations of model-sites, the previous extensive field survey
carried out near the river valleys of the Celone , Ofanto and Carapelle were the
main reference points for the definition of typologies in the Cervaro valley.
49

50
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Instead for the Roman period, there is, at present, a considerable number of
excavated sites, unlike the definition of typologies for the pre-Roman and early
middle age periods. Indeed, despite the growing number of contexts of reference
and publications that were produced in recent years, the state of the art on these,
often evanescent, traces are still lacking a reliable shortlist of sites, especially in
regards to the rural context.
The chart below lists the different typologies of evidence used for classifying the
sites of this research. A description of the evidence is provided along with the
reference that allowed for the identification of the site. As already mentioned,
these typologies were defined in accordance with the local history, with an effort
of being as consistent as possible and conforming to other typological studies
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Goffredo 2011, 67-68.
Cambi 2011, 366.
Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b.
Goffredo 2011.
Ficco 2013.
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carried out in Apulia region , and in Italy , as well as with regards to
archaeologically investigated sites in the sub-region of reference.
52

53

As for the dating, instead, the chronology derives from the study of pottery
which is based on the dating of sherds of reference:
o

Neolithic (6 - 4 millennia B.C.): engraved and impressed impasto
pottery, in the prevalent shapes of pithoi; facies Legnano da Piede, facies
Passo di Corvo, facies Masseria La Quercia, Diana Bellavista (Final
Neolithic), stone pickaxes, flint tools;

o

Eneolithic (3 millennia B.C.): Facies Laterza, Facies Piano Conte, stone
pickaxes, flint tools;

o

Bronze Age (18 –10 c. B.C.): Protoappenninico A, Laterza-Cellino
S.Marco, Protoappenninico B, stone pickaxes, flint tolls;

o

Daunian era (9th – 4th c. B.C.): geometric pottery (Geometrico Daunio,
Subgeometrico Daunio I-II-III, ‘stile misto’ pottery);

o

Roman-era – generic: sites for which it was impossible to define in a
more precise way the chronology of occupation;

o

Early republican period (end of the 4 - 3 c. B.C).: black glazed pottery,
red-painted pottery, red figures pottery, Gnathia-style pottery;

o

Middle and late republican period (2 – half of the 1 c. A.D.): Pasta grigia
pottery, black glazed pottery, Lamboglia 2 amphoras;

o

First Imperial age: (end of the 1 c. B.C.- 1 c. A.D.): T.S.I., Dressel 2-4
amphoras;

o

Middle imperial age (2 – 3 c. A.D.): T.S.A. A e A/D, African cooking
pottery, flat bottom amphoras, Africana II amphoras;

o

Late antiquity (4 – 6 c. A.D.): T.S.A. C and D, LRCW, slipped cooking
pottery, red-painted common ware of local or regional production,
African and aegian amphoras;

o

Early middle age (7 - beginning of the 10 c. A.D.): painted common
ware and cooking ware of local or regional production;

o

Middle Age (11 - 14 c. A.D.): glazed monochrome pottery, colored
glazed pottery, R.M.R., Protomaiolic pottery.
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Goffredo 2011, 68-71; Ficco 2013, 79-82; Aprosio 2008, 25-28.
A summary of the ‘classifying surface scatters’ issue is in Cambi 2011, 184-188 and in
Witcher 2012, 16-23, with table 1 listing the site categories used by selected Italian surveys
(South Etruria, Biferno valley, Liri valley, San Giovanni, Northern Campania, Albegna
valley, Rieti basin, Potenza valley).
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NEOLITIC ERA
Village
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of material, scattered over a large area between
2000 and 15000 m , with hand-shaped pottery (impasto), flints and occasionally clay
plaster used as hut upholstery.
Off-site
Sources:
- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on large surfaces, without a recognizable
concentration.
COPPER AGE
Village
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of material, scattered over a large area between
2000 and 15000 m , with hand-shaped pottery, especially in the forms of pythoi and big
containers, flints, stone picks, and occasionally clay plaster used as hut upholstery.
Off-site
Sources:
- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on a large surface, without a recognizable
concentration.
BRONZE AGE
Village
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of material, scattered over a large area between
2000 and 15000 m with hand-shaped pottery, flints and occasionally clay plaster used
as huts upholstery.
Off-site
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on a large surface, without a recognizable
concentration.
DAUNIAN ERA (9 – end of 4 c. B.C.)
Hut (beginning of the 9 - end of the 6 c. B.C.)
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: low concentration of sherds, over a surface of 30x30 m, with handshaped pottery and painted figulina sherds.
House (end of 6 – 4 c. B.C.)
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: concentration of material on a surface of 500 to 2000 m2, with debris
of stone buildings, tiles and bricks, terracotta antefix, course ware and cooking pottery.
2
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Farm (end of 6 – 4 c. B.C.)
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: concentration of material on a surface of 2000 to 10000 m2, with
debris of stone buildings, tiles and bricks, terracotta antefix, course ware and cooking
pottery, together with signs of productive processes that may have taken place in the
site.
Tomb
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of bricks and tiles over small surfaces,
sometimes in association with sherds.
Necropolis
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: group tombs.
Village
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: concentration over a wide surface from 4.000 to 10.000 m of stone
building material, bricks, tiles, pottery sherds mainly of common and course ware,
millstones, dolia, loom weights, slags.
Off-site
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on a large surface, without a recognizable
concentration.
ROMAN ERA (end of the 4 c. B.C. – end of the 6 c. A.D.)
House
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: concentration of material on a surface of 1000 to 2000 m2, with
debris of stone buildings, tiles and bricks, terracotta antefix, course ware and cooking
pottery.
Farm
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: concentration on a surface of 2000 to 15000 m of sherds, bricks,
ashlars, opus spicatum or signinum floorings, mosaic tesserae, productive and artisanal
signs of production, as, i.e. dolia, millstone, slugs, ceramic or brick wastes, loom weights.
Villa
Sources:
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- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: traces on the surface clearly evoke the presence of a large settlement,
over a wide surface (generally between 15000 and 45000 m ), with signs of long-lasting
frequentation, with locally produced and imported sherds (T.S.A., T.S.I., anforas), signs
of complex architectural features (columns made with bricks, suspensurae, decorative
features) and upholstery (i.e. mosaic tesserae, sectilia, marbles). Also signs and tools of
productive processes might be detected (dolia, anforas, millstones, loom weights, metal
slugs), sometimes with architectural element typical of productive areas (opus signinum
or spicatum) which may imply the presence of a pars rustica.
Vicus
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: More than one close concentrations over a wide surface (generally
between 35000 and 50000 m ) with ashlars, bricks, tiles, pottery sherds, millstones, loom
weights that evoke the presence of more than one houses. Generally, findings do not
show high-level architectural fragments and upholstery, but rather refer to simple
housing style, with opus signinum and spicatum, mainly associated with common and
cooking ware, and sometimes with signs of production processes.
Tomb
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of bricks and tiles over small surfaces (2m x
2m), sometimes in association with sherds.
Necropolis
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: group tombs.
Kiln
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: area with slugs and waste sherds, fire-resistant bricks, burnt and
reddish soils in correspondence with the scattering.
Church
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
Aqueduct
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: monumental evidence; pieces of the specus and hydraulic mortar.
Off-site
2

2
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Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on a large surface, without a recognizable
concentration.
EARLY MIDDLE AGE AND MIDDLE AGE (end of the 6 c. A.D. – 14 c. A.D.)
House
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: small area (500 to 1000 m ) with a scattering of medieval pottery,
together with bricks and ashlars. No specific features that can suggest the existence of
a functional or productive area.
Casale
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Ancient Sources;
- Toponymy;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: Wide area (9000 to 25000 m ) with a high concentration of medieval
pottery, in association with bricks and ashlars, referring to more than one house with
different architectural standards. Signs of productive processes can be detected.
Castrum
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: Wide area (9000 to 25000 m ) with a high concentration of medieval
pottery, in association with bricks and ashlars, referring to more than one house with
different architectural standards. Signs of productive processes might be detected,
together with monumental evidence and with fortification.
Church
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: monumental evidence
Tomb
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: a high concentration of bricks and tiles over small surfaces (2m x
2m), sometimes in association with sherds.
Necropolis
Sources:
- Bibliography;
- Reports;
- Aerial photographic anomaly;
- Field survey data: group tombs.
Off-site
Sources:
- Bibliography;
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- Field survey data: few pottery sherds on a large surface, without a recognizable
concentration.
Table 5.2: The different typologies of evidence used for classifying the sites of the
research.

5.3 The archaeological archive
The Oxford Handbook for Public Archaeology defines the term ‘Archaeological
archive’ as: “the cumulative finds, records, and associated data that result from a piece
of archaeological fieldwork.” This research integrates data from new field surveys
with the rich archaeological archive already available for the area under
examination, which was the result of former investigations and interventions.
54

At the beginning of this research, we could rely on a list of over 190
archaeological sites already known in the selected geographical district: 121 with
exact positioning and chronology. At the same time, for the remaining 69, only
an approximate location was available. The question remains, where did this
information come from? Although no extensive and systematic archaeological
research was ever carried out in the Cervaro river valley before the beginning of
the ‘Cerbalus Project’ in 2014, several commercial archaeology field surveys, one
research field survey , aerial surveys, scholarly studies and several
archaeological excavations had taken place in the area as well as many findingreports were delivered to the superintendence. Also, the archaeological artifacts
preserved in the archaeological museum of Bovino were mainly recovered as
fortuitous findings and not through archaeological excavations. Thus, the
provenance of the artifacts is sometimes known, providing us with information
on major rural sites. Hence, the main sources for building the archaeological
archive consisted of 1) Carta dei Beni Culturali di Puglia , 2) the reports on
55
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Skeates et alii 2012.
In 2005, Francesco Matteo Martino discussed in his dissertation entitled ‘La valle del
Cervaro: paesaggi, popolamento e commercio dalla Preistoria al Medioevo. Problematiche storicoarcheologiche del territorio bovinese (FG)”, after having carried out a field survey on a small
transect, oriented S-N in the field around Casalene, Martino 2005, Martino 2012.
Started in 2007, for the will of the council member for the ‘Assetto territoriale’ of the Apulia
Region, the project aims at creating a thematic cartography to map, archive, classify and
describe the regional cultural heritage. As part of the Piano Paesaggistico Territoriale, and
thanks to the joint work of the four Apulian universities and different actors, an incredibly
rich database of sites and contexts, with an interactive thematic cartography, was produced
for the purposes of a holistic management of the cultural heritage. The ‘Cultural Heritage
Map’ is therefore an extraordinary tool and preliminary resource for landscape research in
the Apulia region, as well as for urban and landscape planners. The census of the
archaeological sites was carried out mainly through the analysis of the vast set of
bibliographic, scientific and erudite, works available, creating a Database Management
System that collects information on more than 11.000 cultural heritage sites, in compliance
with the ICCD (Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la Documentazione) model.
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commercial archaeology, 3) Knowledge from local scholars and community
members , and 4) a literature review.
57

For this research, all sites within the area of study were extracted from the
database of the Carta dei Beni Culturali di Puglia, transferring their geometry and
G.I.S. characteristics as well as descriptions and bibliographical references. In
many cases, the fieldwork allowed us to better locate the sites inserted in the
Carta dei Beni Culturali without a precise location. For instance, the site BOV24,
a Roman villa, with its necropolis BOV23, respectively T.Us. 42 and 43; the site
BOV15 correspondent to the T.U. 42, BOV13 correspondent to the T.U. 51, and
the Neolithic village of Radogna (BOV25) corresponding to T.U. 54.
Nevertheless, this list of sites revealed a lot of inaccuracies, as some sites
appeared to be a duplicate, while a large number of them were only known as a
point site, without comprehensive and reliable information regarding the exact
location and its chronology. Thus, with a thorough analysis of the given data and
the integration of the results from the recent commercial archaeology field
surveys, previous research, together with the results of the three extensive field
survey campaigns (2014, 2015 and 2017), it was possible to build a richer and
more accurate archaeological archive. In the end, the research consists of a total
of 268 archaeological sites of different typologies and chronologies and 69 areas
interpreted as off-sites, the latter identified through field survey or thanks to
fortuitous findings (Table 5.2).
These details were enlisted in the archaeological archive:
o

229 polygonal sites: sites whose exact positioning and extent is
available;

o

36 point sites: sites whose exact positioning and extent is not entirely
accurate, due to scarce information in the literature;

o

60 polygonal non-sites: areas whose exact positioning and extent are
available but were not interpreted as sites but rather as off-sites and
areas of frequentation;

o

9 point non-sites: areas whose exact positioning and extent are not
entirely accurate, and where the evidence does not refer to a site but
instead to fortuitous findings.

Some considerations concerning the detection methods and verification
strategies of these sites: after this research, out of all the known sites (polygonal
and points), the majority of them were recorded through field survey (186) or
aerial photo interpretation (83). In some cases (20), the two detection methods
were used, so the anomaly was first detected through satellite or oblique aerial
photo interpretation and then verified through field survey. Also, among all the
Giovanni Totaro, ‘ispettore onorario’ for the ‘Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici di Puglia’;
and the Archeoclub d’Italia sede di Bovino.
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knowns sites, 9 were excavated mainly for commercial archaeology
interventions: the Neolithic village of Monte Calvello (TR03), the neolithic sites
of Ponte Rotto 1 (ORD14) and Ponte Rotto 2 (ORD06), the Eneolithic site of
Tegole (BOV30), the pre-Roman necropolis of Giardinetto (ORS14) and La
Murgetta (TR06), the roman Villa of Casalene (BOV22), the farmstead of
Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo (BOV59), and a late antique vicus in Podere O.N.C.
756-758 (TR15).
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Therefore, as a result of this research, not only was the dataset enlarged, but also
the accuracy and the reliability of data increased. Firstly, the severe reduction of
point-sites is a consequence of the verification and localization of previously
known point-sites; secondly, the intensive field survey allowed to increase the
reliability of the archaeological records, therefore providing a more dependable
dataset; lastly, duplicate sites were gathered, so to create a more consistent and
accurate archaeological archive. Also, the fieldwork was recognized and
documented on field areas with archaeological artifacts that, during
interpretation, were not recognized as sites, but rather as off-sites, equally
important for the reconstruction of past landscapes, as previously discussed (see
above, chapter 5.2; Plate 5.1).
All sites and non-sites have been catalogued and listed in two appendices: the
catalogue of the known sites and the catalogue of non-sites, which are available
at the end of this work.
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Tunzi Sisto, Monaco, Simonetti 2008; D’Oronzo 2008; Sarcone 2019.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2010, 51-56.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi, Martino et alii 2013.
Corrente 2012, 171-172; Tunzi, Martino et alii 2013.
Corrente et alii 2010.
Corrente 2012.
Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014; Corrente 2012, 386-387.
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POLIGONAL SITES (229)
Anomalies detected through aerial
photo interpretation

75

Field surveyed sites –
evidence

171

surface

Number of sites which were
surveyed in 2014, 2015 &2017
Excavated

7

Aerial photographic anomaly +
Field survey

21

field

108

POINT SITES (36)
Anomalies detected through aerial
photo interpretation

6

Field surveyed sites –
evidence

23

surface

Excavated

6

TOTAL SITES (265)
Anomalies detected through aerial
photo interpretation

81

Field surveyed sites –
evidence

194

surface

Number of sites which were field
surveyed in 2014,2015 &2017
Excavated

13

Aerial photographic anomaly +
Field survey

21

Table 5.3: Polygon and point sites detected in the area

121

110

Sampled areas
14%
not fieldsurveyed
field surveyed
86%

Sampled areas
field surveyed

17308141,26 m

non-surveyed

2903616,61 m

TOT.

20211757,87 m

122

2

2

2

1%

1%

1% 1% 0%
0%

3%

Vegetation

3%

none
weed
stubble
olive trees
not field surveyed
wood
onions
wheat
fruit trees
fava
bush
vines
vegetables

4%
9%

40%

10%

27%

Vegetation
none

8150562,192 m

2

weed

5493880,377 m

2

stubble

2123007,709 m

2

olive trees

1892345,75 m

non-surveyed area

783209,8169 m

2

wood

606782,1827 m

2

onions

567427,6074 m

2

wheat

126924,557 m

fruit trees

124173,3667 m

2

fava

119814,9558 m

2

bush

106333,2005 m

2

vines

89324,37294 m

2

vegetables

27971,78081 m

2

TOT.

20211757,87 m

2
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2

2

Use of soil
3%

1%
4%

13%

arable
area non ricognita
20%

built area
landfill
trees
uncultivated

59%

Use of soil
arable

11863686,34 m

Non-surveyed area

554155,962 m

developed area

768754,5534 m

2

landfill

212066,9714 m

2

trees

2667366,039 m

2

uncultivated

4145728,007 m

2

Total

20211757,87 m

2

2

2

Table 5.4: Diagrams showing the features of the soil during field surveys.
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Part 3
LANDSCAPES

6. HISTORIC LANDSCAPES
6.1 Neolithic
Even now, no archaeological discussion over the Neolithic era in Apulia region
can leave out of consideration Bradford’s outstanding efforts, carried out at the
end of World War II, for the identification of past settlements in the modern
landscape. Indeed, J. Bradford, in charge of the Royal Intelligence Corps as photo
interpreter and pioneer of aerial archaeology, detected cropmarks and weedmarks pertaining to more than 200 Neolithic sites located all over the Tavoliere
plain, recognizing ditches and inner compounds. These finds made the north of
Apulia one of the best archaeologically known areas in Europe for the entire
Neolithic period, and, at the same time, left a long-lasting imprint on the future
of the discipline . With Neolithic sites being among the most recognizable
features in this region for the unmistakable shape of the villages, which are
highly visible in the historic orthophotos taken by the RAF and the IGM as well
as in the more recent ones, and thanks to the prevalence of wheat farming which
makes this type of survey a highly effective method, Northern Apulia has since
been considered one of the most inhabited regions in Europe in this period for
the density and number of settlements. This circumstance is also true for the
Cervaro valley, where 46 Neolithic sites have so far been detected, mostly
through aerial photo interpretation as aerial photographic anomalies (Table 6.1
and Plate 6.1).
1

Starting in the Early Neolithic, an enduring process of dwelling begun in the
Tavoliere plain, quickly spreading, during the facies Guadone-Randina , in the
inner and hilly portions of the Subappennino Daunio and Campano. While the
flat areas opening toward the Adriatic coast are renowned for the homogeneity
of sites in shapes and typologies organized with concentric ditches and smaller
c-shaped inner compounds , this occurrence slightly differs when moving toward
the central Apulia and the sub-Apennine areas, for both environmental and
economic reasons. Indeed, the Aufidus river, considered during Roman age to be
the limit between Daunia and Peucetia, was interpreted already during Prehistory
as a clear dividing line between two different expressions of the Neolithic
expansion in Apulia, being the border delimiting to the south the area where the
ditched villages flourished between the 6 and the 5 millennia B.C. .
2

3

th

th

4

On the other side, when looking to the Subappeninic areas, ditched villages took
different shapes, and scholars referred to them as “villaggi trincerati d’altura” or
cliff-castles . In fact, in the mountainous landscape of the Subappennino, the
5

Bradford 1949; Bradford 1950; Bradford 1957a; Bradford 1957b; Redcliffe 2006; Bradford,
Hunt 1946; Alvisi 1970; Jones 1987; Jones 1980; Riley 1992; Schmiedt 1970; Schmiedt 1964.
Talamo 1996b, 120.
Manfredini 1980; Cassano, Manfredini 1983; Gravina 1988; Gravina 1999b; Gentile 2014.
Sanseverino 2016, 4.
The first use of ‘cliff castles’ is in Bradford, Hunt 1946, then adopted by Cassano (Cassano,
Manfredini 1994, 20), and Tunzi, Quero 2016. It must be noted, nevertheless, that the use
1

2

3

4

5
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communities not only lived in more scattered settlements if compared to the
dense occupation of the Tavoliere plain, but also preferred to adopt a technicalstructural change in shape for their villages, complying with the local
morphology, and accomplishing diverse agricultural and productive activities .
6

In order to better outline the main features of the Neolithic settlements in the
area of study, we can therefore rely both on the long-lasting tradition of studies
carried out in the Tavoliere plain from the mid-nineteen century onwards, and
on the increasing number of recent studies in the Subappennino, fostered by
infrastructural works and by the growing number of wind farming projects .
Nevertheless, it is not exclusively on the Daunian side of the Subappennino that
we should refer to, as comparisons with the Irpinian side of the valley are indeed
not only significant for the state of the art in this area with respect to the Daunian
side but also, and more importantly, very meaningful both for the comparable
geomorphological conditions and for the strict connections existing between the
Cervaro and the adjacent Miscano river valley in Campania. This circumstance
allows us to enrich our discourse, taking advantage of the comparisons with
nearby Apennine contexts to boost our comprehension of settlement and
economic trends.
7

All the sites detected so far in the Cervaro river valley were interpreted as
villages except for two recent discoveries in locality Ponte Rotto, where funerary
structures were also recovered . As shown in the map of distribution (Plate 6.1),
no site stands in strict connection with the river , and despite this circumstance,
which might be the result of post-depositional cover-ups caused by the river
debris. To explain this phenomenon, we might also take two other factors into
consideration: firstly, the variations of flow rates with respect to today’s
standards might have made any dwelling in the plain not only dangerous but
also unprofitable and secondly, the plains might have been entirely devoted to
farming activities.
8

9

We can recognize three main areas of site concentration: the eastern portion,
nearby Herdonia; the south-eastern portion in locality Col di Ciame, in the
territory of Castelluccio dei Sauri (Fig. 6.1.1); and the eastern portion with sites
nearby the Vallo.
Most of the villages stand in the flat area around Ordona. This occurrence, which
may reflect settlement choices, should nevertheless be evaluated in light of the
longer tradition of studies in the Tavoliere, with respect to the upper Cervaro
river valley. Indeed, around the Roman center of Herdonia and on the plateaus
over the Carapelle river, a large number of ditched villages had been detected by
of “castles” for villages that were not provided with external defensive walls may be
inappropriate for defining these villages enclosed by ditches, whose function is still
uncertain, as mentioned below, and may recall medieval settlement strategies. Here it is
used in compliance with former literature.
Cassano, Manfredini 1994, 21.
Tunzi 2015; Tunzi, Sanseverino 2010; Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2018.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2010; Tunzi 2015, 187-189.
Note that the sites ASC01, FG14 and FG47 are point-sites with uncertain location.
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Bradford and Jones, and among them Masseria La Quercia, the eponymous site
of the Masseria La Quercia culture. Still in the plain, but very close to the point
where the valley begins to rise, the vast village of Masseria La Lamia stands,
(CDS01) where 21 compounds are perfectly visible in the aerial photography but
no trace of an external ditch – despite the favorable visibility conditions — has
yet been identified, making it an exception in the Neolithic entrenched villages
of the Tavoliere (Figg. 6.1.2-6.1.3).
10

Figure 6.1.1: Col di Ciame. Aerial photographic anomalies pertaining to eight different
Neolithic villages (aerial photo interpretation Archeologica s.r.l.; elab. Author).

10

Jones 1987, 59.
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Figures 6.1.2: The Neolithic site of Masseria La Lamia (aerial oblique photo by A.V.
Romano).

Figure 6.1.3: The Neolithic site of Masseria La Lamia (aerial photo interpretation
Archeologica s.r.l.; elab. Author).
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As for the peculiar environmental and farming condition, the villages in the flat
area were mainly detected as aerial photographic anomalies, with clear features
of the external ditches and inner compounds. They are all very similar for their
shape and for their inner arrangement, but despite that all the Tavoliere is dotted
with Neolithic ditched settlements and the consistent number of archaeological
investigations in the area , the function of these external and inner ditches is still
a vexata quaestio among scholars. Whether they were used for water-drainage or
water conservation, as enclosures for animals, for defense purposes or rather
with a symbolic meaning as the sign of appropriation of land is still a highly
debated issue , and probably bound to remain so, at least until new excavations
will give the chance to investigate those prehistoric trenches in extension. In this
respect, recent micromorphological analyses carried out on samples from the
filling soils of the external ditch of Passo di Corvo suggested that they functioned
as draining systems, intercepting and carrying water flows from the surface in
depth , while regarding the moments of abandonment and reuse of ditches,
some hints were given by the investigations of Monte Calvello and Serra di
Cristo ditches .
11

12

13

14

15

Climbing up in the direction of the mountains, the more peculiar features of the
inner areas become recognizable. Indeed, in line with other sub-Apennine and
Irpinian ecozones, in this upper portion of the valley, the settlements follow
slightly different rules with respect to the Tavoliere plain, with sites preferably
located on uplands, in prominent and favorable position over primary and
secondary river valleys, avoiding the plains more exposed to the erosion
processes . Here, the villages archaeologically investigated or detected through
aerial photo interpretation are indeed frequently standing on plateaus, and are
organized within external ditches opened on one side over the cliff, taking
advantage of the steep sloping of the hills probably as defensive tool. This
circumstance, also attested in Monte San Vincenzo (Troia) where the complex set
of features detected thanks to aerial photo-interpretation and magnetometry
were interpreted as compounds enclosed within two perimeter ditches opened on
the cliff over the Celone valley (Fig. 6.1.4-6.1.5) . This also occurs at the nearby
16

17

Major sites investigated and published are: Passo di Corvo, Masseria Villano, Posta
d’Innanzi, Coppa Cavone, Masseria La Quercia, Fonteviva, Masseria Pantano, Masseria
Candelaro, Ripa Tetta, Lagnano da Piede, Coppa Nevigata. Neolithic evidences have been
excavated in the Villa Comunale of Foggia and more recently in the Parco dei Campi
Diomedei in Foggia, where two ditched villages were excavated.
On this question, see: Manfredini 1972; Tinè 1983; Cassano 1978; Cassano, Manfredini
1983; Cassano, Manfredini 1990; Brown 1991a; Brown 1991b; Cazzella, Moscoloni 1992;
Withehouse 1994. A review of the different hypothesis is in Cassano, Manfredini 2004.
Recently, Sanseverino 2016 and Isetti et alii 2018 retraced all hypotheses on their possible
functions.
Isetti et alii 2018, 105.
Tunzi Sisto, Monaco, Simonetti 2008.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2018.
A similar circumstance is also attested in the Ofanto Valley (Cipolloni Sampò 1980, 292;
Cipolloni Sampò 1987).
Tunzi Sisto, Danesi, Simonetti 2006.
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site of Masseria Montevergine, over the Sannoro river , and this is likely also at
the site on top of Monte Calvello (TR03) .
18

19

a.

b.

Figures 6.1.4: a: The Neolithic village of Monte San Vincenzo (Troia) over the Celone
river valley (Aerial oblique photo by A.V. Romano); b: The compounds are enclosed in
a double perimeter ditch (from Ciminale, Gallo 2008).

This village stands on a hill facing the Sannoro river, 300 m. a.s.l., where the signs
of external ditches and inner compounds are visible through oblique
photography. Two portions of a c-shaped compound have been excavated,
unveiling the existence of a complex stratigraphy pertaining to the moment of
abandonment and reuse of this Neolithic ditch, with spaces used for
inhumations and artisanal activities carried out during the Archaic era. The
Neolithic village, with its long-lasting chronology testified by the finding of
sherds from Masseria La Quercia to Passo di Corvo cultures and with sherds also
pertaining to Serra d’Alto culture (Early Neolithic to the end of the Middle
Neolithic), confirms the occupation of plateaus also facing secondary river
valleys, as is the case for another village in the area: the Serrone village (BOV38),
over the Lavella creek, occupied in the early Neolithic, as testified by the finding
of the ‘ceramica impressa’.
In strict connection with the Cervaro, two Neolithic settlements facing the valley
were detected, located on both sides of the river bed and appearing as twin
villages facing each other, probably pertaining, for their position on the edge of
plateaus, to the typology of the “villaggi trincerati d’altura”: the site of Radogna
(BOV25) and that of Carripoli (BOV112). Radogna, already known in literature
for the huge number of archeological artifacts scattered on the surface , is located
on a plateau facing the Cervaro, 300 m a.s.l. on its right riverside, with the
northern edge steeply sloping toward the valley and the eastern portion gently
20

Tunzi, Quero 2016, 34.
This is also true for the villages of Ripatetta on the Vulgano (Piro, Boschian, Tozzi 1997)
and Masseria Mansueto between the Celone and Vulgano (Tunzi 2015, 241).
Cassano, Manfredini 1994, 26-60; Langella 1997.
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inclining toward the Biletra, which ensured a prominent position overlooking
the entire valley to this Neolithic settlement (Fig. 6.1.6).

Figure 6.1.5: Radogna (BOV25). Panoramic picture from the plateau over the Cervaro
river valley where the site stands.

Here, during the field survey, a huge quantity of material was collected over a
vast surface, with vessels of ‘ceramica di impasto’, decorated with impressions,
engravings and graffiti made with nails, seashells, and sticks, including samples
of Masseria la Quercia, Passo di Corvo and Diana cultures which date the
settlement from the Early Neolithic to the Late Neolithic , and large quantities of
lithics, among which a stone pick with a groove once used for gripping the
handle, were found. The site of Carripoli, which is chronologically contemporary
to Radogna, is located on the right side of the Cervaro, and was previously
unknown in the literature. Here, some pieces of daubs were also collected
together with a fragment of clay hearth, which may suggest that the
archaeological stratigraphy has been undermined by modern agriculture.
21

Therefore, when approaching the uplands over 300 m. a.s.l. the villages tend to
be located on the edge of plateaus, in a position of control over the primary and
secondary trajectories of the river. This is consistent not only with the Daunian
Apennine situation, but also with the Irpinian side of the Apennine, where the
early occupation of the peripheral plains already during the Early Neolithic,
together with some evidence of exchange, may suggest some connections with
the villages on the Tavoliere plain. The sites of Monte della Ferrara and Monte
Castello in Savignano Irpino, located on a dominant position on the upper
Cervaro valley, and the village of Pioppeto, at the confluence of the Ufita in
Miscano, can be also inscribed in the typology of the cliff-castles, while the

21

Bovino 1994, 28-60.
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establishment of an exchange route alongside the Cervaro may be suggested by
the finding in the village of La Starza, near Ariano Irpino, of sherds of Masseria
La Quercia type. Despite archaeometric data not available as of yet, this
information would help to define whether these vessels were actually
traded/exchanged or, instead, locally produced. Similarly, the hypothesis that
associates lithics recovered in the Irpinian area with the lithic quarrying activities
attested on the Gargano — implying and backdating to these early phases the
existence of exchanges alongside the so-called “via delle selce” through the
Cervaro valley, may be a possibility — but it is not currently supported by
archaeometric analysis.
22

23

When trying to define the economic activities performed by the Neolithic
communities in the area, we can rely on the archaeobotanical and faunistic data
collected in the main Neolithic villages excavated in the area thus far, as they are
helping in better defining the main features of this aspect. At the same time, this
data is helping to overcome the past stances that envisaged a prevalence of
farming activities in the Tavoliere plain, and a predominant role of pastoralism
and animal breeding in the uphill of the Subappennino, in accordance with the
morphology of lands and with a common model attested also in the Abruzzo
mountainous landscapes . If it seems correct to assert that the flatter fields were
already exploited for agriculture, we must also consider that the recent
archaeobotanical data from sub-Apennine contexts confirm the leguminous,
gramineous plants and barley , while a variegated presence of different species
of animals is also attested, with a high prevalence of sheep and goats and a
residual occurrence of pigs, bovines, wild game (hares, roe deers, frogs) and
synanthropic animals (birds and rodents) , which are indicators of an enduring
practice of hunting in these areas, favored by the widespread availability of
woods and of riparian vegetation. Nevertheless, this trend is consistent also with
other samples available from contexts from the Tavoliere and the coast (Ripa
Tetta, Rendina, Fontana Rossa, Masseria Valente ), where among the whole
population of animal findings, 50% is represented by sheep and goats, attesting
a widespread diffusion of pastoralism and animal breeding in the plain, in
association with the consumption of cereals and legumes.
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Trump 1963; Albore Livadie 1991-1992; Albore Livadie 1996, 18. On the connections
between Apulia and Campania during Neolithic: Albore Livadie 2001; Gravina 2009.
Gravina 1999b, 93; Tunzi Sisto 1994, 62. That the Cervaro valley should be considered the
direct road from Apulia to Campania and that the area of Bovino was a stop-over along
the road at least starting from the Eneolithic was hypothesized by the finding of two pots
of Guado culture (typical of the Tyrrennian coast) in the collection Nicastro of the Museo
Civico di Bovino; vessels of the same culture were indeed recovered also on the Gargano
in a funerary context inside a quarry of silex, suggesting the existence of a “via della selce”
along which silex travelled from the Gargano to the Tyrrenian coast, along the Cervaro
valley (Tunzi Sisto 1999, 104-105).
Gravina 2009; Gravina 2014.
For Monte Calvello and Monte San Vincenzo: D’Oronzo 2008.
Frezza, Pizzano 2001.
Bokonyi 1977-82; Bokonyi 1983. The data are analyzed in Frezza, Pizzano 2001.
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These records also open the discussion on the role of transhumance in these
areas, as the upper hills of the Subappennino, which suffer today from frequent
and violent wind gusts that foster the economy of wind farms (and the related
commercial archaeology), have been considered, as also in recent contributions
as seasonally exploited areas, used for the needs of livestock during summer
rather than stable dwelling. This is the case for two sites excavated in 2017 in
Biccari, 20 km north of Bovino, on the Monti Dauni at the border between Puglia,
Campania and Molise, in Femmina Morta (415 m. a.s.l.) and Serra di Cristo (400
m. a.s.l.), which were interpreted by the authors as seasonally occupied villages
by communities of ‘coltivatori e pastori’ .
28

As these contexts provide us with strict comparisons for gaining insights on
uphill Neolithic settlements sharing a similar environmental context with the
ones in the Cervaro valley, we might want to go through and question the
evidence that pushed the archaeologists to interpret them as seasonal
settlements. In Serra di Cristo, in fact, from evidence such as the finding of locally
produced pottery roughly cooked in kilns and used both for food and pottery
cooking, undecorated and frequently abandoned in place after use, together with
the frequent abandonments and reuse of pits and the consumption of late
ripening cereals, the authors inferred that this site was exploited by a small
community that seasonally reached the hills to spend the summer in the villages
for transhumance. In Femmina Morta, instead, the evidence of clay extraction
and the in loco manufacturing of ritual vessels (i.e. zoomorphic vessels) and
deities’ statuettes (the so-called ‘veneri’) was read as a seasonal artisanal quarter
installed by a community living in shelters during limited periods of time.
Nevertheless, these hypotheses seem to be in contradiction with other evidence
highlighted during field work. In Serra di Cristo, in fact, the excavation
uncovered a) a c-shaped compound that undoubtedly must have required great
effort to be dug and more likely to be undertaken in stable dwellings; b) an inner
arrangement with “capanne ampie, confortevoli e all’interno ben organizzate” , which
do not comply with the idea of seasonally exploited shelters; c) wells for water
supply, pits and siloi for the placement of big vessels for cereal preservation; d)
kilns for pottery and food cooking; e) an external farmyard with cobblestone
flooring, and f) spaces for burials. In Femmina Morta, the artisanal area
uncovered is described as a rather complex quarter with water channels and a
large number of combustion pits, and no traces of sheep were found, while only
stable bred animals are attested .
29

30

The results of the excavation in Serra di Cristo and Femmina Morta are discussed in:
Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2018.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2018, 138.
Similarly, the finding of late ripening cereals could be due to the fact that, in the hillier
areas, cereals ripen later than in the plain, for the different microclimate. Also, for the reuse
and changes in functions of the pits, which were interpreted as the signs of seasonal
abandonments and reuses of spaces, the C data provide chronologies that testify a range
of 700-1000 years between the original use and the later one.
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For all the above-mentioned reasons, this evidence seems to be a sign of a
continuous and well-organized settlement, and, like the ones identified on the
Apennine hills of Irpinia and Bovino, confirms the early occupation of the inner
hills in a stable rather than exclusively seasonal way. Notwithstanding, a
possible coexistence of stable and seasonal villages cannot be excluded. These
communities lived in well-organized huts, and dealt with a large set of economic
activities, and, despite the inner position and the distance from the coast and the
main trajectories of rivers of their settlement, they were integrated into the
Neolithic culture of northern Apulia, and more broadly, the Neolithic culture of
the Mediterranean area.
In conclusion, villages in the Valle del Cervaro comply with the features
identified in the sub-Apennine areas of the Monti Dauni and Campani, and
while preferring a more elevated position on plateaus’ edges, and possibly
adopting structural changes to the shape of the external ditches, they were
internally organized in the same way as the villages in the Tavoliere plain with
their inner c-shaped compounds, and overlooked the main pathways,
waterways, springs and slopes, for resource exploitation more than landscape
control. In this area, communities were self-sufficient and able to exploit
different ecozones with a multifaceted exploitation of resources and the set-up
of diverse activities (agriculture, breeding, pasture, provision of wood and clay
for domestic needs, artisanal activities, hunting), and based on the available
archaeobotanical and faunistic data, we must assert that it is not possible to
identify two different economic strategies and specialized production methods
— which would also imply the existence of exchange — between the Tavoliere
plain and the Subappennino.
In this complex frame, and thanks to its environmental characteristics which
made the Cervaro river valley a favorable landscape for Neolithic communities,
we can identify the first phase of a long-lasting settlement in the area during the
Neolithic era, which already showed characteristics which would become a
distinctive feature in the evolution of this landscape: the choice of settling in the
hilly slopes facing the gorge, and the role of the valley as axis between the
Tavoliere and the coast of Benevento through the Cervaro and Miscano river and
point of connection for the diffusion of the Neolithic culture, and, perhaps, for
the circulation of raw materials and material culture.
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n.

ID

Location

Typology

Mezzana Grande

Evidence
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

1

ASC01

Masseria Vocale

2

ASC03

Mezzana Grande

3

ASC04

4

ASC06

ASC10

Masseria Patalino
Fontana
di
Maggio
Masseria
d'Azzara
Masseria
d'Azzara

5

ASC07

6

ASC09

7
8

ASC11

Masseria Sansone

9

ASC14

Pozzo Spagnuolo

10

ASC16

Pozzo Spagnuolo

11

ASC17

Col di Ciame

12

ASC18

13

BOV106

14

BOV112

15

BOV118

16
17

Area in
m2

village
village

2295

village

32216

scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

village

4700

village

7154

village

21807

village

24422

village

Col di Ciame

scatter
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

I Valli

scatter

BOV120

Carripoli
Masseria
Serroncino
Masseria
Serroncino

BOV25

Radogna

18

BOV30

Cologna

19

BOV38

20

CDS01

Contrada Serrone
Masseria
La
Lamia

21

CDS03

Masseria Sansone

22

CDS04

Cisternola

23

CDS07

Col di Ciame

24

CDS09

Masseria Cisterna

25

CDS10

Col di Ciame

village

11364

village

30680

village

83187

village

6552

village

137844

scatter

village

8847

scatter

village

18186

scatter

village

1294

scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies

village

11810

village

1937037

scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

village

120889

village

214130

136

village
village

103920

village

101755

village

101250

village

24266

26

CDS11

Pozzo Spagnuolo

27

CDS14

Col di Ciame

28

FG13

La Quercia

29

FG14

30

FG23

31

FG25

Ponterotto
Masseria
Ponte
Albanito II
Masseria
Ponte
Albanito I

32

FG32

Pozzo d'Albero

33

FG34

Ovile Nazionale

34

FG46

Masseria Biasotta

35

FG47

36

ORD01

Giardinetto-Vasto
Masseria
La
Quercia

aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

37

ORD03

38

ORD05

Ponte Rotto II
Masseria
Ponte
Rotto

structures
aerial photographic
anomalies

39

ORD06

Ponte Rotto 2

40

ORD12

41

ORD13

Cruste
Strada Comunale
27

structures
aerial photographic
anomalies

42

ORD14

Ponte Rotto 1

43

ORS16

structures
structures

44

TR02

Forapane
Masseria
Santis

45

TR03

Monte Calvello

46

TR07

Podere O.N.C. 734

De

scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
and
structures
aerial photographic
anomalies

Table 6.1: Neolithic sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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village

10262

village

1561

village

125802

village
village

118283

village

224867

village

68195

village

48400

village

79648

village
village

316107

village

22071

village
necropolis;
village

43904

village
village
necropolis;
village
village

4335

village
village
village

272446

6.2 Copper Age
The Copper Age, or Eneolithic (from Latin aes, copper), is characterized by the
spread and increased use of copper artefacts along with lithics, the use of
animal-drawn chariots which increased the mobility of communities, a
generalized growth in agricultural productivity, and new distinct funerary and
worship customs, such as collective burials, megalithism , division of
graveyards in response of the social emergence of distinct individuals and the
beginning of social inequality .
1

2

In the entire peninsula the Copper Age was considered an archaeologically
evanescent period , until, in the last 20 years, recent discoveries brought new
data to the archaeological discussion and changed this perspective. In northern
Apulia, the evidences of Copper Age occupations are still scanty due to the
scarcity of known sites and local studies , although some areas — the Gargano
promontory , the upper Tavoliere nearby S. Severo , the coasts of the lagoon of
Salpi , whose existence is attested starting from late Neolithic-beginning of
Copper Age — are better known and show traces of occupation during the 3
millennium. The lack of evidence also concerned the Cervaro valley, where a
few artifacts — some vessels and the renown anthropomorphic steles of Bovino
— suggested a structured, though ill-defined, occupation of the valley during
the Copper Age . The pottery finds, preserved in the Nicastro collection of the
Museo Civico, came from local although undefined contexts and date to a late
moment of the Copper age: a type biconic cup and a pitcher of Gaudo culture, a
hemispheric cup with rib-handle with engraving decoration under the rim, and
a small cup dating to Laterza culture . The Bovino statue-steles, however, are
an exceptional discovery in the framework of Late Prehistoric Apulia and
3

4

5

6

7

8
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Anati 2000. Dolmens and menhirs are attested in the provinces of Foggia, Bari, Taranto
and in the Terra d’Otranto (Whitehouse 1967). In the Sub-Apennine, near Sant’Agata di
Puglia, four menhir in the area of Borghineto were discovered. Other similar monuments
are attested in San Pietro di Olivola.
Guidi 1992; for a recent overview on the main technical and social innovation and their
consequences: Dolfini 2019.
Whitehouse, Renfrew 1974; Cipolloni Sampò 1982.
Gravina 1980 presented all artifacts at that time known in northern Daunia; Nava 2003,
128-129 referred to the artifacts of Piano Conte, Gaudo, Laterza in the Ofanto valley. For a
recent overview of the Copper Age in Apulia: Radina 2017.
For the sites on the Gargano: Palma di Cesnola 1980a; Palma di Cesnola 1980b, Palma di
Cesnola 1981; Palma di Cesnola 1983; Gravina 2003b. For a more recent overview:
Pizziolo et alii 2017.
In Contrada Casone, San Severo: Gravina 1999b.
San Vito, Monte di Salpi, Marana di Lupara, Marandrea, Carapelloto-Regina, Vasche
Napoletane are Copper Age settlements attested alongside the lagoon: Tunzi Sisto 1993;
De Juliis 1975c.
Caldara, Simone, Porzia 2003, 245; Delano Smith 1978; Tinè Bertocchi, Compatangelo,
Monnet, Vignot 2008, 49-71; Goffredo, Mazzini et alii 2018.
Tunzi Sisto 1994; Talamo 2008a, 162; Tunzi 2015, 79; Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2017.
Tunzi Sisto 1999, 104-105.
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before the recent discoveries of new sites, provided the more consistent proof
of Copper Age culture in the valley. These 20 anthropomorphic steles were
discovered in the 1950s, in the area of Sterparo (BOV123), 9.5 km East of
Bovino (Fig. 6.2.1), and are exhibited in the local Museo Civico.
11

c.

a.
b.
Figure 6.2.1: a: Stele of a women characterized by linear engravings drawing hair, a
necklace, and the breast and navel. (from Bovino 1994, 131); b: ‘male stele’ with secondary
engravings showing wild games (from Bovino 1994, 75); c: Details of the knife on one
“male” stele from Sterparo (from Bovino 1994, 131).

Since then, the research has focused more on ceramic studies with discussions
of the regional and chronological impacts of cultures on burial and ritual
practices, rather than on the environmental transformation, settlements
strategies, exploitation of resources, and settlement typologies probably as a
consequence, on the one hand, of the lack of landscape-based research projects
and known settlements, and on the other, of a certain tradition of study more
familiar with anthropological studies.
12

Acanfora 1960; Tunzi Sisto 1988; Tunzi Sisto 1992; Tunzi Sisto 1994; Tunzi Sisto 1997;
Nava 1982.
The chronology and geographical spread out of Copper Age cultures is still very
unclear, due to the few contexts for which absolute chronology is available. Pacciarelli,
Talamo 2011 summarized the data so-far acquired in terms of geographic and time spam.
11

12
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Nowadays, commercial archaeological excavations and systematic research
projects are partially filling this gap, giving the chance to better shape the
distinctive features of the Copper Age settlement in the valley and, more
generally, in the sub-Apennine area, where some insights on this period were
given by the excavations carried out in Tegole , Giardinetto , Valle Cancelli in
Volturino , Creta Bianca near Candela , and Risega in Deliceto . Furthermore,
the field surveys performed in the Cervaro Valley in 2014-2015-2017 provided
an increase in the number of sites and non-sites, with the discovery of many
scatters of material pertaining to this period. Indeed, although sherds from
surface are often lacking morphological and typological features which would
help to better define their chronology, the pattern of sites settled during the 4 3 , millennia B.C. considerably increased, with the definition of large areas
characterized by scatters of impasto sherds, lithics and, in certain cases, wattle
and daub (= incannucciato) pertaining to structures in perishable materials as
well as of areas with lower density of findings, interpreted as areas of
frequentation, possibly for agricultural purposes (Table 6.2 and Plate 6.2).
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Environmental and paleoclimatic analyses suggested that starting in the Late
Neolithic, throughout the entire Copper Age, and until the beginning of Bronze
Age, the Tavoliere underwent an arid phase , which caused a desertification
process and triggered a progressive abandonment of the sites in the plain and a
resulting preference for the coastal and sub-Apennine locations . Indeed,
whereas all the coastal area around the ancient lagoon of Salpi is dotted with
Copper Age sites, the Tavoliere plain suffered a severe fall in its settlement
index with respect to the early – mid phases of the Neolithic, as attested, for
instance, during the field researches in the Celone and Ofanto river valleys .
At the same time, the number of settlements in the innermost portions of the
Valle del Fortore , along the coastline as well as in the internal uphill of the
Gargano , in the sub-Apennine plateaus, and in the upper Cervaro valley
increased, occupying diverse micromorphological contexts, compared to the
prevalent strategies of the early-mid Neolithic.
19

20

21

22

23

24

Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi, Martino et alii 2013; Muntoni, Zerboni 2017.
Tunzi, Bubba et alii 2014, 138; Tunzi et alii 2019, 138-139.
Tunzi, De Leo et alii 2012.
Tunzi 2015.
Tunzi, Bubba et alii 2014, 138; Tunzi, Gasperi et alii 2019, 135-136.
BOV78, BOV84, BOV87 are Copper Age sites with wattle and daub.
Boenzi, Caldara, Pennetta 2001; Fiorentino et alii 2013.
Tarantini, Galiberti 2011, 48. For instance, on the sub-Apennine chain, also in Celenza
Valfortore: Gravina 2003a.
Romano, Recchia 2006, 222-224.
Nava 2003, 127-128.
Gravina 1980; Gravina 1982; Gravina 1998.
On the Gargano, recent studies have highlighted an increase in the number of settled
sites during the first Copper Age, with a progressive occupation, during the facies
Laterza-Cellino San Marco of the innermost uphills: Pizziolo, Tarantini, Tessaro, Corrente
2017.
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In this sub-region located at the border between Campania and Apulia, the
widespread cultures are Gaudo and Laterza , although recent discoveries in
Valle Cancelli (Volturino) of Macchia a Mare vessels , and in Giardinetto
(Orsara) of Taurasi-style wares seem to prove respectively the spreading of
Macchia a Mare culture also in this inner area, and the cultural proximity with
the Campania. Moreover, as reasonably suggested by Cazzella, not only is a
chronological overlapping of Gaudo and local productions of Laterza very
likely, but it should also be acknowledged that until more specific studies both
on local Laterza and on Taurasi productions are available, our embedding of
sherds within these cultures should only be considered provisional . This
picture gets more complex if we consider that Laterza sherds were recovered in
different typologies of burials (natural caves, pits, rock-cut tombs , cist tombs) ,
which means that, in spite of what is attested for the Gaudo and Rinaldone
cultures, the Laterza does not seem — at least from the current state of
knowledge — to self-identify with a common and shared burial ritual. For this
reason, our understanding of this cross culture, whose cultural distinctive
elements are unclear, is still ill-defined.
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27

28

29

30

31

As mentioned above, in the Cervaro valley, the most outstanding artifacts of
this era are, without a doubt, the megalithic statue-stele, which not only shed
light on local Copper Age culture and rituals, but are also testimony to the
cultural phenomenon that Europe experienced in the 3 millennium B.C.
Hence, though these steles, made in local limestone or sandstone, have for long
time enlivened the scholars’ debate surrounding their use and purpose , they
attest the vitality and dynamism of the entire sub-region, and the cultural
connections with other areas of Italy (Lunigiana, Valcamonica, Sardinia, Aosta)
and with European milieus (Switzerland), where closer comparisons have been
rd

32

Gaudo is a site located nearby Paestum, whose material culture is representative of the
middle Copper Age. This culture spreads in Calabria, Basilicata, Molise, Southern Lazio
and Apulia.
Laterza dates to the late Copper Age and takes its name from Laterza, near Bari. This
culture is attested in Lazio, Puglia and Basilicata: Biancofiore 1967; Biancofiore 1979;
Talamo 2006.
Cazzella, Coppola, Ingravallo, Radina 2017; Tunzi, De Leo et alii 2012.
Tunzi, Bubba et alii 2014, 138; Tunzi, Gasperi et alii 2019, 139.
Cazzella, Coppola, Ingravallo, Radina 2017, 372.
In Creta Bianca (Candela) was recently excavated part of a Latera necropolis with four
tombs a grotticcella (Pacciarelli 2015; Tunzi 2015, 194-197; Tunzi, Lo Zupone, Bubba,
Gasperi 2017a).
Tunzi, Monaco 2010, 131-132. For an overview on the burial rituals during Copper Age:
Radina 2006.
The more traditional hypothesis binds the stele to the cultural sphere (funerary
divinities or personifications of divine entities pertaining to the world of the living).
Other theories interpret them as representations of emerging persons of the community,
as commemorative images of the dead, erected either on burials in the function of
memorial stones or in a distinct area devoted to the worship of dead, or as ‘art for the
art’: Tunzi Sisto 1994, 67-71.
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recovered . Leaving out of this context any consideration of the morphology,
iconography, and comparisons which were widely discussed elsewhere , some
reflections can be drawn upon the area where the steles were recovered and on
the results of an excavation carried out in the same location in 1991, especially
in light of more recent discoveries in the adjacent area of Tegole and
Giardinetto, 3 km north of Sterparo.
33
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Sterparo, located on the first incline at the border between the Tavoliere and
the sub-Apennine, on the southern side of the Cervaro, was partially excavated,
bringing to light areas with sub-circular and squared structures built with
pebble stones, as well as alleged signs of rituals (charcoals, ritual ploughing,
broken vessels, potholes and wells), spots for the placement of the steles, and
structures with pebble foundations where no trace of domestic use was
detected. The excavators hypothesized that the structures were part of a
worship building, used for a megalithic cult with no strict relationship either
with dwellings or with burials. Also, the researchers had put forward the idea
that the erection of this worship area could be attributed to the influence of
foreign communities that spread their foundation rituals, ideology, and vessels
through this south-eastern portion of Italy , making the Vallo of Bovino an area
of passage and cultural osmosis and implying long-distance mobility of
communities possibly moving in the direction of the Gargano for silex supply.
The first hypothesis seems now to have been strengthened by the discovery of a
similar context in Giardinetto, where 12 aniconic and figurative steles, leaning
on the pebble stone walls of an enclosure, were recently recovered . On the
other hand, however fascinating the assumption of a foreign influence may be,
the available data still seem too weak to confirm this hypothesis. Whether or
not the excavated area of Sterparo was indeed used for collective worship, we
can still acknowledge that a well-structured Copper Age community —
absorbing and sharing the European culture of megalithism — settled this
particularly favorable geographical sub-region, occupying the whole area
across the Cervaro river from the late Neolithic till the second half of the 3
millennia.
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This circumstance is indeed confirmed by the evidence that was brought to
light in the adjacent site of Tegole (BOV30), whose inner arrangement is clearly

Other samples of prehistoric megalithic steles were found in Monte Saraceno (end of
Bronze Age-Iron age), and in Tor di Lupo on the Gargano (2 millennia B.C.). Neither are
comparable either for style or for chronology (Tunzi Sisto 1999, 104-105).
Acanfora 1960; Tunzi Sisto 1988; Tunzi Sisto 1992; Tunzi Sisto 1994; Tunzi Sisto 1997;
Nava 1982.
Tunzi Sisto 1999; Tunzi 2015, 97-100, 202-206.
Tunzi, Bubba et alii 2014, 138; Tunzi, Gasperi et alii 2019, 138-139.
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visible through aerial photo interpretation (Fig. 6.2.2), and further confirmed by
the results of field survey activities .
37

Figure 6.2.2: Tegole. In yellow the cropmarks and weedmarks pertaining to huts, ditches,
and apsed structures, in green the areas excavated (aerial photointepretation by M.
Galano; elab. by author).

Commercial archaeological field surveys are frequently being carried out on the plateau,
as despite the clear archaeological evidence, this area is the perfect setting for wind farm
projects.
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On the entire plateau — more than 30 hectares wide — a large number of
cropmarks and weed-marks indicating horse-shoe shaped huts, ditches,
channels, and potholes were detected, as well as large scatters of prehistoric
ware — in particular of the Copper Age and the Archaic era — cover the whole
surface of this plateau . The site, located on a Pleistocene alluvial terrace on the
southern side of the Cervaro river, can be considered one of the most
interesting and largest prehistoric sites of the region, with a long-lasting and
layered occupation: the complex system of long and narrow channels, huts,
potholes, wells, fences, and a majestic external fence date from varied
chronologies, vessels’ studies and radiocarbon analyses which correspond to at
least seven different phases of occupation from the end of the 5 to the middle
of the 3 millennia B.C. . Given the very interesting nature of findings, new
seasons of field researches (oblique photo shoots, geophysics analyses, new
trenches), the publication of pollen and faunal analyses, and a comprehensive
study of the material culture are highly desirable, as only intensive research
would allow for a clearer comprehension of the chronological, geographical,
and structural arrangement of the entire plateau. Nonetheless, the available
data on the Copper Age occupation (phases 5-6) of the excavated trenches can
be related to the existence of a large site, as the excavation both of the deep
channels, probably for water gathering, and of a large number of bilobed
potholes — interpreted as the remaining evidence of a windbreak wooden
fence — which must have served residential or productive areas demonstrates
(Fig. 6.2.3). In this respect, although Copper Age external ditches were also
recovered in Toppo Daguzzo, and Conelle and wooden fences have been
discovered elsewhere, for instance in the site of Selva dei Mulini, in Lazio, no
strict comparison is currently available for this structure, with respect to the
peculiar bilobed shape of the potholes. Also, the interpretation of the structure
as a wind-breaking fence does not have any comparison, as in the previously
mentioned sites, for this type of external structure was usually acknowledged
to have a defensive purpose, which, in accordance with the geomorphological
location of the site might instead be envisaged also in this case.
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The area has been often field surveyed by archaeological cooperatives, as wind farm
projects are frequent, due to the particularly favorable geomorphology of the area,
notwithstanding the renown buried archaeological deposits.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi Sisto, Martino et alii 2013; Tunzi 2015, 207-212;
Tunzi, Lo Zupone, Bubba, Gasperi 2017b; for radiocarbon analysis: Muntoni, Zerboni
2017.
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a.

b.

d.

c.

Figure 6.2.3: Tegole. a: Aerial picture of the Pala 26; b-c: bilobed postholes interpreted; d:
channels for water gathering (Tunzi Sisto, Martino et alii 2013).

In any case, the building efforts tell us about a stable community that had a
building know-how as well as a large availability of landscape resources, such
as woods that must have covered large areas of the valley at that time. For
these reasons, however patchy our current frame may be, the evidence suggests
an interpretation of the site as a wide settled area, most likely organized as a
multinuclear and spread out village, that might have had a strict relation to the
close site of Sterparo, as well as with the Giardinetto necropolis.
145

While the site of Sterparo gives us insights into worship and that of Tegole into
settlement, the results of the excavation in the cremation necropolis of
Giardinetto shed light on some aspects of the burial rituals and customs, of the
communities inhabiting this river valley between the mid-4 and the mid-3
millennia. On a flat field located 3 km N from Sterparo and Tegole, on the
northern side of the Cervaro, this Copper Age site was partially excavated,
during infrastructural works for the doubling of the railway Foggia-Napoli.
Here, despite being widely damaged by the superimposed Daunian layers, 42
funerary enclosures were brought to light, showing a distinct burial practice —
that, at present, has comparison only in Taurasi and Salve — performed by a
numerically consistent and cohesive community, built in a standardized way,
between the second half of the 4 and the first half of the 3 millennia B.C.
Within the enclosures built in pebble stones, jars containing human and animal
bones in secondary cremation were buried directly into the soil (Fig. 6.2.4).
Burials are sometimes equipped with burial goods which have often undergone
the same cremation process: flint arrowheads, blades and scrapers; stone
necklace beads; loom weights and fuseruole; copper needles; small vessels. In
this site, a burial code for men seems to have been established wherein the
dead were equipped with flint scrappers and arrowheads. This circumstance is
commonly attested in the entire peninsula and had fostered the traditional
theory of Copper Age communities living as warriors-nomads , supported also
by the scarcity of settlement areas so far known. However, while new research
projects have shown that Copper Age communities had similar physical
conditions similar to those of the Neolithic communities, not showing any
peculiar details that might suggest an exclusive commitment to war-related
activities, the local finding in the necropolis of Risega (Deliceto) of flint
weapons both in female and male burials suggests a fairly symbolic use rather
than a functional one for these types of artifacts .
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Barker 1999.
In Spilamberto a bone dagger was recovered, whose shape is comparable to the ones
represented on the Stele of Bovino. The bone-dagger suggests that symbolism was
prevalent with respect to functionality.
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Figure 6.2.4: Giardinetto necropolis. View of the enclosures and part of the burial goods
(from Tunzi, Bubba et alii 2014).

These three sites have overlapping chronologies in the period between the
second half of the 4 and the first half of the 3 millennia, and cultural
relationships between Sterparo and Giardinetto are further exemplified by the
new discovery of megaliths in Giardinetto, that share similar morphological
features with the ones from Sterparo. Indeed, as mentioned above, steles with
‘female’ and ‘male’ features have been discovered in an area near the funerary
enclosure, therefore increasing the number of samples and providing us with
an archaeological context for artifacts that in Sterparo were instead collected on
the surface.
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But these sites also provide us with some details about another significant
aspect: the cultural proximity of the whole area to the nearby sites of the
Campanian sub-Apennine . Not only the funerary habits but also the
typologies of wares are indeed comparable to contexts from the Campanian
side of the Apennines: the secondary cremation attested in Giardinetto share
characteristics with the necropolis of S. Martino di Taurasi (AV) , where burnt
bones are also preserved in vessels buried in structures similar to the ones
42
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For an overview on Copper Age in the Thyrrenian side of Italy: Pacciarelli, Talamo 2011.
Talamo 2004; Talamo 2008a; Talamo 2008b.
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excavated in Giardinetto . Moreover, the decorations of the vessels from
Giardinetto, Tegole, and Sterparo are also attested in Campanian sites
(Carpino, Sant’Angelo di Taurasi, Felette). At the moment though, it seems still
unclear whether these similarities in the material and ritual culture are to be
interpreted as part of a shared and wider culture, spread out across the entire
southern peninsula and whose features are still patchy due to the limited
nature of the available data, or if they should be associated with a more intense
circulation of ideas and goods between the Tyrrenian and Adriatic coast,
through the so-far-known contexts (i.e. S.Martino di Taurasi and La Starza) as
well as through the dense pattern of settlements that the field surveys are
helping to detect.
44

Indeed, new, previously unknown areas of scatters are now enriching our
frame of knowledge and evoking the image of a lively and widely settled
gorge, with the occupation of different environments: in fact, the field survey
contributed to unveiling the patterns of a settlement that also embraced the
innermost portions of the valley, as never previously detected (Plate 6.2).
On the hilly fields facing the Cervaro north and south large scatters were
identified, with sherds of ‘impasto’ vessels and lithics. Though in many cases,
due to the fragmentation of the sherds, it was difficult to narrow the
chronology and it seemed more prudent to date the scatter to the 3 -2
millennia, in some cases it was possible to recognize sherds surely pertaining to
Copper Age facies, as BOV48 (Mezzana) where a Laterza-type sherd was
found, as well as sherds that for the typology of the tempers used in the fabrics
might be more likely pertaining to the Copper Age. However, in this samplearea, the majority of scatters did not show features on the surface that allow us
to interpret them as settlement areas, but rather as the surface evidence of
frequentations which occurred over a wide chronological spam.
rd

nd

On the other hand, the situation in the more inner portion of the valley is very
different, west of Bovino, in the modern locality of Fontanelle, where, at the
confluence between the Torrente Iazzano and the Cervaro, eight wide scatters
with high concentration of Copper Age sherds were delimited. Here, the
recovered pottery mainly pertains to big containers of ceramica d’impasto
grossolano, while purer clay was used for smaller vessels. The data is
particularly significant if we consider the remoteness and the steepness of these
places, very engaging from a geomorphological point of view for the chances of
landslides and for carrying out farming activities, but in a position of control
over the Vallo di Bovino. This circumstance is in line also with a widespread
and progressive tendency of occupation in mountainous environments, on both
the Alps and Apennine, which is proven by pollens and paleoenvironmental
studies showing a significant increase in the human impact on the upland
vegetation . Similarly, other areas with Copper Age sherds were delimited on
45

44
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Talamo 2004; Talamo 2008a, 120-140.
Barker 1999, 15 and precedent references.
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comparable environmental conditions: traces of dense settlements have indeed
also been recognized at the confluence between the Torrente Sant’Oronzo and
the Biletra, on steep fields sharply sloping toward the water streams and
located at the borders of wooded areas alongside the river beds.
Some careful considerations can be outlined by analyzing these topographical
data: first of all, sites are clustered in a few areas (Fontanelle; Mura d’Acqua, I
Valli; Biletra/Sant’Oronzo), as scatters on surface were close to one each other,
divided only by narrow strips of land. Their proximity and clustering might be
interpreted as the surface evidence of multinuclear and spread out settled
areas, or as frequent moving and reoccupation of close-by areas, similarly to
what has been envisaged for the site of Tegole.
Secondly, we can acknowledge that these communities settled areas that do not
show any form of occupation during the Neolithic period: this occupation of
remote areas might be read as an indirect sign of the evolution and
improvement of agricultural skills, that allowed people to profitably inhabit
different morphological environments, once considered inconvenient. Also,
this new circumstance might have involved remarkable efforts to deforest wide
wooded areas to gain new spaces for dwellings, pasture, and farming, in a
process that these community not only had learnt but that they were also able
to carry out successfully, as also attested by the relevant wood supply that was
needed for building the windbreak fence in Tegole.
Moreover, the proximity to main and secondary water streams would have
allowed them to maintain easy access to building materials, such as pebble
stones, which were indeed largely used at least in burial contexts, as shown in
Giardinetto, Sterparo, and Risega.
The Copper Age subsistence economy was still largely based on farming and
animal breeding, and while for the coastal area we can rely on a few other
pieces of evidence for our understanding of diet and economy, at the current
stage of the research not enough data are available from food wastes from
Giardinetto, Tegole , Valle Cancelli, and Risega. In the Macchia a Mare
structures at Coppa Nevigata the consumption of cuttlefish, barley, and pulses
is attested; at Grotta Pipola, on the Gargano, during the Laterza period, the
community bred and consumed sheep, pigs and bovine . Hence, as of now, we
can only make some provisional hypothesis with respect to the use of
landscape resources. In this regard, however, we should be careful with any
consideration of iconographies that are not intended to be realistic, the figures
of deer, other wild animals, and two fish on one stele evoke the idea of a
landscape full of natural elements (Fig. 6.2.1b). Unfortunately, no data can
46
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In the filling of a pit (Pozzo 1) in Tegole samples of sheep bones were recovered dating
to 3540-3330 cal 2σ B.C. (Tunzi Sisto, Martino et alii 2013, 147).
Sargent 1987.
Mancini, Palma di Cesnola 1958-59.
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prove the consumption of animals’ secondary products, although this is
elsewhere attested for similar chronologies .
49

Besides bio-archaeological data, we can rely on a few other pieces of evidence:
the finding of loom weights and spindle-whorls in Giardinetto and during field
survey indicates spinning activities, possibly linked with the sheep breeding;
the evidence of the quarry and exchange of flint on the Gargano and the links
between those areas and the Cervaro valley gives hints on the via della selce;
lastly, the evidence of the use of copper in Tegole — which is also significant
since direct evidence of metals in Apulia only come from funerary contexts —
as well as the iconography of knives on the statue-stele, the recent discovery of
a Montebradoni-type metal knife in a burial at Creta Bianca near Candela and
copper needles in Giardinetto are the direct and non-direct proofs of the
diffusion and use of this metal in Sub-Apennine areas.
50

51

In conclusion, data from emergency excavations and field surveys are both
contributing to enriching our understanding of the cultural features of the
Copper Age in the sub-Apennine area and especially in the Cervaro valley,
adding to the already available data for the lower part of the river bed,
alongside the former coastal lagoon and the present-day Lake of Salpi. Thanks
to this research, the Cervaro valley is to be currently considered one of the
more extensively investigated areas and has shown an intense occupation
during the 4 and 3 millennia.
th

rd

The local communities absorbed ideologies that were spreading across Europe
and the Mediterranean, embodied by the statue-stele, and put considerable
efforts into the building of the supposed windbreak (or defensive) fence of
Tegole, or the burial enclosures of Giardinetto. Indeed, despite the lack of
extensive excavations, the various pieces of evidence so far collected suggest
that the complexity of building techniques and structures should be interpreted
as proof of stable settlements, inhabited by cohesive communities with a
standardized building code, a huge capacity for exploiting landscape resources
(woods, pebble stones), and an ability to maintain relationships both with the
coast, following the Cervaro, and the Campanian side of the Apennine, through
the Vallo, respectively hinted by the diffusion of silex, and the Taurasi-style
pottery. While new excavations might clarify the relationship between
Sterparo-Tegole and Giardinetto, field surveys in the plane might help in
detecting the settlement connected to the vast Giardinetto necropolis.
However, the sites that were recently excavated in the area seem to be nothing
but the tip of an iceberg made of a system of sites, whose discovery would
allow for more thoughtful considerations of various aspects of the life of these
49
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51

Barker 1999, 14.
Tarantini, Galiberti 2011; Tarantini, Galiberti 2012.
Tunzi 2015.
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communities, that progressively settled more remote portions of the valley
toward the sub-Apennine, populating spaces previously uninhabited, probably
as a consequence of the worsening of climate conditions but at the same time
fostered and supported by improved farming techniques. Nevertheless, many
questions are still open to archaeological discussion, especially with respect to
the geographical and chronological spread of the material cultures and to the
relationships between the Campanian and Daunian side of the Apennine, as
well as with the Adriatic coast.
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n.

ID

Location

Evidence

Typology

Area in
m
2

sites
1

BOV04

C. Gabriele

village

scatter

4867

2

BOV20

Serra del Toro

village

scatter

13730

3

BOV28

Serrone

village

scatter

10528

4

BOV29

Masseria dei
Combattenti

village

scatter

2449

5

BOV30

Tegole

village

aerial
photographic
anomalies;
scatter;
structures

1937037

6

BOV36

Masseria dei
Combattenti

village

scatter

62615

7

BOV38

Contrada Serrone

village

scatter

120889

8

BOV46

Contrada Mezzana

village

scatter

18361

9

BOV48

Contrada Mezzana

village

scatter

25214

10

BOV57

Femmina Morta

village

scatter

10194

11

BOV64

Masseria Mazzarella

hut

scatter

1328

12

BOV67

Piano Martino

village

scatter

3432

13

BOV72

Serra del Toro

village

scatter

18221

14

BOV73

Biletra/Sant'Oronzo

village

scatter

7727

15

BOV75

Masseria
Volpe/Biletra

village

scatter

4648
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16

BOV77

Masseria
Volpe/Biletra

village

scatter

6388

17

BOV78

Mura d'Acqua

village

scatter

1090

18

BOV80

Mura d'Acqua

village

scatter

2839

19

BOV83

Fontanelle

village

scatter

2119

20

BOV84

C. Rompito

village

scatter

3175

21

BOV85

C. Rompito

village

scatter

1335

22

BOV86

C. Rompito

village

scatter

2746

23

BOV87

C. Rompito

village

scatter

11895

24

BOV93

Masseria Iazzano

village

scatter

13763

25

BOV94

Paduli

village

scatter

683

26

BOV95

Masseria Iazzano

village

scatter

1093

27

BOV103

Fontanelle

village

scatter

24998

28

BOV104

Creta Rossa

village

scatter

1736

29

BOV105

Creta Rossa

village

scatter

3699

30

BOV106

I Valli

village

scatter

137844

31

BOV108

I Valli

village

scatter

41062

32

BOV109

I Valli

village

scatter

2965

33

BOV117

Contrada Serrone

village

scatter

11175

34

BOV118

Masseria Serroncino

village

scatter

18186

35

BOV119

Masseria S. Lorenzo

village

scatter

6880
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36

BOV122

Casale-Piano della
Chiesa

village

scatter

37

BOV123

Sterparo

worship area

structures

38

ORS14

Giardinetto

necropolis

scatter;
structures

423267

6545

off-sites
39

BOV13

Vallerde-I Valli

off-site

scatter

42227

40

BOV03

C. Gabriele

off-site

scatter

7867

41

NS_ORS01

Forapane

off-site

scatter

20657

42

NS_BOV01

Casalene

off-site

scatter

3752

43

NS_BOV02

Casalene

off-site

scatter

529

44

NS_BOV03

Casalene

off-site

scatter

1254

45

NS_BOV04

Casalene

off-site

scatter

10321

46

NS_BOV05

Casalene

off-site

scatter

2777

47

NS_BOV06

Casalene

off-site

scatter

27146

48

NS_BOV07

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

1519

49

NS_BOV08

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

3528

50

NS_BOV09

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

4321

51

NS_BOV10

Casalene

off-site

scatter

1200

52

NS_BOV11

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

1100

53

NS_BOV12

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

2096

54

NS_BOV13

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

11814

154

55

NS_BOV14

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

7975

56

NS_BOV15

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

3801

57

NS_BOV16

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

4560

58

NS_BOV17

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

4813

59

NS_BOV18

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

12881

60

NS_BOV19

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

26204

61

NS_BOV20

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

5737

62

NS_BOV21

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

11910

63

NS_BOV22

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

8710

64

NS_BOV23

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

5687

65

NS_BOV24

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

10745

66

NS_BOV25

Contrada Mezzana

off-site

scatter

14144

67

NS_BOV26

Radogna

off-site

scatter

5909

68

NS_BOV27

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

10045

69

NS_BOV28

Femmina Morta

off-site

scatter

2240

70

NS_BOV29

Masseria Campana

off-site

scatter

2656

71

NS_BOV30

Masseria Campana

off-site

scatter

14621

72

NS_BOV31

Masseria Campana

off-site

scatter

6186

73

NS_BOV32

Masseria Campana

off-site

scatter

23617

74

NS_BOV33

Creta Rossa

off-site

scatter

17658
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75

NS_BOV34

Creta Rossa

off-site

scatter

3470

76

NS_BOV35

Creta Rossa

off-site

scatter

463

77

NS_BOV36

Creta Rossa

off-site

scatter

607

78

NS_BOV37

I Valli

off-site

scatter

4165

79

NS_BOV38

I Valli

off-site

scatter

15289

80

NS_BOV39

Carripoli

off-site

scatter

13875

81

NS_BOV40

Carripoli

off-site

scatter

2728

82

NS_BOV41

Carripoli

off-site

scatter

6657

83

NS_BOV42

Carripoli

off-site

scatter

5446

84

NS_BOV43

Carripoli

off-site

scatter

3916

85

NS_BOV44

Masseria Serrone

off-site

scatter

1692

86

NS_BOV45

Masseria Serrone

off-site

scatter

4449

87

NS_BOV46

Masseria Serrone

off-site

scatter

6114

88

NS_BOV47

Masseria Serrone

off-site

scatter

7410

Table 6.2: Copper Age sites and off-sites in the Cervaro river valley.
Table 6.1: Neolithic sites in the Cervaro river valley.
Table 6.2. Copper age sites and off-sites in the area.
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6.3 Bronze Age
The transition between the Copper Age and the Early Bronze Age is a
problematic issue in the entire Apulian region. First, because the passage from
the late Copper Age to the Early Bronze Age in local cultures (at present
recognizable on the basis of Palma Campania/ Proto-Apennine elements, in
northern Apulia) was not a clear-cut moment but rather a long-lasting and
geographically diversified process. Second, since it is frequently arduous to
differentiate the early vessels’ productions from the more recent ones based on
typological studies, in the absence of C analyses from contexts’ stratigraphy. For
these reasons, 2300 B.C. — generally considered for southern Italy the moment
of transition between Copper Age and Early Bronze Age — should be regarded
as a conventional moment while chronologies based on pottery studies should
be further verified with other chronological criteria .
14

1

For south-eastern Italy, the Bronze Age is a key moment from multiple different
perspectives as, in the context of deep cultural and socio-economic changes, new
raw materials and techniques were conveyed over time from maritime
connections with the Aegean world and the eastern Adriatic : new arboriculture
practices were introduced ; progress was made in specialized craftsmanship
(purple-dye production and, possibly, salt production in an early phase; the
wheel-thrown technique for the local production of fine painted pottery
imitating Mycenaean types in a later phase) ; local and Mediterranean exchange
networks were strengthened (with the circulation of Mycenean-type pottery,
amber, ivory and glassy materials); fortified villages specialized in productive
and exchange activities emerged . Bronze Age societies experienced the
emergence of élites and of internal competition, which was expressed through
funerary customs and particularly by the rich grave goods found in the collective
burials at various hypogea .
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

These human activities and innovations not only had an impact on everyday
lives of communities, but had also major effects on landscape assets, so that the
Bronze Age can be considered the turning point in the nature-anthropic balance,
in which power was previously held by the natural environment, with the
beginning of a new and never-before-experience relationship between the two
elements, with communities simultaneously causing and proactively reacting to
climatic and environmental fluctuations . This shifting is easily recognizable with
paleoenvironmental analyses, which register, especially from the Late Bronze
Age onward, a strong influence of anthropic activities on the surrounding
environment, for example, the progressive deforestation and enlargement of
9
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2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

For a recent overview on the Bronze Age in Apulia: Cazzella, Recchia, Tunzi 2017.
Cazzella, Recchia 2005; Recchia 2010; Cazzella 2010a; Radina, Recchia 2011; Recchia 2002.
Fiorentino, Castiglioni, Rottoli, Nisbet 2004, 221.
Cazzella, Minniti, Moscoloni, Recchia 2005.
Tunzi Sisto 1999.
Cazzella 2010c.
Talamo, Ruggini 2005, 172-173; Gravina 1999, 84; Recchia 2009.
Peroni 1999; Tunzi Sisto 1999; Tunzi Sisto, Lo Zupone 2008; Cazzella 2010b.
Messerli et alii 2000.
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open fields, fostered by the increase of carpentry, metallurgy and farming
activities; moreover, the ability to respond to a generally more humid climate
through the introduction of new cereals and new food supply processes would
have increased.
These dynamics are locally perceivable in the sub-Apennine area and also in the
Cervaro valley, where we can recognize not only a different settlement pattern
and an altered co-evolution of landscape assets, but also increasingly tight
connections with the Campanian side of the Apennine. From a topographical
point of view, we can indeed outline completely different location choices for
Bronze Age settlements, in comparison to the Copper Age ones, with the
innermost and steeper areas not showing significant signs of occupation.
Furthermore, we can clearly acknowledge the role of the valley as frontier zone
between the Tyrrenian and the Adriatic coasts, from the strengthening and
extensiveness of cultural affinities with Campania.
Recent field surveys and commercial archaeological excavations in the Cervaro
valley, similarly to the activities carried out in the Carapelle and the Ofanto
valleys, as well as those in Molise and on the Murge tableland , are providing
new data to enrich our understanding of these historic trajectories, filling the
gaps in research that has for a long time considered the inner areas as marginal
and outside the strong network of connections that characterized the far-moreinvestigated coastal settlements, shedding light on these intensively settled
interior landscapes.
10

12

11

13

14

Prior to systematic research projects, traces of Bronze Age occupation in the
Cervaro valley were rather scarce: a few sherds of Apenninic style were
fortuitously recovered in some unspecified locations ; a sandstone mold for
metallic axes represented the proof of a metallurgic industry in the area; a few
vessels and bronze artifacts, collected in Serro Forcello-Torre and preserved in
the Antiquarium of Orsara, hinted at a Late Bronze Age-First Iron Age necropolis
located north of the Lavella river . Furthermore, the ‘invisibility’ of these sites in
aerial photography, on one hand, suggests that they were not provided with
monumental defensive systems, or pits and structures excavated in the
15

16

Ficco 2013.
Nava 2003; Goffredo 2011; a recent excavation of a proto-apenninic village was carried
out in Località Bascianella (Candela): Tunzi Sisto, Sanseverino 2010, 119-120.
Cazzella et alii 2018, 172-173.
Radina, Pratico, Sicolo, Tenore 2008; Radina 2010; Burgers, Recchia 2009; Radina, Pofi,
Vitale, Pizzarelli 2017.
An exception is the research in the Fortore valley: Gravina 1999a; Gravina 1999b; Recchia
2009 for an overview.
The vessels dating to Bronze Age preserved in the museum collection of the Museo Civico
di Bovino are: a sherd of impasto ware, with deep engraved meandric appenninic
decoration; an impasto rib-shaped rim with fingermarks; a pierced handle with raised
edges; a metal mold for axes (Tunzi Sisto 1994, 69-71).
Nava 1984; Tunzi Sisto 1994.
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calcarenite, but on the other, it complicates and lowers the chances of their
remote detection .
17

Nonetheless, the archaeological field survey in the Cervaro river valley in 20142015-2017 revealed the widespread presence of prehistoric pottery in all the
sampled areas, which testifies to the pervasiveness of the occupation of the
whole river valley during late 3 and 2 millennia, and confirmed that the scarcity
of evidence was not due to a settlement drop but rather to a lack of research and
to the difficulties of recognizing these types of material for local scholars and
intellectuals, which caused this era to be underrepresented in local museum
collections (Table 6.3 and Plate 6.3).
rd

nd

Indeed, sherds pertaining to late 3 -2 millennia were a considerable part of the
findings, with a widespread dissemination of scatters within the field surveyed
areas. They mainly consist of ceramica di impasto, sometimes decorated with
incisions. The scatters varied in width and density, with the frequent recovery of
a few, isolated pieces which, while attesting a significant and long-lasting
occupation of the valley throughout the Bronze Age, are to be questioned with
respect to their archaeological definition and historical meaning, taking into
consideration the variables that inevitably affect this type of research.
Differences in pieces of surface evidence may indeed depend not only on the
type of settlement they represent the archaeological trace of, but also on the
effects of modern agricultural works, the type of land use, the history of
agricultural practices, the geomorphological and hydrological conditions, and
the visibility at the time of the research. For all these reasons, utmost care must
be taken when interpreting the field survey data of the Bronze Age, since, in the
absence of extensively excavated ‘minor’ sites , our comprehension of minor
scatters is biased by the lack of reference contexts. Similarly, when comparing
these pieces of evidence with other geographical contexts, it should always be
kept in mind that differences in local geomorphology and modern agricultural
practices may have resulted in completely different surface evidence, which just
provides us with partial pictures of past assets.
rd

nd

18

In this respect, it seems useful to also provide some quantitative data: 118 out of
185 Topographical units have yielded Bronze Age sherds, over a surface of 20
km , although it may be observed that a lower quantity of sherds was collected,
in comparison to the data from the Celone field survey, where, over a 43,5 km
surface, 88 Bronze Age Topographical Units were delimited . This difference in
the surface data could be explained as a hint of a different occupation pattern,
which in the Cervaro valley took the shape of a more scattered occupation or, as
a consequence of post-depositional processes (superficial and less frequent
plowing, clay soils, alluvial sedimentation) which may have led to a higher
2

2

19

In the Celone valley, the Bronze Age sites detected through field survey were verified in
aerial oblique photography and resulted invisible: Recchia, Romano 2006, 219.
Here, ‘minor’ is intended to refer to sites that do not pertain to the category of the ‘fortified
villages’, and on the surface are visible as scatters generally 2000-5000 m wide. They could
have been hamlet, stazzi, or temporary sites.
Romano, Recchia 2006; Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003, 254-365.
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protection of the archaeological layers, meaning that the lower quantity of sherds
on the surface may reveal a better conservation of buried sites.
Our understanding of Bronze Age occupation from surface data gets further
complicated by the fragmentation of sherds, that often do not allow for an
accurate chronological breakup. In this respect, when the recognition of pottery
shapes was not helpful, the analysis of pottery material has in certain cases
guided the dating process. Indeed, also in accordance with other studies , the
presence in the pottery materials of the ‘Avellino pumices’ provided a precious
post quem chronological reference point. Indeed, the Avellino eruption, which
was dated through C analyses to the period between the 19 and 18 c. B.C.
allows us to date the pottery productions that contain these tiny volcanic rocks
in a chronological range between the 18 and the 12 c. B.C., thus encompassing
the Proto-Apennine, Apennine and the sub-Apennine cultures (Fig. 6.3.1). The
pyroclastic surge had indeed reached the Adriatic coast up to the Manfredonia
lagoon, as widely confirmed by coring and archaeometry studies, and was
widely used as tempering for clay, starting from the 18 century B.C. and
continuing through the Apennine period, with a decrease during the subApennine and only residual pieces of evidence during the Final Bronze Age (Fig.
6.3.2c).
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Figure 6.3.1: The diffusion of the Avellino Pumices (from Albore Livadie et alii 2019, 3).
Romano, Recchia 2006, 216; Cazzella, Recchia 2008, 138-139.
Albore Livadie 1999; Passariello, Albore Livadie, Talamo, D’Onofrio, Lubritto, Terrasi
2009.
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All these circumstances challenged us, first, to look carefully even at the most
evanescent traces on field that, despite possibly not being related to stable
settlements, might be the archaeological traces of temporary dwellings, or hints
of past farming, pasture, transhumant or productive activities, and second, to
push our interpretation of field survey data by considering a large set of
variables. For these reasons, although during the fieldwork, every scatter of
pottery was delimited and documented, during the interpretative phases the
density values were evaluated with respect to the width the area and to the
registered visibility, in order to get the least biased data possible . Also, adjacent
and bordering Topographical Units that from the typology of sherds pertained
to the same chronology were, in certain cases, grouped and interpreted as a
single site .
22

23

Despite some chronological inner variations, the highlighted settlement pattern
appears to be consistent with the archaeological data gathered also in the
innermost areas of Campania , on the Murge , and in the Celone and the Fortore
valleys, with a large number of small, close together sites, that may reflect two
different scenarios: an occupation strategy based on close but scattered
residential and productive areas settled by expanded family groups, or the trace
of areas occupied with recurrent returns in a limited geographical zone, within
chronological spans that we are not yet able to untangle.
24

25

26

The excavations carried out in the site of Posta Rivolta (FG20) offer us a crosssection of an Early and Middle Bronze Age community living in the lower part
of the Cervaro and producing potteries in Palma Campania style, in what the
excavators interpreted as a well-organized artisanal atelier (Fig. 6.3.2).

A similar methodology was tested for the study of Bronze Age landscape around
Cisternino, in the Murge: Burgers, Recchia 2009.
In the catalogue of sites and non-sites, in every chart of field surveyed sites the
Topographical Units number that refers to the site was also reported. When interpreting
two or more TUs as a same-site, neither the collected sherds, nor the delimited area were
unified. The interpretative operation is therefore completely and at any moment reversible.
Albore livadie 2008; Albore Livadie 2010; Talamo, Ruggini 2005; Cazzella, Recchia 2008,
139-140.
Cinquepalmi, Recchia, Ruggini, Tamborrino 2008, 499; Recchia, Ruggini 2009; Radina,
Pofi, Vitale, Pizzarelli 2017; Venturo 2010.
Romano, Recchia 2006, 231-232; Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003.
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Figure 6.3.2: Posta Rivolta, plan of the site (from Tunzi et alii 2017).

This site, where adjacent and partially superimposed settlement and productive
areas were recovered, is located on the first hilly fields of the sub-Apennine, at
the extreme borders of the Tavoliere . Here, the traces of huts and residential
structures, along with seventeen pottery kiln and eighty-six waste pits,
containing broken vessels and the waste of the kiln rooftops and manufacturing
waste were brought to light.
27

Interestingly, the evidence of Posta Rivolta opened the discussion about a large
set of archaeological and paleoenvironmental questions, that pertain to the
domains of artisanal productions, economic choices, social assets and
organization, supply chain and trade of productions, cultural affinities,
environmental frame, and relationships with the contemporary neighboring
settlements, as well as with the ones located at the mouth of the Cervaro, etc., on
which we are partially able to elaborate, based on excavation data.
First of all, the recovery of an artisanal area where Palma Campania style vessels
were produced, further proves that this material culture — with its decorative
motif and vessels’ shapes — had entered Puglia alongside the Sabato and Calore
valleys, reaching La Starza and then headed towards the Adriatic coast ,
following the riverbeds of the Celone , the Fortore , the Carapelle , the Calaggio ,
the Candelaro and as well the Cervaro, where it is attested also in the upper
layers of Giardinetto (ORS14) , “confirmant une fois encore l’importance des fleuves
comme axes privilégiés à la base des flux d’échanges de différentes natures entre les deux
28

29

30

33

27

28

29

30
31

32

33

Tunzi Sisto, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi, Gasperi et alii 2018.
Palma Campania culture is attested in Cupola Beccarini: Nava 1999.
Romano, Recchia 2006, 225.
Gravina 1999b.
Iker 1995a.
Gravina 2001.
Tunzi Sisto, Lo Zupone et alii 2012, 139.
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31

32

regions” , but at the same time demonstrating the pervasiveness of the Palma
Campania facies, even in completely different morphological contexts , and
adjusting the initial hypothesis expressed by Talamo and Ruggini when they
state that “il fenomeno proprio del Bronzo Antico della Campania, individuato come
facies di Palma Campania, non sembra trovare analogo corrispondente diretto in Puglia”
where “la cesura rilevabile è tra la fase tarda di Laterza e l’inizio del Protoappenninico,
mentre non sembra che tra queste si interponga un aspetto corrispondente a quello della
facies di Palma Campania” (Fig. 6.3.3).
34

35

36

Figure 6.3.3: Palma Campania vessels from Nola, Posta Rivolta, and La Starza (from
Soriano, Albore Livadie 2016).

Besides, connections with the Irpinian and Campanian sides are also proved by
other factors: shape and orientation of the detected residential huts , the spatial
organization of the productive area , and the use of enchytrismoi for child burials,
37

38

Albore Livadie et alii 2019, 11-12.
Posta rivolta and La Starza, as well as the coastal site where Palma Campania is attested,
are located in completely different environmental mileus.
Talamo, Ruggini 2005, 175, 176; see also Soriano, Albore Livadie 2016.
Similar huts were recovered in contexts of Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze age in
Campania: Pratola Serra, Gricignano, Afragola, Nola, sharing a similar orientation of the
apsed/entrance axis, for a better protection against wind gusts: Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii
2017a, 460.
Similar to one excavated in Gricignano: Tunzi, Lo Zuponeet alii 2017a, 460.
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which was not attested in Apulia before the Late Bronze Age , while is widely
present in Early and Middle Bronze Age Campanian sites, in Nola, San Pietro
Torre d’Elia, Frattaminore, Gricignano which, “soulignant ainsi un partage des
pratiques funéraires, de leur portée idéologique et de la fonction sociale qu’elles sousentendent” .
39

40

41

Concerning the wares produced in Posta Rivolta, as we currently do not have
data based on archaeometric analyses from vessels recovered in nearby contexts,
we could question if and where these potteries were traded or whether the
production only met the needs of a domestic-village scale production. Although
the recovery of 17 pottery kilns — a number that should probably be increased
as the area of the village was not excavated in its entirety — together with the
hourglasses-supports and the numerous waste pits containing large quantities
of clay could lead us to think that the Posta Rivolta production may have served
and answered the needs of more than just the village itself, implying the
existence at least of a local trade of these types of potteries. It should be taken
into consideration that the Early and Middle Bronze Age villages are generally
rather autarkic realms, and that evidence of alleged middle-distance trades (i.e.
the finding of donkeys’ remains in Coppa Nevigata and in Madonna del Petto)
are not dated before the Recent Bronze Age .
42

What was then the relationship between the inner sites and the coastal ones? Did
a trade that followed the water stream trajectory toward the coast and vice versa
already exist? Was there an exchange of the surplus with the coastal sites, for
instance, with the Proto-Apennine village of Cupola Beccarini, located at the
mouth of the Cervaro, near the coastal lagoon?
As of now, we can only acknowledge that Palma Campania style vessels are
attested even in geographical contexts far from Campania, and reached the
Tavoliere and central Apulia probably exploiting the natural pathways and the
settlements along these paths, as centers for its local diffusion, as in the case of
Posta Rivolta and, as we will see, of the nearby site of Giardinetto. On the other
hand, the only evidence of Aegean artifacts imported into this inner site consists
in few pieces of worked bone, also discovered in Campanian contexts where it
has been interpreted as parts of a headgears comparable to the Micenean boar’s
tusk helmets, but that might also have been locally produced, being made of wild
boar bones, which did not need to be imported .
43

After all, also in the Ofanto valley, despite its connections with north-Adriatic
Italy for amber provision, goods from the Adriatic did not enter the more inner
areas before the Recent Bronze Age. As Cazzella and Recchia expressed,
although the Aegean networks may not have reached the inner areas at earlier
Albore Livadie, Marzocchella 1999; Pacciarelli 2012 for an overview on funerary practices
in southern Italy, and in particular pages 224-225 for enchytrismoi burials.
Albore Livadie, Marzocchella 1999, 120-121.
Albore Livadie, Tunzi, Soriano, Gasperi, Martino 2019, 13.
De Grossi Mazzorin 2010; Cazzella, Recchia 2008.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2017, 452.
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stages, preferring the coastal sites, the fact that the whole pre-Apennine chain
shows a lively occupation during the entire Bronze Age is the proof that these
communities had access to other economies, as for instance exploitation of
animal resources and the use of terrestrial exchange ways .
44

Only typological studies and archaeometrical analyses may help to untangle the
web of unsolved issues, which also pertain to the clay supply chain, which was
probably arranged on a short-distance basis, in this case most likely exploiting
the nearby clay soils, located on the southern side of the Cervaro river. Similarly,
any assumptions on the specialization of workers and whether these productive
tasks were performed by expert and full-time specialists — an issue that implies
a division of roles within the society and a resulting higher degree of complexity
— are still problematic and risky, and so far we can only perceive an unclear
picture. In fact, despite the data presented by A. M. Tunzi and their observations
on the quality of the pottery kilns, the productivity capacity, and the extent of
area, suggested a specialization of the site as a “campo del vasaio”, therefore
implying a resulting specialization of workers. We should also consider that the
evidence — still remarkable, especially as few Bronze Age sites are being
investigated — may pertain to a smaller scale productive area, existing within a
village, and producing wares for domestic consumption. In fact, the size of each
kiln is smaller than what is attested elsewhere, and it is still unclear whether they
all worked at the same time or if they were used and demolished after a few
production cycles. To this question, the absence of thick layers of burn soils
inside and outside the kilns may be a hint of an occasional use of these structures,
as a long-lasting manufacturing process should have resulted in a more
significant deposit of sediments.
45

Also, four huts and three structures with traces of domestic activities (burners,
fireplaces, domestic wares, large vessels for preserving foods) were discovered,
showing some features of the life of the Early-Middle Bronze Age community
living in the plain. The family groups occupied houses built in perishable
material, with apse and oriented NW-SE, with central poles supporting the sable
roof. From these areas, and especially from the burners and fireplaces precious
data from antracological and carpological remains were recovered . The latter
provide information for framing the environmental features of the Cervaro
valley during the first centuries of the 2 millennium B.C. which, in accordance
with the large number of seeds analyzed, appears to have been widely covered
by wooden areas — the prevalent taxon is the Quercus while less frequent but
still attested is Quercus Ilex — alternated with open fields, probably conquered
through systematic deforestation by means of arson, to gain pastures and
cultivation fields, since remains of heather (Erica arborea), Prunoideae, and
Maloideae — species that generally grow in areas that suffered fires or other
degradation processes — are the proofs of an anthropized landscape. The
community had great access to these resources and used oaks for combustion,
and shrubs (Rhamnus and Phillyrea Myrtus communis), from riparian areas, for
46
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44

45

46

Cazzella, Recchia 2008, 142.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2017; Tunzi, Lo Zupone, Gasperi, Martino 2017b.
Tunzi, Gasperi, Martino, Aprile, Fiorentino 2018.
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ignition and powering of the flame, materials both widely available in the nearby
Incoronata wood and alongside the Cervaro river.
Also, the human group consumed different types of cereals – ground with basalt
millstones and pestles — such as einkorn wheat (Triticum monococcum), emmer
(Triticum dicoccum), wheat (Triticum aestivum/durum), which are the more
attested, and barley (Hordeum vulgare), whose presence is residual. This wide
spectrum of cereals may reflect a rational management of the agricultural
landscape and, in line also with other analyzed situations of the Apulian region,
an effort for a seasonal adjusting of food production . The diet was most likely
integrated with animals’ meat — breed and hunted — and probably dairy
products, as hinted by the recovery of vessels which were probably used for milk
and cheese processing.
47

48

Similar traits must have characterized life also in Giardinetto (ORS14), where
above the Copper Age cremation necropolis, an Early Bronze Age village
yielding Palma Campania-type pottery developed, showing a similar inner
organization to Posta Rivolta, with horse-shoe shaped huts, oriented NW-SE.
Also, in Tegole (BOV30), on the same site as the previous Copper Age village, an
occupation dating to this later phase is attested, though the pattern of use of the
discovered structures is still unclear. The traces of ten parallel lines of potholes
that entirely crossed the trenches with NE-SW orientation were compared with
the similar traces recognized in two other sites (Ponte Rotto and Trinitapoli )
and interpreted as traces of prehistoric rituals, in light of the alleged significance
of their orientation. In any case, until further data about the fillings of the
potholes (anthropic? natural?) are accessible, any interpretation of these
potholes’ alignments may only be considered conjectural, especially if based on
comparisons that are chronologically distant from the ones detected in Ponte
Rotto and Trinitapoli, and may pertain to modern farming activities.
49

50

Sites yielding finds dating to the Early Bronze Age were only recovered in the
lower portion of the valley, with the exception of the site BOV44 which, located
in Mezzana, shows a long-lasting occupation that continued until the Late
Bronze Age. Traces of Middle Bronze Age off-site are slightly more consistent,
with the beginning of the occupation of limited areas, preferring the fields facing
the Biletra (BOV50; BOV54), and the Lavella (ORS07, BOV32). Proto-Apenninic
sherds were collected in BOV48, located near two other settled areas of same
chronologies (BOV45, BOV44), in a favorable location, as denoted by its longlasting life attested by the recovery also of Apennine and sub-Apennine sherds
(Fig. 6.3.4).
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Tunzi et alii 2018, 295-299.
The finding of deer antler was interpreted as a trace of hunting activities.
Tunzi Sisto, Lo Zupone 2010, 173-189.
Tunzi Sisto, Lo Zupone 2008, 187-210.
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b.

c.
a.
Figure 6.3.4: a. Proto-Apenninic cup from BOV44; b: flint arrowheads from BOV44; c:
impasto pottery handle in with Avellino Pumices used as tempering for the clay.

As also attested in a nearby site of Celenza Valfortore, where a village pertaining
to the Apennine culture was partially excavated, the pre-Apennine chain was
progressively occupied, probably for the need of transhumant breeding and its
proximity to summer grazing areas .
51

Four areas have shown traces dating to the Recent Bronze Age (BOV32, BOV42,
BOV44, BOV48), continuing the occupation of previously settled sites. In line
with the data from other contexts in Puglia and Campania , evidence from the
Recent Bronze Age is less attested, while, the evidence of Final Bronze Age
villages, necropolis and off-sites areas are more consistent. Bronze artifacts from
Serro Forcello (ORS20) — an axe, daggers, one sword, some fibulas — and two
incomplete ollae attest a Final Bronze Age – Early Iron Age cremation necropolis ,
which is located not far from some detected scatters (ORS07, ORS18) and a few
recently reported cremation burials in Magliano, proving the dynamism and the
intensification of settlement in the area near the Lavella and Sannoro (Fig. 6.3.5).
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Tunzi Sisto 1994, 70-71.
Overall, Bronze Age is a less attested phase in Daunia: Gravina 1999a, 104.
Nava 1984; Tunzi Sisto 1994, 72.
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Figure 6.3.5: Bronze artifacts from Serro Forcella-Torre, preserved in the Antiquarium of
Orsara di Puglia.

Indeed, in accordance with the pattern detected in the Celone valley, during the
Final Bronze Age we can perceive the strengthening of the pattern of close
together sites, with groupings of sites most likely pertaining to a single
community, that shared a limited geographical area probably in relation to a
water supply. This is the case, for instance, for the sites located in I Valli (BOV106;
BOV108), on the southern side of the Cervaro and very close to the river bed,
which are composed of four adjacent and chronologically contemporary
Topographical Units (UUTT 80, 81A, 81B, 81C, 81D) where a total of 984 sherds
and two pieces of wattle and daub were recovered. The area is 20 hectares wide
and can be interpreted as an important site for the control over the river, over its
southern side, that would have allowed people to access the resources of the
river easily and to control the Vallo di Bovino. Similarly, the site BOV41, in
Femmina Morta, is made of four TUs (14, 16, 17, 25) divided by a modern road
that damaged and artificially separated the archaeological scatter. Traces of
structures in perishable materials come from this site, and also from BOV101,
BOV43, and BOV55.
The increase in the number of settlements during this later phase might also be
linked to new environmental features and landscape uses. Indeed, while at
earlier stages of the Bronze Age the agricultural practices were similar to the ones
established during Neolithic and Copper Age, starting from the Recent Bronze
Age it is possible to detect an increase in the vegetation taxonomy, thanks to a
progressive diversification of agricultural practices, the introduction of new
plant species, and the exploitation of different cereals and of olive trees and
vines . While the plant species that characterize the macchia mediterranea became
prevalent, the use of barley (Hordeum vulgare subsp. Distichum, and H. vulgare
54

54

Fiorentino et alii 2004.
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subsp. Vulgare) over types of wheat, is accompanied by the use of oat, rye, mile,
and pulses, such as fava beans, which were implemented into the diet,
contributing to a seasonal adjustment of farming activities, and a gradual
broadening of cultivated spaces, also on the hilly slopes of the region . Fruits
trees and olive trees — which are attested starting from Middle Bronze Age —
testify instead the improvement of the arboriculture skills.
55

The number of the sites that could be dated to specific periods of the Bronze Age
only represent a low percentage of the total amount of generic Bronze Age sites
and non-sites detected in the area. These sites show a general tendency for a
prevalent location on 200-400 m a.s.l. fields and are mainly distributed in the
areas near water streams. This trend is very easly recognizable especially in the
Sample B field surveyed area north of the Cervaro, where the sites are all located
on an imaginary line running parallel to and facing the Lavella creek, with
infrequent occupation of the steep slopes near the Vallo of Bovino. This pattern
is very similar to the one detected in the Celone valley, where Bronze Age sites
are located in the plain or on the lower uplands facing the river .
Paleoenvironmental data provide us with a hint for trying to explain this
circumstance: indeed, thanks to antracological and carpological remains from
Posta Rivolta, and from other excavated sites in the Apulian region, and more
generally in south-eastern Italy , an increase in humidity during the 2 millennia
was acknowledged for this period. This climatic fluctuation, on one hand, caused
the research and the use of cereals that could better reacted to a more humid
climate, such as the barley, which is indeed increasingly attested in Recent
Bronze Age and Final Bronze Age layers. On the other hand, it could have
prevented the occupation of steep fields in the innermost portions of the valley,
judged as unstable and inconvenient for stable settlement.
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In general, the settlement pattern here recovered is similar to what is attested
elsewhere in similar geomorphological contexts of the pre-Apennine chains and
on the Murge tableland, with the probable coexistence of temporary and
permanent villages, which tended to occupy fields at medium height, near water
streams and with easy access to uplands for pastures, as well as to woods, and
arable lands. The entire field surveyed areas, with the exception of the steeper
fields located far from the river and facing the sub-Apennine chain rather than
the Tavoliere, were exploited, as widely attested by the frequent recovery of
sherds in low-density scatters, interpreted as non-sites, probably only
temporarily occupied, or as showing traces of farming and breeding activities, in
a landscape that appears more and more anthropized.
58

Fiorentino et aliit 2004; Primavera, D’Oronzo, Fiorentino 2017 for an overview on Apulian
Bronze Age paleoenvironmental data.
Recchia, Romano 2006, 231-232.
D’Oronzo, Fiorentino 2008 for data from Molise.
Talamo 1996; Talamo, Ruggini 2005 studied the prevalent features and settlement choices
of the Bronze Age sites in Irpinia, examining seven different categories: abitati su rilievi non
elevati, abitati pedemontani, abitati costieri e/o di foce, abitati di pianura o di fondovalle, stazzi
d’altura, necropoli, insediamenti in grotte.
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It is still difficult to detect the relationship between the temporary and
permanent settlements, between the fortified and the open villages of the
interior, and between the dwellings of the pre-Apennine chain with the coastal
ones. Unfortunately, as long as our knowledge is mainly drawn from the
excavation of coastal and/or fortified sites and not from a systematic study of
these frequently attested ‘minor sites’, often recovered in clusters, any
hypothesis on their mutual relationship may only be considered provisional:
should this relationship be considered in terms of dependency of the smaller
sites with respect to the bigger ones? If so, would this dependency be based on
socio-economic factors (i.e. level of specialization, trading capacity, easier access
to resources, availability of surplus, etc)? Or, as suggested by Recchia and
Cazzella, might their relationship not be related to the categories of
subordination, but rather be based on a different kind of economic and landscape
exploitation? In this respect, the finding of metal, amber, glassy faience, quartz
and Aegean-like pottery in inland sites suggests that even the innermost sites
might have attracted goods, both from the coast and from northern Italy,
probably exploiting and trading their economic surplus based on animal
resources , and showing that these areas had the economic power able to attract
goods from the coast.
59

In this sense, the Cervaro river valley with its spread-out settlement pattern
appears to be a favorable area, that might have responded well to the climatic
fluctuation of the 2 millennia, providing resources for local communities, and
strengthening, especially during Early Bronze Age, its role as transit zone within
the Irpinian-Campanian side of the Apennine and the Tavoliere.
nd
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Cazzella, Recchia 2008, 143.
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n.

ID

Location

Chronolog
y
sites

Evidence

Typology

Area
in m2

1

BOV04

C. Gabriele

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

4867

2

BOV32

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

27556

3

BOV33

BA

scatter

village

4

BOV34

S. LorenzoMasseria
Dota
San
Lorenzo
Cella
S.
Lorenzo

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

14372
6
4583

5

BOV36

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

62615

6

BOV38

Masseria
dei
Combatten
ti
Contrada
Serrone

BA

scatter

village

12088
9

7

BOV41

Casalene

LBA

scatter

village

41191

8

BOV42

Casalene

RBA

scatter

hut

522

9

BOV43

Mulinello

scatter

village

885

10

BOV44

Contrada
Mezzana

scatter

village

38175

11

BOV45

Contrada
Mezzana

scatter

village

4144

12

BOV48

Contrada
Mezzana

BA - Late
BA
Early BAMBARBA-LBA
Midde BA
(post 18 c.
B.C.)
MBARBA-LBA

scatter

village

25214

13

BOV49

Contrada
Mezzana

LBA

scatter

village

28108

14

BOV50

Mulinello

scatter

village

2606

15

BOV54

Femmina
Morta

scatter

village

11794

16

BOV55

scatter

village

4550

17

BOV57

Femmina
Morta
Femmina
Morta

Ancient
ProtoApennine
(pot 16 c.
B.C.)
Middle BA
(post 18 c.
B.C.)
LBA
3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

10194

18

BOV58

LBA

scatter

hut

2323

Femmina
Morta

171

19

BOV99

Femmina
Morta
Femmina
Morta
Creta
Rossa
Creta
Rossa

LBA

scatter

village

25266

20

BOV101

LBA

scatter

village

16660

21

BOV102

BA-Late
BA
3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

10053

22

BOV104

scatter

village

1736

23

BOV105

Creta
Rossa

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

3699

24

BOV106

I Valli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

13784
4

25

BOV108

I Valli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

41062

26

BOV117

Contrada
Serrone

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

11175

27

BOV118

Contrada
Serroncino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

18186

28

BOV119

Contrada
Serroncino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

6880

29

BOV122

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

village

6545

30

ORS07

Apennine LBA

scatter

village

33696

31

ORS20

Casale
Piano della
Chiesa
Casina
Narduscell
o
Serro
Forcello

LBA – first
Iron Age

findings

necropolis

32

BOV30

BA

structures worship (?)

33

ORS14

Early BA

structures village

34

FG17

TegoleCologna
Giardinett
o
Posta
Rivolta

Early BA Middle BA

structures village/producti
ve

35

FG20

Masseria
Ponte
Albanito

BA

scatter

village

8948

43226
7
12050

off-sites
36

BOV01

Masseria
Nocelletto

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

31733

37

BOV03

C. Gabriele

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

7867

172

38

BOV116

Contrada
Serrone

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

13559

39

BOV107

I Valli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

4449

40

BOV13

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

42227

41

BOV24

Valleverde
-Creta
Rossa
Radogna

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

9545

42

BOV23

Radogna

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

1668

43

BOV51

Radogna

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

29162

44

CDS02

Masseria
La Lamia

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

45

NS_BOV0
1

Casalene

Late BAIron Age

scatter

off-site

3752

46

NS_BOV0
2

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

529

47

NS_BOV0
3

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

1254

48

NS_BOV0
4

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

10321

49

NS_BOV0
5

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2777

50

NS_BOV0
6

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

27146

51

NS_BOV0
7

Contrada
Mezzana

scatter

off-site

8016

52

NS_BOV0
9

Femmina
Morta

middle BA
(post 18 c.
B.C.)
3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

1519

53

NS_BOV1
0

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

3528

54

NS_BOV1
2

Femmina
Morta

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

4321

55

NS_BOV1
3

Femmina
Morta

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

1200

56

NS_BOV1
4

Femmina
Morta

BA - Late
BA

scatter

off-site

1100
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57

NS_BOV1
5

Femmina
Morta

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

21843

58

NS_BOV1
6

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2096

59

NS_BOV1
8

Contrada
Mezzana

BA

scatter

off-site

3212

60

NS_BOV1
9

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

11814

61

NS_BOV2
0

Contrada
Mezzana

Early BA;
BA

scatter

off-site

931

62

NS_BOV2
1

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

7975

63

NS_BOV2
2

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

3801

64

NS_BOV2
3

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

4560

65

NS_BOV2
4

Contrada
Mezzana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

4813

66

NS_BOV2
6

Radogna

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

26204

67

NS_BOV2
7
NS_BOV2
8

Femmina
Morta
Femmina
Morta

BA; Late
BA
3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2705

scatter

off-site

5737

69

NS_BOV2
9

Masseria
Campana

Late BAIron Age

scatter

off-site

1993

70

NS_BOV3
0

Masseria
Campana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

11910

71

NS_BOV3
1

Masseria
Campana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

8710

72

NS_BOV3
2

Masseria
Campana

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

5687

73

NS_BOV3
3

Creta
Rossa

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

10745

74

NS_BOV3
4

Creta
Rossa

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

14144

75

NS_BOV3
5

Creta
Rossa

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

5909

68

174

76

NS_BOV3
6

Creta
Rossa

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

10045

77

NS_BOV3
7

I Valli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2240

78

NS_BOV3
8

I Valli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2656

79

NS_BOV3
9

Carripoli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

14621

80

NS_BOV4
0

Carripoli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

6186

81

NS_BOV4
1

Carripoli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

23617

82

NS_BOV4
2

Carripoli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

17658

83

NS_BOV4
3

Carripoli

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

3470

84

NS_BOV4
4

Masseria
Serrone

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

463

85

NS_BOV4
5

Masseria
Serrone

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

607

86

NS_BOV4
6
NS_BOV4
7

Masseria
Serrone
Masseria
Serrone

Apennine

scatter

off-site

4165

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

5133

88

NS_BOV4
8

Masseria
Serroncino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

15289

89

NS_BOV4
9

Mezzanell
a

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

13875

90

NS_BOV5
0
NS_BOV5
1

BA

scatter

off-site

6967

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

2728

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

6657

87

92

NS_BOV5
2

Mezzanell
a
Grotta
Francescon
i
Piano
Martino

93

NS_BOV5
3

Piano
Martino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

5446

94

NS_BOV5
4

Piano
Martino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

3916

91
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95

NS_BOV5
6

Piano
Martino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

1692

96

NS_BOV5
7

Piano
Martino

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

4449

97

NS_BOV6
2

Casale

3rd-2nd
millennia

finding

off-site

98

NS_BOV6
3

Casalene

3rd-2nd
millennia

finding

off-site

99

NS_BOV6
6

Contrada
S. Lorenzo

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

6114

10
0

NS_ORS0
1

Forapane

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

20657

10
1

ORS18

Forapane

3rd-2nd
millennia

scatter

off-site

9341

Table 6.3: Bronze Age sites and off-sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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6.4 From the Early Iron Age to the Samnite War (9 c. – 326 B.C.): development
trends in a ‘buffer zone’
th

From the Early Iron Age (9 –8 c. B.C.) distinctive features of the indigenous
settlements in Daunia start to arise. Though the prevalent model in the
countryside was still the scattered settlement — with small, self-organized
communities occupying strategic locations which showed, in the area in exam,
continuity in the settlements’ choices with respect to Final Bronze Age sites —
the emergence of polynuclear sites with coexistent residential, burial,
productive, farming, and breeding areas reveals the beginning of the gathering
of rural communities toward wide multi-nuclear centers, displaced in the
Tavoliere plain, on the first hills of the sub-Apennine and along the coastal
shores, with Arpi, Canosa, Cupola Beccarini, Salpia vetus, Ordona, and Ascoli
being among the main ones in the territories near the Cervaro valley .
th

th

1

2

Interestingly, the Cervaro valley shows, at least at the current stage of the
research, a different evolution in this early period, compared to the adjacent river
valleys (the Celone, the Ofanto, and the Carapelle) and to the Tavoliere plain,
despite its proximity to indigenous centers like Ordona and Ascoli , whose
development process as poly-nuclear centers began in the 9 c. B.C.
3

4

th

Ordona’s indigenous center’s boundaries are still difficult to determine with
certainty, as the settled areas seems to have occupied wide portions of fields
including the southern sub-Apennine fields facing the Carapelle and the spaces
nowadays occupied by modern Ordona, with the innermost zones located east
of the hills over the Carapelle.
Similarly, the center at Ascoli — according to the long-lasting archaeological
research carried out here — was settled as a multi-nuclear center with residential
areas occupying both the summits of the hills now embedded in the
contemporary city of Ascoli Satriano (the hills of Serpente, Pompei, Mezzana la
Terra, Pezza del Tesoro, S. Potito), and the neighboring localities of Valle
Castagno, Pozzo Locatto, Giarnera Piccola, Faragola and Concinti . In this
moment, the import of objects and row materials from the Adriatic area (amber,
bronze pendant with Balkans motifs, metal ornaments of Adriatic and Trans5

Ciano, Galeandro 2017; Iannantuono 1985.
For a general frame on the Daunian settlement and productive system: De Juliis 1984;
Mazzei 2010; Mazzei 1985; Colivicchi 2011; for Canosa and Daunia: Pincipi imperatori vescovi
1992, 49–596; for Salpia vetus: Lippolis, Giammatteo 2008; for Cupola Beccarini: Nava 1999;
Onnis 2014.
On the Daunian settlement of Ordona: Iker 1984; Iker 1986; Iker 1995b, 45–73; Mazzei
1993a; Mazzei 1993b; Mazzei 1994a;
On the Daunian settlement of Ascoli: Tinè Bertocchi 1985; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1991, 120–
122; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1992, 126–139; Mazzei 1999; Fabbri, Osanna 2002a, 355–356;
Fabbri, Osanna 2002b; Fabbri, Mazzei, Osanna, Virtuoso 2002, 23-106; Osanna 2008, 149–
170; Larcher, Mueller 2008; Larcher, Laimer 2010; Corrente, Maggio 2008; Corrente, Liseno
2010.
Ficco 2013, 98–100; Laimer, Larcher 2006.
1
2

3

4

5
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Apennine influence, etc. ), the presence of funerary mounds and of burial goods
with weapons and ornaments, attests to the emergence — already from the Early
Iron Age — of some forms of élites with a self-representation code, and able to
attract goods from the outside.
6

7

Both settlements will experience a process of progressive transformation from
multi-nuclear settlements to urban areas in the long period between the 7 and
the 4 c., growing as centers of Daunian culture, with spaces devoted to
residency, worship and manufacturing. The local communities, mainly devoted
to agriculture and producing their own potteries, were fully integrated into the
Daunian network of trade, and controlled by a powerful local aristocracy, with
strong economic interests in the countryside . Their long process of urban
shaping can be considered completed at the dawn of the Samnite conflict, when
they will both interact with the Romans as independent centers.
th

th

8

As aforementioned, though, the evolution of the area of modern Bovino and of
the entire Cervaro valley differs from those nearby contexts. Indeed, although
some findings recovered in the valley do attest a scatter occupation during the
9 -8 centuries B.C., at present no archaeological data can prove the
establishment of an Early Iron Age settlement in the area where the pre-Roman
center of Οἰβώνιον — the one mentioned by Polybius in reference to the events
of the Second Punic War — would develop at a later moment that may have
occurred during the late 4 c. B.C. (see ch. 6.5). Indeed, neither the archaeological
investigations in the city centers, nor the field survey or any fortuitous findings
attest an occupation of the hill of the future Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum in the long period
between the 9 and the 3 century, when the centers rise the attention of the
historians. Moreover, no evidence of the typical Daunian residential areas, burial
goods or ritual spaces — as the ones widely attested in Ascoli, Ordona, Canosa,
etc. — were ever brought to light, neither in the urban area nor in the
surrounding upper valley. Furthermore, all along the 170 km journey of the river
from the Vallo di Bovino to the mouth of the river — where the site of CupolaBeccarini stands — no other Archaic site of proper Daunian culture has yet been
detected and the site of Cupola itself seems culturally and economically bound
to the Tavoliere and to the coastal contemporary settlements — and especially to
Salpia vetus — rather than to the ones on the Apennine .
th

th

9

th

th

10

rd

11

12

These circumstances — together with the finding of evidence attesting the
settlement of ‘allogenous’ communities in the valley during the following
Mazzei 1990, 309; D’Ercole 2002, 235-237; Mazzei 2010, 17; 28-29; 71-80).
One burial mound was excavated in Località Scodella (Mazzei 1987, 111); five others were
excavated in Ordona (Iker 1984, 25-32; 46-56).
Ficco 2013, 100–104.
Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
Our terminus ante quem is defined by Hannibal’s quartering in 217 nearby the center of
Οἰβώνιον: Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
The necropolises of Giardinetto and La Murgetta traces of mixed human groups
(Samnites and Daunians) were discovered (see below). The village nearby Masseria Ponte
Albanito (FG26) is generically dated to the pre-Roman period, but no further information
is currently available.
Onnis 2014; Nava 1999.
6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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centuries of the Archaic era — raise doubts about whether this area should be
considered as fully belonging — or better to say, conforming — to the Daunian
panorama, in the centuries before the Romanization. Indeed, while the Daunian
cultural component is rather marginal, traces of Samnite presence are far more
consistent, with the valley showing distinguish features, presumably also
triggered by its geographical position and sub-mountainous geomorphology.
For these reasons, as it will be discussed, Bovino and the Cervaro gorge, at least
until the Second Samnite War, provide a unique scenario both with respect of
the Early Iron Age evolution and for the proper Archaic period, in which Samnite
and Daunian ethnic groups will interact. Archaeology is now providing new
evidence on their mutual evolution, allowing for a critical review of the
relationship between these two cultural elements as well as of the information
traditionally conveyed by literary sources.
6.4.1 The Cervaro valley between the 9 -7 c. B.C.
th

th

Early Iron Age evidence in the Cervaro valley attests the continuation of life in
previously settled sites, in the form of scatter settlements, exemplified by the
artifacts recovered in the sites of Tamariceto , Serro Forcello, and few others
identified during the field survey, on the left side of the Cervaro river. However,
although a few sites did survive, a severe drop in the number of settlements has
been detected (Plate 6.4.1; table 6.4).
13

The artifacts discovered in Serro Forcello (ORS20) (a bronze axe, fibulae, and
impasto vessels) pertain to a Final Bronze Age-Early Iron Age cremation
necropolis, which could be related to the neighboring area of settlement (ORS07)
and to the nearby area (ORS18), where Final Bronze Age-Early Iron Age sherds
were also recovered over a surface 35.000 m wide. One of the enchytrismoi — now
preserved in the Antiquarium of Orsara di Puglia — contained few bones and an
arched-fibula and finds close comparisons with samples from Early Iron Age
burials of Salpia Vetus, and with the burial ritual used for child depositions in
many sites of the Tavoliere (Arpi, Cupola, Canne, Ordona), culturally enclosing
for this period this upper portion of the valley in the scenery of Early Iron Age
settlements of the Daunia.
2

Similarly, some of the sites located on the hilly fields over the Cervaro rivers,
where Final Bronze Age artifacts were recovered, continued to be occupied in a
later phase. This is the case for the sites BOV49, BOV108, BOV99, BOV55, BOV41,
and of the scatters NS_BOV01, NS_BOV63, where Early Iron Age sherds were
indeed collected. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, a severe drop in the
settlements is registered, with the continuation of only 6 sites out of the 17
previously settled. Among them, only the ones located at lower altitudes, in
proximity to the Cervaro, Biletra and Sannoro riverbed were still occupied.

Mazzei 1994b, 89; Bovino 1994, 266-329. Tamariceto is outside the study-area; here were
recovered an Early Iron age impasto cup, an impasto olla (4 –3 c. B.C.) and a spindle whorl
(Bovino 1994, 326)
13

th
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However, all of them — with the exception of ORS07 — were abandoned at some
point before the 8 c. B.C., as sherds attesting an Archaic frequentation have
never been there collected , nor are they attested in the museum collection.
Indeed, the 8 century can be considered the turning point in the occupation
strategy, as the areas open to the Tavoliere were for a long time abandoned, with
communities moving toward the innermost zones. Indeed, although no new sites
with attested chronologies of 8 –7 c. B.C. were delimited in Sample A and
Sample B — and it could be argued that a retake of woods may have interested
those areas — some signs of occupation most likely referring to small
communities living close together in huts were discovered in the fields located
near the Vallo di Bovino. Here, in locality C. Rompito-Fontanelle, a protected
and inner location, facing the Iazzano creek and entirely surrounded by wooded
inclines, which characterize this area as a closed-environment, the field survey
allowed for the identification of narrow scatters with impasto sherds, ‘ceramica
figulina acroma’ and ‘ceramica geometrica daunia’ , over surfaces 1500-3000 m wide
(BOV84, BOV85, BOV86; BOV87) (Fig. 6.4.1).
th

14

th

th

th

15

2

Figure 6.4.1: Sherds of Daunian Geometric dating to the 8 c. B.C. from C. RompitoFontanelle (BOV84).
th

These scatters — in addition to a few artifacts that had been previously collected,
preserved in the Museo Civico di Bovino — pertain to houses, built in perishable
materials, that were occupied between 8 –7 c. B.C. and that for shape and
organization might find comparisons with few huts excavated in nearby contexts
(Ordona, Canne, Canosa and Lavello ), also dating to the 8 c. B.C., round-shaped
and delimited with potholes for the setting of wooden poles, with inner pits for
the preservation of food, and covered with roofs made of straw and clay (Fig.
6.4.2).
16

th

17

th

th

Generally attested by Geometric Daunian pottery (De Juliis 1977; De Juliis 1997; Yntema
1990a for a full typological study of Daunian geometric pottery and Yntema 1990b).
De Juliis 1997, 33.
A loom weight, a spindle whorl and an Early Iron Age tip of a lance, dating to the 8th-7
c. B.C. had been recovered in the same place (Bovino 1994, 302–303).
De Juliis 1992, 51–52; Mazzei 1993a; Mazzei 1993b; Mazzei 2010, 42; Ficco 2013, 102–103.
14

15
16

th
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a.

b.

Figure 6.4.2: a: Hut from Lavello (8 – 7 c.) (De Juliis 1988, fig. 8). b: Hut from Cannae,
località Antenisi (from Mazzei 2010, 45).
th

th

Although we cannot rely on archaeobotanical data from the area, in other
contemporary Iron Age Apulian sites it was attested an increase in the
domestication of farmed landscape in this period, with a growing number of
finds of olives . The communities settled near the Vallo di Bovino could have
also benefit from resources of nearby water streams (Iazzano-Cervaro), and have
taken advantage of the woods, at the same time breeding animals and carrying
out forms of ‘transumanza di prossimità’.
18

However scanty and currently difficult to disentangle these forms of occupation
of the valley may still be, two factors should nevertheless be taken into
consideration.
First, that differently to the Carapelle and the Ofanto valley field surveys —
which detected a more consistent 8 –7 c. settlement — the Cervaro field surveys
did not explore the flat fields along the middle and low watercourse, but were
carried out on the hilly slopes of the upper river valley. This implies that the
“absence” of sites in the flatter area is not the result of systematic researches, and
may be reconsidered in light of new investigations, possibly enabling the
19

th

20

th

Caracuta 2018, 26.
In the Carapelle valley, we assist to an increase of the number of rural settlements between
the 8 and 7 , and to the enlargement of the settled areas. See Ficco 2013, 101–102.
Goffredo 2011, 85–90.

18
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identification of a scatter settlement of Archaic Daunian communities also in the
lower valley.
Second, indirect proofs of existing trading activities alongside the Cervaro river
valley through a network of sites that we are only partially able to identify, may
lie in the stratigraphy of some excavated sites located on the western side of the
Apennine. The geometrical proto-Daunian sherds recovered in 9 –7 c. B.C.
layers of Monte Castello (Savignano Irpino — 13 km west of Bovino), and the
Daunian vessels from Casalbore , both located in the trajectory CervaroMiscano, might indeed attest a direct connection between those areas.
th

th

21

6.4.2 Samnites et Daunii in Daunia and in the Cervaro valley: “ethnicity”,
conflicts and cultural contacts between the 6 and 4 c. B.C.
th

th

6.4.2.1 Literary and archaeological sources for the definition of a complex
relationship
The issue of the Samnite penetration in Daunia has long been debated, as the
ancient literary sources provided the modern historiography with few data —
although sometimes ambiguous — to tackle the problematic issues of the time
and manner of the "sannitizzazione” and Samnite penetration in Daunia, and the
reciprocal relationship between the two ethnic groups.
Archaeology allowed to take a step forward in the analysis, by investigating
some few contexts, mainly funerary, where material signs of such relationship
were detected. Thus, Samnite presence within the traditional boundaries of
Daunia, as well as few Daunian settlements in Campania, no longer come as a
surprise . While the first discoveries — at the end of the ’80 and ’90s — were
interpreted as unusual ‘exceptions’ within the predominant Daunian influence,
the increasing number of this type of evidence — also triggered by commercial
archaeology interventions in innermost and marginal areas, previously
unexplored — is progressively leading to a reappraisal of this historicalarchaeological issue, and to a deeper understanding of the process of cultural
contact and ethnical hybridation. In this respect, the researches in the Cervaro
valley have provided the archaeological debate on such issues with important
and previously unforeseen records.
22

“Samnites ea tempestate in montibus vicatim habitantes, campestria loca contempto
cultorum molliore atque, ut evenit fere, locis simili genere ipsi montani atque agrestes
depopolabantur” . In Livy’s dichotomic perspective the two groups are said to be
diametrically opposed, with a sharp distinction: on one side, a mountainous,
agro-pastoral, and therefore rough world, with primitive and barbaric spaces, in
which the Samnite communities settled vicatim; on the other, the plain of the
23

Johannowsky 1987, 108 n. 34; Mazzei 1994b, n. 4.
For a recent overview on the issue: Marchi 2016; Bottini 2016.
Liv. 9, 13, 7: “For the Samnites, who in those days dwelt in villages among the mountains, used
to ravage the regions of the plain and coast, despising their cultivators, who were of a softer
character, and one that — as often happens — resembled their country, while they themselves were
rude highlanders.”
21

22
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Daunii, with 'urban' spaces and more refined traditions, often despised by the
uncultured and conflictual mountain dwellers. It is clear that Livy, by adhering
to the well-established Roman (and generally ancient) concept that favored
ordered and regulated rural landscapes — such as those later designed by the
centuriationes — with intensive cultivations that relied on the labor of farmerslaves, empathized with the Daunian allies of Rome. This preference was also
based on the mythological account that connected the Daunians to Diomedes and
to the worship of Venus-Athena Ilias and — above all — served to justify the
Romans’ intervention in Apulia. However, Livy’s dualistic view has, for a long
time, been interpreted in terms of an opposition between two different
ethnicities , of a difference in ways of settling, and of a different resource
production and exploitation system, thus setting the cities of the Daunii against
the villages of the Samnites, and the prevalent farming of the Daunii against the
animal breading of the Samnites.
24

25

In a passage by Pseudo-Scylax, the northern coast of the Apulia and the Fortore
basin appears to be entailed in the Samnite territory . Also, Strabo distinguished
the “Ἄ)ουλοι )ροσαγορεύονται” from the Daunii and the Peucetii, albeit
stating that he himself is no longer able to recognize the relationship between the
different groups and the respective area of jurisdiction, after the effects of the
Hannibalic War. In this distinction, some scholars have recognized a reference to
“some other Apuli” — probably the mixed communities that archaeology is now
highlighting — that eventually, at the end of the Punic Wars, blended into the
Ἄ)ουλοι )ροσαγορεύονται — the “Apuli propriamente detti” .
26

27

28

From an archaeological point of view, Samnites are archaeologically attested in
Apulia starting from the second half of the 6 c. B.C. in the area of Frentanum , in
the Biferno and Fortore valleys, and in Guadone, nearby San Severo, as well as
in Aecae-Troia and on the Monti Dauni settentrionali , in Masseria Casanova
(Lucera) , in Lavello , Melfi, Venosa and Minervino Murge . From mercenaries ,
th

29

30

31

32

33

34

Musti 1980.
Spoke different languages, referred to different origin myths, had peculiar productions
and burial customs, different armies, and a different juridical institution and power
system: Howard 2004; Salmon 1967.
Scyl. II, 15; See Torelli 1984b; Briquel 1974, 8-9.
Strabo, 6.3.11
See Russi 1979; Marchi 2016, 62. For Grelle (Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 12–13), Strabone was
no longer able to recognize differences among the populations of the Apulia, as a result of
the uniformity acquired through the Romanization process.
In San Giuliano (Di Niro 2004, 89-102), Carlantino (Marchi 2016, 54-55), Castelluccio
Valmaggiore (Corrente 2018).
Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2010, 328. Samnite necropolises are also attested in Masseria
Festa (Distasi 2018), Pezza San Michele, near Biccari and in Castelluccio Valmaggiore
(Corrente 2018).
Corrente, Battiante et alii, 2008, 376-378; 382-384.
Bottini 1985.
Marchi 2016 lists all Samnite contexts of Daunia.
For instance, the tomb of a Samnite warrior was excavated in Lavello and published by
Bottini (Bottini 1985); a similar circumstance is attested also in Monte Chiancone, nearby
Pietramontecorvino, with a warrior burial of the beginning of the 5 c. B.C. (Marchi 2016,
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to transhumant shepherds , from intermarriage to permanent residency , each
of these contexts reveals, in fact, a different shade of a broad and complex
spectrum of a conflictual/integration process, which was geographically and
chronologically diversified.
35

36

37

On the other hand, Daunians appeared in Campania as permanent or temporary
settled groups, as, for instance, in the San Marzano sul Sarno necropolis where
the crouching-bodies burials seems to refer to a Daunian outpost in the eastern
Campanian side of the mountainous chain . Similar circumstance can be further
traced outside the field of archaeology, by considering, for example, the
widespread presence of the myth of Diomede in Campania — where the
mythological hero was thought to have been the founder of Benevento —
possibly reflecting the local elites’ attempt to connect their origin with their
Apulian and Greek neighbors. Moreover, a passage by Polybius informs us of
stable Daunian communities settled in Campania, nearby Nola , while in
Dionysius of Halicarnassus’s account of the 524 B.C. Cuman attack, the author
refers to a group of Daunians that joined the Etruscan army . Whether the groups
should be recognized as the same Daunian communities recalled by Polybius, or
as mercenaries welcomed in the Etruschi-Padani military ranks during their
journey through the Tavoliere, the mention still attests the permeability of the
boarders and the frequency of the trespassing.
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However, when tackling such issues some methodological issues need to be
considered. Indeed, the available stratigraphic data and material culture come
almost exclusively from burial contexts. As such, they need to be questioned as
actions and artifacts having a high symbolic value, to which meanings that go
beyond the concept of usefulness are attached, and that reflect a social process
that was intentionally transmitting — through a selection process — a complex
set of beliefs, social values, cultural and identity belongings, real or chased. Also,
burial language is generally long-lasting and less susceptible to rapid changes,
often detached from everyday life practices.
With that in mind, and treasuring the failure of the culture-historical approach
— which had interpreted the artifacts as defining criteria of the ethnic identity —
, it can be anyhow agreed that, while acknowledging that is it “hopeless to believe
that archaeological evidence can identify ethnic groups in the past” , and conscious
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58 n. 11; Muntoni, Bottini, Marchi 2016, 207–215; Muntoni, Bruscella, Diomede 2016, 217–
228). For Italic mercenaries see Tagliamonte 1994.
For instance, a single 6 c. B.C. tomb recovered in San Severo with a supine dead and no
burial goods (Antonacci Sanpaolo 2000, 106; Marchi 2016, 58, n. 8c, 77).
For instance, in La Murgetta (Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2010).
In the necropolis of Santo Venditti a Carlantino, in the Fortore valley, 34 supine burials
were recovered, with burial goods of Daunian production. This finding has been associated
with the reference by Pseudo-Scylax, who refer to the northern shore of Apulia as Samnite
estates.
Russo Tagliente 1994, 135.
Plb. 3, 91, 5.
D.H., 8, 3,1; Staccioli 1981.
Hall 1997 reviewed pros and cons of the different approaches.
Hall 1997, 142.
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that the archeological artifacts only represent a small part of the whole picture,
any skeptical attitude toward what kind of information the material culture can
indeed convey may be easily overcome. Indeed, if the complex and evanescent
matter of self and group identity cannot be entirely understood and interpreted
through the lens of material culture, an integrated approach may help to frame
the problem, by considering the artifacts in association with other kind of
evidence (literary sources, burial costumes, DNA analyses, language and
worship), when available, and by employing vessels and burial goods for the
analyses of the network of connections, the productions, the good circulation,
and the mutual relationship between human groups. Thus, though any
straightforward correlation between mortuary rites and ethnic affiliation is
always to be carefully evaluated , “the task for archaeology is to identify the ways in
which ethnic groups actively employed material culture” to express beliefs, convey
meanings, mark boundaries, or display connections and cultural appropriation.
43
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6.4.2.2 The Cervaro valley: a buffer area
For the Cervaro valley, the topic is at the same time stimulating and problematic.
Also in this case, the data came from fortuitous findings and burial context
excavated in the frame of infrastructural works by the Superintendence, carried
out on restricted areas and only partially published. On the other hand, though,
investigating the Archaic era evolution in this sub-region in the Archaic period
is of great importance from many different points of view.
First, for the study of the dynamics of development of indigenous centers —
whose roots are firmly anchored in the Early Iron Age and first Archaic era —
and of Daunian landscape, in particular in a frontier and highly permeable zone.
Secondly, because the archaeological evidence of “allogenous” presences and of
cultural blending is strictly related to the scholarly debate around the concept of
“ethnicity”, a concept that has been used mainly to analyze the contacts between
groups in a dominant-dominated relationship and only partially for analyzing
the relations between local ethnic groups, prior to their contact with the
Romans .
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Even L. Binford, who related mortuary variability and social complexity, was skeptical
on correlation between mortuary rites and ethnic affiliation. See Hall 1977, 130.
Hall 1997, 142.
G. Shephard examined Sicilian necropolises of Greek appearance that showed contacts
with the indigenous population, and did not exclude the possibility that instead of
intermarriage and genuinely mixed settlement, the necropolises could have pertained to a
heavily Hellenized community desirous of declaring and acquiring Greek affiliations
through appearances (Shephard 1999, Shephard 2005). For a recent overview on the
concept of ethnicity in the Ancient world: McInerney 2014.
A historical and archaeological debate on the cultural contacts between different
ethnicities was tackled — especially in the Anglo-Saxon scholars’ post-colonialist
discussion — with respect to some specific geographical areas (like Sicily and, more
generally, Magna-Grecia), mostly questioning and investigating the mutual relations and
the responses between ‘colonial’ (Phoenicians and Greeks) and indigenous cultures.
(Hodos 1999; Hodos 2007; Hodos 2010; Hall 1997; Cifani 2012). Similarly, studies on the
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Thirdly, as it is within those cultural contacts — between Samnite and Daunian
communities — that we may look to question and understand the justifications
behind the request of the Apuli recalled by Livy for the Romans’ aid and their
intervention in Apulia against the Samnites in 326 B.C., in an effort to grasp local
antecedent, realms and responses. For Daunia, indeed, the Samnite conflict
corresponds to the first step in the steady and progressive penetration of Roman
authority and influence, a journey that will be marked by alliances with the local
communities, deditiones of Roman colonies, and armed conflicts (the Samnite
War, the Tarantine War, and, lastly, the Second Punic War).
Lastly — and for the purposes of this research, more importantly — to emphasize
the role of the Cervaro valley as an area of contrast, cultural contact, cultural
blending and hybridation in different moments of its history.
The network of exchanges of human groups and goods identified in the 9 -7
centuries also continued in the following centuries, with bilateral connections,
that are locally confirmed by the recovery in Magliano (ORS21), of an early 6 c.
B.C. antefissa of Capuan production (Fig. 6.4.3) — attested nowhere else in Apulia
—, of an oinoichoe and a buccaro kotyle in La Lamia (CDS02) both dating to the 6
c., and of a locally produced skyphos with Capuan-style decoration, from
Radogna (NS_BOV67). Such vessels situate the Cervaro valley among the other
areas connected to Campania by the trajectories of rivers or roads — possibly
following transhumant sheep tracks — like Tiati, San Severo, Carlantino, Arpi ,
where similar productions had been recovered .
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Figure 6.4.3: Capuan-style antifissa from Magliano (ORS21) (from Bovino 1994).

‘romanization’ process stressed the reciprocal relationships between Romans and
indigenous groups, underlining the Roman efforts for tailored measures, according to local
specificities. Only recently, was the discussion opened to the investigation of the
relationship between neighboring local cultures, prior to the romanization process: Bottini
1982; Bottini 1990; Bottini 1997; Marchi 2016; Corrente, Albanesi et alii 2008b; Corrente,
Camaiani et alii 2010.
See supra ch. 6.4.1.
Mazzei 1994b, 91; Bovino 1994, n. inv. 4–5.
Nava 2012 for vessel’s exchanges between Daunia and Campania.
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However, besides those artifacts, a few others hinted at a more rooted presence
of Samnite communities, especially in the hillier and inner zones. This is the case
of three bronze statuettes of Erkle, two of them recovered in Mura ad Archi
(NS_BOV59), and another one in Cervellino (Fig. 6.4.4), and of two burials from
Casale (BOV17) with weapons and holsters of Samnite craftsmanship (Fig.
6.4.5) . Those pieces of evidence — that until recently had been interpreted
respectively as proofs of the cultural contacts with the Samnium, and of isolated
Samnite enclaves occupying remote areas — can now be framed within a much
broader and more complex context, thanks to four recently discovered contexts.
The necropolises of Monte Calvello (TR04) , Giardinetto (ORS14) , Tegole
(BOV30) , and La Murgetta (TR06) provided us with new insights into the
cultural affinities and the local identities of the communities settled in area,
during the long chronological span between the beginning of the 6 c. and the
end of the 4 c. B.C. (Plate 6.4.2; table 6.4).
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The recovery of two bronze statuette of Erkle is significant. One of them is incomplete,
with the deity holding the leonté on his left arm; in the other the god is holding the club in
his left hand. This Italic god is traditionally linked to the transhumant breeding and other
samples were recovered in many localities of the Sub-Appenine: Monte Sambuco, Roseto
Valfortore, Castelluccio Valmaggiore, Accadia, Lucera; San Severo (Mazzei 1994b, 92;
Pierno 2017); in Tiati in the votive deposit of Coppa Mengoni (Strazzulla 2008, 255); and in
San Giusto e Faragola (Buglione et alii 2015, 195). In the nearby Ordona, a 1 c. B.C. bronze
statuette of Heracle was recovered, as well as two stone and marble Imperial age statues
(Evers, Massart 1995). The worship to Ercole is attested in all centers directly linked to the
transhumant breeding, animals’ fairs, and textile manufacture. In the 1st c. A.D. a collegium
Herculis et Apollinis is attested in Luceria, Roman colony from which it also comes from a
marble statue of the god, dating to the late Republican age and the early Imperial age (De
Fino 2014, 633). Also, from the territory of Aecae (Troia) comes from a 2nd c. A.D. ara,
devoted to the worship of the numen of Hercules Acheruntinus, erected by a regionarius slave,
working in the estate of the senatorial gens of Claudii Severi (De Fino 2014).
De Fino 1999a, n. 4.
Three bronze belts were recovered in Casale. One of them is simpler and its diffusion is
no longer attested in exclusively Samnite contexts; the second one with zoomorphic
buckles finds close comparisons in samples from Lavello, Capua, Alfedena, Fratte, Irsina;
the belt with dive buckles is comparable to samples from Canosa, Conversano, Atella,
Carife (Pierno 2017, 29–32, Bovino 1994, 266–267).
Corrente, Battiante et alii 2008; Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2008. The necropolis and the
burial goods have been recently published by G. Sarcone (Sarcone 2020).
Corrente 2012, 167–171; Bruscella 2016a; Bruscella 2016b, 169; Corrente 2016, 165-166.
Sherds of Daunian production had already been recovered in Cologna-Tegole: Bovino
1994, 296, 326.
Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2010.
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Figure 6.4.4: Bronze statuettes from Mura ad Archi (NS_BOV59) (from Bovino 1994).

Figure 6.4.5: Bronze belts from Casale (BOV17) (From Bovino 1994, 267).
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Occupied by a community of Samnite origin between the beginning and the
middle of the 6 c. B.C., Monte Calvello is a 375 m a.s.l upland, in the municipality
of Troia, standing out against the northern sides of the Cervaro and the Sannoro,
in a position of control over the valley, with attested recurrent occupations over
the centuries (Fig. 6.4.6).
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The ethnic affiliation of the dead is based on two main factors:
a. the peculiar deposition practice, with the corpses buried in supine position,
with the arms stretched along the body or flexed over the chest, in squared ‘fosse
terragne’;
b. an alleged spatial distinction between burial and residential spaces.
Indeed, the supine position does not pertain to the Daunian culture, that without
exception used the deposition of the dead in crouching position until the 3 c.
B.C. . Supine deposition is instead typical of Samnite necropolises, where it
occurs in a range of 95-100% of burials within all the excavated necropolises .
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This necropolis, recently and extensively published by G. Sarcone , offers us a
cross-section of a 6 century community living in the Cervaro valley, of Samnite
origins, fully integrated in a network of connection with both Daunian and
Samnite groups, and using standardized and apparently egalitarian burial
costumes (Fig. 6.4.7). Within the 36 excavated burials, gender and status
distinctions can be deduced on the basis of the burial good equipment, with men
equipped with lance, knives and Alfedena-type razors , and women buried with
jewelry (armillae, bracelets, amber and bronze pendants), torcs (torques), and
bronze ‘anelli da sospensione’, sometimes associated with spindle whorls. Both
sexes shared the fibulae, which are attested in adult and youth burials, and the
Daunian-style plain or painted ollas or jugs, always placed in association with a
smaller drawing vessel.
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Thus, the recovered grave goods attest to the trade with the Daunian centers of
Ordona and Ascoli (for the sub-geometric Daunian vessels); with northern
Daunia (for the impasto sherds and the bronze anelli da sospensione); with the
Sannio Frentano (for razors and bronze ornaments); with the Irpinia and the

On Monte Calvello a Neolithic village was indeed identified (TR03); the archaic
necropolis (TR04); a Roman villa (TR05); a medieval settlement (TR08).
Crouching-body deposition is used in Daunia and Basilicata, as well as along the Adriatic
coast: Bottini 1981, 186; De Juliis 1975a, 58; De Juliis 1975b, 293; Mazzei 2010, 114–116. For
an overview on indigenous mortuary rites: D’Agostino 1988, 91–114.
On the burial rituals of Samnites: Tagliamonte 1996; Tagliamonte 1997, 40, 48, 107;
Scopacasa 2015, 69–83, in particular chart 2.1; Tagliamonte 2018.
See Sarcone 2020 for the complete study of stratigraphy and burial goods. Previous
references in: Corrente, Battianti et aliii 2008, 345–347, 350–353; Corrente, Camaiani et alii
2010, 328–329; Corrente 2012, 168–170; Corrente 2016, 164.
In Monte Calvello the status of the man can be schematized, on the basis of their
equipment: 1. dead with lance, sometimes in association with knife and razor; 2. dead with
a knife, sometime in association with the razors; 3. dead with a razor.
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Cairano-Oliveto Citra culture (for impasto vessels), though there are not direct
contacts with the Magna Grecia , the Melfi and the Ofanto basin .
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Figure 6.4.6: Monte Calvello. It is possible to recognize the traces of the Neolithic ditch,
the area of the archaic necropolis and of the Roman villa (Aerial photo and elab. by
A.V.Romano).

Figure 6.4.7: Monte Calvello. Overview of the necropolis and Tomb 19 (from Sarcone
2020).
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Only one ionic cup of b2 type was recovered and might not be related to direct trades.
Sarcone 2020, for the study of burial goods, and in particular Sarcone 2020, 81.
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More importantly, though, not only do we find Daunian vessels in the supine
burials, but we detect an adherence to the Daunian funerary custom of grave
good depositions, with the so-called ‘coppia funzionale’ (olla-brocca) placed
nearby the dead, which find comparisons in many Daunian burials, and also in
the close by Daunian center of Ordona . The two groups shared the same
territory, and although the traditional Samnite deposition of the dead was
preserved as a strong sign of identity representation, Samnites and Daunii
communicated and traded, with the firsts acquiring material culture and cultural
traditions.
64

Similar circumstances were also highlighted in the nearby site of Tegole, located
6 km SSW of Monte Calvello. The plateau, on the right side of the Cervaro is also
a multi-layered and long-lasting area of frequentation, where among the Copper
Age and Bronze Age evidence , 13 burials — mainly for children’s deposition —
were excavated by the Superintendence. The tombs date from the 5 c. B.C. to the
mid-4 c. B.C. and the dead are buried in a supine position, equipped with
Subgeometrico daunio of II and III style vessels, produced in the nearby site of
Ordona, along with black glazed vessels in the forms of oinochoai and skyphoi.
Although the published data are still incomplete , this necropolis shall also be
interpreted as the burial space of a community of Samnite ethnicity that
interacted with the nearby Daunian societies, in a similar way as the Monte
Calvello’s community did.
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Both necropolises hint therefore at direct forms of exchange between the two
groups; they shared neighboring areas, traded goods and shared some aspects
of cultural and ritual practices. However, grasping the meanings behind such
appropriation of goods and of part of the funerary costumes of the Daunians by
the Samnites is not easy.
What we do are able to say, though, is that for its geographical position and
morphology, the Cervaro valley became already in the 6 c. B.C. a site of
connection and integration among different ethnic groups, which appear in
contact but geographically distinct, with the first hilly fields of the sub-Apennine
chain in function of watershed among the two groups. The Samnite communities
occupied the upper valley, preferring to settle on the inclines and in the
secondary valleys, like in Monte Calvello, Tegole, Casale, Radogna, Piano delle
Mandrie, and did not display a high level of individual social distinction,
through mortuary rites. However, as data on residential architecture is lacking,
the frame may have been more complex than we are yet able to perceive. Facing
and possibly controlling the road and river trajectories toward the Vallo and the
Campania, these communities were engaged in farming, arboriculture ,
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De Juliis 1973, 294-295, 394; Iker 1984, 107, 170; Sarcone 2020, 76.
Tunzi, Lo Zupone et alii 2012; Tunzi, Martino et alii 2013.
Few preliminary data are in Corrente 2012, 168–170.
Olive trees are attested in the archaic layers of Monte Calvello, and, though it was not
possible to determine whether the traces refer to a cultivated form (Olea europaea var. sativa)
or to a spontaneous or wild essence (Olea europaea var. sylvestris Brot.), the recovery of
samples of a monospecific taxon was interpreted as the hint of undergone pruning
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transhumant breeding — as suggested by the circulation of the figure of Erkle,
traditionally linked to pastoralism —, animals’ secondary products processing,
and textile manufacture , and may have exploited the landscape in a similar way
to nearby contexts (Carlantino, San Giuliano, Castelluccio Val Maggiore, Biccari),
where between the 7 and 6 c. B.C., residential units settled in proximity to water
streams, in positions of control over the main pathways.
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In the following centuries the situation changed slightly, with a progressive
reduction of distances between the two groups — in terms of both geographical
control and group distinction. Indeed, after the abandonment of the hilltop sites
of Monte Calvello and Tegole, the evidence of a large community was detected
in the plain, in locality Giardinetto (ORS14). In G. Sarcone’s view it was the
growing power of the ‘comunità delle aree di pianura’ that gathered in the area of
Giardinetto, that explains the abandonment of Monte Calvello. On the basis of
the published data, the 460-burials-necropolis of Giardinetto refers to a mixed
community — attested by the coexistence of supine, semi-flexed and crouchedDaunian depositions — that inhabited the flat fields nearby the Sannoro river
between the 5 and the beginning of the 4 c. B.C. (Fig. 6.4.8).
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Figure 6.4.8: Giardinetto necropolis (ORS14) (from Corrente 2012, 171).
activities, therefore strengthening the idea that arboriculture practices were carried out
(D’Oronzo 2008).
In three tombs of Monte Calvello fuseruole and loom weights were recovered (T.6,20,30):
Sarcone 2020, 83.
Sarcone 2020, 75; Corrente 2018.
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Within a prevalent number of semi-flexed burials, and few crouched bodies, 29
tombs with supine dead were also excavated. The burial goods are not so
different with respect to the ones recovered in Monte Calvello, with the supine
and the semi-flexed dead equipped with Alfedena-style razors, bronze basins,
bronze anelli da sospensione, meat spears and buccaro oinochoai, together with Subgeometric vessels traded from Ascoli and especially from the close by Ordona .
Awaiting a complete publication of this context, and hopefully of DNA analysis
for distinguishing family groups, that may help to better understand the features
of such mixed groups and the chronological relationships between group of
tombs, at the moment we can acknowledge the existence of “una possible società
egualitaria, poco stratificata e strutturata al suo interno” , although able to attract
goods from the Campania, the Frentanum area and the Daunian main centers ,
with a Samnite component, in strict relation with an allegedly Daunian
community.
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A step further toward the gradual blending of the two groups, may be envisaged
in the nearby site of La Murgetta (TR06). Here, in eight monosomy tombs dating
to the 4 c. B.C. the bodies of two men buried in supine position were recovered
as well as those of four women buried in crouching/semi-flexed position. Spits,
fibulae, and knives are present both in male and female burials, but Daunian
vessels are attested only next to women’s bodies. In this case, the choice of semiflexed deposition for the women was explained as the proof of a ‘status di
meticciato’ , with forms of inter-marriage practices within an ethnically mixed
human group (Fig. 6.4.9). Also in this case, though, it should not be taken for
granted that such integration reflects a peaceful process, as such dynamic could
have also implied violent dynamics.
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However, the bond between the two ethnic components strengthened between
the 5 and the beginning of the 4 c. B.C., when mixed groups settled in the plain,
presumably exploiting the wide fields of the Tavoliere for wheat production, in
accordance to the image of the ‘Daunia-granaio’ described by the Latin sources ,
but also engaged in animal breeding, as suggested by the large amount of pig,
cow, and sheep bones recovered in a pit in Giardinetto and by the spears for
meat consumption .
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Preliminary data are in Corrente 2012, 170-172; Corrente 2016; Bruscella 2016a; Bruscella
2016b.
Corrente 2016, 204.
One of the dead was equipped with a large number of Ionic cups, meat spears, iron
weapons, lance and knife. The burials from La Murgetta pertain to well-equipped warriors
that had access to extra-regional goods, as one kylix from Melfi.
Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2010, 329–335.
Grelle pointed out how the Tavoliere must have been well organized in wheat production,
if Arpi was able to supply the Roman army besieging the Samnites in Lucera, in 326 B.C.
(De Juliis 1975b).
Corrente 2016, 165–166.
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Figure 6.4.9: La Murgetta necropolis (from Corrente, Camaiani 2010).

These mixed ethnic groups — hinted at in Giardinetto by the coexistence of
supine and crouching bodies and, some decades after, in La Murgetta by the
mortuary rites for women’s deposition — force us to reconsider the traditional
interpretation — mostly based on Livy’s account — of the SamnitesDaunii/Apulii relationship as an ethnical contrast, that fostered the Roman
intervention in Daunia. Not only, indeed, did the previously mentioned sites
reveal the reciprocal relationship between the two ethnic groups, but also the
idea of Daunian people exclusively settled in urban centers, in contrast of the
Samnites organized in vici is no longer valid, as archaeological research has
indeed widely proved the existence of a spread-out rural settlement of Daunian
groups, that coexisted with the central places .
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R. Goffredo, in a recent contribution that offers a critical review of the centuries
between the Samnite wars and the Hannibalic War in Daunia, hypothesized “a
livello di mera suggestione”, but most likely hitting the mark, that the request of
76

Goffredo, Ficco 2009, 28–40; Ficco 2013, 101–115; Corrente, Liseno 2010, 259–290.
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the Apuli was forwarded to the Romans by a specific faction of the pluralistic
group of the Daunii-Apuli. In particular, it was the more conservative part of the
Daunii, guided by traditionalist élites, that may have asked for the Roman
involvement. Their objective was to preserve their hegemony in the Daunian
landscape, which was threatened by Samnite progressive interference, in rural
as well as in urban landscapes .
77

Thus, Livy’s perspective can be therefore reviewed in light of the archaeological
data, tying to grasp the very nature of what the Roman historian presented as a
conflict between ethnic groups, societies, habits, and in the end, between the civil
world of the Daunii and the barbaric manners and economy of the Samnites. His
perspective not only is too distant in time to be completely reliable, but it appears
as reductive and oversimplified, aimed more at justifying Roman intervention in
Apulia in civilizing terms, than at describing the complexity of the Daunian
realm. Indeed, although we are not able to tell how conflictual the relationships
between the two groups actually were, at the dawn of the Second Samnite war
different groups of mixed cultures did exist, especially in bordering areas, at the
crossing point of roads, transhumant pathways, and trading trajectories.
6.4.2.3 Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum: a Daunian center?
The peculiar cultural dynamic of the Cervaro valley is furthermore suggested by
the complete absence in the area of the future the center of the future ΟἰβώνιονVibinum — as it will be mentioned by Polybius — of any trace of a ‘proto-urban’
and rural aristocracy expressing their identity with the typical features of
Daunian élites (chamber tombs, rich burial goods, local vessels’ productions,
residential and sacred buildings). Such circumstances make Vibinum a unique
context in the Daunian panorama. The lack of systematic research is not
sufficient to explain such absence in the archaeological evidence, as traces of such
occupation would have most likely appeared as fortuitous findings, and the field
survey has thus far confirmed such peculiarity. Differently from Ascoli, Ordona,
and, especially, Arpi and Canosa, which arose as indigenous poli-nuclear centers
and expressed powerful élites, Bovino does not show the peculiar features of the
neighboring Daunian villages, since neither Daunian vessels’ productions, nor
Daunian steles, nor any other evidence of Daunian élites was ever recovered
here. Hence, as it will be also later discussed , entailing the indigenous center of
Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum among the properly Daunian centers is somewhat
problematic. Moreover, although we are not able to define with certainty the
moment of the rise of Οἰβώνιον, it could be agreed that that moment occurred
without any doubt before Hannibal’s quartering in 217 B.C., and more likely, in
the late 4 c. B.C. – 3 c. B.C., in accordance with the processes highlighted for the
other indigenous centers of northern Daunia.
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Goffredo 2014.
Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
The role of Vibinum between the second Samnite conflict and the second Punic war is
discussed in ch. 6.5.
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In conclusion, during the centuries between the Early Iron Age and the Samnite
War, the Cervaro valley is a unique context in the panorama of the archaic
Daunia and an interesting case-study to understand the archaic milieu of a
frontier zone as well as to investigate the landscape assets and the social scenario
before the Romanization of the region. Many questions are still open to
discussion and several issues wait to be further clarified, but in such dynamics it
can be already foreseen the specificity of the Cervaro valley, located at the
borders of Samnium, Irpinia, and Daunia as an area of cultural blending and
hybridation, which makes it a favorable context for any discussion on the
relationship between ethnic groups prior to the arrival of the Romans, and on
the reasons behind Romans intervention in Daunia.
After the scatter settlement of the Early Iron Age, mainly assessed in previously
settled sites, during the 8 and the 7 c. B.C. a weak presence of archaic Daunian
communities is attested in the fields close to the Vallo di Bovino and near the
Sannoro, occupying remote areas near secondary water streams. From the 6 c.
B.C. and at least up to the Second Samnite War, although some form of
occupation by Daunian communities may have inhabited the flat fields along the
middle and low Cervaro riverbed — although archaeologically yet unknown —
, the upper valley and especially the uplands gravitated towards the Frentanum
area and the Campanian side of the Apennine, progressively hosted Samnite
communities, in areas that for a long time have been considered as entirely
pertaining to the Daunians. The progressive penetration of Samnite groups in
the countryside — which we clearly perceive in the Cervaro valley —, with the
rise of mixed rural communities, of inter-marriage practices in rural contexts as
well as within the élites, and of ethnically mixed warrior militiae, may be the
reason behind the request forwarded by some Apuli to the Romans. Traces of this
delicate and shifting balance can be well observed in the Cervaro valley, with
Giardinetto and La Murgetta being the material traces of the process of
syncretism, hybridation and cultural blending, and of the sharing of spheres of
influence.
th

th

th

In this context, it is perhaps the idea of well-defined boarders that could be
eventually set aside, envisaging in its place the concept of ‘buffer zones’, also in
light of the archaeological records and of the literary references of Daunian
communities settled in Campania, which confirm the permeability among
neighboring areas. In the same way, the categories of “allogenous” and
“indigenous” do not reflect the complexity of the wide in-between spectrum,
made up of mixed groups that the Romanization process would eventually wipe
out .
80

This is therefore the scenario in the valley, at the dawn of the Samnite War.
Although it is unclear whether the valley was directly involved in the conflict,
we can carefully suppose that in 326 B.C., when the Apuli allied with the Romans,
the people from Οἰβώνιον adhered to the foedus, since, as will we see, they would
later break this alliance and defect to the Hannibalic army . However, the
81

Goffredo 2014, 49.
Two pieces of evidence suggest that Vibinum had defected to Hannibal: 1. At the end of
the Second Punic War, the Romans seized the agri publici of the centers that had defeated.
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Samnite cultural component would not completely disappear in the Cervaro
valley area, even later on in the Romanization process, especially if, as will later
be discussed, the foundation of the Roman colony of Vibinum shall be read on
the wake of an anti-Samnite move, performed by Sulla or his entourage, in the
first half of the 1 c. B.C.
st

Vibinum is mentioned in the Libri coloniarum with the reference of its territory’s division
(Lib Col. 1. 210.8-9). 2. An epigraphic document from Brindisium (the so-called “Elogio di
Brindisi”) is thought by Gabba to refer to a Roman magistratus — Q.Fabius Maximus or Ap.
Claudius Caecus — who in 214 reconquered Bovino, seat of a Hannibalic praesidium (Gabba
1958; Mazzei 1994, 89; Fronda 2010, 86).
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n.

ID

Location

Chronology

Area
in
m2

Evidence

Typology

findings

necropolis

scatter

village

scatter

village

scatter

village

scatter

off-site

scatter

necropolis

3752
4119
1

scatter

village

4550

findings

necropolis

1

ORS20

2

BOV49

3

BOV108

4

BOV99

I Valli
Femmina
Morta

5

NS_BOV01

Casalene

6

BOV41

7

BOV55

Casalene
Femmina
Morta

8

CDS02

La Lamia

9

NS_BOV63

Casalene

sites
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age
Early
Iron
Age; 6 –4 c.
B.C.
Early
Iron
Age; 5 –4 c.
B.C.

finding

tumbs

10

BOV84

C. Rompito

8 c. B.C.

scatter

house

3175

11

BOV85

C. Rompito

8 c. B.C.

scatter

house

1335

12

BOV86

C. Rompito

8 c. B.C.

scatter

house

13

BOV87

8 c. B.C.

scatter

14

NS_BOV58

C. Rompito
Piano
delle
Mandrie

findings

15

TR04

Monte
Calvello

structures

necropolis

16

ORS14

Giardinetto

7 –6 c. B.C.
Beginning of
6 c. B.C.half of 6 c.
B.C..
Half of 6 –4
c. B.C.

house
necropolis
-village

2746
1189
5

structures

village

17

NS_BOV67

6 –5 c. B.C.

finding

necropolis

17

ORS07

Radogna
Casina
Narduscello

6 –4 c. B.C.

scatters

village

18

BOV17

Casale

6 –4 c. B.C.

findings

necropolis

19

NS_BOV65

Tegole

6 –4 c. B.C.

findings

tumb

20

BOV30

Tegole

6 –4 c. B.C.

structures

necropolis

21

NS_BOV64

6 –4 c. B.C.

findings

tumb?

22

FG26

Serrone
Masseria
Ponte
Albanito I

6 –4 c. B.C.

scatter

village

2248
67

23

ORS18

Forapane

6 –4 c. B.C.

scatter

necropolis

9341

Serro Forcello
Contrada
Mezzana

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

2810
8
4106
2
2526
6

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

th
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th

1120
53
4232
67
3369
6

1937
037

24

ORS21

25

NS_BOV59

Belladonna di
Magliano
Mura
ad
Archi

6 –4 c. B.C.

findings

5 –4 c. B.C.

findings

housefarm
off-site;
tumb

26

NS_BOV60

Fontanelle

5 –4 c. B.C.

27

TR06

findings

necropolis

La Murgetta

4 c. B.C.

structures

necropolis

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

Table 6.4: Early Iron Age and Archaic age sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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6.5 The Romanization process in the Cervaro valley: between the Samnite war
and the Augustan age (end of the 4 - end of the 1 c. B.C.)
th

st

6.5.1 Between the Samnite and Punic War
The history of Roman Apulia begins from the last decades of the 4 c. B.C., when,
according to Livy’s account , “Lucani atque Apuli, quibus gentibus nihil ad eam diem
cum Romano populo fuerat, in fidem venerunt, arma virosque ad bellum pollicentes;
foedere ergo in amicitiam accepti”. In 326 B.C. the Apuli — i.e. the peoples of
Daunia — agreed to form an alliance with Rome, offering their own men and
means in the war against the Samnites, who were considered by the Daunians
— at least from Livy's perspective — as hostile enemies, who had long been
pressing from the mountains with the aim of conquering their fertile plains.
Indeed, as previously discussed in his account, Livy sketched the opposition
between the inhabitants of the mountains, who lived in villages (the Samnites),
and those of the plains, who lived in ‘proto-urban’ centers (the Daunii), between
rural roughness and ‘urban’ refinement, between pastoralism and agriculture, as
irreconcilable. However, archaeology is providing a different perspective, in
light of more and more consistent archaeological evidence in which the two
ethnic components appear in a cultural-economic relationship, or even mixed
together. These circumstances have therefore opened a discussion about the real
reasons behind Roman intervention, most likely prompted by the most
conservative élites among the Daunians willing to preserve their hegemony, and
not fostered by any anachronistic ethical contrast, or due to different settlement
and economic models.
1

th

2

3

The first alliance did not last long: the Lucanians were pushed to break it off by
Taranto — evidently worried by the Roman presence — and they were followed
in 323 by the Apuli . Soon after, though, the Daunian 'cities’, such as Arpi —
which provided logistic support to the Romans in the conquest of Luceria — were
seized by the Samnites , then Tiati and Canusium in 318 B.C. definitively passed
over to the Romans . In the following ten years, the contacts between the Romans
and the indigenous population became more intense and the stable presence of
coloni in Apulia was established with the deductio of the Latin colony of Luceria
in 315-314 B.C. , the first in the south-east of Italy, and the settlement of 2,500
Latins tam procul a domo…inter tam infestas gentes , causing disruption in the past
4

5

6

7

8

9

A thorough and updated historical background on this phase is provided by Grelle,
Silvestrini 2013, to which reference is made for the collection of all the sources and the main
bibliography. A comprehensive analysis on the early Roman expansion into Italy, with a
special focus on Central Italy, is now in: Terrenato 2019.
Liv. 8, 250, 3.
See ch. 6.4.2.
Liv. 8, 37, 3.
Liv. 9, 13, 6.
Liv. 9, 20, 4,7-8. On this specific passage, see: Fronda 2006.
Volpe 1990, 28, 35-26; Pani 1992, 599-600, Grelle 1988, 34-35; Torelli 1992. An alliance has
also been hypothesized for Ausculum and Herdonia: Pani 1992, 600; Mertens 1995.
D.S. 19, 72, 8-9.
Liv. 9, 26, 2-4.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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equilibria, from a settlement and socio-economic standpoint, with contextual
assimilation and opposition processes. From that moment onward, Rome
“ipotecava decisamente il futuro” and opened toward the southern regions and the
Magna Grecia, making Apulia the main bridge to its conquest of the East
Mediterranean.
10

At the current stage of the research, we are not able to define the role played by
the communities of the Cervaro valley, in the Samnite war. However, in an area
where — as we discussed in ch. 6.4 — Samnite presence was predominant at
least until the end of the 4 c. B.C., we can hypothesize that a resolute Roman
intervention did take place in order to contain their influence. Also, we can
tentatively suppose that by 326 B.C., when the Apuli allied with the Romans, or
right after the Samnite war, the people from Οἰβώνιον/Vibinum — the
indigenous center mentioned for the first time in the Punic war account by
Polibius — allied with the Romans, since, as we will see, they later broke this
alliance and defected to the Hannibalic army .
th

11

12

In the following decennia, between the end of the 4 and 3 c. B.C. , Daunia
experienced a period of great prosperity, with a rich and powerful aristocracy in
control, as shown by the great hypogean tombs (e.g. the Medusa Tomb in Arpi )
and the rich furnishings (e.g. the polychrome marbles in Ascoli Satriano ), with
a thriving economy based mainly on cereal farming and horse breeding .
th

rd

13

14

15

16

The prosecution of the occupation of both major Daunian centers, which during
the 3 c. experienced forms of compaction and centralization, may be interpreted
as proof of the general agreement between the Romans and local communities .
The oppida of Gereonium, Acuca, Planisium — most likely to be located nearby the
Fortore river — Aecae-Troia in the Celone valley , Vibinum-Bovino in the Cervaro
valley, Cupola-Beccarini on the lagoon north of the Carapelle river, Cannae and
Bardulos in the Aufidus valleu, all survived throughout the Romanization
process. With respect to Vibinum, in particular, although no archaeological data
can prove the exact moment when Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum acquired an ‘urban’
rd

17

18

19

20

21

22

Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 53.
Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
see infra.
Extensive summary in Mazzei, Lippolis 1984; see also the various contributions in Principi
imperatori vescovi, 49-596.
Mazzei 1995.
Bottini, Setari 2009. On the rich grave goods of the tombs in Ascoli: Corrente 2012a.
Grelle 2016.
For the debate on the evolution of the Daunian urban centers and the relationship with
the Roman communities, see Goffredo 2014; Osanna 2009; Colivicchi 2011; Volpe,
Goffredo, Romano 2015.
Liv. 24, 20, 8.
Grelle 1999a, 77-96.
Mazzei 1999.
Goffredo 2011, 110-111.
D’Ercole 1990a; Goffredo 2011, 109-110.
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setting, we can identify 217 B.C. as the terminus ante quem for this process .
Therefore, similarly to the other Daunian centers, Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum might have
hosted a gathered community staring from the late 4 c. B.C.-3 c. B.C.
23

th

rd

The rural settlement pattern was characterized by the coexistence of open
villages and scattered house-farms . On the one hand, the so-called 'secondary
agglomerations' or vici (the Latin term is used for convenience in this early
moment only to connote the community and aggregative nature of these rural
settlements) appear to be of various natures and sizes, as the most recent
archaeological research has been able to document evidence of populations both
in the fertile river valleys and on the hilly slopes of Daunia, testifying to the
persistence of original, so to speak local, forms of organization of the rural
population during and after the Romanization phase .
24

25

On the other hand, it would be too simplistic to attribute the spread of scattered
house-farms exclusively to the influence exerted — as either imposition or
imitation — by the colonial model . On the contrary, it cannot be discounted that
there may have been ongoing phenomena in the indigenous contexts, in which
the oligarchy of the Daunian principes as well as rural élites managed to establish
their economic, political, and social power, at least until the end of the 2 c. B.C.,
through the wide availability of land properties to be used for breeding and
cereal production, partly intended for the Adriatic and Aegean market .
26

27

nd

28

The small farms, with their foundations in stone and roofing in tiles and bent
tiles, had a central role in the agricultural landscapes of this phase, both in the
fertile plains and on the hills. The surface and aerial photographic evidence
indicate buildings that recall the model of the small-medium sized house (35-100
m²) with a single room attached to a vestibule — thoroughly documented in
numerous proto-urban and rural contexts in Daunia and in nearby Lucania .
What exactly the social profile of the inhabitants of these farms was has yet to be
defined with certainty; possibly households linked by common dependencies on
‘urban’ or rural aristocracies? With this type of settlement occurring at the same
time as the gathering of human groups toward the main indigenous center, a
relationship between the urban and rural landscape may be envisaged.
29

30

Plb. 3, 88, 1-6. In this passage of the Historiae, while recounting the second Punic war and
Hannibal’s journey to Italy, he refers to the sack of Luceria and to the encampments of
troops near a place named Οἰβώνιον.
For a general overview of the Daunian countryside during the Romanization phase: Volpe
1990; for other territories in Apulia: De Mitri 2010, in part. 29-38 for Salento and Aprosio
2008, 87-106 for the Brindisi area.
Goffredo 2014, 163-167.
Terrenato 2007, 139-161; Attema, Burgers, van Leusen 2010, 160-164.
Attema, Burgers, van Leusen 2010, 165.
M. Silvestrini, in ERC II, 257-266; Silvestrini 1998, 225-232; D’Ercole 2008, 99-100.
On Canusium: Corrente 1997, 43-45 (Santa Maria di Costantinopoli), Russo Tagliente 1992,
145 (Toppicelli); on Herdonia: Mazzei 1996, 340-343; on Forentum: Russo Tagliente 1992, 152153 (Casino, Gravetta); on Bantia: Russo Tagliente 1992, 154-155). On the Lucanian area:
Russo Tagliente 1992, 196-200.
Grelle 2008, 379.
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How does the Cervaro valley fit in this frame? The data from the field surveys
and past studies highlight similarities and differences to the Daunian general
pattern and historical evolution.
First of all, we must acknowledge the complete absence of any signs of Daunian
élites and culture (residential buildings, burials, local productions of Daunian
vessels), so embedding Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum in the Daunian panorama is a
complicated issue. In fact, the only — very evanescent — evidence of Daunian
communities at the turn of the 4 -3 c. B.C. in the valley is a 3 c. roof tile with a
messapic engraving . Neither during our field survey, nor in the museum
collection or in the erudite studies are there traces of a Daunian urban or rural
élites, as it was recognized in neighbouring contexts, like Ausculum and the
Carapelle valley, where the Daunian aristocracy based its power on farmlands
and estate properties. Although this circumstance could be related to the lack of
systematic research in the urban center, the absence of any evidence from
fortuitous findings, or even illegal looting — as was unfortunately the case in
Ausculum and Herdonia — is nevertheless significant. We could therefore foresee
that a rural community which controlled and organized the rural and natural
landscapes did exist but that — at least at the current stage of the research —
appears to be less hierarchical, and not completely embedded in the cultural
Daunian panorama, with Vibinum rather belonging to the “very oscanized centers”,
as pointed out by M. Torelli .
th

rd
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31

32

However, the absence (or invisibility) of a Daunian élite does not imply an
interruption of the occupation, as — and this aspect is coherent with the
Daunian, or more generally, with the settlement patterns of southern Italy — a
large set of mid-Republican house-farms was indeed detected.
The identification of fields of these scattered settlements, while increasing the
number of known sites dating to the mid-Republican age in the sub-Apennine
chain and following the general trend, also raises historic-archaeological and
methodological questions. Indeed, evidence of the typologies of the small housefarms were identified especially in the southern portion of the valley, in an inner,
mountainous area which, occupied from the archaic era, was only sparsely
settled in the following centuries, when the settlement was drawn toward the
hilly fields open to the valley and the Tavoliere (Sample A-Sample B) (Table 6.5.1
and Plate 6.5.1).

The messapic is the language of the Daunian; on this roof-tile: see ch. 6.4 and infra. For a
complete study on this piece: Marchesini 1994.
Torelli 1995, 142.
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Figure 6.5.1: Rural houses from Faeto (1a-1b), Monte Moltone in Tolve (2);
Mancamasone near Banzi (3) (from Goffredo 2011, 1045, fig. 3).

On the surface, these scattered areas — generally between 500 and 2000 m wide,
depending on post-depositional factors — represent a specificity of the
innermost area field surveyed during the year 2017. They (and in particular:
BOV03, BOV04, BOV05, BOV19, BOV65, BOV 68, BOV69, BOV70, BOV75,
BOV76, BOV79, BOV82, BOV83, BOV88, BOV89, BOV90, BOV91, BOV92,
BOV96) gather in the localities Mura d’Acqua, Fontanelle, Piano Martino, C.
Rompito and Masseria Iazzano, over steep fields and up-lands located SW and
SE of Vibinum, in areas still nowadays widely covered by wood, inaccessible, and
only scarcely cultivated (Plate 6.5.1). Although distinct from one another, they
gather in groups, and are generally 100-200 m apart from each other.
2

These scatters are characterized by a surface-level spreading of modest
quantities of common ware, cooking ware and few sherds of black glazed
pottery, always in association with building materials (lithics, tiles, bricks) and
sometimes with signs of local production (loom weights, spindle whorls,
millstones). Although very scanty, they are nevertheless homogenous, regarding
width and the sherds’ typologies, and find close comparisons not only in
204

neighboring contexts, like the Carapelle and the Celone valleys, but also in the
other regions of southern Italy.
33

34

This surface evidence refers to single-family houses, with simple planimetry,
whose structures can be envisaged. For instance, in the one excavated in the
Cervaro valley, the House-Farm of Masseria di Pierno (FG51), where two facing
squared buildings (10,8 x 4,5 m) with a single room, with walls built with a
foundation in pebble stones and clay were discovered . Similarly, other
examples from the neighbouring territory — the houses excavated in Faeto, in
the upper Celone valley ; Banzi, in Lucania ; and Giarnera Grande, in the
Carapelle valley attest to the homogeneity of such evidence (Fig. 6.5.1). Indeed,
dating to the 4th c., these are very simple structures, with walls built in
perishable materials over a cobblestone foundation, and roofing in tiles on
wooden beams . The Mancamasone farm in Banzi, whose first phase, dated
between the 4 and 3 c., shows all the typical characteristics of a small rural
house, of Greek and Magno-Greek origin . Similarly, in Giarnera Grande , a
house organized as a rural squared single-family house, with two simple rooms,
with stone basements and walls in green brick (unfired bricks), and a tiled roof
was excavated.
35
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As previously mentioned, though both historical-archaeological and
methodological issues arise, especially with respect to the settlement pattern of
the areas facing the valley, there, apart from four similar contexts located
alongside the riverbed (BOV107, 109, 110, BOV53), no other houses/farms were
recovered. How can we explain this lack of evidence? Is it relatable to a different
settlement strategy that, in earlier phase, preferred the innermost areas, and that
only afterwards also included the areas open to the Tavoliere? Or is it instead
relatable to the invisibility of such traces on the surface’s invisibility as a
consequence of superimposing farms, and villae in the following centuries?
As it will be discussed in the following chapters, indeed, a spread of a Late
Republican, Imperial and Late antique network of settlements was extensively
detected in Sample A and Sample B, but was it forerun by a similar mid-republic
settlement experience that we are now unable to perceive?
These questions might only be answered through excavations, as surface
evidence generally reveals the last asset of the settlement, at least partially
concealing past occupations. On the other hand, it shall be noted that — although
not having been extensively occupied during the archaic period — it is unlikely
that such areas close to the primary and secondary water streams (Cervaro,
Biletra, Lavella, Sannoro) were completely left out of the mid-Republican age
settlement, which in other areas of the Daunia gathers in the valley floors. In this
33
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37
38

39

40

Ficco 2013, 132-133.
Romano, Volpe 2005; Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003.
Corrente, Camaiani et alii 2010, 345-347.
Corrente, Battianti et alii 2008, 343-345, 353-356.
Volpe 1990, 148-149.
Corrente, Battianti et alii 2008; Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014.
Bottini 1982, 462-463; Tagliente 1990.
Ficco 2013, 119; Antonacci Sanpaolo 1992, 132-135; Larcher, Laimer 2010.
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respect, the recovery in Femmina Morta of unguentaria in vernice bruna are
comforting .
41

I therefore believe that a third option is appropriate: the phenomenon of the ‘case
coloniali’, based on the small peasant property predominantly interested in the
areas closer to Vibinum and the innermost fields, that mid-Republican
houses/farms were also located on the hilly fields along the river is also a
possibility — yet it is difficult to prove archaeologically without any excavations.
However, because all the houses/farms recovered in Samples C and D were
abandoned during the 2 c. B.C. we can certainly argue that there was a shifting
of land and economic interests toward the valley, where in the following
centuries more structured farms and villae were built.
nd

A similar pattern can also be detected in the eastern area, near the Carapelle
river, with ASC0, ASC8, ASC12, ASC19 recovered during the Carapelle field
surveys, with identical surface features . Moreover, few other sites dating to the
mid-Republican age are known in the area — and are classified as ‘farms’: they
refer to the same typology of house-farm but yielded more surface evidence,
most likely as a consequence of the overlapping with later fabrics. Lastly, another
area, located in the northern side of the valley (ORS07), revealed sherds of
‘ceramica a vernice rossa’ and ‘ceramica listata’, although detected with very
scarce visibility conditions during field survey. In these sites, however, aerial
photography highlighted the presence of rooms and buildings with a squared
layout, which fostered the interpretation of the site as a rural vicus dating back
to the end of the 4 -3 c. B.C. (Fig. 6.5.2).
42
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Figure 6.5.2: Casina Nardusciello (ORS07): a 4 -2 c. vicus (?) detected through aerial
photography (photo by A.V. Romano).
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Bovino 1994, 300-301.
Ficco 2013, 119-121.
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nd

Such a settlement pattern, widely attested in the entire Tavoliere plain, as well
as in remote areas of the Subappennino — as the case of Vibinum attests — is
related to a demographic increase, and to a consolidation of an owner class
whose wealth stemmed from the intensification of agricultural exploitation and,
perhaps, the use of common resources. Indeed, although at present, no
archaeological data is available regarding property assets, land and
manufacturing management, natural resources accessibility and control, it is
possible that commonly exploited areas (farmlands, pastures, wood, quarry)
coexisted with individually owned properties. The enhancement of the
arboriculture, breeding and pasture, and the spreading of technical and farming
knowledge allowed for a more widespread occupation of lands, in comparison
to earlier phases. Also, loom weights and spindle whorls were recovered during
field survey — and many others from the same areas have been enriching the
Museum collection — testifying to the role played by textile production, as a
secondary product of the ovine breeding. Although it is not possible to define
with certainty which areas were preferably devoted to pastures, we could
reasonably argue that up-lands and terraces over the secondary river valleys —
still used for this purpose today — may have been the perfect milieus.
Coherently, the plastered tanks recovered within the indigenous center of
Herdonia further prove the wool treatment manufacture as well as the integration
of the centers of the plain and the upland scattered houses within an organized
and systematic form of a chain of production.
43

Both archaeobotanical data and ancient sources which tell us about a settled
landscape used for a variety of purposes are consistent with this scenario.
Indeed, the palynology analyses of samples from the indigenous center of
Herdonia evoke the image of a deforested open-landscape, with both farmlands
and uncultivated areas; similarly, the reference to the Punic army hidden nearby
Herdonia, “villis vepribusque et silvis” , evokes an image of scattered settlements
near woodlands and uncultivated areas.
44

6.5.2 From the Hannibal’s legacy to the Augustan age
The 3 c. B.C. was a turbulent period for Apulia, shaken by several events, such
as the passage of military leaders, a persistent state of war — between the
Tarentine war and the Pyrrhic expedition, the Salento war — and the definitive
expansion of Rome throughout the region . However, cities such as Arpi and
the northern Daunia in general, were only marginally affected by these conflicts.
rd

45

46

The real breaking point was brought about by the second Punic war, with the
long-lasting presence of Hannibal in Daunia, the devastations, the raids, the
changes of alliance of the Daunian peoples, which — with the exception of
Canusium and, of course, the colonies of Luceria and Venusia — defected to the
Bovino 1994, 385-398.
Liv. 25, 21, 1-10.
Summary, sources and bibliography in Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 11-152. See also Fronda
2010.
Mazzei 1995; Fronda 2010; Colivicchi 2011.
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Punic Army, and were, at the end of the conflict, punished by the Romans.
Indeed, all of the centers that deserted Hannibal (Tiati, Aecae, Salapia, Ausculum,
Herdonia) at the end of the Punic War underwent seizures of their territories,
which were transformed into ager publicus, and eventually divided and assigned
to the coloni, starting from the 2 c. B.C. .
nd

47

It is in this moment that Vibinum, together with other centers, such as Aecae,
emerged for the first time, drawing the attention of ancient historians. Indeed,
from Polybius's account, we are informed that Hannibal “)ετὰ δὲ ταῦτα
καταστρατο4εδεύσας 4ερὶ τὸ καλού)ενον Οἰβώνιον ἐ4έτρεχε τὴν
Ἀργυρι44ανὴν καὶ 4ᾶσαν ἀδεῶς ἐλεηλάτει τὴν ∆αυνίαν” . Hence, the Punic
army camped in the Cervaro valley, nearby Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum, probably
comforted by the widespread availability of food supply, cereals, and forage for
the horses. The memory of the Punic encampment persisted in the toponyms of
the Cervaro valley, as in a Medieval document, the castellum of Monte Calvello
is described as close by ‘Castrannibale’ . Although this source does not provide
us with substantial evidence, it still remains an evocative landmark of such
events.
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Vibinum was among the centers that revolted. Although the ancient sources do
not make clear reference to this occurrence, two data have deemed this possible:
a. the center is included in the list of the land divisions in the Libri Coloniarum,
having been assigned a centuria “in iugera CC” ;
50

b. an epigraphic document — the so-called “Elogio di Brindisi” — recalls the
achievement of a magistrate of Brundisium who is said to “Circum sedit Vi[binum
bello Punico secondo praesi], diumque Hannibalis et pare[fectum eius cepit” . During a
siege in 214 or 213 B.C., a magistrate — Q. Fabius Maximus or Ap. Claudius Caecus
— is said to have freed Vibinum from a Punic praesidium .
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As argued by M. Fronda, both these attestations are questionable: Vibinum in the
Libri Coloniarum is listed in the same line as Aecae (that revolted) and Canusium
(that did not revolt); secondly, the Elogio di Brindisi was heavily restored .
However, M. Silvestrini and F. Grelle do not doubt the defection of Vibinum,
which would have shared the scenario of its neighbouring centers (Herdonia,
Aecae, and Ausculum) . In this respect, we might also remember that Vibinum
offers an indication of a certain openness towards the Punics, as the roof tile
engraved with Messapic, Punic and Greek alphabets would seem to testify .
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In any case, contrary to what was inferred for a long time, a recent debate on
"Hannibal’s legacy" is showing how the devastations of the dirus Hannibal
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A general overview is provided in Volpe 1990; Grelle 1992a; Goffredo 2014.
Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
Alvisi 1970, 118; Pani 1991, 127.
Lib. Col. 1, 210, 8-9.
AE 1954, 216.
Vitucci 1953; Gabba 1958; Mazzei 1994b, 89.
Fronda 2010, 86 on Vibinum.
Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 135-136.
Marchesini 1994.
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claimed by A. Toynbee in his renowned work , had a less important impact than
originally envisaged. Indeed, in the first place, as Elio Lo Cascio rightly pointed
out, the Hannibalic age in Toynbee's perspective is a factor of both discontinuity
and persistence in the forms of catastrophe and underdevelopment prolonged
for millennia . Secondly, Enzo Lippolis is to be credited for having begun to
redefine the contours of this historical phase, reviewing contexts and
chronologies . Even more recently, the historical-archaeological framework of
these phases has been deeply revisited, offering a more complex image of
continuity and discontinuity and highlighting a significant vitality of
agricultural landscapes and productions between the 2 and 1 c. B.C. .
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The landscape assets, indeed, did change, not as a direct consequence of
Hannibal's sacks and devastations, but rather as a consequence of the Roman reorganization of the ager publicus, divided and assigned between the 201 B.C. and
the Graccan era.
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It was argued that Scipio’s veterans might have received a portion of lands from
the area under examination, as Vibinum community’s inscription to the Galeria
tribe could hint at the pre-existence of this family groups — only rarely attested
in the Apulian scenario — in the territory. However, as will be discussed later
on, the attribution of the community to the Galeria tribe was most likely triggered
by the geographical position and cultural proximity of this center to the Irpinia
— where the Galerii are widely attested — rather than to the Apulia .
61

For the Cervaro valley, it was the end of the 2 c. B.C. that caused a change in the
dislocation of settlements: the agrarian reforms performed by the Gracchi,
involving wide areas of the sub-Apennine , deeply modified the settlement and
the productive panoramas. As will be discussed later on, the process of divisio et
adsignatio of the ager publicus reshaped the geography of the entire Daunia,
through the affirmation of the model of the farm, in a general frame of a
settlement continuity . This phenomenon, as we will see, is particularly
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Toynbee 1981-1983.
Lo Cascio 2001, and Gabba, Bandinelli, Grelle’s contribution in Lo Cascio, Storchi Marino
2001. A. Toynbee drew a bleak picture of the devastations of the dirus Hannibal, whose
outcome was still evident to the historian in the early 1960s, when he visited Apulia.
Lippolis 1984, 446-452.
For a general overview: Volpe 1990.
A decemviral commission was appointed to survey the lands and to assign the agri to
Scipio’s veterans. Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 177.
Silvestrini 2001, 274-275; Grelle et alii 2017, 78.
The Irpinian area between Montella, Lioni and Aequum Tuticum was deeply reorganized
during Graccan age ex lege sempronia agraria, approved in 133 B.C. by Tiberio Gracco. The
entire Irpinian and Sub-apennic area was interested: in the territory of Compsa, Montella
e Frigento, seven boundaries stones were located by the triumviral commission “agric
iudicandis adsignandis” in 130-139 B.C. Also Livy recalls the intervention of centuriation in
the Irpinia: Liv. 22, 61, 11-12 and 23, 1, 1-4. In the sub-Apennine, the recovery of two
boundary stones dating to the 130 in Celenza Valfortore refer to Graccan intervention in
the area: Pani 1977, 389-400; Grelle 2009, 332; Volpe 1990, 46-52; Goffredo 2011, 191-198.
In the valley of the Carapelle river, a territory near the area of Vibinum between Ausculum
and Herdonia, archaeological research has not detected significant breaks in the presence of
farms, whose occupation continued beyond the end of the 3 c: Goffredo, Ficco 2009, 35-43.
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recognizable in the areas facing the Cervaro valley, which might also have been
shaped by a Graccan age centuriation.
The Late Republican Age landscapes are indeed marked by the system of the
farms. This settlement typology refers to a medium-size rural building, with a
simple planimetric organization, in which the separation of residential and
productive spaces is clear, with specific areas devoted to the storage of
foodstuffs, and to the manufacturing and processing of food: olive pressing, and
wheat grinding, as well as metallurgy and brick/tile kiln for routine
maintenance needs (Table 6.5.2 and Plate 6.5.2).
Past and recent excavations allowed the investigation of the reference model for
this typology: in the ager Herdonitanus, for instance, near Masseria Posta Crusta
(ORD04) , a farm was built over a previous rural settlement, during the 2 c. B.C.,
with a squared planimetry. The external walls are made of opus incertum, and
residential and productive areas coexists resulting in a sober and efficient
farmhouse, with rooms paved in opus signinum with cubilia and black and white
mosaics; rooms interpreted as cubicula, and a vast area for the production of olive
oil, equipped with drainage channels, a cistern, and dolia for the storage of
foodstuff (Fig. 6.5.3). Similarly, the farm nearby Masseria Alesio (ORD02) ,
recently investigated, was built inside and complying with the bearing of the
centuriatio, with an external channel that defined the area, and hence used as a
productive center for the stocking and processing of agricultural products,
which was turned into a villa during the Imperial period and Late Antiquity.
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Figure 6.5.3: The Posta Crusta (ORD04) farm, located NW of Herdonia (from de Boe
1975).
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De Boe 1975; Herdonia, 311-318; Volpe 1990, 130-13; Leone 2000, 388-390; Goffredo 2011.
Corrente, Cioce 2014; Mertens 1971, 33-34.
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Indeed, it is especially within the grid of the agri centuriati that such a pattern can
be clearly detected: in the area W-NW of Herdonia, in the localities of Posta
Crusta, Masseria Caione and Ponte Rotto a large number of scatters pertaining
to Republican farms were recovered by J. Mertens’s équipe at the end of the
second half of the last century . On surface, this typology of sites corresponds to
simple areas of concentration of ceramic material, with pottery sherds (common
ware, cooking ware, black glazed in the shape of paterae or cups, and ‘a pasta
grigia’), in association with bricks, dolia, and sometimes millstones.
66

However, the detection and the identification of such sites through field surveys
is not a straightforward process. Also in this case it should be considered that
these Late Republican Age farms often underwent a process of reconstruction
and enlargement in the following centuries. Such circumstances may deeply
influence our understanding of earlier phases which are often detected only
through the presence of a coherent ceramic panorama, within a wider scatter of
later phases.
For the Cervaro valley, the settlement patterns dating to the mid 2 – 1 c. B.C.
preserved the features — and often also the locations — of the precedent asset,
but at the same time laid the basis for the future settlement strategies and
typologies that for the following centuries — at least up to the end of the 6 c.
A.D. — would characterize the river valley, not infrequently also enduring in the
Medieval landscapes . The pattern highlighted through field survey complies
with a ‘local’ model of land use and valorization, based on small private
properties, in a territory that had not yet been involved in the concentration of
property and land estates that would later lead to the landscape of the villae, in
line with a process also recognized in the Ofanto , Celone and Carapelle
valleys.
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These forms of continuity in the types of rural settlement raise some questions:
was it the will of the new coloni to preserve, even in a new territorial layout, the
pre-existing ways of populating and exploiting the territory? Or is it a sign of
some continuity of the indigenous land aristocracies, or at least parts thereof,
who managed to preserve the ownership or at least the use of the land? In this
regard, it should also be remembered that some exponents, certainly the most
dynamic, of Daunian society managed to exploit new opportunities connected
with Mediterranean trade. On the other hand, the Graccan reform was intended
to redistribute the lands occupied by the Roman and Italian landlords to small
peasant owners and it is not clear whether the local oligarchy still maintained
direct and indirect control over the lands; in any case, the relationships between
small properties, executive bodies and oligarchies were changed and a

Herdonia.
For instance, the villa of Casalene was occupied from the Augustan age to the 6 c. A.D.,
and then hosted a small early Medieval community, most likely becoming a Medieval
Casale with the name of S. Vito. See infra 6.8-6.9.
Goffredo 2011, 118.
Romano, Volpe 2005.
Ficco 2013, 136-140.
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significant increase was given to the birth of small rural settlements: farmhouses
and farms.
Indeed, field survey data highlighted that at least untill the end of the 2 century
the innermost areas near the Vallo also continued to be occupied, in a
generalized preservation of the rural scattered settlement, but with a progressive
enlargement of the rural structures. This asset was however altered probably due
to a Graccan intervention in the ager Vibinas — the areas facing the valley
underwent a progressive construction of new farms — whose setting would
continue up to the Augustan Age, creating the basis for the full Roman Age
pattern. As will be discussed, indeed, a centuriatio — most likely dating to the
Graccan era — was set in the area and might — as it will be argued — still be
recognizable in an inertial portion of landscape corresponding to the locality
Mezzana .
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The frequent discovery of granaries, oil mills, and loom weights, in Republican
sites, is a clear sign that the agricultural economy was already developing and
that the practice of transhumant breeding and sheep farming must also have had
a significant weight. The warehouses for the conservation of cereals, investigated
in Herdonia, are a sign that extensive agriculture was also practiced, as well as
specialized agriculture, as attested by the torcularium with lacus olearius for the
oil production carried out in Posta Crusta. Consistently, not only did the pollinic
analyses from 2 -1 c. samples from Herdonia confirm the increasing
pervasiveness of olive production, but also on the surface these scatters are often
associated with millstones, and in the same case by torcolaria (BOV27).
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After the Gracchan reforms, and in light of the effect of the civil war, the local
society, the economy, the trans-marine trade, and the urban and rural
settlements, were significantly modified. In the rural landscape this resulted in
the spreading of the villa system and, at the same time, the beginning of large
transhumant breeding.
The final stage of the Romanization process is represented by the phase between
the social war and the municipalization, which ended with the final absorption
of the Daunian territory into the Roman system .
72

The events of the Social War and, soon after, of the Civil War most likely also
involved the Cervaro valley, as although Appiano’s account mentions neither
Herdonia nor Vibinum, the latter may have been founded as a colony by Sulla or
by an exponent of his entourage, Metellus, as an outpost for controlling an area
were Mario had strongly pushed the municipalization process and where a
Samnite presence was still attested . From that moment on, Vibinum acquired
urban features, equipped with urban walls, an aqueduct, and urban private
buildings (Fig. 6.5.4).
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See infra: the agri centuriati and the centuriatio of Vibinum.
An extensive overview in Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 215-239 and on the phase of the
municipalization Grelle et alii 2017.
Pani 1991; Pani 1994; Gabba 1996. See infra: the colony.
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The following paragraphs deal with the signs generated by the Roman
supremacy in the Cervaro valley: the institutions and assets of the Colonia Vibina
and the extents of its ager, and the long-lasting signs imprinted by the Romans
in the landscapes: the road network and a hypothesized rural land division in
the ager Vibinas.

Figure 6.5.4: The Roman aqueduct in locality Mura d’Acqua-Mura ad Archi.

6.5.3 The “colonia Vibinia”
Epigraphy helped in reconstructing the institutional asset of Vibinum. Indeed,
although the mention of duoviri in an epigraphic document , had been previously
interpreted as a special municipal magistracy, probably developed by the Oscan
pre-Roman administrative organization with two meddices, the recovery of a new
inscription changed the perspective.
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An epigraph, dedicated to Caracalla and dated between 195 and 197 A.D., with
a reference to the “colonia Vibina” shed light on this .
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Coherently, an epigraph published by R. Gaeta recalls a “patronus coloniae” and
a tabula patronatus that may also be interpreted as the metal slab recovered in
Casale , evoke the chance that this villa was owned by a dominus that at a certain
point was honored as a patronus.
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CIL IX, 964 and 965.
Pani 1991; Pani 1994, 236-237. On the Roman colony: Grelle et alii 2017, 14-15, 58-59.
Gaeta 1976-77, 153, n. 4; F. Paulicelli, in Bovino 1994, 236-238, n. 299.
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The foundation of a Roman colony may have occurred during the age of Sulla,
right after the Social war . A triumviral foundation is less convincing: in that
moment only the ‘more flourishing (cities) of Italy’ were granted the status of
colonia. Vibinum, for its geomorphological position, can be included among the
phoria , so to say the presidia, preferred by Sulla and his entourage. Indeed,
although colonial establishments in Puglia were a limited phenomenon during
the rearrangement of territories after the Social War, vast portions of land had
been seized by Sulla in Samnium and in Irpinia, and he carried out a planned
process of Roman colonies’ deductiones in the same areas where Marius had
previously forced the municipalization process, ensuring reliable support for
himself on his way back from the East. Sulla’s colonies (Pompei , Nola, Abella )
were founded for military and strategic reasons; similarly, for its strategic
position, its geographical and cultural proximity to the Irpinia, Vibinum may
therefore also have been included in this project, to gain control over
traditionally anti-Sullan areas where the Samnite cultural component was still
lively. M. Chelotti argued that the venture may be appointed to Metello, consul
in 80 B.C. with Sulla, in the frame of the veterans’ assignment of lands at the end
of the civil war .
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Consistently, Vibinum’s community had been inscribed in the Galeria tribe ,
linked to the Irpinian area rather than to the Apulian side , and attested in the
centers of Compsa, Abellinum, Abella and probably Aquilonia . This circumstance
can be explained either as the consequence of the adisignatio to Scipian veterans
of a large portion of the ager publicus in Samnio and Apulia , or — if appointing
the centuriatio of Vibinum to the Graccan agency — as a consequence of the
empowerment of local elites from Irpinia, where the Galeria tribe was already
attested.
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On the topography of the ancient Vibinum, some information has come from
urban excavations and sporadic findings during building activities, but many
pieces of evidence are still in loco, nestled in the modern urban tissue (Fig. 6.5.5).
The oppidum occupies a depression between two hills, which was landfilled over
the course of centuries. The beginning of the arrangement of the intramuros and
extramoenia colony can be dated starting from 75-50 B.C. In this moment,
probably replacing the palisade or the enclosure that may have fenced the preRoman settlement, the urban center was equipped with an urban wall circuit.
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In agreement with this view: Pani 1991; Pani 1994; Grelle et alii 2017, 14-18. Comodeca
claims for an establishment during Sulla or the triumvirates era (Camodeca 1991).
App. BC. 4, 3, 10.
App. BC. 1, 96, 448.
Andreau 1980; Lo Cascio 1996.
Camodeca 1991.
Silvestrini, Grelle 2013, 234.
Silvestrini 1994a, 136. See also ch. 4.2 for the epigraphic document attesting the Galeria
Tribe in Vibinum. For a complete study on the Galeria Tribe in Apulia: Silvestrini 2001, 267283.
Where it is only attested in Sipontum (Silvestrini 2001).
Pani 1976.
Liv, 31, 4, 1-3; 49, 5; 32, 1, 6; Grelle 2009, 322; Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 118.
On the topography of Bovino see also: Mertens 1994a; a synthesis in Pietropaolo 2019.
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Walls run for 1375 m, defining 12 hectares of urban aggere and were built with a
homogeneous building technique: foundations were built directly on top of the
bare rock, the walls were built in opus quasi reticulatum, with angles of opus
quadratum made of stone bricks, set in horizontal rows.
The building technique can be closely compared with the urban wall of
neighboring city centers of Irpinia and Samnium, which all dated to the 1 c. B.C.
Some portions of the urban wall are still visible in the modern town: in Via
Portella; in a private courtyard in Via Lastene; in Via Castello; in the Ducal
Palace; and on the ramp of Via Mentana .
st
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Figure 6.5.5: Bovino, Via Portella. Portion of the opus reticulatum pertaining to the urban
wall and of a walled-up door.

The urban walls were also provided with towers, one of them was excavated by
the Superintendence in the ‘90s, and it is still visible in Via Lastene. The circular
tower is built in opus reticulatum, with 5 m diameter and 2.50 m elevation still
preserved. Three of the main entrances (Porta Maggiore, Porta San Marco and
Porta delle Vigne) are visible.
The inner setting of the modern town seems very conservative, as the modern
Via Roma retraces the path of the Roman decumanus maximus, following a WNWESE orientation, while the ancient forum is coincident with the cathedral square,
as the majority of the public inscriptions were recovered there. Moreover, most
likely located in the forum, a statue of Marsia erected by Publius Postumius Albinus
and Lucius Postumius Niger of the Galeria tribe, is lost but recalled in an epigraph
engraved on the basis of the statue . The features of the lithic support recall the
characters of the ‘Marsia nel foro’ type . During the Social War, the deity had
become the symbol of the freedom of the Italic towns from the Romans, and was
later used as signum libertatis of municipal liberty after the Social War or as the
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Cfr. Mertens 1994a; Mazzei, Lippolis 1984, 239-240; Mazzei, Mertens, Volpe 1990, 186.
See ch. 4.2, n. 5; Gaeta 1976, 151-152; Silvestrini 1994, 234.
Basso, Buonopane 2008 for a complete and recent discussion of the role of Marsia in the
fora. Statues of the silenus are attested in Rome, Paestum, Vibinum, and probably Alba
Fucens.
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sign of a homogenisation with Urbs . P. Basso connects the statues to the events
of the Social War, highlighting the political meaning of the freedom of the Italic
allies. With respect to Vibinum’s statue, the chronology of the epigraph (dated to
the last decennia of the Republican age and the first years of the Augustan age),
and the cognomina of the dedicatories rather deem the statue to have been erected
as a symbol of homogenisation with Urbe.
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It is thanks to references in the epigraphs that we can also hypothesize the
existence — probably in an area out of the urban center — of an amphitheater
(or a circus?), as two members of the Allieni family are recalled for having erected
a podium.
The public building activities also included the construction of an aqueduct that
ran through the countryside, bringing water to the center from the SW springs,
then flowing into a hypogeous system of cisterns. From the countryside, the
water filled the castellum aquae —recognizable in the Cantine Cerrato — and from
here the other underground system of cisterns that have been explored by the
A.S.S.O. under the purview of the Cerbalus Project. Entirely excavated in the
bare rock or partially built with concrete, connected through narrow tunnels,
paved with opus signinum or with other types of water resistant pavements and
equipped with wells and holes for cleaning and maintenance, this complex
network of cisterns, together with the visible traits of Vibinum’s aqueduct path
in the countryside, represents a rich, and widely unexplored, trace of its past.
In the evocative location of Mura d’Acque-Mura ad Archi one arch of the
aqueduct stands out. The arch is built in opus incertum.
On the other hand, few pieces of information are available regarding private
housing: in Via Lastene a domus was excavated, and two geometric mosaic
pavements recovered there are now preserved in the local museum.
Furthermore, in Via Lastene and between Via Torino, San Francesco square and
Boffa square two thermal complexes were discovered. Lastly, the only data on
funerary areas in town are in references by Nicastro who recalls burials — of
unspecified chronology — in the area of the modern Villa Comunale and on the
road to the Cappuccini (Fig. 6.5.6).
Defining the extent of the ager Vibinas is still somewhat problematic. The use of
historical, epigraphical, and hagiographical sources, and geomorphological and
toponym data nevertheless allow us to put forward some hypotheses .
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The small center of Vibinum was not a hegemonic center in the same way as the
Roman colonies of Luceria and Venusia and of the indigenous centers of
Canusium, Arpi, Teanum Apulum, Forentum and Salpia vetus were. Its ager was
surrounded by the agri of major civitates: Aecae to the north, Herdonia to the east,
Ausculum and Aquilonia to the south, and Aeclanum to the west.
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An iconic statue of the Silenus raised in the Roman forum (Hor. Sat. 1, 6, 119-121).
On boundaries of territories in Roman Italy see Luciani, Migliario 2019.
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Figure 6.5.6: Archaeological evidence in town (elab. by A.V. Romano).
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Some clues may be deduced through analysis of later documents that refer the
extent of the Medieval dioceses of Bovino and of the neighbouring Aecae,
similarly to what has been successfully done for other portions of Daunia, and
for the neighboring ager Herdonitanus and ager Aecanus . Bovino’s dioceses is
attested from 969 A.D., when Benevento became a metropolitan seat and Bovino
one of its suffragan dioceses. We have no information about a Late Antique
diocese, if ever did it exist, but it seems more likely that during that period
Bovino and its ager were included in the diocese of Aecae. Mariagrazia de Fino,
studying two inscriptions found in the territory of Orsara, tried to identify the
borders between Aecae and Vibinum territories .
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By considering both the epigraphic document and the evolution of the Medieval
dioceses of Bovino, we are able to hypothesize that the western limits consist in
the first hills of Monti Dauni and in the north, the Cerbalus River, with the
exception of San Lorenzo, Monte Calvello, Monte Sellare (Mons IlarisMontellare) and Montaguto , which were attributed to Vibinum, despite being
on the other side of the river. Toward the east, the territory should include the
lands between Bovino and the Via Traiana, until the crossing point between Ponte
Rotto and the road Ascoli-Foggia, and Sedia d’Orlando. In the south, the
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Carapelle river course and the Via Herdonitania must have been the limit between
the ager Vibinas and the ager Ausculinus; later also becoming the boundary
between the two Dioceses of Bovino and Lacedonia, Ascoli. The boundary ran in
the Vallone San Pietro toward Anzano, climbing back onto the Val di Fassa and
reaching the Cerbalus, running along Monteleone and the creek Avella. Defined
as such, the territory is 750 km , geomorphologically diversified and arduous.
2

6.5.4 Roman signs in the landscape
6.5.4.1 The road network between the Roman age and the “vie della
transumanza”
Among the main effects of the Romanization process in Apulia, we can recognize
the increase in the number of rural settlements, the establishment of new trading
routes and the arrangement of the ancient tracks that since prehistory ensured
the crossing of regions, by exploiting natural pathways on ridges, shores, and
valley floors, complying with the local geomorphology.
The process was neither straightforward nor rapid, but between the 1 c. B.C. and
the Trajan era, it resulted in the setting of a widespread network of primary and
secondary routes that allowed goods, people, armies and animals to travel
among the regions and to easily reach the ports that opened toward the
Mediterranean. For the Apulia and Calabria, Trajan’s investments in the
st

Herdonia, 294-298.
De Fino 1999a.
De Fino, Romano 2001.
Montellare is mentioned in the Decime of Bovino’s dioceses in 1310 and 1328: Martin 1993,
267.
Vendola 1939, 34-35.
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development of road networks led to a transformation of the local roads and to
the creation of the Via Appia Traiana, directly connecting Rome to Brundisium .
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The infrastructural network created during the Roman age remained almost the
same at least until the Norman era, when the rise of new settlement centers
(castra and casalia) reshaped the infrastructural geography. In the late 15 c., with
the establishment of the Dogana della Mena delle Pecore , the road network
underwent major changes to meet the needs of the transhumant herd. Poste and
Masserie became the new residential centers, and tratturi, tratturelli only rarely
retraced ancient paths.
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In the area under examination, our knowledge of the road network relies on
literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources . We have previously discussed
the connecting role played by the valley throughout the centuries, which can be
considered one of its main peculiar features that still endures today .
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Ever since prehistory, communities have used the route running along the river
valley, exploiting a natural pathway. When Polybius recalls Hannibal’s journey
to Apulia, he informs us that, after the Trasimeno battle fought against the
Romans, his troops encamped near Bovino before moving toward Benevento.
On their journey, Hannibal and his troop must have followed that path, most
likely the Via Minucia , an ancient road also referenced to by Strabo , Cicero ,
Caesar , and Horace .
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Strabo, indeed, while describing the itinerary for those who, arriving from the
East and disembarking in Brundisium, were heading toward Rome, suggests two
possible routes: the Via Minucia that crossed Peucetia, Daunia and Samnium and
on whose path the cities of Celia, Canusium and Herdonia were located; or the via
Appia, more suitable for carts. Both these roads converged and joined in

On Roman road network in Northern Apulia: Alvisi 1962; Alvisi 1970; Alvisi 1979; Radke
1981, 133-146, 152-178, 235-239; Uggeri 1983; Silvestrini 1980; D’Andria 1997; Volpe 1990,
85-100; Silvestrini 1999; Ceraudo 2003; Ceraudo 2007; Ceraudo 2008; Ceraudo 2014;
Ceraudo 2019; Marchi 2019; on the representation of Apulia et Calabria in the Tabula
Peutingeriana see Piepoli 2020; Ruta 1980; Desjardins 1869.
Marino 1988.
Silvestrini 1980; Chelotti, Silvestrini 1980.
On aerial photo interpretation: Alvisi 1962; Alvisi 1970; Alvisi 1977; Alvisi 1979; Ceraudo
2003; Ceraudo 2007; Ceraudo 2008.
The railway connecting Foggia to Naples and the SS.90 delle Puglie use the valley as a
crossing point through the Apennine; Volpe 1990, 85-100; Silvestrini 1999; Ceraudo 2008;
Ceraudo 2019; Marchi 2019.
Radke 1981, 141; Uggeri 1983, 229-231; Silvestrini 1988, 383, 454-455; Pani 1990, 169-170;
Volpe 1990, 88-89; Volpe 1996, 60-61, 78-79; Mangiatordi 2011, 58-60; Grelle, Silvestrini
2013, 200; Ceraudo 2015.
Str. 6, 3, 7.
Cic. Att. 9, 6, 1.
Caes. civ. I, 24, 1-3.
Hor. Ep. 1, 18, 20.
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Beneventum. Also, in some letters to Atticus, Cicero explicitly mentions the Via
Minucia.
Horace not only directly refers to the Via Minucia in a passage of the epistulae,
reminding that this road, as well as the Appia, connected Rome to Brundisium,
but also in his poetic account of his trip from Rome to Brundisium in 37 B.C.,
where he describes the road he travelled along and the towns he visited. After
leaving a villa near Trevicum, and before reaching Canusium, he spent the night
in an oppidulum. Although he does not mention the name of this village, as he
states that “versu dicere non est”, he provides us with a few pieces of information:
in this oppidulum people were selling the most common goods, the water was
rare and precious; but bread was delicious. Scholars have tried to understand the
reasons for the omission of the small village’s name, located between Trevicum
and Canusium. Whether he was referring to Vibinum, to Herdonia or rather to
other villages that we are yet unable to identify, the existence of a direct road
from Trevicum to Canusium is certain. But were Cicero, Horace and Strabo
referring to the same road or were they rather recommending two different
pathways? In Radke the two itineraries correspond, and he calls this road the Via
Herdonitana, in the stretch of Sevignano Irpino-Equotutico-Bovino-Ordona . For
Ashby Horace's mule track passed through the Miscano valley, reaching Aecae
and heading to Herdonia. In his interpretation, Horace and Strabo are referring
to the same road, which will eventually be retraced by the Via Traiana.
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However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the three authors were referring
to the road running along the Cervaro river bed, which J. Bradford identified in
the orthophotos as “older than the Via Traiana”, and whose path G. Alvisi traced
close to the Ponte di Bovino . This road reached Herdonia, passing north of
Castelluccio. It has been deemed possible that this path, the Via Minucia,
exploited the northern axe of the hypothesised centuriatio of Bovino, as will be
further argued. A later reference, in the Ravennatis Anonymi Cosmographia , refer
to the stretch of road between Egotanticuon-Erdonias may prove that a direct path
existed during ancient times and was still used during Late Antiquity and the
Early Middle Ages.
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After Trajan’s intervention, the low Cervaro valley was crossed by the Via
Traiana, although the definition of its route between Aecae and the Cervaro river
is still debated.
The road came across the Apennine from Beneventum to Aecae, passing through
Aequum Tuticum — today Sant’Euleterio, near Ariano Irpino. Moving from Aecae,
and following the path now retraced by the Corso Regina Margherita , the Via
114

Hor. Sat. 1, 5.
Russi 1994.
Radke 1981, 141.
Ashby 1916; Ashby, Gardner 1916, 142-149.
Alvisi 1970, 118.
Rav. 34, 8-9: Egotanticuon-Erdonias indicates the stretch between Aequum TuticumHerdonia without any in between stationes hence suggesting a direct connection.
Portions of the Roman stone-pavements were recovered in 1972 in the modern Troia,
underneath the modern road that cuts and crosses the village, proving the ancient Via
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Traiana — according to G. Alvisi — passed by the masserie Titoloni, della
Quercia and Ponte Albanito, and then reached the Cervaro valley . However, in
Ashby’s view, after crossing Aecae, the road turned toward Contrada Martelli,
overpassed Masseria San Paolo and Masseria Pozzorsogno — where he located
the statio ad Pirum — and then, leaving Masseria Pozzo d’Albero, reached Posta
San Nicola, rejoining Alvisi’s path at Masseria Ponte Albanito. Ceraudo accepts
Alvisi’s reconstruction up to Masseria della Quercia, but embraces Ashby’s for
the following path, up to the Cervaro. In his view, the road exploited in this last
segment — which was most likely paved — one of the axes of the centuriatio
within the ager Aecanus .
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The Via Traiana overpassed the Cerbalus using a bridge built on the model of the
pontes longi . Since the Roman age, the river has moved 500 m north, as the
structures of the bridge, still partially preserved near Masseria Ponte Rotto
(FG19) and in locality Ponte Rotto (CDS06) stand far from the current riverbed.
The bridge on the Cervaro was a huge structure, 320 m long and 7-10 m wide,
built in concrete and clad in opus latericium, with 17 arches and buttresses . Its
length served to face the seasonal shifting of the Cervaro watercourse. After
passing the Cervaro, the Via Traiana ran toward Herdonia, cutting the centuriatio
of the ager Herdonitanus, and overpassing the Carapelle with another bridge.
Also, in this case, the Itinerarium Antonini Augusti and the Itinerarium
Burdigalense both attest the uninterrupted use of this road in the stretch between
Aecae and Herdonia.
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A few kilometres south of Vibinum, another road followed the river course of the
Calaggio-Carapelle, connecting Trevicum to Herdonia. This is the Via Herdonitana
or Aurelia Aeclaensis . The pre-existing path between Aeclanum and Beneventum
was extended to Herdonia, upon request of the community during the Adrian or
Antonine era . Desy suggested identifying this path as Horace’s road, while
Radke , as already mentioned, considered it the Via Minucia.
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Traiana followed the same path. Bambacigno 1975-76, 118, n. 9; Bambacigno 1988, 263-264;
Bambacigno 1989, 31-33; Bambacigno 1996, 103; Ceraudo 2008, 90-91.
Alvisi 1970, 35.
Ceraudo 2008, 36.
Ashby recalls a stone-paved portion nearby Posta San Nicola (Ashby, Gardner 1916, 142);
and another was recently excavated in Posta Nuova during infrastructural work (Ceraudo
2008, 41); see also Mertens 1994b.
Aecae’s division is attested by the Liber Coloniarum (Lib. Col. I, 210, 7-9); on the extent of
the ager Aecanus: De Fino, Romano 2001.
Mertens 1994a, 7-18.
Mertens 1994a, 12-15; Ceraudo 2008, 48; De Felice 2000.
Itin. Ant. 116, 1-3 states: Aecas – XVIIII – Erdonias; Itin. Burd. 61, 5-6: Aecae – XVIII –
Serdonis. see Calzolari 1996; Gelsomino 1966; Gelsomino 1970.
CIL IX, 670; CIL IX, 1414; CIL III, 1456; Morizio 2007, 34, n. 10. Mommsen suggests the
identification of the via Herdonitana with the Aurelia Aeclanensis (CIL IX, 99); Volpe 1996,
70-71.
Ficco 2013, 90-91.
Desy 1988.
Radke 1981, 141-144.
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Castled on a hill, Vibinum is 4 km far from the Cervaro, with a 500 m difference
in altitude. Hence, differently from the neighboring towns that grew along the
main roads, Vibinum was always set aside, accessible only via secondary roads.
We can also hypothesize a substantial presence of minor paths and trails that
headed towards Vibinum from the major rural settlement, ensuring participation
in the social and economic life of the urban center.
Gaetano Nicastro tried to define some of the secondary local road system :
126

1.

Via da Porta Maggiore – Carrara – Ripapietra - Serra del Vento Femmina Morta - Via della Carrozza – Casalene – Beletra - Pozzo
Demone – Cologna - Posta Contessa –Castelluccio - Valle del Forno;

2.

Porta Maggiore - Fontana vecchia - Casino di Pilato - Acquedotto
romano - Torrente Iazzano – Coppi - Agata la Noce - Mulino del Duca
- Taverna di Rotata-Accadia - Via Erculea from Monteleone – Calaggio
- Palino - S.Antuono - Via Irpina – Venosa;

3.

Erculea da Monteleone - Taverna di Rotata - Sopra le Grotte - Bosco
Difesa - Cupa di Gianluca - Vado del Milo - Ponte Palino o Ponte
Oraziano – Via Irpinia;

4.

Canosa - Ponte sul Calaggio - Trivito - Eclano – Appia.

We can recognize four paths: a) a ridge road from Casalene to Bovino; b) a
downhill path from Bovino to Casale, following the Biletra creek; c) from Casale
to Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo; d) from Casalene to Pizzo dell’Angelo, then
converging toward the to the Cervaro and the Via Minucia (Plate 6.5.1).
127

The existence itself of villae and rural settlements in the countryside implies the
existence of a secondary road network, which connected them to the valley floor
and the urban center. Also, a direct road connecting Vibinum to Aecae is attested
by later sources and along this road is attested the praetorium of Torre Guevara
(BOV31) . This road may have used the Ponte di Bovino, the bridge now located
in Bovino scalo, whose current structure dates to the late XV c., for overpassing
the Cervaro. Indeed, although no structural studies have ever been carried out,
and no traces of a pre-existing bridge are visible, the fact that Roman walls have
been detected underneath the current Stazione di Posta, proves that a connection
between the two sides of the river was in place.
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Lastly, we should not underestimate the role played by waterways as a rapid
and economic alternative to the longer and costly road trips. While for some of
the Apulian rivers we have proof of their navigability, the deviation of the
Cervaro riverbed and its seasonal variability may have prevented its constant
use. Nevertheless, we cannot discount that this would have been a navigable
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Nicastro 1984, 62, n.3; 69, n. 3.
Martino 2012, 37.
Guid. 47: “Ecana quae nunc Troia vocatur – Pandesia quae nunc Bibina”.
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route during humid seasons , as also hypothesized by Giustiniani and
Nicastro . Indeed, the Cervaro river flowed into the coastal lagoon of Salapia
which was accessible to small ships and considered the port of Arpi.
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As mentioned above, albeit with minor detours, there are few doubts that the
Roman and Late Antique system was preserved and used for connecting the
centers that had survived throughout the early Middle Ages . The foundation
along the Via Traiana of the casalia Ponte Albanito, Stornara and Ernola indicates
that the road was still in use. Also, the reference in an 1850 map of “avanzi
dell’antica via Appia” informs us that portions of the road were still used, visible
and recognized as such .
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Similarly, Bovino’s appointment as diocese in the 10 c. together with the
foundation of a network of casalia spread in the valley, attest that the road
network was still used, and possibly enlarged with new stretches. Thanks to
modern cartography we are indeed able to detect the spread-out network of
secondary roads that crossed the landscape: they connect areas of the Medieval
casalia, hence we could reasonably deem possible that all these stretches were
also used during the Middle Ages .
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135

Moreover, the foundation of a San Michele chapel in the area of the Stazione di
Posta on the Cervaro river attests to the connection with the pilgrimage route
that headed toward the S. Michele in Monte Sant’Angelo on the Gargano. This
track remained in use after the institution of the Dogana della Mena delle Pecore
in 1447 that not only changed the shape of the Apulian agrarian landscape, but
also caused a shifting in the occupation of centers with the creation of new
centers (masserie, poste, and casali) for the needs of transhumance, and with the
creation of new paths that only rarely retraced ancient roads. Nevertheless, the
sheep track Cerignola-Ponte di Bovino ensured the connection between the
valley and the Aufidus area, maintaining the axis of the former Via Minucia, and
the Ponte di Bovino, still in place and functioning at Bovino scalo, may — in the
absence of any proof that can date it to the Roman age — have been there erected
before the end of the 15th c.
On waterways during Roman age: Alvisi 1970; Delano Smith 1978, 160-162; Volpe 1990,
85-100; Volpe 1996, 80-83; Goffredo 2011, 75-84, Ceraudo 2008.
Giustiniani 1797, 134.
Nicastro 1984, 35.
Str. 6, 3, 9.
On early Medieval road network: Dalena 2003; Dalena 2012.
ASFG, Tav., 205, 342, 25 (1850).
via di Novola che da Deliceto conduce verso la via nuova di Napoli e Marino; via che dalla Lamia
conduceva in Bovino; via che da Panni conduce in Bovino; via che conduce a Cologna; Tratturo
regio che conduce in Ascoli; via che dal Ponte conduce in Candela; via che va al Molinello; via che
da Iliceto va al Ponte di Bovino; via che va alle Differenze; via del Sanganello che da Deliceto conduce
in Bovino; via che da Mezzalingua conduce in Bovino; via che da Radogna va alla Fontana di
Iancoppo; via che dal Ponte conduce in San Lorenzo; via che dal Ponte conduce nella città di Foggia;
via che dal Ponte conduce in Troia; via che dal Ponte porta in Lucera; via che da Bovino conduce
nella masseria di S. Lorenzo in Valle; via che da Bovino conduce alla Taverna del Ponte; via che
porta al Cervaro: ASFG, Dog., I, vol. 18. For other information on modern cartography: see
ch. 4.4.
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6.5.4.2 The agri centuriati and the centuriatio of Vibinum
John Bradford defined the Apulian region as a chess-board landscape . Not only
is this a very evocative image, but it is also an appropriate description for a
region deeply marked by past agricultural traces. Indeed, traces of ancient
agriculture and land management systems are among the most prominent
archaeological features in the Apulian landscape, representing the material signs
of a long-lasting human-environment relationship, that is to be considered one
of the most incisive ‘atto territorializzante’ in the history of the relationship
between man and the environment, with settlements and territory permanently
marked by the division of the ager publicus carried out in different moments of
the Roman era, after the Second Punic War.
136
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However, while in some Nothern Italian cases, these land divisions remained in
use until recent time, losing in a way their ‘archaeological’ nature — but, on the
other hand, acquiring an exceptional landscape value — the Apulian limitationes
were generally abandoned, becoming a landscape fossil which, today, can be
detected as aerial photographic anomalies. From one perspective, the process of
the Late Antique massae fundorum and the geography of the Medieval casalia, and
from the other the upsetting outcomes of the establishment of the Dogana delle
Pecore, completely changed the assets and the untended uses of wide areas of
the Capitanata. This resulted in a completely different orientation of today’s
rural systems, but traces of past agricultural systems and field boundaries are
often still visible as cropmarks and weedmarks.
Starting from the 1950’s, aerial photography was indeed instrumental in the
detection of such features, ever since pioneering attempts. A leading role in this
enquiry was played by members of the armed forces, as John Bradford , Barri
Jones and Giulio Schmiedt , who not only recognized traces of the Roman
centuriation but were also able to identify villae and farms within the land
divisions, demonstrate.
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But when and why had these areas been parceled? Wide estates previously
owned by the indigenous centers that deserted to Hannibal were expropriated
and transformed into ager publicus, at the end of the Second Punic War. In the
period between the end of the conflict and the Triumvirate, the Roman
authorities carried out systematic divisions and distributions of lands owned by
the populus Romanus. The process was neither rapid nor straightforward. The
first attempts date to the end of the 3 c. B.C., when starting from 201 B.C., a
decemvirate commission surveyed the agri and divided them in lots and parcels,
for the adsignatio to the veterans of the Spanish and African conflicts, in
recognition of their military service . However, besides the few lands assigned
to the veterans between the end of the 3 and the beginning of the 2 c. B.C., large
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Bradford, Williams Hunt 1946; Bradford 1950.
Magnaghi 2000.
Bradford, Williams Hunt 1946; Bradford 1949; Bradford 1950; Bradford 1957.
Jones 1980.
Schmiedt 1985; Schmiedt 1989.
Liv. 31, 4, 1. Grelle 2009, 318-320; Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 118-119 for an overview on the
seized lands and their inclusion in the ager publicus romanus.
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extents of the ager publicus was divided and assigned before the Gracchan age
and later interventions are attested in the ex lege Iulia by Caesar. In the
intervening period, it is possible that local aristocracies also engaged in a process
of agriculture enhancement, also based on the exploitation of the ager publicus,
which favored the development of specialized agriculture and wheat
production, to better compete with the extra-regional trade.
Among the many areas that underwent this process were the agri Aecanus and
Vibinas, both referenced by the Libri Coloniarum . In both cases, the later reference
does not specify the chronology of the intervention, although a previous
reference to the ‘limitibus graccani’ for Venusia and Compsa, along with two
boundary stones discovered in the territory of Celenza Valfortore dating to 130
B.C. may suggest the extensiveness of the rural reforms, even in the innermost
sub-Apennine areas, during the Gracchian era . However, I believe that it is also
possible that Sulla — contemporaneously with the foundation of the colony of
Vibinum — assigned parcels of lands to the new coloni.
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Traces of Aecae’s centuriatio were recovered by Bradford and Johns, and more
recently by A.V. Romano and Ceraudo, east of the Roman town . More
problematic, however, is the identification of Vibinum’s centuriatio.
Traditionally, it was proposed that the traces of a second and superimposed
system of centuriatio detected on the left side of the Carapelle, in the locality of
Piano d’Amendola were related to Vibinum, hypothesizing a Gracchan or Syllan
intervention . In my opinion, this hypothesis is not convincing, as the area is not
only far from the Roman colony of Vibinum (14 km SW), but also stands in a
portion of territory very close to Ausculum. More convincing is the idea that that
land division may have been related to the — still problematic — colony of
Firmum Apulum, attested by an epigraph recovered in Giardino-Serra del Fico,
but still archaeologically unknown (Fig. 6.5.7).
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For Bovino, however, another option seems possible . Indeed, through the
analysis of satellite pictures and IGM cartography, and based on the results of
the field survey campaigns carried out in the area, and of an in-depth archival
study, an area that still nowadays appears as a perfectly squared and parceled
surface might — based on few pieces of evidence — be considered a “traccia
fossile” of a Roman age centuriatio (Fig. 6.5.8).
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Lib. Col. I, 210, 7-9.
Grelle 2009, 322; Grelle 1994a; Grelle 1994b; Russi, Valvo 1977.
Ceraudo 2008; Romano, Volpe 2005.
Bonora Mazzoli, Rezzonico 1990, 124-128.
Volpe 1994, 116-117; Mazzei, Grelle 1992.
On the colony of Firmum Apulum: Bartoccini 1955; Bonora Mazzoli, Rezzonico 1990;
Grelle 1994a; Pani 1994; Silvestrini 1994a; Silvestrini 2005; Silvestrini 2007.
First data are presented in Volpe 2017; Volpe 2018.
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Figure 6.5.7: The double system of limitationes in the area of Piano d’Amendola (From
Ficco 2013, 128, fig. 23).

Figure 6.5.8: Agrarian land division located NE of Bovino, corresponding also to the
field surveyed area (Sample A).
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This area, located NE of Bovino, corresponds to the modern toponyms of
Contrada Mezzana-Femmina Morta-Ischia.
In previous contribution such division was dated to the 1882, when a division of
state-owned land was carried out in the area . Such a statement appeared, in
light of more in-depth analyses, to be only partially true. Although at the end of
the 1800s an agrarian intervention over state-owned fields was indeed carried
out, — as attested by many documents preserved in the archival collection
‘Affari Demaniali’ of the Archivio di Stato di Foggia — the fields were not
divided but only assigned to Bovino’s citizens .
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Hence, with the objective of questioning the origins of such land division, a
backwards investigation was carried out. The 1882 distributions are based on a
decree launched by Gioacchino Murat in December 1808. The whole Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies was to plan and carry out the division of municipal domains
and the assignment of parcels to citizens. Further orders and instructions (March
1810; July 1811) specified the criteria to be used for the division of land units
into classes and for the choice of the assignees: the lands had to be divided into
three classes according to their intended use and productivity ; then, two criteria
could be followed for the assignment. If the public lands were wide enough to
ensure each citizen at least two tomoli of land , then everyone who requested it,
should have been granted the parcels. However, if the public lands had not been
sufficient, an extraction among the citizens who made a request would have been
made. Inspectors were sent to the municipal offices, in charge of drawing up the
cartographies, and of judging any disputes over ownership and the assignment
process .
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The neighboring municipalities were quicker than Bovino in the operations : in
1811 Castelluccio dei Sauri had not only produced the necessary cartography
with the indication of the number of particles for the localities Triscitrascia,
Triscitrascella and Mezzana Troiana, but had also set the draw and the list of
recipients .
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The municipality of Bovino lagged behind the neighboring municipalities and
issued, but never made public, a first tender in 1819. In it, the mayor announced
the beginning of the operations and citizens were invited to submit their
requests. The lands located in Montagna, Impise, Serra del Vento, Montefedele,

Martino 2005, 37.
Acquaviva: 120 ha; Mezzana: 589 ha, divided into 1092 shares.
ASFG, Collezione delle Leggi, (1808, 1809, 1810).
The first class included lands for pastures, water and stone collection, and logging. The
second class is for lands used for logging, fruit harvesting, and quicklime. The third is for
vegetable gardens and wheat production.
One tomolo equals ⅓ of a versura (12.345 m ), hence it equals a 20 square foot surface and
it is 4.115 m . On the values of ‘700 and ‘800 measures: Maulucci, Lombardi 2007, 54.
For Bovino, Biase Zurlo was appointed in 1811 (ASFG, Affari demaniali, 140, 1, 37).
Troia did not own a demanio municipale nor ex-feudal properties, hence no division had
been made (ASFG, Affari demaniali, b. 164).
ASFG, Affari demaniali, b. 145, f. 4; b. 146.
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Isca, and Mezzana were to be assigned . Complex political-administrative
events (and especially corruption) , meant that the citizens never had the chance
to request the shares, before 1882, when the municipality proceeded to carry out
not an agrarian division, but an extraction, among the entitled parties, of the
already existing parcels in the areas mentioned above .
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Due to a fire in the Archive of Bovino at the half of the 19th c., no cartographic
documents of the early intervention are available; the second wave of
assignments left few traces in the archival collections. In the Fondo Affari
Demaniali of the Archivio di Stato di Foggia, it is preserved as a map of the stateowned lands that remained public in 1882, without being divided among the
citizens. This map was georeferenced in QGis and this allowed the detection of
the preservation of the woodlands in the modern landscape, and of the fact that
they maintained the same limits as in the landscape of the past.
However, a few pieces of evidence could allow us to interpret the division in
Mezzana and Ischia as a relict trace of a land division, carried out before the 1800,
and then re-used or restored to fulfill Murat’s law:
a. in the 1819 manifesto, the areas to be assigned are defined as “interamente di
vecchia coltura divisi in pezzi”, implying that before the 1819 these areas had
already been divided ;
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b. overlapping a 20 actus centuriation (which equals 710 m squared on each side)
with the agricultural division in Mezzana, we are able to clearly see how the
segments perfectly correspond to the roads and field boundaries that still divide
the area into equal blocks today. When this does not exactly occur, the slight
deviation — less than 10 m — from the modern road can easily be explained by
the changes in altitude between the lowlands and the hills. The kardines adapted
to the morphology of the places, and to the water flowing.
c. Villae and farms of the Roman age identified through field surveys, are located
at equal distances of 1.5 km one from the next, and they are perfectly inserted
into this division, connected to each other by the secondary road network;
d. the modern streets always respect the villae, which most likely were no longer
visible in the rural landscape with the exception of Casalene, when they were
built: this could imply that the roads retraced previous tracks;
e. G. Alvisi, in her work on the Apulian road network, traced the Via Minucia as
running along the Cervaro river and of the SS. 90 road, with the same bearing as
this hypothesized division of fields. Therefore, it is deemed possible that — in
line with a process also attested in the ager Aecanus — the Via Minucia ran over
one of the kardines of the land division;
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ASFG, Affari Demaniali, b. 141, f. 7.
ASFG, Affari Demaniali, b. 141, f. 3.
In 1883, a list of citizens claimed that the assignments were unfair and uneven, as every
assigned share is different to the others (ASFG, Affari Demaniali, b. 141, f. 4, 59-60).
ASFG, Affari Demaniali, b. 141, f. 7.
See supra cap. 5.3.
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f. tracing the decumanus maximus of Bovino , we find that the centuriation has
the same orientation of the urban roads;
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g. G. Totaro — funzionario straordinario di Soprintendenza — reported that in
the area, a few cylindrical limestone blocks were recovered, probably boundary
stones or column drums;
h. An inscription dedicated to the Lari Augusti by a collegium of four members
that define themselves as “Augustales quinquennales primi”, in which ‘primi’ refers
to the fact that they are the first Augustales of Vibinum was recovered in Valle
Bottino, nearby Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo, at the western limit of the
hypothesized centuriation. M. Silvestrini believes “che provenga da un edicola
o cappella collocata in un incrocio di strade (forse coincidente con un incrocio di
assi della centuriazione coloniaria) ;
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i. the entire area was entailed in the public properties, being the Mezzana
Comunale, meaning the area devoted to the pastures of work animals. It should
be noted that during the early Middle Ages, at least part of this area was owned
by the S. Sofia monastery, received through donations and then entailed in the
properties of the Casale San Vito, controlled by the Loretello family and then
gifted to the Dioceses of Bovino (cfr. ch. 6.9). The transmission of lands between
‘public’ authorities may be based on the “carattere fortemente pubblico” of the area
in question;
164

l. the toponym ‘Cologna’, 4 km east of the area, may refer to a Roman land
division, as suggested by M. Silvestrini .
165

Hence, although with extreme caution, and with the acknowledgment that the
lack of cartographic documents prevents a complete analysis, it has been deemed
possible that the 1819 agricultural division of Mezzana, retraced and exploited a
previous agrarian intervention, that may correspond to the Graccan intervention
— probably followed by Sulla’s new adsignationes, at the moment of the
foundation of the colony — of land division in the ager Vibinas, referenced in the
Liber Coloniarum. This circumstance would be an interesting starting point to
reflect on the persistent forms of the landscape and on the conditions of survival
in the long period of landscape features, which then became 'structural invariants'
in an inner and inertial landscape. Indeed, although, generally, these systems
have disappeared in the modern Apulian landscape, first, as a consequence of
the enlargement of the land estates during Late Antiquity, and, second, after the
major changes caused by the Dogana della Mena delle Pecore, this inertial and
inner area may have experienced a different evolution. Not only indeed, did the
peculiar morphology not favor the rise of wide latifundia during Late Antiquity
(all the villae recovered continued to be used during Late Antiquity), and the

Mertens 1994a, 100.
Silvestrini 1992, 153.
“in Bivini in Biletra fluvio” CSS, IV, 1 (972); CSS IV, 2 (981); CSS, IV, 3 (999); CSS, IV, 4
(1022); CSS, IV, 5 (1038); CSS, V, 3 (1084). See ch. 6.8.
Grelle et alii 2017.
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164

165
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extensive cereal agriculture; but also, as mentioned above, the area of Bovino
was not entailed in the system of the Locazioni.

Figure 6.5.9: Hypothesis of the 20 actus centuriation of Bovino.
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n.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ID

Location

Evidence

Typology

ASC05
ASC08
ASC12
ASC19
BOV03
BOV04
BOV05
BOV100
BOV107
BOV109

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

house
house
house
house
house
house
house
farm
farm
farm

Area in
m2
1184
7410
5232
1843
7867
4867
779
3197
4449
2965

scatter

house

1881

Scatter- structures
scatter
scatter
scatter

farm
house
house
house

42227
11195
548
2952

scatter

farm

17482

scatter

necropolis

2180

scatter

farm

13956

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

house
house
house
house

1418
2469
1353
1032

scatter

house

4648

scatter

house

882

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter-structures
scatter
scatter-structures
scatter,
aerial
photographic
anomalies
structures

house
house
house
house
house
house
house
house
house
house
off-site
farm
farm
farm

3059
5835
1694
2119
526689
1112
1158
3169
447
326

farm

57107

11

BOV110

12
13
14
15

BOV13
BOV19
BOV39
BOV53

16

BOV59

17

BOV60

18

BOV63

19
20
21
22

BOV65
BOV68
BOV69
BOV70

23

BOV75

24

BOV76

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

BOV79
BOV81
BOV82
BOV83
BOV88
BOV89
BOV90
BOV91
BOV92
BOV96
CDS02
CDS05
FG16
FG28

Mezzana Grande
Masseria Patalino
Pozzo Spagnuolo
Masseria Patalino
C. Gabriele
C. Gabriele
Mura d'Acqua
Femmina Morta
I Valli
I Valli
Contrada
Acquaviva
Vallerde-I Valli
Mastromartino
Contrada Serrone
Radogna
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Mazzarella
Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
Mura d'Acqua
Fontanelle
C. Rompito
Fontanelle
C. Rompito
C. Rompito
Mura d'Acqua
Mura d'Acqua
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Lamia
Fontana di Maggio
Posta Piana
Posta Rivolta

39

FG37

Podere O.N.C. 640

40

FG51

Macchia di Pierno
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house/farm

48706
50202
11150

41

ORD04

Posta Crusta

42

ORS07

C. Nardusciello

43

ORS15

Giardinetto
Vecchio

44

PAN01

Bosco

45

TR05

Monte Calvello

46

TR09

La Murgetta

47

TR11

Torre di Bonghi

structures
scatter,
photographic
anomalies
scatter,
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter,
photographic
anomalies
scatter,
photographic
anomalies
scatter

house

2479

vicus (?)

33696

farm

28355

aerial
aerial
off-site
aerial
aerial

farm

19444

farm

95325

farm

13237

Table 6.5.1: Sites between the last quarter of the 4 and the beginning of the 2 c. B.C. in the
Cervaro river valley.
th

nd

n.

ID

Location

Evidence

Typology

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ASC02
ASC15
BOV03
BOV04
BOV100
BOV107
BOV109

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

farm
farm
house
house
farm
farm
farm

8

BOV110

scatter

house

1881

9

BOV111

scatter

farm

11634

10

BOV115

scatter

farm

11741

11
12

BOV13
BOV19

Mezzana Grande
Pozzo Spagnuolo
C. Gabriele
C. Gabriele
Femmina Morta
I Valli
I Valli
Contrada
Acquaviva
Carripoli
Masseria
dei
Combattenti
Vallerde-I Valli
Mastromartino

Area in
m2
14798
21331
7867
4867
3197
4449
2965

farm
house

42227
11195

13

BOV27

Serrone

scatter-structures
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies

farm

74174

14

BOV32

scatter

farm

27556

15
16
17
18
19

BOV39
BOV47
BOV49
BOV51
BOV56

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

house
farm
farm
farm
farm

548
38594
28108
29162
11476

20

BOV59

scatter; structures

farm

17482

21

BOV60

scatter

necropolis

2180

22

BOV63

scatter

farm

13956

23

BOV65

scatter

house

1418

S.
LorenzoMasseria Dota
Contrada Serrone
Contrada Mezzana
Contrada Mezzana
Radogna
Femmina Morta
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Mazzarella
Piano Martino
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24
25
26
27
28

BOV66
BOV68
BOV69
BOV70
BOV71

29

BOV75

30

BOV76

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

BOV79
BOV81
BOV82
BOV83
BOV88
BOV89
BOV90
BOV91
BOV92
BOV96
BOV97
CDS05

Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Piano Martino
Serra del Toro
Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
Mura d'Acqua
Fontanelle
C. Rompito
Fontanelle
C. Rompito
C. Rompito
Mura d'Acqua
Mura d'Acqua
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Iazzano
Fontana di Maggio

43

CDS13

Col di Ciame

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

FG01
FG02
FG03
FG04
FG05
FG06
FG07
FG08
FG09
FG10
FG11
FG12
FG16

Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Posta Piana

57

FG18

Posta Rivolta

58

FG22

59
60

FG28
FG35

Masseria
Ponte
Albanito
Posta Rivolta
Ovile Nazionale

61

FG37

Podere O.N.C. 640

62

FG40

Podere O.N.C. 642

63

FG41

Podere O.N.C. 642

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

farm
house
house
house
farm

3913
2469
1353
1032
164

scatter

house

4648

scatter

house

882

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter-structures
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies

house
farm
house
house
house
house
house
house
house
house
farm
farm

3059
5835
1694
2119
424
1112
1158
3169
447
326
3620
48706

farm

758

farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm

3387
3028
4369
1599
5719
3034
1743
3187
3153
2182
8905
7392
50202

farm

552

scatter

house

2362

scatter-structures
scatter-structures
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

farm
farm

11150
7896

farm

57107

farm

2330

farm

1492
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64

FG43

Podere O.N.C. 631

65

ORD02

66
67
68
69

ORD04
ORD07
ORD08
ORD09

70

ORD10

71
72

ORD11
ORS10

Masseria
AloisoPonte Rotto
Posta Crusta
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Masseria
Ponte
Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Masseria Magliano

73

ORS13

Torre di Rubeis

74

ORS15

Giardinetto Vecchio

75
76

ORS17
ORS19

77

TR01

Masseria Magliano
Belladonna
Masseria
Valle
Stella

78

TR05

Monte Calvello

79

TR09

La Murgetta

80
81

TR11
TR13

Torre di Bonghi
Torre di Bonghi

82

TR16

Podere O.N.C. 760

aerial photographic
anomalies

farm

17137

structures

farm

78954

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

farm
house
house
house

2479
5170
6564
4939

scatter

house

4600

scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies

house
house

7596
6604

farm

12406

farm

28355

farm
farm

7822
13353

farm

11120

farm

19444

farm

95325

farm
necropolis

13237
490

farm

1002

Table 6.5.2: Sites between the 2 and the end of the 1 c. B.C. in the Cervaro river valley.
nd

st
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6.6 The Early and Middle Imperial age (end of 1 c. B.C. – 3 c. A.D.)
st

rd

At the beginning of the Augustan age, the Romanization process in Apulia, with
the region integrated into the Roman context, can be considered completed . The
urban settlement network was gradually taking the shape of its final layout, in
part through a selection process, as shown by the disappearance of some
communities indicated in Pliny's list in the introduction to the geography of Italy
in the Naturalis historia , almost certainly dependent on official censor lists .
1

2

3

Indeed, starting from the end of the 2 c. B.C., an economic and demographic
development is attested, along with the improvement of the infrastructural
networks — and, in our context, with the building of the Via Minucia — as well
as a rapid urbanization that reached its peak in the period between the 1 c. B.C.
and the 1 c. A.D. However, only the construction of the Via Traiana provided the
region with a highly efficient route, which also had a considerable impact on the
overall settlement layout, enabling the development of the cities along its route .
For instance, Herdonia — crossed by the Via Traiana — became an important hub
in the road network, leading towards the Adriatic ports, it was a center for the
storage of agricultural products and a market for foodstuffs produced in the
Tavoliere and the Cervaro-Carapelle valleys, as attested by the construction of a
large number of horrea and tabernae .
nd

4

st

st

5

6

The creation of other routes, such as the Via Litoranea, and of transversal paths,
such as the Via Herdonitana-Aurelia Aeclanensis, completed the picture . For
several centuries Apulia, strategically located at the heart of the Mediterranean
and equipped with increasingly efficient road infrastructure and a wellstructured port system , enjoyed total safety and widespread well-being.
7

8

The urban settlements, both municipia and coloniae, were gradually provided
with the typical monuments and spaces of the Roman city , and after its
foundation as a colony, Vibinum was also equipped with the entire urban
apparatus . Hence, throughout the Imperial age, Vibinum — despite being a
center castled on a hill and located outside the main road network — appears to
have been a dynamic center, with its urban layout, institutions, and rural
settlement. Administratively well characterized, with 32 nomina and gentilicia
attested by epigraphy, duoviral offices, a collegium of Augustales quinquennales ,
9

10

11

For a thorough summary on the 1 c. B.C.: Grelle, Silvestrini, Volpe, Goffredo 2017.
Plin. Nat. 3, 11, 105.
Grelle, in Grelle, Silvestrini, Volpe, Goffredo 2017, 95-117.
Uggeri 1983, 229-231.
Ashby, Gardner 1916; Silvestrini 1980; Silvestrini 1999; Ceraudo 2008.
See Herdonia, 185-233.
See chapter 6.5.
Volpe, Auriemma 1998.
On the Roman cities of Apulia: a catalogue in Cassano, Chelotti, Mastrocinque 2019; on the
institutional and social aspects: Silvestrini 2005.
See ch. 6.5.3
Silvestrini 1992. Recovered in valle Bottino, nearby Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo, the
epigraph is devoted to the Lari Augusti by a collegium of four members that define
1

st

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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patroni coloniae , many liberti, and a dynamic aristocracy that enriched the urban
monuments and had large estates in the area, Vibinum and its countryside —
starting from the last two decades of the 1 c. B.C. and up to Late Antiquity —
emerged a perfectly integrated center, conforming to Daunian-Apulian
economic and social dynamics.
12

13

st

6.6.1 The landscape of farms and villae
In the countryside, this phase was certainly dominated by the system of villae ,
which were present almost everywhere in the most fertile territories, along with
vici and a few specialized farms. The almost complete disappearance of small
houses and the spread of specialized farms and villae was the result of a process
of property concentration that was gradually being implemented in the first
centuries of the Empire. In Daunia, though, such circumstance dates to a later
moment with respect to the central Tyrrhenian Italian contexts (Campania,
Lazio, south Etruria), where already at the end of the 2 - 1 c. B.C., large estates
and controlling centers arose. Consistent with a phenomenon attested in other
sub-regions of Daunia , and more generally in the Apulian region , we also attest
to the spreading of this type of rural settlement in the Cervaro river valley, and
to the enlargement of the “forme dell’abitare” in the countryside, previously based
exclusively on small scattered house-farms (Table 6.6 and Plate 6.6).
14

nd

15

st

16

The origin of the villae system is connected to the progressive concentration of
power and resources in the hands of a few rich families, the majority of whom
were not of indigenous origin. In Apulia, the interests of the Roman aristocracy,
along with the most dynamic exponents of the local municipal aristocracies,
grew as soon as they understood the economic potential of the investments on
southern regions, traditionally exploited for farming, where not only extensive
production but also intensive and specialized cultivation, and transhumant
breeding were profitable economic activities . The effect was the enlargement of
the estates at the expense of the middle/lower class peasants. The villae became
the predominant settlement model in the second and third centuries, with a
progressive evolution that allows us to grasp, already in the 3 century, the
17

rd

themselves as Augustales quinquennales primi. One of them is the same person that built a
podium in Bovino, probably of an amphitheater.
One patronus coloniae is attested on an epigraph post mortem recovered in town, dating to
the Imperial age. Moreover, during field survey it was recovered in the area of the villa of
Casale (BOV16) part of a bronze slab that was associated by M. Silvestrini to the tabula
patronatus, envisaging the possibility that the villa was owned by a patronus coloniae. See
ch. 6.4, n. 17.
Cornices of Augustean and early Imperial age most likely from public buildings were
recovered in town: Bovino 1994, 230-231.
On the main characteristics of the “villa perfecta”: Carandini 1989.
Volpe 1990, 56-60. For the Carapelle valley: Goffredo, Ficco 2013; for the Ofanto valley:
Goffredo 2011; Goffredo, Volpe 2005; for the Celone valley: Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b;
Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003, 349-391; for the ager Lucerinus: Marchi 2010b.
For the ager Brundisinus: Aprosio 2008; for the Salento: De Mitri 2010.
For a historic overview on this period, with respect to Canusium and Daunia, see Grelle
1993, 51-106.
12

13

14

15

16

17
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foreshadowing of the “sistema agrario tardoantico”, as it was outlined by D. Vera.
In this period, the archaeological record is richer from a quantitative and
qualitative point of view than for previous eras, as the rural buildings became
more and more complex, leaving more consistent traces on the surface and
allowing us a much clearer understanding of local settlement dynamics and
economy.
18

The foundation of the Roman colony of Vibinum possibly during Sullan age —
and the likely new adsignationes to Sulla’s veterans of lands in previously divided
territories — produced an increase in the number and in the structural
complexity of rural farms, followed by the progressive affirmation of the model
of the villa. However, the passage from the mid-1 century B.C. to the Augustan
age is a key moment, though it is archaeologically difficult to detect. Indeed,
defining the relationship between late Republican age structures and early
Imperial age villae is rather problematic, especially when relying on surface data.
Although field survey allows us to determine main attested chronologies and
the width of the scatters, in the (frequent) cases of long-lasting settlements, the
earlier phases will appear under-represented. In such circumstances, assigning
certain typologies of artifacts to specific chronologies is not always possible: for
marbles, mosaics, millstones, dolia, kiln wastes and metal slags an association to
the Imperial or Late Antique phases would only be arbitrary. Similarly, even
when the surface data can be integrated with the aerial photo interpretation, the
anomalies will reflect the last structural layout — in most cases the Late Antique
one — preventing a clear detection of earlier periods. However, as sherds from
late Republican age were recovered in the areas of the Imperial age villas, and as
shown through the excavation of Casalene, it has been deemed possible that the
majority of the detected villae exploited the basements and first foundations of
late Republican or Augustan Age farms. The villa of Casalene (BOV21) — the
only excavated villa in the Cervaro valley — and the villa of Faragola , represent
prime examples of this construction phenomenon, as both were built on top of
previous farms dating to the last decades of the 1st c. B.C. and were then enlarged
and transformed into Imperial and Late Antique villas. Hence, in this respect,
only extensive excavations may distinguish the dynamics of the planimetric
setting of the buildings over the centuries, from their foundation to their
abandonment.
st

19

20

Through field survey, fortuitous findings, and aerial photographic anomalies, 35
areas were interpreted as villae, 28 as farms , 7 as houses, 1 as a vicus and 1 as a
villa-praetorium, 2 as areas of necropolis related to villas/farms. The field survey
in the area allowed us therefore, on one hand, to enrich the number of previously
known sites, and on the other, to relocate the exact position of sites that were
21

Vera 2005.
Corrente 2012, 57-58.
See Volpe, Turchiano 2012; Turchiano, Volpe 2016.
It shall be noted that a large number of the farms detected are located in the ager
Herdonitanus, and were dated by the researchers to the Roman age, without more specific
chronological references. This implies that these data are not completely reliable, and that
the farms — inscribed into the Gracchan centuriatio of Herdonia — may have been
abandoned at the end of the 1st c. A.D. see Mertens 1971, 22-23; Mertens 1982.
18

19

20
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previously known only for their toponyms, and for which the exact location was
not available.
The capillarity and pervasiveness of villae is indicative of how the agrarian
system of the Cervaro valley had been organized in a complex mosaic of rural
settlements and large estates; and of how the agricultural management,
production, and circulation of products on the market, on both a local and a
regional scale, relied on these agricultural centers, that became the
administrative center of the fundi. The entire system was managed prevalently
but not exclusively through slave labor, by a generally absent dominus, who
entrusted the administration of the productions and the ordinary maintenance
to the vilici, liberti and local clientes, occasionally enjoying the secessus in villam .
While ancient authors provided us with descriptions on the model of the villa
perfecta , archaeological research allows us to understand planimetric choices
and models, productive systems, and luxurious features, thanks to a large
number of excavated contexts, in the entire Peninsula, and also in Apulia .
22

23

24

On surface, the scatter clearly evokes the presence of a large settlement; covers
wide surface (generally between 10000 and 45000 m ), and shows signs of longlasting frequentation, with sherds produced locally and imported (TSI, TSA,
amphoras), signs of complex architectural features (columns made with bricks,
suspensurae, decorative features) and upholstery (mosaic tesserae, sectilia,
marbles). Signs and tools of productive processes might be detected (dolia,
amphoras, millstones, loom weights, metal slugs), sometimes in association with
architectural elements typical of productive areas (opus signinum or spicatum).
2

Reference is made to the catalogue of sites for the description of each villa, for
their size and location. However, in order to gain a general overview of the main
features of such settlements in the Cervaro valley, some common traits and
features can be pointed out:
a. they generally occupy open terraces on hilly fields, taking advantage of
panoramic views of the valley and surrounding fields. In order to level the hilly
surface, they generally made use of setback buttresses or retaining walls. Such a
circumstance was recognizable in Casalene, Casale, I Valli, Radogna;
b. they are accessible through primary and secondary road networks, that would
have allowed them the access to the markets and the circulation of people and
goods. The villa of Radogna (BOV24) is located along the Via Minucia, close by
the river bed; the scatter in Masseria Nocelletto was interpreted as a villa/mansio
located along the path of a road going south in direction to Deliceto, while the
villa/praetorium of Torre Guevara may have arisen on the road connecting Aecae
to Vibinum. All six of the villas located in Sample A were instead connected to
Vibinum and to the valley by the axes of the centuriation. In this respect, the 7
villas recovered in Sample A are interestingly placed 1,5-2 km apart from each
other, controlling limited areas. Among them, the villa of Casalene (BOV21)
Grassigli 2010.
Varro Rust. 1, 194; Colum. 11, 3, 5.
For a general overview of the Roman villae in Puglia see Goffredo, Volpe 2015 and
Goffredo, Volpe 2018.
22
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24
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located 4 km NE of Vibinum on a gentle slope, and not far from the Biletra,
running east of the villa, and from the Cervaro, running north, was built in the
last decades of the 1 . c. B.C. and occupied until the end of the 6 c. A.D.;
st

th

c. they are close to water courses, water springs and are equipped with
infrastructure for water supply, i.e. the aqueduct recovered in the villa of I Valli
(BOV13) or the water cisterns in Casalene ;
25

26

d. when their planimetries are recognizable through aerial photography, they
seem to tend to be organized as square regular buildings, sometimes equipped
with accessory structures nearby. Utterly clear is the planimetry of the villa of
Casale (Fig. 6.6.1): the aerial photographic anomalies allow us to reconstruct the
planimetry of this squared villa in its entirety, organized around a central
courtyard, with a large number of rooms. Similarly, the planimetries of the villa
near Masseria Mazzarella (BOV63) (Fig. 6.6.2), and Villa Podere O.N.C. 642 are
also very regular (Fig. 6.6.3). In the aerial photography two different and adjacent
buildings are perceivable and on fields such division was further verified by the
existence of two main blocks with different designations of use: the northern
portion corresponded mostly to the pars dominica, while the southern to the pars
rustica. Casalene itself — although not having been entirely excavated — shows
a regular squared planimetry, organized around a central peristyle with a
courtyard with fruit trees (Fig. 6.6.4a);
e. within the same sites, fructus and luxuria coexisted, as both markers for
production and manufacturing (metal slags, dolia, traces of brick, tiles and
vessels kilns), and signs of luxury (mosaics, plasters, frescoes, architectural
decorations, columns and suspensurae for thermal baths) were always recovered.
The villae appear as autonomous and self-sufficient settlements that were often
equipped with workshops and productive areas. Although we are unable to date
these productions without reliable and extensive stratigraphic investigation, we
can still acknowledge that in many cases the villas hosted kilns for vessels, bricks,
and tiles, as areas with reddish-burn soils and kiln wastes in Casale, Casalene,
Torre Guevara, Radogna, Biletra/Sant’Oronzo (Fig. 6.6.5), and Monte Calvello
testify. Moreover, traces of plants for metal manufacturing — probably to be
used for the needs of ordinary maintenance and everyday tools — were retrieved
in Masseria Mazarella, Torre Guevara, Casalene, Magliano ;
27

On the other hand, hints of high levels of decoration and architectural
refinements were recovered in all the areas interpreted as villas, and they prove
the existence of spaces devoted to residential purposes: mosaics, vitreous
Note that a reference to this Roman site may be found in a map preserved in the archival
collection “Atti Demaniali” of the Archivio di stato di Foggia, where some ‘Grotte’ are
drawn, in correspondence to the fields north of the Santuario di Valleverde (Fig. 4.10)
This site, commonly known as ‘I Bagni’ was renowned also for water cisterns recovered
during infrastructural works. Also, an illegal excavation uncovered suspensurae. All these
elements are therefore linked to the employment of water, drawn by a water spring SO of
the Santuario di Valleverde, most likely pertaining to Roman age balneum of a private villa.
During field survey, in Masseria Mazzarella (BOV63) 58 iron slags were recovered in an
area with burnt soil. In Torre Guevara 18 slugs of iron were collected. From Casalene come
both lead and iron wastes.
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tesserae, colored plasters (red, blue, and light blue), marbles, and columns,
rounded and triangular element for suspensurae are regularly attested. Hence,
besides areas devoted to the production, processing and storage of foodstuff that
pertained to the pars rustica, residential areas with cubicula, thermal baths, and
porticoes ensured the pleasant residency of the dominus and his familia. In the
villa of Casalene, black and white mosaics, frescoes, and marbles adorned the
balneum, which was organized with a path ‘assiale retrogrado’, with the four
rooms (frigidarium, tepidarium, caldarium and apodyteria) placed one after the
other. From the porticoes one could enter the changing rooms, which in a first
phase was used also as a frigidarium equipped with a cold-water tub, and then
move to a geometric mosaic paved room and to the hot rooms. The entire
complex — as well as the productive area — was reorganized during the 4 -5 c.
A.D. ;
th

th

28

f. being centers for the management of the fundi, they coordinated the production
and the processing of the foodstuffs. The cultivation of olive trees and wine
grapes was predominant, as many different and consistent pieces of evidence
suggest. The finding of orbes of trapeta in San Lorenzo (BOV32) and Catenazzo ,
of mortaria in Radogna (BOV23) and in Casale (reused as a water basin), as well
as the giant olive pressing plant excavated in Casalene testify that the production
of oil was certainly the main activity and a remunerative field. Moreover, the
signs of the cultivation of vines detected through aerial photography, in Serrone
(Fig. 6.6.6) and in the villa Podere O.N.C. 642 (Fig. 6.6.2) demonstrate the
organized and well-structural manner of such cultivations, that was refined
during the Imperial age and practiced especially in the hilly fields of Daunia;
29

30
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g. they often present an unusual level of preservation when compared to other
areas of Daunia. Entire blocks of the Roman villa of Casalene paved in opus
signinum and with opus incertum walls are still entirely preserved, as they were
reused during modern time as stables; in Casale, I Valli, Masseriole, and
Contrada Mezzana portions of walls and buttress were recovered. Such
circumstances can be explained as the result, on one hand, of a lighter impact of
mechanized agriculture due to the hilly morphologies that prevent extensive
cultivation, and on the other, as the consequence of modern evolutions. The
exclusion of the upper valley from the system of the Dogana delle Pecore
resulted in a less drastic break of past landscape equilibria, and in the
preservation of walls and structures. This data is further proved by the relatively
low quantity of sherds on the surface — in comparison to other field surveyed
areas of the Tavoliere — suggesting, at least in some cases, a good level of
conservation of the archaeological sites . This trend was also verified, more
33

Corrente 2012.
Bovino 1994, 128-129.
Bovino 1994, 126.
Bovino 1994, 131.
Jones 1980.
In the area of Casale the archaeological layers are extremely damaged, as suggested by
the large number of sherds on the surface, with debris of walls, and flooring as a
consequence of the construction of a giant water basin that destroyed part of the villa and
the frequent plowing.
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generally, concerning the landscape assets, as the modern age division of the
Sample A fields may have allowed the conservation of the Roman centuriation .
34

Thus, the Imperial age villas appear as organized and more or less homogenous
centers of management and control of the mid-sized fundi. The reasons behind
the successfulness of this system, which during the Late Antiquity was further
increased and strengthened, may be related, as proposed by R. Goffredo , to the
success of an agrarian model based on the integration of diverse cultivations,
farming and productions, carried out in accordance with the local resources, and
morphological features, in less expansionist but grounded landscape strategies
performed by the Roman aristocracies. This resulted in the long-lasting life of
such systems, lingering until the end of the 6 c. A.D., with progressive
enlargements and refinements of the architectural solutions, to better respond to
the economic and cultural changes of the leading social classes that had interests
in Apulia and in the Cervaro valley.
35

th

With respect to ownership, some data can be acquired from epigraphic
documents recovered in few sites of the area, which allow us to detect the names
of some of the senatorial families that owned lands and villas in the Cervaro
valley, also envisaging the presence on the north side of the valley of estates and
properties that at a certain point were embedded into the patrimonium principis.

Figure 6.6.1: Casale (BOV85) (oblique aerial picture by A.V.Romano).

34
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See ch. 6.5.
Goffredo 2011, 160.
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Figure 6.6.2: Masseria Mazzarella (BOV63) (oblique aerial picture by A.V.Romano).

Figure 6.6.3: Villa Podere O.N.C. 642 (FG38). Oblique picture of the villa, with the sign
of cultivation of vines and olive trees and the related necropolis (from Romano, Volpe
2005, fig. 7).
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Figure 6.6.4: Casalene (BOV21). a: the two excavated areas: to the north the thermal
complex; to the south the pars rustica; b: oil processing plant (From Corrente 2012)

Figure 6.6.5: Masseria Biletra/Sant’Oronzo (BOV74). Burnt soil and wastes of a pottery
and bricks’ kiln (photo by the Author).
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Figure 6.6.6: Serrone (BOV28). Oblique aerial picture of the villa and the surrounding
cultivation of wines (photo by A.V. Romano).

Figure 6.6.7: Torre Guevara: villa/praetorium of Imperial and Late Antique area (BOV21)
(photo by A.V. Romano).

In Casalene, the recovery of a bricks stamped by a Lycurgus was related to the
Allieni family, well attested in the epigraphy of Vibinum, and that could have
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owned a figlina or the villa itself - However, another stamped brick from the area
refers to a Catiliae Severae N(ostrae) of the senatorial family of the Catilii, attested
in Bitinia and both evidences in my opinion cannot prove the ownership of the
villa, but rather the commercial relationships and the regional presence of figlinae
pertaining to senatorial families.
36

In Cervellino-Paccarella-Magliano two epigraphs were recovered , one
dedicated by two liberti of a certain C. Octavius, and the other with the nomen
Octavia. From the same area also come some mosaics and an acephalous statue
of a togated man, pushing M. De Fino to hypothesize the presence of a villa
owned by the Octavii, provided with a pars rustica and a pars dominica. De Fino
associated this Octavii with the senator Octavius C. F. Stellatina Fronto, governor
of Galicia between 29 and 33 B.C. who — also attested in the nearby Irpinia, in
Larino — may have had interest both on Campanian and Daunian sides of the
Sub-Apennine .
37
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In order to retrace the ownership dynamics of the another area renown as Torre
Guevara , it is necessary to rely on some epigraphic data and some hypotheses
proposed by M. De Fino and A.V. Romano, and to add to that information the
available archaeological data.
Located at the boundaries of the modern municipalities of Troia, Bovino, and
Orsara, during ancient times, the area was part of the territories controlled either
by Vibinum or, more likely, by Aecae , and was placed along the road connecting
the two centers. Thanks to aerial photography, a large number of anomalies
south of the Lavella river were detected (Fig. 6.6.7), unveiling a buried complex
with an L-shaped arrangement on a wide area .
39
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Moreover, during past research projects and fortuitous findings, in the area of
Torre Guevara, the following were also recovered:
o a 2 c. A.D. bronze signaculum with the name of Callistus, slave of Quintus
Valerius Vegetus ;
nd

43

o two stamped bricks with VEGE- ;
44

o a Late Antique ara dedicated to Apollus by an “Aug(usti) n(ostri) colonus”
, a free man or a libertus with the praenomen Lucius and the cognomen
of Greek origin ending in -on. This epigraph dates to the middle of the 2
45

nd

Corrente 2012, 187-188.
CIL IX, 6252; De Fino 1999a.
De Fino 1999a.
The toponyms Torre Guevara refers to the nearby ‘casina di caccia’ owned in the late XV
century by the Guevara family.
Mommsen attributed this area to Vibinum, as he inserted the epigraph (CIL IX, 6252) in
the section of Vibinum.
De Fino 1999a, De Fino, Romano 2001 argued that the area — later entailed in the dioceses
of Troia — was controlled by Aecae also in previous centuries.
Romano, Volpe 2005, 246.
Romano, Volpe 2005, 246; De Fino, Romano 2001.
De Fino 2007.
De Fino, Romano 2001, 61-62; De Fino 1999a.
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– beginning of the 3 c. A.D. In the same text there is also a reference to a
vicus (Iul)ianus or (Mal)lianus where the ara had been most likely erected.
rd

The Vegetus — of whom Callistus is the appointed and trusted assistant — can be
linked to another epigraphic document from Aecae, which refer to a Lucius
Mummius Niger Quintus Valerius Vegetus Severinus Caucidius Tertullus . He was
originally from Baetica, and was consul under Antoninus Pius (138-161). He was
also the owner of the Kalendarium Vegetianum — the register of credits related to
the vast properties owned in Spain by his family. Although it is not certain
whether it was L. Mummius himself that had established the Kalendarium, or if he
was just its last owner, between Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus’s empire, and
before 166 A.D., Vegetus bequeathed all his properties to the Emperor. The two
epigraphic documents are chronologically coherent — both dating to the 2 c.
A.D. — and most likely referred to the same Valerius Vegetus, whose full name is
expressed in the Aecae’s epigraph, and whose shortened name is reported in the
sigillum and on the stamped bricks, signs of a local private production of building
materials.
46
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The question arose of whether the Apulian properties of Valerius Vegetus —
similarly to what had happened to his Baetican estates — had also been offered
to the Emperor, during Marcus Aurelius’s empire. The second epigraphy allows
us to deduce an answer to this question.
Indeed, the Lucius from the epigraph on the ara, presents himself as an Augusti
nostri colonus, indirectly informing us of the existence of an Imperial property in
the valley, and providing us with robust evidence to support the hypothesis of a
transfer of ownership to the Emperors. In Apulia, this is not an unicum: starting
from the end of the 1 c. A.D., large estates were included, through donations,
bequests, and seizures in the patrimonium principis, and the emperors became
large estate holders in the region. Imperial properties are attested in different
portions of Apulia ; and, in Daunia, in S. Lorenzo in Carmignano , Posta Nuova,
Montedoro with the Praetorium Laberianum and Teanum Apulum with the
Praetorium Publilianum .
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CIL IX, 948. A. V. Romano believes that the epigraph may have been recovered in the
same area and then moved in Troia in recent times, Romano, Volpe 2005, 246, n. 38.
The kalendarium is known thanks to the references of four procuratores kalendari Vegetiani
appointed to the management of the estates, from Marcus Aurelius to Septimius Severus
empires. On the Kalendarium Vegetianum and the exports of oil see Manacorda 1977; Sáez
Lomas1981.
On Apulian Imperial properties: see Rissu 1975; Chelotti 1994; Manacorda 1994;
Manacorda 1995; Chelotti 1996; Volpe 1996, 351-356, De Fino, Romano 2001; Manacorda
2001; Volpe 2001; Corbier 2007; De Fino 2007; Volpe 2007-2008; Small 2011; De Fino 2014.
In general, on the development of Imperial properties: Vera 2014.
S. Lorenzo in Carmignano is attested as a statio in the Tab. Peut. 6.3; Romano, Volpe 2005,
244-245. During Late Antiquity the saltus Carminianensis was managed by a procurator,
and from an administrative point of view controlled all the scattered Imperial properties
per Apuliam et Calabriam (see NDOcc. 12-18; and ch. 6.7).
Romano, Volpe 2004, 244-245.
Il praetorium is attested by a 2 -3 c. sundial, with an inscription mentioning a certain
Euelpistus dispensator: Russi 1975, 281-286; Russi 1976, 104-108, n. 41; Camodeca 1982, 144.
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The Late Antique incomplete epigraph also referred to a vicus, but its attribution
and location is debated. Two possibilities were envisaged:
1. that it is referring to a vicus Iulianus, located in the same area of Tore Guevara
and pre-existing the Imperial property, or arisen in the properties of Valerius
Vegetus, with the name vicus Iulianus, which is a widely spread nomen in Apulia;
2. that it is referring to a vicus Malianus, in accordance to a toponym attested in
the medieval sources as well as in modern cartography (caput Malliani, Magliano)
3.5 km WNW of Torre Guevara.
At first, the aerial photographic anomalies of Torre Guevara were interpreted as
the trace of a vicus — thus accepting the first option, but the following field
survey — although not the entire area was explored systematically —
highlighted the presence of signs of luxury that do not comply with the
interpretation of a vicus. These signs of luxury include marble slabs and molded
marble decorations, colored plasters, tesserae of mosaics in pasta vitrea, etc.
Moreover, the recovery in a nearby modern rural house of a stone fragment
decorated with an eagle and a dolphin — possibly part of the roof of a mausoleum
fostered the hypothesis of a large praetorium, used mainly for residential
purposes but of course equipped with service and productive areas.
Hence the vicus mentioned in the epigraph may have been located elsewhere.
The persistence of the toponym Magliano, which might have designated in
ancient times wider areas, and the recovery of wide scatters of sherds, huge
quantities of dolia, and signs of large infrastructures for water supply attesting to
the occupation of the Magliano hill from the Imperial age to Late Antiquity ,
make the second option more convincing, in my opinion. The large area covered
with archaeological materials and the quantity of reused Roman artifacts in the
modern fabrics of Masseria Magliano and Belladonna di Magliano (Fig. 6.6.8)
are, in my opinion, the pieces of evidence that could foster the recognition of the
mentioned vicus in the area — yet to be defined with precision through
systematic field surveys — of Magliano/Belladonna di Magliano.
52

Nonetheless, another option also seems plausible. If the scatters in Magliano are
to be interpreted as villas and farms, possibly also included in the eastern portion
of the centuriatio of the ager Aecanus, rather than a vicus, then it may be also
possible that the vicus Iulianus of the epigraphs is to be related to the Late Antique
vicus delimited in S. Lorenzo, only 2 km SW of Torre Guevara (BOV33). There,
indeed, on the field sloping north from the rural church of San Lorenzo to the
plain, a large scatter with Late Antique sherds (painted common ware, TSA D;
African cooking pottery; spathia) covering the entire area was defined.
Hence, at the present stage of the research and based on the available data, we
can say that — though the name of the Imperial property is unknown, and no
dispensatores are yet attested — a large estate and possibly a big villa, equipped
Not the entire area was extensively field surveyed, as it is outside the sampled areas of
the three field surveys campaigns. In 2017, thanks to the advisory of local owners, three
areas were detected and delimited (ORS10, ORS17, ORS19), but following commercial
archaeology field surveys proved that the area could be wider than firstly envisioned.
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with buildings and rooms for the residence of the dominus and for productive
activities, owned by Q. Valerius Vegetus was entailed in the Imperial property
during Marcus Aurelius’s empire and continued to exist also during the Late
Antiquity, when a nearby vicus possibly named vicus Malianus or vicus Iulianus
which hosted a community and a paleo-christian rural church (BOV123) was
erected. This dynamic follows the development trends also envisaged for the
other Apulian Imperial properties , and in this respect it has been deemed
possible that the entire property of Torre Guevara became during the Late
Antiquity part of the saltus Carminianensis and afterwards of the dioceses
Carminianensis, as it will be discussed later in ch. 6.7.
53

Furthermore, the presence of the vici is also a hint for other forms of working
relationships that go beyond the exclusive use of slave labor, probably
confirming the existence of a free labor force, seasonally or permanently working
within the properties owned by the large estate owners, living in aggregated
villages that also functioned as places for local markets and service areas for the
stocking of foodstuffs and the production of the small scattered properties, as
the large amount of dolia in Magliano and Masseria Belladonna may hint to.
Lastly, beside villae and vici, smaller entities, like the specialized farms,
completed the picture, framing a complex mosaic of rural settlement that make
the Cervaro valley a lively and highly productive and exploited area.
Smaller scaled and more compact planimetries were detected in Torre de’
Rubeis, Masseria Dota, Serra del Toro, Piano Martino with smaller scatters that
do not show any particular sign of decorative refinement, but attest to ongoing
productive activities (dolia, mills, slugs) (Fig. 6.6.9). The large number of attested
farms also includes the settlement detected by Mertens’ équipe in the ager
Herdonitanus, inserted into the Graccan centuriatio. In this respect, it should be
noted that no specific typological or chronological data are available .
54

In this context, the definition of a “mosaico di forme diverse per origine, caratteri e
funzioni” proposed for the neighboring Celone valley by F. Grelle , also perfectly
describes the trend in the Cervaro valley. During the Imperial age, the valley
attracted investments of Roman aristocrats willing to capitalize on the landscape
features of a river valley rich in natural resources but that at the same time could
have been exploited for specialized productions. Villae, vici and farms were the
rural settlement typologies through which — at different levels — the
production was organized and carried out. In this period, the landscape was
shaped to reach high productivity standards for oil and wine production, which
undoubtedly represented the main attested cultivations.
55

A large quantity of evidence justifies this statement: besides the epigraphic
documents from the nearby center of Herdonia, attesting to the collegium of
capulatores — the association of men expert in the process of oil-making — , the
56

An overview on the Imperial properties during Late Antiquity is further discussed in ch.
6.7.
Mertens 1971, 22-23; Mertens 1982.
Grelle 1999a, 77.
CIL IX, 665: see Panciera 1962, 85-87; Grelle 1993, 193; Herdonia, 320; Silvestrini 1994b.
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archeo-botanical analysis , the frequent recovery of olive presses and olive mills,
of catilli and mortaria in the areas of the villae, along with the excavated olivepressing plant in Casalene (Fig. 6.6.4b) and the traces of aligned trees through
aerial photographs, all allow us to reflect on the scale of the oil production, able
to respond not only to local markets’ needs, but also able to be commercialized
in regional and maybe transmarine markets. Such production had characterized
the entire Apulian economy in the previous two centuries and had given rise to
large-scale exports within the Mediterranean, in particular from the Brindisi area
and the Salento. This trend continued during the Imperial age, as archaeology is
proving. Nevertheless, the disappearance of the Apulian commercial amphorae
whose production did not outlive the 1 c. A.D. , opens two main aspects of the
discussion: the possibility of a qualitative decrease in such productions and the
nature of the containers used for the transport of Apulian Imperial age wine and
oil.
57
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At the current stage of the research, no containers for oil have been recovered in
the Cervaro valley, which is in keeping with the research on neighboring
contexts. However, since such production is widely attested, this circumstance
may be the result either of the still lacking data on vessels’ local manufacture or
of the use of other types of containers, maybe in perishable material. Wooden
barrels for wine and leather skins for oil were most likely used, as archaeological
research has thoroughly documented in other territories, particularly in the
Imperial and Late Antique periods . Apulia had large quantities of both wood
and pitch, which were necessary for the waterproofing of wine containers, as
well as leather and productive areas for their manufacturing , considering it was
a region rich in woods and linked to extensive transhumant breeding . Sheep
and goat breeding was in fact one of the dominant characteristics of the Apulian
economy during the Imperial age, along with the increasing centrality of cereal
growing, which, however, had its moment of maximum expansion in Late
Antiquity. As part of a process of production diversification on a peninsular
scale, it is possible that the aristocrats had privileged investments in wine and
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A synthesis on the archaeobotanical data pertaining to the oil production in Apulia is in:
Caracuta 2018.
On the production of amphorae in Brindisi: Manacorda, Pallecchi 2012; Palazzo, Silvestrini
2001; Palazzo 2013.
On the use of the cupae-barrels, in particular starting from the 1 c. A.D.: Tchernia 1986,
285-292; Panella, Tchernia 1994; Baratta 1994; Baratta 2017 and in particular Marlier 2002.
On the use in Africa of leather cullei for oil: Peña 1998; on barrels and skins: Marlier, Torres
Costa 2007.
For instance, consider the tannery recently discovered in Salapia, dating back to the full
Imperial age; De Venuto et alii 2015; De Venuto et alii 2016; De Venuto, Goffredo, Totten,
Volpe 2017; Goffredo et alii 2018.
On transhumant breeding, in addition to the renown work of Gabba, Pasquinucci 1979;
different stances can be found in: Giardina 1981; Clementi 1984; Gabba 1985; Gabba 1988;
Giardina 1989; Corbier 1991; Volpe 1996, 276-297; more recently: Corbier 2007 and Corbier
2016; on the relationship between breeding and agriculture, see the recent observations in
Marcone 2016.
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oil production in the north-eastern regions, favoring extensive farming and
grazing for their own large Apulian properties .
62

However, that areas were devoted to wheat production even in the hilly fields
of the valley and in the innermost areas is suggested by the discovery of small
mills — mostly used for auto consumption rather than for commercialization —
and of an epigraphic document from the southern side of the valley attesting to
the worship of Ceres. This epigraph, that recalls a magister Cerealor(um), named
L. Giganius Atimetus, who had built, at his own expense, a fence wall (maceriam a
solo) most likely around a worship area may refer to the presence in this portion
of the ager Vibinas of a rural worship, in an area probably devoted to wheat
production.
63

Calvia Crispinilla owned some figlinae for amphorae in Istria, but has interests related to
transhumant breeding in southern Puglia, as evidenced by the epigraphic attestation of her
shepherd servants in the Taranto area, a Camulus Crispinillae ser(vus) greg(arius) and a
Q(u)etus Cr(i)spinil(la)e gregarious: AE 1972, 102 e 112, on which Gasperini 1971, 178-179, n.
3-4. On Crispinilla: Manacorda 1995; Manacorda 2001.
Personal communication by M. Silvestrini. An edition of the epigraph is in press.
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n.

ID

Location

Evidence

Typology

1
2
3
4

ASC02
ASC15
BOV01
BOV111

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

farm
farm
villa
villa

5

BOV115

scatter

farm

11741

6

BOV121

Mezzana Grande
Pozzo Spagnuolo
Masseria Nocelletto
Carripoli
Masseria
dei
Combattenti
Grotta Francescone

Area
in m2
14798
21331
31733
11634

villa

5624

7

BOV13

Vallerde-I Valli

scatter
scatter
and
structures

8

BOV15

Casale - Piano della
Chiesa

9

BOV16

Casale

10

BOV24

Radogna

11

BOV27

Serrone

12

BOV31

Torre Guevara

13

BOV32

S. Lorenzo-Masseria
Dota

15
16
17
18
19
20

BOV39
BOV40
BOV47
BOV49
BOV51
BOV56

21

BOV59

22

BOV60

23

BOV63

24
25
26
27
28

BOV66
BOV71
BOV74
BOV95
BOV97

Contrada Serrone
Contrada Serrone
Contrada Mezzana
Contrada Mezzana
Radogna
Femmina Morta
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Mazzarella
Piano Martino
Serra del Toro
Biletra/Sant'Oronzo
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Iazzano

29

BOV98

Villa de Paulis

30

CDS05

Fontana di Maggio

31

CDS12

Pozzo Spagnuolo

scatter
scatter
and
structures
scatter
and
structures
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

villa
villa
–
bov16

42227
with

16178

villa

29148

villa

9545

villa

74174

villa/praetorium

81862

farm

27556

house
villa
villa
villa
villa
villa

548
25403
38594
28108
29162
11476

scatter

farm

17482

scatter

necropolis

2180

scatter

villa

13956

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter, aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
and
structures
aerial
photographic
anomalies

farm
farm
villa
necropolis
farm

3913
164
4872
1093
3620

villa

14526

villa

48706

villa

7472
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32

CDS13

Col di Ciame

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

FG01
FG02
FG03
FG04
FG05
FG06
FG07
FG08
FG09
FG10
FG11
FG12

Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione

45

FG15

Masseria Giardino

46

FG18

Posta Rivolta

47

FG24

Podere O.N.C. 652

48

FG28

Posta Rivolta

49

FG30

Posta San Nicola

50

FG31

Podere O.N.C. 777

51

FG33

Pozzo d'Albero

52

FG37

Podere O.N.C. 640

53

FG38

Podere O.N.C. 642

54

FG40

Podere O.N.C. 642

55

FG41

Podere O.N.C. 642

56

FG42

Podere O.N.C. 665Posta Piana

57

FG43

Podere O.N.C. n 631

aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
and
structures
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
and
structures
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
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farm

758

farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm
farm

3387
3028
4369
1599
5719
3034
1743
3187
3153
2182
8905
7392

villa

43316

farm

552

villa

27670

villa

11150

farm

143726

villa

43490

villa

8825

vicus

57107

villa - necropolis

24930

farm

2330

farm

1492

villa

31205

farm

17137

58

FG45

Podere O.N.C. 553

59
60
61
62

ORD02
ORD07
ORD08
ORD09

63

ORD10

64
65
66

ORD11
ORS02
ORS10

Masseria Aloiso
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Masseria
Ponte
Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Torre Guevara
Masseria Magliano

67

ORS11

Forapane

68

ORS12

Torre Guevara

69

ORS13

Torre de Rubeis

70

ORS15

Giardinetto Vecchio

71
72
73

ORS17
ORS19
PAN02

Masseria Magliano
Belladonna
La Serra

74

TR05

Monte Calvello

75

TR09

La Murgetta

76
77
78

TR11
TR12
TR13

Torre di Bonghi
Torre di Bonghi
Torre di Bonghi

79

TR14

Quercia

80

TR16

Podere O.N.C. 760

81

TR17

Podere O.N.C. 756

82

TR18

Murgetta

aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

villa

22337

villa
house
house
house

78954
5170
6564
4939

scatter

house

4600

scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter; aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial
photographic
anomalies

house
house
villa

7596
7364
6604

villa

11783

villa/pratorium
with bov31

16897

farm

12406

villa

28355

farm
villa/vicus
house

7822
13353

villa

19444

villa

95325

villa
farm
necropolis

13237
5121
490

villa

23116

farm

1002

villa

17571

villa

12997

Table 6.6: Imperial Age sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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6.7 The Late Antiquity (4 -6 c. A.D.)
th

th

The transition from the Imperial age to Late Antiquity is marked by major
administrative and institutional transformations, described by A. Giardina as a
real “terremoto amministrativo” set up by Emperor Diocletian and traditionally
considered by many scholars as the beginning of Late Antiquity itself . Such
institutional reshaping not only deeply changed the organization of the Empire
and in particular of Italy — where the provincial administrative system, already
in place in non-Italic territories , was extended — but was also the driving force
for deep changes in the economy and settlement patterns, giving rise, in southern
Italy’s countryside, to what D. Vera outlined as the “sistema agrario tardoantico” .
1

2

3

4

This agricultural system — “complesso organico di strutture materiali, di forme sociali
e di funzionamenti economici” set between the 4 and the 6 c. A.D. — found
prominence in Apulia et Calabria , resulting in a different evolution of landscapes
and rural settlements in comparison to northern regions. In this respect, the
archaeological research carried out in the last 25 years in the Apulian region
produced a large quantity of archaeological data which allows us to outline
trends and development dynamics for Late Antiquity which often present a
countertrend when compared with other areas of the Peninsula, and especially
to the Northern regions which experienced a premature abandonment of rural
settlement starting from the 3 c. A.D. .
th

th

5

6

rd

7

For Apulia — and, as we will see, also for the Cervaro river valley — Late
Antiquity coincided with a moment of institutional transformation and the
reshaping of rural patterns, but also with a period of relative administrative
stability, well-spread security, and considerable economic vitality . Within only
8

Giardina 1986, 5; Giardina 1999a; Giardina 1999b; on the provinces in Italy during Late
Antiquity: Giardina 1993; Cecconi 1994.
On these topics, including chronological references: Giardina 1999a.
Grelle 1986; Grelle 1989; Grelle, Volpe 1994. Summary on southern Italy: Grelle 1999b.
Vera 1994. See also Carandini, Cracco Ruggini, Giardini 1993; Carandini 1993.
Cfr. supra, par. 2.1.
For recent overviews: Volpe 2012; Goffredo, Volpe 2015; Goffredo, Volpe 2018. For the
Carapelle valley: Ficco, Goffredo 2009; Ficco 2013; for the Ofanto valley: Goffredo 2011; for
the Celone valley: Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003; Romano, Volpe 2005; Romano 2006;
Romano 2006; for the Besentello: Small 2011; Favia, Giuliani, Small, Small 2005; for central
Apulia: Mangiatordi 2009; Mangiatordi 2011; for the Salento: De Mitri 2010; for the area of
Brindisi: Aprosio 2008.
This phenomenon was also studied in Toscana, Lazio e Umbria (Marzano 2007), South
Etruria (Cambi 1993); Aemilia (Gelichi, Librenti, Negrelli 2005); Basilicata (Marchi 2010a;
Fracchia 2005), Calabria (Sangineto 2001; Sangineto 1991). Contributions from regional
contexts are in STAIM 1 and in Brogiolo, Chavarria Arnau, Valenti 2004. A. Castrorao
Barba devoted his PhD thesis to such a topic, with a focus on the chronologies and
typologies of the abandonments of villas (Castrorao Barba 2012; Castrorao Barba 2014;
Castrorao Barba 2020). T. Lewit studied the phenomenon for Italy, UK, Spain, France,
Belgium (Lewit 2003; Lewit 2004; Lewit 2005). Recent contributions especially on Late
Antique forms of residency are in: Pensabene, Sfameni 2014.
Summaries with specific bibliography: Volpe 1996; Volpe 1999; Volpe 2012; Goffredo,
Volpe 2015; Goffredo, Volpe 2018.
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
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two centuries we can attest to the maximum expression of residential solutions,
to the enlargement of agrarian production, the spreading of manufacturing
plants, and — starting from the middle of the 6th century — to the progressive
deconstruction of such systems, leaving space for new forms of urban and rural
economies.
The Augustan regio II — Apulia et Calabria — became the sixth province between
the Tetrarchy-Constantinian age and the 5 -6 century (Fig. 6.7.1). The urban
settlement was marked by the progressive emergence of Canusium — the
residence of the governor and the main administrative and political center of the
new province — and of a few other civitates (in particular Beneventum — before
it was transferred to Campania —, Aeclanum, Luceria, Venusia, the ports of
Sipontum, Egnathia, Brundisium, Tarentum). At the same time, though, some other
cities — such as Herdonia, Aecae, Teanum, Arpi and also Vibinum, — experienced
more or less widespread phenomena of progressive ruralization and
deconstruction. This situation was somewhat balanced by the spreading of a
large number of “agglomérations secondaires” in the inner countryside and
alongside the Via Litoranea: vici, seaports, mansiones, seasonal settlements linked
to nundinae or sanctuaries, military encampments, castra/castella, curtes are
widely attested in the archaeological records, as well as in the epigraphy and
literary sources, such as Late Antique itineraria.
9

10

th

th

11

12

At the same time, the institutional and social transformations in Apulia really
contributed to a consistent reshaping and reorganization of the agrarian
economy, and, consequently, of the landscape layout. Indeed, military ventures,
along with the foundation of Constantinople and the establishment of the annona
in the new eastern capital, had caused a disequilibrium in the supply and
demand of wheat, and while the Eastern demand was met thanks to the Egyptian
wheat , the Adriatic and the Northern areas of the Peninsula, as well as the limes
and the Balkan coast, had to be reached by the foodstuff produced in Apulia and
in the other regions of South Italy.
13

Within the framework of this new production and consumption arrangement,
the Southern regions began to specialize in their own vocational sectors: while
the Lucania produced larger quantities of pork, which was also included in the
annonary supplies, and the Bruttii increased their wine production , which was
also carried out in Sicily, alongside the prevailing wheat production ; Apulia,
wheat-producing region par excellence and end point of extensive transhumance,
enhanced its wool processing capacity and cereal production to meet the new
14

15

On the borders of the province and on the various changes that occurred during the 4 -5
c.: Grelle 1989; Grelle, Volpe 1994; Volpe 1996, 25-41.
Giardina 1993, 64.
Grelle 1992d; a general overview on the historical and institutional aspects of Roman
Canosa: Grelle 1993; on the Late Antique city: contributions in Principi imperatori vescovi,
819-906.
Leaveau 2003.
Vera 2005; in general, see contributions in Vera 2020.
Vera 2005.
Vera 1988.
9
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11

12
13

14

15
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demand. Thus, large extents of the entire region — and especially of the
Tavoliere plain — underwent a deep process of reconversion of the agricultural
system, and Sipontum became seat of the mercatores frumentarii , coordinating and
supplying the wheat trade at least until the end of the 6 century .
16

th

17

Figure 6.7.1: Late antique Apulia in the Tabula Peutingeriana.

Deeming Apulia one of the most profitable territories for their investments, local
aristocrats, prominent figures of the senatorial aristocracy, and the Emperors
themselves acquired and managed large estates in the region. This resulted in a
progressive process of concentration of properties in the hands of few big
landowners and into a monumentalizing process of some of the rural villas,
transformed into villae-praetoria in compliance with Late Antique authors’
suggestions and the new social and economic needs of the Late Antique élites.
18

19

Cassiod. Var. 2, 26, 1-3; 2, 38. Also during the Gothic era: Procop. Goth. 6, 24, 14.
Also during the Gothic era: Cassiod. Var. 2. 38; Procop. Goth. 6, 24, 14.
Epigraphy is the main source to retrace Imperial properties in Apulia: Chelotti 1994;
Chelotti 1996; De Fino 1999b; De Fino, Romano 2001.
Palladius recommends a division between the pars rustica e pars urbana and lists all the
working areas that should be present within a well-organized villa: cisterns, a hay barn, a
mill, stables, an aviary, stone basins, vegetable gardens, a granary, fruit trees, woodshed,
and watermills where possible and teams of artisans (Pallad. 1, 18-37); see Vera 1999a.

16

17

18

19
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Although a few villas were abandoned, many others underwent a
monumentalizing process, often emphasizing the luxury of residential areas .
20

The villa of Faragola is a prime example of the phenomenon: located alongside
the Via Aurelia Aeclanensis in the Carapelle valley, the villa was built over a late
Republican farm and then during the Imperial age was shaped into a villa
around a peristylium. During Late Antiquity the villa underwent major
modifications, with enlargement and reconstructions carried out between the
end of the 4 and the beginning of the 5 c. A.D. , a larger thermal complex, with
marbles and mosaics, new warehouses and service rooms, and a luxurious
cenatio, were further rebuilt during the 5 c. with the setting of a stibadium. Similar
processes also concerned villas in the Cervaro valley, and elsewhere in Apulia
and in southern Italy .
21

th

th

th

22

Referring to this process of the concentration of properties, D. Vera coined the
term “gigantismo” . The process of enlargement of land properties dissolved the
bond between the villa and the fundus, with the prevalence of the massa fundorum
model. The latter gathered different estates and cultivations, not necessarily
neighboring, under the property of one owner who indirectly managed the
production and controlled the property and the incomes through
administrators .
23

24

In Apulia, and in general in southern Italy, however, this enlargement of the
estates and the reconversion to wheat production did not prevent, but rather
favored, the exaltation of the natural vocations of some privileged territories,
assigning other functions to the peripheral and marginal areas. While the flat
and fertile river valleys of the Tavoliere were transformed into granaries , the
hills and sub-Apennine fields generally continued to produce oil and wine,
although in reduced quantities compared to the Late Republican-Early Imperial
age. Yet, such production was still able to meet the demand of the local market
as well as the demand for exporting — namely for liquid commodities, now
transported mainly in barrels and skins. Similarly, the wooded areas, the dried
grazing lands, and the coastal marshes were respectively destined to logging,
grazing, and salt production allowing for the manufacture of wool and leather;
meat, milk, and cheese; salt, necessary for human and animal nutrition, food
25

Many of the Late Antique rural villas were monumentalized and enlarged between the 4
and the 5 c. A.D. For a general overview on Late antique villas: Grassigli 2001; Sfameni
2006a.
Faragola 1; Turchiano 2008; Turchiano 2014; Gliozzo et alii 2010; Volpe 2006; Volpe 2011b;
Volpe, De Felice, Turchiano 2004; Volpe, De Felice, Turchiano 2006.
On Late Antique residential buildings and on the forms of luxury see: Baldini 2005;
Baldini 2007; Pensabene, Sfameni 2014; Ellis 2007; Sfameni 2006b.
Vera 1995.
Vera 2005.
In Herdonia, such circumstance is archeologically supported by the large Late Antique
horrea frumentaria (on the horrea see Vera 2008; De Magistris 2012). Similarly, archeobotanical analysis from the Late Antique site of Giarnera Grande in the Carapelle valley
attests the absence of wine production, but the presence of large cultivation of cereals
(wheat, barley, oats, maybe millet) and olive trees (Antonacci Sanpaolo 1995, 91-97; Accorsi
et allii 1995, 108-113).
20

th

th
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22
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preservation, and medical uses; pitch, useful for naval carpentry and for the
waterproofing of containers; and wood, fundamental in construction, as fuel,
and for the manufacturing of barrels. Lastly, at least until the 6 c., transhumant
breeding also remained significant, nurturing artisan-industrial production
linked to wool weaving and leather processing, both in Imperial-owned
workshops (such as the gynaeceum in Canusium-Venusia ) and in private facilities.
th

26

Within this frame, the nascent ecclesiastical institution also played a leading role
at least from the 4 c. onwards . Although Vibinum does not seem to have been
entailed in the system of Late Antique Dioceses , and its first bishop is attested
only in the late 10 c, the Cervaro valley was not left out of the Christianization
of the rural landscape, and rural churches are attested in the area. Those were
not only centers for the cura animarum — but similarly to the villas — became, in
some cases, centers for agricultural management, with production facilities, as
well as commodity warehouses, artisan workshops for the manufacturing of
ceramics, metals, wools and skins, as the case of San Giusto, seats of the episcopus
Carmeianensis , shows. Moreover, the dynamics of the saltus Carmeianensis — the
large Imperial estate controlled and managed through a procurator — were also
present in the Cervaro valley, with the embedding of the northern part of the
valley within the res privata of the Emperor, and, probably, later, within the
dioceses Carmeianensis.
th
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6.7.1 The landscape of villae, vici and farms
The area of Vibinum was implicated in all the sketched processes. The center —
in a city characterized by administrative vitality — might have undergone a
gradual reshaping, as the in-town Late Antique evidence is evanescent and the
castled-up center had possibly been inserted in the diocese of Aecae . However,
this does not imply an abandonment of the urban center, which continued to live
through the Middle Ages without significant interruptions. On the other hand,
the Late Antique rural landscape appears to have been still very lively, densely
populated and exploited, and organized around an integrated system of rural
settlements of different typologies, but at the same time showed a certain level
of continuity with respect to past assets (Table 6.7 and Plate 6.7).
30

First of all, indeed, in all areas previously interpreted as Imperial age villas signs
of 4 -6 c. occupation were always detected, as testified by the easily recognizable
local productions of common and brown-red painted course wares, in the
prevalent forms of basins and jars; few imported potteries and amphoras, mainly
from the African markets (TSA D in the shapes Hayes 61, Hayes 80, Hayes 87,
th

th

NDOcc. 11, 52.
For a general overview: Brogiolo, Chavarria Arnau 2008b with previous bibliography.
In Late Antique Daunia, the diocesan seats attested are the cities of Luceria, Sipontum,
Aecae, Herdonia, Salapia, Canusium, Barium, Egnathia, Brundisium, Lupiae, Hyduntum,
Callipolis, Tarentum, in addition to the vici, upgraded to episcopal residence, Turenum and
the saltus Carminianensis. See Otranto 1991; Campione, Nuzzo 1999.
Volpe 2009; Volpe 2014; Volpe, Romano, Turchiano 2013.
The first bishop is attested only in the late 10 c. See ch. 6.8.
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Hayes 91, and spathia), and by occasional local imitations of TSAs . At the same
time — in line with a process attested in the Ofanto valley , Celone valley ,
Carapelle valley and in the area of Basentello — we can perceive an increase in
the number of vici and to the rise of smaller entities specialized for productive
purposes ; single-family farms with simple planimetries and architectural
solutions (Figg. 6.7.2-6.7.3).
31

32

34

33

35

36

Figure 6.7.2: The Carapelle valley between the 4 -6 c. (from Ficco 2013).
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th

In BOV24 a fragment of a painted common pottery imitating a TSA Hayes 91C dating to
the 6 c. A.D. was recovered (see: Tortorella 1998, 67; Annese 2005).
Goffredo 2011.
Romano 2006a; Romano 2006b; Volpe, Romano, Goffredo 2003; Volpe, Goffredo 2007;
Grelle 1999a.
Ficco, Goffredo 2009; Ficco 2013; Ficco 2015.
Favia, Giuliani, Small, Small 2005.
Arthur 2004.
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Figure 6.7.3: The Ofanto valley between the 4 -6 c. (from Goffredo 2011, 175).
th

th

In the area under examination, the field survey and the reorganization of data
from past research projects, allowed us to detect 41 villae, 27 farms, 4 vici, 6
houses, 2 praetoria, and 7 necropolises related to villas/farms with Late Antique
occupation. Moreover, 4 churches were discovered through aerial photo
interpretation, and one of them may represent a martyrium as many burials are
located around the aisle of the church (FG36) (Fig. 6.7.4).
Although, from field survey data, we are still unable to clearly understand the
dynamic of each single site, and to retrace, for instance, any reshaping of the
architectural solutions or changes in the productivity, the evidence from the
surface generally attests to the long-lasting occupation and to the increase of
luxury signs, with, for instance, the introduction of sectilia and pasta vitrea
tesserae, which were recovered in Casale, Serrone, and Torre Guevara. However,
thanks to the excavation of the villa of Casalene (BOV21), and the villa near
Masseria d’Aloisio (ORS02), we are able to detect and to investigate also in the
Cervaro valley the widespread monumentalizing process that these villas
underwent starting from the end of the 4 c.
37

th

In Casalene, the architectural intervention implied, on one hand, the
enlargement of the pars urbana and, one the other, the relocation of the pars
rustica, probably moved to other areas of the villa yet to be investigated or
elsewhere in the valley. The thermal complex of the villa was indeed enlarged
and enriched in comparison to the 1 c. A.D. complex, at the expense of the
central peristyle that was dismissed. The flooring of the frigidarium — once paved
st

In Casale, red painted basins, cups with red-brown dating to the 5 -6 c. were recovered
in the area of the villa, which continued to be occupied also during early middle age; in
San Lorenzo, plates in TSA D dating between the 350 and 420 were collected along with
locally produced red common ware; from Pizzo dell’Angelo come from cups in TSA, in the
shape Hayes 56, hayes 31, and also the red-painted vessels locally produced, in the shape
of small amphorettes, basins, pots.
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with geometric Imperial age mosaics — was replaced by a geometric mosaic
pavement with colored inserts; the frigidarium was clad with marble slabs; and
the path reorganized, also through the opening of new entrances (Fig. 6.7.5;
6.7.6a-b).

Figure 6.7.4: Panetteria Copacchi (FG36). Late antique rural church, possibly a
martyrium (Aerial photo by A. V. Romano).

Figure 6.7.5: Plan of the villa of Casalene (BOV 21) (from Corrente 20120, tav.1).
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a.

b.

Figure 6.7.6: Casalene (BOV21). a: the balneum during 1 c. A.D.; b: the balneum after
the reconstruction of the late 4 -5 c. A.D. (From Corrente 2012, 145-146).
st
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th

At the same time the productive area was deserted, with the abandonment of the
oletum, which does not seem to have any signs of occupation after the late 4
century . Such circumstances could be read as the consequence of contraction of
the productive power of the villa, but this would be contradictory to the
concurrent renewal of the residential area. We could explain the abandonment
of this huge Imperial complex as another proof of the general trend of
reconversion of the Late Antique Apulian landscape to wheat production,
though a reduction of the spaces devoted to olive trees and wines. It is possible,
therefore, that the owners of Casalene had abandoned the area of the oletum and
enlarged the sectors for the storage of wheat. Or, it could have been the case that
production and storage areas were moved to other nearby farm-complexes, in
compliance with Palladius’s suggestion about the division between the pars
rustica and the pars urbana . A similar trend was also envisaged for the Late
Antique villa of Faragola, whose productive area was displaced in Sedia
d’Orlando, alongside the Carapelle river, where aerial photo interpretation,
geophysics and field survey identified signs of manufacturing, artisanal areas,
deposits, and possibly a water mill and a fluvial dock .
th
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Corrente 2012, 181-182.
Pallad. 1, 36.
Goffredo, Ficco, Costantino 2013.
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In this context, some scholars have interpreted the foundation of Masseria Pizzo
dell’Angelo (BOV59), located 1 km from Casalene, on the right side of the Biletra
as meaningful. They connected the foundation of this building to the transfer of
the productive area of Casalene . However, other elements must also be taken
into consideration: first of all, that near Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo, during field
survey traces of a preexisting building (most likely a villa of the Late RepublicanImperial age) were detected; secondly, that Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo
represents only one of the many villa/farms near Casalene still active during
Late Antiquity, as the field survey is showing. For these reasons, and in the
absence of any epigraphical data that can help us untangle the question, a
straightforward correlation with Casalene is in my opinion only arbitrary. The
new foundation may have pertained to any other closer villa/complex (Masseria
Pizzo dell’Angelo itself or, even, Casale) and Casalene may have moved its pars
rustica in any of the other still active buildings nearby.
41

As previously mentioned, another villa of the Cervaro valley — this time located
in the lower portion of the river at the borders with the ager Herdonitanus — also
underwent a similar process. Indeed, the villa in Masseria d’Aloiso-Ponte rotto
showed a long-lasting occupation from the Late Republican age to Late
Antiquity and its pars dominica was completely reshaped, with changes to the
paths and in the decoration apparatus , enhancing the luxury in accordance with
the general trend.
42

All other villas that we have detected in the valley continued to live and may
have undergone similar processes, with both the enlargement and the
restructuring of the pars urbana, as marbles, mosaics, architectural decorations
show, and also with an enlargement of their productive areas. Although we are
unable to date with certainty some types of artifacts and wastes (i.e. kiln wastes,
metal slugs, burnt soils or badly cooked bricks and tiles) we can attest, with
certainty, to the fact that villas that existed from the Imperial age and throughout
the Late Antiquity, at least until the half of the 6 century, were — in compliance
with agronomists’ recommendations — transformed into autonomous and wellorganized organisms, able to manage the rural economy, and at the same time
to meet the needs of the everyday administration and maintenance.
43
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This process was linked both to the new shape of the urban network —
weakened by the administrative changes — and to the new rural economy, no
longer based on the exploitation of slavery. The affirmation of the social class of
the ‘coloni’ —the free, paid farmers — changed the agricultural and landscape
management. This development is archaeologically testified by the increase in
the number of vici. These villages for the residency of coloni and lower class
peasants were often equipped with storages for foodstuffs, market areas, public
baths, and areas for hosting travelers, becoming central places and often
mentioned in the Late Antique Itineraria. Four vici are known in the area: two in
Località Podere O.N.C. 756-758 (TR15) and (FG36), in San Lorenzo (BOV33), and
Corrente Distasi, Liseno 2014, 386-387.
Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014, 394-396.
See ch. 6.5 for the main characters of the villas in the Cervaro valleys and the site
catalogues in the Appendices for their descriptions and locations.
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in Podere ONC 642 (FG37). In addition to those we could also refer to the vicus
Iulianus/ Malianus mentioned in the Late Antique epigraph recovered in Torre
Guevara . As already discussed, the mentioned vicus may have referred to a vicus
Iulianus which came to be in the place of the villa-praetorium of Torre Guevara
once owned by Valerius Vegetus, or to the area of Malianus, where large scatters
of sherds, and dolia were recovered (ORS10-ORS19), or even to the nearby Late
Antique vicus of S. Lorenzo (BOV33).
44

Moreover, it could be hypothesized that a community had gathered in the form
of a vicus around the villa of Casale (BOV16), as the extents of the scatter
pertaining to the Late Antique occupation of the area of the villa cover the surface
occupied by the main buildings. The entirety of the fields north, east, and west
of the main building were covered with Late Antique sherds that either suggest
the presence of a community or of big areas for productive purposes. In this
respect, we should also acknowledge that the area also hosted a Medieval casale
(BOV122) from the 11th c. onward — possibly the Casale S. Pietro in
Drugazzano — and that the area is known as ‘Piano della Chiesa’. It is therefore
likely, also in light of the early Medieval vessels recovered there, that the villa
continued to live, and attracted a community of people, maybe in the form of a
vicus.
45

Lastly, our research assists with the rediscovery of small farms, hosting small
landowners’ families and/or paid peasants. On the surface, they correspond to
scatters characterized by the presence of sherds of red-brown painted common
ware and building materials, for instance Late Antique tiles, often characterized
by lighter clay, decorated with linear signs. Posta Crusta still remains the main
model to look at for understanding this type of rural settlement. The farm was
probably abandoned during the middle of the Imperial age and then
restructured with the construction of a new squared and compact building
during Late Antiquity, organized around a central courtyard, and equipped with
an oletum, storage areas and service rooms, with small residential spaces . In the
5 century the oletum was abandoned and substituted with wheat grinding
millstones: this is another hint for the process of conversion of Apulian Late
antique landscape to wheat production.
46
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Recent archaeological interventions in the sub-Apennine area have shed light on
such models, with the excavation, for instance, of the previously mentioned
Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo (BOV59), or of Late Antique farms in San Biagio, near
Metaponto, or in Lamiozza, near Luceria, occupied between the 4 and 5 c. A.D.
(Fig. 6.7.7). In all cases, the structures are very simple, with earth flooring, few
rooms mainly devoted to production activities, and no specific signs of highlevel residency . In the Cervaro valley, on the basis of the surface data, BOV52,
BOV113, BOV37, BOV114 can also be counted within this category, having
yielded Late Antique artifacts, without specific signs of luxury.
th
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See ch. 6.6. De Fino, Romano 2001, 43-89
See ch. 7.9.
De Boe 1975; Herdonia, 313-319; Leone 2010.
Corrente, Cioce 2014.
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Figure 6.7.7: a: Late antique farm in San Biagio – Metaponto (from Lapadula 2012); b: 2)
Late antique farm in Lamiozza - Lucera (from Corrente, Cioce 2014).

6.7.2 The Imperial property, the saltus Carminianensis and the rural dioceses
As previously discussed in ch. 6.6, part of the northern side of the Cervaro valley
— in particular in the area of Torre Guevara — was entailed in the res privata of
the Emperor, in a similar way of other areas of Apulia, which were transferred
from private owners to the Imperial house starting from the end of the 1 c. A.D.
st

48

Torre Guevara — owned by the family of L. Mummius Niger Quintus Valerius
Vegetus Severinus Caucidius Tertullus — was transferred to the Imperial property
most likely when — at the time of Marcus Aurelius — the entire domains owned
by Valerius Vegetus in Baetica were also transferred to the res privata of the
Emperor. A Late Antique inscription on an ara recalling a vicus Iulianus or
49

Among them, also, the Praetorium Laberianum, a Late Antique statio mentioned in the
Tabula Peutingeriana between Aecae and Luceria. Formerly owned by the Laberii — a family
closed to the Brutti Praesentes and therefore to Commodus’ wife, Bruttia Crispina Commodo
— the Praetorium Laberianum was acquired by Commodus, after the death of his wife and
can be almost certainly be located in Montedoro, near Luceria, where it was recovered an
epigraph referring to a dispensator.
See ch. 6.6.
48

49
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Mallianus dedicated by a colonus Augusti nostri attests this circumstance. In ch.
6.6 I have discussed such events; here I would like to focus rather on the
evolution and dynamics of the Imperial property during Late Antiquity, which
also concern the Cervaro valley.
50

Indeed, the Notitia Dignitatum Occidentis informs us of the activities of a
procurator rei privatae per Apuliam et Calabriam sive saltus Carminianensis, a
procurator appointed for the general management of the entire Imperial
properties in Apulia, and especially of the saltus Carminianensis. This saltus most
likely corresponded to the seat of the procurator and headquarters for the
management of the area. Three main sources — although differing in chronology
and typology — allowed for an identification of the area of the saltus
Carminianensis: the Liber Coloniarum included the ager Conlatinus qui et
Carmeianus among the lands divided ex lege Sempronia et Iulia; at the beginning
of the 6 c. we are informed about a Probus episcopus Carmeianensis ; a Medieval
casale located near Incoronata, in the lower portion of the Cervaro, is named San
Lorenzo in Carmignano, and occupied the area of Roman and Late Antique
preexistent buildings, controlled by the dioceses of Troia .
51
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53

54

The saltus Carminianensis had embedded the Imperial properties located in the
territories between Luceria and Aecae, the Celone and the Cervaro valley. Indeed,
based on the extents of the Imperial properties — attested by the epigraphic
documents — it was deemed possible that the extents of the saltus Carminianensis
included a large area — more than 380 km — from the Monti Dauni to the
Tavoliere, also including the northern side of the Cervaro valley, encompassing
the properties of Torre Guevara (Fig. 6.7.8).
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a.
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De Fino, Romano 2001, 43-89.
NDOcc. 12, 18.
Lib. Col. 2, 261, 3-4.
MGH AA, 12, 437, 453; Mansi 8, coll. 300, 315.
See ch. 6.9.
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b.

Figure 6.7.8: a: The saltus Carminianensis; b: the dioceses of Aecae and dioceses
Carmeianensis (from De Fino 2012, 212-214).

But what was a saltus? Following Festo: “Saltus est, ubi siluae et pastiones sunt,
quarum causa casae quoque: si qua particula in eo saltu pasto rum aut custodum causa
aratur, ea res non peremit nomen saltui, non magis quam fundi, qui est in agro culto et
eius causa habet aedificium, si qua particula in eo habet siluam” ; thus, the saltus
appears as a wide area mainly covered by woods or incultum, in which there was
space for some houses. The archaeological research is nevertheless providing
another perspective, as the saltus Carminianensis appears rather as a densely
populated area, with houses, farms, villae, vici, farmlands, and pastures. For these
reasons, it was deemed possible that during Late Antiquity the meaning itself of
the word saltus had changed. The term would have rather referred therefore to
an area under the same administration and management, but variegated from a
productive point of view, more similar to the concept of massa fundorum — an
aggregation of scattered fundi with different cultivations .
55

56

During the 5 c. A.D. a rural diocese was established within the saltus
Carminianensis that may have had in the site of San Giusto its main center.
Indeed, the discovery of the site of San Giusto, in the territory of Luceria — where
the archaeological excavations unearthed an Imperial age villa, then embedded
in a Late Antique village, with a monumental 5 -6 c. Christian complex with two
churches, a baptistery and large buildings for productive and storage purposes
— allows us to interpret this rural complex as the seat of the bishop and even to
propose that the bishop himself had been appointed at a certain point as
procurator. Other early Christian churches spread out in the territory referred to
such rural dioceses, recovered through aerial photography (in Santa Giusta,
Posticchio-Coppa Montone, Borgo Segezia Podere O.N.C. 640, Podere O.N.C.
th

th

th

Fest. de verb. sign, 392 L. (= 302M.56). On the saltus Giardina 1989; Migliario 1995;
Capogrossi Colognesi 1995; Soricelli 2004.
Vera 1999b.
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642). The recently detected rural church nearby Torre Guevara (BOV123) can
now also be counted among this group (Fig. 6.7.9).
57

It is therefore possible that — with the area of Torre Guevara having become part
of the saltus Carminianensis — the same area had also been entailed from the 5 c.
within the Dioceses Carminianensis. This would imply that the Cervaro valley
had been divided, with the western inner portion and the southern side of the
valley placed under the control of the diocese of Aecae, and the western side
under that of the Dioceses Carminianensis. Both eventually came together in the
Diocese of the Bizantyne Troia, after its foundation in 1019 .
th
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The Cervaro valley, and especially its northern side, appears therefore, to have
been involved in the Christianization process and we can attest to the building
of rural churches, with very simple structures, often three-naves with central
aisle or, as it is the case for Torre Guevara, with three-naves and three aisles (Fig.
8). During Late Antiquity — especially after the abandonment of the villas —
and throughout the early Middle Ages , rural dioceses and rural parishes were
not only areas for devotion but areas for human gathering and economic
activities.

Figure 6.7.9: Torre Guevara (BOV123): three-naves rural church with three apses,
located 100 m south of Torre Guevara (BOV31).

6.7.3 The end of the villae: a historiographical and archaeological issue
“Più ardua, meno investigata, anzi per nulla esplorata con visione unitaria, l’altra
strada, quella di intendere cosa avvenga delle meravigliose ville rustiche romane nei secoli
altoMedievali, di quelle ville rustiche che facevano certe regioni scintillanti quasi fossero
costellate di gemme” : these words by M. Cagiano de Azevedo, dating back to 1965,
are a way to reference the historiographical and archaeological debate on the
‘end of the villa’, which has engaged scholars over the past half century and has
59
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Volpe, Romano, Turchiano 2013.
See ch. 6.9.
Cagiano de Azevedo 1966, 364.
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led them to form divergent opinions. This is a debate intertwined with the
broader critical discussion on the end of Antiquity and the transition to the early
Middle Ages, with positions that are irenic and continuity based on the one
hand, and catastrophic and discontinuity based on the other; these can now be
retraced in an updated overview by A. Castrorao Barba dedicated to this historic
phenomenon, which also includes statistical analyses . The system of the villa
was indeed the expression of a typical Roman way of living, the rural equivalent
of the urban domus, and the economic and managerial headquarters for farming
estates. Its end did not fail to raise many questions. After more than fifty years
of research, the level of knowledge about the subject has increased considerably.
However, the 'unitary vision' advocated by Cagiano is still far from being
achieved. A more extensive application of the stratigraphic method, capable of
grasping even the most subtle traces of settlement left by structures made of
perishable materials, as well as the overcoming of a selective and classicist
vision, greater attention to the post-classical phases, and the development of
landscape archeology have gradually allowed us to not dismiss the ways of
living after the end of the villas as mere ‘abusive occupations’ or ‘squatters’,
which would be the reflection of simplistic interpretations.
60

I do not deem it useful to retrace the whole debate on the end of the villas ,
including its periodization (between the 4 and 7 c. A.D.), the exogenous or
endogenous causes (the war conflicts, the barbarian invasions, the socioeconomic deconstruction, the militarization of the society, the exhaustion of
available resources, the socio-cultural and religious changes following the rise of
Christianity, etc.), the ways and modalities (arsons and destruction,
abandonment and reoccupation, seamless occupation, etc.) — which were very
different in the various areas of Italy and the Late Antique Empire — addressed
from time to time by scholars. It is perhaps only appropriate to point out some
of the main positions, in particular those from an Anglo-Saxon background, such
as Tamara Lewit and, in part, also Kimberly Bowes and Adam Gutteridge .
These scholars believe that such radical changes in the ways of living were
determined especially by profound socio-cultural changes, and in particular
from the religious and cultural revolution linked to the Christianization of
aristocrats, which caused a revolution of the elites’ scale of values and the forms
of expression of their social status (for instance, focusing their euergetic efforts
on the construction of churches). However, neither the disaster theories , nor the
post-processual approaches, nor the attention toward mentalities or cultural
61
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th
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See Castrorao Barba 2020, in particular 13-39 for an analytical account of the research and
the different critical positions.
See the different stances in Percival 1976; Brogiolo 1996; Chavarría Arnau 2004; Brogiolo,
Chavarría Arnau 2005, 49-68; Bowes, Gutteridge 2005; Brogiolo 2006; Brogiolo 2007;
Chavarría Arnau 2007; Rippol, Arce 2000; Francovich, Hodges 2003; Lewit 2003; Lewit
2004; Brogiolo 2005, 7-16; Lewit 2005; Lewit 2006; Sfameni 2006b, 285-297; Brogiolo,
Chavarria Arnau 2008a; Wickham 2005; Volpe, Turchiano 2010; Volpe, Turchiano 2012;
Turchiano, Volpe 2016; Turchiano, Volpe 2019; Castrorao Barba 2020.
Lewit 2003; Lewit 2004; Lewit 2005; Lewit 2006.
Bowes, Gutteridge 2005.
Ellis 1988, 565.
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changes are alone able to explain such complex phenomena. Such positions,
considered somewhat ‘sweetened’, have been opposed by many archaeologists,
including Brian Ward Perkins , who coined the use of categories such as ‘crisis’,
‘decline’, and ‘fall’, and Andrea Carandini, who strongly believes that “la
catastrofe del mondo antico non è un'ideologia ma un fatto” , among many others .
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As a matter of fact, it does not seem possible to me to identify a single cause,
equally valid for every situation, to explain the ‘end’ of the Late Antique villas,
which instead is linked to a complex range of interwoven motivations. Only a
specific investigation, both with extensive excavation of sites and systematic
analysis of a territory, can allow the identification of causes, time frames and
modalities, which in general appear to be of various kinds.
I would like to underline the diversity of the period in which the ‘end’ took place
in the various parts of the West as well as in Italy: as Chris Wickham pointed
out, the phenomenon should not be linked so much to the economic, political
and demographic crisis as to the end of the culture of otium, and especially to the
militarization of habits; therefore, the end of the system of villas in the western
territories followed a different periodization: 5 c. in northern regions, and 6 c.
in the Mediterranean regions. More specifically, between the end of the 4 c. and
the middle of the 5 c. in Britain; between the middle of the 4 c. and the middle
of the 5 c. in northern Gaul and in the 6 c. in Mediterranean Gaul; starting from
the end of the 5 c. in Spain; and in particular in the first half of the 6 c. in Italy,
with the exception of Sicily, which experienced cases of continuity in the 7 c. In
fact, the most recent investigations carried out in Apulia, in particular the prime
example of Faragola, have shown how the true breaking point in this territory
did not occur before the middle of the 6 c.
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The southern regions of Italy were influenced in many ways by the politicalmilitary instability connected to both the Greek-Gothic war and, after the
Byzantine reconquest, the long phase of Lombard penetration; by the
progressive thinning and/or complete disappearance of the Roman aristocracy;
and by the deconstruction of the Late Antique economic system, which had
guaranteed significant economic development in Apulia and other territories
between the 4 c. and first half of the 6 c. In the framework of the general
progressive collapse of the Mediterranean economy and of the downsizing of the
medium and short-range trade, the southern regions, which had long remained
removed from the crisis that had occurred in other territories, experienced a
process of deconstruction of the Late Antique urban and rural landscapes, in
particular between the end of the 6 c. and the 7 c. A.D.
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Similar patterns have been detected also in the Cervaro valley, where the villa of
Casalene, the villa of Masseria d’Aloiso, and the farm of Masseria Pizzo
See Lewit 2003; Lewit 2004; Lewit 2005; Lewit 2006.
Ward Perkins 2005.
Carandini 1993.
See in particular Brogiolo 2006; Brogiolo 2007; Chavarría Arnau 2007; Valenti 2009;
Valenti 2010a; Volpe, Turchiano 2012; Turchiano, Volpe 2016.
Wickham 2005, 465-481.
Volpe, Turchiano 2010; Turchiano, Volpe 2016; Turchiano, Volpe 2019.
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dell’Angelo — the only excavated ones — were abandoned at least in their
former functions in the mid-6 c. However, this turning point did not translate
into the end of occupation of the same topographic area. On the contrary, it gave
rise to new settlement morphologies, built on the ‘legacy’ of previous rural
complexes . In Casalene, the spaces of the thermal bath were dismantled, with
the filling of the bathtubs, and the implant of dolia in the floors, as well as
furnaces and cooktops (Fig. 6.7.10). Indeed, though the villa stopped being used
as it used to be, such circumstances did not imply the complete abandonment of
the structures, and as will be more extensively discussed in ch. 6.8 the villa of
Casalene — but also Casale, Femmina Morta, Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo,
Masseria Mazzarella — still continued to be occupied, although in different
forms by small rural communities exploiting the former Roman structures and
inhabiting them possibly with huts in perishable materials, as it was attested in
the great majority of excavated Late Antique contexts of Apulia.
th
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Figure 6.7.10: Casalene (BOV21). Room 17; one of the cook-top installed in the villa,
dating to the end of the 6 -7 c. (from Corrente 2012, 119).
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See chap. 6.8.
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n.

ID

Location

Evidence

Typology

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ASC02
ASC13
ASC15
BOV01
BOV111
BOV113
BOV114
BOV116
BOV121

Mezzana Grande
Pozzo Spagnuolo
Pozzo Spagnuolo
Masseria Nocelletto
Carripoli
Masseria Serroncino
Masseria Serroncino
Masseria Serroncino
Grotta Francescone

Farm
Farm
Villa
Villa
Villa
Farm
Farm
Farm
Villa

10

BOV123

Torre Guevara

Church

673

11

BOV13

Villa

42227

12

BOV15

scatter

Villa

16178

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

BOV16
BOV18
BOV21
BOV22
BOV23
BOV24
BOV26

Vallerde-I Valli
Casale - Piano della
Chiesa
Casale
Casale
Casalene
Casalene
Radogna
Radogna
Cofollone

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter and structures

Area
in m2
14798
2750
21331
31733
11634
2567
10774
13559
5624

Villa
Necropolis
Necropolis
Villa
Necropolis
Villa
Villa

29148

20

BOV27

Serrone

Villa

74174

21

BOV31

Torre Guevara

Praetorium

81862

22

BOV33

San Lorenzo

Vicus

143726

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

BOV37
BOV40
BOV47
BOV49
BOV51
BOV52
BOV56

Farm
Villa
Villa
Villa
Villa
Farm
Villa

4068
25403
38594
28108
29162
2153
11476

30

BOV59

scatter; structure

Farm

17482

31

BOV60

scatter

Necropolis

2180

32
33

BOV61
BOV62

scatter
structures

House
Mansio (?)

1647
5908

34

BOV63

scatter

Villa

13956

35
36
37
38
39
40

BOV74
BOV81
BOV95
BOV97
BOV98
CDS05

Contrada Serrone
Contrada Serrone
Contrada Mezzana
Contrada Mezzana
Radogna
Radogna
Femmina Morta
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Masseria
Pizzo
dell'Angelo
Stazione di Posta
Stazione di Posta
Masseria
Mazzarella
Biletra/Sant'Oronzo
Fontanelle
Masseria Iazzano
Masseria Iazzano
Villa de Paulis
Fontana di Maggio

scatter
findings
scatter
structures
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter

scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter and structures

Villa
Farm
Necropolis
Farm
Villa
Villa

4872
5835
1093
3620
14526
48706
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3497
33914
1668
9545

41

CDS08

Col di Ciame

42

CDS12

Pozzo Spagnuolo

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

FG01
FG02
FG03
FG04
FG05
FG06
FG07
FG08
FG09
FG10
FG11
FG12

Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Posta Crusta
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione
Masseria Caione

55

FG15

Masseria Giardino

56

FG24

Podere O.N.C. 652

57

FG28

Posta Rivolta

58

FG31

Podere O.N.C. 777

59

FG33

Pozzo d'Albero

60

FG36

Panetteria Copacchi

61

FG37

Podere O.N.C. 640

62

FG38

Podere O.N.C. 642

63

FG39

64

FG42

Podere O.N.C. 642
Podere O.N.C. 665Posta Piana

65

FG43

Podere O.N.C. 631

66

FG45

Podere O.N.C. 553

67

FG49

68

FG50

69
70
71
72
73

ORD02
ORD04
ORD07
ORD08
ORD09

74

ORD10

75
76
77

ORD11
ORS03
ORS10

Giardinetto
Masseria
Ponte
Albanito
Masseria d’Aloiso
Posta Crusta
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Masseria
Ponte
Rotto
Ponte Rotto
Monte Squarcello
Masseria Magliano

scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter and structures
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter and structures
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter

Farm

5467

Villa

7472

Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm

3387
3028
4369
1599
5719
3034
1743
3187
3153
2182
8905
7392

Villa

43316

Villa

27670

Villa

11150

Villa

43490

Villa
vicus and
martyrum

8825

Vicus

57107

Villa

24930

Church

3742

Villa

31205

Farm

17137

Villa

22337

Farm

2258

scatter

Villa

39522

scatter
structures
scatter
scatter
scatter

Villa
Farm
House
House
House

78954
2479
5170
6564
4939

scatter

House

4600

scatter
findings
scatter

House
Villa
House

7596
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327055

6604

78

ORS11

Forapane

79

ORS12

Torre Guevara

80

ORS15

Giardinetto Vecchio

81
82

ORS19
PAN01

Belladonna
La Serra

83

TR05

Monte Calvello

84

TR09

La Murgetta

85

TR10

San Nicola

86
87
88

TR11
TR12
TR13

Torre di Bonghi
Torre di Bonghi
Torre di Bonghi

89

TR14

Quercia

90

TR15

Podere O.N.C. 756758

91

TR17

Podere O.N.C. 756

92

TR18

Murgetta

aerial photographic
anomalies

Villa

11783

aerial photographic
anomalies

Praetorium
–
with
BOV31

16897

Villa

28355

Villa
House

13353

Villa

19444

Villa

95325

Praetorium

74542

Villa
Farm
Necropolis

13237
5121
490

Villa

23116

Vicus

84507

Villa

17571

Villa

12997

scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
scatter;
aerial
photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
scatter
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
scatter
aerial photographic
anomalies
aerial photographic
anomalies

Table 6.7: Late Antique sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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6.8 The Early Middle Ages (7 -10 c. A.D.).
th

th

Our understanding of Early Medieval landscapes and settlements is strongly
influenced by the evanescence of the archaeological traces for this period, which
could lead to the misunderstanding and oversimplified interpretation of the
absence of data as the consequence of a severe settlement interruption . Many
issues are still open to discussion when tackling the problematic matter of Early
Medieval landscape organization in the southern provinces, as the quantity of
data available is not only limited in comparison to the large set of information
on the Roman and Late Antique assets, but also inconsistent — therefore difficult
to compare — as a result of the still lacking number of stratigraphic excavations,
landscape projects, and ceramics studies . It has been widely discussed how
stratigraphic excavation still is to be considered the only strategy able to detect
Early Medieval traces in past settlements: without stratigraphic excavations in
neighboring contexts, like in Canusium, with the investigation of the paleoChristian complexes of San Pietro and Santa Maria-San Giovanni , in rural
Roman sites, like San Giusto and Faragola , or urban areas, like Herdonia and
Salapia , the Early Medieval occupations would not have been detectable (even
in areas which have undergone field survey).
1

2

3

4

5

6

Indeed, the use of perishable building materials, along with the interruption of
the import of vessels and goods, result in the scantiness of traces on the surface
and in the absence of reference vessels’ productions. Moreover, the evaluation of
landscape properties’ assets, and of the socio-economic structures during the
Early Medieval Ages deals with the empowerment of new institutional bodies,
new models of countryside organization, exploitation of resources, rural
settlements and management of land estates, as well as with the relationships
between the local and the foreign cultural groups, and the diverse solutions

Overviews on this debate are in: Delogu 1994; Brogiolo, Chavarria Arnau, Valenti 2005;
Mancassola, Saggioro 2006; Augenti 2016, 82-145. Favia 2006 and Romano 2006b for the
Daunian perspective. On the invisibility of Medieval sites: Francovich 2004. Syntheses of
the Early Medieval countryside of Italy are in: Brogiolo 2005; Brogiolo, Chavarría Arnau
2005 and Valenti 2014. For southern Italy: Marazzi 2011. Contributions on the Late Antique
and Medieval landscape of northern Apulia are in STAIM 1 and STAIM 2; Volpe 2005;
Volpe, Favia 2009; Favia 2011; Volpe, Turchiano 2010; Turchiano, Volpe 2019; Volpe 2019a;
Martin, Favia 2019. For Lombards presence in southern Italy: Lorè 2019; Di Muro 2008; Di
Muro 2012; Di Muro 2020. For archaeobotanical and archaeofaunal data: De Venuto 2018;
Giannotta et alii 2018; Favia 2018, 33-54 for a recent overview.
Scrima, Turchiano 2012; Turchiano 2014 studied Early Medieval sherds from Faragola;
Ficco 2013; Ficco 2015 for Early Medieval pottery from the Carapelle valley.
On Early Medieval phases in Canosa: Volpe, Favia, Giuliani, Nuzzo 2007; Corrente,
Giuliani, Leone 2007.
On Early Medieval phases in San Giusto: Volpe 1998a; Volpe 2007; Volpe 2009; Volpe
2014.
On Early Medieval phases in Faragola: Volpe, Turchiano 2012; Turchiano, Volpe 2016;
Turchiano, Volpe 2019; Volpe et alii 2012; De Venuto et alii 2018.
On the excavation in Salapia: De Venuto et alii 2015a; De Venuto et alii 2015b; De Venuto
et alii 2017; Goffredo, Totten, Valenzano 2018; Goffredo, Totten, Volpe 2018; Goffredo,
Totten, Loprieno 2018.
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3

4

5

6
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adopted in diverse geographical contexts. Thus, it is only through the integration
of sources that it is possible to tackle these problematic issues.
Our analyses shall therefore take into consideration the few — but meaningful
— documentary sources along with the scanty archaeological traces for detecting
the forms of occupations, the role of new powers and the local settlements that
did survive the turn of the centuries, in the Cervaro river valley.
In general, on the basis of a critical revision of historic and literary documents
and especially thanks to the recent archaeological discoveries in northern Apulia,
the late 6 century has been recognized as the turning point with respect to past
assets. While the Barbarian invasions and the sacks of several Italian cities did
not involve directly the southern portion of the Peninsula, and the fall of the
Western Roman Empire did not entirely compromise its economic and social life,
the Apulian region was dragged into the conflict of the Gothic War. After the
reconquest of Africa from the Vandals, the general Belisarius landed at Sicily,
ready to fight against the Ostrogoths, and starting from 543 A.D., Apulia became
the theater of this conflict, especially for its bridgehead position between the
western Germanic world and the East. Totila, commander in chief for the Gothic
resistance, soon succeeded in occupying the entire Provincia Apulia et Calabria,
with the exception of Otranto, considered the last Byzantine stronghold. Also,
local élites were engaged in the conflict, as attested by an episode recalled by
Procopius, in which a prominent figure of Canosa raised a personal army —
probably composed of his own coloni — for serving the Byzantines and
defending the nares Lucanae . The regio was damaged by the war in economic and
social terms: the Byzantines exploited the land of the Mezzogiorno and increased
their tax revenues , urban and rural communities saw their land destroyed by
opposing ranks of fighters and witnessed the collapse of the civil order of
institutions and economic activities. In addition to the war, waves of plague hit
the Peninsula: the first in 543 A.D., the second between 746 and 747.
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The Cervaro valley was also a theatre of war, albeit marginally. Procopius, in his
Bellum Gothicum, refers to the area of the wooden lands of the Cervaro as the
theater for an ambush hatched by Anta against the Goths , and make explicit
reference to a χωρίῳ Κερβαρίῳ, on whose interpretation we are unable to
speculate. However, the mention by Procopius can be read as the indirect proof
or the survival of the road network and of the farmed landscape, useful for the
military supply. At the same time, the nearby civitas Herdonitana, although
preserving the bishopric, experienced a severe process of deconstruction, in the
period between the late 5 and the beginning of the 6 c. A.D. and the center can
be considered ‘ruralized’ by the second half of the 6 to the first half of the 7 c.
A.D. when, within the former urban space, housing structures in perishable
materials were built close to burials, animal shelters, gardens, productive spaces,
9
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Giardina 1981, 112-113.
Martin 1993, 140-146; on Early Medieval countryside: Muscio, Altobella 1998, 60-62.
Procop. Goth., 7, 19, 29; Nicastro 1984, 69; Lavermicocca 1994, 191.
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and pastures . Residential huts installed inside the Roman structures hosted a
community that was mainly devoted to bovine, sheep, and pig breeding, as the
archaeofaunal data are proving .
10
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Nevertheless, although the Gothic War did destabilize the agrarian landscape,
our comprehension of the settlements and landscape dynamics during the Early
Middle Ages allows us to overcome the idea of a Tavoliere “pratiquement déserte
jusqu'au début du XI siècle” . “Èconomie et société à la veille des catastrophes de la
seconde moitié du VI siècle” and “Les catastrophes (fin du VI -VII siècles)”: these are
the titles used by J.M. Martin in 1993, who argues that, “La catastrophe est brutale.
Elle résulte d’une baisse démographique sans doute rapide, qu’il faut bien supposer et
qu’on peut, hypothétiquement, attribuer aux épidémies, et résulte aussi de l’invasion
lombarde. Celle-ci touche le pays inégalement, en fonction à la fois de la géographie et de
l’avance des envahisseurs. Dans la plaine du Nord, elle entraîne sans doute très
rapidement, avec la ruine de l’administration romaine, l’abandon complet d’une bonne
partie des cités et ne laisse dans les zones rurales, on le verra, qu’une population
clairsemée” .
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Thus, with the lack of reliable and consistent sources, the archaeological and
historical debate on the economic and social assets and on the anthropic and
agrarian landscape between the fall of the Western Roman Empire and the
establishment of the Katepano of Italy, was enlivened by opposite viewpoints.
Catastrophism or irenics both failed to draw the frame of these dynamics.
The collapse of past assets with the reorganization of the human settlements and
the impoverishment of the middle class did occur, but the alleged desertification
and complete abandonment of the area did not.
Indeed, few rural centers — mostly developed within or near Late Antique
structures — were still occupied by small communities that carried out animal
breeding, and with a reshaped trading network, the drop in imports pushed the
local production of common ware vessels, and possibly — as suggested by M.
Martin and Gh. Noye — the use of wooden utensils and vessels .
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After the Gothic war and the attempt by the Byzantines to reconquer Apulia, the
arrival of the Lombards again modified the situation in the Daunian-FrentanoSamnite area . The establishment of the Duchy of Benevento soon brought the
Lombards to Apulia, following the routes of the former Via Appia Traiana, in the
stretch between Benevento-Aecae-Siponto, of the Via Herdonitana , and possibly,
the road along the Cervaro valley, on the ancient path of the Via Minucia.
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On the Late Antique and Early Middle Ages Herdonia: Mazzei 1993a; Mertens 1995; Volpe
2000, 533-541; Volpe 2005a, 309; Leone et alii 2009. On the organization of the 10 c. casale:
Favia 2018.
For a complete publication of Early Medieval and Medieval Herdonia: Favia 2018; for
faunal studies: Buglione, De Venuto 2008; Buglione 2009; Buglione 2010.
Martin 1984, 100.
Martin 1993, 160.
Favia 2006, 192, n. 57.
Bertelli et alii 2010; Christie 1997; Sinisi 2007.
Favia 2010b, 131.
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Northern Apulia, with spread out gai-gualdi , became the heart of the Ducal fiscal
properties, as proved by the large number of Medieval documents from the
Duke of Benevento and by the gifts Arechis II made in 774 to the church of Santa
Sofia of Benevento, with which the Princeps offered to the Monastery a large
number of estates, located all over the Tavoliere plain, as well as in the subApennine chain (Fig. 6.8.1).
17

Figure 6.8.1: Settlement and road network from the donation by Arechi II to the S. Sofia
Monastery in 774 (From di Muro 2008, fig. 8).

In the sub-Apenine: Bovino, Ascoli, Sant’Agata di Puglia (Erchempert, 66, 71, year 887-888,
260, 261). On Lombard fiscal properties: Bougard, Loré 2019, and Loré 2019; Wickham 2019;
Volpe 2019. In general on the Lombards: Christie 1997.
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Therefore, the mountainous reliefs between Sannio and Daunia, and of course
the Cervaro river valley, became settings of conflicts between the Lombards and
the Byzantines, up until the 9 century, when Basil I of Macedonia reconquered
southern Italy and entailed the territories of Bovino, Lucera and Ascoli within
the Thema of Bari. As argued by Favia, the 9 -10 centuries, characterized by the
conflicts between Lombards, and the Byzantines but also the Franks and
Saracens caused the collapse of the environmental balance that had been
preserved during the earlier phase, especially in the Tavoliere, which underwent
frequent flooding, and a general interruption in the maintenance of
infrastructures and water streams .
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However, notwithstanding the damages caused by the war, and by the
continued conflicts among different powers, the downfall of rural and urban
landscapes has to have follow more fluid and varied paths than those suggested
by historians only on the basis of written sources, as in many urban and rural
sites in Daunia, archaeology is indeed shedding light on diverse forms of
settlement continuity and of rapid reorganization at the beginning of the 7 c.
A.D. The so-called phenomenon of the 'end of the villas' did not immediately
imply, as Martin has argued , the complete and abrupt abandonment of the
countryside and a depopulation of the plain. That communities did continue to
live in the countryside is testified by many Early Medieval rural cemeteries, like
the one discovered near Masseria Basso (Trinitapoli) in the Ofanto valley or at
Loc. San Marchitto in the Carapelle valley , that are often the most visible
archaeological traces that we have, as residential areas, built in perishable
materials, can only be detected throughout stratigraphic excavations . And
indeed, recent excavations have attested a continuity of life, even if it was with
different and more degraded forms of housing, within the spaces of Roman sites
that underwent changes in their functions and in their use. This is the case, for
instance, for the rural villae of Avicenna , Agnuli , and Faragola and in the Early
Christian center of San Giusto, but also in urban contexts as the abovementioned
Herdonia, Canusium, and Salapia, where communities continued to live, carrying
out economic activities, in a rather organized way.
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Thus, on the basis of the data provided by a critical revision of documentary
sources and by recent archaeological excavations, it can be understood that,
although affected first by the events of the Gothic war, and afterwards by the
Favia 2018, 51-52; Martin 1993, 150.
Martin, Noyè 1991; Martin 1993.
Goffredo 2011, 218.
Corrente et alii 2012.
A small rural community is attested in Masseria Basso, where 32 burials pertaining to 79
6-8 c. bodies were excavated, divided in four main groups, corresponding to families:
D’Angela 1993, 159-170; Campese Simone, 110; Goffredo 2011, 218. In general, on the Early
Medieval cemeteries of northern Apulia: Campese Simone 2003.
Lippolis 1982, 52-65; D’Angela 1982, 67-73; Lippolis 1984, 188-193; D’Angela 1988; Volpe
1990, 202-205.
Volpe 1987, Volpe 1988; Volpe 1990, 183-196; D’Angela, Volpe 1991, 785-826.
See infra.
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Lombard expansion, Apulia did not experience in this moment a severe crisis of
depopulation, as it has long been supposed, and the frame of the Lombards’
settlement in northern Daunia is becoming increasingly clear.
Indeed, if in the past, only few toponyms were suggesting the Lombard influence
in the area , archaeological discoveries and source reviews are shedding light
onto the peculiar features of this historical moment more and more frequently.
In the Lombard documentary sources, the terms casa, condoma vici, casalia and,
later on, curtes, are extensively mentioned , framing a different context with
respect to the Byzantine strongholds where, on the wake of a more conservative
layout, the terms fundi or massae fundorum are rather preferred .
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The documentary sources refer, for instance, to a vicus Molezano in the area of
San Giusto, where Magipertus, in 817 A.D., owned curtes, vines, pastures, uno
pastino ante casa and other buildings ; to a locality called Bassano, where Garardi
owned case, curtes, vines, fields, woodlands, olive trees, pastures and roads that
he offered, in 846, to the church of S. Giacomo in Canole, monastic cell of
Montecassimo ; and to Terenciano (or Terenziano) where Aldefrid, in 847, owned
fruit trees and olive trees . Near Carlantino, in Monte San Giovanni, a necropolis
with 6 -7 century upper class burials has recently been discovered. Weapons,
valuable burial goods, and horse remains qualified this area to be the traces of a
military elite settlement , probably located within the gaio Casa Pollucis, in which
Arechi’s donations recall a church of San Giovanni . Nearby, a recent excavation,
still unpublished, investigated two paleo-Christian churches with Medieval
phases, in the localities Santo Venditto and San Chirico . Similarly, between the
Biferno and the Saccione, many ducal estates are attested ; or, again, near the
coastal lagoon of Salpi and the Aufidus area .
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This synthetic and yet incomplete review frames a low-density scatter of rural
settlements, composed of farms, curtes and casalia. Nevertheless, beyond the
reoccupation of rural Late Antique villas, the rebuilding of Late Antique

Russi 2005, 356-358: in the Trigno, Biferno, Fortore valley are widely attested the
toponyms Fara and Fara di Cigno nearby Bagno del Trigno and San Martino in Pensilis
(Staffa 1995, 200), Casa Fara at Ururi (Di Niro et alii 2010, 21); Fara Bassa at Guglionesi
(Vincelli 2001, 249), Fara at Gambatesa and Fara Sentinella, Le Fare del Salvatore and the
river La Fara nearby Ripalta (Gravina 1996, 32).
Favia 2018, 49-52 for an overview on the use of these terms, from an archaeological
perspective.
Marazzi 2011, 396-398.
CV, 45.
RPD 307.
CV, 67.
Di Muro 2012, 201-205.
CSS, I, 1, 6; De Benedittis 2013.
Di Muro 2012; some data also in Iacaruso 2008.
For instance, the gualdo-gaio Noceto (CSS, III, 30), the guado in the Biferno with a palatium
(CDL 6/2, doc. 4, 20), and the two gualdi, in Sapione and in Canali, at il Saccione (CSS, III,
35). Also, S. Maria in Civita (Guardialfiera), excavated by R. Hodges (Barker 1995, 266-271).
Potone owned curtes between the Saccione and the Fortore (Di Muro 2008, 119-120, fig. 4)
Di Muro 2012; Iacaruso 2008; Goffredo, Volpe 2019.
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churches, or the construction of new churches we can still envisage a countryside
settlement strategy, with main centers located along roads, sheep tracks, and
water streams. This settlement strategy complied with the Lombards’ occupation
plans, fostering their gradual penetration from the innermost areas of the subApennine toward the coastal zones of Salapia-Salpi and the Gargano, ending
with the acquisition of the San Michele monastery . Such a strategy, linking
military, political and economic interests, is therefore incompatible with irenic
ideas of continuity. In all the previously mentioned sites, indeed, the prosecution
of the occupation corresponds to a clear change of functions and of economic
means. Such a frame is also confirmed in the Cervaro valley.
37

6.8.1 Bibino and the Cervaro valley between the 7 and the 10 c. A.D.
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Bovino was not included in the system of the Late Antique dioceses and its lands
had probably been included first, within the territories of the dioceses of Aecae
and possibly of the Dioceses Carmeinanensis (see ch. 6.7), and then passed under
the control of Benevento. However, the center was not abandoned during Late
Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages, as testified by documentary sources as
well as by the recovery in town of 7 -8 c. architectural elements that testify the
building of Early Medieval churches in the same areas as the Medieval
Cathedral, the church of S. Pietro, and the cappella devoted to S. Marco. The fact
that during the 10 c. Bovino was assigned with an autonomous diocese is itself
the proof of the proliferation of life during the previous centuries.
38
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In an event that probably occurred between 658 and 671 A.D., Pope Vitaliano
granted the Bishop of Benevento, Barbatus, “Bibinem, Ausculum, Larinum et
ecclesiam S. Michaelis Archangeli in Gargano pariterque Sipontinam ecclesiam, qua in
magna inopia ac paupertate esse videtur” . This lost document is mentioned in a bull
by Pope Marino II who, in 943 A.D., confirmed to the Archbishop of Benevento
the same properties, referring to this earlier privilege . Afterwards, in 969 A.D.,
Bovino is mentioned as a suffragan diocese of Benevento and two years after,
the first Bishop of Bovino appears, in a document in which Landolfo I,
Archbishop of Benevento states that “nostra sede tenet Iohannes Bibinensis
episcopus” .
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Di Muro 2012.
Bertelli 1989 and Otranto 1991, 152 believe that Bovino was not a Late Antique diocese
and was joined with Aecae. see ch. 6.7 for insights on the role of the Aecae’s and
Carmeianensis dioceses in the valley.
All the cities that became part of the Benevento diocese had been sacked by the Lombards.
I.P. IX, 141-142. Together with Bovino also SantAgata (dei Goti), Avellino, Quintodecimo,
Ariano, Ascoli, Vulturara, Larino, Telese, Alife.
Mansi 1759-1798, vol. XIX, 20.
Borgia 1764, 271. 969: Pope Giovanni XIII appoints Landolfo as archbishop and grants
him the power of appointing the bishops of Sant’Agata, Abellino, Quintodecimo, Ariano,
Asculo, Bibinae, Volturara, Larino, Thelesia, Alifis (I.P. IX, 54-55). See also: I.P. IX, 141;
Martin 1993, 259, 572.
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Throughout the Early Middle Ages, life in town endured and, as previously
mentioned, the center was provided with a church, not yet investigated but most
likely located underneath the 9 century foundation of the Medieval Cathedral.
Indeed, traces of this early fabric are preserved in the façade, reused as building
materials, paved or posted on the internal walls of the Cathedral, as well as in
the Civic Museum. Together with Roman spolia, such as the Roman trapetum
reused as a baptismal font, they testify the existence of a previous ecclesiastic
building, whose decorative apparatus finds close comparisons with samples
from the Campanian area and more particularly of Benevento, attesting the
decorative imprint of the Lombards (Fig. 6.8.2).
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a.

b.

Figure 6.8.2: a: Architectural transenna from the Early Medieval cathedral; b: holy water
front reusing a Roman capital (From Mola 1994, 201-202).

Moreover, Aecae’s destruction by Constans II in 663 A.D. caused in the
translation of the body of San Marco to Vibinum, where possibly during the 8 -9
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Musca 1979, 170-171.
Todisco 1994, 180-183; Mola 1994, 197-209.
Corsi 1989.
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c. but certainly before 994 A.D. , a chapel was built for preserving his relics.
Similarly, the church of S. Pietro was built during the 12 century over a
preexistent building, as the reuse of 7 -8 c. architectural fragments in the later
building suggest.
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The Cervaro valley was therefore split between the dioceses of Troia and Bovino.
In ch. 6.4, we discussed the extents of the Ager Vibinas, by also making references
to the extents of the Medieval dioceses, whose boundaries are referred to in
multiple documents. The first is the foundation document of Troia, dating to the
1019 A.D., that provides us the southern limit of the Troia diocesis, at the same
time informing us of the northern limit of Bovino’s.
The northern limit follows the orography of the valley, including Monte Sellaro
— on top of which there was, first, the Curtis Montellari of Arechi and then, a
casale Mons Ylari, attested from 1118 A.D. — Monte Fedele, contrada S. Lorenzo,
Serrone, and Iancoppa. The southern extents were wider, including the modern
territories of Panni, Accadia, Sant’Agata, Deliceto and, in the east, Castelluccio
dei Sauri. Thus, the southern limit was marked by the Calaggio-Carapelle, while
the western by the mountainous chain between Scampitella and Monteleone,
which still marks the boundaries between Puglia and Campania today.
47

Our comprehension of the dynamics of exploitation and management of rural
landscape relies on a few — but extremely meaningful — archaeological data
and on scarce — but fundamental — literary sources (Table 6.8 and Plate 6.8).
As elsewhere attested, the occupation of Late Antique settlements did not
immediately stop. In many of the Late Antique structures, indeed, artifacts attest
to the continuation of life.
In Casalene (BOV20), after ‘the end of the villa’ with the abandonment of spaces as
they had been used during Late Antiquity, the setting of domestic structures and
workspaces built in perishable material is attested. This re-occupation was dated,
on the basis of the ceramic study, to a period between the 6 and 7 centuries,
when the thermal baths were filled with wasting materials and hobs, stoves and
small furnaces stratified in the rooms, for cooking food more than for artisanal
purposes .
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Moreover, near the villa of Casalene, two specimens of red-banded jugs were
recovered , from late 7 -8 c. A.D. burial contexts, which demonstrate that life in
the area did not stop until then (Fig. 6.8.3). These globular-shaped singlehandled ceramic artifacts with ring feet and decorated with red and brown bands
spread between the 7 and 8 centuries and constitute the response by local
factories to the progressive decrease in imports from Africa and eastern world .
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We are informed in 994 of the existence of an Ecclesia Sancti Marci.
Montellare is included in Bovino’s diocese, as it appears in the list of the decime in 1310.
Corrente 2012.
Laganara, Fabiano 1990; Bovino 1994, n. 429, 451, 542, 711, 712, 713.
Favia 2010a, 148.
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Produced in city workshops, they soon spread to rural areas, as is by now well
demonstrated in many sites in north-central Puglia .
51

The same 'broad line ware' and 'narrow line ware' jugs were also recovered in
the area of Casale, proving the continuation of life also in this area . The villa of
Casale (BOV16) , which for its extension, complexity and position, as well as for
its long-lasting transformation into a Medieval casale, could have experienced a
reuse of the structures, with a functional and planimetric conversion which,
however, only an excavation could eventually highlight.
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Figure 6.8.3: Globular-shaped single-handled red-banded jugs from Casale and
Casalene (From Bovino 1994).

Furthermore, as often is the case, areas of necropolis allow us to detect Early
Medieval age rural communities: in Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo (BOV59) six
tombs dating to the 6 and 7 c. were excavated , and a similar circumstance may
have occurred in Radogna (BOV23), where, in the necropolis area of a Roman
age villa, a scatter with Early Medieval sherds was recovered.
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Also, the recovery of 7 -8 c. painted and common ware in Masseria Iazzano and
in Femmina Morta (BOV56), along with a sherd of soapstone in Femmina Morta
testify that many of the Roman age and Late Antique villas were still occupied
during these phases (Fig. 6.8.4). Soapstone is indeed considered a ‘fossile guida’
for the detection of Early Medieval contexts, as its trade followed the Adriatic
coast, reaching Apulia between the 6 and the 12 c. A.D. .
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Also in the villa of Avicenna (D’Angela 1988), in the paleo-Christian church of Barletta;
in Canosa at San Pietro; in Luceria’s castle; in Ripalta (Gravina 1996); Favia 2009.
Bovino 1994, n. 401, 402.
Bovino 1994, n. 401, 402.
Corrente, Di Stasi, Liseno 2014, 387.
In Canosa, in San Pietro and Giove Tore (Cassano, Laganara, Volpe 1985), in Malchieuti,
at Teanum Apulum (Favia 2010b, 133, n. 22), in Vaccarizza (Sannazzaro 1994). The diffusion
of the soapstone is more consistent in Abruzzo and Molise: Ebanista 2009.
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Figure 6.8.4: soapstone sherd from Radogna (BOV23).

The rural settlement must have also been organized around rural churches that
in these phases controlled and managed the rural communities and economies .
They possessed parcels of lands, and even large estates, with farmed fields,
uncultivated areas, and rural houses for farmers’ families, subjected to the
church as subordinate employees or under servile conditions . Although during
field survey no sherds were collected there, the early Christian rural church
discovered in Torre Guevara (BOV123) may have served this purpose, in
accordance with what it has been highlighted in the Carapelle, Celone and
Ofanto valleys. Also, in the lower portion of the valley, within the modern
territory of Foggia, the aerial photography highlighted the presence of a wide
necropolis, located around a rural church, which was interpreted as the area of
a martyrium (FG36) , archaeologically proving the enormous power of attraction
held by rural churches. Indeed, throughout the Middle Ages, churches and
monasteries became reference centers for rural settlements, and were equipped
with fundi and productive areas, at the same time providing for the cura
animorum in local communities and functioning as centers for rural communities’
management, where productive activities were carried out by the inhabitants as
autonomous and private owners or as subordinates.
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This complex frame composed of scanty and diversified forms of settlements,
may be further detailed if we also consider the sites mentioned by the literary
For instance, in San Giusto where, along with the ecclesiastic purposes, the productive
area was also refurbished; Lewit 2020, 210-213 speculates on the wine and oil production
in Sa Giusto, after the end of the villa. On the relationship between churches, fiscal lands,
rural settlement in Lombard estates: Martin 1993, 196-199; Cuozzo 2003, 581-582.
Martin 1993, 197-199.
Romano 2006a; Romano, Volpe 2005, 251, fig. 6.
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sources, that not only enrich the available archaeological data but that also
enlarge the set of typologies of rural settlements that were active in this area
between the 8 and the 10 c. A.D.
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The earliest information on rural settlements and property assets for the Cervaro
valley dates to the late 8 century and consists of the documentary sources
produced by the Duchy of Benevento, and in particular by Arechi II. In 774 A.D.,
indeed, Arechi II gifted lands and properties, mainly located in northern Apulia
and in Molise , to the Monastery of S. Sofia of Benevento.
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In 774 A.D., Arechi II offered to S. Sofia di Benevento the churches of S. Nicandri
and S. Felici of Bubata and properties alongside the Cervaro river bed, in the
actus Sipontino, therefore in the lower portion of the valley, near the Casale
Bucellati , properties that were further enlarged thanks to new donations in 841
A.D. by Radelchi I that also offered the lands in the locality Bubata sul Cervaro .
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However, in this document, no properties from the upper valley are included.
Nevertheless, from a previous document, dating to 762 A.D., we learn that
Arechi II was temporary hosted in the Cervaro valley, “in curte nostra que vocatur
Montella” where he was called to judge in a trial presented by Mauricius, Abbot
of the S. Benedetto di Benevento monastery and his xenodochium . We can
connect this structure — suitable for hosting the Princeps and his court, thus
having appropriate structures and means — to the area of Monte SellaroMontellari , a site that would continue to be occupied and to be used as meeting
place and to host preeminent figures even in the following centuries, as in 1118
A.D., when Raimundo, son of the count Rodolfo di Loretello, along with Giso,
the Bishop of Bovino and other barons, signed a document in Montis Ylarii , and
again in 1150 A.D. when a community was living in the Castrum Mons Ylaris .
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This curtis, defined by Arechi as “curtis nostra” may have served as the
headquarters for the management of fiscal properties, in a similar way as the
curtis installed in Faragola, within a vast Lombard fiscal estate, the gaio Fecline .
There, after the end of the use of the structure of the Late Antique villa, life went
on without interruptions, albeit with major changes. During the 7 c. not only the
Roman structures were reused but also new rooms, one also with an apse —
maybe a chapel —were built. Artisanal activities, both for vessels’
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Loré 2019.
CSS, I, 7 (774).
CSS, I, 34.
Arechi was indeed asked to judge a case presented by Mauricius, Abbot of the S.
Benedetto di Benevento monastery and his xenodochium with respect to some condome,
inhabitants of Prata (Prata Sannita) that had been offered to the monastery by the duchess
Theoderanda and her son, the duke Gisulfo I, and then taken by the Abbot Zacharias (CSS,
II, 15).
Martin 1993, carta 9.
Nicastro 1984, 116-125 states that the property had been transmitted to Drago, and then
owned by Loretello.
CDP XXI, 69 (1150).
On the early medieval curtis: Andreolli, Montanari 1985; on the curtis of Faragola: Volpe,
Turchiano 2012; De Venuto et alii 2018; Turchiano, Volpe 2019; Volpe et alii 2009.
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manufacturing (as kilns and clay settling tans testify) , and lead and iron melting
are attested along with wheat storage areas, and olive processing mills . In the
following century, even in the context of great changes and with the prevalence
of wooden and impoverished structures, agriculture and animal breeding were
both carried out, specifically the breeding of pigs, sheep, and poultry.
Interestingly, the pigs were probably bred in the wild, not only for selfconsumption but also for trades or exchanges. As pigs’ tights are missing it was
deemed possible that they were given to Benevento, as a form of tax.
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Around Faragola, casae, condome, and necropolis have been located through field
survey , and churches are widely attested: within the gaio Fecline, Arechi II
granted the Monastery of S. Sofia with the church of S. Mercurii with 500 modii
of land, the church S. Reparate with 100 modii of land, the church S. Petri di Aqua
Sancta, and other nine houses of vaccari, servi et ancille, vines and lands nearby
the same church, as well as the use of the church of S. Stephani .
69

70

Going back to the Cervaro valley, before 972 A.D., some lands located nearby the
Biletra river had been donated to S. Sofia, when in a seal, the emperor Ottone
confirmed to S. Sofia all its ownership and rights, and among them the lands “in
Bivino, in Biletra flubio” . These are further confirmed in later documents of 981
and 999 and again in 1022 A.D., when, in a document signed by Henry II, in
addition to the land “in Bivine in Betetro Flumine”, the “in civitate cappella in honore
Sancti Martini” was gifted to S. Sofia . This church had been erected in 928 A.D.
by the cleric Petrus f. Radelfrid of Bovino, “in civitate Bivini in proprio territorio
suo” . Both properties, in town and in the countryside were confirmed by
Corrado II in 1038 A.D. , but while the property of the S. Martino church
remained in the ownership of S. Sofia at least until 1131 A.D. , the lands “in
Beletro flumine” disappeared from the list of properties, in 1101 A.D. .
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Moreover, other traces of Lombard estates may be envisaged in toponyms like
“Faravella”, located 5 km SE of Panni; or “Sala”, that appears in two documents,
one of 1144 A.D. , and one of 1225 A.D. , located in the area of Contrada San
Nicola , alongside the Cervaro river; and also “Casale Domnis Leonis” near
Deliceto, that may be in relation to a Lombard Leonis mentioned in a placitum of
Deliceto in 742 A.D. .
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It is indeed possible that the toponym Fecline originated from figlinae.
As attested by the analyses of organic wastes on vessels: Giannotta et alii 2018.
Ficco 2015.
CSS, I, 1, 2; 4; 35; CSS, I, 2; CSS, I, 5; CSS, I, 6; CSS, I, 20.
CSS, IV, 1.
CSS, IV, 4.
CSS, VI, 1
CSS, IV, 5.
CSS, V, 11.
CSS, V, 5.
Loco ubi dicitur sala secus vuam publicam que pergit ad sanctuam Nicolaum de Romualdo.
Vinei illis que sunt ad Salam et terram que est ad Salam rivanam near Castelluccio.
Russi 2005, 355.
Nicastro 1984, 116.
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In conclusion, during the 7 -9 centuries, notwithstanding the difficulties caused
by wars, and the general depopulation of the Tavoliere compared to previous
eras, the economy was still oriented toward the resources of animal breeding and
linked manufacturing. The archaeozoological data from Faragola and Ordona,
indeed, shed light on the role of the two centers along the main roads of
transhumant breeding . Beside farming activities, breeding, and structured
forms of manufacturing, in this period the accessibility of the common areas
(woodlands, waterstreams, pastures) was formalized by the local powers.
Indeed, in the 8 and 9 c. documentary sources from other areas of northern
Apulia, there are references to concessiones granted by the principes of
Beneventum to the local communities of exploiting the natural resources (fishing,
pastures, logging, straw, stones and reeds pick in the fiscal properties. Also,
bioarchaeological data from Faragola proved the access to woods and to game
hunting during the Early Middle Ages. However, we cannot discount that
private or community ventures took place, on uncultivated fields, woodlands,
water streams, outside the control of the public power.
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Buglione et alii 2015; De Venuto 2018.
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n.

ID

Location

Typology

Evidence

Ownership
S.Sofia

1

Montellare

2

in Bivino, in
Biletra flubi

3

ORS01

4

ORS10

5

ORD04

6

BOV56

Cervellino
Masseria
Magliano
Posta
Crusta
Femmina
morta

7

FG36

Panetteria
Copacchi

8

FG39

Podere
O.N.C. 642

9

PAN02

La Serra

10

BOV21

Casalene

11

BOV22

12
13

curtis

sources

lands
rural
settlement
rural
settlement
rural
settlement
rural
settlement

sources

martirium
rural
church
rural
settlement

scatter
scatter
structures
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomaly
aerial
photographic
anomaly
scatter
scatter

Casalene

necropolis
rural
settlement

BOV23

Radogna

necropolis

scatter

BOV85

Casale

necropolis
rural
settlement
and
necropolis
rural
settlement

scatter

14

BOV59

15

BOV97

16

FG21

Masseria
Pizzo
dell’Angelo
Masseria
Iazzano
Masseria
Ponte
Albanito

17

BOV123

Torre
Guevara

rural
settlement
rural
church

structures

structures
scatter
scatter
aerial
photographic
anomaly

Table 6.8: Early medieval sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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Sources
CSS, II, 15
(762);
CSS, IV, 1
(972);
CSS, IV, 2
(981);
CSS, IV, 3
(999);
CSS, IV, 4
(1022);
CSS, IV, 5
(1038);
CSS, V, 3
(1084);

6.9 Between Byzantines and Normans (end of the 10 – 12 c A.D.)
th

th

The Byzantine Empire established the Theme of Longobardia to better control
the boundaries of their realm in the Mezzogiorno, following the loss of Sicily to
the North African Arabs. Afterwards, it was the emperor Nikephoros II Phokas
(962-969) that transformed the Theme of Longobardia into the Catepanato of
Italy, whose name derives from Capitanata (territory of the Katepano), and
started a process of occupation and colonization of the boundary’s territories of
the Apulia.
In the sub-Apennine, the establishment and the reestablishment of cities (kastra)
according to Byzantine policy — and especially thanks to the efforts of
Nikephoros II Phokas, first, and of Basilio Boiannes, afterwards -— resulted in a
“double ligne fortifiée de la nouvelle frontière” . Ancient cities, like Luceria, Ausculum,
Canusium were reinvigorated, and new foundations such as Vaccarizza , Ripalta,
Serracapriola, Civitate, Montecorvino , Tertiveri , Biccari, Dragonara , Fiorentino
outlined the western borders of the Byzantine kingdom. With its uphill location
and surrounded by Byzantine foundations, Bovino was also included in the
Byzantine projects, as its outliving during the 9 and 10 centuries suggest .
1

2

3

4

th

5

th

6

7

However, there are only scarce sources documenting the turbulent historical and
political events that took place in Bovino and in the Cervaro valley in this
moment, prior the Norman conquest. Indeed, we are informed by two charters
that Otto I and the imperial army had reached Bovino. In 968, as they “were
returning from Calabria, which we have tried to make subject to our rule”, Otto and the
Western empire’s army stopped “in suburbio Bivino”, where the Emperor signed
in 968 a privilege for an Abruzzese monastery . Moreover, during the ruinous
siege of Bovino, which Otto and Pandulf I Ironhead carried out with few imperial
soldiers , the latter was captured by the Byzantine army. Indeed, the Chronicon
Salernitanum states: “Ille vero statim Apuliam venit, et non procul a civitatem
Bibine applicuit, et totam Apuliam depredare iussit, ipsamque Bibinam fortiter
circumdedit, et undique suburbana eius incidere iussit. Set dum hec agerentur,
Pandulfus de quo premisimus princeps dum apud Constantinopolim vinctum
8

9

Martin 1993, 262.
On Vaccarizza: Martin, Noyé 1986; Cirelli, Noyé 2003; Cirelli, Noyé 2013; Cirelli, Lo Mele,
Noyé, 2011, with previous references.
On Montecorvino: Favia, Giuliani et alii 2009; Favia, Giuliani, Corvino et alii 2015; Favia,
Giuliani, Cardone 2015; Favia, Giuliani, Marchi 2006; Favia, Giuliani, De Venuto 2011;
Favia, Valenzano 2011.
On Tertiveri: Matheus, Clemens 2012; Clemens, Zimmer 2014.
On Dragonara: Finocchietti, Nardelli, Costantini 2004.
On Fiorentino: Calò Mariani, Piponnier, Beck, Laganara 2012.
Licinio 1994, 23 and Martin 1993, 262 include Bovino in the fortified village with a
Byzantine control from the second half of the 10 c. A.D.
Loud 2012, 8 for the English translation and a comment; Ottonis I Diplomata, MGH
Diplomatum Regum et Imperatorum Germaniae 1, 487-488, n. 355; 511-513, n. 373.
Loud defines the operation as carried out “with a foolishly small force”(Loud 2012, 9).
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3

4

5

6

7

th

8

9
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moraret…” . Thus, while they were besieging Bovino , Pandulfus was captured
and will later be freed, as he will continue as an ally of Otto I .
10

11

12

From these sources we can therefore deduce that Bovino was controlled by the
Byzantines but that – as well as the entire Northern Apulia – the Western Empire
tried to ruinously reconquer this outpost. However, “la costruzione istituzionale
bizantina faticosamente realizzata nell’ultimo quarto del IX secolo” was undermined
not only through battles and sieges, but also at a religious level with a planned
strengthening of the Benevento’s dioceses, the definition of a network of
suffragan dioceses of Benevento (and among the, also Bovino ), and the
confirmation of properties to Campanian monasteries. In this respect, indeed, S.
Sofia was confirmed of its properties (“in Bibino in Biletra flubio” and the S.
Martino church ) in the area. In both charters, Bovino is mentioned as a civitas
with a suburbium, thus implying a certain level of urban organization and of
structures that were able to host Otto and his army.
13

14

15

The Byzantine further reinforced their presence in the area with the re-known
foundation of Troia. In 1019, Basilio Boioannes established the new city most
likely over the ancient Roman city of Aecae , strengthening the control over the
Lombard estates on the Monti Dauni, located at the extreme borders of the
Duchy of Benevento and changing the power dynamics in the area. However, as
recalled by J.M. Martin the belonging to the Byzantine empire did not imply the
Hellenization of the cities. Indeed, with the exception of the Salentine peninsula,
these areas of Northern Daunia, and also Troia and the new other foundations,
maintained the Lombard jurisdiction and practiced the Western Christianism,
with Latin ritual.
16

17

The official charter stating the establishment of the city of Troia, informs us about
the extents of the territory of the new foundation , and give us some details on
the landscape organization of the first half of the 11 century. When defining the
boundaries between the territories controlled by Troia and Bovino past assets
were respected: the Cervaro river marked the boundary among the two, with the
exception of Monte Sellaro and San Lorenzo in Vallis . Moreover, in the charter,
some few, already existing, rural churches depending from Troia are
mentioned : the church of Santa Giusta, and the church of Santa Maria di Monte
18

th

19

20

CS, 171-175.
Nicastro 1984 believes that the aqueduct was destroyed during Otto’s siege. He also
interestingly associates the toponym “Padule” (located near the “Mura d’Acqua”) origins
to the destruction of the aqueduct that caused all the area to flood: Nicastro 1984, 87, n. 17.
They appear together in later charters: see Load 2012, 9, n. 47.
Mansi 1759-1798, vol. XIX, 20; see ch. 6.8.1.
CSS IV, 1.
CSS IV, 4.
For a recent overview: Martin 2019; see also: Favia, De Venuto 2011; Favia, Violante, De
Venuto 2014. See also: Sivo 1987.
Martin 2019, 29-30.
CDP XXI, 20; Martin 1990b.
See ch. 6.5.
For sources on the boundaries between Aecae-Troia and Bovino: De Fino, Romano 2006.
116. Also refer to the two charters attesting to the establishment of Troia: Trinchera, 1865,
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20
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Arato, both located in the Celone valley. They possibly attest to some forms of
rural valorization of the surrounding landscape, already performed by the
Byzantines; but one should consider that both churches it was hypothesized a
Late Antique origin, and that the casalia associated to the ecclesiastic buildings
will not be mentioned in the sources before the end of the 11th c. .
21

Thus, from an archaeological point of view, beside the new attested foundations
and scanty literary sources, the Byzantine control over the sub-Apennine area,
and in particular over Bovino and the Cervaro valley, did not leave permanent
and well-recognizable mark both in towns and in the countryside. We are indeed
unable to archaeologically detect the Byzantine asset of the rural landscape, in
terms of strong territorialization processes, that can clearly be attributable to
their intervention. It could be questioned therefore how powerful was the agency
of this control, and whether the Byzantines had maintained the previous rural
organization or if, on the other hand, the following Norman conquest can be
deemed responsible for completely wiping out the Byzantine building actions.
Only archaeological stratigraphic investigations could redeem these issues; but
at present the data are very scanty .
22

However, the Byzantine asset did not last as “il sistema cittadino e il paesaggio
insediativo rurale della Daunia bizantina furono però investiti in breve tempo dalle
trasformazioni seguenti all’occupazione normanna” , which reached this marginal
area in the middle of the 11 century . Nevertheless, the Norman conquest did
not completely cancel the past structure, as Troia and Bovino will both maintain
their bishop siege and their role as centers of political, economic and social
importance.
23

th

24

In the countryside, on the other hand, during this period, and similarly to a trend
attested in the entire Tavoliere, the sub-Apennine region experienced a
demographic, economic and settlement increase, confirmed both by the
archaeological findings and the written documentation. Normans empowered
the local signorie, who profited from their vast estates of farmed fields and
uncultivated lands, controlled through a comprehensive system of casalia. Such
settlement pattern will characterize the rural landscape and the power dynamics
within the entire Capitanata at least up to the setting of the 'Dogana della Mena
delle Pecore', with a progressive process of enlargement and in some case the
fortification of the casalia, starting from the late 12 and 13 c. .
th

th

25

n. 18 and 20; Martin 1991, 175-178. The establishment of Troia is also mentioned in the
Chronica monasterii Casinensis (2, 51)
For the Byzantine and Norman assets of Troia and its surrounding: Martin, Favia 2019,
31-38.
On the general issue of the Byzantine and Lombard interest in Apulia: Loud 2009; Loud
2012; on the first phases of the Norman conquest: Violante 2020, in press.
Martin, Favia 2019, 37.
For a thorough discussions on Normans élites in Southern Italy: Carocci 2014.
This was the case, for instance, of Santa Maria di Foggia (Martin 1998a; Martin 1998b; see
also the papers in Calo Mariani 1997) and San Lorenzo in Carmignano (Favia et alii 2006;
Favia et alii 2007; Favia, Annese et alii 2009), the latter located in the middle Cervaro valley.
21

22

23

24
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Casalia and ecclesiastic centers formed indeed the vertex of a restored rural
network, and the rural communities were under the control of secular and
religious powers . The increasing power of monasteries and local churches —
that were also enriching their estates and growing their land control often
through private donations made by believers or feudatories — resulted in a new
impulse to a demographic increase. Churches, shrines, monasteries and
monastic cells acquired a preeminent role and became the owners of large estate,
“ayant parfois donné naissance à une agglomeration” . It is mainly thanks to the
documentary sources that we are able to detect the increasing economic power
of local, regional and extra-regional monasteries, of local churches, and local
Dioceses, that became economic actors and, through the decennia, connectors of
people and rural communities, as well as creator of agricultural landscape. In
the documentary sources, indeed, a vast set of typologies is mentioned (ecclesia
cum casale, ecclesia cum castello, etc.), engaging the modern historiographical and
archaeological research to question the role of such ecclesiastic rural centers as
hubs for human gathering . The frequent transposition of the hagionyms from
the church/monastery to the casale and the chronological difference between the
first mentions of the church/monastery and the following mention of the casale
encourages to believe that - at least in some cases - communities gathered around
the ecclesiastic centers. However, also the opposite process is frequently attested,
with the foundation of a church in a previously existing casale.
26

27

28

29

Thus, between the late 10th and the 11th century, the creation of a network of
casalia in the entire area between the sub-Apennine chain and the Adriatic coast
resulted in a rational system of landscape exploitation, for wheat production in
the flat field of the Tavoliere, and for animal breeding in the hilly sub-Apennine
fields. The hegemonic control on the casalia was maintained by monasteries and
local bishop and, in the area in exam, mainly by the bishops of Troia and Bovino,
with the agreement of the Norman élites, as Robert Guiscard’s and Loretello ’s
concessions demonstrate.
30

31

6.9.1 The Norman conquest of Bovino and the rural landscape re-organization
For Bovino, 1045 is a significant year, since Drogo, general of the Norman army,
conquered Bibinum which is referred to as a civitas, although depopulated. It is
also known that a fire the year after the conquest also caused significant
damage . However, Romuald Guarna's account may have emphasized the
32

33

On the role of churches for landscape evolution: Martin 1993, 271; Corsi 1989 73-75; Favia
2018, 91-112.
A recent overview can be found in Martin, Favia 2019.
Martin 1991, 44.
Favia 2018, 91.
Favia 2018, 101.
See the charters of the Archivio capitolare di Bovino (ABC 01, 02, 03, 04), see infra.
“Drogo Normannorum comes cepit civitatem Bibinum eamque depopulatus est; sequenti vero
anno, postquam eadem civitas reedificata est, flagravit incendio” (Rom. Sal. 7, 1, 179).
Licinio 1994, 40.
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magnitude of this conquest , and we are not able to archaeologically assess the
real impact of Drogo's conquest. We can hypothesize that a portion of the town
and its infrastructure had been — at least partially — destroyed since from that
moment onwards, we are informed of reconstructions of churches and of the
urban walls. Nonetheless, these events did not lead to the abandonment of the
town, since there are several bishops declared in the following years , and they
— together with the new Normans aristocracy — actively contributed to the
renovation of the urban landscape.
34

35

In 1100, Giso built — or more likely restored — the Church of San Pietro , as
confirmed by an inscription published by Schulz and placed on the entrance step
of the church . Architectural pieces dating to earlier periods and preserved in the
church may suggest the existence of a former ecclesiastic or private building ,
restored by Giso, in the wake of the Norman rebuilding and reinforcement of the
town. This work was indeed followed by the ones carried out by the Bishop
Roberto of Bovino, who after having recovered San Marco's relicts, built in 1194
a chapel named after the Saint . At the same time, the Cathedral of the Holy
Virgin was rebuilt and in the late 13th c. its facade will be restored, complying to
the Romanesque architectural tradition, that can still be admired today.
36
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The Normans also renovated secular buildings and structures, with the
enlargement of the urban walls, with the additions of circular towers , and the
construction of the urban castle – probably founded by Drogo (1045-1051) .
These reconstructions - carried out by the powerful families of Norman origins
such as the Loretello family, who in 1061 had estates in Capitanata, Molise,
Abruzzo and Marche - served to reinforce and embellish the Medieval town.
Bovino, with its castle, became the headquarter of the Norman power, from
where the Norman élites controlled their large estates, organized the rural
40

41

42

Romuald Guarna is an unreliable source, since when he recounts the damages caused by
Constant II in Apulia he mentions the ruins of Aecae and Herdonia. However, after an
extensive excavation carried out in Herdonia these facts could not be confirmed (Favia 2018,
39).
In 1063 Odone, bishop of Bovino, signed a public charter from the archbishop Ulderico.
In 1092 the bishop Ugo signed a charter that served as a testimony of the donation made
by Bishop Benedetto, of Luceria, to S. Sofia di Benevento (I.S., VIII, 249-250).
Giso is attested in the CSS in 1118 (CSS VI, 34).
Schulz 1860, I, 205.
Also in this church the baptismal font has the mortarium of a Roman trapetum, and capitals
with shoots that date to the 8-9 c.
Two bibles from Bovino (cod. vat. 10510-10511) refer to the church’s consecration on May
18, 1197. On the worship of Marco in Bovino and Lucera: cfr. Otranto 2010, 248-258; Totaro
1993; Vatasso 1900.
One of the circular towers reinforcing the urban walls was partially excavated in Rampa
Mentana. The chronology of such rebuilding is not precise, but generally attributed to the
Medieval age. (Lavermicocca 1994, 191).
A Norman tower (the so-called torre a cavaliere) is still visible in the Castle of Bovino. The
castle underwent major reconstructions in the late 16th century when it became the
residential palace of Don Giovanni de Guevara. However, it is debated whether the
foundation of the Norman castle relies on top of a previous fortezza (Lorusso 1999, 17-18).
At present, though, no archaeological evidence can support such a hypothesis.
Salvati 1973, 190-191.
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landscape and supervised the access to the natural resources, pastures, and
woodlands.
In this elaborate context, under the hegemony of the Norman authorities, the
coexistence of different authors (secular and ecclesiastic, local and foreigners)
resulted in a transformation of both the rural settlement and the land property.
In the Cervaro valley, this caused a rapid increase in both the number and
typologies of settlements, land ownerships and forms of exploitation of the rural
environment and the resources, which the documentary source and few
archaeological data helps untangle. The resulting new organization of the
landscape was the consequence of multifaceted forms of ownership, consisting
of private citizens, local monasteries, local churches, extra-regional monasteries,
isolated cells and feudatories, which acquired and controlled also in the Cervaro
valley fields, lands, woodlands, productive and residential building. This new
type of control brought the collapse of the small rural property and that of the
scattered rural settlement, favoring instead centralized and communal forms of
occupation, in the shape of more or less structured villages. Also the
relationships between the élites and the rural class were transformed, with the
definition of new working and social interactions.
As previously discussed, our understanding of the Cervaro river valley's
features during the Norman era is based on few archaeological data — and in
particular on the analysis of aerial photographs — and of different types of
documentation that are preserved in various archival collections . The former
provides us with data on uphill sites, located in the western portion of the valley
and nowadays visible as aerial photographic anomalies; the latter, instead,
further enrich the dataset and contributes to the information on the prevalent
productions, authorships and power dynamics in the valley (Table 6.9 and Plate
6.9).
43
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On the top of Masseria San Pietro (ORS04), Monte Cimato (ORS05), Monte
Maggiore (ORS06) and Verditolo (ORS08) (Figg. 6.9.1; 6.9.2; 6.9.3), circular or
semicircular aerial photographic anomalies reveal the presence of mounds and
circular ditches, partially lying underneath the wood coverage. These sites,
located between the 500-700 m a.s.l., are in a position of control over the main
and the secondary valleys of the Cervaro, Lavella and Sannoro river. They are
all located within the modern municipality of Orsara, and – most likely – were
under the jurisdiction of the Medieval dioceses of Troia. Indeed, in the Chartes de
Troia several of these rural settlements (casalia, castra and monasteries) are
mentioned, but only in few cases the archaeological research has allowed for the
specific identification of the toponym mentioned in the medieval charters with
the archaeological traces on surface. At present, though, no attribution can be
foreseen for the above-mentioned cases. However, since these uphill settlements
seem to have been fortified, they could be referred to as uphill castra. They also
exemplify the coexistence within the same valley of two different — yet
intertwining — types of rural settlements: the casalia and the castra. Although
we could easily argue that the first type of rural settlement exploited the plain
43
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On the 11 -14 c. settlements detected in the Tavoliere: Goffredo 2006a.
See chapter 4.3 for a review of the used charters.
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mainly for wheat and cereals production and the latter controlled woodlands
and natural resources, the aerial anomalies would indicate otherwise. These
castra also generated a rural landscape, as exemplified by Monte Maggiore,
where parcels of closed radially disposed fields (most likely used for growing
vegetables and cereals for self-sustainment) are visible (Fig. 6.9.2). Nonetheless,
the two types of villages were interdependent: from a military standpoint, the
network of castra on the sub-Apennine ensured the protection of the casalia of the
plain, and from an economic perspective, the relationship between the villages
ensured the exploitation of both environmental milieus .
45

Figure 6.9.1: Monte Cimato (ORS05) (photo by A.V. Romano).
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Favia 2018, 154, n. 140.
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Figure 6.9.2: Monte Maggiore (ORS06) (photo by A.V. Romano).

Figure 6.9.3: Monte Verditolo (ORS08) (photo by A.V. Romano).
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As mentioned above, beside the few data from aerial photography, notary deeds,
juridical documents and donation records provide us with information
regarding the ownership, authority figures, exploited resources as well as social
and economic relationships within other villages, mentioned in the documents.
These charters depicted a lively rural settlement in a valley rich with natural
resources and cultivated lands, which had attracted a large number of interests
by privates, ecclesiastic and secular powers. Indeed, for the centuries 11 and 12 ,
the Medieval chartae gathered in the archival collection of the Chapter of Troia,
the Chapter of Bovino and of other extra-regional monasteries attests to the
growing power of the extra-regional monasteries, local churches and bishops,
and recall private owners and isolated cells that owned land, houses, productive
structures (i.e. watermills and aqueducts), and controlled the inhabitants, also
regulating the access to natural resources (woodlands, queries, riverbanks,
pastures).
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The Beneventan monastery of Santa Sofia continued to be among the significant
owners of large estates in the Capitanata throughout the mid-8 to the 11 c. The
Byzantine powers did not deprive the monastery of their land and churches
located within the Theme of Longobardia, and generally authorized their
properties . In addition to the properties gifted by Arechi II at the end of the 8
c., the monastery acquired land, houses, churches and rights in Ausculum,
Herdonia, Deliceto — where the monastery owned the casale "Sanctum Effrem cum
territoriis suis” —, in Troia (San Mercurio e San Petrum ad Mortita cum omnibus
pertinentiis suis); in Lucera (Santo Stephano de fromari); in the Aufidus valley (San
Giuliano in finibus Canni Santo Stefano in strata) .
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In the upper Cervaro valley, although Arechi II had not gifted the Beneventan
monastery of Santa Sofia with any properties , the Beneventan palace owned the
curtis "nostra que vocatur Montella" located on top of Monte Sellaro (Mons Ylari)
(as already discussed in ch. 6.8); yet we are unable to tell whether this curtis was
somehow controlled by S. Sofia or if it had remained in the hand of the Ducal
Palace, before being transferred in 1118 to the Normans dynasty . However, a
second wave of donations was made to the S. Sofia monastery, which ensured
their ownership of the lands located on the southern side of the Cervaro, near
the Biletra creek. As already mentioned, in 972, indeed, Otto had proclaimed the
49
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See ch. 4.3 for the complete catalogue.
The Beneventan monastery of Santa Sofia’s properties are listed in the Imperial charters:
Ottone I, Ottone II (CSS IV, 1, year 972), Ottone III (CSS IV 3, year 999), Enrico II (CSS IV,
4, year 1022) and in Pope privileges by Gregorio VII (CSS V, 3 - year 1084), Urbano II (CSS
V, 4, year 1092) and Pasquale II (CSS V, 5, year 1101).
CSS II, 19; 20.
Arechi gifted the Beneventan monastery of Santa Sofia two churches (S. Nicandri et S.
Felici di Bubata), and some properties alongside the Cervaro riverbed, in the actus Sipontino,
nearby the Casale Bucellati: CSS I, 7 (774); see ch. 6.8.
Arechi II is asked to judge a case presented by Mauricius, abbot of the S. Benedetto di
Benevento monastery, and his xenodochium with respect to some inhabitants of Prata (Prata
Sannita) that had been offered the monastery by the duchess Theoderanda and her son, the
duke Gisulfo I, which was then claimed by the abbot Zacharias (CSS II, 15).
Nicastro 1984, 116-125 states that the property had been transmitted to Drogo, and then
owned by Loretello.
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monastery the owners of the land “in Bivino, in Biletra flubio” which it
maintained until 1101 . Afterwards, in 1065 Robert Guiscard offered the S. Sofia
monastery the Castellum Novum, built by a private citizen, Niello, and located in
the forest “qui dicitur Ripe Longe” on the right side of the Sannoro, in the modern
locality Ripalonga, near the Masseria Campo Sualdo. This castellum/casale
controlled a large estate owning the entire area from Monte S. Vito (SSE of Faeto)
to Greci, which included Montaguto, Monte Calvello and the Sannoro creek,
where a vivarium (a reserve of fish and wild games) was also established . Thus,
the Lombard monastery had properties on both sides of the Cervaro river,
controlling wide areas and benefitting from productive buildings, most likely
controlled by depended manpower. Moreover, S. Sofia acquired control also on
an ecclesiastic building in the center of Bovino, as in 1022 the urban chapel
devoted to S. Martino , built by Petrus f. Radelfrid of Bovino in 928 “in proprio
territorio suo” appears within its property. This church remained under their
control until 1131 .
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Besides S. Sofia, also other extra-regional monasteries owned lands in the
Cervaro valley, and in particular the Monastery of Trinità di Cava, the
Monastery of Montevergine, and the Monastery of Banzi , which were also
acquired through donation and bequests.
58

In 1106 the duke Ruggero Borsa gifted the abbot Pietro of the Cava monastery
with the Casale di Fabrica which included a church and its inhabitants. The
casale was located in the Masseria Giardino area, between Borgo Cervaro and
Ponte Cervaro, on the southern side of the mid-Cervaro valley . Frederick II
further confirmed the ownership of the casale in 1221, but by 1242 the casale was
abandoned (“olim casale fuisse dicitur et ecclesia Sancti Iohannis constructa est et case
dirute constructe sunt” ). The same Campanian monastery also owned the casale
San Pietro di Olivola, located at the border of Apulia, in the territory of
Sant'Agata di Puglia .
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The Monastery of Montevergine established the controversial and still existing
Santa Maria dell'Incoronata monastery, located alongside the Cervaro river, at
the extreme borders of the area under study (in territorium Vulfiniano or
Bulfiniano) . Although its foundation had been traditionally ascribed to S.
Guglielmo, who decided to build the monastery after experiencing the
apparition of the Virgin Mary and recovering an icon in the oak forest along the
62

CSS IV, 1.
CSS V, 5.
CSS VI, 10.
CSS IV, 4.
CSS VI, 1.
Both properties, in the town and in the countryside are confirmed by Corrado II in 1038:
CSS, IV, 5; CSS V, 11.
See infra.
CDV, V, 39.
AC, LIII, 1. See Tallarico 1983, 46.
The donation was made by Rainulfo Brittone before 1086 (Favia 2019, 89, n. 100).
For an overview on the Montevergine estate in Puglia: Tallarico 1984.
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Cervaro , such circumstances are difficult to be confirmed, as the first official
reference to the monastery dates to 1156 and is found in a papal seal from Pope
Adriano IV. The Pope mentions the "monasterium Sancte Marie Coronata" and S.
Guglielmo (to whom Ruggero had offered the church), and monks are referred
to in documents from 1141 to 1149, when seventy monks were moved to Goleto.
Santa Maria dell'Incoronata monastery is part of the foundation of Montevergine
and, throughout the decennia, it became a significant sanctuary acquiring
properties in Apulia and Irpinia as well as beyond the Cervaro valley. For
instance, Giacomo of Minervino Murge gifted the church of S. Martino di
Lumbaro di Villabato to S.Guglielmo (eremitia ecclesie Sancte Marie Incoronate) and
paid for all the expenses needed to sustain the monastery. Similarly, watermills
and other churches located in the territory of Paterno and on the Calore are
enlisted as part of the monastery’s properties . This monastery became so
powerful that in 1165 S. Guglielmo, Bishop of Troia asked Pope Urban IV to
confirm the belongings of the monastery to the Diocese of Troia, most likely to
control and limit the power acquired by the monastery.
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The diocese of Troia itself owned properties in the valley, as for instance lands
near the Sannoro river , acquired through donations by private citizens.
Moreover, larger estates were controlled by the San Nicola Monastery of Troia,
which through donations had acquired estates along the Cervaro, in an area that
still maintains the name Posta San Nicola . Before 1120 Bishop Roberto and in
1123, Guglielmo d’Altavilla had gifted the San Nicola Monastery riparian land
on the Sannoro, to build a mill and an aqueduct. Also, as of 1165 the important
Casale Ponte Albanito, and the nearby church of Petri Sclavi, are both under the
jurisdiction of the San Nicola Monastery. The casale is first referred to in 1165,
by Matteo, the abbot of the San Nicola Monastery, who offers to Mayanardus
Calabrisius, a land located "in pertinentiis casalis nostri Ponti Albaneti,” and allows
him to build a casalino (a land where to build a house) in the village and to
cultivate the land . This casale raised alongside the path of the former Via
Traiana, most likely still in use also throughout the Middle Age. Squared, with
rounded corners, Ponte Albanito evokes the “modello della motta con bassacorte” .
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Tallerico 1984, with previous references.
CDP XXI, 238.
The other properties of Montevergine are located in the northern Apulia region, and
many of them are within the Diocese of Troia, under the politic, economic and juridical
control of the Lombard center of Benevento. For an overview refer to: Tallarico 1984.
CDV, IV, 369.
In 1235, Pietro, Bishop of Bovino, assigned to Monte Vergine another four churches along
with their incomes and properties (domos, redditus et alia possessiones’) and S. Chirico, S.
Giovanni in Castelluccio, S. Martino and S. Nicola, located in the territory of Iliceto.
CDP XXI, 92 (1176).
Masseria San Nicola, Posta san Nicola and San Nicola are toponyms on the northern side
of the Gargano located 2 km NW from Masseria Ponte Albanito and 5 km W from Ponte
Albanito.
CDP XXI, 43 (1120).
The church of Petri Sclavi was first referred to in 1165 (CDP XXI, 82), within the territory
of Ponte Albanito and under the jurisdiction of San Nicola di Troia.
CDP XX1, 82.
Martin, Favia 2019, 41.
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Among the local monasteries, also the S. Angelo Monastery of Orsara - from
which the casale of Ursaria (modern Orsara di Puglia) originated - owned lands
in the valley. Indeed, the monastery had acquired lands and a portion of the
forest in Monte Calvello , where in 1144, the monastery had also built the church
of Santa Maria di Monte Calvello . Among its properties, appears also a
watermill on the Sannoro, in an area that had been gifted to the monastery by
Muscarda and her daughter in that same year . On top of the Monte Calvello —
an area with a prominent control of the Sannoro and the Cervaro confluence —
a document from 1130 mentions a Castellum, by referring to a “viam que vadit ad
castallarum Montis Cavelli” , while another one from 1159 refers to a casale
maintained under the jurisdiction of Ursaria until 1226. In the same site, aerial
photographic anomalies suggest the presence of wheat preservation pits (fosse
granarie) and, on the northern slope of the hill, during field survey, a scatter of
medieval sherds (mainly of invetriata), tiles and a large area with building stones
was found (TR08) in correspondence to the aerial anomalies.
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Together with major ecclesiastic powers, also isolated monastic cells are attested
in the valley, although we are currently unable to detect the powers behind their
foundation. This is the case for instance of monastery — probably of Greek-rite
—, attested from 1059, and entitled to St. Nazario located “in monte qui vocatur
Malleano” , nowadays Magliano, on the northern portion of the Monte Cerchio
di Magliano. Controlling the slopes facing the Lavella creek and entitled in the
area under the control of Orsara, archaeological traces of this monastery have
not been found yet.
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6.9.2 Casalia of the Chapter of Bovino
Besides local and extra-regional monasteries, also the Capitolo di Bovino had
acquired control over casalia and lands. Indeed, after the conquest in 1045 of
Bovino by the Normans, the Cathedral of Bovino benefited from several large
donations made by Baron Loretello and other private believers. For instance,
Renzo de Vitabile, an inhabitant of the casale San Pietro in Drugazzano, gifted
the church two vineyards located within the pertinentiae of the casale, as well as
a house equipped with productive areas and a mill .
82

In this respect, more information can be deduced from a rare and detailed set of
controversial charters produced in the 12 c. some of them original, other
th

The casale is confirmed from 1125.
CDP XXI, 65; CDP XXI, 196-197.
CDP XXI, 47 (1125); CDP XXI, 50; CDP XII, 76.
CDP XXI, 103; CDP XXI, 215-216 (1144).
CDP XXI, 56.
CDP XXI, 76.
Martin 1976, 44-45 and Kristen 1981, 257 hypothesized a Greek-rite for S. Nazario, but
Borsari 1963, 64-65 does not entail the monastery in the lists of the Bizantyne foundations
of Northern Apulia.
CDP XXI, 11 (1059).
Corsi 1989.
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falsifications aiming at backdating donations and privileges . Five documents —
dating to the 1100, 1118, 1179, and 1226 — are preserved in the Capitular archive
of Bovino and reveal acquisitions that enlarged the Chapter of Bovino’s authority
and income, specifying names and locations of nine casalia, mainly located in the
southern side of the Cervaro river.
83

With a scriptum donationis of 1100, Roberto I of Bovino, Count of Loretello,
confirmed the donation of the Casale and the tenimentum of S. Lorenzo in Valle
"in territorio Montellaris," to Urso, Bishop of the Monastery of Banzi . The Banzi
monastery had to uphold Count Roberto I’s conditions of celebrating Mass or
else three-quarters of their income would be given to the church of Bovino. This
document was first deemed authentic by C. Salvati, although he had not seen the
original document but based his decision on the Ughelli edition. More recently,
P. Cordasco has deemed the document a 12-13 c. falsification. S. Lorenzo in vallis
was part of the Bovino dioceses also in the 14 c. and up until 1986, since the
bishop of Bovino was also honored with the title of Barone di San Lorenzo . As
mentioned in ch. 6.5, this area was most likely entailed in the Roman ager Vibinas,
attesting to the endurance and passage of ancient boundaries to the medieval
dioceses.
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Two identical copies of the 1118 document signed in Dragonara exist and
confirm Roberto II’s, Count Palatine of Loretello, donation to the Cathedral of S.
Maria of several countryside casalia. These two documents were first studied by
Ughelli and then by C. Salvati , who considered the documents a falsification of
the original 1179 document, in which Roberto de Busunvilla, third Count of
Loretello, gifted the church five casalia. Thus, the two falsified 1118 documents
were created to backdate 50 years of rights to the Church over the casalia.
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Similarly, also the document of 1126, where Count Roberto of Loretello gifts the
Casale San Vito and the lands of San Pietro de Matrice to the Church of Bovino,
was also deemed a falsification .
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The fourth parchment is the only original charter that records Roberto di
Basunvilla II, Count of Conversano and III Count of Loretello, donation of five
casalia (Dopni Leonis, Sabuceto, S. Vito, S. Maria and Campo), as well as "agium

P. Corsi published a provisional study on the charters preserved in the Archivio Capitolare
di Bovino in 1989 (Corsi 1989) accompanied by a summary of all 15 parchments produced
between the 12 and the 15 c., followed by P. Cordasco’s review in 2000 (Cordasco 2000).
At present, not all the charters have been transcribed and further studies would be
beneficial.
San Lorenzo in Valle in territorio Montellaris, cum tenimento suo, cum casali et omnibus infra se
habitis et contentis (ACB, 1).
ACB, 1; Cordasco 2000, 48-49.
Pietrantonio Rosso, notary of Troia, in 1548 wrote an “Istoria della città di Troia”, in which
S. Lorenzo in vallis is defined ‘feudo del vescovo di Bovino’ (Istoria della città di Troia, edited
by Nicola Beccia 1907, Trani, 14-16).
I.S., VIII, 250-251.
Salvati 1973, 198-200.
Corsi 1989, 72-73.
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lignis, pascuis, aquis in territorio nostro Bivini et eius pertinentiis more civium Bovini
nostrorum fidelium dilectorum" to the church of Bovino.
90

Although a more thorough examination of these charters would allow to reevaluate their authenticity and provide an accurate chronology, those remain a
fundamental source for the detection of the Medieval casalia, and even more
importantly, for shedding light on the landscape assets. These charters indeed
not only mention the name of the archaeologically unknown casalia, but also
specify the extents of the territory owned by each casale, which allowed us to
identify the area pertaining to each settlement in the contemporary landscape. In
this respect, we can further rely on G. Nicastro’s expertise, whose familiarity
with the territory’s place names provides us with precise information that helped
us to identify the following toponyms:
o

Casale Balneo: located in Contrada Cologna, corresponds to the modern
toponym Li Vagni. The name relates to thermal baths, tubes and wells
that were still visible to G. Nicastro, at the end of 19 c. These
infrastructures may pertain to a former Roman villa, that we are still
unable to identify archaeologically. The casale's boundaries are marked
by the road between Porta Cologna and Pozzo Vitolo, the sheep track to
the Cervaro, the road to the Biletra, the Radogna bridge and the sheep
track to Tegole and Cologna.
th

o

Casale Don Leone - Casalis Domni Leonis: Nicastro named this place after
the former Lombard estate, as a Leone appears in a placitum of Deliceto in
742 .
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o

San Pietro in Drogazzani: is offered cum pertinentiis suis. Its lands
encompass all the area from Biletra to the valley toward Deliceto,
including Valle Santi Arunti and Capo Novilis until the road toward
Ascoli and the creek Putei. Nicastro's claims that this area corresponds to
a casale. In fact, in the fields north of the casale, during the field survey,
an area with Medieval glazed and protomaiolic vessels was found
(BOV122), in an area interestingly referred to by the local owners as
“Piano della Chiesa”.

o

Santa Maria in Nebula: its territories are marked by the river that flows
from Monte Pescaria toward Cornetum, Nucelleto and Arcum (the Roman
aqueduct), which then flows into the Lacus Nigrum towards the
Imbreticum and viam Serre. Nicastro locates it in the CasalecchiaSalecchia area.

o

San Pietro della Matrice: located just outside of Bovino and it is only
mentioned in an 1126 charter (ACB, 05);

o

Sambuceto: its boundaries are marked on one side by the Cervaro until
the Ilicinorum and the Serre, and on the other by the via Sancti Angeli de

I.S., VIII, 253-255; Salvati 1973, 206-209.
Nicastro 1984, 116.
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Ursara vallonis and the Monte Actum. Nicastro connects the name of this
site with the elder trees attested in the area;
o

Casale Castellutii de Sclavis: is located in the territory of Bovino, on the
northern side of the Cervaro, in an area that is still designated as Castello
Schiavi. The boundaries of its land correspond to the Cervaro, until the
Vallo Ferularum and the Monte Fedele on the one side. The road ad Puteum
and the other road that goes toward Troia as well as the boundary that
runs until Criptas veteres and Rabiano, and up to the Lavella until
Mancarelli where it reaches the Cervaro again.

o

Casale San Vito: corresponds to Casalene according to Nicastro, and its
pertinentiae included also Bovino. Its borders consisted of the Serra Montis
Celebranti, the road toward Fontana Ursala and Monte Rotondo as well
as the valley of Corneto, until the Biletra and Cervaro.

o

Casale Campo: is located near the city center, possibly in the area of
Montecastro.

Although their peculiar character and their controversial diplomatics, these
charters are valuable sources for the identification of the main rural settlements
that arose in the southern side of the Cervaro valley, in the period of the Norman
hegemony. Thanks to the persistence in the modern cartography of the
toponyms, and the explicit references to each casalia’s boundaries outlined by
the charter, it was possible to hypothesize the locations of the previously
mentioned casalia in the modern landscape (Plate 6.9.1).
Moreover, as depicted in Plate 6.9.2, by following the boundaries outlined in the
charters, it was possible to draw the extent of each casalia's boundaries. By doing
so, it has been interestingly noted that the extents precisely border one with the
other. Also, they are perfectly entailed within the contemporary limits of the
municipality of Bovino. Thus, we can acknowledge that the boundaries of the
estates controlled by the Cathedral of Bovino during the 12 c. were transmitted
to the next centuries unchanged (despite the abandonment of the majority of the
casalia in the 14 c. ) up to the current configuration of the municipality.
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6.9.3 Casalia and castra of a sub-Apennine valley
Having reviewed all the mentions of casalia, castra, monasteries, rural churches,
productive structures and estates revealed by the charters and attested by the
few archaeological data in the Cervaro valley it is now possible to acknowledge
that what could initially be recognized as a homogenous and coherent settlement
pattern in the 11-12 c. rather appears as a diversified and multifaceted rural
organization with different typologies, morphologies, functions and, above all,
controlled by various authorities (Plate 6.9.1). These different authorities and
these different morphologies of the rural settlements (i.e. rural churches, casalia,
th

San Pietro in Drugazzano, Don Leone, Casale Bagni, Sabuceto, San Lorenzo in Vallis,
Castelluccio degli Schiavi, S. Maria in Nebula are still mentioned in later charter up until
the 14 c. (Corsi 1989, 102-103).
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churches with a casale, monasteries and isolated cells and monasteries with a
casale, castelli) coexisted in the same valley, and this intricate settlement pattern
was the result of different economic and social actors' agency throughout the
decades, although in the frame of the Norman hegemony, coherently with a
pattern that existed in other areas of the Tavoliere and of the sub-Apennine
chain. Moreover, as also specified by S. Carocci, in the literary sources of
Southern Italy, the use of castrum and castellum are often overlapping, even for
identifying very different structures: a fortified village, a mound, a fortress, etc .
93

Thus, by analyzing the data from this current research project and by integrating
the information from neighboring contexts, we can reflect upon the main
strategies and the features of the Cervaro valley system, during the Norman
regime.
First of all, in this moment, communities gathered in centralized villages
(replacing the scattered rural settlements) which controlled large areas for
farming and all other types of economic activities. However, the phenomenon of
the casalia was not a spontaneous nor autonomous initiative from the
communities of farmers. It was instead a strategic and conscious plan carried out
by the local authorities willing to settle the working class and manage the agropastoral landscape in an economically efficient manner.
Similarly, churches and rural monasteries were not just places of worship, but
“veri e propri catalizzatori di poli demici” and functioned as central places that
supplied services and provided more than just the cura animarum and
contributed to the creation of the network of villages.
These villages, the casalia, were organized as “open villages”, as argued by V.
Lorè, with a coexisting church, several houses, “terras et vineas”, casalini,
vegetable gardens, and spaces for elites’ residencies . The archaeological
research, specifically the aerial photo interpretations, sometimes revealed their
morphologies. Round, squared, or elliptical-shaped external ditches that usually
surrounded these villages, enclosed the settled areas and defined the boundary
between the countryside and the inhabited area. These ditches also protected the
village from environmental risks and contribute to their identity, defining them
in opposition to the open countryside .
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Moreover, by retracing the location of the casalia of the Cervaro valley we can
further acknowledge that they were often established on top or near sites where
previous settlements were also discovered. This is the case of Casale and
Casalene — where Roman villas had been built —, San Lorenzo in vallis and
Magliano — located nearby a Roman vici —, Mons Ylarii's casale — over the site
of Arechi's curtis and Monte Calvello — an area with Neolithic, Archaic age,
Roman and Medieval occupation, and possibly of the Casale Balneo. This
phenomenon of building new settlements where old settlements used to reside
can be explained through the locations' features (i.e. natural resources) and/or
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Carocci 2014, 93.
Loré 2012, 539-542, Carocci 2014, 94.
Favia 2018, 141.
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structural advantages (i.e. easy access to building materials). In all of the
previously mentioned cases, both explanations are combined since the sites are
located on hills opened to valleys, near water springs or creeks. On the other
side, their proximity to former buildings must have facilitated the building
material supply chain, as Roman villas and structures, most likely still visible,
were often used as open-air queries.
Secondly, we can outline the main environmental and geomorphological
features that prompted the establishment of such rural settlements and the
gathering of properties by monasteries, feudatories and local churches.
Woodlands and water streams were used to install watermills and vivaria and
are repeatedly mentioned in the charters, as areas of interest for the local
ecclesiastic and seignorial authorities. Forests are indeed mentioned for the
castellum/casale of Monte Calvello, near the Monastery of Santa Maria
dell'Incoronata, in Ripalonge, where it had been built the Castellum Novum, as well
as in Deliceto, where the Monastery of Sant’Efrem is said to be surrounded by
the forest in campus Deliceti’ . Also, the use of the river for fishing and as a source
of waterpower is a peculiar feature of the valley, that continues to be of use in
the following centuries, with the installation of water mills on the Cervaro and
the Biletra (one of which still functioning) .
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Moreover, some casalia are gifted together ‘cum pascuis, silvis, aquis’ , or ensuring
the agium utendi lignis, pascuis, aquis . These references attest both to the strong
characterization of this area as rich in uncultivated spaces, woodlands and water
and to the local élites’ regulation of the accessibility of these resources. In general,
charters from other northern Apulian contexts, as well as from the neighboring
areas of the Iliceto (modern Deliceto), confirm the control of feudatories and local
authorities through a large number of different tributes (herbaticum, glandaticum,
affidatura etc.) , also referring to rare cases of exemptions of such tributes, in form
of privileges. For example, Raimondo di Loretello in a charter of 1118, granted
the inhabitants of Sant’Efrem of Deliceto the right of “pascua et aquas et ligna”
within the forest that he owned in “campus di Deliceto” .
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Thus, after the Roman domination which caused the conversion of large estates
to areas for olive, wine and wheat cultivation, the reforestation process that the
valley underwent during the early Middle Ages lasted and went on to strongly
characterize the Norman landscapes. Anyhow, such landscape features were not
considered “natural” or “protected” areas, but rather an economic space that
underwent a strict regulation for their exploitation, through the establishment of
tributes and rights of use. The access and the use of the uncultivated landscape,
woodlands, and water streams — which during the Roman period were part of
CSS VI, 34.
Water mills on the Cervaro are attested in: CDP XXI, 46 (1123); 99 (1182), 113 (1192), 149
(1233). ‘Lo Mulino del Ponte’ located near the Ponte di Bovino, in Bovino scalo, was
recently restored, becoming an attraction site in the valley.
CDP XXI, 45 (1122).
CSS VI, 34 (1118); ACB, 02-03 (1118); ACB, 08 (1179).
Loré 2008, 216-217; Martin 1993, 373-377.
CSS VI, 34.
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the so-called res communes — was regulated and controlled as a profitable
economic activity.
However, as economic and social hubs, the casalia, the isolated rural churches,
the monasteries, the curtes and the castra scattered in the valley are to be
considered “generatori di paesaggio agrario”, which deeply reconfigured the
agrarian landscape, improving and enlarging the farmed fields. Recognizable
traces of the agricultural asset produced as well as radial roads departing from
the centers which create closed fields can be found around these settlements. In
the charters, references to lands and properties owned by the casalia oftern recur,
as: “cum tenimentis suis”, “cum possessionibus suis” and “cum pertinentiis suis”,
which may possibly indicate common structures (i.e. watermills, olive press and
storage areas), common lands and areas managed by residents. On the other
side, the archaeological evidence of this “morphogenetic power” has been clearly
emphasized through aerial photo interpretation in many areas of the Tavoliere,
such as the casalia of San Lorenzo in Carmignano, Torrione del Casone (San
Severo), Casalorda, and around the Medieval city of Salpi . The phenomenon of
the “clausurae”, or closed field, was mainly related to the agricultural production
of grapevines, oil, vegetable and fruit trees, and was the result of the land
fragmentation, caused by the demographic increase, the progress in farming
techniques, and used as defense mechanism from pastures and extensive what
cultivation. In general, vegetables and grapevines were cultivated more than
olives and cereals in the fields immediately surrounding the center, and olive
trees more than cereal cultivation are to be considered “il terreno d’elezione
dell’individualismo agrario, della privatizzazione e della parcellizzazione a livello del
piccolo possesso familiare” .
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Moving further from the main centers, grapevines, trees and vegetables were
replaced by cereals and wheat, functioning as “zona di transizione, nel paesaggio
agrario, tra il cultum di vigneti e oliveti e l'incultum di boschi e foreste” . The wheat
production primarily characterized the area, as the large number of fosse granarie
recovered in Ordona, as well as in many other casalia and civitates like Ponte
Albanito, Monte Calvello, San Lorenzo in Carmignano Salpi, and Motta
Montecorvino prove. They attest to the transformation of wide uncultivated
areas into farmed lands, that allowed for a production able to satisfy more than
just the local needs, implying the existence of a well-framed organization that
took care of the production of wheat and of its distribution, following a trend
recognizable also in other areas of the Southern Italy and in Europe . The
casalia/castra further integrated the agricultural activities with diversified and
complementary economic activities (i.e. farming, fishing, hunting, logging, and
breeding). Consistently with the frame outlined, the archaeobotanical and
archaeo-faunal data from the casale of Ordona reveals that olive trees,
grapevines, fruit trees and vegetable gardens were located beside areas used for
pastures and wide-open fields, and attest to the increasing role of the sheep
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Goffredo, Volpe 2019, 429-430.
Violante 2013, 24.
Di Biase 1975, 145.
Favia 2006, 139-140.
Favia 2018, 80-81 with previous bibliography on regional siloi.
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breeding, used for meat supply, but also for wool, milk and dairy products,
followed by pigs, possibly traded also outside the center .
107
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Buglione, De Venuto 2008.
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n.

ID

Location

1

FG27

Masseria
Ponte
Albanito I

casale

2

FG44

Biasotta

casale

3

TR08

4
5

Monte
Calvello

Typology

lands

Cervaro

lands,
mill

6

ORS05

Monte
Cimato

castrum

7

ORS06

Monte
Maggiore

castrum

8

ORS04

Masseria
San Pietro

castrum

9

ORS08

10

BOV12
2

11

12

San
Lorenzo in
Vallis

Mons Ylari

structure
aerial
photographi
c anomaly
scatter; aerial
photographi
c anomaly;
charter

casale

Cervaro

Verditolo
CasalePiano della
Chiesa

Evidence

castrum
Casale
casale;
church;
tenimentu
m

casale

charter
a
charter
aerial
photographi
c anomaly
aerial
photographi
c anomaly
aerial
photographi
c anomaly
aerial
photographi
c anomaly

Monastery of
St. Nicolas of
Troia

Source
s
CDP
XXI, 82
(1165)

Monastery of
St. Nicolas of
Troia

CDP
XXI, 54
(1120)

Monastery
St. Nicolas
Troia
Monastery
St. Nicolas
Troia

CDP
XXI, 43
(1120)
CDP
XXI, 46
(1123)

Ownership

of
of
of
of

scatter
Monastery of
Banzi

ACB, 1
(data)

Loretello

CSS VI,
34
(1118);
CDP
XXI, 69
(1150)
ACB,
05
(1126)
*; ACB
08
(1179)
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *

structure and
charter

charter
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)

13

Casale San
Vito

14

Castellutii
de Sclavis

casale
castrum

charter
charter
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Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)

15
16
17
18

19

Chiesa di
Petri Sclavi
Casale
Sambuceto
San Pietro
della
Matrice
Santa
Maria
in
Nebula
San Pietro
in
Drogazzan
i

church
casale

charter

casale

charter

casale

charter

casale

charter

21

Casale
Balneo
Casale
Domni
Leonis

22

Casale
Campo

casale

charter

23

Casale
Fabrice

casale

charter

20

casale

charter

casale

charter

Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)

ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *

Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Loretello;
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)
Trinità
di
Cava;
Chapter
of
Troia

ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
02-03
(1118) *
ACB,
08
(1179)
CDV,
V, App.
39;
CDP
XXI, 74
(1156)
CDP
XXI,
238
(1156)
ACB,
13
(1226)
CDP
XXI, 11
(1059)
CSS VI,
10
(1065)

Monastry of
Montevergin
e
24

Incoronata

25

San Pietro
in Sonnore

26

San
Nazario

27

Castellum
Novum in
Ripelonge

28

Santa
Maria
di
Monte
Calvello

monastery

charter
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)

monastery
castrum/
casale

church

charter

charter

charter
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Niello;
Roberto
il
Guiscardo;
S.Sofia
Monastery of
S. Angelo Orsara

CDP
XXI, n.
47
(1125);
CDP
XXI, 50;
CDP
XII, 76.

29

Cervaro

watermill

30

S. Felice in
Bubfaniano

church
and lands

31

S. Nicola in
Bubfaniano

church
and lands

SannoroCervaro
San
Lorenzo in
Vallis

32
33

lands
lands

Chapter
Troia

of

Chapter
Troia

of

Chapter
Troia

of

Chapter
Troia

of

Chapter
Troia

of

charter
charter
charter
charter
charter
Chapter
of
Bovino (1179)

34

Tegula

lands

charter

Table 6.9: 11 -12 c. sites in the Cervaro river valley.
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CDP
XX1,
149
(1233)
CDP
XXI, 45
(1122)
CDP
XXI, 45
(1122)
CDP
XXI, 45
(1122)
CDP
XXI, 99
(1182)
ACB,
10
(1190)

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
7.1 A landscapes of signs
In fondo fotografare è come scrivere:
il paesaggio è pieno di segni, di simboli, di ferite, di cose nascoste.
M. Giacomelli, Le tracce

Retracing over six thousand years of settlement and landscape history of a
border area between Apulia and Campania means trying to grasp the complex
interplay between the long-lasting territorial marks — the so-called ‘invarianti
strutturali del paesaggio’, as they are defined by the ‘Scuola dei Territorialisti’ —
and the deep transformations that arose in specific moments during its historic
evolution, as well as the similarities and differences between this area and
neighboring contexts. “Le invarianti strutturali sono le strutture spazio-temporali
costitutive che danno forma ad un territorio e ne segnano identità, qualità e
riconoscibilità. Sono costituite da: a) elementi materiali e fisici: morfotipologici,
paesaggistici, ecologici, naturali, artistici, culturali, sociali b) relazioni spazio-temporali
ecologiche/sociali/storiche-geografiche di organizzazione c) regole spaziali e sociali di
funzionamento d) valori e memoria” . When trying to identify such morphological,
ecological, environmental, and spatial-temporal peculiarities one should avoid
the risk of falling into deterministic constraints, and instead make the effort to
detect the role played by such long-term peculiarities throughout the historic
evolution of a defined context.
1

2

3

This research aimed to offer a global view, focusing on the context more than on
each specific — although relevant, and always referred to — component. As
recently stated by A. Carandini: “un contesto paesaggistico è un organismo naturale,
agricolo-pastorale o insediativo che si è andato componendo e sovrapponendo nei millenni
grazie al lavoro, all’abilità e al gusto di uomini tanto numerosi quanto a noi sconosciuti,
i quali inconsapevolmente hanno determinato un ordine dovuto ad attività riproposte
identiche o compatibilmente variate, che hanno conferito alla stratificazione un volto
riconoscibile, al quale siano legati come a quello di una persona amata” .
This analogy between landscape (paysage), the human face (visage) and the
human body is particularly evocative and many specialists from different fields
have tackled the issue. Among these is for instance Vittorio Lingiardi, who — in
underlining the importance of mindscapes — stated that: “visi e paesaggi
4

In these concluding remarks, I preferred to avoid the repetition of bibliographic references
with the exception of a few cases, favoring a more fluid narration, with indications to
previous chapters for details and specific bibliography.
http://www.societadeiterritorialisti.it/. See Magnaghi 2010; Magnaghi 2012; Magnaghi
2014 and also Maggio 2014, in which the history and a wide overview of the concept of
‘invariante strutturale’ is provided, with particular reference to the structuralism (Piaget
1969), from biology to linguistics, from anthropology to history, archaeology and history
of art. On this topic, see also Poli 2009.
Maggio 2014, 172.
Carandini 2017, 9.
1

2

3

4
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diventano mappe che si trasformano con il tempo” . Also, Fernand Braudel, when
referring to the long-lasting signs in the landscapes, used the metaphor of scars:
“les routes de transhumance sont toujours marquées dans les paysages comme des lignes
à vrai dire indelebiles, pour le moins difficiles à effacer, comme des cicatrices qui, un vie
durant, marquent la peau des hommes” . Mario Giacomelli’s works as a
photographer and his experiments in exploring the marks that time and
agricultural works leave on men (in the forms of body wrinkles) and on the
landscape (in the forms of plough furrows) (Fig. 7.1, 7.2) and on the deep
transformation of the mechanized agriculture on landscapes come to mind, as
highly evocative images that explore such processes (Fig. 7.3-8) .
5

6

7

In this research, landscape was understood, following E. Sereni’s definition, as
the “forma che l’uomo nel corso e al fine delle sue attività produttive agricole,
coscientemente e sistematicamente, imprime al paesaggio naturale” , and as the space
in which to detect the past action of communities that shaped and settled a
unitarian geomorphological environment through acts of progressive processes
of “appropriazione” and “territorializzazione” , based upon connective
infrastructures and physical structures, in so-doing leaving more or less
permanent marks in the landscape, that archaeology is called to retrace.
8

9

Figure 7.1: Mario Giacomelli, Presa di
coscienza sulla natura, ’90. (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 7.2: Mario Giacomelli, Verrà la
morte e avrà i tuoi occhi, 1964/75) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Lingiardi 2017, 110; and 57, 105-119 on ‘viso e paesaggio’.
Braudel 1985, 34.
Mauro 2010; Valtorta 2009.
Sereni 1961.
Magnaghi 2010.
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Figure 7.3: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di
terra. La terra che muore (1955) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Figure 7.4: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di terra.
La terra che muore (1959) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Figure 7.5: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di
terra. La terra che muore (1962) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Figure 7.6: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di terra.
La terra che muore (1965-66) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Figure 7.7: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di
terra. La terra che muore (1970) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).

Figure 7.8: Mario Giacomelli, Storie di terra.
La terra che muore (1978) (from
www.archiviomariogiacomelli.it).
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7.2 Results of a landscape research
The study presented here is the result of three campaigns of cooperative
archaeological field surveys, and laboratorial analysis, and of a personal
collection and elaboration of data. The work is inserted into, takes direction from,
and follows the structure of a rooted field of landscape archaeology research,
that has, in the last 15 years, allowed for the archaeological investigations of subregions and river valleys in southern Italy and elsewhere, based on a wellestablished and consistent methodology for data collection .
10

The Cerbalus project was conceived as a comprehensive study which aimed to fill
the gap left by the lack of systematic archaeological researches in an area located
between river valleys that had been investigated in the recent past — the Celone
valley in the north, and the Carapelle valley in the south — in an overall wellknown region. Indeed, thanks to systematic field surveys, archaeological
excavations, paleoenvironmental and geophysics analyses, the archeological
research collected a large set of data on Daunian landscapes, although it was
mainly the flatter fields of the Tavoliere rather than the sub-Apennine chain that
were investigated (ch. 3). In particular, in the Cervaro valley, following the 1994
publication of the catalog of the local Museo Civico di Bovino , — which signaled
the convergence of a few specific studies by scholars, especially in the Roman era
— the historical and archaeological research suffered a setback. Since then,
Vibinum and its territory have only been studied in relation to the evolution of
the neighboring contexts, especially with respect to Aecae and Herdonia.
11

Therefore, this research investigated a mostly uncharted territory, aiming to
examine the evolution of the landscapes and settlements in a zone that is
morphologically different from the other previously sampled areas. The ultimate
objective was to reconstruct and narrate the biography of this inner, hilly, subApennine landscape, through the application of an archaeological approach
based on the integration of different sources, trying to emphasize both the
“histoire événementielle” made up of major historic events and their consequences
(i.e. Hannibal’s encampment near the Cervaro and Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum; the
following reconquest of the town by the Romans thanks to the magister Q. Fabius
Maximus or Ap. Claudius Caecus recalled in the Elogio di Brindisi; the foundation
of the Roman colony of Vibinum, etc.), and the ‘micro-histories’ of the rural
human communities settled in the area throughout the centuries with their
economic strategies (i.e. the peculiar pattern of small house-farms during
Republican age; the rational landscape of Imperial and late antique villas; the
medieval organization of curtes, casalia, and castra).

See for instance to the study of the area of Brundisium (Aprosio 2008); the Ofanto valley
(Goffredo 2011); the Carapelle valley (Ficco 2013; Ficco, Goffredo 2009); the Celone valley
(Romano 2006a) and more recently the Tammaro valley (Musmeci 2020); the Isola d’Elba
(Pagliantini 2020).
Bovino 1994.

10

11
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These elements were brought together to reconstruct the history of a territory, all
the while trying to avoid the ever-present risk of generalizations and localism,
while aiming to contextualize local specificities within the broader geographical
and historical context, through continuous references to the bordering areas and
to the general trends of the Apulian landscape, highlighting similarities and
differences. The resulting account was organized by keeping the chronological
sequence, which — although it allows the risk of schematization — was
considered most suitable for framing the narration.
Thus, through a systematic examination of all previously known sites, a
literature review (ch. 3), the collection of literary (ch. 4.1), epigraphic (ch. 4.2),
diplomatic (ch. 4.3), and figurative sources (ch. 4.4) pertaining to the valley; and
the re-organization of data from commercial archaeology and systematic field
survey campaigns in the countryside covering 20 km (ch. 5), our knowledge of
the archaeology and history of the Cervaro valley has much improved. From a
quantitative point of view the data set of known sites — that previously
corresponded to the ones already included in the Carta dei Beni Culturali della
Puglia — increased from 121 polygonal-sites and 69 point-sites to 229 polygonalsites, 36 point-sites, 60 polygonal-non-sites and 9 point-non-sites . In this respect,
two other data shall also be also considered: first, that the previously available
data concerned mainly the flatter area near Herdonia — investigated in the 1980s
and 1990s — and secondly, that the few pieces of evidence available for Vibinum
and the western upper valley were often inaccurate. Only major sites (a few big
Roman villas, some main prehistoric villages) had already been mapped, often
as point-sites with imprecise locations and vague chronologies. Thus, from a
qualitative point of view, intensive field surveys also allowed us to relocate them
and define their exact extents — with a significant reduction of point-sites — and
to narrow the chronologies of their occupation. Moreover, the qualitative
increase lies also in the creation of a consistent and unitarian Geographical
Information System, functioning as a geographic database of all vector and raster
features, which could be further implemented and transferred to local and
regional administrations.
2

12

In addition to the increase in the number of known sites, it was the entire system
of the valley — the relationships between sites, between the urban and rural
areas, the use of the road network (ch. 6.5.4) and of the landscape, from an
economic point of view — that was the focus of this research. Indeed, a historic
reflection on the resilience, conservation and/or transformation of landscape in
terms of paleoenvironmental features, field-system morphologies, use of soils,
and administrative control over the territory was always attempted. In this
respect, the collection of the figurative sources (ch. 4.4 and Appendix C), the
interpretation of sites not only as places for human gathering but also as “agenti
morfogenetici” , and the hypothesized identification of the Roman limitatio of
Vibinum (ch. 6.5.4) represent the effort to focus on the cultural creation and
representation of landscape.
13

12

13

The catalog of sites and the catalog of non-sites are attached in the Appendices A and B.
Tosco 2009, 140.
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In particular, through the merging of archaeological and documentary sources it
was hypothesized that a modern — and still used — division of landscape, in an
area located NE of Bovino, had retraced the Roman limitatio of Vibinum
documented by the Libri Coloniarum . This circumstance, if proved, would attest
to the persistence of past agricultural morphologies in the modern and
contemporary landscape, representing a unique piece of evidence, in the
northern Apulia region, of a long-lasting outliving. Indeed, although Apulia may
be considered “a chessboard landscape” , the Roman centuriationes are generally
visible as aerial photographic anomalies, their morphologies and their use
having been completely wiped out by the institution in the late 15 c. of the
Dogana della Mena delle Pecore. In the area under examination, instead, through a
regressive method it was deemed possible that — as a large quantity of evidence
let us believe — this specific area has maintained the frame of the Roman
division, perpetuating past morphologies in the contemporary landscape. Thus,
this circumstance may further prove one of the peculiar features of this area: its
highly conservative landscape, as a consequence of its modern evolution.
Indeed, the exclusion of the valley from the system of the Dogana delle Pecore and
the lower impact of mechanized agriculture with respect to the Tavoliere plain
resulted in a higher degree of preservation of past landscape assets, as well as of
the archaeological records. Consider, for instance, the rooms of the Roman villa
of Casalene paved in opus spicatum and with walls in opus incertum still entirely
preserved or the frequent recovery during field survey of roman walls,
sometimes preserved up to 2 m.
14

15

th

These persistence and resilience involve the landscape morphologies and the
archaeological layers, as much as the administrative boundaries. Indeed, not
only was the conservation of the boundaries of territories controlled first by the
ager Vibinas, and, afterwards, by the medieval dioceses of Bovino (ch. 6.5.3 and
ch. 6.8) proposed; but the correspondence of the extents of the Norman age lands
controlled by the casalia under the jurisdiction of the Bovino dioceses and the
modern municipal territory of Bovino was also outlined (ch. 6.9.2).
In broader terms, the research carried out in the Cervaro valley may be also
instrumental in determining with more precision the historic evolution of the
entire Apulian system, enriching the existing information with new data as well
as with different points of view. Indeed, not just the increase in the number of
sites and of the extents of the systematically field surveyed areas would allow
for a wide-ranging and numerically consistent comparison with neighboring
contexts, but also the investigation of an inner area, with evident specificities in
the historic evolution, may help in reviewing historic and archaeological facts
pertaining to the entire region. For instance, the consistent and long-lasting
presence of Samnite communities, the following cultural mixture between
different ethnic components, the absence of an hegemonic Daunian center
throughout the archaic era (ch. 6.4); the foundation of a Roman colony, most
likely during the Sullan age, and the inscription of the community in the Galeria
Tribe; the Lombard penetration and the long-lasting conflicts first between
14

15

Lib Col. 1, 210, 8-9.
Bradford, Hunt 1946, 65.
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Lombards and Byzantines, and afterwards between Byzantines and Normans,
represent meaningful features that can be closely observed in the Cervaro valley
for the reconstruction of the Apulian history.
7.3 The Cervaro valley: marginal or buffer area?
While the details of settlement patterns and landscape use have been discussed
in the previous chapters — to which reference is made for the description of
specific sites, the general frame and the bibliography — in these concluding
remarks I would like to focus on few specific features of the valley’s evolution,
interpreted as the “invarianti strutturali” mentioned in the opening of this text,
and in particular on:
o

the role of the valley as a boundary and at the same time a connecting
area, throughout its life, as a consequence of its position and
geomorphological features;

o

the dialectical juxtaposition between more or less conflicting powers
and/or cultural/landscape systems;

o

the role of the incultum and of the forests;

o

the reappraisal of the concept of marginality.

The Cervaro river valley has been crossed and occupied for millennia — at least
since the Ancient Neolithic — by different human communities. As a river
corridor, natural path, and connecting route between the Tyrrhenian and the
Adriatic seas, it does not correspond to any modern or ancient administrative
borders, but rather to an environmental and morphological milieu, with the
Cerbalus river as its preeminent geographical feature (ch. 2). Considered by A.
Dumas as the “Thermophyles à la Calabre” , ever since Prehistory the valley was
crossed by a road following the riverbed, then structured as the Via Minucia,
during Roman age; the “Regio Tratturello Ponte di Bovino-Cerignola”, during
the late Middle Ages; the so-called “Strada delle Puglie” connecting Napoli to
Foggia during the Modern era; and nowadays retraced by the S.S. 90 and the
railway Foggia-Caserta-Napoli. Following this path, one can not only cross
highly diverse habitats from a geological point of view, but also encounter a
long-lasting and stratified historic and archaeological landscape, stretching from
the peaks of the sub-Apennine to the Adriatic coastline, passing through the
Tavoliere plain. The natural openness of the Cervaro valley toward the plain and
the easiness of the crossing through the narrow Vallo di Bovino favored the
cultural contacts among the two sides of the Apennine and the coexistence of
diverse powers.
16

Indeed, different interests and communities have converged overtime, in a
delicate and unstable balance between opposite (or so-perceived) poles that
shared the same geographic context: first, the Samnites and the Daunii; then the
ager Vibinas, the ager Aecanus, and the ager Herdonitanus, during the Roman
period; Aecae’s and Carmeianensis dioceses, in Late Antiquity; Lombard

16

Dumas 1876, 13.
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predominance and Byzantine interventions in the early Middle Ages; then
Byzantine and Norman supremacies, with a shared territory under the influence
of the dioceses of Troia and Bovino, and the coexistence of different secular and
religious powers and land owners. As a frontier zone and buffer area between
territories and communities, the valley shows alternating distinction and
hybridization characteristics, appearing as a real interface — to use a significant
term in the archaeological language — between different cultural and
morphological elements.
In this respect, the entire history of the Cervaro valley can be read through the
lenses of an unstable equilibrium between different elements, which stand out
depending on the presence or the absence of strong powers and on the
institutions in command. Though in times of strong hegemonies and cultural
koiné (Neolithic, Roman Age, Norman era) the settlement patterns appear
homogeneous compared to neighboring contexts, and the landscape is
structured with a rational occupation of spaces for the valorization of local
resources and the production of surplus, during the moments in which such
unitarian powers are not strongly present we can attest to the conflict, dialogue
and integration between cultural components and to a resulting multifaceted
form of rural settlements.
“Samnites ea tempestate in montibus vicatim habitantes, campestria loca contempto
cultorum molliore atque, ut evenit fere, locis simili genere ipsi montani atque agrestes
depopolabantur” . Building on this renowned passage by Livy with this unusual
anthropological background — which I already referred to in ch. 6.4 with respect
to the coexistence in the Cervaro valley of the two ethnic components in Apulia
— I would like to start investigating the peculiar character of the valley as a land
of political conflict and cultural osmosis in certain moments of its historic
evolution. Indeed, Livy’s quote allows us to enter in medias res into one of the
main historic problems of this landscape — the contemporary and shared
presence of the two ethnic groups, the Samnites and the Daunii during the
Archaic era — and at the same time to identify a ‘file rouge’ that can be used as
the key for the interpretation of this landscape.
17

Indeed, the valley appears as a privileged point of view from which to assess
Livy’s anthropological assumptions, to archaeologically investigate the
relationship between the two ethne, and to shed light on the Daunian milieu at
the dawn of the Roman intervention. Archaeology, in fact, provided a different
perspective, or at least a more complex image, of what Livy defines as an ‘ethnic’
conflict, thanks to the data from four excavated sites (Monte Calvello, Tegole,
Giardinetto, la Murgetta) that helped to better define these circumstances. In the
supine depositions of Monte Calvello and Tegole, pertaining to Samnite
communities settled in the uphill fields of the Cervaro valley between the middle
of the 6 middle of the 5 c., the Daunian vessels accompany the dead, and in the
so-called ‘coppia funzionale’ (the olla-brocca) we are able to recognize the
th

17

th

Liv. 9, 13, 7.
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introjection of a funerary practice and the proof of the trade of such productions
among neighboring human groups. The later contexts (Giardinetto and La
Murgetta), instead, interestingly suggest to the progressive hybridization of the
two groups, with supine, semi-flexed and crouched coexistent depositions and
mixed burial goods, hinting forms of ethnic mixture and intermarriage.
Thus, the archaeological evidence from the Cervaro valley, not only opened the
discussion on the issues of ethnicity and inter-ethnicity from an anthropological
perspective, shedding light on the different degrees of interconnections and
mixture, and questioning the criteria of identity representation and recognition,
but also — and more importantly for the purposes of this research — allowed a
review of Livy’s perspective in light of the archaeological data. Livy, indeed,
aimed more at justifying Roman intervention in Apulia in civilizing terms, than
at describing the complexity of the Daunian realm at the dawn of the Samnite
Wars, and indeed the Cervaro valley offers, more than other contexts, evidences
of — peaceful? conflictual? — interactions. Such circumstances suggest that the
Romans’ intervention was sought not by the Daunii as a whole, but most likely
by a certain faction of the Daunian élites seeking to preserve their hegemony
against the progressive Samnite penetration.
In truth, as also mentioned above, the role of the Cervaro valley as the physical
space where cultural connections and interactions among different groups and
powers took place can be envisaged also during other historic periods, showing
similarities, differences, and peculiar responses with respect to the plain, the
other river valleys of Apulia, and with the Campanian side of the Apennine.
During the Neolithic period (ch. 6.1), while the settlement pattern of the valley
complied with the features of the villages of the Tavoliere (they shared the same
inner shape and similar self-sustaining economic strategies, as attested by the
comparisons of the available archaeobotanical data), the local geomorphology
affected the layout of the village, as by exploiting up-lands the communities
introduced a structural variation and excavated external ditches with one side
open toward the steepest slope. For this reason, scholars preferred to refer to
these villages as the ‘villaggi fortificati d’altura’, generally located on fields facing
the main river valley.
It is, then, during the Copper Age that we are able to detect the rise of specific
cultural characteristics which — although at an early stage — link the Cervaro
valley to the Irpinia. In this moment (ch. 6.2) the spreading of Taurasi style
vessels, the recovery of sherds comparable to the ones detected in Campanian
sites (Carpino, Sant’Angelo di Taurasi, Felette), and the funerary habits
recovered in Giardinetto inform us of a common cultural identity on both sides
of the Apennine. In this respect, though, we are yet unable to affirm whether
such homogeneity should be interpreted as the sign of trade/exchanges of
goods/ideas or as the spread of a uniform culture that typified both sides of the
mountainous chain. While the recently excavated Copper Age sites of Tegole and
Giardinetto highlighted the presence of cohesive communities with a
standardized building code and a huge capacity for exploiting landscape
resources (woods, pebble stones, clay), findings from field surveys completed
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and enriched our frame of understanding of Copper Age dynamics, previously
based exclusively on the recovery of the anthropomorphic stele of Bovino.
Although the transition between the Copper Age and the Early Bronze Age is
still difficult to grasp, the Bronze Age (ch. 6.3) is marked by the spread-out
presence of settlements, probably linked to a demographic increase and to the
improvement of agricultural techniques, with the enlargement of the number of
floral taxa, and the enrichment of the diet through the introduction of different
types of cereals and legumes, contributing to a seasonal adjustment of farming
activities. In accordance with the data collected in neighboring contexts and on
the Murge plateau, the settlements are clustered and on the surface appear as
small and pervasive scatters. What could be the relationship between these
‘minor’ and mountainous sites and the major coastal sites, such as Coppa
Nevigata? Most likely, such a relationship was not necessarily based on a
dynamic of subordination of the latter over the firsts, but rather on a different
type of settlement strategy and landscape exploitation, with integrated
economies.
It has already been discussed how the Archaic era was marked by the presence
of Samnite communities within an area that has always been considered as part
of Daunia (ch. 6.4). In this respect, reflecting on the complete absence of any trace
of an ‘urban’ and rural aristocracy expressing their identity with the typical
features of Daunian élites (Daunian stele, chamber tombs, rich burial goods, local
vessels’ productions, residential and sacred buildings) in Bovino and in the
valley further attests to the peculiar evolution throughout the archaic period, up
to the arrival of the Romans. Indeed, although the indigenous center of
Οἰβώνιον-Vibinum is mentioned for the first time in the context of the second
Punic war by Polybius , in particular for the encampment of Hannibal’s troops,
and afterwards by the so-called Elogium of Brindisi attesting the Roman
reconquest, this indigenous center followed a different evolution compared to
the nearby Ascoli, Ordona, Canosa, Arpi — all of them raised as poli-nuclear
centers of Daunian culture and afterwards exposed to a transformation process
into urban centers.
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And in fact, the peculiar features of Vibinum and its territory are destined to last.
Consider for instance the inscription of the community to the Galeria tribe, and
the foundation of the Roman colony probably by Sulla or his entourage. They
are respectively to be interpreted in relation to the geographical and cultural
proximity to the Irpinia — where the Galeria tribe is widely attested — and as a
strategic and military choice for strengthening the Roman presence in an area in
which the Samnites were still active (ch. 6.5).
Eventually, the Romanization process — especially after the end of the Punic
War, the seizure of lands as a consequence of Vibinum’s defection to Hannibal,
and the rural reorganization with a hypothesized land division performed by the
Gracchi — resulted in a landscape evolution and settlement patterns that
conformed to the other areas of Daunia. The Cerbalus signaled the watershed
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Plb. 3, 88, 1-6.
Gabba 1958.
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between the ager Aecanus and the ager Vibinas, with the only exception — most
likely — being the area of Monte Sellaro and San Lorenzo.
Starting from the foundation of the Roman colony, it is possible to recognize the
typical features of the Roman urban setting and the rural layout. Equipped with
the urban apparatus (an aqueduct, external walls, residential houses, public
spaces, a theatre/amphitheater), Vibinum would continue to live throughout the
centuries, even if it was never crossed by the main routes of the Roman and
medieval road networks (ch. 6.5.3), counting on a productive countryside and on
an environment rich in natural resources. In the countryside, indeed, the
spreading of specialized farms and, afterward, of villas reorganized the rural
economy in a widespread and rational way, especially in the areas opened to the
valley, well connected to the other centers of the Tavoliere by the Via Minucia
and possibly centuriated. The area had attracted the interests of Roman
aristocrats, like the Octavii, the Allienii, the Miniatii, and the Vegetii. A
spokesperson of the Vegetii, Valerius Vegetus bequeathed his properties to the
Imperial house, during Marcus Aurelius’s empire (ch. 6.6), marking from that
moment on the evolution of the northern portion of the Cervaro valley, as it first
became part of the saltus Carmeinanensis and then was entailed in the
Carmeiannesis dioceses (ch. 6.7.2).
These private owners carried out a systematic ‘valorizzazione in chiave agricola’ of
the sub-region, with an economy based mainly on olive and wine production,
integrated with cereal cultivation. The oletum of Casalene, and the large number
of trapeta recovered in the countryside of the Cervaro valley, and the signs of
wine cultivation in the aerial photographs, attest to such a trend, that would
survive the centuries and was affirmed during Late Antiquity. Field surveys
have indeed proved the continuation of the occupation of all Imperial age villas
during Late Antiquity, at least up to the mid-6 century. This trend is further
confirmed by the excavations in Casalene which dated the abandonment, or
more aptly, the destructuration of the Roman villa during the mid-6 c.
th
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A substantial homogeneity is thus outlined between the imperial and late
antique landscapes, in line with the data from the Celone, Carapelle, and Ofanto
valleys. Rather than the abandonment of a few sites in favor of major villas, the
total number of sites increased with respect to previous centuries as for the
foundation of late antique specialized farms (i.e. Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo)
and the strengthening of the network of the vici, as well as the rising power of
rural churches and late antique dioceses (ch. 6.7). However, to determine in
which ways the imperial villas continued to live, excavations would be
necessary. The surface data, indeed, does not allow us to date the architectural
decorations or the productive markers with precision, or to assess structural
changes. Whether they all preserved their residential areas, underwent
rebuilding, enlargements, or changes in the productive areas (as attested in
Casalene), or whether the monumentalizing of some of them was matched by
the exclusive use for productive purposes of the remaining, we are unable to tell.
In any case, in the frame of a generalized reconversion to wheat production
during Late Antiquity, the abandonment of the oletum of Casalene, at the end of
the 4 , and of the Posta Crusta’s olive pressing plant, are tentative but significant
signs of a spread-out reconversion — focused in supplying the loss of the
th
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Egyptian wheat — both in the plain and on the hilly fields of the pre-Apennine
chain (ch. 6.7.1).
After the long period of more or less forced cultural homogeneity of the Roman
hegemony, another phase of contrast between different elements was caused by
the consequences of the fall of the Roman Empire and in particular by the ‘end
of the villae’ (ch. 6.7.2). The Gothic War, fought partly in the area of Cervaro had
a strong impact on rural assets, as did the following conflict between the
Lombards and the Byzantines for the control of the plain and of the routes
between the Adriatic and the Tyrrenian sea. However, archaeology has shown
that the image of a Tavoliere and a sub-Apennine chain “pratiquement déserte
jusqu'au début du XI siècle” does not comply with reality.
20
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Early medieval landscapes were basically unknown at the beginning of this
research. Only a few fortuitous findings recovered near Casalene and Casale, the
signs of the de-functionalization of Casalene, and few burials in ‘fosse terragne’
from Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo suggested the presence of small rural
communities presumably settled within the Late Antique structures — as
elsewhere attested (ch. 6.8). The surface data were also evanescent, although a
few sherds of locally produced vessels and two pieces of soapstone suggested
the continuation of the occupation at least in the former villa of Masseria
Mazzarella and Femmina Morta. However, the first available documentary
sources for the late 8 c. inform us that in Monte Sellaro, Arechi II owned a curtis.
It seems reasonable that this curtis “nostra que vocatur Montella” , which was
equipped with spaces for hosting the princeps Arechi and his court, and for
holding trials , might have had a similar inner organization to the one excavated
in the Carapelle valley, raised over the former late antique villa of Faragola.
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The valley became the scenery of the conflict — although ruinous — between the
Byzantines controlling Bovino and the Western Empire of Otto I in the second
half of the 10th c., which ended with the capture of Pandulf I (ch. 6.9.1).
However, the battle was fought not only through armed conflicts, but also at a
religious level, with the entailment of Bovino among the suffragan diocese of
Benevento, and the confirmation to the Campanian monasteries of their
properties by Otto I , Otto II , Henri II , Conrad II . The Byzantines, although
operating within the framework of a colonization policy with the foundation of
24
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Procop. Goth., 7, 18, 29.
Martin 1984, 100.
Arechi was indeed asked to judge a case presented by Mauricius, Abbot of the S.
Benedetto di Benevento monastery and his xenodochium with respect to some condome,
inhabitants of Prata (Prata Sannita) that had been offered to the monastery by the duchess
Theoderanda and her son, the duke Gisulfo I, and then taken by the Abbot Zacharias (CSS,
II, 15).
CSS II, 15 (762).
CS, 171-175.
CSS IV, 1 (928).
CSS IV, 2-3 (981-999).
CSS IV, 4 (1022).
CSS IV, 5 (1038).
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new castra and towns, did not have well-recognizable signs of territorialization
processes, possibly relying on previous arrangements. This can be clearly set as
one of the most urgent issues still to be solved by archaeological research.
The Norman conquest changed the previous frame: when Drogo conquered
Vibinum in 1045, the city appeared depopulated , but in the following years
secular and ecclesiastic powers reshaped the urban and rural landscapes: in
Bovino, the reconstruction of religious buildings and the building of the Castle
— which soon became the public power and management center of the Loretello
family — represent the most evident signs of this new configuration. In the
countryside, we attest to a wide-spread occupation of the entire valley, and to
the diversification of the rural structures: rural churches, casalia, churches with a
casale, monasteries and isolated cells, monasteries with a casale, castra, coexisted
together, becoming gathering area for human communities. This new and
multifaceted arrangement was the result of the actions, ventures and agencies of
different forms of ownership, by private citizens, local monasteries, local
churches, extra-regional monasteries, bishops, feudatories who acquired lands,
and productive spaces (watermills, vivaria, olive press, storage areas, etc.), and
controlled the access to the natural resources, carrying out a widespread and
rational territorialization process, focused on the exploitation of both farmlands
and woodlands. Although the presence of up-hill castra specifically pertain to
these sub-Apennine areas, and the exploitation of woods was of course favored
in the area where such environments were present, the organization of
landscape, the plurality of properties and agency, the widespread presence of
casalia, intended as ‘open villages’, with public spaces, houses, ‘terras et vineas’,
casalini and vegetable gardens, tenimenta and pertinentiae, connects and makes
uniform the Cervaro valley with the general trend of Daunia.
29

It is mainly thanks to the Norman charters that one can be acquainted with the
importance of the economy of woodlands, uncultivated areas, and pastures. This
is because in the Medieval chartae these resources are frequently mentioned. In
the Cervaro valley, though, such resources must have characterized the
landscape ever since Antiquity, if when recalling the Apulian conquest by
Hannibal and the defeat of the Roman army near Herdonia, Livy refers to the tria
milia expeditorum militum in villis circa vepribusque et silvis . Consistently the
paleoenvironmental data — although available only in a limited number —
attest to the widespread presence of open, uncultivated fields for pastures and
woods. In this respect, the scarcity in the available data from pollen,
archaeobotanical, and faunistic samples results in an still incomplete
characterization of past environments, which could be enriched through the
study and publication of samples from already excavated contexts, as well as
with new coring or sampling of sediments. Thus, in a continuous balance
between cultivated and uncultivated, between deforestation and reforestation,
in addition to the farmed estates, the communities could exploit wood and
water. The first, fostered the construction of buildings, was used as fuel for
facilities like thermal baths and kilns, for the manufacturing of barrels; the latter,
30
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powered the water mills documented in the 11 -12 c. sources. Especially during
the Middle Ages and throughout the Modern era, uncultivated lands, pastures
and woodlands must have played a prominent role: the casalia are often located
within woodlands , they were gifted together ‘cum pascuis, silvis, aquis’ , ensuring
the agium utendi lignis, pascuis, aquis , and are still widely attested in modern
cartography and charters, for wild games hunting and logging (ch. 4.4).
Nevertheless — despite the Cervaro valley still being one of the most wooded
areas in all of Apulia — starting from the beginning of the 19 c. these areas
underwent severe changes, with a systematic deforestation process for the
creation, division, and distribution of farmlands to citizens. Indeed, only a few
portions are still preserved in the contemporary landscape and the memory of
the ones that disappeared sometimes persists in toponyms.
th

th
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7.4 Between center and periphery
Il centro è cieco.
La verità si vede dai margini .
34

This research allowed us to tackle the concept of the marginality of this territory,
with respect to its past, present, and future. Indeed, the focus on the historic
evolution of this inner area forced us to reconsider the concept of marginality
burdening the entire sub-Apennine area in recent years, as a consequence of
depopulation and social and economic recession. Such marginalization is a
rather modern concept, the result of the urban revolution, of socio-economic
policies that preferred investments on the cities, and of the progressive
abandonment of agriculture — especially in areas that are not morphologically
convenient for extensive and mechanized productions.
The archaeological and historical research allowed us to conceive of a different
past for such areas, which throughout the centuries were more connected and
integrated with the ‘centers’ of power than previously envisaged, densely
populated, and supporting an economy that — as it has been outlined — was
not at all marginal in terms of either production capacity, or economic
prominence.
In truth, the landscape quality, the richness of the cultural heritage, and the
authenticity of its rural economy, are being rediscovered in the entire subApennine area, and also in Bovino (Fig. 7.9). The local community is now
investing in cultural tourism, slow tourism, and ecotourism, and the award to
Bovino of the Bandiera Arancione of the Touring Club for the quality of the
tourism offer confirms the potentiality of this sub-region. In this respect, as also
mentioned in the introduction of this work (ch. 1), this type of research could be
The Castellum Novum is located ‘in foresta qui dicitur Ripa Longe’; the casale of Monte
Calvello is placed within the forest of Monte Calvello; Sant’Efrem of Deliceto is surrounded
by the forest in campus Deliceti’; see ch. 6.9.
CDP XXI, 45 (1122).
CSS VI, 34 (1118); ACB, 02-03 (1118); ACB, 08 (1179).
Revelli 2011 (M. Revelli, La ragione dei barbari, in «Il manifesto», 1 luglio 2011), quoted
by Grelle, Silvestrini 2013, 5.
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instrumental for a more conscious “use” of the past as in cultural tourism as in
landscape planning.
In conclusion, retracing the history of a landscape means retracing the history of
past communities and past environmental facts that generated that specific
landscape. As such, landscape is a cultural product, and a historic and
archaeological source to be questioned and investigated. At the same time,
though, it should always be remembered that the landscape is also an object of
perception, it is the face that communities and individuals create in their mind,
based on their knowledge, competencies, and interests. Using G. Simmel’s
theory , we could say that landscapes only exist thanks to the creative action of
the “men-prism”, which is able to transform every single natural and artificial
object into the unitarian idea of landscape. In compliance also with the European
Landscape Convention (Florence 2000) and the Convention on the Value of
Cultural Heritage for Society (Faro 2005). Local communities are therefore at the
same time both major experts of landscapes — from whom the archaeologists
could draw perspectives, information, and new research questions — and also
ultimate beneficiaries of these researches. For these reasons, the task for
landscape archaeologists is hopefully not only to detect the histories of the past,
but also to build a participative knowledge for future landscape creation.
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Figure 7.9: The upper Cervaro valley in a picture taken from the Monte Castro.

Figure 7.10: Some of the field survey teams that joined the Cerbalus project.
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APPENDICES

A. CATALOGUE OF SITE
The following catalogue of the archaeological sites lists all the sites so far known
in the area of study. They are divided by municipality and named with an
alphanumeric code, composed by the acronym of the municipality in whose
territory they stand (Panni, Troia, Orsara, Bovino, Castelluccio dei Sauri, Foggia),
followed by a progressive number (e.g. BOV01).
The sites listed below are both polygon and point sites: while for the formers
the area and the exact positioning of the site is known, for the letters it was not
possible to identify their precise location and area. Hence, for the firsts, being
their exact positioning available, the area of the sites was stated and the
coordinates of the centroids expressed in the WGS 84 UTM 33N system; point
sites have been, instead, positioned in the GIS in accordance with the available
topographical data, or, when those were not provided in the literature, located
in the area of the toponym they refer to. For those, coordinates are not provided
in the chart, since their position is yet not accurate enough. Sites with attested
long-lasting settlements or different phases of life were considered as a samesite, except for the cases in which it was possible to further distinguish the areas
(for instance when, within a large area of a Neolithic village, it was distinguished
an inner area pertaining to a roman settlement).
Hence, the charts for each site provide: the code of the site; the toponym;
the IGM sheet of reference; the coordinates of the centroids (where available); the
type of site (point; polygon); the area expressed in square meters; the TU
numbers of the 2014-2015-2017 field surveys; a description of the site; the main
chronologies and the corresponding typology of site; references (the code of the
CBC is also reported); and, when available and meaningful, pictures or layouts
of the evidences .
1

This list of sites is the result of a research that integrates the data coming
from different sources: the catalogue of the ‘Carta dei Beni Culturali della
Regione Puglia’; the reports and publications of commercial archaeology surveys
and excavations carried out in the area; previous researches and bibliographic
studies; and all data coming from the three systematic field surveys campaigns
carried out in 2014, 2015, and 2017. Therefore, were enlisted all Topographical
Units interpreted as sites. Also, when corresponding with previously known
sites, TUs were jointed with them, but the number of the TU was still expressed
in the chart. Therefore, are to be considered previously unknown and
unpublished sites, all the listed sites corresponding to Tus but without uttered
references.
Instead, do not belong to this catalogue: TUs that were not interpreted as
sites but as off-sites or areas of frequentation; reports of fortuitous findings that
are not strictly relatable to settlements; settlements that are mentioned in sources
(e.g. archival sources; modern cartography) for which archaeological data of any
This type of catalogue was realized in compliance and conformity with other works, to be
more comparable to other investigated sub-regions: Cambi 2011, 214; Goffredo 2011; Ficco
2013; Aprosio 2008.
1
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type are not available. The first two cases have been listed in the following nonsites catalogue (ch. 10), while all data from ancient archival, cartographic, and
literary sources are inserted in the pertaining chronologies’ chapters.
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PANNI
Guevara, and could be interpreted as a
residential area.
Roman age
House

PAN01
Bosco
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
site type: point
Located 4 km south of Panni, the area was
reported to the Soprintendenza for the
scattering on surface of black glazed, coarse
ware, TSI and loom weights. Squared
limestone blocks with mortar are visible in
situ, together with fragments of columns, a
basin and a millstone.
Late republican
House
Early imperial
House
References: Volpe 1990, 141.

ORS03
Monte Squarcello
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NW
site type: point
Located 5 km E-NE of Orsara, the area was
reported for the presence of a roman villa
with sherds, mosaics and columns.
Roman age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG000029; Volpe
1990, 138.
ORS04
Masseria San Pietro
I.G.M.
x: 527102
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4572036
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7199
Aerial photographic anomalies, interpreted
as a medieval castrum, located on the top of
a hill southern to Monte Cimato.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia
and is very close to the Masseria San Pietro,
which located on the same hill. The area is
155 x 55 m wide and is E-W oriented. The
features
visible
through
aerial
reconnaissance evoke the presence of walls
and structures. The site could be
interpreted as one of the many medieval
settlements known in the documents of the
archive of the Chapter of Troia and not yet
recognized on the field.
Medieval age
Castrum
References: CBC, codice FG002238, aerial
reconnaissance: A.V. Romano.

PAN02
La Serra
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
site type: point
Rural
settlement
with
attested
frequentation from late republican to early
middle age.
Roman age
House
Early middle age
House
References: CBC, cod. FG007404.

2

ORSARA
ORS01
Cervellino
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NW
site type: point
Area with pottery sherds of roman era,
interpreted as a roman farm. Among the
artifacts on surface, there are fragments of
mosaics. From this area come from an
acephalous togated statue.
Roman age
Farm
Early middle age
House
References: CBC. Codice FG001979; Volpe
1990, 138.

ORS05
Monte Cimato
I.G.M.
x: 526870
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4572623
site type: polygon
Area in m : 16484
Aerial photographic anomaly, interpreted
as a medieval castrum, located on the top of
Monte Cimato at 505 m a.s.l. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia. The
area is 160 x 130 m wide and E-W oriented.
The anomalies evoke the presence of
artificial ramparts, being the innermost
higher than the outer one. The site could be
interpreted as one of the many medieval
settlements known in the documents of the
archive of the Chapter of Troia and not yet
recognized on field.
Medieval age
Castrum
2

ORS02
Torre Guevara
I.G.M.
x: 529698
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4574099
T.U. 124
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7364
The area is located on the left side of the
Torrente Lavella, in correspondence with
the site of Torre Guevara (BOV31). In the
area were detected anomalies through
aerial
photo
interpretation,
which
correspond to the scatter of coarse ware,
cooking ware and TSA. The site is in
connection with the praetorium of Torre
2
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References: CBC, codice FG002237; aerial
reconnaissance: A.V. Romano.

was initially identified during the aerial
survey carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
its 70 x 55 m wide. Traces seem to refer to
the presence of two artificial ramparts, the
innermost higher than the outer one. The
site could be interpreted as one of the many
medieval settlements known in the
documents of the archive of the Chapter of
Troia and not yet recognized on the field.
Medieval age
Castrum
CBC,
codice
FG002239;
aerial
reconnaissance: A.V. Romano.

ORS06
Monte Maggiore
I.G.M.
x: 523883
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4571940
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13017
Aerial photographic anomalies, interpreted
as a medieval castrum, located on the top of
Monte Maggiore hill, at 711 m a.s.l., 125 m
east of Casino Zampino. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia; it is
180 x 85 m wide and NW-SE oriented. The
aerial
reconnaissance
allowed
the
identification of an artificial rampart, round
shaped, with a 40 m diameter, located at the
NW side of the site. The remaining portion
of the site is delimited by a squared
enclosure, with round angles.
The site could be interpreted as one of the
many medieval settlements known in the
documents of the archive of the Chapter of
Troia and not yet recognized on field.
Medieval age
Castrum
References: CBC, codice FG002240; aerial
reconnaissance: A.V. Romano.
2

ORS09
Masseria Belladonna
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NW
site type: point
1 km SE of the Masseria Belladonna, it was
reported the presence of a necropolis,
located 1 km SE to the Masseria Belladonna,
with Hellenistic pottery. The exact
positioning is not known.
Archaic age
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG000014; Volpe
1990, 138, n. 218.
ORS10
Masseria Magliano
I.G.M.
x: 525117
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4574926
T.U. Masseria Magliano Alta
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6604
The scatter is located 5 km N-NE of Orsara,
500 m SW of Masseria Magliano, with high
concentrated presence of sherds, pertaining
to a roman villa, already known in
literature. The area was field surveyed in
2017: on the ground laid hundreds of pieces
of dolia, sherds, pieces of clay water pipes,
one of them inserted in a roof tile with
mortar. In the area were also found
millstones and overcooked bricks, but no
material was collected from the ground.
From the area came from archaeological
artifacts, seized by the local police of Bovino
seized archaeological material, such as
amphoras, lamps and glass pieces.
Roman age
Villa
Early middle age
Villa
CBC, codice FG000014; Volpe 1990, 138, n.
218.

ORS07
Casina Nardusciello
I.G.M.
x: 527318
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4572871
T.U. 102
site type: polygon
Area in m : 33696
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia
and then field surveyed in 2015. The
detected aerial photographic anomalies are
located on the eastern slope of Monte
Cimato, between the wooden area of the
slope and the road running from Torre
Guevara to Orsara di Puglia, nearby the
river bed of the Torrente Lavella. During
field survey, were detected and collected
sherds of prehistoric pottery (Bronze Age –
appenninico) and late bronze age – iron age.
Also, geometric Daunian pottery is attested
together with black glazed pottery and one
loom weight. The highest level of density of
the scatter is attested in the portion closer to
the wood.
Bronze age
Village
Archaic age
House
Hellenistic age
House
CBC,
codice
FG002236;
aerial
reconnaissance: A.V. Romano

2

2

ORS08
Verditolo
I.G.M.
x: 523083
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4573650
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2693
Aerial photographic anomalies, interpreted
as a medieval castrum, located on the top of
Monte Verditolo, at 532 m a.s.l. This site
2

a.
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Figure A.2: Pieces of flooring recovered in
locality Forapane-Magliano, nearby the
Sannoro (ORS11) and preserved in the
Antiquarium of Orsara di Puglia.

b.

ORS12
Torre Guevara
I.G.M.
x: 529276
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573921
T.U. 103
site type: polygon
Area in m : 16897
Located north of the Lavella and 550 m SE
to Torre Guevara, this site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University
of
Foggia.
The
aerial
photographic anomalies suggest the
presence of structures, very likely related to
the nearby site of Torre Guevara (BOV31).
Roman Age
Rural settlement
References:
CBC, codice FG002016;
Romano, Volpe 2005, 245.
2

c.

ORS13
Torre dè Rubeis
I.G.M.
x: 530002
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4575068
site type: polygon
Area in m : 12406
130 x 120 m wide area, E-W oriented and
located few meters south of the Sannoro
riverbed and 350 m east of Torre de’ Rubeis.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial surveys carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia, and was interpreted
as roman age farm.
Roman age
Farm
References:
CBC, codice FG002049;
Romano 2006a.
2

d.
Figure A.1: a-b: Fragments of a dolium with
lead joints from ORS10; c-d: Clay
waterpipes from ORS10.
ORS11
Forapane
I.G.M.
x: 527504
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4574674
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11783
200 x 75 m wide area, E-W oriented and
located at the edges of the hilly slope on the
southern limit of the Sannoro river valley.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia.
The aerial reconnaissance allowed the
identification of a big roman villa in the
area.
Roman age
Villa
References:
CBC, codice FG002059;
Romano 2006a.
2

ORS14
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Giardinetto Vecchio

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE

x: 534548
y: 4573849

site type:
polygon

Area in m : 423267
2

High concentration of archaeological
artifacts on a wide surface. The scatter
extents over a flat field, and on a gentle
slope from NW to SE, in the Sannoro and
Cervaro river valley. The site is touched by
the railway and by the S.S. 160 to Lucera. In
the area there is a high concentration of
prehistoric pottery from the Iron and
Copper age, Daunian pottery and big
containers, sherds of common ware, and
among them ollas, askoi of local production,
and imported pottery dating back to the 6
century B.C. The site lived from the Iron age
to the Hellenistic era. In the area were never
detected sherds produced after the 3 c. B.C.
Within this wide area, prior to enlargement
work on the railway Caserta-Foggia, a large
excavation was carried out by the
Superintendence. This excavation allowed
to unearth a large necropolis dating to the
first phases of the Copper Age. 23 burial
enclosures with incineration ritual were
discovered, with burial goods mainly
composed of silex tips of arrows, necklaces,
loom weights, copper needles. This burial
typology can be compared to others in the
Campanian and sub-Apennine area, as well
as with some burials in Salento.
Pertaining to a later phase, in the same area
were identified 460 tombs dating from the
5 to the beginning of the 4 c. B.C. The
peculiarity of the site is to have hosted a
mixed community, as both supine,
crouching and semi flexed bodies are
attested.
Copper age
Necropolis

station of Giardinetto Vecchio on the
Foggia-Caserta railway.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia
and then field surveyed. This allowed the
archaeologist to detect and collect a large
number of sherds, from TSI to TSA (2 -3 c.
AD) and TSA D (late antiquity), together
with course ware, cooking ware and
painted common ware (dating between the
2 and the eth c. AD). On the ground were
laying also architectural fragments and
upholsteries (marbles, tiles, bricks).
The area was interpreted as the site for a
republican age farm, transformed and
enlarged into a villa, during the first
imperial age and living until the late
antiquity.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP319_FG001744;
CBC, codice SP319_FG002000; Romano
2006a.
nd
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ORS16
Forapane
I.G.M.
x: 526982
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4574758
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4335
Neolithic village identified during a
commercial archaeology field survey
carried out by “ArcheoLogica srl”, during
the preliminar analysis for the setting of an
Eolic park Bovino-Serrone. The scatter
stands at the crossing point between the
S.P. 111 and the road to Torre Guevara. On
the field, were collected sherds from
prehistoric pottery of impasto and ceramica
figulina, together with lithic industry and
flints.
Neolithic
Village
2

Necropolis

References: CBC, codice FG001747; Tunzi et
alii 2013, Tunzi 2015, 213-214; Corrente
2016; Bruscella 2016a; Bruscella 2016b.

ORS17
Masserie di Magliano
I.G.M.
x: 525160
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4575196
T.U. Masseria Magliano bassa
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7822
The scatter stands on a slope facing the
Sannoro river as well as in the field on the
other side of the road. The scatter contains
sherds of roman potteries, especially coarse
ware, TSA, TSI, dolia, and overcooked
bricks. Locals reported the presence of pits
with dolia, now destroyed by the
agricultural works.
Roman age
Farm

Figure A.3: Giardinetto. Planimetry of the
burial enclosures (from Tunzi et alii 2013,
fig.1).

2

ORS15
Giardinetto Vecchio
I.G.M.
x: 534607
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573531
site type: polygon
Area in m : 28355
250 x 125 m wide area, NE-SW oriented and
located between the municipality of Orsara
di Puglia and Bovino, 100 m south of the
2
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ORS18
Forapane
I.G.M.
x: 527550
F. 174-I-NE
y:4573178
site type: polygon
Area in m : 9341
This scatter was initially detected through
field survey by ‘ArcheoLogica srl’ during
preliminary analyses for the setting of a
wind farm. The area is located on both sides
of the SS. 111, north of the point where the
road overpasses the Torrente Lavella. On
surface were collected sherds of impasto
and Hellenistic pottery as well as a good
quantity of bricks and riles. The site is
probably linked to the archaic and
Hellenistic
settlement
of
Casina
Nardusciello (ORS07).
Bronze Age
Off-site
Archaic
Necropolis (?)
Hellenistic
Necropolis (?)

References: Mazzei 1994, 90-91; Tunzi 1994,
69-71; Nava 1984.
ORS21

2

Belladonna di
Magliano

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NW
site type: point
Unprecise point site where antifissae were
recovered hypothesizing the presence of an
archaic house-rural farm.
Archaic
House
References: Mazzei 1994, 90-91.
TROIA
TR01
Masseria Valle Stella
I.G.M.
x: 535066
F. 163-II-SE
y: 4577736
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11120
With a diameter of 115 m, and located 550
m NW of the Masseria Valle Stella, this site
was initially identified during the aerial
survey carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia.
Roman age
Farm
References:
CBC, codice FG002007;
Romano 2006a.

ORS19
Belladonna
I.G.M.
x: 526158
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4574283
T.U. Magliano Belladonna
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13353
Located in Belladonna, on a plateau facing
the Sannoro river and Troia, this scatter
contains high density of artifacts, consisting
in dolia, tiles and bricks, stones for
building. The highest density is on the slope
toward Troia, nearby a heap of stones, but
sherds were detected also on the field
sloping toward the olive trees.
Roman age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG000014; Volpe
1990, 138.

2

2

TR02
Masseria De Santis
I.G.M.
F. F. 163-II-SE
site type: point
Neolithic village, detected through aerial
photo interpretation.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG002218.
TR03
Monte Calvello
I.G.M.
x: 534108
F. 163-II-SE
y: 4576432
site type: polygon
Area in m : 272446
Neolithic village located on the top of the
Monte Calvello hill, in a strategic position
over the Cervaro river valley. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
then field surveyed. The village occupies a
wide area, 600 x 550 m wide. The aerial
photo interpretation allowed also the
detection of many compounds, mainly
located in the southern portion of the
enclosed area. This data was further
confirmed by the excavation, as in 2008 an
emergency excavation was carried out by
Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici
della Puglia together with the Cooperativa
Adrias, for preliminary analisys for the
setting of a wind farm. The excavation
revealed the presence of higher density of
compounds in the southern portion than in
the northern one.
2

Figure A.4: Dolia pieces from ORS19.
ORS20
Serro Forcello
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NW
site type: point
Unprecise point site where artifacts
probably pertaining to a Late Bronze Age
necropolis were recovered. The pieces are
now preserved in the Antiquarium of
Orsara, and consist in biconic cinerary urns,
bronze pins, bronze weapons and a bronze
axe.
Late Bronze Age
Necropolis
Iron Age
Necropolis
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Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice SP320_FG001748;
Romano 2006; D'Oronzo, Fiorentino,
Gaglione 2008; Monaco, Simonetti, Tunzi
Sisto 2008; Brown 2001-2003; Tunzi 2015,
215.

I.G.M.
x: 534094
F. 163-II-SE
y: 4576218
site type: polygon
Area in m : 19444
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia
and then field surveyed. The area is 175 x
130 m large and was occupied from the end
of the 4 c. B.C. to the late antique period.
Presence of republican potteries led to the
interpretation of the site as a farm, then
enlarged to a villa, probably during middle
imperial era. The villa had also a pars
rustica, specialized in the production of
bricks, as many bricks’ wastes seem to
suggest.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP320_FG001749;
codice SP320_FG002005; Romano, Volpe
2005; Romano 2006a.
2
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th

Figure A.5: Monte Calvello, the C-shaped
ditch (from Tunzi Sisto et alii 2008, fig.1b)
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TR04
Monte Calvello
I.G.M.
x: 533977
F. 163-II-SE
y: 4576336
site type: polygon
Area in m : 112053
Large area of necropolis dating to the
archaic period, located on the top of the
Monte Calvello hill, nearby the slope that
faces the Sannoro and Cervaro river valleys.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia
and then field surveyed. Aerial photo
interpretation highlighted the presence of
round shape traces, that could be
interpreted as Iron age burial mounds.
Field survey allowed to further understand
the typology of the site, now interpreted as
an Iron Age necropolis. Indeed, later
investigations carried out for the setting of
a wind farm by the Soprintendenza per i
Beni Archeologici della Puglia together
with the Cooperativa Adrias, revealed 40
burials, located on two different plateaus.
The tombs dating to the 6 c. B.C. attest the
presence of a community of Samnite
origins, as hinted by the burial ritual,
characterized by the body buried in supine
and not in crouching position, how is
typical of the Daunian culture. Potteries
were positioned at the feet or near the head
of the body. Female burials were
characterized by the presence of buckle,
necklace, torques, armilla and amber pieces,
while in the male ones there were weapons,
and Aleena razors.
Archaic era
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice SP320_FG002006;
Romano 2006a; D'Oronzo, Fiorentino,
Gaglione 2008; Battiante, Ceci et alii 2008;
Sarcone 2020.
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2
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TR06
La Murgetta
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SW
site type: point
Alongside the railway Foggia-Bovino, 1 km
from Macchia di Pierno it was excavated an
area of necropolis dating back to the half of
the 4 century B.C. and buried underneath
an alluvial layer. 8 tombs with single burial
were identified. The burial pits were
excavated in the soil, and the bodies placed
in supine position, while generally Daunian
culture prefers a fetal positioning of the
dead. Supine position in rather preferred in
Samnite culture of central Italy, starting
from the beginning of the 4 century B.C.
Archaic age
Necropolis
References: Corrente et alii 2010; Goffredo
2014.
th

th

th

TR05

nd

TR07
Podere O.N.C. 734
I.G.M.
F. 163-II-SE
site type: point
Neolithic village, detected through aerial
photo interpretation.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG002220.
TR08
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 129
site type: polygon

Monte Calvello
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Contrada Monte
Calvello
x: 535664
y: 4575519
Area in m : 25836
2

Aerial photographic anomalies, interpreted
as a medieval casale, and located on the top
of Monte Calvello hill, 600 m south of
Podere O.N.C. n° 734, in an area 230 x 150
m wide. This site was initially identified
during the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and field surveyed in
2017.
Aerial photographic anomaly also suggests
the presence of many pits for wheat
preservation
(fosse
granarie).
In
correspondence with the anomalies, on the
northern slope of the hill were detected
sherds of medieval pottery (invetriata) and
medieval tiles. The slope facing the Cervaro
is entirely covered with building stones.
The site could be interpreted as one of the
many medieval settlements known in the
documents of the archive of the Chapter of
Troia.
Medieval age
Castrum
References:
CBC, codice FG002105;
Romano 2006a.

References: CBC, codice SP318_FG001999;
SP318_FG001743; Romano 2006a.
TR10
San Nicola
I.G.M.
x: 539018
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577099
site type: polygon
Area in m : 74542
Big rural settlement of roman time, 410 x
190 m wide and located at the boarder of the
municipal territories of Foggia and Troia, 1
Km NE to Masseria San Nicola. This site
was initially identified during the aerial
survey carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
can be interpreted as a praetorium.
Roman age
Praetorium
References:
CBC, codice FG002057;
Romano 2006a.
2

TR11
Torre di Bonghi
I.G.M.
x: 540446
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576406
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13237
100 x 70 m wide area, delimited north by the
railway and interpreted as a roman villa,
with a long-lasting occupation from
republican to late antiquity, with a
scattering of sherds (TSA, TSI, common
ware, late antique amphoras, dolia) as well
as bricks and tiles. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Villa
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP317_FG001742;
SP317_FG00198; Romano 2006a.
2

TR09
La Murgetta
I.G.M.
x: 537779
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4575761
site type: polygon
Area in m : 95325
360 x 250 m wide area, located on the
northern slope facing the Cervaro river
valley, 540 m SW to the Masseria San
Nicola. Its southern limit corresponds to the
Foggia-Caserta railway. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
then field surveyed. This allowed to collect
a great number of potteries, pertaining to a
republican and early imperial time farm,
then enlarged, during middle imperial and
late antique eras, into a villa. Not only
bricks and sherds, but also building
material such as squared stones for floor
paving, round bricks for thermal pilae, etc.
The aerial photo interpretation showed the
presence of structures in the upper portion
of the field. The scattering of sherds on the
lower part can both be interpreted as a
consequence of mudslides or as the
evidence of a necropolis. Kiln slag and
wastes suggest also the presence of an area
devoted to the working of metals.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
2

th

th

st

st

rd

th

th

TR12
Torre di Bonghi
I.G.M.
x: 540652
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576474
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5121
80 x 50 m wide area, with scattering of
bricks and tiles and sherds dating from
republican to late antiquity, especially
common pottery, with some few sherds of
TSA, TSI, cooking ware and painted
pottery. This area was interpreted as a rural
farm, with two different
phases:
republican-early imperial time and late
antique period.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Farm
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
2

nd

st

st

st
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References:
CBC,
Romano 2006a.

codice

FG001741;

F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578199
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1002
Squared aerial photographic anomaly, 45 x
25 m wide, located 770 m ENE of the O.N.C.
n° 760. The area was identified during field
survey carried out within the ‘Valle del
Celone project’ by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
interpreted as a roman rural farm. The site
is very closed to a wide vicus (TR15).
Roman age
Farm
References:
CBC, codice FG002085;
Romano 2006a.
2

TR13
Torre di Bonghi
I.G.M.
x: 540655
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576523
site type: polygon
Area in m : 490
Limited area, with high concentration of
roman bricks, located nearby the stone wall
of substruction of the railway and the water
channel. This area was interpreted as a
necropolis for the site TR12.
Late republican
Necropolis
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age
Necropolis
(1 – 3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Necropolis
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References:
CBC, codice FG001745;
Romano 2006a.
2

TR17
Podere O.N.C 756
I.G.M.
x: 539604
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579061
site type: polygon
Area in m : 17571
160 x 120 m wide, located 500 m ENE of the
Podere O.N.C. n° 756. The area was
identified during field survey carried out
within the Valle del Celone project by the
Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and was interpreted as
a roman villa, located alongside the Via
Traiana.
Roman age
Villa
References:
CBC, codice FG002073;
Romano 2006; Romano, Volpe 2005.

st

st

rd

th

th

2

TR14
La Quercia
I.G.M.
x: 537460
F. 163-II-SE
y: 4578518
site type: polygon
Area in m : 23116
210 x 140 m wide area, located between La
Quercia and Pozzo d’Albero, 1150 m SE to
Masseria La Quercia. This site was initially
identified during the aerial surveys carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and was interpreted as
roman villa.
Roman age
Villa
References:
CBC, codice FG002072;
Romano, Volpe 2005; Romano 2006a.
2

TR18
La Murgetta
I.G.M.
x: 538782
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576152
site type: polygon
Area in m : 12997
Aerial photographic anomaly, interpreted
as a roman villa. The site is 140 x 115 m wide
and is N-S oriented. The villa is located on
the hilly slope at the northern bound of the
Cervaro valley, and is 800 m SE of Masseria
San Nicola, at the boarder of the territories
of Foggia and Troia. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia.
Roman age
Villa
References:
CBC, codice FG002090;
Romano 2006a.
2

TR15

Podere O.N.C. 756758
I.G.M.
x: 539139
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578477
site type: polygon
Area in m : 84507
420 x 210 m wide area, closed the SS 90 and
the Poderi O.N.C. 756 e 758. This site was
initially identified during commercial
archaeology investigation, and two
trenches were opened, revealing structures
of a late antique rural settlement.
Afterwards, the area was field surveyed
during the Valle del Celone project by the
Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia, which allowed to
limit an area with scattering of sherd much
wider than previously expected. A complex
settlement, and a network of incoming and
out-bounding roads, was indeed identified
thanks to aerial photo interpretation, and
interpreted as a roman vicus.
Late Antiquity
Vicus
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References:
CBC, codice FG002085;
Romano 2006a.
2

th

CASTELLUCCIO DEI SAURI
CDS01
Masseria La Lamia
I.G.M.
x: 537276
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571962
site type: polygon
Area in m : 214130
In locality Masseria La Lamia, 10 km NE of
Bovino, on an upland located 2 km SE of the
right side of the Cervaro, John Bradford
reported the presence of a wide Neolithic
village, with a peculiar feature: the absence
of a surrounding ditch enclosing the 21
visible inner compounds. The site is still
visible in satellite pictures.
Neolithic
Village
2

th

TR16
I.G.M.

Podere O.N.C 760
x: 539145
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References: CBC, codice SP626_FG000251;
Jones 1987, 59, n.73

Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1
Villa
– 3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP607_FG007042;
st

st

CDS02
Masseria La Lamia
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
In Masseria Lamia was identified an area
with hand shaped pottery, black glazed and
common sherds, together with a fictile
woman head, bronze buckle and one
buccaro kotyle. The latter is a unique sample
of its kind in the Cervaro valley, but the
importation in Daunian contexts of this
kind of production is attested elsewhere.
These archeological materials refer to an
occupation from Bronze age to the
Hellenistic period, while other few findings
(black glazed, common and cooking
pottery) attest the presence of a small rural
late republican settlements.
Bronze age
Off-site
Archaic
Necropolis? House?
Hellenistic
House
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)
References: CBC, codice SP626_FG000215;
Volpe 1990, 141; Volpe 1994, Volpe 1996;
Bovino 1994; Jonas 1987.
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th

th

CDS06
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 545280
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576408
site type: polygon
Area in m : 762
Ruins of structures pertaining to a roman
bridge, initially described by Ashby. This is
the prosecution on the other side of the
Cervaro of the same bridge (FG19).
Roman age
Bridge
References: CBC, codice FG000202, Alvisi
1970, 123; Mertens 1994b, 7-18; De Felice
2000, 215-230; Ceraudo 2008, 42-48.
2

CDS07
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543401
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571586
site type: polygon
Area in m : 101755
This area was initially identified during
commercial archaeology investigations
carried out by “ArcheoLogica” during
preliminary analyses for the setting of an
Eolic park. The scattering of prehistoric
pottery and aerial photographic anomalies
refer to a Neolithic village, located on the
top of the Col di Ciame hill.
Neolithic
Village
References: Jones 1987, 221, n. 249; Brown
2001-2003, 135, grid reference 440718.
See Figure 6.1.1
2

st

CDS03
Masseria Sansone
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW
site type: point
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation, with a single
external ditch and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: Brown 2001-2003.

CDS08

CDS04
Cisterniola
I.G.M.
x: 541584
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571036
site type: polygon
Area in m : 103920
Wide Neolithic village recognized through
aerial reconnaissance. An outside ditch
encloses a smaller one and many inner
compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG007115.

Col di Ciame

I.G.M.
x: 543152
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571475
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5467
This area was initially identified during
commercial archaeology investigation
carried out by “ArcheoLogica” during
preliminary analyses for the setting of an
Eolic park. Located at the top of the Col di
Ciame hill, the area corresponds to a
scattering of late antique sherds, pertaining
to a farm, also visible through aerial photo
reconnaissance.
Late Antiquity
Farm
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
2

2

CDS05
Fontana di Maggio
I.G.M.
x: 543445
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4574709
site type: polygon
Area in m : 48706
Wide area with high density of sherds on
surface. Some walls are visible inside a
channel and the settlement can be dated to
the republican, imperial and late antique
periods.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2
c. B.C.)

th

th

2

th

CDS09
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543816
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571597
site type: polygon
Area in m : 101250
Neolithic village identified through aerial
reconnaissance, with a single external ditch
and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: Jones 1987, 221, n. 247; Brown
2001-2003, 135, grid reference 440718
2

nd
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identification of village, located on the
slope south of Masseria la Quercia. The site
has a 720 m diameter, and concentric round
ditches organized in two groups of 4 and
many inner compounds. An archaeological
excavation was carried out in this site, with
the with identification of a local class of
painted hand shaped pottery, here after
called facies Masseria La Quercia.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG004003; Brown
2001-2003; Romano 2006; Jones 1987, 59,
130-131, fig. 22, n.72

CDS10
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 544114
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571647
site type: polygon
Area in m : 24266
Neolithic village identified through aerial
reconnaissance, with a single external ditch
and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: Jones 1987, 221, n. 248; Brown
2001-2003, 135, grid reference 440718.
2

CDS11
Pozzo Spagnuolo
I.G.M.
x: 544247
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571506
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10262
Neolithic village, with many inner
compounds, identified through aerial
reconnaissance by ‘Archaeologica s.r.l.’,
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park.
Neolithic
Village

ORD02
Masseria Aloisio
I.G.M.
x: 549120
F. 175-IV-NE
y: 4575717
site type: polygon
Area in m : 78954
Rural settlement standing within the grid of
Herdonia’s centuriatio. In 2009, the
Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici
della Puglia carried out an excavation in the
area, and discovering a roman farm (2 -end
of the 1 c. B.C.), whose construction should
be related to the Graccan reform. This site
was abandoned between the early imperial
age and the 3 c. AD, while between 3 and
4 c. a villa was built on the top of the former
structures. This villa was organized around
a central courtyard with rooms floored with
mosaics. The villa underwent major
restorations during 5 and 6 century A.D.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
References:
CBC, codice FG003497;
Corrente et alii 2014, 394-395; Mertens 1971,
33-34.

2

2

nd

CDS12
Pozzo Spagnuolo
I.G.M.
x: 544249
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571538
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7472
Aerial anomalies pertaining to a roman
villa,
identified
through
aerial
reconnaissance by ‘Archaeologica s.r.l.’
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park.
Roman age
Villa
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2
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rd
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th
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CDS13
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543048
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571454
site type: polygon
Area in m : 758
Aerial anomalies pertaining to a roman
farm,
identified
through
aerial
reconnaissance by ‘Archaeologica s.r.l.’
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park.
Roman age
Farm

th

2

th

CDS14
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543161
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571251
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1561
Neolithic village, with many inner
compounds, identified through aerial
reconnaissance by ‘Archaeologica s.r.l.’,
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park.
Neolithic
Village
2

ORDONA

Figure A.6: Planimetry of Masseria
d’Alessio (from Corrente et alii 2011, fig. 3).

ORD01
Masseria la Quercia
I.G.M.
x: 548185
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576472
site type: polygon
Area in m : 316107
Aerial photographic anomalies identified
by Jones in the area, allowed the

ORD03
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NE
site type: polygon

2
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Posta Ricci
x: 549977
y: 4574898
Area in m : 22071
2

Neolithic village identified by
through aerial photography.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003498.

Jones

ORD04
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550529
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576674
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2479
This site is a rural roman villa, located 3 km
NNW of Herdonia, within the ager
Herdonitanus, nearby the Carapelle river
and Masseria Caione, formerly called
Masseria delle Cruste.
The site was initially occupied by a perisyle
house (period I) which left no
archaeological records, except for a
basement room. Indeed, this former
building was completely razed for the
building of a farm (period II), organized
with a regular plan and external walls built
in opus incertum. The farm had 13 rooms
paved with beaten soils; in the corridor
were set three dolia; room 8 was paved with
an opus signinum with decoration in opus
sectile and small black and white cubilia;
rooms 3-6 were probably used as cubicula,
while all other rooms were devoted to olive
oil production. Indeed, it was discovered an
olive oil mill, together with draining and
tanks, spaces for amphoras and three basins
for oil conservation. During period III and
IV the building underwent some small
changes. The absence of residential spaces
in such great villa suggests that a residential
house was probably located nearby, and
that Porta Crusta was part of a bigger
fundus.
Period V represents a turning point for the
farm: the former building was demolished
to build a bigger villa, equipped with an
inner courtyard and two porticos. The
productive sector was moved in the
northern portion of the villa, together with
the complete oil productive chain. During
Period VI the villa was further
enlarged, with the building of another aisle
on the northern front of the courtyard,
divided in four rooms. In period VII, the
inner courtyard was completely embedded
within the building, due to the construction
of another aisle. In period VIII major
changes were made in the production
chain: from oil production, the owner
turned to wheat production, with the
installation of four millstones and the
abandonment of the former rooms.
Roman age
Farm
Early middle age
House
References: CBC, codice FG003491; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Volpe 1990, 131; Leone 2000,
387-430.
2

Figure A.7: Ordona, Villa Posta Crusta.
Planimetry of the villa (from De Boe 1975,
fig. 27).
ORD05
Masseria Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NE
site type: point
Neolithic village identified by Jones
through aerial photography.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG004001; Brown
1991, 9-25.
ORD06
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NE
site type: polygon

Ponte Rotto 2
x: 550542
y: 4575766
Area in m : 43904
2

Located 900 m far from another Neolithic
site, the necropolis of Ponte Rotto
(ORD14), this area was excavated during
commercial archaeological intervention.
Here were discovered ten rows of
postholes, with a NS orientation, directly
excavated in the rock.
Neolithic
Village (?)
References: CBC, codice FG003499; Tunzi,
Lo Zupone 2010, 56; Tunzi 2015, 187-188.

Figure A.8: Ponte Rotto 2, Ordona,
ortophoto of the site (from Tunzi 2015, 188).
ORD07
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 550193
F. 175-IV-NE
y: 4575911
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5170
Scatter of roman pottery and building
material.
2
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Roman age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG003494; Mertens
1971, 33-34.

site type: point
Located 100 m a.s.l, in locality Ponte Rotto,
this
site
was
excavated
during
interventions of commercial archaeology
prior to the setting of a wind farm. Five
hypogea were excavated directly in the
rock, built as chamber tombs for dead,
generally deposed without burial goods, in
a standardized way: the body lying directly
on the floor of the chamber on his left side,
with the head oriented to the East and the
feet to the West. Two out of the five
hypogea were not used as burials but likely
for worship. In the entire excavated area
were also present 8 lines of postholes,
parallel to each other and equidistant,
whose function is still unclear.

ORD08
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 550033
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4575982
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6564
Roman rural settlement.
Roman age
House
References: CBC, codice FG0034943;
Mertens 1971, 33-34.
2

ORD09
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 550557
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576043
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4939
Roman rural settlement.
Roman age
House
References: CBC, codice FG0034945;
Mertens 1971, 33-34.
2

Recent Neolithic
Necropolis
References: Tunzi, Lo Zupone 2010, 51-56.

ORD10
Masseria Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 550913
F. 175-IV-NE
y: 4575879
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4600
Roman rural settlement.
Roman age
House
References: CBC, codice FG003496; Mertens
1971, 33-34.
2

ORD11
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
x: 550402
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576202
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7596
Roman rural settlement.
Roman age
House
References: CBC, codice FG003492; Mertens
1971, 33-34.
2

ORD12
Cruste
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SE
site type: point
Neolithic small village, enclosed within an
outer ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG004088; Brown
2001-2003, 138
ORD13
Strada Comunale 27
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SE
site type: point
During an excavation for infrastructural
work, it was detected a Neolithic ditch,
together with a pebble pavement and nine
postholes located in round.
Neolithic
Village
References: Tunzi; San Severino 2010, 118.
ORD14
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-SNE

Ponte Rotto 1
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black glazed pottery, common pottery and
impasto like sherds, together with bricks.
While the roman sherds are more present in
the area nearby the modern house, some
pieces of impasto are scattered on the
western portion of the field.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

BOVINO
BOV01
Masseria Nocelletto
I.G.M.
x: 527493
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4564360
T.U. 157
site type: polygon
Area in m : 31733
Wide scatter located in the fields south and
west of the Agriturismo Piana delle
Mandria. The high density of archaeological
material on surface ends in correspondence
with the pillar of the roman aqueduct. Were
collected sherds of roman production, loom
weighs and millstone’s pieces. Also, a large
number of bricks and tiles were identified.
Hidden in the bushes, that very likely
correspond to the path of the aqueduct,
stands a cocciopesto basin.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Imperial age (1 –
Villa – Statio (?)
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa – Statio (?)
– 6 c. A.D.)
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BOV04
C. Gabriele
I.G.M.
x: 527108
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564476
T.U. 159
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4867
Scatter of sherds of impasto mixed with
republican age pottery (black glazed pottery,
common pottery) together with bricks.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
2

nd

st
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th
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BOV02

Mura d’AcquaNoceletto
I.G.M.
x: 527564
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564054
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1175
4 km SO of Bovino, at 620 m a.s.l. are visible
as ruins parts of the roman aqueduct built in
arches and pillars with buttresses, built in
opus incertum. The external parament is
made of tuffs and white stones, different
with respect to the walls, creating a
chromatic contrast. The building techniques
dates the construction of the aqueduct to the
1 c. B.C. Although, the complete path of the
aqueduct is not certain, other segments are
visible west and east of the arch. The path
changes direction 50 m west of the arch,
going north toward the city center. 430 m
north of the arch are visible other pillars.
From this point bushes and uncultivated
portion of fields may correspond with the
original path of the infrastructure. This
should be considered as one of the main
archaeological evidences of the Apulia
region for the level of preservation of
structures.
Roman era
Aqueduct
References: CBC, codice FG000274; Mertens
1994, 94.

nd

BOV05
Mura d’Acqua
I.G.M.
x: 527374
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564592
T.U. 160
Area in m : 779
site type: polygon
Small area with pottery sherds, pieces of a
dolium, black glazed pottery and a great
number of bricks.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

2

2
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st
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BOV06
Tiro a Segno
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
Located 1 km S-W of Bovino, this area was
reported for the finding of pottery sherds,
black glazed, TSI, common and cooking
pottery, and amphoras, one bearing an
engraved ‘VII’. This archaeological evidence
may refer to a roman farm.
Roman era
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG000277; Volpe
1990, p.139, Volpe 1994, Volpe 1996, Arch.
SABAP (FG), RE 27/174, prot. 1156.

BOV03
C. Gabriele
I.G.M.
x: 527287
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564499
T.U. 158
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7867
Scatter of sherds located on a field sloping
toward the pillar of the aqueduct. The
fragments of archaeological materials date
back to the republican age and consists in

BOV07
Masseria Pilato
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
2 km S-SW of Bovino, an area with scattering
of sherds and limestone bricks. Data
available are very poor, but may refer to a
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rural roman settlement, probably a house of
early imperial age.
Imperial age (1 –
House
3 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, FG000275; Volpe 1990;
Volpe 1994, Volpe 1996.

site type: point
Area with scattering of sherds, located 3.5
km S-SE of Bovino. The pottery dating to the
4 – 1 c. B.C. refers probably to a rural house.
Roman era
House
References: CBC, codice FG000276; Volpe
1994, 131.
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BOV08
Masseriole
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
This site is located 1 km north of Bovino, on
a hilltop facing the Cervaro. From this site
comes from a millstone for wheat now
preserved in the Museo Civico di Bovino. It
was also reported the presence of walls built
in opus incertum.
Roman era
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG000273; Volpe
1990; Volpe 1994; Volpe 1996.

BOV12
Pertosa-La Volpe
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
Area of necropolis. From this area comes
from a burial stone in limestone.
Roman era
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG005353.
BOV13

st

2
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BOV10
Scalelle
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
Located 2.5 km S-SE of Bovino, in this area
were found a clay head dating to the 4 -3 c.
B.C. and a clay element for floor decoration
engraved with a cross. These pieces are now
preserved in the Museo Civico of Bovino.
The typology of findings suggests the
presence of a house.
Roman era
House
References: CBC, codice FG000266; Volpe
1994, 131.
th

Valleverde – Creta
Rossa
x: 530152
y: 4568254

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 51
site type: polygon
Area in m : 42227
This area is located 2.5 km NE of Bovino, and
is characterized by the scattering of pottery
sherds and the presence of walls in opus
incertum.
The scatter covers the field north of the
Madonna di Valleverde Sanctuary. The area
is 1 km far from the river bed and alongside
the fields runs a cobblestones paths that
reaches the Cervaro.
Many portions of walls were identified, as
well as squared building stones, bricks and
tiles. On the western portion of the plateau
there was a portion of wall with a specus for
water flow, interpreted as part of a roman
aqueduct for private needs.
North West of the aqueduct, hidden in the
grass, were identified walls with pillars,
preserved up to 2 m in height, 60 cm thick.
Nearby the walls, the scatter consists of
pottery sherds, millstones, mosaics tesserae,
glass; while east of the path only bricks were
lying on the ground.
Excavations in the area uncovered tombs
and it was reported the presence of round
bricks for suspensurae. Furthermore, the
area is known as ‘balneum’, interestingly
underlying the importance of water in this
site. Also, water cisterns were reported.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice CH000143, Volpe
1994; Pietropaoli 1831; Mazzei 1994, 327328.

BOV09
Montecastro
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
On the western slope of Montecastro, 1 km
SW of Bovino, were discovered four tombs,
one of them unearthed during the
excavation for the building of a house in Via
Boccaccio n. 1a.
One of the incineration tombs contained
burial goods consisting of a clay glass (2 -4
c. AD), two brown glazed alabastra, two
brown glazed dishes, a common ware dish,
a common pottery basin, a pot and cups
produced in the Mediterranean area
between 1 B.C. and 1 A.D. Grave goods
from Tomb 2 consisted of two brown glazed
alabastra, a common pottery olla and an iron
nail. Tomb 3 contains three nails and a bone
speculum. From Tomb 4 come from one
oinochoe, and brown glazed plate and a cup.
Roman era
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG000273; Volpe
1990; Volpe 1994; Volpe 1996; Volpe 1989d.
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BOV11

Masseria SalecchiaTrequattrini

th

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
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BOV14
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
Located 1.5 km NE of Bovino, closed to the
Santuario della Madonna di Valleverde,
there is an area of necropolis. Here,
incineration tombs were discovered, with
burial goods consisting in common pottery
ollas, alabastra, metal objects, and pottery
sherds.
Roman era
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG000269; Volpe
1994, 127.
BOV15

Casale – Piano della
Chiesa
I.G.M.
x: 531352
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566474
T.U. 136a
site type: polygon
Area in m : 16178
Vast area that embraces the northern slope
of the hill facing Casale and Biletra, on the
northern and southern side of the road. The
area is known among the local as the ‘Piano
della Chiesa’. Scatter of archaeological
material dates the site to the roman and
medieval age, with higher density of pottery
located nearby the modern house and at the
crossing point between the house and the
road. Protomaiolica and Invetriata pottery
are the sign of a medieval settlement in the
area. Within the area, it was also detected a
well-defined sub-area with Eneolithic
pottery (BOV122). Two coins, a bronze
instrument, millstones pieces , tiles and
medieval bricks were also attested.
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
Middle Age
Casale

a.

2
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b.

BOV16
Casale
I.G.M.
x: 531266
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566722
T.U. 85
site type: polygon
Area in m : 29148
In Casale, 2 km East of Bovino, on a hill (500
m a.s.l.), facing the Biletra creek, is located a
giant site interpreted as a roman villa. This
site was initially identified during the aerial
surveys carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
field surveyed twice, in 2014 and 2017.
The villa has a squared layout, as clearly
visible through aerial photography and
stands over a plateau facing the Cervaro
valley and the Monti Dauni. The main
structure rises underneath and north of a
giant water basin that partially destroyed
the structures, but the scatter interest all the
field around the house.
2

c.
Figure A.9: a: Specus of an acqueduct found
in BOV13; b-c: Walls in opus incertum of
the BOV13.
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During field survey, in the northern portion
of the area, hidden in the woods, were
identified walls preserved for more than 10
m, and 2.8 m high. Due to the long-lasting
agriculture work the area is covered with
destroyed sherds in high concentration:
building materials (bricks, stone arshals,
triangular shaped bricks, tiles, roof tiles),
pottery of different time periods, dolia, iron
slags, painted plasters.
Nearby the walls, were also found many
fragments of painted plaster (light blue,
blue, red), mosaic tesserae of at least six
different typologies, colored and white, a
piece of soapstone, a circular brick for
suspensurae, a portion of a gutter, and
architectonic elements in worked marble. All
these elements, together with a fragment of
an oscillum, testify the importance and the
levet of luxury of the villa. Nearby the
modern house, owned by the owner of the
field, are piled up a lot of big building
squared stones, the base for an oil press, a
lava basin for a millstone, a stone doorstep,
and an epigraph were here found.
From the area come from many pieces
preserved in the Museo Civico of Bovino,
and among them a sundial, pieces of
epigraphs, lamps, late antique sherds.

b.

Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000253; Volpe
1990; Volpe 1994, Volpe 1996, Arch. SABAP
(FG) RE 20/174, Mazzei 1989, 38; Volpe
1989d; Bovino 1994, 24; Paulicelli 1992, 157158; Cassano, Manfredini 1994.
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4 tombs dating to pre-roman period were
here discovered. Two bronze holsters were
found inside one of the tombs.
Archaic era
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG000254; Volpe
1994, 124.
BOV18
Casale
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
Nearby the rural villa of Casale, on a hilltop
of 500 m a.s.l. facing the Biletra, were
discovered some late antique tombs, with
burial goods consisting of slipware pots. No
information about the exact number of
existing tombs and further details about the
burial goods are available.
Late Antiquity (4
Necropolis
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000254; Volpe
1994, 124.

e.
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BOV19
Mastromartino
I.G.M.
x: 531547
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566054
T.U. 135
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11195
Small area located midway of the slope, few
meters far from the accumulation of debris,
stones and growing vegetation. Common
ware and painted common ware, together
with bricks and tiles were lying on the
ground.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)
2

f.
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BOV20
Serra del Toro
I.G.M.
x: 531853
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566140
T.U. 134
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13730
Scatter located south-west of Serra del Toro
hill, on the entire field west of the road and
on the lower part of the field till the other
side of the road. The scatter consists of
impasto pottery, a fuseruola and a piece of
wattle.
Eneolithic
Village
2

g.
Figure A.10: a: Aerial oblique picture of
Casale; b: Sostructive wall of the villa of
Casale (T.U. 85); c: Lava millstone reused as
a water basin in the modern countryhouse;
d: Casale, Epigraph (63 x 21 x 38 cm); e:
fragments of painted plaster (Light blu and
red); f: Fragment of a drainpipe; g: Metal
slag.
BOV17
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point

BOV21
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532621
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568412
T.U. 9
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3497
4 km E-NE of Bovino, on the western slope
of a hill facing the Cervaro and Biletra, two
tombs were discovered, probably pertaining
to the later frequentation period of the Villa
di Casalene. Tomb 1 was located nearby the
road to Femmina Morta and contained a
2

Casale
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bronze bracelet and a black glazed skyphos.
Tomb 2 was covered with roof tiles, with the
body in fetal position. Inside the tomb there
was one red-bended pitcher, dating to the
late antiquity-early middle age period.
Late Antiquity
Necropolis
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle age
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice SP225_FG005047;
Volpe 1990, 125.
th

th

BOV22
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532654
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568272
T.U. 1-13-20-22
site type: polygon
Area in m : 33914
4 km E-NE of Bovino, on a low hill, raises the
villa of Casalene. The archaeological site was
already known, as for the presence of walls
included into a modern rural house, built on
top and leaning upon the archaeological
structures.
The villa was excavated in 2012, by the
Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici della
Regione Puglia, together with the
archaeological company ARA.
Built during Augustan era, the villa was
occupied until the half of the 4 c. A.D. It is
organized in two areas: a pars rustica and a
pars urbana.
In area I, the thermal complex is organized
in four main rooms: apodyterium, frigidarium
with annexed tub, tepidarium and caldarium;
the floor of the frigidarium originally made of
mosaics with geometrical decoration was
renovated at the end of the 4 -beginning of
the 5 c. A.D. with the adjunction of colored
motifs.
Area 2 is the pars rustica, on the top of which
it was build the Masseria. This is an Lshaped building with 23 rooms alongside a
corridor. The floors in
opus spicatum and walls in opus incertum are
very well preserved. The upper floor,
partially destroyed, was the pars fructuaria
for the making of goods.
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle age
Rural settlement
References: CBC, codice SP225_FG005045;
Corrente 2012; Volpe 1990, 140; Volpe 1994,
125-126; Volpe 1996, 222-223.
2

th

Figure A.11: a: Planimetry of the villa of
Casalene; b: Aerial oblique picture of NW
structures of Casalene (from Corrente 2012).
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BOV23
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 532891
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569124
T.U. 49
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1668
Small scatter in Radogna, located east of the
ACQ SPA structure, in a field raised with
respect to BOV23, to which this site is linked.
From the area come from a high
concentration of bricks and tiles, probably
relatable to a small necropolis pertaining to
the nearby villa.
Late Antiquity (4
Necropolis
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle age
Necropolis
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BOV24
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 532771
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569238
T.U. 48
site type: polygon
Area in m : 9545
Located in Contrada Mezzana – Radogna,
south of the municipal road “Femmina
morta”, 100 m west of the entrance of a small
track.
In the bushes that face the road were
uncovered a roman wall preserved for 10 m
long, E-W oriented and a pillar, probably a
substraction pillar, measuring 1.22 m x 1.56
2
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m. The scatter consists of a large number of
sherds, dolia, building stones with mortar,
bricks, millstones’ pieces, painted plaster,
mosaic tesserae, spicatum bricks, a
rhomboid brick. The site was already known
in the literature for the finding of geometric
pottery, black glazed and common pottery,
lamps, TSA, late antique sherds and tombs.
From the same area come from also an entire
lava millstone, used as a drinking trough for
animals and an epigraph.
III-II millennia
Off-site
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000257; Volpe
1994, 131.

that correspond to the eastern limit of the
area. The western and northern limits are
instead signed by steep slopes toward the
valley.
The area was known in the literature and
was field surveyed in 2014, when big pieces
of impasto were collected. The vast majority
refers to prehistoric pithoi, engraved with
nails or stamps, engraved with lines or
squares. Among the sherds, only one was
recognized as a Serra d’Alto sherd, while
abundant is the lithic production, attested by
picks, pickaxes, flint blades and scrapers.
Neolithic
Village
Eneolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG000257; Cassano,
Manfredini 1994, 26-60; Langella 1997.
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a.

b.
Figure A.12: a: Substructure pillar of T.U.
48, located in the bushes at the edge of the
road; b: Fragment of painted common
pottery, imitation of Hayes 91C.

b.

BOV25
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 533051
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569680
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11810
T.U. 54
Located 5 km NE of Bovino, on a flat terrace
facing the Cervaro river valley, this is the
wide area of a
Neolithic village. The site rises on a plateau
at 290 m a.s.l., east of some modern farms
2

c.
Figure A.13: a-b: Shards of impasto
engraved, impressed and etched of pithoi
from T.U. 54; c: Lithic pickaxe from T.U. 54.
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BOV26
Cofollone
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
Located 5.5 km NE of Bovino, alongside the
SS. 90, km 51.5, on the left side of the Cervaro
river, this area was reported for the scatter of
sherds and glasses on surface. From the area
come from also a lamp and a marble column
preserved in the Museo Civico of Bovino.
Late Antiquity (4 –
Villa
6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000268; Volpe
1994, 126.
th

th

b.
Figure A.14: a: Aerial oblique picture of
Serrone villa (photo by A.V. Romano); b:
Base of a trapetum recovered in BOV27.

BOV27
Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 531361
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572610
T.U. 91
site type: polygon
Area in m : 74174
This site is a roman villa, initially identified
during the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia. The villa has a complex
planimetry with a central building, with
many visible rooms and some other smaller
buildings around. On the field, the scatter
consists of a high concentration of building
materials (tiles, roof tiles, bricks, stones),
worked stone ashlars, pottery of different
chronologies but mainly late antique sherds,
dolia, bricks’ wastes.
It was detected a limestone press at the
boarder of the field. Also, kiln slags were
detected in the eastern portion of the area.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG007183

BOV28
Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 531854
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572537
T.U. 95
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10528
Scatter of Eneolithic pottery, spread out in
the field with high concentration index.
Eneolithic
Village

2

2

BOV29

Masseria dei
Combattenti

I.G.M.
x: 531847
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572835
T.U. 96
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2449
Wide area of scatter of impasto pottery
sherds, especially in the area between the
small house and the trees.
Eneolithic
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2
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BOV30

Tegole-ColognaSterparo
I.G.M.
x: 536712
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4570505
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1937037
Long-lasting site, from Late Neolithic to
Copper Age, located on the upland of
Tegole-Cologna, in a favorable position of
control over the Cervaro river valley, at the
boarders between the Monti Dauni and the
Tavoliere plain. The site was partially
excavated during commercial archaeological
interventions
carried
out
by
the
Soprintendenza,
as
preliminary
investigations for the setting of a wind farm,
never realized. The site is extremely
interesting: residential and productive huts
were brought to light, with postholes and
external channels. Also, a complex system of
bilobed postholes was interpreted a
windbreak structure.
The stele of Bovino, now preserved in the
Museo Civico of Bovino, were discovered in
the same area, in locality Sterparo, in the 70’s
and 80’s of last century.
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In 1991, an excavation directed by dott.ssa
A.M. Tunzi allowed to date the settlement to
the Eneolithic period, through the
excavation of two different sectors. In trench
A the archaeologists unearthed an ara and
interpreted it as the altar for the positioning
of a stele, due to the presence of five giant
stones placed in a semi-circle. In trench B,
instead, were uncovered walls’ structures
and a corridor. Also, half of a stele was
discovered in the south-western corner of
the area.
In a portion of the plateau 13 archaic burials,
mainly pertaining to infants, were
recovered. Burial goods and mortuary rites
suggest that the area hosted a Samnite
community that nevertheless had strong
relationships with the neighboring Daunian
communities.
Final Neolithic
Village
Eneolithic
Village
Archaic era (6 -4
Necropolis
c. B.C.)
Roman age
Off-site
References: CBC, codice FG007184; Tunzi,
Lo Zupone, et alii 2012, 75-99; Tunzi,
Martino et alii 2013; Tunzi 2015, 207-213. For
Sterparo: Tunzi Sisto 1994; Acanfora 1960;
Nava 1979-80; Tunzi 2015, 202-206.
th

Fino 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, De Fino, Romano
2001). Also, the finding of a bronze sigillum
dating to the 2 c. A.D. allows to add some
information on the imperial properties in
Apulia. The bronze signaculum, indeed,
preserves the names of Callistus, and of
Quintus Valerius Vegetus. Callistus was
Vegetus’s slave, the owner of the land. V.
Romano recognized Quintus Valerius
Vegetus as L. Mummius Niger Quintus
Valerius Vegetus Severinus Cucidius
Tertullus: this land owner from Baetica lived
under the empire of Antoninus Pius or
Marcus
Aurelius
and
owned
the
Kalendarium Vetetianum, lands that
entered in the properties of the empire under
Marcus Aurelius. It is therefore likely that
also his properties in Apulia, and among
them, the lands in this area, were transferred
to the Emperor.
During 2015 and 2017 campaigns, the area
was field surveyed and were collected
sherds of pottery, together with fragments of
millstones, dolia, amphoras, marble slabs,
decorative elements in marble, mosaics
tesserae and sectilia, glass paste tesserae. Also,
two new attestations of the interest of
Vegetus were recovered, as stamps on two
brick reported the initials of VEG.
Also, nearby the site it was detected the
presence of a tree aisles church (BOV123).
This site may be interpreted as a wide rural
settlement, probably a vicus, which then
became the praetorium of Vegetus, turning,
most likely during Marcus Aurelius empire,
into imperial property.
Imperial age (1 –
Praetorium
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Praetorium
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP371_FG002015;
SP371_FG002014; FG000278; Romano 2006a,
Volpe, Romano 2005, 246; De Fino, Romano
2001.
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Figure A.15: Aerial photplan of the
eneolithic settlement of Tegole (from Tunzi
et alii 2013, 99).
BOV31
Torre Guevara
I.G.M.
x: 529575
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573646
T.U. 103 - 124
site type: polygon
Area in m : 81862
8 hectares wide area, located south of the
Lavella river, 870 m S of Torre Guevara, this
site was initially identified during the aerial
surveys carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia and
field surveyed many times. In the area there
is a high density of artifacts from republican
to late antiquity. Thanks to aerial
photography reconnaissance, it was also
possible to detect the planimetry of the
buildings. The building seems to be
organized in two main blocks: one bigger
and one with smaller rooms.
From this area come from an ara, with the
mention of a vicus Iulianus or Mallianus,
erected by a colonus Augusti nostril (De
2

a.
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Figure A.17: Orbes of a trapetum preserved
nearby the modern Masseria Dota and
likely pertaining to T.U. 116.
BOV33
S. Lorenzo
I.G.M.
x: 528210
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571845
T.U. 117 - 119
site type: polygon
Area in m : 143726
Wide area with scattered artifacts pertaining
to a long-lasting settlement, located in S.
Lorenzo, 5 km N of Bovino, on a gentle
slope, facing the Lavella river.
Courseware, lamps, a clay head, loom
weights, many millstones, tesserae of
mosaics. The site was interpreted as a late
antique vicus.
Bronze Age
Village
Late Antiquity (4
Vicus
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000267. CBC,
codice FG000271; Volpe 1990, 138; Volpe
1994; Volpe 1996; Bovino 1995, 15-16, Volpe
1989d.
2

b.
Figure A.16: a: Brick with the stamp VEGrecovered in T.U. 103; b: Bronze sigillume
with Callisti Q(uinti) Valeri Veg= eti.
BOV32

S. Lorenzo-Masseria
Dota
x: 528343
y: 4572532

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 116
site type: polygon
Area in m : 27556
13 KM NE of Bovino, an area of artifacts
scattered on the surface with TSI, common
pottery, lamps, a mortar. In the Masseria
Dota are preserved two entire orbes of a
trapetum. In the area is also attested a high
concentration of impasto sherds, located
west of the fencing of Masseria Dota,
pertaining to a Bronze age Village
(Appenninic Era).
Bronze Age
Village
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)
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Figure A.18: San Lorenzo-Colacchiuta,
architectural fragments della villa (from
Volpe 1990, 138).
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Wide area, covering nearly 10 hectares, with
a scatter of Neolithic, Eneolithic and Bronze
age impasto pottery, on both sides of a wind
farm and its roads.
Neolithic
Village
Eneolithic
Village
Bronze Age
Village

BOV34
Cella S. Lorenzo
I.G.M.
x: 528316
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571632
T.U. 118
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4583
Small area with scatter of impasto sherds.
The area is located north of a slope and south
of the wooden area, NE of the San Lorenzo
church.
Bronze Age
Village
2

BOV39
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 532238
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573440
site type: polygon
Area in m : 548
Colonic house dating to republican age,
initially identified during commercial
archaeology investigation carried out by
“ArcheoLogica” during the preliminary
analysis for the setting of an Eolic park.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)
2

BOV35
Cella S. Lorenzo
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
4 Km N of Bovino, this is a site, probably a
farm, of imperial age. Artifacts here
discovered (TSA, black glazed sherds, an
alabastron and millstones) are preserved in
the Museo Civico of Bovino and in the
Antiquarium of Orsara di Puglia.
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG000270; Volpe
1990; Volpe 1994; Volpe 1996; Arch. SABAP
(FG) R 24/174, Bovino 1994; Mazzei 1989..
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BOV40
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 532684
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573107
site type: polygon
Area in m : 25403
T.U. 101
Initially identified during commercial
archaeology investigation carried out by
“ArcheoLogica” during the preliminary
analysis for the setting of an Eolic park, this
area is located on a hilltop alongside the SS.
90. The area and the surrounding fields were
further investigated in 2015, with the
identification of a 5 hectares scatter of sherds,
bricks, tiles, and millstones’ fragments,
especially in the area closer to the Masseria.
Late republican
Farm
age (2 -1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
2

BOV36

Masseria dei
Combattenti

I.G.M.
x: 530863
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572785
T.U. 108
site type: polygon
Area in m : 62615
Wide scatter covering 6 hectares, consisting
in impasto sherds and lithic industry (two tip
of arrows). Among the sherds it was
collected a piece decorated with triangular
shapes, dating to the Mid Appenninic Bronze
Age.
Eneolithic
Village
Bronze Age
Village
2

nd

st

st

rd
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BOV37
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 531311
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572945
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4068
Small late antique farm, initially identified
during
commercial
archaeology
investigation carried out by “ArcheoLogica”
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park.
Late Antiquity (4
Farm
– 6 c. A.D.)

BOV41
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532117
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568011
site type: polygon
Area in m : 41191
T.U. 14 –16 – 17 - 19
Located 500 m west of Casalene, on both
sides of the municipal road named Femmina
Morta, three TUs were unified as pertaining
to one big prehistoric site. Two ribbon
handles allowed to date the settlement to the
Late Bronze Age.
Late Bronze Age
Village
Early Iron Age
Village

2

2

th

th

BOV38
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: polygon
T.U. 98 - 99

Contrada Serrone
x: 532117
y: 4573000
Area in m : 120889

BOV42
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE

2
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Casalene
x: 532080
y: 4568307

site type: polygon
Area in m : 522
T.U. 15
Small scatter located W-NW of Casalene,
north of the municipal road named
‘Femmina Morta’, with high concentration of
impasto pottery.
Recent Bronze
Village
Age
Roman age
Off-site
2

BOV43
Mulinello
I.G.M.
x: 532865
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568063
site type: polygon
Area in m : 885
T.U. 21
40 x 40 m scatter, located SSE of Casalene,
east of the road going toward the Biletra. The
scatter consists of impasto pottery, some of
them well preserved, with the highest index
of concentration in the lower portion of the
field, at the border with the uncultivated
area, on the slope with a W-E orientation.
The area is well-defined also for the
difference in the composition of soil: where
the archaeological material is present the
earth is darker than the rest.
Late Bronze Age
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2

BOV44
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531988
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568619
site type: polygon
Area in m : 38175
T.U. 28
Wide area in Contrada Mezzana, located on
a flat field, with high concentration of
impasto pottery, especially at the boarders of
the field. It is important to note the finding of
a
carinated
cup
dating
to
the
Protoappenninic phase.
Late Bronze Age
Village
Recent
Village
Protoappenninic
Recent
Village
Subappenninic
Roman age
Off-site
2

Figure A.19: a: Shard of protoappenninic
cup; b: Flint tip of arrow from BOV44.

BOV45
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531764
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568366
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4144
T.U. 29
Scatter of prehistoric impasto sherds, some of
them showed inclusion of the so-called
Pomici di Avellino, allowing to date it after
the 18 c. B.C.
Middle Bronze
Village
Age (post 18 c.)
2

th

th

BOV46
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531143
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568452
site type: polygon
Area in m : 18361
T.U. 30
Wide area, located East of the S.P. 121, with a
great number of impasto, cooking an
common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2

rd
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BOV47
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 530997
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568177
site type: polygon
Area in m : 38594
T.U. 31 - 33
Large scatter located in Contrada Mezzana,
with roman and late antique sherds, located
on both sides of the track that divide the site
in two specular portions. The higher
concentration is registered in the portion of
field closer to the road, but the scatter covers
also the sloping field east, between the
bushes, north, and an olive grove, south. In
this latter portion, sherds could have been
brought by rains and water streaming.
Big containers, bricks, overcooked bricks,
impasto sherds are also present, as well as
millstones’ pieces.
At the boarder of the road it was found a
piece of floor made of fictile bricks. The
owner of the field reported the finding of a
cappuccino tomb and two epigraphs,
delivered to the Museo Civico of Bovino.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)

F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568880
site type: polygon
Area in m : 28108
T.U. 40 - 42 - 43
Wide area with scatter of both prehistoric
and roman pottery referring to two different
superimposed sites. While the impasto is
mostly present in the northern portion of the
area, the evidence of a large roman farm and
villa is well attested all over the surface. The
scatter consists in a high concentration of
pottery and building material (tiles, roof
tiles, bricks, stones). A round brick testify the
presence of columns or suspensurae for the
thermal plant. Also, at the boarders with the
road were detected a large number of stones,
mortar as well as a piece of an opus spicatum
pavement. Among the sherds are attested
common and painted common pottery,
amphoras, late antique cooking pottery, an
almost entire plate in TSA and pieces of
dolia. Nails and millstone are among the
findings.
Final Bronze Age
Village
Iron Age
Village
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
2
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Figure A.20: Piece of flooring from BOV47
made of clay squared bricks.

BOV48
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531288
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568714
site type: polygon
Area in m : 25214
T.U. 38 - 39
Located 650 east of a stopping place of the
S.P. 121, this scatter consists mainly in
impasto pottery, mainly located in the SW
portion of the field with olive trees.
Eneolithic
Village
Recent Bronze
Village
Age
Final Bronze Age
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2

BOV49
I.G.M.

Figure A.21: a: Piece of a opus spicatum
flooring from BOV49; b: Plate in TSA D,
Hayes 61 (Atlante XXXV, 2). Note the two
holes for restauration.

Contrada Mezzana
x: 531646
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BOV50
Mulinello
I.G.M.
x: 533084
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568137
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2606
T.U. 52
Small area located SW of the Uliveto del
Duca. IN the Northern-Western portion of an
olive three grove, SE of an abandoned house,
it was detected, on a small plateau, a large
concentration of sherds of impasto pottery.
Ancient
Village
Protoappenninic
(16 c. B.C.)

Scatter of bricks, tiles, pottery, located in the
flat area between the S.P. 110 and the Cervaro
riverbed, north-east of the power plant and
west of a house. The highest concentration
index was recorded in the NE portion of the
field and in a small olive three grove. The
finding of republican age pottery allowed to
interpret the area as a republican colonic
house.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

BOV51
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 533660
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4570169
site type: polygon
Area in m : 29162
T.U. 53
Wide area with a high concentration index of
sherds and building material, north of the
pillar of the overpass of the road. The area is
also divided by the modern riverbed of the
Biletra creek and the scatter occupied three
fields. In the area underneath the overpass,
were detected and collected many sherds of
roman pottery, together with millstone
pieces and bricks. The scatter appears
nowadays as divided in smaller areas for the
changes of the riverbed, as also
paleochannels
still
visible
in
the
orthopictures seem to attest, as well as the
presence of river pebbles in the fields.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)

BOV54
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531753
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567446
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11794
T.U. 58
Located 550 m west of the Biletra, south of
the municipal road and north of a small farm,
this scatter consists of impasto sherds and
roman common pottery. The presence of the
so-called ‘Pomici di Avellino’ date the
settlement to the Bronze age, post 18 c. B.C.).
The highest density is attested at the center
of an olive three grove.
Middle Bronze
Village
Age (post 18 c.)
Roman age
Off-site
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BOV55
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 532101
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567338
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4550
T.U. 60
200 m west of the Biletra, in locality Femmina
morta, this scatter consists of impasto pottery
dating to the Final Bronze Age-1 Iron Age.
Final Bronze Age
Village
First Iron Age
Village
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BOV52
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 532691
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569739
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2153
T.U. 53
Located on a flat field, 30 m south of the S.P.
110 and 400 m East of the power station, this
scatter consists of roman pottery and
building materials (bricks, tiles and stones) of
late antique age.
Late Antiquity (4
Farm
– 6 c. A.D.)

BOV56
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531631
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567493
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11476
T.U. 61
Wide area with scatter of archaeological
materials, located in Femmina Morta, north
of a farm. The archaeological evidence is very
clear on surface, for the presence of a large
number of tiles, bricks, sherds of roman
pottery. The highest concentration is located
in the area that goes from the road running
toward the Biletra, on the northern limit, and
a point 70 m toward south. It seems
important to note the finding of a soapstone
sherd.
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BOV53
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: polygon
T.U. 57

Radogna
x: 532433
y: 4569934
Area in m : 2952
2
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Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle
le age

Farm

excavation comes from common and cooking
potter, and the absence of fine ware led the
archaeologists to interpret the site as a farm
for storing rural resources. Two early middle
age tombs were detected in the rooms,
together with a small necropolis with six
burials, located nearby the roman structure
and probably referring to an early middle
age use of the structures. From the same area
comes from a burial stone that refers to a
liberta (Mazzei 1994, 310)

st

st

Villa

rd

th

Villa

th

Settlement

Late Antiquity (4
Farm
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle age
House
References: Corrente, Distasi, Liseno 2014,
386-387; Corrente 2012, 178.
th

th

Figure A.22: High concentration of pottery
and building material from BOV56.

BOV57
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531537
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567320
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10194
T.U. 62 - 63
Wide area, located in Femmina Morta, that
covers two fields on both sides of the road.
The scatter consists of impasto sherds
together with few roman common potteries,
probably pertaining to a nearby villa
(BOV56). In the western portion of the area,
were collected also few pieces of ossidiana.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
2

rd

Figure A.23: Masseria Pizzo dell’Angelo
(from Corrente 2013, 178).
BOV60

Masseria Pizzo
dell’Angelo
x: 533592
y: 4568090

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 128
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2180
In proximity of a power trellis, it was
detected a scatter of tiles and bricks. The area
of scatter includes also the ploughed field
south of trellis. The exclusive presence of
tiles and bricks can be interpreted as the
evidence of a necropolis, linked with the
farm of Pizzo dell’Angelo.
Roman Age
Necropolis

nd

2

BOV58
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531673
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567755
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2323
T.U. 64
Small scatter of bronze age impasto pottery
and pieces of wattle and daub hut, together
with some few bricks and common pottery of
roman age.
Final Bronze age
Hut
Roman age
Off-site
2

BOV61
Stazione di Posta
I.G.M.
x: 530202
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569270
T.U. 130
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1647
Located north of the Stazione di Posta, all
over the field that reaches the railway
overpass, this scatter consists of late antique
pottery, building materials and a piece of
millstone. The highest concentration is
attested inside the small olive three grove,
east of the small house.
Late Antiquity (4
House
– 6 c. A.D.)

BOV59

Masseria Pizzo
dell’Angelo
I.G.M.
x: 533598
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568288
T.U. 126 - 127
site type: polygon
Area in m : 17482
Discovered, during the works of commercial
and preventive archaeology for the setting of
the methane pipe Massafra-Biccari, this site
was excavated by the archaeological
cooperative Archeores S.r.l. This is a vast
rural settlement, organized in two main unit,
with communicating rooms. From the
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BOV62
Stazione di Posta
I.G.M.
x: 530578
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569385
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5908
The Stazione di Posta of Bovino is a massive
building located on the left side of the
Cervaro river in locality Bovino Scalo. From
the road it is possible to reach the building
overpassing a 16 century bridge. The
Stazione, as we see it nowadays, was likely
built in the second half of the 16 c. AD, and
it is thought to having been raised on the top
of a roman mansio, located alongside the Via
Minucia.
Despite,
no
archaeological
investigations were ever carried out in the
area, the current owners claim that in the
basement of the building are still preserved
portions of roman walls.
The building was used initially as a rest area
for travelers and pilgrims, from Campania to
Apulia: here they could find spaces for
changing horses and for resting. In 1205 the
bishop of Bovino, Roberto, decided to build
inside here a hospital and a church entitled
to Saint Michael, strengthening the link of
this place to Monte Sant’Angelo, as the
Stazione was alongside the road followed by
pilgrims to Monte Sant’Angelo and the Holy
Land. When the postal service was
established, this space became one of the
most important Stazione di Posta of the
Kingdom of Naples. In 1564, the building
was bought by the duke Giovanni I Guevara.
In the 18 century, the king of Naples gave it
to the Procacci of Foggia and Lecce, rich
merchants of Apulia. In 1806 it became the
offices of the Gendarmerie to defend the
postal service from bandits.
With the Unity of Italy, the Stazione becomes
the deposit and stocking area for charcoals,
used as trains’ fuel. At the beginning of the
20 century it was used as storing space for
the goods of Guevara family, and then, and
during world war II the space hosted the
Allies. After WWII, between 1947 and 1956,
the Amministrazione dei Monopoli di Stato
used it for the selection of the tobacco
cultivated in the lands owned by the
Guevara and coming from the surrounding
of Benevento and Avellino. The Stazione
remained in the property of the Guevara
until 1966.
The Stazione appears in a map of the 1726
(Dote della Taverna del Ponte, Bibl.
Diocesana di Bovino; Libro delle piante e
misura dei territorij.) and in one of the 1768
in the property of the Guevara family.
Roman age
Mansio (?)
2
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th

Figure A.24: Bovino scalo Stazione di Posta
of Bovino (photo by Luca D’Altilia).

BOV63
Masseria Mazzarella
I.G.M.
x: 532080
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566103
T.U. 132
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13956
In correspondence with traces of walls,
clearly visible in aerial photography, it was
limited the area of a roman villa, located in
Serra del Toro, in the southern-eastern
portion of the hilltop, on a flat field,
delimited by a water channel.
The visibility of the ground was very good at
the time of the field survey, and the recent
ploughing had brought to light a large
number of archaeological materials.
Two well-defined main areas were
identified, which may correspond with two
different blocks of the structure, also visible
in aerial photography, as two blocks with
regular layout: the northern portion seems to
pertain to the productive area of the villa, as
smiting slag, pieces of kiln, dolia fragments,
millstones and overcooked bricks seem to
suggest; the southern portion, instead, seems
to be devoted to residential , as attested by
the presence of cooking and common
pottery, and fragment of white and red
plaster and limestone bricks, probably used
as emblemata in the pavements. It was
collected also an amphora with a stamp
MIDA and the staff of Hermes. Nearby the
bushes it was collected an entire millstone,
then transferred to the Museo Civico of
Bovino.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
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Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
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House

nd

House
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BOV66
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530668
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566749
T.U. 140
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3913
Scatter located in the area between an olive
three grove and a plough field, with few
sherds of common pottery, some dolia, one
coin, a fragment of red and blue plaster.
There is a large quantity of building
materials on the ground (bricks, tiles, stones),
especially west of the olive three grove. Small
terracotta blocks were recovered, probably
used as paving element.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)

a.

2

b.
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Figure A.25: a: Aerial oblique picture of
BOV63 (Photo by A.V. Romano); b: handle
of anphora with stamp MIDA and Hermes’s
staff; c: lava millstone from BOV63.

Figure A.26: Squared flooring bricks from
BOV66.

BOV64
Masseria Mazzarella
I.G.M.
x: 532262
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566151
T.U. 133
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1328
Small scatter of prehistoric impasto, located
south of the water channel.
Eneolithic
Village

BOV67
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530985
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566357
T.U. 142
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3432
Small scatter with impasto sherds, delimited
north by a steep slope toward an
uncultivated field.
Eneolithic
Village

2

2

BOV65
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 531021
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566925
T.U. 138
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1418
Small scatter, located on the slope facing the
Biletra, at the end of road that from Casale
goes toward the creek. The archaeological
material consists of black glazed pottery,
impasto sherds, dolia, and tiles typical of the
republican age.

BOV68
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530286
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566410
T.U. 145
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2469
Small scatter located at the boarder of an
olive three grove, with low visibility level.
Only three pieces of republican pottery were
here recovered, but within an area with a lot
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of building materials.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
th

nd

BOV69
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530505
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567089
T.U. 144
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1353
Small scatter with impasto and black glazed
pottery. The archaeological material is
mainly spread out in the olive three grove,
delimited west by the small tributary of the
Biletra.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

Figure A.27: Dolium visible in the section of
an excavation for the setting of a windfarm.

2

th

BOV72
Serra del Toro
I.G.M.
x: 532141
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566613
T.U. 149
site type: polygon
Area in m : 164
Wide area of scatter with impasto that covers
the entire fields sloping toward the
Sant’Oronzo creek.
Eneolithic
Village

nd

2

BOV70
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530388
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566235
T.U. 146
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1032
Small scatter with impasto and black glazed
pottery and common pottery. Few bricks
were also identified on the ground.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

BOV73

Biletra/Torrente
Sant’Oronzo
I.G.M.
x: 532287
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567038
T.U. 150
site type: polygon
Area in m : 18221
Covering the entire surface of the field facing
north the Biletra, this scatter consists of
impasto pottery referring to the presence of a
village on Eneolithic age.
Eneolithic
Village
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BOV71
Serra del Toro
I.G.M.
x: 531928
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4566427
T.U. 148
site type: polygon
Area in m :
On the western slope of Serra del Toro hill, in
the section cut for the setting of a windmill,
it is visible a portion of a wall and a dolium.
The structure, probably pertaining to a
roman farm was completely destroyed and
leveled off by the trucks.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)

BOV74

2

Biletra/Torrente
Sant’Oronzo
x: 532516
y: 4567159

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 152
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7727
This site is located on a vast flat area that
gently
slopes
toward
the
Canale
Sant’Oronzo, west, and the Biletra, north, at
the crossing point of the two streams. The
area has a wide view over Bovino and
Castelluccio,
Casalene
and
Pizzo
dell’Angelo, as well as on the whole Cervaro
and Biletra valleys. Within a scatter with
impasto sherds, it was detected an area of
roman sherds, pertaining to a middle-big
roman villa.
The area encloses the plowed fields west and
east and is divided in two by a narrow
portion of uncultivated field, where the
visibility is very low. High concentration of
common and cooking pottery, millstones’
2
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st
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pieces, spicatum bricks, triangular shaped
bricks for columns were detected. Also, a
well-defined area with burnt soil, brick
wastes, and common pottery scraps testify
the presence of a kiln for bricks and wares.
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)

house of republican age. The latter should be
located at the corner with the uncultivated
area, while the impasto is mostly present
north of corner between the uncultivated and
the wooden areas.

st

Eneolithic
Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
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BOV76

Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
I.G.M.
x: 531864
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566746
T.U. 154 - 155
site type: polygon
Area in m : 882
Alongside and probably underneath an
uncultivated area there is a scatter of few
roman age sherds and bricks pertaining most
likely to a small republican house.

a.

2

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)

House

BOV77

Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
x: 531749
y: 4566776

th

nd

House

st

b.

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 156
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6388
Scatter of impasto sherds, mainly visible in
the two zones closer to the wooden areas.
2

Eneolithic
c.
Figure A.28: a: Bricks, and triangular
shaped bricks; b: Burnt soil and kiln slags; c:
Wast of overcooked bricks from BOV754.

Village

BOV78
Mura d’Acqua
I.G.M.
x: 527191
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564740
T.U. 161
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1090
Scatter with big pieces of Eneolithic impasto
sherds, in the center area of the field, in the
point where the soils turns black.
2

BOV75

Masseria
Volpe/Biletra
x: 531934
y: 4566831

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 153
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4872
Area with impasto pottery and few pieces of
black glazed and common pottery. This
scatter probably pertains to two different
sites: a prehistoric village and a small rural
2

406

Eneolithic

Village

BOV79
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
T.U. 162
site type: polygon

Mura d’Acqua
x: 527317
y: 4564717
Area in m : 3059
2

site type: polygon
Small scatter, located on the outer portion of
the ploughed field, at the border with the
uncultivated field. Among the sherds, were
detected and collected black glazed
fragments, bricks and tiles.
Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
th

of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
th

BOV83
Fontanelle
I.G.M.
x: 526491
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565706
T.U. 166
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2119
In Fontanelle, on a field that slopes toward
the wood, it stands a scatter of impasto
pottery. Within the same area, more or less at
the center of the field, on a slight raised zone,
there were tiles, sherds and a terracotta
protome.
Eneolithic
Village
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

House

2

nd

House

st

BOV80
Mura d’Acqua
I.G.M.
x: 527068
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564693
T.U. 163
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2839
Small scatter on the lower portion of the field
facing the Torrente Iazzano.

th

2

Eneolithic

BOV81
Fontanelle
I.G.M.
x: 526745
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565594
T.U. 164
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5835
This scatter occupies different fields which
are divided by the road that goes toward
Fontanelle. At the back side of the modern
house, is reported a high presence of
archaeological material, with a prevalence of
common pottery, big containers, dolia, tiles,
millstones. The area of scatter includes also
the field immediately east of the road, where
also impasto pottery is highly present.

2

2

th

Eneolithic
8 -7 c. B.C.
th

House

nd

House

st

th
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a.

th

BOV82
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526735
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565228
T.U. 165
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1694
Scatter located in the portion of field closer to
the road, with few black glazed sherds, tiles
and bricks, and millstone’s fragments.
2

Mid-republican
age (last quarter

nd

BOV84
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526727
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565389
T.U. 167
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3175
This scatter consists of impasto pottery, big
containers and geometric Daunian pottery,
mainly spread out nearby the uncultivated
field. Also, a fragment of wattle and daub
was collected

Village

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
Late Antiquity (4
– 6 c. A.D.)

nd

House

407

th

Village
House

site type: polygon
Area in m : 11895
Scatter located on a field steeply sloping
toward west. The major concentration was
register at the edges of the area, especially
nearby two deep well that were recently
excavated, bringing back to light a lot of
archaeological material. Among the sherds
there was impasto, Daunian geometric
pottery, metal slag, three loom weights, a
piece of a filter vase.
2

Eneolithic
8 -7 c. B.C.
th

Village
House

th

BOV88
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526689
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565171
T.U. 171
site type: polygon
Area in m : 424
Small area with a high concentration of
bricks and tiles, together with few pieces of
pottery (black glazed, common and cooking
ware, impasto, a loom weight, two pestles,
some fragments of dolia).
2

b.
Figure A.29: a-b: Daunian pottery from
BOV84.

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

BOV85
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526657
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565321
T.U. 168
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1335
Scatter with high concentration of impasto
pottery, located on the highest portion of a
field sloping toward the Iazzano, in the area
western of an uncultivated area. Among the
sherds, it was collected also a flax spinner
decorated with geometric features.

th

House

nd
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Eneolithic
8 -7 c. B.C.
th

th

BOV89
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526632
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565255
T.U. 172
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1112
Small area with bricks, common and cooking
ware, black glazed pottery, impasto.
2

Village
House

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
th

BOV86
C. Rompito
I.G.M.
x: 526524
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565517
T.U. 169
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2746
Scatter located on an inlet of a field steeply
sloping toward the Iazzano and Fontanelle,
with high concentration of impasto and
Daunian pottery.

th

th

BOV87
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
T.U. 170

nd

BOV90
Mura d’Acqua
I.G.M.
x: 526826
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564789
T.U. 173
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1158
Small area with bricks, common and cooking
ware, black glazed pottery, impasto.

2

Eneolithic
8 -7 c. B.C.

House

2

Village
House

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)

C. Rompito

th

x: 526458
y: 4565242

408

nd

House

BOV91
Mura d’Acqua
I.G.M.
x: 526746
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564696
T.U. 174
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3169
Small area with bricks, common and cooking
ware, black glazed pottery, impasto.

intact, probably pertaining to a necropolis,
linked with a nearby farm (BOV97).
Eneolithic
Roman age

2

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
th

House

nd

BOV92
Masseria Iazzano
I.G.M.
x: 526019
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565285
T.U. 175
site type: polygon
Area in m : 447
Small area with bricks, common and cooking
ware, black glazed pottery, impasto.

Figure A.30: Tiles for cappuccino tumbs from
BOV95.

2

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
th

Village
Necropolis

BOV96
Masseria Iazzano
I.G.M.
x: 525828
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565250
T.U. 181
site type: polygon
Area in m : 326
Small area with bricks, common and cooking
ware, black glazed pottery, impasto.

House

nd

2

BOV93
Masseria Iazzano
I.G.M.
x: 526096
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565124
T.U. 176
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13763
Wide scatter of impasto sherds, over a large
surface that includes all the field. The highest
concentration is registered south of the field,
nearby a small path. Also, a large number of
wattle and daub were collected.

Mid-republican
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)

2

Eneolithic

th

House

st

Village

BOV97
Masseria Iazzano
I.G.M.
x: 526060
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564956
T.U. 182
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3620
On a field north of Masseria Iazzano it was
delimited a scatter of sherds, bricks,
overcooked tiles, millstones’ pieces. The
archaeological material refers to a longlasting settlement from republican age to the
early middle age. Inside the bushes, it was
detected also a wall with a NNE-SSW
orientation.

BOV94
Paduli
I.G.M.
x: 527499
F. 174-I-SE
y: 4565277
T.U. 177
site type: polygon
Area in m : 683
Small area with impasto sherds, located at
the center of a field sloping toward west. One
of the fragments is engraved, dating to the
Eneolithic.
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2

Eneolithic

House

nd

Village

BOV95
Masseria Iazzano
I.G.M.
x: 526189
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565094
T.U. 180
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1093
Over a narrow zone at the boarders of the
field and the woods, it was detected a scatter
with high concentration of sherds. In the
same area, and especially in the bushes, were
also identified large roman tiles, almost

Late republican
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early middle age

Farm

st

st

Farm

rd

2

th

Farm

th
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Rural settlement

a.

Figure A.32: Scatter of sherds and building
material of BOV98.

BOV99
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531011
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567620
T.U. 68
site type: polygon
Area in m : 25266
Located east of a modern farm, in Femmina
Morta, this wide scatter lays over a large field
sloping south. The scatter consists mainly of
impasto sherds, and few roman sherds.
Final Bronze Age
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2

BOV100
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531228
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567524
T.U. 69
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3197
Large scatter located in Femmina Morta,
over a large uncultivated field in between
two roads. In the area were also recovered
pieces of an opus signinum with black tesserae,
that were then brought to the Museo Civico
of Bovino.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)
2

b.
Figure A.31: a: Scatter of bricks and building
materials of the T.U. 182; b: Wall uncovered
in the bushes nearby the scatter of BOV97.

BOV98
Villa de Paulis
I.G.M.
x: 529345
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4570260
site type: polygon
Area in m : 14526
1 km NNE of Villa de Paulis, on a field east
of the road, it was detected through aerial
photo interpretation and afterward field
survey, a large area with the evidence of a
large roman villa. On surface, the scatter
consists of pottery, building materials, dolia
and stones. No material was collected from
the ground.

th

2

Imperial age (1 –
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
– 6 c. A.D.)
st

st

BOV101
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531342
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567568
T.U. 71
site type: polygon
Area in m : 16660
Located in Femmina Morta, this scatter
consists of bricks, few roman pottery sherds,
and a large number of impasto. The highest
concentration was detected in the area
alongside the road.
Final Bronze Age
Village
Roman age
Off-site
2

Villa

rd

th

nd

Villa

th
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BOV102
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530373
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568197
T.U. 76
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10053
Area located north of the Santuario della
Madonna di Valleverde, limited north by a
narrow path that from the Monastry goes
toward the Cervaro. The scatter consists of
impasto sherds, mainly spread out within an
olive three grove, north of a small house.
Final Bronze Age
Village
Roman age
Off-site

BOV106
I Valli
I.G.M.
x: 529837
F. 174-I-NE
y:
T.U. 80
site type: polygon
Area in m : 137844
Wide area located NNW of the Santuario
della Madonna di Valleverde, south of the
Cervaro river, 150 m far from the riverbed.
The scatter consists of impasto sherds,
spread out with high density levels all over
the field.
Final Neolithic
Village
3 – 2 millennia
Village

BOV103
Fontanelle
I.G.M.
x: 526611
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4565623
T.U. 164a - 164b
site type: polygon
Area in m : 24998
Wide area covering the space from the
modern house to the slope toward the
Torrente Biletra. The scatter consists of
impasto sherds of Eneolithic period.

BOV107
I Valli
I.G.M.
x: 529958
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568791
T.U. 80A
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4449
Scatter located 180 m south of the Cervaro
riverbed, at the southern boarders of the
uncultivated area, alongside the river. In the
area were identified and collected roman
pottery, a coin, together with bricks and tiles.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)

2

2

rd

2

Eneolithic

nd

2
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BOV104
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530511
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568858
T.U. 78
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1736
Located west of the S.P. 121 and SE of the
structure for water purification plant, this
scatter consists of impasto sherds and flints.
The area with the highest concentration
index is located between the abandoned
house and the boarders of the field.

nd

st

2

3 – 2 millennia
rd

nd

BOV108
I Valli
I.G.M.
x: 529457
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568436
T.U. 81A-B-C-D
site type: polygon
Area in m : 41062
Scatter located in the southern portion of the
field, on a small plateau, with impasto
pottery and fragments of wattle and daub.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
Iron Age
Village
2

Village

rd

BOV105
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530359
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568787
T.U. 79
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3699
Located in Creta Rossa, south of the built
area where it stands the water purification
plant, and east of the S.P. 121, this scatter
consists of impasto sherds. The major
concentration is registered in the ploughed
field.

nd

BOV109
I Valli
I.G.M.
x: 529462
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568449
T.U. 81A
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2965
Scatter located in the southern portion of the
field, on a small plateau, with impasto
pottery and fragments of wattle and daub, bt
also roman age sherds, and in particular
black glazed and common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)

2
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Village
Off-site
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BOV113
Masseria Serroncino
I.G.M.
x: 530241
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572198
T.U. 105
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2567
Small scatter located at the center of a narrow
and long field, oriented N-S and delimited
south by the road San Lorenzo and north by
a water channel. The area is well
recognizable because of the presence of
building material spread out in the area and
darker soil. The scatter consists of bricks,
building stones, sherds of pottery and big
containers, some millstones’ pieces.
Late Antiquity
Farm
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)

BOV110
Contrada Acquaviva
I.G.M.
x: 532588
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4570798
T.U. 86
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1881
Small scatter with building stones and a
concentration of bricks and tiles. Only few
sherds were collected, mainly of common
and cooking ware.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2
c. B.C.)
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)

2

2

th

nd

th

th
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BOV114
Masseria Serroncino
I.G.M.
x: 530275
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572434
T.U. 106
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10774
Scatter of bricks and sherds, mainly dating to
late antique age. The area is located 100 m
south of Masseria Serroncino, alongside a
slope, halfway between a water channel and
a sheep track. The visibility level was very
low at the moment of the field survey.
Late Antiquity
Farm
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)

BOV111
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531957
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571541
T.U. 87
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11634
High concentration of material located on a
hilltop, with a large scattering all over the
plain toward the S.S. 90. At the center of the
area it was detected a concentration of bricks,
while sherds are mainly present in the flatter
area. The most attested archaeological
materials are bricks, building stones,
common and cooking pottery, glasses,
millstones’ pieces. NW of the area is located
a pile up of stones, together with bricks and
a rim of a dolium.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1
Villa
– 3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)

2

2

th

BOV115

Masseria dei
Combattenti

I.G.M.
x: 530945
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572508
T.U. 107
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11741
Small scatter with bricks and black glazed
sherds, located north of a narrow sheep
track.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)

st

st

rd

th

th
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th

BOV112
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531552
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571344
T.U. 90
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8847
On the higher portion of a hill, immediately
south of a pile-up of stones, between the pile
and the electric pillars, it was delimited an
area with darker soil and a high
concentration of impasto pottery. Among the
sherds, are attested pieces engraved and
stamped dating to the Ancient Neolithic.
Also pieces of wattle and daub are present,
together with worked flints, a piece of a
fireplace and a stone pick.
Neolithic
Village

st

st

rd

2

BOV116
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 531158
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573007
T.U. 110
site type: polygon
Area in m : 13559
Wide area with bricks, building stones and
sherds. Among the pottery is attested a
prevalence of painted common pottery
dating to late antiquity. Two fragments of
dolia were collected together with some few
sherds of impasto and lithic industry.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
2

rd

412

nd

Late Antiquity
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)
th

Farm

roman villa. The area was field surveyed in
2017: despite the lack of visibility on the field,
were detected bricks, tiles, common and
painted ware.
Imperial age (1
Villa
– 3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity
Villa
(4 – 6 c. A.D.)

th

BOV117
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 530880
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573196
T.U. 111
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11175
Scatter of impasto sherds, located at the
boarders of a steep slope toward the Lavella
valley.
3 – 2 millennia
Village

st

rd

th

th
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rd
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BOV118
Masseria Serroncino
I.G.M.
x: 529876
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572718
T.U. 113 - 115
site type: polygon
Area in m : 18186
Scatter of impasto sherds, with fragments of
Serra d’Alto and figulina. The area is located
on a wide upland, NNW of Masseria
Serroncino, nearby the slope facing the
Lavella river valley.
Neolithic
Village
Eneolithic
Village
3 – 2 millennia
Village

Figure A.33: Aerial oblique picture of
BOV121 (photo by A.V. Romano).

2

rd

BOV122

Casale – Piano della
Chiesa
x: 531296
y: 4566404

I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 136b
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6545
Within a wider area of scatter of roman and
medieval time pottery (BOV15), it was
identified an area of well-defined limits, with
impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Village
2

nd

BOV119
Masseria S. Lorenzo
I.G.M.
x: 528172
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572489
T.U. 120
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6880
Small scatter with impasto sherds, located in
the area between the road to San Lorenzo, a
water creek and the field sloping toward the
Lavella.
3 – 2 millennia
Village

rd

nd

2

rd

BOV123
Torre Guevara
I.G.M.
x: 529467
F. 174-I-NE
y: 44573364
site type: polygon
Area in m : 673
Three-aisles rural church identified through
aerial photo interpretation of satellite images
(orthophoto Puglia 2013). The anomaly,
located 350 m south of the Torrente Lavella,
has to be related with the Torre Guevara site
(BOV31).
Late Antiquity (4
Church
– 6 c. A.D.)
2

nd

BOV120
Masseria Serroncino
I.G.M.
x: 529744
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572459532533
T.U. 123
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1294
Scatter of impasto pottery. The field is
delimited north by the road San Lorenzo and
south by a water creek. At the eastern limit it
was delimited an area with high
concentration of sherds dating to the
Neolithic and worked flints.
Neolithic
Village

th

2

th

BOV124
Sterparo
I.G.M.
x: 537638
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569772
site type: point
In this site were recovered the stele of
Bovino, now preserved in the Museo Civico
of Bovino, starting from the 50’s to the 80’s of
last century.
In 1991, an excavation directed by dott.ssa
A.M. Tunzi allowed to date the settlement to
the Eneolithic period, through the excavation
of two different sectors. In trench A the
archaeologists unearthed an ara and
interpreted it as the altar for the positioning

BOV121
Grotta Francesconi
I.G.M.
x: 532533
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566233
T.U. 125
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5624
In the area of Grotta Francesconi, on the
eastern portion of a plateau facing the Canale
Sant’Oronzo, were detected through aerial
photo interpretation structures referring to a
2

413

of a stele, due to the presence of five giant
stones placed in a semi-circle. In trench B,
instead, were uncovered walls’ structures
and a corridor. Also, half of a stele was
discovered in the south-western corner of the
area.
Final Neolithic
Village
Eneolithic
Village
Roman age
Off-site
References: Tunzi Sisto 1994; Acanfora 1960;
Nava 1979-80; Tunzi 2015, 202-206.

site type: polygon
Area in m : 2295
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation. The village is
enclosed in a single external ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003348; Brown
2001-2003, 139.
2

ASC04
Mezzana Grande
I.G.M.
x: 544486
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4573379
site type: polygon
Area in m : 32216
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation. The village is
enclosed in a single external ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003378; Brown
2001-2003, 39
2

ASC05
Mezzana Grande
I.G.M.
x: 544401
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4573512
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1184
Small scatter of roman age sherds and bricks.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
References: CBC, codice FG007033.
2

Figure A.34: Sterparo Nuovo (from Tunzi
2015).

th

ASCOLI

ASC06
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW
site type: polygon
Scatter of impasto
roman pottery.
Neolithic
Roman age

ASC01
Masseria Vocale
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NE
site type: point
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation. The village is
enclosed in a single round external ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003348; Brown
2001-2003, 135, Brown 1991.

Masseria Patalino
x: 544213
y: 4574049
Area in m : 4700
pottery together with
2

Village
Off-site

ASC07
Fontana di Maggio
I.G.M.
x: 544364
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4574660
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7154
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation. The village is
enclosed in a single round external ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003377; Brown
2001-2003, 135.

ASC02
Mezzana Grande
I.G.M.
x: 546702
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4572989
site type: polygon
Area in m : 14798
Squared plan building, identified through
aerial reconnaissance, measuring 28 x 28 m
and NE-SW oriented. This building is
organized with a portico and an inner
courtyard with rooms for residential and
productive purposes as also the scatter on
surface seems to attest. Indeed, during field
surveys in the area were detected and
collected sherds, dolia, building stones over
a surface of 2400 m .
Roman age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG000745; Goffredo
2005, 371.

2

2

ASC08
Masseria Patalino
I.G.M.
x: 545292
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4575247
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7410
Scatter of sherds and bricks dating back to
mid -republican period.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Roman age
Off-site
References: CBC, codice SP609_FG007035.
2

3

ASC03
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW

nd

th

Mezzana Grande
x: 546292
y: 4573216

414

nd

site type: polygon
Area in m : 11364
Neolithic village, located on the top hill of
Pozzo Spagnolo. Brown and Riley had
already reported its existence. Riley
hypothesized the presence of two different
Neolithic villages, but no evidences seem to
support this hypothesis. Field survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia allowed to delimit the
area and to give a more precise chronology
of the artifacts. Impasto-like sherds are of the
Legnano da Piede facies.
Neolithic
Villa
References: Jones 1987, 221, n.246; Brown
2001-2003; Riley 1989, n.421/4 and 421/5;
CBC, codice: FG007038.
2

ASC09
Masseria d’Azzara
I.G.M.
x: 548285
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4574016
site type: polygon
Area in m : 21807
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice SP625_FG003375;
Brown 1991b.
2

ASC10
Masseria d’Azzara
I.G.M.
x: 548941
F. 175-IV-NE
y: 4573692
site type: polygon
Area in m : 24422
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG003376; Brown
1991b.
2

ASC15
Pozzo Spagnuolo
I.G.M.
x: 544721
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571171
site type: polygon
Area in m : 21331
Imperial age farm, then transformed into a
Late antique villa, located alongside the road
that from the SS. 110 goes toward the
Masseria Pozzo Spagnolo. The area was
initially identified through field surveys
carried out by the Department of Humanities
of the University of Foggia.
Imperial age (1 –
Farm
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: Morizio 2007, 19-20; CBC,
FG007040 e FG007043.
2

ASC11
Masseria Sansone
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW
site type: point
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation, with a single
external ditch and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: Brown 2001-2003.

st

rd

th

ASC12
Pozzo Spagnuolo
I.G.M.
x: 544306
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4572163
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5232
Republican farm, identified during field
survey carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
House
age (1 c. B.C.)
References: CBC, codice FG007036; Ficco
2013, 292.

th

2

th

ASC16
Pozzo Spagnuolo
I.G.M.
x: 544356
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571855
site type: polygon
Area in m : 30680
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation, with a single
external ditch and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village
2

nd

st

ASC13
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW
site type: polygon

ASC17
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543746
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571058
site type: polygon
Area in m : 83187
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation, with a single
external ditch and many inner compounds.
Neolithic
Village

Pozzo Spagnuolo
x: 544557
y: 4571617
Area in m : 2750

2

2

Late antique farm, identified during field
survey carried out by the Department of
Humanities of the University of Foggia.
Late Antiquity (4
Farm
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice FG007037; Ficco
2013, 293.
th

th

ASC14
I.G.M.
F. 175-IV-NW

Spagnuolo
x: 544960
y: 4571990
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on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001757; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.
FG03
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550053
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576800
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4369
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001758; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.
2

Figure A.35: Neolithic village (ASC17) with
external ditches visible in satellite pictures.
ASC18
Col di Ciame
I.G.M.
x: 543570
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4571235
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6552
Neolithic settlement, identified through
aerial photo interpretation, with a single
external ditch and one visible compound.
Neolithic
Village

FG04
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550934
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577160
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1599
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001765; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1

2

2

ASC19
Masseria Patalino
I.G.M.
x: 544581
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4574810
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1843
Small scatter with sherds and bricks of early
roman age.
Mid-republican
House
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
References: CBC, codice SP609 FG007035.
2

th

FG05
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550869
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577294
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5719
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001764; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1
2

nd

FOGGIA
FG01
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 551134
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576495
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3387
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001759; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1
2

FG06
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550618
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577328
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3034
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001763; Mertens
1971, 33-34.
2

FG02
Posta Crusta
I.G.M.
x: 550551
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4576898
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3028
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
2

FG07
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SE
site type: polygon
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Posta Crusta
x: 551112
y: 4577187
Area in m : 1743
2

Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001766; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.

F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577465
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7392
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001761; Mertens
1971, 33-34.
2

FG08
Masseria Caione
I.G.M.
x: 551143
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577651
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3187
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001768; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.
2

FG09
Masseria Caione
I.G.M.
x: 550768
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577815
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3153
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001767; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.

Figure A.36: Ordona and its countryside,
with the Roman farms detected through field
survey (from Mertens 1982, fig.1).

2

FG13
La Quercia
I.G.M.
x: 549589
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577214
site type: polygon
Area in m : 125802
Neolithic village located on an upland on the
hilly slope on the southern portion of the
Cervaro river valley.
The site was known also to S. Tinè e K.
Brown, but a more precise localization was
provided thanks to aerial survey carried out
by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia. The site is delimited by
a single external ditch, that encloses an
elliptical area that measures 480 x 315 m.
Another ditch encloses smaller compounds.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG001803; Tinè
1983; Brown 2001-2003.
2

FG10
Masseria Caione
I.G.M.
x: 550638
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577678
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2182
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001762; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.
2

FG14
Ponte Rotto
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SW
site type: point
Neolithic village identified through aerial
reconnaissance.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG002217.

FG11
Masseria Caione
I.G.M.
x: 550479
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4577529
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8905
Roman age site identified by prof. J. Mertens
through field surveys in the ager
Herdonitanus. Unfortunately, no information
on the typology and chronology of this site
are available.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001761; Mertens
1971, 33-34; Mertens 1982, fig.1.
2

FG12
I.G.M.

FG15
Masseria Giardino
I.G.M.
x: 548208
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578937
site type: polygon
Area in m : 43316
280 x 185 m wide area, NE-SW oriented and
located south of the Cervaro riverbed and
1500 west of Masseria Giardino. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
2

Masseria Caione
x: 550309
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carried out by the Department of Humanities
of the University of Foggia. Aerial anomalies
suggest the presence of a roman villa.
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG002046; Romano
2006a.

of Humanities of the University of Foggia.
The aerial anomaly refers to the roman
bridge pertaining to the Via Traiana, used to
overpass the Cervaro. The Via Traiana’s path
in the area is known and the structure of the
bridge, located south of the riverbed are still
visible on the field. Aerial photography
allows to better understand the plan of the
bridge, with its pillars and squared shaped
buttresses. Structures are preserved for 675
m long and the evidence is very similar to the
bridge of the Via Traiana over the Carapelle,
located few km SE in Ponte Rotto. Also, other
buildings are visible as grass anomalies, on
both sides of the bridge. Those could be
interpreted as a ‘Stazione di Posta’, a place at
travelers’ service.
Roman Age
Bridge
References: CBC, codice FG002062; Romano
2006a.

FG16
Posta Piana
I.G.M.
x: 546229
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578544
site type: polygon
Area in m : 50202
Roman farm with archaeological material
dating back to the 3 -1 c. B.C.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
References: CBC, codice FG001736.
2

rd

th

st

nd

st

FG17
Posta Rivolta
I.G.M.
x: 545435
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578178
site type: polygon
Area in m : 12050
165 x 145 m wide area, divided in two by the
Foggia-Caserta railway. The site is mainly
extended in the southern portion and was
characterized by a high density of artifacts
pertaining to a Bronze age village. The site
was excavated bringing to lights structures
of a settlement and pottery artisanal quarter
dating between Ancient Bronze Age and
Middle Bronze Age.
Ancient Bronze
Village/Productive
Age- Middle
area
Bronze Age
References: CBC, codice FG001737; Romano
2006; Tunzi Sisto 2012.

FG20

Località Masseria
Ponte Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 541918
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576928
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8948
Scatter of impasto pottery, probably dating
back to the Bronze Age, of lithic industry,
tiles and some few pieces of roman common
ware. The scatter measures 70 m N/S and 80
m E/W and the concentration is not dense.
Bronze Age
Village
References: CBC, codice FG001739; Romano
2006a.

2

2

FG21

Località Masseria
Ponte Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 543304
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577381
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1188
Scatter of bricks, common and cooking
pottery, located 60 m south of the railway
and 1300 m West of the Ponte Albanito
station. The archaeological materials mainly
consist in common pottery, although the
presence of a medieval slipware and of some
ribbon handles may refer the evidence to
Medieval age, probably referring to a
medieval rural house, in relation with Ponte
Albanito
Middle Age
House
References: CBC, codice FG001740.
2

FG18
Posta Rivolta
I.G.M.
x: 544534
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578383
site type: polygon
Area in m : 552
26 x 20 m wide area, located on the edge of
the hill northern to the Cervaro river and 250
m NW of Posta Rivolta. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia. The aerial anomaly
suggests the presence of a roman farm,
located on the southern edge of the
centuriation.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG002069.
2

FG22

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 542154
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577080
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2362
The area is characterized by the scattering of
bricks, tiles and sherds, ‘ceramica figulina’,
and course ware. The area is 34 x 50 m wide
and occupies also the area south of the

FG19

Cervaro-Podere
O.N.C. 693
I.G.M.
x: 544032
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4576932
site type: polygon
Area in m : 42186
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department

2

2
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railway. The site was interpreted as a small
roman rural house.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG001738; Romano
2006a.

In the area of the medieval casale, east of
Masseria Ponte Albanito, nearby Masseria
dei Diavoli, was reported the presence of a
Daunian village.
Daunian Age
Village
References: CBC, codice SP312_FG002228;
Guaitoli 2003.

FG23

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 542302
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577465
site type: polygon
Area in m : 118283
Neolithic village identified through aerial
reconnaissance, located on the edge of a hill
facing the Cervaro. The village is delimited
by a single elliptical external ditch with many
inner compounds.

FG27

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 543272
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577834
site type: polygon
Area in m : 224867
Medieval ‘casale’ located 12 km south of
Foggia, on the top of a hilly slope on the
northern side of the Cervaro river valley,
nearby the Via Traiana.
Casale Ponte Albanito depended on the San
Nicola Monastry of Troia and is initially
mentioned in 1154, referring to a road that
connected the casale to Troia. In 1184,
sources refer to disputes between the
inhabitants of Ascoli Satriano and the San
Nicola monastery, likely for the ownership of
lands. This informs us that the Monastry
owned lands also within the municipal
territories of Ascoli, alongside the Cervaro
river.
During the 12 century, Fredrik the II built in
Ponte Albanito a domus.
In 1344 Ponte Albanito is mentioned in the
sources as a castrum.
Today, ruins of these buildings are still
visible and well preserved: a squared
building with angular squared turrets is
known as Masseria dei Diavoli. Also, aerial
photographic survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia allowed the identification of
anomalies pertaining to the medieval
settlement: two different ditches, closed to
each other but not connected, enclose areas
with smaller ditches and pits for wheat
preservation (fosse granarie).
Late middle age
Casale - Castle
(XI-XV c.);
References: CBC, codice SP312_FG00222;
Codice SP312_FG002229; CBC, codice
SP312_FG002568. Romano 2006a.

2

2

Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG001707; Jones
1987, 58, fig. 21.
FG24
Podere O.N.C. 652
I.G.M.
x: 541293
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577365
site type: polygon
Area in m : 27670
300 x 100 m wide area, on the upland north
of the Cervaro. The site is very closed of the
Podere O.N.C. n° 652 and was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia. The aerial anomaly
suggests the presence of villa organized as a
central building with four other smaller
buildings with different orientation. West of
the buildings is located an area of necropolis.
Roman age
Villa
Roman age
Necropolis
References: CBC, codice FG002040; Romano
2006a.
2

th

FG25

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 543272
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4577834
site type: polygon
Area in m : 224867
Wide site located on a slope facing the
Cervaro river. This is a Neolithic village
enclosed in one semi-circular external ditch,
in
compliance
with
the
local
micromorphology. The maximum diameter,
on the E-W axis, is 600 m long. During a field
survey carried out in May 1963, Jones and his
team did not find any prehistoric sherds.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice SP312_FG001684;
Jones 1987, 58, fig. 21, sito Jones n. 66.
2

FG26
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SW
site type: polygon

FG28
Posta Rivolta
I.G.M.
x: 545176
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578503
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11150
200 x 60 m wide area, located on the edge of
the hilly lands facing the Cervaro river
valley, 250 m NNE of Posta Rivolta.
The site was field surveys in a commercial
archaeology
campaign,
and
it
is
characterized by the scattering of artifacts
interpreted as a republican farm then
enlarged into an imperial and late antique
villa. In the area, fragments of an opus
2

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
x: 543272
y: 4577834
Area in m : 224867
2

419

spicatum floor and a wall preserved with a 1.5
m elevation. Imperial and late antique villa,
located on the edge of the hilly lands facing
the Cervaro river valley, 250 m NNE of Posta
Rivolta and arose on top of a former farm.
The site was field surveys in a commercial
archaeology
campaign,
and
it
is
characterized by the scattering of artifacts,
testifying
the
destruction
of
the
archaeological layers.
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Vicus
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Vicus
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP327_FG002034;
P327_FG001806.

University of Foggia. Indeed, through aerial
reconnaissance it was detected a big roman
villa, located nearby the path of the Via
Traiana.
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG002061; Romano
2006a.

FG29

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 543319
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578281
site type: polygon
Area in m : 39522
wide area, located 530 m NE of Masseria
Ponte Albanito. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and then field surveyed.
The site is interpreted as a republican farm
then transformed into a villa, during middle
imperial time and late antiquity.
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP327_FG002034;
P327_FG001806.

FG33
Pozzo d’Albero
I.G.M.
x: 539807
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579634
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8825
125 x 85 m wide area, E-W oriented and
located 250 m ENE of Podere O.N.C. n° 84.
This site corresponds to a roman villa, whose
evidence was reported by local owners.
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice SP324_FG002074;
Romano, Volpe 2005, 249, n. 51.

FG30
Posta San Nicola
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SW
site type: point
Rural roman settlement, alongside the path
of the Via Traiana.
Roman Age
Farm (?)
References: CBC, codice FG001967

FG35
Ovile Nazionale
I.G.M.
x: 540527
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580009
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7896
150 x 60 m wide area, located in the southern
edge of the Mezzana of the Ovile Nazionale,
840 m SW of the Ovile. It was interpreted as
a rural settlement of roman time, and
reported by local owners of fields.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG002075.

th

FG32
Pozzo d’Albero
I.G.M.
x: 539673
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579592
site type: polygon
Area in m : 68195
Neolithic village, initially identified during
the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia. The village is enclosed in a single
elliptical external ditch, and inner organized
in different compounds, mainly visible in the
eastern part.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG002061; Romano
2006a.
2
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FG34
Ovile Nazionale
I.G.M.
x: 541340
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580053
site type: polygon
Area in m : 48400
Neolithic village, enclosed in a single
elliptical external ditch.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG001685; Jones
1987, 58, fig.21, sito Jones n.68.
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FG31
Podere O.N.C. 777
I.G.M.
x: 541015
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578859
site type: polygon
Area in m : 43490
200 x 200 m wide area, located 500 m WSW
of the Podere O.N.C. n° 777 and 1600 m south
of the Ovile Nazionale. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the

FG36
Panetteria Copacchi
I.G.M.
x: 542825
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580362
site type: polygon
Area in m : 327055
670 x 570 m wide area, located north of
Panetteria Copacchi and 1600 m SE of Borgo

2

2
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Segezia. This site was initially identified
during the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia. Aerial photographic anomalies
suggest the presence of a large roman
settlement, with different groups of
buildings and a network of roads, and
different areas of necropolis. This site was
interpreted as a martyrium.
Late Antiquity (4
Martyrium
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early Middle Age
Martyrium
References: CBC, codice FG002041; Romano
2006a; Romano, Volpe 2005, 251, fig. 6

and was interpreted as roman villa, with its
necropolis
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG002053; Romano
2006; Romano, Volpe 2005, 251, fig. 6

th
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FG37
Podere O.N.C 640
I.G.M.
x: 542997
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580920
site type: polygon
Area in m : 57107
350 x 200 m wide area, located west of the
Podere O.N.C. n° 640, and west of the road
that goes toward Ponte Albanito rail station.
The site stands over an upland that stands
out from the surrounding flat. This site was
initially identified during the aerial survey
carried out by the Department of Humanities
of the University of Foggia and then field
surveyed. The high concentration of artifacts
scattered on the surface pertains to a
republican and early imperial farm, then
transformed into a villa during late antiquity.
Through aerial reconnaissance were detected
structures referring to a big villa-praetorium
and of a paleo Christian complex, located in
the southern portion of the area. The latter
consists in a three aisles church with central
semicircular apse, with a narthex. Around
the church, other buildings are visible.
Two roads come out the site, one of them
going toward the nearby site in Panetteria
Copacchi (FG36).
Mid-republican
Farm
age (last quarter
of 4 c. B.C. – 2 c.
B.C.)
Late republican
Farm
age (1 c. B.C.)
Imperial age (1 –
Vicus
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Vicus
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP374_FG002043;
Romano 2006a.

Figure A.37: Oblique picture of the villa
Podere O.N.C. 642 with its necropolis (from
Romano, Volpe 2005, fig. 7).
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FG39
Podere O.N.C. 642
I.G.M.
x: 543947
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579436
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3742
Small area, located 300 m south of Podere
O.N. C. n° 642. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and then field surveyed.
The aerial anomalies refer to a Palo Christian
church, with three aisles and a central
semicircular apse.
Late Antiquity (4
Church
– 6 c. A.D.)
Early Middle Age
Church
References: CBC, codice FG002054.
2

th

th

FG40
Podere O.N.C. 642
I.G.M.
x: 544248
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579911
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2330
55 x 40 m wide area, located 385 m east of
Podere O.N.C. n° 642. This site was x and
interpreted as a roman farm, located
alongside a road. On the other side of the
same road also another similar building was
detected (FG41).
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG002067; Romano
2006a.
2

nd

st

st

rd

th

th

FG41
Podere O.N.C. 642
I.G.M.
x: 544442
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579863
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1492
55 x 40 m wide area, located 385 m east of
Podere O.N.C. n° 642. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and interpreted as a
roman farm, located alongside a road. On the

FG38
Podere O.N.C. 642
I.G.M.
x: 543543
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579544
site type: polygon
Area in m : 24930
200 x 150 m wide area, NE-SW oriented and
located 265 m SW of Podere O.N.C. n° 642.
This site was initially identified during the
aerial survey carried out by the Department
of Humanities of the University of Foggia

2

2
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other side of the same road also another
similar building was detected (FG40).
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG002067; Romano
2006a.

showed the presence of a rural settlement
interpreted as a roman villa.
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG002047; Romano
2006a.

FG42

FG46
Masseria Biasotta
I.G.M.
x: 547270
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580282
site type: polygon
Area in m : 79648
Neolithic village, enclosed in a single
external ditch of 300 m of diameter, and an
inner ditch of 70 m of diameter. The site was
field surveyed by a team directed by Jones.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG001683; Jones
1987, 56-58, fig. 21, n. 65.

Podere O.N.C. 665Posta Piana
I.G.M.
x: 545195
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4579578
site type: polygon
Area in m : 31205
Aerial photographic anomaly pertaining to a
roman villa. The site is located 700 m NW of
Posta Piana site was initially identified
during the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia
Roman Age
Villa
References: CBC, codice FG002093; Romano
2006a.

2

2

FG47
Giardinetto-Vasto
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SE
site type: point
Neolithic village identified through aerial
reconnaissance.
Neolithic
Village
References: CBC, codice FG002215.

FG43
Podere O.N.C. 631
I.G.M.
x: 545674
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580987
site type: polygon
Area in m : 17137
160 x 130 m wide area, located west of the
Podere ONC n° 631. This site was initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and interpreted a
roman farm with a complex plan.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG001966; Romano
2006
2

FG48
Giardinetto
I.G.M.
x: 548607
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4580789
site type: polygon
Area in m : 534
35 x 20 m wide area, interpreted as a roman
farm.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG001735.
2

FG44
Biasotta
I.G.M.
x: 546146
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4580587
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8300
Aerial photographic anomaly, interpreted as
a medieval ‘casale’ located 600 m NW. of
Masseria Biasotta, initially identified during
the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia. The anomalies show the presence
of an artificial upland enclosed by an external
ditch.
Late middle age
Casale
(XI-XV c.);
References: CBC, codice FG002108; Romano
2006a.

FG49
Giardinetto
I.G.M.
x: 548786
F. 164-III-SE
y: 4580904
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2258
67 x 41 m wide area, with sherds and
architectural fragments on surface. The site
was occupied from republican era to late
antiquity and is interpreted as a farm.
Roman Age
Farm
References: CBC, codice FG001734; Romano
2006a.

2

2

FG50

Masseria Ponte
Albanito
I.G.M.
x: 543319
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4578281
site type: polygon
Area in m : 39522
Imperial and late antique villa, initially
identified during the aerial survey carried
out by the Department of Humanities of the
University of Foggia and then field surveyed.
Imperial age (1 –
Villa
3 c. A.D.)
Late Antiquity (4
Villa
– 6 c. A.D.)
References: CBC, codice SP326_FG001805.

FG45
Podere O.N.C. 553
I.G.M.
x: 546888
F. 164-III-SW
y: 4581827
site type: polygon
Area in m : 22337
180 x 150 m ride area located nearby the S.S.
655 and 670 m NNE of the Podere O.N.C. n°
553. This site was initially identified during
the aerial survey carried out by the
Department of Humanities of the University
of Foggia and the aerial reconnaissance

2

2
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FG51
Macchia di Pierno
I.G.M.
F. 164-III-SW
site type: point
During investigation for commercial
archaeology, it was discovered a roman rural
settlement, probably a farm. A room with a
pebble floor was still visible. The site was
abandoned in the second half of the 3 A.D.
rd

3 c. B.C
Farm
References: CBC, codice SP326_FG001805.
rd
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B. CATALOGUE OF NON-SITES
The following catalogue lists the areas with scatters of archaeological materials,
which, based on their features were not recognized as sites. The definition of nonsites (or off-sites) is a discussed issue in the literature, as defining the
characteristics of a scatters that could not be inscribed in the category of site may
not only be debatable, but may also differ from a geographical area to another,
based on post-depositional factors, visibility level, use of the soil, etc. (see chapter
5.2).
For the purposes of this research, non-sites were considered those areas in which,
despite the presence of archaeological artefacts:
o no building material was present on surface;
o the density of sherds was very low;
o only few sherds were collected;
o the scatter covered wide surfaces, but it was not possible to recognize
areas of concentration;
o the few sherds collected pertained to different chronologies;
o they only consisted in fortuitous finding, no directly relatable to sites;
o the topological and micro-morphological features led to interpret the
scatter as the result of a slippage from upper areas, dragging by water
streams, landslides, landfills, etc.
These non-sites can be, hence, interpreted in different ways: e.g. areas of seasonal
occupations, areas used for farming activities, manuring scatters, scattering of
other sites, dumps and/or landfilled areas for reclamation works, etc.
Nevertheless, it is not unluckily that areas interpreted as non-sites may actually
refer to sites, but that, at the moment of the field survey, the circumstances (low
visibility, use of soils) prevented for a reliable recognition of all features. For
these reasons, we decided to include in this work also this catalogue of areas, as
in the future, those (for which the coordinates and the area expressed in m are
given) may be further verified on field, on varying the surface’s features or, for
instance, the methodology of the research as a result of new technological
implementations.
2

Hence, the following charts for each site provide: the code of the non-site; the
toponym; the IGM sheet of reference; the coordinates of the centroids (where
available); the type of area (point; polygon); the area expressed in square meters;
the T.U. numbers of the 2014-2015-2017 field surveys; a description of the site;
the main chronologies and the corresponding typology of site; references (the
code of the CBC is also reported) .
1

This type of catalogue was realized in compliance and conformity with other works, to be
more comparable to other investigated sub-regions: Cambi 2011, 214; Goffredo 2011; Ficco
2013; Aprosio 2008.
1
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scatter of impasto, common and cooking
ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site of the Villa of
Casalene (BOV22)

ORSARA
NS_ORS01
Forapane
I.G.M.
x: 527113
F. 174-I-NW
y: 4574035
site type: polygon
Area in m : 20657
Initially identified during a commercial
archeological field survey carried out by
“ArcheoLogica srl”, during the preliminary
analysis for the setting of an Eolic park
Bovino-Serrone. The scatter is located 1 km
N of Contrada Nardusciello, and 1.6 km W
of Torre Guevara, consisting in bricks and
ware of different time spans: prehistoric
sherds, common and cooking ware. This
area might be interpreted as an area of
dispersion from closer sites.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

rd

nd

2

rd

NS_BOV04
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 533019
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568546
T.U. 5
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10321
Scatter located 400 m NE of Casalene, and
between the municipal road ‘Femmina
Morta’ and the ‘Uliveto del Duca’. The scatter
consists of a low concentration of impasto
and common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

rd

nd

NS_BOV05
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532735
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568573
T.U. 6
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2777
Scatter located 200 m NNE of Casalene, and
E of the municipal road ‘Femmina Morta’,
which consists of few Roman common
wares.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

BOVINO
NS_BOV01
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532710
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568487
T.U. 2
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3752
Located 250 m NNE of Casalene and E of the
municipal road ‘Femmina Morta’, this scatter
consists mainly of common ware, and
impasto sherds. The firsts are relatable to the
Villa of Casalene (BOV22), while the latter
are the evidence of a off-site of the area
during III-II millennia BC.
Final Bronze –
Off-site
Iron Age
Roman Age
Off-site of the Villa of
Casalene (BOV22)

2

2

rd

nd

NS_BOV06
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 533005
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569038
T.U. 7
site type: polygon
Area in m : 27146
Vast area located 800 m NNE of Casalene,
and E of the municipal road ‘Femmina
Morta’, W of the ‘Uliveto del Duca’ and SW
of a modern farm. The scatter consists mainly
of prehistoric sherds and Roman common
ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

NS_BOV02
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532765
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568385
T.U. 3
site type: polygon
Area in m : 529
Small scatter located 150 m NNW of
Casalene and E of the municipal road
‘Femmina Morta’. It consists of sherds of
different time period, mainly prehistoric
hand-shaped sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site of the Villa of
Casalene (BOV22)

rd

2

rd

nd

nd

NS_BOV07
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 532269
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568441
T.U. 8
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8016
Vast area located 400 m NW of Casalene,
with scattering of prehistoric sherds, with
‘Pomici di Avellino’ and Roman common
ware.
Bronze age (post
Off-site
18 c. B.C.)
Roman Age
Off-site
2

nd

NS_BOV03
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532886
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568453
T.U. 4
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1254
Small scatter located 300 m E of Casalene,
and E of the municipal road ‘Femmina
Morta’, which consists of a low concentration

th

2

NS_BOV08
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 9
site type: polygon
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Femmina Morta
x: 532502
y: 4568424
Area in m : 2878
2

Area located 400 m SW of Casale, S of the
municipal road ‘Femmina Morta’, and W of
a small road that goes toward the Biletra. The
scatter consists mainly of common and
cooking ware, with 3 pieces of TSA.
Roman Age
Off-site

Area located 1 km SW of Casalene, consisting
of few pieces of impasto.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
rd

NS_BOV14
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531740
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567646
T.U. 27
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1100
Area located N of a road, within two olive
groves, consisting of few pieces of impasto
and Roman common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV09
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 532535
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567940
T.U. 19
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1519
Area located W of the road that goes toward
the Biletra, 30 m W of a water channel and an
uncultivated area with spontaneous bushes.
The scatter consists of pottery from different
time period and the evidences might have
been slipped alongside the water creek.
3 – 2 millennia
Slippage
Roman Age
Slippage

2

2

rd

rd

nd

2

NS_BOV16
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 530819
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568322
T.U. 34
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2096
Small area, located E of the S.P. 121, in the
eastern portion of a vine. The scatter consists
of impasto sherds, together with some bricks
and Roman late antique common and
cooking ware.
Neolithic
Off-site
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

2

nd

NS_BOV11
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 532647
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567967
T.U. 23
site type: polygon
Area in m : 96
Area located W of the road that goes toward
the Biletra, on the top of a sloping field N-S
oriented. Here were recovered some walls,
probably pertaining to a modern rural house,
preserved for 2 m high and 4 m long. No
archaeological material was here recovered.
Modern age
Rural house

rd

2

NS_BOV12
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531933
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567992
T.U. 24
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4321
Area located S of the municipal road
‘Femmina Morta’, W of a rural house,
consisting of few impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site

NS_BOV18
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 530601
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568333
T.U. 36
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3212
Small area, located E of the S.P. 121, in the NE
portion of a vine, with few impasto sherds,
probably relatable to T.U. 77, and common
ware.
Bronze Age
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

2

nd

NS_BOV13
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 26
site type: polygon

nd

NS_BOV17
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 530929
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568461
T.U. 35
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1264
Small area, located E of the S.P. 121,
consisting of few Roman common and
cooking ware.
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

nd

NS_BOV15
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531243
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568024
T.U. 32
site type: polygon
Area in m : 21843
Small area, with few impasto sherds.
Bronze Age –
Off-site
Final Bronze Age

NS_BOV10
Casalene
I.G.M.
x: 532721
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568219
T.U. 22
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3528
Area located SE of Casalene: its western limit
corresponds to the road that goes toward the
Biletra, while the northern limits to the
aligned trees. The scatter consists of few
Roman common wares and prehistoric
impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
rd

nd

Femmina Morta
x: 531816
y: 4567853

NS_BOV19
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE

Area in m : 1200
2
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Contrada Mezzana
x: 530774
y: 4568489

T.U. 37
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11814
Small area, located E of the S.P. 121. Its
western limit corresponds to the secondary
road, while the eastern limits to the field
nearby the built area. The scatter consists of
pottery of different time periods, both
impasto and Roman common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV24
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 532517
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569065
T.U. 47
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4813
Located W of the municipal road ‘Femmina
morta’ and 300 m E of the structure of the
AQP SPA, this scatter consists of impasto
sherds, bricks and Roman common ware
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

2

nd

rd

nd

NS_BOV20
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 531741
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568764
T.U. 41
site type: polygon
Area in m : 931
Small area, located south of the road
‘Femmina Morta’, in correspondence with
the T.U. 42. In the western portion of the
field, at the edge with a wooden area, few
pieces of impasto sherds and Roman
common ware were collected.
Ancient Bronze
Off-site
and Bronze Age
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV25
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 533160
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569213
T.U. 50
site type: polygon
Area in m : 12881
Wide area located in Contrada Mezzana, in
the field S of the Farm INTREK. In the area
was registered a high concentration of
impasto pottery and nearby the fence was
recovered a Roman coin.
Eneolithic
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV21
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 532075
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568913
T.U. 44
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7975
Area, located 800 m E of the small structure
of the AQP SPA, consisting of a scatter of
impasto sherds and few pieces of common
ware and a fragment of lamp.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV26
Radogna
I.G.M.
x: 533379
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569661
T.U. 55
site type: polygon
Area in m : 26204
Wide area located in Radogna, E of a
complex of farms and W of the Torrente
Biletra, this scatter consists of impasto sherds
and lithic industry, mainly slags. Some bricks
were recovered in the plough area, at the
northern limit of the field.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

2

2

2

rd

nd

rd

NS_BOV22
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 532281
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569109
T.U. 45
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3801
Area, located east of the municipal road
‘Femmina morta’ with pieces of impasto
sherds and very few (8) pieces of common
and cooking ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV27
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 532009
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567485
T.U. 59
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2705
Located S of a road that goes toward the
Biletra and SE of a small hut built with metal
sheets, this scatter consists of some bricks
and common ware, and some impasto dating
to the final phase of Bronze age.
Bronze Age –
Off-site
Final Bronze Age
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

2

nd

NS_BOV23
Contrada Mezzana
I.G.M.
x: 532458
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4569056
T.U. 46
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4560
Located W of the municipal road ‘Femmina
morta’ and 350 m E of the structure of the
AQP SPA, this scatter consists of impasto
sherds and only 2 Roman common wares,
mainly recovered in the outer plough areas.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV28
Femmina Morta
I.G.M.
x: 531555
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567766
T.U. 65
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5737
Located W of the municipal road ‘Femmina
Morta’, inside an olive grove, this area
consists mainly of impasto sherds, mainly
scattered in the area closer to a small modern
rural house.

2

rd

nd

2

nd
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3 – 2 millennia
Roman Age
rd

nd

Off-site
Off-site

3 – 2 millennia
rd

Off-site

NS_BOV34
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530171
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568605
T.U. 74
site type: polygon
Area in m : 14144
Area located in the fields located north of the
Santuario di Valleverde, between Creta
Rossa and the Cervaro. In the area were
detected impasto sherds, Roman common
ware and bricks.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV29
Masseria Campana
I.G.M.
x: 530826
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567932
T.U. 66
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1993
Small area located on a sloping field with a SN orientation, with a scatter of impasto
sherds.
Final Bronze Age
Off-site
– First Iron Age
Roman Age
Off-site

2

2

rd

NS_BOV30
Masseria Campana
I.G.M.
x: 530760
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568031
T.U. 67
site type: polygon
Area in m : 11910
Wide area with a scatter of Eneolithic and
ancient Bronze Age pottery.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

nd

NS_BOV35
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530025
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568075
T.U. 75
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5909
Small area located in the fields north of the
Santuario di Valleverde, between Creta
Rossa and the Cervaro, E of I Valli and SSW
of the T.U. 51. Small sherds of impasto were
recovered in the portion of land nearby the
vegetation, 70 m SSW of the walls of the T.U.
51.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

nd

2

nd

NS_BOV31
Masseria Campana
I.G.M.
x: 530850
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567728
T.U. 70
site type: polygon
Area in m : 8710
Area located in Femmina Morta, S of
Masseria Campana. The scatter is spread out
over a field sloping with an E-W orientation,
with few impasto sherd and Roman common
ware (2 pieces). The northern limit
corresponds with the road, while the
southern limit of the scatter is the imaginary
line that runs from a rural abandoned out
toward East.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

rd

nd

2

rd

NS_BOV36
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530373
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568197
T.U. 77
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10045
Area located in the fields located north of the
Santuario di Valleverde, W of the S.P. 121,
nearby a stopping place of the road. Between
the olive grove and a plough area, nearby an
electricity pole, were detected few bricks and
common ware and impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

nd

rd

NS_BOV32
Masseria Campana
I.G.M.
x: 530950
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567839
T.U. 72
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5687
Area located in Masseria Campana, within
an olive grove, in the northern portion of a
plough field. The scatter consists mainly of
impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

NS_BOV37
I Valli
I.G.M.
x: 529848
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568236
T.U. 83
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2240
Small area located in I Valli, on an
uncultivated field with poor visibility, E of a
small track. The scatter consists of few pieces
of impasto and common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

nd

2

nd

rd

NS_BOV33
Creta Rossa
I.G.M.
x: 530098
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4568538
T.U. 73
site type: polygon
Area in m : 10745
Area located in the fields located north of the
Santuario di Valleverde, between Creta
Rossa and the Cervaro, which runs 400 m far.
The scatter consists of impasto sherds.

nd

NS_BOV38
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 84
site type: polygon

2
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I Valli
x: 529844
y: 4568127
Area in m : 2656
2

Area located SE of a farm, with sherds of
impasto, mainly detected in the plough outer
areas of the field.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
rd

F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572698
T.U. 97
site type: polygon
Area in m : 463
Small area with few pieces of impasto and
common ware (2), located 50 m W of a water
channel.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

nd

NS_BOV39
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531777
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571264
T.U. 88
site type: polygon
Area in m : 14621
Small area with few pieces of impasto and
common ware, located nearby a slope with
impasto sherds
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

rd

NS_BOV45
Masseria Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 532560
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572799
T.U. 100
site type: polygon
Area in m : 607
Small area located at the end of short slope,
nearby the space of a road for an unfinished
wind farm. Only few pieces of impasto were
detected together with 4 pieces of Roman
common ware.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

rd

nd

2

nd

NS_BOV40
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531708
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571454
T.U. 89
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6186
Small scatter of impasto and common ware.
The area is located alongside a gentle slope.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

rd

nd

2

rd

NS_BOV46
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 531016
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573086
T.U. 109
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4165
Scatter of impasto and lithic industry, located
on an upland 100 m S of a slope toward the
Lavella.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site

nd

2

NS_BOV41
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531221
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571956
T.U. 92
site type: polygon
Area in m : 23617
South of the Roman villa Serrone (BOV27), it
was delimited an area with impasto sherds,
located close to the olive trees aligned nearby
a modern rural house.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

rd

nd

2

rd

NS_BOV47
Contrada Serrone
I.G.M.
x: 530911
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4573037
T.U. 112
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5133
Small area, elongated with an E-W
orientation, with few impasto sherds.
Among the pottery it was detected a piece
engraved with lines and points dating to the
Middle Bronze Age.
Bronze Age
Off-site
(Appenninic
facies)

nd

2

NS_BOV42
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531491
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4571864
T.U. 93
site type: polygon
Area in m : 17658
Low concentration of impasto and common
ware scatter, located S of the Villa of Serrone
(BOV27).
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

rd

NS_BOV48
Masseria Serroncino
I.G.M.
x: 529939
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572564
T.U. 114
site type: polygon
Area in m : 15289
Wide area, with pieces of impasto and lithic
industry, located NNW of Masseria
Serroncino by a turn of the road toward San
Lorenzo
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site

nd

NS_BOV43
Carripoli
I.G.M.
x: 531883
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572073
T.U. 94
site type: polygon
Area in m : 3470
Small area with few impasto sherds (24) and
1 fragment of cooking ware, located north of
a water basin for irrigation.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

2

2

rd

rd

NS_BOV49
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 121
site type: polygon

nd

NS_BOV44
I.G.M.

nd

Masseria Serrone
x: 532247
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Mezzanella
x: 528708
y: 4572374
Area in m : 13875
2

Identified during commercial archaeology
investigation carried out by “ArcheoLogica”
during the preliminary analysis for the
setting of an Eolic park, this scatter consists
of impasto sherds, located in a triangular
shaped field in front of Masseria San
Lorenzo, on the other side of the road.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
rd

Wide area with pottery of different
chronologies, spread out without a reliable
concentration.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
rd

NS_BOV55
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530470
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566355
T.U. 147
site type: polygon
Area in m : 701
Scatter of modern pottery, located in an olive
grove south of the road that from the Biletra
goes toward Casale.
Modern age
Off-site

nd

NS_BOV50
Mezzanella
I.G.M.
x: 528940
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572452
T.U. 122
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6967
Area with low density of impasto sherds,
with no particular concentration. The scatter
is located over a narrow and long field, with
an E-W orientation, delimited north by the
road San Lorenzo and south by a water
channel.
Bronze Age
Off-site

2

2

NS_BOV56
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 532536
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566877
T.U. 151
site type: polygon
Area in m : 1692
Over a small plough area located at the
boarders of a field covered with straws, it
was detected a scatter of impasto sherds. The
scatter may be related to a larger site not
visible due to the vegetation.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
2

NS_BOV51
Grotta Francesconi
I.G.M.
x: 533165
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566644
T.U. 131
site type: polygon
Area in m : 2728
Located over a gentle slope facing the Tegole
upland, this scatter consists of few Eneolithic
impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

rd

nd

rd

nd

NS_BOV57
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 527425
F. 174-I-SW
y: 4564834
T.U. 179
site type: polygon
Area in m : 4449
Located on a flat portion of a field in
Serralunga, on a field facing Masseria
Nocelleto, the scatter consists of impasto
sherds and common ware, detected without
a recognizable concentration.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site

nd

2

NS_BOV52
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530898
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4566944
T.U. 139
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6657
Area with few pieces of pottery of different
chronology located on a sloping field toward
the Biletra.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

rd

rd

NS_BOV58
Piana delle Mandrie
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SE
site type: point
Located 2 km S of Bovino, the area of Piana
delle Mandrie is renowned for many
archaeological discoveries. A tomb was here
discovered with an iron pendent, now
preserved in the Museo Civico of Bovino.
The exact localization of this finding is not
known.
Archaic period
Tomb
References: CBC, codice FG000260; Volpe G.
1994, 130.

nd

NS_BOV53
Piano Martino
I.G.M.
x: 530779
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4567058
T.U. 141
site type: polygon
Area in m : 5446
On a sloping field with an E-W orientation
and facing the Biletra, it was detected a
scatter with few pieces of impasto and black
glazed pottery. No building material was
found.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
Roman Age
Off-site
2

rd

nd

NS_BOV54
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
T.U. 143
site type: polygon

nd

NS_BOV59
Piana delle Mandrie
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
site type: point
From the area around the aqueduct were
found fragments of pottery, common ware, a
black glazed kylix , a point of a javelin, a

Piano Martino
x: 530530
y: 4566760
Area in m : 3916
2
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loom weight, and two small statuettes of
Eracle, now preserved in the Museo Civico of
Bovino. The exact localization of this finding
is not known.
Archaic period
off-site
References: CBC, codice FG000265; Volpe G.
1994, 130; Mertens 1994, 94.

NS_BOV64
Serrone
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
In Serrone, 7 km NE of Bovino, on the
northern-eastern portion of a hill facing the
Lavella, were recovered some few
archaeological materials. Among them, there
was a circular earing in bronze, similar to
other samples from Daunian contexts of
Ascoli Satriano and Salapia. This artifact
might be pertinent to a tomb.
Archaic period
Tomb (?)
References: CBC, codice FG000261; Volpe
1994, 117, 131.

NS_BOV60
Fontanelle
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-SW
site type: point
2,5 km west of Bovino, in locality Fontanelle,
was reported an area with sherds, millstones,
tombs, loom weights, a lance’s point, now in
the Museo Civico of Bovino.
Roman Age
Off-site
References: CBC, codice FG000264; Volpe
1990, Volpe 1994, p.127, Volpe 1996, Arch.
SABAP (FG), Volpe 1989d, Museo Bovino
1994.

NS_BOV65
Tegole
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
In Tegole, 5 km E-SE of Bovino, on the SW
slope of the hill between the Fosso Vitolo and
Fosso Valle dell’Angelo, was found and
recovered a point of a javelot, probably
pertaining to a burial context.
Archaic period
Tomb (?)
References: CBC, codice FG000262; Volpe
1994, 117, 132

NS_BOV61
Mezzana
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
Nearby Casalene, 4 km NE of Bovino, during
agricultural works, were found limestone
stones, probably boundary stones or
columns, or statue bases. One of them is
preserved in the Museo Civico of Bovino.
Roman Age
Off-site
References: CBC, codice FG000272; Volpe
1994, 129.

NS_BOV66
Contrada San Lorenzo
I.G.M.
x: 528347
F. 174-I-NE
y: 4572234
site type: polygon
Area in m : 6114
This area was initially identified during
commercial
archaeology
investigation
carried out by “ArcheoLogica” during the
preliminary analysis for the setting of an
Eolic park. The area is located over the SS.
111 and 900 m west of Mezzanella and the
scatter consists of impasto sherds,
interpreted as the off-site of a larger site yet
not identified.
2

NS_BOV62
Casale
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
In the area of Casale, four points of arrows in
flint were collected.
Prehistory
Off-site
References: CBC, codice FG000252; Cassano
S., Manfredini A. 1994

3 – 2 millennia
rd

NS_BOV63
Casalene
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
4 KM E-NE of Bovino, on the western slope
of a hill facing the Cervaro and Biletra,
sporadic material of Neolithic era was
discovered. Among them a stone pickaxe.
Also, three lance tips dating to Iron age and
archaic era (5 -4 )
Neolithic
Off-site
Iron Age
tomb
Archaic era
tomb
References: CBC, codice SP225_FG005046;
Cassano, Manfredini 1994, 24; Bovino 1994,
290.
th

Off-site

nd

NS_BOV67
Radogna
I.G.M.
F. 174-I-NE
site type: point
In Radogna were recovered one ionic cup
and attingitoio with geometric decoration
both dating to the 6 -5 c. B.C. and probably
pertaining to archaic tombs.
th

th

th

3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
References: Bovino 1994, 310.
rd
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nd

ASCOLI SATRIANO
NS_ASC01
Masseria Bozzelli
I.G.M.
x: 545292
F. 175-IV-NW
y: 4575247
site type: polygon
Area in m : 7410
Small area with impasto sherds.
3 – 2 millennia
Off-site
2

rd

nd
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

18

16

14

Busta

Fascicolo

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

464469

Reintegratione
delli regj tratturi
della regia
dogana di
Foggia, per li
quali calano
d'Apruzzo in
Puglia, e per
essi da Puglia in
Apruzzo, come
anco delli
bracci, che tiene
ciasched'uno
d'essi, e di
quelli, che sono

941 Supplemento
alla
reintegrazione
del Revertera

168169

Carta

Pianta
generale delle
unioni d'Orta,
Carapella,
Ordona,
Stornara, e
Stornarella
Cervaro
(ponte di) Murge di
Montegrosso
(tratturo)

Disegno del
quadrone
grande della
Perizia e
Masseria di
Santo
Laurentio.

Title

TABLE 10.1 DOGANA DELLA MENA DELLE PECORE - ASFG

10. CATALOGUE OF FIGURATIVE SOURCES

Giacomo de
Laurentiis

Spera Croce

Author

1651 Buonassisa
(masseria,
strada di),
D'Alessio
Giovanni
Cola (torretta
di), Femina
Morta

1629 San Lorenzo
in
Carmignano,
Ponte
Cervaro,
Masseria
della
Commenda,
Posticchia
delle Vigne,
Torre
Allemanna
1776 Orta,
Ordona,
Stornara,
Stornarella

Year Toponyms

Plan of the sheep track from Ponte di
Bovino to Montegrosso, near Castel del
Monte. One image is devoted to the
Ponte Cervaro nearby the Santuario
dell'Incoronata.

It shows division of fields, olive
grooves and woods in the area of
Ordona and Orta.

Very interesting map, with indication
of the Ponte Cervaro, the regio tratturo
and Masseria San Lorenzo in
Carmignano

Notes
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Serie

I

Fondo

Dogana
Pecore

18

Busta

Fascicolo

446448

Carta

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento
nel distretto
della Puglia,
ordinata, e fatta
per
l'illustrissimo
signor reggente
Ettorre
Capecelatro
marchese del
Torello [...]
principiata
nell'anno
corrente 1651"
Reintegratione
delli regj tratturi
della regia
dogana di
Foggia, per li
quali calano
d'Apruzzo in
Puglia, e per
essi da Puglia in
Apruzzo, come
anco delli
bracci, che tiene
ciasched'uno
d'essi, e di
quelli, che sono
nel distretto
della Puglia,
ordinata, e fatta
per
l'illustrissimo
signor reggente
Ettorre
Capecelatro
marchese del
Torello [...]
principiata
Foggia Ponte di
Cervaro
(tratturo)

Title

Author

1652 Foggia,
Ponte di
Cervaro,
Candelaro
(tratturo di)

Year Toponyms

Plan of the sheep track from Ponte di
Bovino to Montegrosso, near Castel del
Monte. One image is devoted to the
Ponte Cervaro nearby the Santuario
dell'Incoronata.

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

28

18

Busta

Fascicolo

79-80

439440

Carta

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento
nell'anno
corrente 1651"
Reintegratione
delli regj tratturi
della regia
dogana di
Foggia, per li
quali calano
d'Apruzzo in
Puglia, e per
essi da Puglia in
Apruzzo, come
anco delli
bracci, che tiene
ciasched'uno
d'essi, e di
quelli, che sono
nel distretto
della Puglia,
ordinata, e fatta
per
l'illustrissimo
signor reggente
Ettorre
Capecelatro
marchese del
Torello [...]
principiata
nell'anno
corrente 1651"
Pianta delle
mezzane del
feudo di Orta

Candelaro
(ponte di) Ponte di
Cervaro per
la Gaveta

Title

Gregorio
Curto,
Giovanni
Iorio
Gabriele

Author

Orta,
Taverna
d'Orta nel
Tratturo,
Tratturo di
Cerignola,
Palazzo
d'Orta

Candelaro,
Cervaro,
Farano
(locazione)

Year Toponyms

Plan of the sheep track from Ponte di
Bovino to Montegrosso, near Castel del
Monte. One image is devoted to the
Ponte Cervaro nearby the Santuario
dell'Incoronata.

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

479

544

572

530531

Carta

68 861, IV

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

37 Real dispaccio
per impedire il
danno, che
soffrono le regie
Saline

27-29

861 IV,
37
864 64-65

Fascicolo

68 861, II

68

I

Dogana
Pecore

68

28

28

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

28

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

28

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Busta

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

Pianta
dimostrativa
di una
porzione
della

Tavoliere del
Serrone Posta del
Giardinetto
(tratturello)

Cervaro

Pianta del
Feudo di
Passo
Briccioso
Cervaro

Ponterotto in
località di
Ordona
(pezza
assegnat

Pianta del
Feudo di
Passo
Briccioso

Title

Giuseppe
Porta

Giuseppe
Porta
Nicolò
Conte

Giuseppe
del Papa,
Antonio
Calabianco,
Antonio di
Michele

Author

1805 Carapelle

1787

1792 Serrone,
Giardinetto

1668 Cervaro,
Torretta nel
feudo di
Tressanti,
Ramatola di
Tressanti
1805 Cervaro

1676 Passo
Briccioso

1686 Ponterotto,
Ordona

1676 Passo
Briccioso

Year Toponyms

It represents the mouth of the Cervaro,
with its flowing northers to Torre di
Rivoli.
It represents the mouth of the Cervaro,
with its flowing northers to Torre di
Rivoli.

Plan of a sheep track connecting
Tavoliere del Serrone to Posta di
Giardinetto, passing trough Casale
Trinità.

Representation of the mouth of the
Cervaro, with the reference to an area
that becomes loamy when it rains.

The plan represents a field in Locality
Passo Breccioso, similarly to one in
Dogana Pecore, I, 28, 530.

Beautiful map which illustrates a field
in locality Passo Breccioso. Trees, most
likely oaks, are represented together
with the indication of areas used for
pasture. The Cervaro appears in its
ramification between the Cervaro
vecchio and Cervaro novo streams.
It represents a field assigned to the
collegio romano priest, nearby the
Feudo D'Ascoli, in Locazione
Ponterotto of Ordona.

Notes
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I

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

Fascicolo

274

274

152

152

127

10508

10510 c.7

2703

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

21

15

5

36 Real dispaccio
per impedire il
danno, che
soffrono le regie
Saline
26

Carta

2694 11,
12

2032

68 861, I

68 861, IV

Busta

Farano
(seminativi

Fungo di
Pontalbanito
(masseria a
mezzanena di
Benedetto
Farina,
barone di
Casalnuovo,
nella posta)
Toro in
Locazione di
Postalbanito
(posta)
Contessa di
Pont'Albanito
Francesco
Palumbo

Giulio di
Lercule

Nicolò
Conte

Pietro delli
Santi,
Ignazio
Romito

Nicola
Mangarella,
Felice
Romito

Giuseppe
Porta

Carapella e
sue adiecenze
Carapelle
(fiume e
territori
limitrofi)
Carapelle
(fiume e
territori
limitrofi)
Candelaro Ponte di
Cervaro
(tratturo)

Author

Title

1598 Pontalbanito,
Posta
Cisterna
1598 Farano

1788 Toro,
Postalbanito

1651 Candelaro,
Cervaro,
Ponte di
Cervaro in
locazione di
Castiglione
(portata),
Tavernola
1768 Pontalbanito,
Casalnuovo

1785 Carapelle

1805 Carapelle

Year Toponyms

Posta Cisterna and Posta Albanito are
represented, with indication of wheat
fields.

Small map representing the Cervaro
river, the bridge, the regio Tatturo and
stables for sheeps. In the text they refer
to the Cervaro overflowding causing
damages to the Regio Tratturo

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

I

343

343

326

301

274

I

Dogana
Pecore

274

I

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

Busta

Serie

Fondo

7

6

11

Carta

12333

12331

19

31

11658 31-32

10794

10502

10507

Fascicolo

Atti di
Compasso.

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

Atti per il
riposo delle
masserie di
Faraone e
Faraniello ad
Istanza di
don Nicola
Colonna
abate
commissario
della Badia di
San Marco in
Lamis
Pianta della
Portata della

nella posta
di)
San Lorenzo
(Feudo)
Castelluccio
dei Sauri
(feudo)
Piante della
Pagliata seu
Demanio di
Manfredona
lavoratorio et
acquoso
Cervaro
(fiume)

Title

Giuseppe
Croci

Domenico
Antonio
Serritiello

Giuseppe
Capri

Serafino
Cesario
Giulio di
Lercule

Author

1756 Cervaro,
Separone,

1751 Cervaro
(tratturo),
Ponte di
Cervaro

1794 Cervaro,
Romatola,
Canal Salso

1628 Manfredonia

1598 Castelluccio
dei Sauri

1598 San Lorenzo

Year Toponyms

see also: Atti di riposo della Masseria
di Cerbaro della Commenda di Malta':

The Cervaro is represented as flowing
into the Pantano Salso. There is
indication of a barn, a well and
farmyard. This is a map of lands
owned by the Lords Tantoli alle
Pagliette. In the documents they refer
to the use of the water of the Cervaro
river, with respect to a controversy
between the Regia Deputazione of
Mandredonia and the Marquess Bruno.
Part of the regio tratturo between the
Ponte Cervaro and Candelaro.

It is represented the mouth of the
Cervaro, near Torre di Rivoli. The river
crosses an artificial channel 'fatto a
forza di vanga'.

It represents the fief of San Lorenzo in
Carmignano.

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

346

345

345

344

344

Busta

Carta

12383

12362

12361

25

18

34

12341 21-22

12349 c.24

Fascicolo

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

Giardinetto
(portata e
Mezzana) nel
feudo del
Marchese di
Vasto
Pianta della
Castelluccia
dell'Illustre
Duca di
Bovino in
Locazione di

Commenda
di San
Giovanni di
Troia in
locazione di
Pont'Albanito
di versure 142
1/2
Pianta del
riposo della
portata di
Tavernola
Pianta di
portate e
Mezzane
della Torretta
detta anche di
Alvano e
Alvanello
San Lorenzo
in Ponte
Albanito
(portata)

Title

Nicola
Maria
Romito

Ignazio
Romito

Francesco
Paolo
Pacileo

Pacilio

Author

1779 Castelluccia,
Pontalbanito,
Bovino
(portata del
Duca di),
Cisterna,
Valle del

1763 San Lorenzo
in
Carmignano,
Ponte
Albanito,
Posticchia,
Fungo
1763 Giardinetto

1778 Tratturo
Cerignola,
Ponte
Cervaro,
Melfignana,
Tamaricciola

1760 Cervaro
(tratturo)

San Lorenzo,
Tratturo
CervaroCerignola

Year Toponyms

It is represented Masseria La Lamai
and Posta di Valle del Forno, with
indication of the Posta di Cisterna,
Valle del Forno and the village of
Castelluccio, as well as part of the
Cervaro. There are vines and fields.

This is possibly a copy of Dogana delle
Pecore, I, 346, 12371, 17. There is the
indication of the branch between the
Cervaro vecchio and the new riverbed.

similar to Dog. II, F. 118, f. 3087.

Part of the regio tratturo between the
Ponte Cervaro and Candelaro.

http://sastregionepuglia.it/index.php/tecadigitale?view=show&myId=c52d3dfd413e-4f4d-a9c9-e05305c2431f

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

350

346

346

Busta

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

Atti in
esecuzione di
real dispaccio a
supplica di don
Domenico, e
don Michele
fratelli de Luca
per la permuta
di una parte
della loro
mezzana

19 Atti del real
dispaccio
spedito ad
istanza
dell'illustre
principe di
Pescara,e Vasto
per il riposo
della portata
detta di
Giardino
locazione di
Feudo
17

Carta

12493 17-18

12371

12384

Fascicolo

Pianta delle
portate e
mezzane di
Giardino, e
Giardinetto
dell'illustre
marchese del
Vasto
Cervaro
(masseria dei
fratelli de
Luca in Porta
di Feudo
d'Ascoli)

Pianta della
portata, e
mezzana di
Giardino, e
Giardinizzo
in locazione
di Feudo
dell'illustre
marchese del
Vasto

Pontalbanito
di Carra 27

Title

Pasquale de
Nittis

Nicola
Maria
Romito

Author

1797 Cervaro,
Feudo
d'Ascoli

1771 Giardino,
Giardinetto,
Feudo
d'Ascoli,
Fabrica

Forno, Posta
Fissa della
Contessa, La
Lamia,
Cervaro,
Torre
1780 Giardino,
Giardinetto,
Torre di
Giardino,
Cervaro,
Posta Crusta,
Posta
d'Ischia

Year Toponyms

In the document, the owner asks to
tranform in a farmland the lands south
to the Cervaro, which were used as
pasture. Being the mezzana often
swampy for the overflowing of the
Cervaro, it is now dangerous for the
animals. The owner asks to use another
safer area for pasture.

Branches of Cervaro vecchio and
Cervaro nuovo, by Mezzana di
Giardino.

There is a portion of the Cervaro and
the indication of Mezzana di Giardino
and Giardinetto, Posta della Crusta,
Posta d'Ischia, Posta Palazzo.

Masseria La Lamia is represented
together with a small rural church.

Notes
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I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

370

368

350

350

350

Busta

12865

12854

12495

12495

12495

Fascicolo

156

15

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento
26 Atti di permuta,
e censuazione
domandata dal
marchese don
Domenico, e
canonico don
Michele de Luca
su la masseria di
Cervaro, che da
medesimi vien
coltivata
17 Atti di permuta,
e censuazione
domandata dal
marchese don
Domenico, e
canonico don
Michele de Luca
su la masseria di
Cervaro, che da
medesimi vien
coltivata

Carta

Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto

Pontalbanito
nel Feudo
d'Ascoli
Tremoleto in
tenimento di
Deliceto (real
caccia e terre
a coltura,
bosco)

Cervaro
(masseria dei
fratelli de
Luca nelle
locazioni di
Pontalbanito
e Feudo
d'Ascoli)

Cervaro
(masseria dei
fratelli de
Luca nelle
locazioni di
Pontalbanito
e Feudo
d'Ascoli)

Title

Carlescenzio
Inforziati,
Pietro delli
Santi,

Ciriaco
Perrone,
Giuseppe
Antonio de
Blasis

Pasquale de
Nittis

Pasquale de
Nittis

Nicola
Maria
Romito,
Pasquale de
Nittis

Author

1798 Pontalbanito,
Feudo
d'Ascoli
1764 Tremoleto,
Deliceto,
Carapellotto
(fiume),
Castro,
Carapellotto,
Canale delle
differenze,
lago di
Castro
1768 Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto,

1797 Cervaro,
Feudo
d'Ascoli

1800 Cervaro,
Palazzo
Feudo
d'Ascoli

Year Toponyms

In the attached document, there is the
description of the Tremoleto wood,
which was house for deers, game and
boars. Nearby there were fields of
wheat, millet, oat and barley, that were
frequently damaged by the animals.

It is the rapresentation of De Luca
estate: they asked to conduct a census
nearby the Cervaro frequently flooded.

The exchange of the land is accorded to
the De Luca brothers.

Notes
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Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

905

905

I

I

900

756

I

I

747

373

Busta

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

Carta

18989

18989

18977

18294

309

430

184

19

18223 73-74

12890 13-14

Fascicolo

Reali dispacci a
suppliche del
Balì di Gio
Carignani
commendatario
della commenda
di S. Giovanni
di Troia relativi
alla real caccia
di Torre
Guevara e altre
scritte e Pianta

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

Ponterotto in
locazione di

Cervaro
(ponte)
San Paolo
(feudo della
Badia di San
Leonardo di
Puglia)
Pontalbanito
(posticchie)
Cisterna in
locazione
Pontalbanito
Serafino di
Cesare

Perfidio
Salutate
Cola de
Marci

Agostino
Caputo
Domenico
Antonio
Serritiello

Ciriaco
Parrone

Filippo de
Lellis

(reali cacce
comprese nei
tenimenti di
Troia, Bovino,
Deliceto)

Torre
Guevara (real
Caccia in
Tenimento di
Troia)

Author

Title

1612 Cisterna,
Pontalbanito,
Ponterotto,
Ordona
1611 Ponterotto,
Ordona

1600 Pontalbanito

1742 Bovino
(sezione
della strada
del ponte di)

1731

Acquaviva,
Bovino
(centro
abitato,
demanio,
ponte e
taverna),
Casalnuovo,
Casino della
Lamia,
Castelluccia
1774 Torre
Guevara

Year Toponyms

Few drawings, without geographic
references, difficoult to locate.

The map represents the fief of San
Paolo, with indication of plots: some
are devoted to pasture. In the fief there
are horses owned by his majesty and
by the Badia di San Lorenzo.
Few drawings, without geographic
references, difficoult to locate.
Few drawings, without geographic
references, difficoult to locate.

Beatiful map with indication of all
estate owned by the Duke of Bovino,
with all roads, creeks, bridges,
mezzane. On August the 14th, 1773,
the Duke of Bovino writes from Naple
a letter to His Majesty since in many
occasion hunters entered his estates of
Cervellino, Acquaviva, Pezza delle
Croci, Serrone, Giardinetto and San
Lorenzo, for deer hunting.

Notes
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Dogana
Pecore

I

I

21

20

20

I

Dogana
Pecore

905

I

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

Busta

Serie

Fondo

18589

Fascicolo

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

23 Atlante delle
locazioni del
Tavoliere di
Puglia di
Antonio e
Nunzio di
Michele di
Rovere
21 Atlante delle
locazioni del
Tavoliere di
Puglia di
Antonio e
Nunzio di
Michele di
Rovere
40 Piante
topografiche, e
geometriche
delle ventitre
locazioni del
reggio Tavoliere
della Puglia
assegnate a i
locati della regia
Dogana di
Foggia formate
da Agatangiolo
della Croce di
Vastogirardi in
Provincia di
Contado di
Molise in questo
Regno di Napoli
regio

157

Carta

Farano

Agatangelo
della Croce

Antonio
Michele

Cola de
Mesci
Antonio
Michele

Ordona
(posta di)
Separone
(posta)
Locatione di
Pont'Albanito

Locatione del
feudo
d'Ascoli, e
Fabrica"

Author

Title

1760 Farano,
Cervaro
vecchio,
Cervaro
nuovo

1686 Ponte
Cervaro,
Tratturo
Foggia-Ponte
Cervaro, San
Lorenzo,
Ponte
Albanito
1686 Ascoli,
Cervaro,
Ponte
Cervaro,
Torre del
Cervaro

1612

Year Toponyms

It is represented a small portion of the
old riverbed of the Cervaro and the
new one, the regio tartturo and the
poste Onoranza, Amenola, Gurginolo

Locazione of Ascoli, the bridge over
the Cervaro west to the Incoronata,
where the sheeptrack passed by. It is
represented Ponte Rotto near
Pontalbanito, the Mezzana of the Duke
of Bovino, the properties of the Gesuiti
and Posta Crusta.

Few drawings, without geographic
references, difficoult to locate.
Map by Agatangelo della Croce, with
representation of Locazione
Pontalbanito, the riverbed of the
Cervaro, of the Ponte Cervaro, and
Castelluccio. San Lorenzo is
represented in ruins.

Notes
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21

21

21

21

28

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore
Dogana
Pecore

21

21

I

Dogana
Pecore

21

Busta

I

Serie

Dogana
Pecore

Fondo

Fascicolo

330331

10 //

32 //

33 //

34 //

35 //

36 //

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento
agrimensore di
essa regia
Dogana
dedicate al
gloriosissimo
Ferdinando IV
re delle Due
Sicilie e di
Gierusalemme
infante di
Spagna, duca di
Parma,
Piacenza,
Castro, gran
principe
ereditario di
Toscana
37 //

Carta

Pianta del
Quadrone
della Torretta

Ordona

Corea Grande

Feudo
d'Ascoli
Corea Piccola

Ponte
Albanito

Castelluccio

Santo
Lorenzo

Title

Agatangelo
della Croce
Agatangelo
della Croce
Agatangelo
della Croce
Agatangelo
della Croce
Antonio
Caiazzo

Agatangelo
della Croce

Agatangelo
della Croce

Agatangelo
della Croce

Author

1669 Cervaro
vecchio,

1760 Ordona

1760 Corea
Piccola,
1760 Cervaro

1760 San Loreno,
Cervaro,
Separone
1760 Torre La
Lamia,
Cisterna,
Fungo
1760 Ponte
Albanito,
Cervaro
1760 Cervaro

Year Toponyms

Bridge over the Cervaro near
Incoronata.

San Lorenzo near the Cervaro is
represented.

Notes
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I

Dogana
Pecore

I

Dogana
Pecore

I

I

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

350

342

342

284

Busta

12492

12300

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento

11 Atti di riposo
della massaria
chiamata del
Ponte di
Cervaro del
reverendo
sacerdote don
Salvatore Poppa
della Terra
d'Orsara
8 Atti
d'osservanza di
provisioni della
regia Camera
per la
censuazione di
versure cinque
di mezzana
dimandata da'
magnifici fratelli

62

Carta

12305 13,
14

10626

Fascicolo

Pianta della
censuazione
da fari nella
masseria di
campo di don
Domenico e
don Michele
de Luca, sita
in Posta
Palazzo

di
Monsignore
di
Manfredonia
Castelluccio
dei Sauri
(portata del
feudo fi)
Atti di riposo
della
masseria
chiamata
Feudo di
Farano nella
locazione di
Candelaro
della Mensa
Vescovile di
Manfredonia
Pianta e
misura della
portata del
Ponte, qual è
di versure 134

Title

Felice
Romito

Domenico
Antonio
Serritiello

Giovanni
Grazioso

Author

1796 Feudo
d'Ascoli,
Cervaro

1737 Ponte
Cervaro,
Ponte
Cervaro,
CerignolaFoggia
(tratturo)

1738 Cervaro,
Farano,

1653 Castelluccio
dei Sauri

Cervaro
novo,

Year Toponyms

Notes

446

II

V

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

V

II

Dogana
Pecore

Dogana
Pecore

Serie

Fondo

125

125

527

118

Busta

Carta

5882

5882

11148

Atto non
cartografico di
riferimento
don Domenico,
e don Michele
de Luca in
locazione del
Feudo d'Ascoli

Atti formatasi
con ordine alli
danni
accagionati ne
feudi dell'Ill.
Duca di Bovino
da selvaggi
nella Real
Caccia.
17 Atti formatasi
con ordine alli
danni
accagionati ne
feudi dell'Ill.
Duca di Bovino
da selvaggi
nella Real
Caccia.

3087 48-49

Fascicolo

Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto
(reali cacce
comprese nei
tenimenti di
Troia, Bovino,
Deliceto)
Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto
(reali cacce
comprese nei
tenimenti di
Troia, Bovino,
Deliceto)

San Lorenzo
(Feudo,
masseria,
mezzana e
'quadrone
grande')
Cervaro
(fiume)

locazione di
Feudo di
versure
cinque

Title

Pietro delli
Santi

Pietro delli
Santi

Michele
della Croce

Author

1768 Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto

1768 Torre
Guevara,
Cervellino,
Tremoleto

1739 Cervaro

1679 San Lorenzo,
Cervaro alias
Cutinella
(fiume)

Year Toponyms

The map is a copy on parchment of an
original dating to the 1755, by
Francesco Pacileo. It represents all the
area, from Deliceto to Troia, with
creeks, bridges, fiefs, wells,
watersources and mezzane. Masseria
del Casale is also represented.

There is the rappresentation of the
Cervaro vecchio e nuovo, an artificial
channel in Castiglione.
The map is a copy on parchment of an
original dating to the 1755, by
Francesco Pacileo. It represents all the
area, from Deliceto to Troia, with
creeks, bridges, fiefs, wells,
watersources and mezzane. Masseria
del Casale is also represented.

This is a copy of Dogana Pecore, I, vol.
14, 168

Notes
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12

12

Piante
Topografiche
- Progetti di
Lavoro

12

Atlante

Piante
Topografiche
- Progetti di
Lavoro

Piante
Topografiche
- Progetti di
Lavoro

Fondo

35

35

7

Foglio

Serra del Vento di
Bovino

Montenero di Bovino

Pianta dimostrativa del
fiume Cervaro, che
confina col bosco
dell'Incoronata"

Title

Autho

XIX

Michele Giannini,
Raffaele Rebecchi

Michele Giannini,
Raffaele Rebecchi

1838 Stefano Maggi

Year

TABLE 10.2. PIANTE TOPOGRAFICHE E PROGETTI - ASFG

Bovino, Serra del
Vento, Biletra

Bovino, Montenero

Cervaro, Incoronata,
Ricone di belvedere,
Poggio della
Commenda, Ricone
del Ponte, Marchese de
Luca,

Toponyms

There is the Biletra.

Montenero di Bovino is
represented with the communal
estate and the abuses by privates
that cultivated some portion of
land.

There is the representation of the
old and new stream of the Cervaro
near the Incoronata forest.

Notes

448

16

16

tremoleto di Deliceto
(masseria)

120

137

137

179

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

90

517

74

74

187

Separone di Pontalbanito
(terre a coltura e mezzana

125 Palazzo d'Ascoli (difesa)

Palazzo di Feudo (saldo dei
fratelli Domenico e Michele
de Luca nella posta)
146 Pianta del demanio di
Ascoli

5

17 Toro di Pontalbanito
(posta)
135 5c
Palazzo di Feudo (posta)

1

1

87

87

1758

62

Stefano
Maggi

Luigi
Morra

Luigi
Morra

/

Author
Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Nicola
Maria
Romito
Michele
Barisani
Michele
Barisani

Ascoli, carapelle,
Carapellotto, Bovino,
Masseria Catenacci,
Tremoleto, Deliceto

1807 Ascoli, Carapelle, Locazione di
Ordona, Locazione di Corleto,
Regio Tratturo
1807 Carapellotto, Carapelle, Strada
che conduce a Bovino, Palazzo
d'Ascoli
1839 Cervaro (masseria dei fratelli
Domenico e Michele de Luca)

1806 Cervaro

1806 Cervaro vecchio, Cervaro,
Palazzo, Duca di Vasto,
Ordona

1806 Posta del Toro, Posta S. Nicola

1806

1813

Year Toponyms
1813 Pontalbanito

1858 Felice Ravillio, Antonio
Furia, Gianvincenzo de
Liso

Title
Cisterna di Pont'Albanito
(posta)
Cisterna di Pont'Albanito
(posta)
13 Toro di Pontalbanito
(posta)

Busta Fascicolo Carta
62
1758

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia

Fondo
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia

TABLE 10.3 TAVOLIERE DI PUGLIA - ASFG

Piante
Topografiche
- Progetti di
Lavoro

Indication of the ruins of S.
Sabino.

The map represents the
cultivated fields owned by the
Marquess De Luca, in Locazione
di Feudo and Posta di Palazzo. It
is represented the stream of the
Cervaro vecchio and the Cervaro
nuovo, the boarders between the
Terre Salde of the Marchese di
Vasto and the road to Ordona.
Acts for the census of the estates
of De Luca brothers.

Notes

Huge map with representation of
cultivated fields south of the
Cervaro, in Feudo d'Ascoli and
Mezzana confining with the
property of the Suke of Bovino.
North to Carapelle.

449

205

223

307

377 338/2

377 338/2

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

84

45

342

342

205

Tavoliere
di Puglia

262

Fascicolo

204

Busta

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Fondo

41 Pianta geometrica
dell'intero bosco
denominato Macchione in
tenimento di Deliceto

40 Pianta geometrica
dell'intero bosco
denominato Macchione in
tenimento di Deliceto

Ponterotto da Capo di
Ordona (posta)

15 Pianta del quinto da
dissodare sula Posta di
Torre di Sopra
07- Serrone e Acquaviva di
ago Pontalbanito

25 Pianta Topografica
Numerica della Posta
denominata si Sopra La
Torre

Title
dei fratelli Domenico e
Michele de Luca)
30 Ponterotto di Pontalbanito
(masseria Duca di Bovino)

Carta

Luigi
Celentani,
Luigi
Mongelli,
Domenico
Freda
Luigi
Celentani,
Luigi
Mongelli,
Domenico
Freda

Pasquale
Aratari

Francesco
Paolo
Romito
Francesco
Paolo
Romito

Giovanni
Fujella

Giovanni
Fujella

Author

1839 Macchiarone di Deliceto
(bosco)

1839 Macchiarone di Deliceto, Posta
vecchia, Carapelle,
Cavallerizza,

1822

1826 Cervaro, lavella, Acquaviva,
Serrone, Mensa Vescovile
Bovino, Ponte

1834 strada per Castelluccio, Posta
di Torre, Posta di Tuori,

1850

1863 Bovino (masseria del Duca di)

Year Toponyms

Tremoleto forest, owned by the
Barone brothers.

Estate of the Duke of Bovino in
Ponterotto, with a masseria and a
well. In the attached documents
the Duke asks to the General
Administration to plough 20
versure of a mezzana, since it is
covered with harmful herbs for
the animals.
Colored map representing the
domain closedto Sopra La Torre.
It also indiucates the road to
Castelluccio and a road called
'avanzi dell'antica Via Appia'.
Geometric map that represents
Posta di Torre di Sopra in
Locazione Pontalbanito.
In this map are represented the
domains of the Duke and of the
Municipality of Bovino in locality
Acquaviva and Serrone.
Request to plough one fifth of the
estates owned by Camillo and
Modesto d'Alessio di Gioia, in
Ponte Roto and Ruatella of
Ordona.
Tremoleto forest, owned by the
Barone brothers.

Notes
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377 338/6

106

307

307

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia

307

87

377 338/3

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia

78

377 338/2

Tavoliere
di Puglia

88

680

Busta Fascicolo
377 338/2

Fondo
Tavoliere
di Puglia

4

Posticciola di Feudo

Posta da Piedi di Feudo
d'Ascoli
Posticciola di Feudo

30 Pianta della titolazione e
reintegra ne' Boschidi
Trimoleto, Valle in Vincolis
e Macchiarone in tenimento
di Deliceto di utile dominio
de' Fratelli Baroneordinata
dal consiglio d'Intendenza
di Capitanata
4 Posta da Piedi di Feudo
d'Ascoli

46 Macchiarone di Deliceto
(bosco)

43 Pianta geometrica
dell'intero bosco
denominato Macchione in
tenimento di Deliceto

Carta Title
42 Pianta geometrica
dell'intero bosco
denominato Macchione in
tenimento di Deliceto

Nicola
Iacovone

Stefano
Maggi
Nicola
Iacovone

Pasquale
Gabriele

Author
Luigi
Celentani,
Luigi
Mongelli,
Domenico
Freda
Luigi
Celentani,
Luigi
Mongelli,
Domenico
Freda
Giuseppe
Rosati,
Giuseppe
Fantozzi,
Domenico
di Nucci
Stefano
Maggi

1822

1822

1823

1807 Ponte di Fabbrica, Carapella,
Via Nuova, Ponte Carrapelle,
Posta della Casa

1846 Tremoleto, Valle In Vincolis,
Macchiarone, Deliceto,
Bovino, Pilone,
Carapellotto,Fontana Rasciata,
Cavallerizza

1843 Macchiarone, Tremoleto, Valle
in Vincolis, Fontana Faccione
(?), Fontana Rutuata,
Cavallerizza, Carapellotto,
Pilone

1839 Macchiarone di Deliceto, Le
pile

Year Toponyms
1839 Macchiarone di Deliceto,
palazzo d'ascoli, lago castro,
Casa della Consolazione

Nicola Antonucci di Civitella
asked to plough one fifth of the
lands he owns in Posticciola di
Feudo and 12 versure in Piana
Cardonella in Monteserico.

Census of the land owned by
Domenico di Vito in locality
Terra di Castrovalva in Province
of L'Aquila.

Detailed map of Macchione, Valle
in Vincolis and Tremoleto
forrests, with indication of
masserie, wells, fountains and
boarders.

Domain of the Duke of Bovino,
with pastures and properties by
the Barone brothers of Foggia.

Tremoleto forest, owned by the
Barone brothers.

Notes
Tremoleto forest, owned by the
Barone brothers.

451

31

24

306

306

397

Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona
Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona
Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona
Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona
Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona
S. Marco d'Ordona

41 Riomorto di Ordona

14 Riomorto di Ordona

6

4

5

5

5

Title
Posticchia di Fonte di
Ordona

Fondo
Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi I
Camera

Busta Fascicolo
15
290

Carta
22-23

Title
Orta (perimetro
dell'abitato, territorio
circostante, viabilità)

TABLE 10.4 CONSIGLIO DI INTENDENZA - ASFG

205bis

29

306

Tavoliere
di Puglia

17

306

397

14

306

205bis

13

306

Busta Fascicolo Carta
306
12
5

Tavoliere
di Puglia

Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia
Tavoliere
di Puglia

Fondo
Tavoliere
di Puglia

Author
Consalvo
Coltellina

Luigi
Pasculli

Camillo
Schocchera
Camillo
Schocchera
Camillo
Schocchera
Camillo
Schocchera
Camillo
Schocchera
Vincenzo
del
Principe
Stefano
Maggi

Author
Camillo
Schocchera

Year Toponym
1811

1839 Poggio di Gala, Orta,
Stornarella

1838 Poggio di Gala, Orta,
Stornarella

1815

1819

1819

1819

1819

1819

Year Toponyms
1819

Notes
This is a controversy between the
major of Orta and Di Dedda, owner
of land, for the opening of a channel
for flowing water of the Riomorto
channel. In the urban center a pond
created an insalubre area since the
Gesuiti had filled and cultivated the

This is a geometric map of the
Posticchia di Riomorto owned by
Nicolaj and De Cesare made in
order to make a census of the
lands for pastures, indicating the
quality of terrains and the use of
soils. All fields around are owned
by Gesuiti.

Notes
It is accorded the possibility to
Michele and Domenico di Giulio
di Sebastiano to plough one fifth
of ther lend in Posticchia di
Fonte.

452

Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi II
Camera

Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi II
Camera
Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi II
Camera

Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi I
Camera
Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi I
Camera
Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi I
Camera
Consiglio di
Intendenza Processi II
Camera

Fondo

1214

1214

34

34

1214

34

1214

58 Pianta topografica del ex
feudo Montecalvello e
Pezza di San Nicola

109 Montecalvello di Troia
(ex feudo)

41 Pezza di S. Nicola

35 Montecalvello di Troia
(ex feudo)

Orta (abitato, Mezzana
del Fano e viabilità)

99 2123/2122

34

Ischia del Molino
(Mezzana in tenimento
di Ascoli)

1023

41

Title

45 Orta (perimetro
dell'abitato, territorio
circostante, viabilità)

Carta

290

Fascicolo

15

Busta

Lionardo
del Duca,
Domenico
Freda, Luigi
Pacelli

Lionardo
del Duca,
Domenico
Freda, Luigi
Pacelli

Michele
Iannantuono

Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia,
Domenico
Sbano,
Saverio
Pacelli

Giovanni
Fajella

Michele
Rizzi

Francesco
d'Aversa

Author

Toponym

1831

1833

1831 Pozzo d'Alvano,
Ponte Sannoro, San
Nicola

1832 Torre di Bonca,
Montecalvelo, Posta
Risecata, Sannoro,
Strada Napoli-Puglia

1850

1823

1811

Year

The document attached are very
interesting because it retraces the trial
between the Duke of Bovino and the
Mensa Vescovile of Troia. The land
surveyors used the Agatangelo della
Croce maps and look for ancient
limits.
There are the ruins of an old bridge
over the Sannoro.

The land surveyors went to
Montecalvello to measure the
property of the Mensa Vescovile of
Troia and to draw a map to be
attached to the acts for a trial
between the Mensa Vescovile and the
Duke of Bovino.

Notes
ancient channels. They ask to recreate
the waterstreams.
Works were not yet completed in
1815.

453

140

141

145 I,96

Affari
Demaniali

Affari
Demaniali

3

140

Affari
Demaniali

7

139

Affari
Demaniali
Affari
Demaniali

2

3

8

136

Affari
Demaniali

8

8

136

136

Fascicolo
1

Busta
7

Affari
Demaniali

Fondo
Affari
Demaniali
Affari
Demaniali

96

32

Carta
227228

Mezzana
Radogna di
Bovino
(appezzamenti)
Pianta della
portata di

Confreda

Title
Piscero presso
Bovino
Pianta dei
territori
demaniali dei
concinti (non
censiti né
migliorati) della
comune di Ascoli
distretto di
Bovino
Pianta
demostrativa dei
terreni denominti
contrada
finocchiara
Pianta numerica
dei terreni
denominati
contrada di
Finocchiara
Tammariceto di
Ascoli (demanio)
Difesa di Bovino
(territorio)

TABLE 10.5. AFFARI DEMANIALI - ASFG

Gennaro Papa

Giovanni Maria
Lionetti, Pasquale
Luberto, Antonio
Procaccino
Giovanni Maria
Lionetti, Pasquale
Luberto, Antonio
Procaccino
Giuseppe di Iorio,
Serafino Sigliuzzo

Angelo Latessa

Pasquale di
Lazzaro, Nicola
pasquale
d'Agostino

Tobia Grassi

Author
Nicola Romito,
Niccolò Conte
Michelangelo
Grassi

1814 Castelluccio dei Sauri

1882

1811 Confred, accadia, Bosco
tamariceto?

1811 confrada, accadia

1883

1810

1809

1810
(?)

Year Toponym
1796

The maps is georeferenced.

Notes

454

153

153

153

Affari
Demaniali

Affari
Demaniali

153

145 II,16

Affari
Demaniali

Affari
Demaniali
Affari
Demaniali

145 I, 375

145 I,3

Affari
Demaniali
Affari
Demaniali

8

5

5

8

Fascicolo

145 I,2

Busta

Affari
Demaniali

Fondo

22

13-14

274

22

Carta

Tagliata in
Tremoleto di
Deliceto (tenuta
boscosa)
Tagliata in
Tremoleto di
Deliceto (tenuta
boscosa)
Pianta della
superficieeffettiva
dei terreni

Title
Castelluccio de'
Sauri [...]"
Pianta della
porzione della
pezza di
Triscitrascia e
Triscitrascella di
spettanza del
Comune di
Catelluccio dei
Sauri
Castelluccio de'
Sauri (mezzana)
Mappa
topografica della
portata
dell'illustre duca
di Bovino in
tenimento di
Castelluccio de
Sauri
Castelluccio de'
Sauri (tratturi)
Sabato-Pinto di
Deliceto (Vallone)

Francesco Paolo
Leo

Luigi Magnatta

Luigi Magnatta

Gianvincenzo de
Liso
Francesco Paolo
Leo

Gennaro Fossa

Gennaro Fossa

Gennaro Fossa

Author

Toponym

1871

1871

1870

1878 Serra Grande (bosco)

1834 si

1810 Castelluccio, Cervaro,
Lavella, Sannoro

1811 Castelluccio dei Sauri

1811 Castelluccio dei Sauri

Year

The map represents the limits of 74
hectars within Tremoleto forest,
which is 123,45 hectars wide for the
ploughing and deforestation,
accorded by Vittorio Emanuele II in
1875 to the municipality of Bovino.
Divisions and quotes of deforestated
areas inside the Tremoleto Forest.

Notes

455

165

1

64

Carta

Le differenze di
Deliceto
(demanio)
Sabato-Pinto di
Deliceto (Vallone)
Tremoleto di
Deliceto
(demanio)
Città di Troia

Title
demaniali di
Deliceto
quotizzati sulla
tenuta boscosa
detta Tagliata
Pianta delle quote
ricavate dalla
zona salda lungo
il vallone
Sabato=Pinto e
da altre aree della
tenuta demaniale
Tagliata
Deliceto
(demanio)

Fondo
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali

Faldone

67
67
67
67
68
68
68
68
68
69

2
11
21
66
84
85
95
122
138
148

Foglio

Lorenzo Procaccini,
Vito Antonio La
penna
Lorenzo Procaccini,
Vito Antonio La
penna
Francesco Paolo
Leo
Lorenzo Procaccini,
Vito Antonio La
penna
Nicolò Serritiello

Francesco Paolo
Leo

Author

Toponym

1711 Troia, Bovino, Sannoro

1882

1878

1882

1882

1878

Year

1823

Year
1812
1816
1817
1819
1820
1820
1821

Map of the city of Troia with part of
its countryside.

Notes

Title
Riattivazione della fontana pubblica e dell'acquedotto
Causa tra il comune e il duca per l'asseganzione di una parte del bosco Acquaviva
Esposto del duca per abusi commessi nel suo territorio
Fida sulla mezzana comunale
Fida degli animali nelle mezzane comunali
Affitto della tenuta detta Isca Boscosa
Affitto del bosco Acquaviva
Affitto di isca boscosa
Affitto dell'ex feudo San Lorenzo in Valle
Affitto della tenuta Isca

TABLE 10.6 AFFARI COMUNALI - ASFG

Affari
Demaniali

6

154

6

3

154

Affari
Demaniali

2

8

Fascicolo

154

154

Affari
Demaniali

Affari
Demaniali
Affari
Demaniali

153

Busta

Affari
Demaniali

Fondo

456

71
71
74
74
74
83
208

256
266
384
387
435
1000
326

Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

Fondo
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

83

83

Ramo
Forestale

Ramo
Forestale

Atti

258

83

83

Ramo
Forestale

Ramo
Forestale

184

69

2

2108

2100

2100

2100

690

26

Fascicolo

42

2

Busta

Ramo
Forestale
Affari
Comunali
s.II

Ramo
Forestale

Sottolivello

2

3

1

Volume

Carta

Capadanzino e Piana
Foresta in tenimento di
Troia
Bovino (locali ad uso
della stazione di
telegrafia elettrica)

Pianta della Mezzana
Elefante

Petrulli in tenimento di
Troia
Pianta della Mezzana
Torre de Rubis in
tenimento di Troia

Bovino (camposanto)

Valle in Vincolis (bosco in
tenimento di Deliceto)

Capitanata (Carta
forestale della provincia)

Title

Author

1859

Francesco de
1865 Giovine

Giovanni
1863 Fajella

Giovanni
1863 Fajella

Giovanni
1863 Fajella

Michele
1837 Giannini

Leonardo di
1865 Giovine

Lorenzo
1828 Avellino

Year

Affitto dei terreni comunali
pascolo aperto a bovino
Rivendicazione del bosco di Cervellino
Riparazione della fontana in mezzo al campo di bovino
Costruzione di un pilone nella mezzana comunale
affitto dei terreni comunli ischia e fontana rossa
Costruzione di un ponte sul cervaro

TABLE 10.7 INTENDENZA E GOVERNO DI CAPITANATA – ASFG

Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali
Affari comunali

Wooded area owned by the
Marquess of Vasto and Pescara. He
was given the possibility to plough
it, as far as he maintened a respect
area near the Sannoro.

Mezzana in Torre di Rubis owned by
the Duke di Bovino.

division of the wood of Valle in
Vincolis and Macchione in sections
prior to their deforestation. In Valle
in Vincolis there were 7400 turkey
oaks and oaks whether in Macchione
tehre were 4027 turkey oaks.

Notes

1842

1846

1839
1839
1844

457

Atti

Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

913

913

913

913

913

Atti

Atti

Atti

Atti

1

1

1

1

1

53

693

Atti

56

266

694

2

2

2

Fascicolo

258

258

258

Busta

Atti

Atti
Affari
Comunali
s.II
Affari
Comunali
s.II

Atti

Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata
Intendenza e
Governo di
Capitanata

Sottolivello

Fondo

II

I

I

I

I

Volume

Fonte (posta in locaizione
di Orta)
Panni (traversa rotabile
alla strada regia di
Puglia)

Title
Bovino (I piano del
palazzo dell'eredità Fossa
ad uso della segreteria
della sottointendenza)
Bovino (I piano del
palazzo dell'eredità Fossa
ad uso della segreteria
della sottointendenza)
Bovino (I piano del
palazzo dell'eredità Fossa
ad uso della segreteria
della sottointendenza)

Bovino (camposanto)

59 Bovino (camposanto)

53 Bovino (camposanto)

88 Bovino (abitato)

37 Bovino (camposanto)

7

Castelluccio delli Schiavi
37 (locazione odinaria)

Carta

Author

Lorenzo
1829 Avellino

Luigi
1820 D'Auria

Leonardo
1820 Bruno

1819 R. Aliberti

Antonio
1818 Zammarano

1836 Luigi Obery

Floriano
1820 Conte

1859

1859

1859

Year

Very badly preserved map of Bovino
city centers with roads and entrances
to the town.

Notes

458
Riomorto di
Ordona
cervaro versantino
da sistemare
Posta di versantino
Tammariceto di
Ascoli (mezzana)
Posta delle Cruste
Cisterna di
Castelluccio dei
Sauri

369

369

365

365

369

369

371

379

380

384

Bonassisa di Orta
(posta)
Montecalvello di
Troia (feudo)
Posticciola di
Ordona (posta)
Fornella di Ordona
(contrada)
Amendola

412

S. Nicola di
Pontealbanito
(pezza)

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Title
Omomorto di
Bovino (territorio
della SS.
Annunziata)
Ponte Albanito
(tenuta)

488

Foglio

Atti privati
registrati

Faldone
540

488

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Fondo
Atti privati
registrati

TABLE 10.8 ATTI PRIVATI REGISTRATI - ASFG

giugno
1850

maggio
1851
Aprile 1850

gennaio
1861
febbraio
1855
febbraio
1854
novembre
1853
giugno
1851
giugno
1851
maggio
1851
aprile 1851

maggio
1841

maggio
1841

Year
giugno
1854

Francesco de
Angelis
Giovanni Fajella

Giovanni Faiella

Giovanni Faiella

Gabriele
Sebastiani
Giovanni Faiella

Lorenzo
Avellino,
Nicodemo
Sabatino,
Gaetano Caranci
Lorenzo
Avellino,
Nicodemo
Sabatino,
Gaetano Caranci
Vincenzo
Sebastiani
Giuseppe
Iannantuoni
Giuseppe de
Santis
Giuseppe
Palmieri
Luigi Mongelli

Author
Gennaro
Santoro,
Gennaro Iossa

cervaro

Toponym

Roads between Troia
and Ponte Albanito,
between Giardinetto
and Incoronata.

Notes

459

338

338

Atti privati
registrati

Valle in Vincolis di
Deliceto

Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)

Ponterotto di
Ordona
Macchione di
Deliceto (bosco)

339

338

Cisterna (posta)

Quercia di
Pontalbanito
(masseria)

339

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

342

Quercia di Feudo
(posta e mezzana)

345

Atti privati
registrati

Ascoli (feudo di)

345

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Title
Occhio di Sorcio di
Castelluccio dei
Sauri
Sopra la torre di
Pontalbanito
(posta)
Valle in Vincolis,
Tremoleto,
Macchione

350

Foglio

Atti privati
registrati

Faldone
365

364

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Fondo
Atti privati
registrati

luglio 1843

luglio 1843

dicembre
1843
novembre
1843
luglio 1843

luglio 1842

maggio
1845
giugno
1845

luglio 1846

marzo 1850

Year
giugno
1850

Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Giuseppe Rosati,
Giuseppe
Fantozzi,
Domenico di
Nucci
Giuseppe Rosati,
Giuseppe
Fantozzi,
Domenico di
Nucci
Giuseppe Rosati,
Giuseppe
Fantozzi,

Giovanni Fajella

Liborio
Antonellis
Vincenzo
Rinaldi, Antonio
Caizzi, Giuliano
Santagata
Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia

Stefano Maggi

Giovanni Fajella

Author
Giovanni Fajella

Pilone,
Cavallerizza,
Fontana
Profumata,

Toponym

It represents the
Cervaro and the lands
in Posta da Feudo.
There is also the bridge
over the Cervaro, near
Incoronata.

Indication of 'ancient
via Appia'.

Notes

460

323

323

Tremoleto (bosco)

San Lorenzo
(portata)
ponterotto da piedi
di Ordona (saldo)
Mezzana di
Tremoleto (bosco)

328

Atti privati
registrati

Ponterotto (pezza)

332

327

Palazzo d'Ascoli

332

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Incoronata di
Foggia (bosco)

Portata di
Tagliuzzo

Incoronata di
Foggia (bosco)

Incoronata di
Foggia (bosco)
Masseria di Campo
detta la Quercia in
Pontealbanito
Strada da Troia a
Incoronata
Pontalbanito del fu
saggese (tenuta)
Incoronata di
Foggia (bosco)

Title

332

Foglio

Atti privati
registrati

332

Atti privati
registrati

332

333

334

334

335

Faldone

332

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Fondo

ottobre
1839

febbraio
1842
Febbraio
1841
dicembre
1840
ottobre
1839

Marzo 1842

marzo 1842

marzo 1842

marzo 1842

giugno
1841
maggio
1842
marzo 1842

novembre
1842
Marzo 1836

Year

Antonio Caso

Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Antonio Caso

Saverio Pacelli

Stefano Maggi

Giovanni Faiella

Giuseppe
Fantozzi

Saverio Pacelli

Domenico Sbano

Antonio M.
Caizzi
Domenico Sbano

Giuseppe Barone

Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia

Author
Domenico di
Nucci
Stefano Maggi

lago castro,
fontana di san
potito, carapelle,
cavallerizza
Cacvallerizza,
Tremoleto,
Deliceto

cervaro, canale
dello
stracciagatto,
muraglione
carapellotto,
Carapelle,
Incoronata
Cervaro,
Giardino,

incoronata,
cervaro, carapelle

Toponym

Map of the Incoronata
wood and the bridge
over the Cervaro.
Map of the Incoronata
wood and the bridge
over the Cervaro.

Notes

461

321

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

321

Atti privati
registrati

312

313

313

313

319

319

321

321

321

Atti privati
registrati

321

Faldone
321

321

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Fondo
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Foglio

Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)
Cervaro o
Mezzanone (difesa)

Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)
Riomorto di
Ordona
Siciliano presso il
Ponte di Bovino
(taverna dei fratelli)
Torre di lamia
(pezza)
Tremoleto
(mezzana)

Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)
Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)

Riseca Iannuzzi

Riseca Iannuzzi

San Lorenzo presso
Cervaro (fondo)

Title
Macchione di
Deliceto (bosco)
Posta Nuova
(Marchese del
Vasto)

ottobre
1837
luglio 1837

dicembre
1837
ottobre
1837

giugno
1839
gennaio
1839
Marzo 1839

giugno
1839
giugno
1839

giugno
1839

giugno
1839

giugno1839

Year
giugno
1839
Luglio 1834

Francesco Paolo
Romito

Nicola d'Atri

Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Nicola d'Atri

Giuseppe Maria
Ricci

Luigi Pacelli

Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Domenico Freda

Domenico
Sbano, Stefano
Maggi, Saverio
Pacelli
Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Domenico Freda

Domenico di
Nucci

Author
Domenico Freda

casa della
consolazione,
Fontana Rajata,
Omomorto, Pile,

Tremoleto

Tremoleto

lago castro,
fontana di san
potito
lago castro,
fontana di san
potito

ponte sul
Sannoro, strada
regia da napoli a
foggia
S. lorenzo, Posta
delle vigne

Toponym

Notes

462

308

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

295

294

294

294

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

296

300

303

311

Atti privati
registrati

Faldone
311

311

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Fondo
Atti privati
registrati

Foglio

Cisterna di
Pontalbanito
(posta)
Pianta topografica
di luoghi in
questione tra la
Comune di Deliceto
e la Casa della
Consolazione
Pianta topografica
dei luoghi in
qustione tra la
Comune di Deliceto
e la casa della
Consolazione
Cisterna in feudo di
Castelluccio dei
Sauri di
Pontalbanito
(strade e sentieri
della posta di)

Risecata di
Giardinetto (fondo)
Macchione di
Deliceto
Posticciola di Feudo
di Ascoli (posta)
Bonassisa di Orta
(mezzana)

Tremoleto di
Deliceto (bosco)

S.Maria Valle in
Vincolis di Deliceto

Title
Macchione di
Deliceto (bosco)

settembre
1833

settembre
1833

settembre
1833

dicembre
1833

dicembre
1834
aprile 1834

luglio 1835

luglio 1836

giugno
1837

giugno
1837

Year
giugno
1837

Francesco Paolo
Romito

Michele Giannini

Michele Giannini

Domenico Sbano

Leonardo del
Duca
Lionardo del
Duca

Author
Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Luigi Mongelli,
Domenico Freda,
Luigi Celentani
Domenico di
Nucci
Ciriaco Perrone

Masseria di
Cisterna,
Castelluccio,
Facenda della
Posta

Pizzo delle Vigne,
Carapella,
Fontana della
Volpe, Casa della
Consolazione

Casa della
Consolazione,
Pozzo Gavione,
Deliceto

Carapelle,
Tressanti,
Bonassisa

Toponym

Topographic
representation of the
public roads and tracks
nearby Cisterna.

Notes
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291

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

289

283

279

277

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati

291

291

Atti privati
registrati

Faldone
292

292

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Fondo
Atti privati
registrati

Foglio

Posticciola di Feudo
(posta)

Pontalbanito
(portata - mezzana)

Monte Calvello
(tenuta)

Monte Calvello (ex
feudo)

Posticchia di Fonte
di Ordona
Posticciola di Ascoli
(posta)

Fonte di Ordona
(posticchia)

Montecalvello di
Troia (ex Feudo)

Title
Fonte di Ordona
(posticchia)

febbraio
1830

giugno
1830

marzo 1831

agosto 1832

febbraio
1833
maggio
1829

Gennaio
1833

aprile 1833

Year
maggio
1833

Michele Barisani,
Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia,
Francesco Paolo
Romito
Francesco Paolo
Romito,
Giovanni de

Giuseppe Pacelli,
Domenico
Sbano, Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia

Nicola
d'Antinone,
Michelangelo
Grassi,
Domenico Metta
Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia,
Domenico
Sbano, Saverio
Pacelli

Author
Giovanni de
Capite, Giuseppe
di Cesare, Luigi
Pacelli
Leonardo del
Duca, Domenico
Freda, Luigi
Pacielli
Vincenzo
Principe,
Lionardo del
Duca

Sannoro, Osteria
di Pizzo d'Alvano

Toponym

Topographic plan of
Montecalvello and San
Nicola. There is the
indication of the old
and new bridge over
the Sannoro, of a
fountain and a
murgetta.
Topographic plan of
Tenuta Monte Calvello
of the property of the
Mensa Vescovile of
Troia.

Notes
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243

245

249

257

265

265

Tremoleto
(territorio)
Ponterotto da Capo
di Ordona (posta)
Macina di Ordona
(posta)

Bovino (mezzana
del Duca di)
Postapiano di
Pontalbanito

Ruatella di Ordona
(posta)

Bonassisa di Orta
(posta)

febbraio
1822

maggio
1825
giugno
1823
luglio 1822

maggio
1827
aprile 1827

marzo 1829

gennaio
1829

febbraio
1829
febbraio
1829
giugno
1829
maggio
1829

Year

Fondo
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino

Faldone
5C
5C
5C

Year
1813
1813
1813

TABLE 10.9 CATASTI ANTICHI E PROVVISORI – BOVINO - ASFG

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

272

Atti privati
registrati

273

273

Mezzana di
Bonassisa
Palazzo (portata
del)
Posticciola in Feudo
d'Ascoli (posta)

273

Title
Trionfo

Foglio

273

Faldone

272

Sottolivello

Atti privati
registrati

Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati
Atti privati
registrati

Fondo

Toponym
Ricarsogni,
Pozzo Demone
I Valli

Leonardo del
Duca

Francesco Paolo
Romito
Pasquale Aratari

Mattia Freda

Vincenzo
Cerulli, Michele
Barisani, Nicola
Antinone
Lionardo del
Duca,
Donantonio del
Duca
Giovanni de
Capite,
Francesco Paolo
Romito,
Domenico Sbano
Stefano Maggi

Pasquale Aratari

Domenico Freda

Author
Capite, Giuseppe
d'Ecclesia
Domenico Freda

Toponym

Notes
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Place

Biblioteca Provinciale
Foggia

Fondo

Fondo Ester Loiodice

TABLE 10.10 Photographic documents - ASFG

Fondo
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino
Catasti antichi e provvisori - Bovino

Year
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813

19001933

Year

Ponte Incoronata sul Cervaro

Title

Toponym
Cologna
Porte di Cologna
Fico di Cologna
Vicarsogni, Novola, Cretabianca
Tevola, Differenze
Tevola
Pozzoitolo
Pozzoitolo
Cologna, Tevola
Cerza di Troia
Differenze
S. Oronzio
Casale
Olmo del Casale
Iancoppa
Carpine
Novola
Isca
Portata del Ponte
Fontana Podocchiosa, vomorto
Montenero, Fontana de Granci
Montefedele, la Piana di Foggia, Demanj
Montefedele, Pozzo Federico,
Pagliarone
Li Valli di Valleverde
Portata del ponte, Perazzo, Olivella
Cofollone
Serralonga
Contrada Iazzano
Li Valli di San Lorenzo

Location
Settore Fondi Speciali, faldone blu da G1 a G195,
cartella "Subappennino dauno donazione Ester
Loiodice", G137

Faldone
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C
5C

466

Fondo Ester Loiodice

Biblioteca Provinciale
Foggia

Fondo Ester Loiodice

Fondo Ester Loiodice

Fondo fotografico
dell'Acquedotto Pugliese

Fondo fotografico
dell'Acquedotto Pugliese

Fondo fotografico
dell'Acquedotto Pugliese

Biblioteca Provinciale
Foggia
Palazzo
dell'Acquedotto
Pugliese
Palazzo
dell'Acquedotto
Pugliese
Palazzo
dell'Acquedotto
Pugliese

Biblioteca Provinciale
Foggia

Fondo Ester Loiodice

Fondo Ester Loiodice

Place

Fondo

Box 51, n° 2090

Box 38, n° 1569

Box 32, n° 1282

Location
Settore Fondi Speciali, faldone blu da G1 a G195,
cartella "Subappennino dauno donazione Ester
Loiodice", G30
Settore Fondi Speciali, faldone blu da G1 a G195,
cartella "Subappennino dauno donazione Ester
Loiodice", G61
Settore Fondi Speciali, faldone blu da G1 a G195,
cartella "Subappennino dauno donazione Ester
Loiodice", G61
Settore Fondi Speciali, faldone blu da G1 a G195,
cartella "Subappennino dauno donazione Ester
Loiodice", G61

19001980

19001980

19001933

19321933

19001933

19001933

Year

Ufficio speciale irrigazione Foggia il
Cervaro. N. 13

Ufficio speciale Irrigazione il Cervaro
Foggia n. 14
Ufficio speciale. Irrigazione. Il torrente
Cervaro e il ponte di Bovino. Serie F n.
59

Provincia di Foggia - Particolare del
ponte sifone nel Torrente Cervaro

Ponte sul Sannoro
Sulla strada Foggia - Bovino Monte
calvello e nella conca la stazione di
Giardinetto - Troia

La pittoresca valle del Cervaro

Title
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